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Culinary School of W : unsubstantiated (m No. 84-000208)
re- of criminal miamaduct by officials of the

104. Memorandum and correspondence between U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, Office of the Insirector General, Ren III, and Culinary School of
Washington, DC, re. draft audit report., '%eview of Selected Aspects of the
Guaranteed Student Loan Program (GEIP administered by Culinary
School of Washington, Washington, DC d the riod July 19, 1982
through December 31, 1985" (Audit )ont;o1 No. II)

105. Limitation Agreement, dead October 21, 1986, between the Higher Edu-
cation Assistance Foundation and the Culinary School of Washington, Ltd

106. Memorandum, dated July 1_, from C. Rmald Kimberling, Assietani
Secretary for Posteecondary Education, U.S. Department of Education, to
Mitchell L Leine, Assistant Inspector General for Audit, re. Office of

r General Alert Concern the Culinary School of Washington. DC
10711.15C:r, dated September 15, 1: , from Barkev Kibarian, Ph.D., chair-

man of the board, Culinary School of Washington, Ltd., to Ethelene
Hughey, Audit Review Branch Chief, Office of Postsecondary Education, re
payment check of $15,033 for placement in escrow for implementation of
chef scholarship program

108. "Learn To Be A Chef," Culinary School of Washington, Ltd., 1989-90
catalog (Volume Five, July, 1989)

109. U.S Department of FAucation, Office of Inspector General, "Inipection
Report of Culinary School of Washington, Ltd., Washington, DC"
tion N-0000903) 21, 1990, prepared by E. Edward Dahl, Directorlra

on Team
110. U.S. Department of Education, Office of Inspector General, Office of

Audit, "Report on Review of Selected Aspects of the Guaranteed Student
Loan Program Administered by Culinary School of Washington, Washing-
ton, DC, during the period July 19, 1982 through December 31, 1985" (Audit
Cnntrol Number 03-6050D, February, 1 . Regional Inspector General for
Audit, Regions I. II, and Thl, Philadelphia. PA

111. Boo, Katherine, "Recipe for Disaster," City Paper, August U, 1990
112. Letter, dated October 15, 1990, from Albert J. Predergast, re his emacia-

tion with Culinary School of Washington
113. Statement of Hon. Marge Roukema, a U.S. Representative from the State
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*Maw be found in the files of the Subcommittee.
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ABUSES IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12, 1990

U.S. SENATE"
PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

Comarrrra ox GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:30 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn (Chair-
man of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nunn, Roth, Lieberman, and Cohen.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,

Deputy Chief Counsel; Mary 1). Robertson, Chief Clerk; Alan Edel-
man, C.ounsel; Kim Wherry, Gminsel; David R. Buckley, Chief In-
vestigator, Harold Lippman, Investigator, Mark Webster, Investiga-
tor, Grace McPhearson, Invtigator; Cynthia Comstock, Staff As-
sistant1 Declan Cashman, Staff Awistant; Daniel F. Rinzel, Minori-
ty Chief Counsel; Carla Martin, Minority Assistant Chief Clerk;
and Blaine Phillips, Minority Staff Assistant.

Other staff present: Robert Harris (Senator Glenn); and Aaron
Bayer (Senator Liebernmn).

[Statement of authority follows:1
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcom-

mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission is
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any Member of the Subcommittee as designat-
ed by the Chairman, to conduct open and/or executive eardon hearings without a
quorum to two members for the administration of oaths and the taking of testimony
in connection with hearings on Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs (Part 2) to
be held on September 12 and 13, 1990.

SAM NUNN. Chairman.
WILLIAM V. Rom. Jr.,

Ranking Minority Member.

OPENING STATEMLAT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Last February, the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

held two days of hearinp on _problems in the Title IV guaranteed
student loan program. Those hearings uncovered an alarming p,t-
tern of' waste, fraud and abuse in the program, particularly in
regard to those loans given to students enrolled in trade and pro-
prietary schools.

At those hearings, the General Accounting Office reported that
their review of the 1987 data showed that, although proprietary
school students accounted for only 22 percent of the outstanding
loans in the Title IV program, they produced 44 percent of all de-
faults.

(1)
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Of perhaps even greater significance, we also heard testimony
that vividly demonstrated that the students for whom the loan pro-
gram had been developed were being victimized themselves by un-
scrupulous school owners. Tens of thousands of such students failed
to receive the promised training and skills from those schooL; and,
accordingly, found themselves saddled with debt they had no way
of repaying.

Since those hearings, additional developments have taken place
which further underscore the extent of the problems we uncovered
earlier this year and the growing seriousness this situation poses.

On July 19, 1990, the Secretary of Education announced that he
had been notified by the Higher Education Assistance Foundation,
known as HEAP, ore of the llation's largest guarantors of Federal
student loans, that it was facing serious 'financial problems. HEAF
is presently responsible for more than $9 billion in student loans,
the great majority of which were made to proprietary school stu-
dents.

The potential effect of HEAF's fmancial plight becomes painfully
apparent when one considers that its guaranteed loans to proprie-
tary students are defaulting at the astronomical rate of 47 Ix:1.cent.
Even as American taxpayers continue to struggle with the after-
math of the savings and loan debacle, once again we seem to be
faced with what may be the beginning of another multi-billion-
dollar bailout.

At this point, let me interject that the Subcommittee has also
been looking into these developments, especially the role of lend-
ers, secondary market loan services, and guaranty agencies, for
some time and will hold hearings on these aspects of the program
on the 25th and 26th of this month.

This morning and tomorrow morning, we will examine the ques-
tion of how ineffective, suspect or disreputable schools get into and
remain in the Federal guaranteed student loan program. Under
the current system, the so-called Triad of State licensing, accredita-
tion by industry self-regulatory bodies, and eligibility/certification
conferred by V:se U.S. Department of Education determines which
schools are eligible to participate in the Federal student loan pro-
grams.

Those three levels of review were intended to insure some degree
of quality in education in the Federal student loan program. Unfor-
tunately, we have recently seen more and more evidence that the
system is falling far short of that goal.

The Subcommittee staff will report this morning that serious
shortcomings in the so-called triad system have "encouraged un-
scrupulous; school owners to take advantage of the availability of
Title IV funds, because they know that the system is not set up to
detect or catch fraud and tsw.."

One school owner recently described the ease in getting rich in
the proprietary school business by calling the 1980's the "oppor-
tune time to be crooked."

Consider, for example, some of the schools that have been al-
lowed to participate in the Federal student loan program:

In Florida, a fully accredited nursing assistant and respiratory
therapy school was allowed to participate in the Federal guaran-
teed student loan program. On a subeequent site visit to the school,

14
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Florida licensing officials found that the school was connected to a
store, whose customers had to pass through the gel ool entrance to
conduct business. The store was operated by the school's owner,
selling records and tapes, a large part of which were x-rated.
Access to the school classroom was naqiing more than a hole
knocked out of a wall and essential instructional materials were
meager or non-operable. The school's self-study do tunent listed
several clinical affiliations, including Jackson Memorial Hospital.
When called, hospital officials had no knowledge of any arrange-
ment with the school.

Another example: In Washington, D.C., students of a cooking
school, which was at one point simultaneously accredited by two
different accrediting bodies, reportedly complained of receiving few
classes and of having to perform unpaid work as part of their so-
called education in the cafeteria of the Blue Plains Sewage Treat-
ment Plant. Most of the students received Federal grants and guar-
anteed loans to pay the school's $6,900 fee for a 6-month chef
course. After a long history of complaints and investigations, one
accrediting body withdrew its accreditation, while the other finally
withdrew its accreditation 2 days before the school filed for bank-
ruptcy.

An accredited truck driving school, with multiple branches, lo-
cated nationwide enrolled close to 100,000 students between 1980
and 1988. Virtually all of these students paid for their tuition with
Federal student aid funds. At just one location of this school, more
than 13,000 out of nearly 31,000 students defaulted on their loans,
to the tune of some $27 million.

Among the problems found at this and other school locations
were: alteration of ability-to-benefit tests so that unqualified stu-
dents were admitted; enrollment of students with physical disabil-
ities or criminal records that would prevent them from driving a
truck or obtaining a licen e to do so; and falsification of documents
to appear to be in compliance with Federal course length require-
ments.

As a result of these abuses, the owner of this school is the subject
of a $366 million civil suit by the U.S. Departments of Education
and Justice, in which he is charged with defrauding the Federal
guaranteed student loan program. The owner of this school, it is
worth noting, was at one time a member of the board of directors
of the accrediting body that accredited his schools.

Clearly, these examples do not demonstrate the type of "quality
education" that most taxpayers assume is the foundation of the
Federal student loan program. Accreditation alone apparently no
longer guarantees that students will receive, at Federal expense,
skilled training and instruction in their chosen field.

Mcreover, the other two prongs of the triad review processli-
censing and certificationoften do little to improve the situation.
State licensing authorities, typically underfunded and under-
manned, operate under a wide range of differing State licensing re-
quirements and often are ill-equipped to add more than a perfunc-
tory rubber-stamp approval.

Moreover, their role in determining eligibility for the Federal
programs is often lost in the process. In Georgia, for example, li-
censing officials discovered a branch of an out-cif-State accredited
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school receiving Federal funds without ever having been licensed
in Georgia.

As for the Department of Education's certification, in practice it
has proven to be virtually guaranteed once a school is licensed and
accredited. According to the Department's Inspector General, for
examp* between &col year 1967 and fiscal year 1988, approxi-
mately 2024, out of 2,087, or 97 percent, of the schools reviewed by
the department's certification branch were ultimately certified.

According to the Inspector General, 800 or 88 percent of these in-
stitutions were financially troubled and/or had significant adminis-
trative deficiencies. During this same time span, about 150 of these
schools closed and 50 closed that educational services
were not provided to students enrolled. As a result, mil-
lions of dollars in Federal student ai funds were wasted and the
students were left with little more than a substantial Federal debt
for training they never received.

This moraines hearing is intended to examine in-depth the so-
called triad review processlicensing, accreditation and certifica-
tion. I am hopeful that the testimony will help to explain why this
system has so frequently allowed unqualified, ill-equipped, finan-
cially unsound, and, in some cases, even fraudulent schools to re-
ceive huge amounts of Federal student loan funds. We want to
know not only why the system has failed in the past, but also what
can be done, whether through legislation or agency reform, to pre-
vent thaw, types of abuses in the future.

This morning, we will hear from the Inspector General, who will
discuss the problems his staff has found in several reviews of the
Department's management and oversight of the student loan pro-
gram. He will explain the Department s certification and elWbility
processes, as well as the role played by the Accrediting Agency
Evaluation Branch and the National Advisory Committee on Ac-
creditation and Institutional Eligibility.

We will also hear from a number of witnesses who, by virtue of
their diverse personal and professional experiences, have a unique
perspective on the causes and effects of problems in the Federal
guaranteed student loan program.

Finally, we will hear from an individual with intimate knowl-
edge of the problems in the triad, based on his experience as a
fanner proprietary school recruiter, fmancial aid administrator,
and owner. This witness is presently, serving a prison sentence for
defrauding the government of more than $400,000 by inventing fic-
titious students for whom he then obtained federally guaranteed
student loans. His testimon,y will help explain how easily the cur-
rent system can be manipuUted by unscrupulous profiteers, at the

exrerof
both the students and, ultimately, the taxpayers.

re we proceed, I want to express my thanks to the ranking
member, Senator Roth, Senator Cohen and other members of the
Subcommittee, as well as particularly the minority staff, for their
cooperation and assistance during the course of this investigation.

I also want to publicly acknowledge and express my appreciation
to the General Accounting Office and the Inspector General's
Ogice of the Department of Education for the assistance they have
provided the Subcommittee staff in connection with the investiga-
tion and preparation for these hearings.
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Senator Roth, I call on you now. I know Senator Cohen has an
opening statement, and then we will get to our witnesses.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR ROTH

Senator ROTH. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The original purpose of our student loan program was, of course,

to give needy students a chance to succeed. The program exempli-
fied the principles of opportunity and achievement that our coun-
try was founded upon.

But now the system has been tainted by greed. Some dishonest
school operators have taken advantage of loose regulations and
turned their so-called educational institutional into money-grab-
bing businesses. They have substituted marketing schemes for real
education, for the specifk purpose of conning unsuspecting stu-
dents.

Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding these hearings and I
commend your staff for their outstanding investigative efforts. It is
time to meet the problems revealed by this investigation head-on.

As you know, the student loan program will make nearly $18 bil-
lion in loans during this fiscal year, and it is estimated that about
13 percent of those loans or $2.8 billion will default. That money
will be lost not solely through the fault of students, but because of
the sharp practices of some school operators, accrediting agencies
and lenders.

Now, we know the money being lost in the student loan program
is the taxpayers', and yet we will hear calls from some in Crigress
asking the taxpayers for more money.

Mr. Chairman, it seems to me that this is more than merely a
problem of calling for more regulators and more regulations. I am
concerned that, once again, by making loan guarantees, we have
opened the door to the unscrupulous, sharp-shooters who see a way
into the U.S. Treasury.

I think we have to recognize that there is a very significant dif-
ference between those students entering established 2-year or 4-
year schools, in contrast to so-called trade schools. Both serve a
very legitimate purpose and need. We must insure that our needy
who cannot go on to regular college have the opportunity to be edu-
cated for some worthwhile trade. But unfortunately, once again,
loan guarantees seem to have provided an opportunity for a fast
buck to be made by the sharp-shooters.

As we look through the triad, or means of accrediting these
schools, it seems to me that there is a very significant difference
between established junior colleges and schools. The accreditation
in those instances may work reasonably well, but they are not ade-
quate or do not appear to be adequate in the case of proprietorship,
where the goal too often seems to be making funds for the owner,
rather than the education of the needy.

So, I think Congress has a very real responsibility to look at the
basic approach of the student loan program and develop some kind
of a system that will insure that the young are not merely being
taken, from the standpoint of a loan, but are receiving a worth-
while education. So, I congratulate you on your hearings.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very mu+, Senator Roth.

1
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Senator Cohen?
OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR COHEN

Senator COHEN. Mr. Chairman, let me first commend you.
Yesterday, as Chairman of the Armed Services Committee, you

directed our attention to the Middle East, and today you have shift-
ed that attention back to the heart of America. I think it is desper-
ately important that we continue to focus on problems here at
home, as well as abroad.

I have a statement that I would like included in the record. I will
simply say that we have at least 17 proprietary schools in Maine.
Most of them are well known and they are well run and the stu-
dents who attend them are well prepared for careers in their fu-

tures.
In quickly looking over the testimony, it is also very clear that

this is not the case nationwide. We have some schools who are in-
venting students so that they can bilk the Federal Government.
There are others who are near collapse and they leave the students
without degrees, as you have indicated, Mr. Chairman, but with
substantial debts as they close their doors. There are others who
offer worthless courses and charge pretty hefty tuition, leaving
their students poorer, perhaps wiser, but certainly no closer to a
decent job.

I would point out that it is not enough that these institutions are
defrauding the Federal Government. That is serious enough, but

they send individuals like Tommy Wayne Downs, who is going to
be one of the witnesses this mornings to prey upon the poorest, the

most desperate in our society. They sell 'dreams, dreams of a better
way of life, a home, a career, dreams of a life of self-sufficiency and
productive work, and hope for the one thing that is integral to the

American dream and that is education.
By preying on the young, the person who is struggling without a

trade or skills, the person who is desperate for a way out, these in-
stitutions are not only defrauding the Federal Government, they

are defrauding the veiy people who are least able to see through
the glib promises and the easy smiles.
So, Mr. Chairman, I commend you for holding these hearings

and I look forward to the testimony this morning.
[The statement of Senator Cohen followsl

PREPARED STATEMENT OP SENATOR COHEN

Mr. Chairman, I am that you have called these hearinp on the accredita-
fion and subeequent e hility of schools to take part in the federally funded stu-
dent aid programs. I he abuses of these programs iimply must cease and I
am eager to hear the testimony of those who will give us some understanding of
how to curb the flagrant mieuse of these federal dollars.

According to the Career prodning Institute, there are currently more than 2 mil-
lion students enrolled in our nation's proprietery schools The 1.niWi tute estimates
that this enrollment figure haw dropped 11% from last year, a decline it links to
changes in the elity for student loons. Last year, 15 pwm t of our nation's pro-
prietary schools cid, a Arne may be linked to elity for federally &Med
loans. Clearly the relatimNp between proprietary schools, student enrollments,
and the federal loan programs is an important one and, as thew figures suggest,
well worth a various review.

In my own home state of Maine, there are some 17 proprietary schools serving the
students of the state. Many of these schools *re well lmown institutions and the stu-
dents are well served by them. Armed with the training offered by these Institu-

1Th
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tions, these Maine students enter the workforce well prepared to become useful and
accomplished in their trades.

But in reviewing the testimony provided for this hearing, it is clear that some
proprietary schools outside Maine are not providing such a service. Some are invent-
ing students so that they can halt the federal government. Men, near collapft,
leave the students without degreeebut with wheantial debtsas they close tWr
doors. Still others offer worthless courses and charge hefty tuitions., leaving their
students poorer and wiser, perhapsbut no closer to a decent Joh.

It is not enough that these institutions defraud the federal government, they send
individuals like Tommy Wen. Downs to the pooreet and most desperate to sell
them "dreams". Dreams of a better way of life, a home, a career. Dreams ofa life of
self-sufficiency and productive work. And the hope of the one thing that is integral
to the American Dream: an education. By preying on the young, the person
glingwitbouts s trade or skills, the person (lesperate for a "way out", these inititu-

ns defraud not only the federal government they defraud young people who are
least able to see through the glib promisees and essy smiles.

For those young Americans. I offer a special thanks to you, Mr. Chairman. It is,
in large part, for timir sake* that we hold these hearings today.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Cohen.
I agree with your statement completely. The tragedy here is

there has never been a pohit in our history that I can recall, at
least in reading the history of this country, where we needed to
emphasize skilled training more. There has probably never been a
time in the history of the United States where we need to devote
much more attention to providing skilled training and the opportu-
nity for skilled training to so much of our society.

So, that makes this a double fraudreally it is a triple fraud. I
would say a fraud against the taxpayers, a fraud against the stu-
dents, and a fraud against the American economy and our ability
to compete in the world. So I would dermitely agree with you.

Senator Ninvw. Our first witnesses this morning are Kim Wherry
and Hal Lippman, investigators for our staff. We swear in all the
witnesses before this Subcommittee, so, Kim and Hal, I will ask
you to stand and take the oath.

Do you swear that the testimony you will give will be the truth,
the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?

Ms. WHERRY. I do.
Mr. LIPPMAN. I do.
Senator Nurrzi. I know you have a rather lengthy staff statement

and it is all important, but I understand that you are going to be
able to summanze some of it. Make sure you hit most of the points,
though, do not cut it too briefly. We appreciate your good work.

TESTIMONY OF KIM WHERRY, COUNSEL, PERMANENT SUBCOM-
MITITE ON INVESTIGATIONS,' AND HAROLD H. LIPPMAN, IN-
VESTIGATOR

MS. WHERRY. Thank you, Senator. Good morning, Mr. Chairman
and members of the subcommittee.

Last February, during the Subcommittee's first set of hearings
on student loan abuse, we heard of the tactics that some schools
were isbmg to victimize students and the American taxpayer.

In this hearing, we will uncover how many of these unscrupulous
schools are able to get into the Title IV system and stay in, thereby
wreaking havoc amd rupturing the dreams of so many underprivi-
leged Americans.

ifs p 45 for staff statement.
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In 1990, almost $12.5 billion will be loaned to 4.7 million borrow-
ers, $53 billion of the total amounts loaned in the program will still
be outstanding, and our outstanding defaulted student loans will
reach $7.8 billion.

Defaults in loan volume has increased dramatically since the in-
ception of the program in 1965, with great acceleration occurring
from 1986 to the present. Mr. Chairman, we can look to the chart
that is currently displayed and see how that volume has increased.

Senator NUNN. Could I get somebody to tilt that chart a little bit
more this way? That is good. That is fine right there.

MS, WHIMSY. We can see that in 1985, $1 billion was in default,
and now for 1990, the Department of Education estimates that $2
billion will be in default. [See Exhibit No. I.]

Senator Nwor. That is per year?
Ms. WHERRY. That is per year.
One of the changes in 1986 that contributed to this surge in loan

volume in defaults is the addition of trade or proprietary school
students as supplemental loans for students or SLS recipients.

The General Accounting Office reported that their review of 1987
data showed that, although proprietary school students accounted
for only 22 percent of the outstanding loans in the Title IV pro-
gram, they produce 44 percent of all defaults.

Default data indicate that students who attend proprietary
schools tend to default at a higher rate than those attending other
institutions of postsecondary education, including the most compa-
rable 2-year public institutions, the community colleges. Proprie-
tary school students are largely from low-income backgrounds,
attend the schools for short periods and have relatively low loan
balances, factors which are related to high default rates.

The U.S. Department of Education reports that, according to its
national data on 1986 borrowers entering repayment, proprietary
school students default at a rate that is twice as high as that for
year institutions and four times as high as that for 4-year schools,
as illustrated by this chart. [See Exhibit No. 2.) It shows that for
1987, the proprietary school default rate was 33 percent, whereas
the default rate for 4-year colleges was only 7 percent, and the de-
fault rate for public 2-year colleges was 18 percent.

The ultimate question is whether proprietary schools have high
default rates because their enrollees have these characteristics, or
because of factors relating to the schools themselves. It is the Sub-
committee staffs conclusion that the latter is true.

We found that serious shortcomings in the current oversight
system, specifically the licensing, accrediting and certification proc-
esses, have encouraged unscrupulous school owners to take advan-
taw of the availability of Title IV funds, because they know that
the system is not set up to detect or catch fraud and abuse.

One school owner commented about the ease in getting rich in
the proprietary school business, saying that the 1980's were com-
monly known as an "opportune time to be crooked."

Proprietary schools bmome participants in the Title IV program
by followirig the same procedures as 2- and 4-year colleges and uni-
versities. Before an institution can participate in the student finan-
cial aid programs, it must go through a three-tier process common-
ly referred to as the triad:

20
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First, the institution must obtain a State license to provide post-
secondary education; second, the institution must be accreditecl by
an accrediting agency recognized by the Secretary of Education;
and, third, it must be certified by the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion ae to its rmancial responsibility and administrative capability
tojsrticipate in these programs.

manner in which the Department of Education considers
these three components in gran participation in Title IV prce

gris referred to as the accredi agency recognition process,
institution eligibility process, and e certfication process.

our investigation, we found many examples of bad ropri-
etary school. that got into the system and, despite their problems e
successfully met the requirements for licensing, accreditation and

agility, and certification.
of the many examples is the Chicago branch campus of a

Phoenix based school which enrolled 1,500 students, and yet only
100 of those students graduated. Of the 100 graduates, only 10 were
able to get jobs in the field for which they trained. The Phoenix
main school was licensed and accredited in 1981.

Between 1988 and 1986, annual tuition grew from $2 million to
$26 million, and the school opened 20 branch campuses. At the
time it closed in 1987, the school's students owed about $60 millionin student loans. Although some students may have benefited,
many more paid the price for the rapid expansion of this school's
operations.

The school closed complexly in 1987, owing an estimated $10
million in refundo and leaving thousands of students with incom-
OA. education. The school admitted to owing an additional $5 mil-
lion in aripaid refunds te the students who had previously with-
drawn frem the classes. The greatest harm, however, is not finan-
cial, it is the demoralization in studenti spirits and lack of hope
for the future.

Senators, temon ow the staff will devote most of the day to de-
tailing a case study of another bad trade school, the Culinary
School of Washington. We will hear more about that tomorrow.

With the triad system in place, we ask how it is that the unscru-
puloue schools are able to exist and thrive within a system until
the damage they use 30 often irreparable. We found that these
schools Wei wlvantaire of the system that ailows them to easilyeh thro h the cracks.

y designed to operate in the traditional college and uni-
versity environment., the present triad syetem governed by State Ii-
censure, crediting agencies and the U.S. Department of Education's
Office of Eligibility and Certification, has proven largely ineffective
in the area or proprietary echoes.

The staff was told that the current syern was originally con-
structed to regulate only publicly and privately owned traditional
2- and 4-year collepe and universities. .11/23 deocribed to the staff at
the outset of the Title IV program, the only participeents in the self-
regulatory system were educators. The business element. of schcolsfor profit was not a factor, nor was it contemplated. The system
was based on the respect, honesty and integrity of the educators,
with the primary motivation in education being the students' bestinterests.
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Those same presumptions are not always applicable to the cur-
rent proprietary school industry. Many proprietary schools, by
their nature, focus on making money, not on providing quality edu-
cation. As the staff report during the subcommittee's previous
hearing on abuses in student aid programs, education has become
big business.

As the President of CareerCorn School in Middletown, Pennsylva-
nia, stated in the 1990 edition of "Education Is Big Business," part
of the Independent Journal of Private Career Education, "There is
no way to escape being a slave to the quarterly report. Quality edu-
cation and higher earnings are two masters. You cannot serve
both."

Mr. Chairman, I would like to introduce for the record a copy of
"Education is Big Business," part of the Independent Journal of
Private Career Uucation. [See Exhibit No. 3.]

Senator Nimbi. Without objection, it is so ordered.
Ms. WHKERY. Some unscrupulous schools may view it as a waste

of money to devote resources to teacher salaries, books or materi-
als, because this cuts into the profit of the school. One Illinois De.
partment of Education official even suggested to us that schools are
sometimes motivated to get away with the minimum and encour-
age students to drop out of the programs, especially if the student
has completed 50 percent or more of the class. At that point, a
school is not required to refund any money to the student who
drops out.

Schools are marketed, bought and sold in a system very similar
to the multiple listing service used in the real estate business. Ad-

ditionally, school owners often earn excessive salaries, salaries
which are derived primarily from a school's Title IV funds.

The "Education Is Big Business" article also reported that the
President of CareerCom, of Middletown, Pennsylvania, earned
$687,000 a year in salary and bonuses, compensation he defends as
necessary for a vocational school to be competitive. "Otherwise," he
said, "an executive would leave to open his own school and quickly
net a million dollars a year."

School owners readily admit that they considered the 1980's big
bucks time, since, in actuality, there is no practical barrier to any
school owner who wanted to participate in the Title IV program.

Again, in this July 1990 "Education Is Big, Business" article, the
CareerCom President stated that, "During the 1980's, there was no
barrier to entry, it was a time when anybody in that situation
would have done what was done, it was an oppFtune time to be
crooked." At every level, we found that the triad system is ill-
equipped to deal with this type of profit-driven mentality.

Our review of the system revealed that, unfortunately, the effec-
tiveness of the triad process breaks down where it begins, with
State licensing. State licensing is not uniform. Most States have
very weak or minimal standards for licensing proprietary schools,
and State licensing efforts are generally poorly ftmded.

State oversight and licensing responsibility for proprietary
schools is fragmented. Not only do we have 50 separate State gov-
ernments with unique laws, but each State may have as many as
50 separate licensing bodies regulating the trade and proprietary
schools in their ju ection.
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In Georgia, as many as 45 separate State agencies have oversight
i=tozroprietary schools, and all these agencies have proprietary

with high defilult rates.
In Florida, the Department of Professional Regulation has re-
nsibility for cosmetology and barber schools. The Department of

tion has responsibility for review of truck driving
schoo the Department of Insurance for schools teaching insur.
ance sales, and the State Board of Independent Postsecondary, V*.
cational, Technical Trade and Business S' chools has jurisdiction for
schools that do not fall under any other wency specialty.

Our investigation revealed that a weffitation, like licensing, is
ill-quipped to prevent fraud and abuse in the student loan program
in the trade school area. Problem schools obtain accreditation with
apparently little, if any, difficulty.

How is that these problem schools are able to get by the most
relied upon gatekeeper, the accrediting agency? Several main ave.
nues have emerged. Accreditation can be bought We were told
that owners know that they can get an unaccredlted school accred-
ited simply by buying an already accredited school and developing
some connection, however tenuous, between the two. Accreditation
is transferrable in the sale of these proprietary schools. It is gener-
ally a rubber stamp of approval from one owner to the next.

For instance, the owner of the now defunct Connecticut Academy
in Georgia admitted to the staff that he bought his school's awrMi-
tation by buying a school that was already accredited. When the
Georgia Department of Education official visited the Georgia school
for license review, she found the school so substandard that the li-
cense was cancelled. She found, for example, that the school did
not have proper medical equipment to teach the courses that had
already been accredited.

Branching is also a problem. Branch campuses have emerged as
a significant problem, bemuse they open and automatically become
accredited as part of the school's main campus, thus avoiding a site
visit by the accrediting agency. Branch campuses are also an excep-
tion to the 2.year rule, which requires a proprietary school to be in
existence for 2 years before it may be determined as an eNible in-
stitution to participate in Title IV funding. Congress eim.W this 2-
year rule to protect proprietary school students from fly-by-night
institutions.

Branching is done by both unethical schools whose purpose is to
profit at the expense of students and taxpayers, as well as by
schools that inadvertently over-extend themselves and are forced to
cloee before completing the program of education. Students are
harmed by both of theee types of schools, because they are held re-
sponsible for repaying loans for education not provided.

Our investigation revealed numerous examples where branching
had been used by schools to authorize participation in the student
loan program, thereby sidestepping the review proms. For exam-
ple, in California, the owner of the formerl3r unaccredited Raylin
School chain, bought a small accredited drafting school in Atlanta.
The accrediting agency allowed the small Atlanta school, with only
40 students, to become the parent campus for the other California
schools, which taught several hundred students, and now all of the
campuses are eligible to obtain Title TV funds.
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Another example, the Georgia School of Bartenftg, which is an
accredited school, purchased the Nanny Institute of %verly Hills,
an unaccredited whool in California. Immediately, upon purchase,
the California school became accredited and, therefore, eligible for
Title IV funds, despite the fact that the two schools were totally
unrelated in purpose. Soon after purchase, the school's o wners
opened Nanny Institutes in Georgia and Florida, each campus also
automat:17411y accredited and also eligible for Title IV funds.

Obtainilig the grestest amount of 'Title IV funds became a goal of
the school. During the interview with the staff, a former recruiter
for the school stated that he was instructed to sign up students for
student financial aid, even if they had the ability to pay without
the assistance. After working at the school for a short time, the re-
cruiter quit. He said that he was disillusioned and tired of lying to
poor, disadvantaged, vulnerable people.

Finally, St. Mary's of the Plains in Dodge City, Kansas, is an ac-
credited church Wiliated school and, according to Kansas law, is
exempt from all forms of State oversight, including licensing. Re-
cently, St. Mary's agreed to manage a truck driver correspondence
school in Texas. Because of the licensing exemption of St. Mary's,
any future truck driver school branch in Kansas would also be
exempt from State license. The Texas truck driving branch was
automatically granted accreditation and, therefore, eligibilitT for
Title IV funds. Reportedly, 99 percent of the Texas truck driving
students are now on Federal financial aid, despite the fact that the
school has never been independently reviewed for licensing or ac-
creditation.

Another problem is that site examinations are failing to catch
bad schools. Our review disclosed that schools often become pre-ac-
credited and, thus, eligible for participation in the student loan
program, without undergoing a site visit.

Branch campuses are accredited as part of main campuses, either
without being visited at all or by being visited long after the dead-
line has passed. Moreover, site examination teams can be and have
been misled to a location other than the one they are meant to
visit.

For instance, South Florida Vo-Teoh, formerly known as the Vo-
cational Training Center in Miami, Florida, was accredited and
was supposed to offer nursing assistant and respiratory therapy
courses. In reality, the school consisted of nothing more than a few
rooms, one with a desk and another with a hospital bed. The other
medical equipment in the school was sparse and/or did not work.

Strangely, the only way to enter the classroom was through a big
hole in the drywall. A single interior door was the only entry into
an inkjacent tape and record store, which sold largely x-rated mate-
rial and was run by the school owner's son. The school's self-study
document listed several clinical affiliations, including Jackson Me-
morial Hospital. When called, the hospital officials had no knowl-
edge of any arrangmnent with the school. We were told by a Flori-
da Department of Education official that, evidently, the accrediting
agency was taken to another location when they conducted their
sate visit.

Mr. Chairman, we also found evidence that schools would move
equipment, in one case a whole library, from one location to an-
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other, in anticipation of a site visit by State officials or accrediting
evaluators.

New York State officials told Its that when they accompanied an
accrediting agency site visitation team to an Ade lphi School branch
campus in Brooklyn, they found that a small room which, on a
visit one month earlier, they had found was being twed as a storage
closet, had been turned into a fully equipped library.. Because these
same State officials had just been to this branch, they alerted the
site team personnel that the library apparently had been brought
in purely for the occasion of their visit.

These suspicions were confirmed, when they ascertained that
none of the books on the shelves were listed in the card catalog file
and, moreover, none of the books that were on the shelves had any-
thing to do with the subjects being taught at the school. They sub-
sequently reaffirmed that the librory was nothing more than a
stage prop, by going back to the school several months later,
whereupon they found that it was gone. If the State officials had
not been there to alert the accrediting agency team, it is quite pos-
sible that this deception would have gone undetected.

Student complaints are often not considered in review or renewal
of a school for reaccreditation, and this is another problem. Federal= cotions

require that recognized accrediting agencies have a pro-
for the timely review of mplaints pertaining to institu-

tional or program quality. Further, the regulations require that the
complaint procedure be fair and equitable to the person making
the complaint and to the institutional program

In a May 1989 Inspector General memorandum on accrediting
agency complaint procedures, it was noted that three proprietary
school accrediting agencies reviewed by the Inspector General's
Office did have written complaint policies and procedures. Howev-
er, they varied substantially in form and application. Although the
complaint procedures were in effect, the agencies did not accept re-
sponsibility for complaints received related to Title IV funding. Not
a single one of the accrediting agencies regarded itself, nor did it
want to be regarded as a watchdog for the Title IV program. Re-
fleeting this attitude, the accrediting agencies did not inform
schools or students of the complaint procedure. Few complaints
were, therefore, received, and the Inspector General had very
scanty complaint files to review.

Another problem is that dual accreditation is allowed. We found
that schools often seek accreditation from two or more accrediting
agencies, to insure that Title IV funds will continue to flow, even if
the school's accreditation is terminated by one of the accrediting
agencies.

As an examplewhich will be reviewed in greater detail in to-
morrow's testimonyCulinary School of Washington was accredit-
ed by both the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
and the Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Train-
ing. A review of their files indicates that when Culinary School ap-
plied for accreditation with the Accrediting Council for Continuing
F.ducation and Training, it was already under the former, the
NArrs, the National Association of Trade and 'tech, .ical Schools'
investigation concerning allegation of fraud and misconduct.
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Five months after the National Association of Trade and Techni-
cal Schools had filed a complaint to revoke their accreditation, Cul-
inary School applied for and eventually successfully obtained ac-
creditation from the second accrediting agency, the Accrediting
Council for Continuing Education and Training.

Even when there is an attempt to revoke accreditation, due proc-
ess constraints regarding a revocation of accreditation can result in
extensive litigation and substantial delays in cutting off Federal
loans to a bad school. Schools are seeking protection in the bank-
ruptcy courts and have been successful in obtaining automatic
stays and having accreditation classified as a property right.

F'or instance, a student who attended the Florida CWIege of Ca-
reers recently complained to the school's accrediting agency that
he was having trouble obtaining copies of his fmancial aid tran-
scripts from the school. The school had closed and he was seeking
further schooling from a community college, which required his
prior trarzcripts for him to be e4ble for additional fmancial as-
sistance. The accrediting agency, because of the bankruptcy peti-
tion and the automatic stay, was powerless to help and explained
that they could not take adverse action against the school, because
the courts have classified accreditation as a protected property
right under the bankruptcy laws. Taking adverse action is the first
step in revoking a school's accreditation.

Finally, there are differing expectations on what the duties and
responsibilities of the accrediting agencies are. The U.S. Depart-
ment of Education expects accrediting agencies to give assurance
that the schools in Title IV programs will provide quality educa-
tion to students. Accrediting agencies, however, object to this polic-
ing function. It creates an inherent conflict that cannot be effec-
tively overcome, because once a school is approved by an accredit-
ing agency, many of these agencies assume another role for the
school and that is as an advocate.

The accrediting agencies argue that they are not regulatory
agencies and that they lack the financial resources to perform the
policing function and they reject the burden placed upon them to
oversee the appropriate administration of Title IV funds at the
schools. But accretation is not the only way to check quality edu-
cation.

Although the Department of Education relies on accrediting
agencies to assure that schools participating in the Title IV pro-
gram provide quality education, not all Federal agencies follow
their example. Years ago, the Department of Veterane Affairs dis-
continued their reliance on accrediting agencies to approve schools
that offer quality education for veterans.

The VA had discovered that, after World War II, veterans were
wasting their GI bill funds and other benefits a accredited schools
that often failed to provide adequate education. To correct this
problem, the VA implemented the State approving agencies pro-
gram in the place of accrediting agencies. It is designed to make
sure that veterans' education benefits are spent on schools which
offer education that is not a ripoff.

We spoke to several people who compared the effectiveness of the
VA's program to the Department of Education's reliance upon ac-
crediting agencies. Several thought that accrediting agencies have
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no accountability to the public, if they effectively control who re-
ceives millions of Federal dollars. Some of these experts think that
the public function should never be trusted to non-public entities.
Accountability is lessened, because there is neither public election
to post, nor budget control by the taxpayer, nor the entities'
records discloeable.

Senator NtINN. The only problem with that theory is everything
that the taxpayers are paying for in government is not working,
either, right?

Ms. WHERRY. Well, we hope that is not true, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Well, I am saying that in this investigation, you

did not fmd anybody in the Education Department or others that
were doing their job properly, either, did you?

MS. %May. We found that the effectiveness of what they were
doing was minimal, at best.

Senator NUNN. So, turning to the government to solve this, in-
stead of the accrediting agencies, we would have to greatly improve
government before we could take on that task, in terms of this par-
ticular program in the Education Department, would we not?

Ms. WHERRY. Yes, Senator, I agree with that.
The VA program, though, is not without its problems. The pro-

grams vary from State to State and some States administer weak
programs. On the whole, however, many experts feel that, although
the VA system is not perfect., it is a much better system than that
of relying solely on State licensing and accreditation participation,
as dues the Department of Education, in effect.

The U.S. Department of Education is directly involved in two
parts of the triad, selecting which accrediting agencies will be rec-
ognized by the Secretary of Mucation, and by certifying that the
institution is financially and administratively qualified to partici-
pate in the Title IV programs.

Our review shows that both aspects of the Department's over-
sight efforts fall significantly short of what is needed to effectively
combat waste, fraud and abuse in the student loan programs.

The National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and Institu-
tional Eligibility is a 15-member group of volunteers who are ap-
pointed by the Secretary of Education. Their sole purpose is to
review the qualifications of accrediting agencies and their applica-
tions to be recognized by the Secretary.

The Accreditmg Agency Evaluation Branch is the support staff
for the National Advisory Committee. They are the people who ac-
tually review the applications, gather details about the accrediting
agency's qualifications for recognition, and make recommendations
for the National Advisory Committee to consider in their ev: 'a-
tions.

We found that the U.S. Department of Education exercises ,ery
minimal, if any, oversight over the accrediting bodies. They are
considered completely independent, private bodies, and once they
are listed in the Federal Register as recognized by the Secretary,
Federal oversight is seemingly non-existent. Within the last 10
years, no accrediting agency has been removed from the recogni-
tion list.

We also found serious shortcomings in the Department of Educa-
tion's efforts in its second area of direct responsibility, eligibility
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and certification. According to officials within the Office of the In.
spector General, the department's eligibility review amounts to
nothing more than a cursory review of the paperwork. No verifica-
tion is conducted to ascertain if a school actually had a valid li-

cense and if the school actually is accredited. A finding of eligibil-
ity merely depends upon the word of a school.

During our investigation, we were repeatedly told that the de-
partment's certification process does not verify the information in
applications submitted by the schools that have been licensed and
accredited, and allows virtually all of the schools that apply for cer-
tification and eligibility to get into the Title IV program.

This year, the Inspector General's Office determined that during
1986 through 1988, about roughly 2,000 institutions were reviewed
by the Certification Branch, with approximately 97 percent ulti-
mately being certified; 38 percent of these institutions were finan-
cially troubled and/or had administrative deficiencies.

During this period, about 150 of the institutions closed with ap-
proximately 50 of the institutions closing abruptly before all educa-
tional services were provided to students. As a result, millions of
dollars of student financial aid funds were wasted and the students
were burdened with debt for loans for services they did not receive.

In short, as it is now, the department's eligibility and certifica-
tion process amounts to nothing more than a paper shuffle, a
rubber stamp of approval, regardless of the information that is sub-
mitted for review.

Also, we found other contributing factors which allow problem
schools to enter and remain in the system. There is little or no
communication among accreditin agencies, the U.S. Department
of Education and State licensing ies, and no verification of in-
formation contained in applications to each triad member.

For instance, a State education official told us of a school that
started a new program without prior State licensing approval and
then falsely stated to its accrediting agency and to the U.S. Depart-
ment of Fducation's Office of Certification and Eligibility that the
school was licensed to offer the prwam. No one from the accredit-
ing agency or the Department of Education took steps to verify the
existence of the license with State officials.

The accreditation and licensing legs of the triad we have de-
scribed both rely on self-regulation. Self-regulation depends upon
the actual and perceived integrity of the process and assumes that
schools will be treated fairly, in accordance with consistently ap-
plied and uniform rules of regulations.

Our review, however, has uncovered at least two potential prob-
lems in this regard. First, even though it could be argued that ac-
crediting agencies and State licensing agencies operate as quasi-
agents of the Federal Government in connection with their Title IV
program involvement, they are for the most part not subject to
Federal standards of conduct regarding conflicts of interest.

Second, accreditation bodies and State licensing agencies rely on
school owners in key areas of their functional responsibilities,
which, as one State official put it, is like putting the prisoner in
charge of running the prison.

In short, based upon our investigation, we believe that the
system by which proprietary schools gain entry and retain access
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to Federal guaranteed student loans is seriously flawed and needs
to be fixed. 1.ln less we take coinprehensive remedial actions, we arelikely to continue to face the twin problems of hundreds of millions
of dollars in losses and thousands of students from already disad-
vantaged backgrounds being set bark further in their quest tobecome successful contributing members of society.

Mr. Chairman, this =eludes the summary of our statement.
Senator NuNN. Thank you very much. We appreciate your goodwork. Hal, we appreciate your good work.
You have gone through a whole litany of problems here and wehave got several more hearings to do. NVe are just really getting

started in this area. We have got whole areas that have not yetbeen covered, in terms of public hearings.
At this juncture, what do you recommend be done?
Ms. WHERRY. I have three recommendations. Well, there aremany recommendations, Senator, which we are going to put togeth-

er at the conclusion of all of the hearings on the student loan prob-lems, but I can make three recommendations today.
First is that accreditation not be transferrable from one entity tothe next when they purchase a school; and, second, that there be alimit on branching, requiring, for example, that branch campusmust be located within a a 100-mile radius from the main campus.Also, that the branch campuses have to teach the same topics asthe main campus.
Senator Music Or be accredited in their own right, you mean?
Ms. WHERRY. Correct, in which they would have to undergo asite visit and go through the application process.
Senator Nurny. In other word% limit what one branch can do, interms of setting up without going through the process?
MS. WHERRY. Correct. And third, that site exams be performed

by independent people, and not other school owners, which we findto be a conflict of interest. Now, there is no regulation regarding
this conflict of interest, but in our judgment in conducting this in-vestigation, the school owners that conduct these site examinations
are perhaps more lenicn-t to allow schools into the system that oth-erwise should not get ) the system.

One of the thoughts of these school owners is that to be lenient isthe thought that the school will improve with time and, therefore,the schools should be allowed into the Title IV program or at leastbe accredited and then be able to get into the Title IV program.Those are my three recommendations for this morning, Mr.Chairman.
Senator NUNN. The whole apparatus is just not set up to handlevery well this proprietary school area, is it"?

. WHERRY. in my opinion, it is not. It was not intended to reg-ulate the proprietary schools and it is not doing an effective job inregulating them.
nator NUNN. Have any industries taken steps to correct the

process or complain about the procers in their own industry? For
instance, there are a lot of these people going out and working in
industries. Are we hearing anything from the lausiness world aboutthe lack of skills or poor training going on in the schools?

MS. WHERRY. Yes, Senator, we have heard about the Professional
Truck Driving Institute of America and their certification process.
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They are not happy with the type of education these truck drivers
are getting at the proprietary schools that are accredited.

Senator NUNN. %Vha is that association? Are they part ofthe
MS. WHERRY. As far as I know, they are an independent entity.
Senator Ntasix. I mean are they an instructional educational, or

are they just an association of truck drivers?
Ms. Wilgium. They are an association of truck drivers.
Senator NUNN. People who are already out there working?
Ms. WinciutY. Yes, that is my understanding, that that is who

they are.
Sena:or NUNN. And what have they done?
Ms. WHERRY. They have set up a certification process. They go to

the schools. In effect, they certify the schools. It does not allow the
school to participate in Title 11/ funding, but it gives a more thor-
ough review of the truck driving schools and, therefore, students
that are seeking truck driving education will know that a good
truck driving school to go to is one that is certified by the Profes-
sional Truck Driving Institute of America.

Senator NUNN. Do they certify less schools less than are accredit-
ed to receive funds in this area of education? Are they certifying
different schools? Have you got an A list and a B list, or have you
looked at that?

Ms. WHERRY. I have not looked at that yet, Senator. I would be
happy to take a look at that. I have some more information on it
and I will get back to you on it.

Senator NUNN. In other words, do they have a list of schools they
think people should not attend, that they disqualify?

Ms. WHERAY. They have a listthis is my understanding, they
have a list of schools that they have certified. I do not know that
they have a list of schools that they have not certified, but it is my
understanding that they have information of schools they have cer-
tified and there is some type of a list.

Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
Senator Rom. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
First, let me congratulate you, Ms. Wherry and Mr. Lippman, for

a job well done.
Ms. WHERFa. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Rom. It seems to me, that part of the problem comes

from dealing with two different situations. One is where student
loans were made to more or less established schools, colleges,
junior colleges, where there is established accreditation at the
State level. The other is where loans were made to high risk pro-
prietary schools. Is that correct?

Ms. WHERRY'. Yes, that is correct, Senator.
Senator ROTH. Of course, I think we all agree, that when we cre-

ated the Department of Education we did not want the Federal
Government controlling curriculums. That was, I believe, part of
the reason this triad system was set up.

MS. WHERRY. That is correct.
Senator Rom. We have expanded the program to include so-

called trade schools, a very desirable goal which provides opportu-
nity particularly to those more in need than perhaps any other in
the community, but the system does not seem to work there. Is
that correct?
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MS. WHERRY. Senator Roth, the system does not work for some of
the proprietary schools.

Senator Rom. Sure.
Ms. WHERRY. Certainly, there are very many good proprietary

schools and they are serving a segrnent of our society that need
their help, but there are some proprietary schools that absolutely
take advantage of the system. The Subcommittee staff has separat-
ed bad schools and extremely bad schools from all other proprie-
tary schools, and we have put together a chart that reflects that
separation.

This chart here represents schools that we believe are the worst
proprietary schools, and taking data that the General Accounting
Office has analyzed for us from the Department of Education, 1988
cohort default rates, we have come up with these figures. [See Ex-
hibit No. 4.3

We have found that of the 2,969 schools that participate in Lie
guaranteed student loan program, that is now called the Stafford
loan program, 135 of those 2,969 schools have annual defaults, or at
least in 1988 had annual defaults of $1 million or more. That repre-
sents 5 percent of all schools, and with

Senator Rom. Of all proprietary schools?
MS. WHERRY. Of all proprietary schools accredited by the seven

accrediting agencies that we examined. Of those 135 schools,
almost without exception, they are proprietary schools.

Senator Rom. What percentage do they represent of proprietary
schools?

Ms. WHERRY. I believe there are about 6,000 proprietary schools,
but not all of those participate in student loan funds, GSL. Now,
that 5 percent of schools represents 54 percent of all GSL defaults
from those seven accrediting agencies, so you can see how much
damage a few bad schools does.

However, we do not believe thatthese are the extremely bad
schools, but GAO has also analyzed the 1988 data and we have
come up with another chart. The first chart was our extremely bad
schools illustration. This chart illustrates how many schools in the
program are bad, and it is organized like this: [See Exhibit No. 5.]

e Secretary's default initiative program has targeted particu-
lar schools with default rates. That is, if a school !las a 20 percent
default rate, there are certain steps that it must take to reduce
those defaults. If a school has 30 percent, 40 percent, 50 percent, 60
percent, up from there percentage of defaults, there are certain ac-
tions they must take.

This chart illustrates how many of those schools by accrediting
agency would be subject to one of the Secretary's default manage-
ment plans, not that they are. There is a heading that is just a
little bit misleading. They are not currently under a management

Ian, but from the documentation we received, they could be. And
from this, you can see that for National Home Study Council, they
have almost a 70 percent, 70 percent of their students would qual-
ify for a default management plan.

For the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools' Commis-
sion on Occupational Education Institutions, it looks like nearly 70
percent. You can see the others.
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So, there are certainly extremely bad, there are a few extremely
bad, there are many, many bad proprietary schools, judging from
this information.

Senator ROTH. The question I am trying to raise is that much of
the problem of defaults and, more importantly, of the high binders
is in the proprietary schools, which is a different situation from
your established colleges.

MS. WHERRY. That is correct.
Senator Rom. So it raises in my mind a question of whether we

should try to cover Proprietary Schools with the same umbrella. As
I indicated earlier, we obviously do not want to control the curricu-
lum of colleges, whether they be junior or senior, in the Federal
Government, but the trade schools are a little different situation.
Would you agree?

Ms. WHERRY. Yes, Senator.
Senator Rom. Should Congress itself take a look at whether or

not we need a different umbrella to insure that these proprietary
schools, many of which serve a real purpo.4e, are giving an educa-
tion to the most needy?

MS. WHEIUW. Yes, Senator. I think perhaps a different system
should be set up or perhaps modified, targeting specifically proprie-
tary schools. That is, the triad system which is set up for two- and
four-year institutions be modified for proprietary schools.

Senator ROTH. Let me ask one more question, as time is going on,
I know. In the case of the savings and loans, many people feel that
the problem is that we enabled people to gamble without risk. Here
we have a loan guarantee again. Is that part of the problem here,
the State has nothing at risk? Obviously, the accrediting agencies
have nothing at risk, the lenders have nothing at risk. Is this a
basic weakness of the program?

MS, WHERRY. It could be. Certainly, the Federal Government has
the most risk in this situation, but I would not say that States have
no risk. Now, they do not have financial risk, but it is

Senator Rom. That is what I meant.
Ms. WHERRY [continuing). But it is their citizens that are being

harmed and they do have an interest. And from our review of
many State licensing bodies, they care very much, but they do not
have a financial interest that even nears the Federal Government's
financial interest.

Mr. LIPPMAN. Senator Roth, may I just add that the accrediting
agencies that we looked at, their net income in this same period of
1985 to 1990 doubled. They went from around

Senator Rom. I am glad you raised that, Mr. Lippman.
Mr. LIPPMAN. It doubled from about $8.5 million to about $17

million, total net operating income.
Senator Rom. So, in a sense, it is in their interest, financial in-

terest, to accredit? Can that be the case?
Mr. LIPPMAN. I do not know if I would go that far. I would just

let the statistic speak for itself.
MS. WHERRY% Senator, there is
Senator Rom. Is thereexcuse me, please go ahead.
Ms. WHERRY. I was going to say, there is a split of opinion on

that. Some people think that it is inherent conflict, because these
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accrediting agencies do derive more revenue from the schools they.,

accredit. Some people think it is not.
Senator Rom. Is there competition between the accrediting agen-

cies? If I cannot get you, Mr. Lippman, to approve, I go to Ms.
Wherry?

Ms. Witmer. There is some competition. There are different
types of accrediting agencies. There are accrediting agencies that
accredit entire institution's bodies, a university as a whole. That is
institutional accreditation. There is programmatic accreditation,
which is they would just accredit, for instance, a nursing school
program or a law school program, something like that. There is
also regional accreditation and national accreditation.

So, among the nationals there would be some competition.
Senator Ram. Thank you.
Ms. WHERRY. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Roth [presiding]. Senator Cohen?
Senator ComIN. Could I ask whether there is any constitutional

impediment to holding either agencies or licensing boards finan-
y accountable for lax procedures which result in the loss of

thousands or millions of dollars to the Federal Government?
Ms. WHERRY. Senator, as far as I know, the States are not under

any duty or obligation to be administering these funds, and if they
are not under an obligation or duty, then I do not know that there
is a way that we can penalize them for not coming up to expecta-
tions that we might have.

Senator COHEN. You mentioned that there is no fmancial inter-
est at stake, but simply pride. It seems to me that the greatest de-
terrent to this kind of laxity is the pocketbook hurting more than
pride being hurt.

Let me ask you another question. On page 19 of your statement,
you said there were due process implications in accreditation revo-
cation procedures and the courts consider accreditation an asset in
bankruptcy proceedings. Is there any kind of comparable protection
we offer the students in terms of forewarning them about schools
that might be in serious fmancial straits before they get caught up
in that?

Ms. WHERRY. The students are complaining. They should be com-
plaining, berause they are the ones that are caught in the middle.
You see, the loan obligation is between the student and the lending
institution, therefore, if the school folds up, the student still must
pay. That contract still exists between the student and the lending
institution and it is not a defense, if you will, for the students to
assert when these lending institutions try to collect against them.
So, what we might want to consider is make the schools a guaran-
tor or a party to the contract or the lending documents.

Senator Comm. Let us suppose the school now is in bankruptcy.
What does that do for the student at that point?

Ms. WHERRY. Well, I would be guessing, but it might give them
ne type of a right against the school like other creditors, I mean

they might have some type of recourse against the school.
Senator Coxxx. But it would be your recommendation to give it

some kind of priority status in bankruptcy proceedings, much asyou would a tax
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Ms. WHERRY. Actually, as far as the bankruptcy laws go, I think
that we should be very clear in these situations, that bankruptcy
laws do not protect these schools. You see, in many instances, t ese
schools, they are not in fmancial difficulty, but as soon as they
hear that an accrediting agency is going to take action against
them and stop the flow of Title IV money, they immediately file a
petition in the bankruptcy court which stays the accrediting agen-
cies from taking action against them, and during the entire time of
the bankruptcy proceeding or any appeal, which takes years, Title
IV funds continue to flow.

Senator COHEN. Do you recommend, then, that we change the
bankruptcy law which allows them to seek stay of proceedings?

Ms. Witgrum. Senator, I recommend that we consider that. I do
not know that it is feasible, but I think that it is something that
should be looked into.

Mr. LIPPMAN, Senator Cohen, could I just interject something?
One of the witnesses who will testify later cites a court case where
they placed the value of accreditation at $150,000.

Senator COHEN. Who pledged it, the school?
Mr. LIPPMAN. No, the court assessed the value of accreditation at

$150,000.
Ms. WHERRY. I believe what he is referring to is the bankruptcy

petition and the damage that would be done to a school if the court
were to not grant bankruptcy protection, that is, they would be
hurt to the tune of $150,000.

Senator CoHEN. The problem we have is a nice Catch 22. On the
one hand, if you have got the State licensing board to take a look
at the school or an institution, saying this is jeopardizing the integ-
rity of the program and the students' educational opportunities,
and the State takes action to shut it off, we then have a conflicting
protection within the bankruptcy court to prevent that from occur-
ring. The only ones who gets hurt ultimately are the Federal GOY-
ernment, if the thing goes belly-up, and the students.

Ms. WHERRY. That is true. At that point, it is very difficult to
correct the damage that is done. That is why I think it is impor-
tant to tighten up this system at the very, very beginning of the
process and only let better qualified schools into the program.

Senator COHEN. Senator Roth was raising an important distinc-
tion, I think, between the proprietaries and the public and private
schools. Is it your judgment that accreditation is unworkable in a
for-profit setting?

Ms. WHERRY. I do not think it is unworkable totally. I think that
the process needs to be restructured, because if proprietary schools
neW to be accredited in order to get Title IV funding, these stu-
dents need the money, so to just cut them out of the student loan
program would be I think devastating to these students.

Senator Coltzw. I guess the question is why is it working well, if
it is working well, in the public-private school system, and not
working well here? What is the key ingredient? Is it that the stu-
dent population is not paying the loans back? Is it a question of
State licensing boards, the accrediting agencies? What is different
about the proprietary schools?

Ms. WHERRY. There are many things that are different about
proprietary schools, Senator. One of the things is this change of

3 .i
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ownership. For colleges and universities, you do not have schools
changing ownership every six months or a year. You do not have
people involved in the university system, educators that are wor-
ried about making $1 million a year. You do not have these educa-
tors worried that they make a lot of money and not care about the
education that these students are getting. It is not profit motivated.

Senator COHEN. You indicated also that relying upon school
owners to be members of the accrediting team is like putting the
prisoners in charge of the prison. But private and public institu-
tions have professional educators on the accreditation teams.

Ms. WHERRY. Well, they do not have a personal interest. For in-
stance, if someone is from a university an they are looking at an-
other university, there is no financial motivation there to cover up
or deceive in any way the stability of that institution.

Senator COHEN. SO, it does come back to the proprietary nature?
Ms. WHERRY. Yes, Senator, I believe that it does.
Mr. LIPPMAN. Senator, also assumes the integrity of the people

in the process and you will find, as the witness who will follow us
will testify how easy it was to deceive people by simply filling in
the right blanks, and if somebody does not want to tell the truth in
operating their school, they can and the system is geared to accom-
modate that.

Senator COHEN. Thaak you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Rom. Just one question, while we are waiting for the

Chairman to return. There was a time when there seemed to be a
concern that many students were going through bankruptcy. Is
that still a signifIcant problem?

Ms. WHERRY. I think you are talking about a different type of
student, that is students that go to college, they go to professional
school, they become doctors, lawyers, and to keep from having to
repay perhaps $50,000 worth in student loans, they immediately
file a bankruptcy petition and that debt is eliminated.

Senator Rom. Right.
Ms. WHERRY. That is not the focus of this hearing.
Senator Rom. No, 1 know that. I am asking whether you had

any information as to whether there was still a high incidence of
that problem.

Ms. WHERRY. It has not come up as a problem related to proprie-
tary schools.

nator COHEN. Could I ask you one other question? When they
file these Chapter 11 proceedings, is there any provision which no-
tifies students of the existence of the Chapter 11, or is it just some-
thing that is published in the local paper?

Ms. WHERRY. I would assume that the regular legal notices
would be all that that student would have to rely upon, other than,
I suppose, the notice on the door of the school when they show up
for classes, that the school is under bankruptcy or something like
that, perhaps.

Senator COHEN. I think there is greater notice required for busi-
nesses who are doing business with that particular institution.
They get a different kind of notice, do they not?

AU. WHERRY. Actually, I cannot comment on that, I just do not
know.

35-753 0 - 90 - 2
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Senator NUNN [presiding]. Thank you very much, for hearing
from you again. We appreciate your good work, you and Hal both.
Thank you.

Our next witness is Tommy Wayne Downs. Mr. Downs worked
previously in other proprietary schools as a commission sales repre-
sentative and a financial aid administrator. He is currently incar-
cerated for developing a scheme by which he defrauded the Gov-
ernment of thousands of dollars in guaranteed student loans. His
testimony will give us an insider's perspective on how he and
others have been able to manipulate and abuse the guaranteed stu-
dent loan program.

Mr. Downs, we appreciate your being here today and look for-
ward to your remarks.

We swear in all the witness before our Subcommittee, including
staff awl everyone else, so if you will hold up your right hand.

Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee
will the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help
you God.

TESTIMONY OF TOMMY WAYNE DOWNS. FORMER TRADE
SCHOOL OWNER.2 ACCOMPANIED BY D. TONI BYRD. ESQ., AT-
TORNEY FOR MR. DOWNS

Mr. DOWNS. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. 1 believe you have with you Ms.

Byrd, and maybe you could introduce yourself, Ms. Byrd. You are
here as an attorney, is that right?

Ms. BYRD. Yes, I sm, Senator. My name is D. Toni Byrd and I
represented Mr. Downs in one of the cases about which he will tes-
tify today.

Senator NUNN. You are not going to testify today, are you.
Ms. BYRD. No, I am not.
Senator NUNN. We certainly accord witnesses the opportunity te

have their attorney present, and Mr. Downs, if we ask you any
question that you are uncertain about and would like to confer
with your attorney, we would be delighted for you te do that.

We appreciate you being here. We know it is not that easy to
talk about the activities you are going to be revealing to us today,
but it will help us. It will help the Subcommittee, and I think it
will help the Senate and the American people understand some of
the problems from en insider's perspective. So we are here to hear
your story as you choose to tell it.

Mr. DOWNS. Thank you, sir. My name is Tommy Wayne Downs.
Between 1984 and 1989, I was involved with the proprietary school
industry, first as a recruiter and then as a student financial aid ad-
ministrator, and finally as a school owner. I worked for three
schools between the years of 1984 to 1986, and was part or total
owner of three others between 1986 and 1989. All of the schools
with which I was associated participated in the Federal guaranteed
student loan program and were accredited by agencies recognized
by the United States Department of Education. I am presently

t See p. 174 for Mr. Downs prepared statement.
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serving a prison sentence for fraudulent acts committed in connec-
tion with the Federal guaranteed student loan program.

I am testifying today in the hope that my experiences, both good
and bad, may in some small way help this Subcommittee and the
American people to understand the problems that exist in the Fed-
eral student loan program.

My introduction to the proprietary school business was in Nash-
ville, Tennessee, which is my home, as an area recruiter for the
North American Training Academy. This is a National Home
Study Council-accredited truck driving institute and they train
truck drivers at home primarily. During the 4 or 5 months which I
was with the school I became the number one salesman in the
Nashville area. In one 3-week period I signed up some 180 students
and won a contest as a result of this. My commission for each stu-
dent signed up ranged between $75 and $100, and this depended on
whether the student became a Federal financial aid recipient and
completed the program in which he had been enrolled.

In the proprietary school business you basically sell one thing,
dreams. So 99 percent of the sales that were made in what I was
doing were made in poor, black areas of Nashville. I focused my at-
tention on welfare offi.,yes, unemployment lines, and housing
projects, where I became so familiar that some of the residents re-
ferred to me as the "truck man." My approach to a perspective stu-
dent was that if he could breathe, scribble his name, had a driver's
license, and was over 18 years of age, he was qualified for North
American's program. My tactics int, ...Wed making downzyments
for the prospect, the amount of which would be reimbu to me
back for my commission, and even going so far as to accompany
the prospect to a pawn shop in order for him to sell something to
obtain the money for this down payment. All of these tact: -14 were
approved and even encouraged by the school's owners and manage-
ment.

Subsequently, I MIS hired by the owner of a National Association
of Trade and Technical Schools-accredited school, International
Barber Caege, also in Nashville. At this school for the first time I
got heavily involved with student financial aid. In fact, even
though it was a violation of both NATTS and U.S. Department ef
Education policies, I did both recruiting and financial aid work at
the same time. In the course of doing the financial aid, I learned
about one of the Federal student loan program's loan guarantors,
the Higher Education Assistance Foundation, or HEAP. In my
dealings with HEAP I soon discovered that it was what I would call
a school owner's dream and a source of almost instant money. In
contrast, for example, to the Tennessee lean guaranty agency,
which took from 6 weeks to 3 months to turn around a loan and
get us our proceeds, it took approximately 6 working days for
HEAF to turn a loan around. I also found that HEAP was "loose as
a goose" administratively and in its review processes. Almost
anyone could get a loan through HEAF if they could figure out
how to fill in the blanks on its computerized forms and deal with
its easy to satisfy "Kelly Girl" administrative personnel.

After remaining with the International Barber School for ap-
proximately a year, I became associated with another individual
who purchased the Rogers School of Hair Design in Nashville. This
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was also a NATTS accredited school and the previous owner was
going on to the Tennessee Barber Board and the gentleman with
whom I was associated was coming off of the board. The reason I
am mentioning this is that the gentleman who went on the board,
the previous owner, was the one who did the State site visit to ac-
credit the school for the State after it was purchased and the ex-
change was made.

While the appropriate State authorities were notified of this pur-
chase, my partner and I decided to ignore the NATris and U.S. De-
partment of Education requirements regarding such notice. We did
so because we did not want to risk an interruption in the flow of
Federal financial aid to the school. We never did notify the U.S.
Department of Education, and sent NATTS the paperwork some 6
to 8 months later, only because we decided to change the name of
the school from "Rogers" to "Guideliners." Neither NATTS nor the
U.S. Department of Education ever questioned the fact that we had
failed to notify them about the change of ownership. After we noti-
fied NATIS of the name change, NAT'S never exercised its option
to do a site visit, as provided for in its procedures. In fact, to the
best of my knowledge, NATTS never made a site visit to that
school in the years that I was associated with it.

My new status as part owner provided me with the opportunity
to test some ideas that had been developing in my mind since I had
learned about student financial aide and the seeming ease with
which loans could be obtained through HEAF and its participating
lenders. I decided to invent a fictitious student, complete with false
name, address, and Social Security number, and to run it through
the system for a guaranteed student loan.

My initial test of the system was successful, and from that time,
which was approximately March of 1986, through February of 1987
I submitted false GSL applications to HEAF that lead to some
$175,000 in loans through its participating lender, the Norwest
Bank of South Dakota. The scheme was accidentally uncovered
when in my absence a secretary at Guideliners received a copy of a
HEAF computer printout listing the school's loan transactions for
a certain period of time. The secretary noticed that there were
many names on the HEAF list that she did not recognize as being
students at the school and therefore called HEAF to ask them if
they had sent the correct list. They looked into it and subsequently
a Federal investigation was launched and I was convicted of fraud
in August of 1989.

Another opportunity to acquire a school unexpectedly came my
way in November of 1987, and I purchased the Harrisburg Barber
School for a price of $1,000. This school had also been accredited by
NATTS but was deeply in debt at the time of the purchase. The
owner from whom I bought it had never even notified NATTS of
his purchase 18 months previously, so that that ownership had
never been changed. I also found that the school was scheduled for
a re-accreditation visit in December of 1987, less than a month
away. I immediately came to Washington to discuss the state of af-
fairs of that school with NATTS officials, and these people gave me
an extension so that we could straighten the situation up there
before a site visit was done.

3o
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A site visit was made in November of 1988. While I worried
greatly about it prior to the visit, I had to have a little chuckle
after they left because it was so easy. In the first place, none of the
members of the NATTS site examining team had ever been to a
barber school before and they knew nothing about cutting hair and
the curriculum side of it. Secondly, the team members reviewed
files that the school provided them. They asked for files from stu-
dents that were presently there, students who had recently grad-
uated, and students who had graduated approximately a year
before. These files we picked from our filing cabinet and gave them
so that we knew what file they were looking for. The team was at
the school for only 1 day_from approximately 9 o'clock to 3 o'clock.

While I respect NATTS and the good intentions of its staff and
the visitation team members, I think that the site visit process is
definitely flawed because the very fact that most of the people on a
team are also school owners. As was discussed a few minutes ago in
connection with another question, you can easily be put into a situ-
ation where you could be visiting a school today and within a year
the owner of that school could be visiting yours. So that circum-
stance makes it where it is very easy for you to be lenient or to
look over things that might definitely be different. I should think
that the accreditation people should make some changes in that
definitely.

At the Harrisburg school, even though I was already under in-
vestigation for committing the same offense at Rogers/Guideliners
School in Nashville, I began to do again bous loans, and in jast
21/2 months, between May and July 1988, ran $270,000 worth of
loans through the system. I was caught when an employee of a sec-
ondary market purchaser of student loans, the Western 7L.,oan Mar-
keting Association, notified HEAF of discrepancies that had been
found in the loans. And subsequent to that, the Federal authorities
were notified.

I must point out that while HEAF did investigate the situation
and alert the appropriate authorities, HEAF people also approved
the GSL applications, even after they knew that I was under inves-
tigation for my activities at Rogers/Guideliners.

In closing, I would like to say that I have every reason to believe
that were I released from prison tomorrow, and unless some drastic
changes have occurred since I have been incarcerated that I am
not aware of, I could go out and do the very same thing again. It is
simply too easy to get loans approved with no one checking on the
facts given on the loan application. For example, I believe even
now that HEAF's guarantee institutions and Federal agencies have
no authority to, for example, verify Social Security numbers. It is
very easy to use slum addresses and addresses of highly transient
areas so that people cannot be detected or found.

In addition, as far as I know, HEAF does little more than moni-
toring the status of a student loan recipient beyond sending out a
form every few months to the school asking that the school tell
about the student's current status. I believe that I could citeck the
right box and move a ghost student from program to progrnm, ex-
tending his seemingly legitimate status for years and collecting
loan after loan before anyone would actually audit the file and de-
termine that the student even existed.
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Gentlemen, I thank you for this opportunity to speak with you
and I will be happy to answer any questions that I might be able to
for you.

Senator Is Itrism. Mr. Downs, you said you were under investiga-
tion in one school and you moved to another one and started doing
the same thing again. Didn't you worry about the investigation?
Didn't you worry about getting caught?

Mr. Dow Ns. Well, from a criminal standpoint of course I worried
about getting caught. From a standpoint of what HEAF and other
people did, no. As I said in my statement, Senator, they are loose
as a goose. I ran a test and it worked, so they just let me continue.
I was shocked when they let me start writing even legitimate loans
for that school, but they did.

Sellat Or NUNN. You mention in your testimony that in the case
of two schools you purchased, you notified the accrediting agency,
NATTS, in one case many months after the purchase because you
were changing the name and in the other case you didn't notify
them at all. How is it possible that ownership can change and that
NATTS doesn't care about it?

Mr. DOWNS. Well, to say they don't carethey do care. They
have regulations that say if ownership changes you must do X, Y
or 7. But if you don't tell them it has changed, they have no way of
knowing that it has changed.

Senator NUNN. There is no procedure at all that requires them
to be notified? They are required to be notified, you are just saying
you just don't do it; is that right?

Mr. DOWNS. That's correct.
Senator NUNN. But you are violating the regulations when you

don't do it?
Mr. Dow Ns. That's correct, sir.
Senator NUNN. Is there anything that you know of from the in-

sider's point of view that could be done to change that?
Mr. DOWNS. Well, to me there are some basically logical things.

You know, here again, if you are going to be guarding against
these type things, if you just train your staff to listen for new
names, new people that they are dealing with. If you have talked
to the same person over a period of time and then suddenly that
person is not around anymore, an alarm bell should go off, or at
least you would ask the question.

Senator NUNN. You are saying that the people working in this
area just aren't trained properly then?

Mr. DowNs. I don't think the people at NATrs, or any accredit-
ing agency, are trained to be police officers, and that's basically to
a certain degree what you are talking about. The same situation
with HEAF.

Senator NUNN. Do you have any idea how many Wayne Downs
there are out there right now milking these programs?

Mr. DOWNS. I have no statistical knowledge, no. As far as
Ser.otor NUNN. Do you have any guess? Are we talking about a

largt! number?
M. DowNs. I think so. That is my assumption, yes. I don't think

I arn that unique. I am not that smart.
Senator NUNN. Did you talk to a lot of people that were doing

this?

4u
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Mr. Dow Ns. No. Here again, this is something if you went to a
school owners' meeting you certainly didn't get up in a hotel room
and tell them what you were doing and say. "Hey, gee, let me tell
you about this little deal."

Senator NUNN. There is no chain or network here then, that you
know of?

Mr. Dow Ns. Not to my knowledge, no, sir.
Senator NUNN. Yours was simply an independent act?
Mr. DOWN% Totally and completely, yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And you don't know of any kind of organized

effort anywhere else?
Mr. Dow Ns. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. This is just an opportunity that is so apparent

that a lot of people naturally are going to take advantage of it?
Mr. Dow Ns. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. What about the number of bad schools, do you

have any way of even estimating that?
Mr. DOWNS. Mr. Chairman, let me answer your question with a

question. It depends on the definition of an unscrupulous school.
Senator NUNN. Let's divide it into two categories. One, let's say

committing real fraud. You really committed fraud on the Govern-
ment. What about that category?

Mr. Dow Na. That committed fraud like I did, I would say it is
ry, very minimal, because of any numl...-ar of factors, the fear of

being caught, the fear of going to jail, et cetera. That area is mini-
mal.

The area of pseudo fraud, if I can use that term, is very high. As
I pointed out yesterday to your staff, for a quick example, regula-
tions say that a person who is in default of one student loan cannot
get another one, but the only way you check that, to my knowl-
edge, is there is a little bax on the application, and if I am a re-
cruiter and I am asking that student, and that student coming to
me means money, I am going to probably check "no." That hap-
pens a lot.

Senator NuNN. Well, that is still fraud, but that is just not as
flagrant as what you are engaged in, right?

Mr. DowNs. Yes, sir, it is.
Senator NUNN. You think there is an awful lot of that going on?
Mr. DOWNS. Certainly.
Senator NUNN. You indicated in your testimony that you, didn't

have much to fear from the U.S. Department of Education, either
over the fraudulent scheme you developed or over the overall oper-
ation of the schools. What is the reputation of the U.S. Department
of Education in this area from people on the inside who are manip-
ulating.

Mr. DOWNS. If you check the right box, you are sliding right
along.

Senator NUNN. It is just a paperwork drill then?
Mr. DOWNS. Sure. I mean, you can call over there and it may

take you a week to get somedy that can give you a definitive
answer, and that says who you want to talk to has gone to the
bathroom, and that is the way it is.

Senator NUNN. Is it because they don't have qualified people
that are looking for fraud and abuse? Is it because they don't have
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the right training? Is it because they don't have enough people?
What is the problem?

Mr. Dow Ns. Truthfully I can't say. I can't answer that exactly. I
feel that in some areas it is they are unqualified.

Senator Nurviv. How about State licensing agencies, what States
were you operating in?

Mr. Dow Ns. Tennessee and Pennsylvania. Now, as the earlier
testimony indicated, we did not come under the State Department
of Education. We fell under Barber Boards, or the Barber Board of
the State. Here again it is a joke. The Barber Board is interested in
how many teachers you have got and whether the bathroom is
clean. That is their basic area of where they are supposed to work,
and that is what they do.

Senator NuNN. They are not looking at anything relating to the
qualification of the teachers or the background?

Mr. DowNs. Well, yesand here again I am speaking strictly
from the barber industrymost States have certain requirements
for a barber teacher, but basically they are longevity in the busi-
ness. One of the things that we did in our schools was we actually
had a program to teach teachers how to teach. We found that we
could hire people that knew how to cut hair but they didn't know
how to teach another student how to do it, so that was it. But the
Barber Board itself had no control basically over that at all.

Senator NUNN. Well, in the schools you were involved in, at one
point you worked for a school and on two other occasions you were
either owner or part owner. Go through each one of those and tell
us whether in each case there was any concern by the owners and
the .ple involved about the students themselves.

Mr. DowNs. All right, let's start with the truck driving school.
Senator NUNN. This is the one you worked for?
Mr. Dowris. Yes, sir, this was my introduction to the school busi-

ness. All they were interested in was bodiesI mean, total, literal
bodiesin the end that I was involved in. We were instructed,
prodded, goaded. I mean, literally, if you coulc: walk and breathe,
you were a potential truck driving student.

I was involved after thatand it is not in my testimony because
it really wasn't relevantfor a short period of time with a secre-
tarial-t3rpe school, and the quality there was the best it could be
under the financial circumstances that the man worked under.

Now, as far as the barber schools that I was later associated
with, I cannot question the quality of the education the student re-
ceived. There again, that is an enignm sometimes in this business,
but the students received a good education. They knew what to do
when they left the school, if they came to school and learned.

Senator NUNN. What about the Department of Education site
visits? Do you have any observation on that, when they actually
came to the school?

Mr. Dowivs. The only site visit that I was ever in any way party
to was a regional audit at the secretarial school I mentioned. A.
lady came in and my dealing with her was very minimal, sO
may can't comment. I never had a Department of Education
person in any one of my other schools that I was associated with
until the Inspector General showed up.

Senator NuNiv. Senator Roth.
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Senator Rom. As someone who has been involved in running
proprietary schools, do you feel that a basic problem with the
system is that the banks really have no financial risk and that this
program has been an entree into the U.S. Treasury? Would it make
any difference if the proprietary school had some financial risk in
these programs rather than being dependent on or being able to
rely on the Government?

Mr. Dow Ns. Senator, yes, it would make a big difference, it
would destroy the program. Here againand not to teach you
about the GSL programbut what makes it what it is is the fact
that the Government guarantees it. The student or the applicant
makes no credit application. In fact, if you look at an application,
there is no place on it to even ask if you have ever borrowed
money before. That is not the basis of qualifying for the program.

But when you let a school start underwriting these loansand
that is what bwically, if 1 understand your question correctly, you
are talking aboutthen the lending institution is going to have to
start looking at the financial ability of that school in case of de-
fault.

Now, that is going to kill the program, because no bank is going
to underwrite a school unless that schoolif the school is in that
shape, they don't need the GSL program, they caa just front the
money out for the student and let them go.

Senator Rom. But shouldn't they take some responsibility? The
problem now is that the school, as you say, has no responsibility.
Neither does the bank.

1 hate to keep harping back to another miserable situation, the
S&L, but what Congress has set up is an arrangement where
people can exploit a program, a program that was designed for a
worthy purpose. The fact is, however, that skillful operators have
found a means of getting their foot into the U.S. Treasury without
any financial risk to themselves. Isn't that the problem?

Mr. DOWNS. That is a good portion of the problem, yes. But
again, as 1 said a minute ago, if you ask the school or the school
owner to have to in some way financially underwrite the program,
then you are going to see probably less than 5 percent of the trade
schools that are now in existence .n America be able to survive, be-
cause the bank is not going to underwrite them. It just won't do it.

Senator Rom. I am not k'ure that the bank should have the 100
percent guarantee either. The problem is that all the risk is on the
U.S. taxpayer.

Mr. DOWNS. Yes, sir.
Senator Rom. I might point out that Congress has a responsibil-

ity here. Reforms have been offered and enacted in the Senate, but
have not been enacted in the House. A major part of the problem is
that Congress has used the device of loan guarantees, which, on the
surface, don't seem to increase the deficit. In reality, these loan

arantees have been a cheap way to try to do something, and it is
nning to come back to haunt us.
ut let me ask you this. Let's assume tomorrow you are sitting

up here rather than down there, which is not necessarily impossi-
ble. What would you do to make this a workable program in which
the poor and the needy are getting a decent education and the Gov-
ernment is getting its money's worth?

4:3
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Mr. Dow Ns. First of all, let me say that the chances of one of you
gentlemen being 'm my position are probably greater than mine
being in yours. [Laughter.]

Senator Rom. The exception is noted.
Senator NUNN. No need to narrow that down as to which one.
Mr. DOWNS. On a serious note, I think that here again it is like

any bureaucratic system. Bureaucratic systems, as you gentlemen
well know, have a tendency to develop big cracks real quickly. As I
said in answer to the Chairman's question about verification, let
the people that are doing the guaranteeing do some more policing.
Require them to do some more policing. Require them to hire and
train a staff.

One of the things that got me going, if you want to say that, is I
discovered that the girl who was approving these loans was a tem-
porary employee from like a Kelly Girl agency. She is sitting there
with an application putting it in the computer, and as long as the
boxes are filled in it gets approved and a check kicks out the other
end.

Now, the fact that she had never talked to me, and one day sud-
denly here I am on the phone with her, it set off no alarm bells
that maybe there is new management at that school. The fact that
a schooland to me these are basic thingsyou have a monthly
rintout of your computer of the volume that a school is doing.

en a school has been averaging say 10 loans a month and sud-
denly there are 175 applications being processed, to me, if I were
sitting on the other side, an alarm bell would go off. I would start
saying, "Gee whiz, what have these people done to change things to
generate that kind of business all of a sudden?"

That is where it needs to start, with those people. How much
does it cast to hire one person to do nothing but sit at a WATS line
and take an application and say, "Let's call Suzy Smith and see if
she actually applied for this loan." Very, very little cost factor in-
volved to do that, for somebody to do that all day.

Sure, there is going to be a certain amount of Suzy Smiths you
get that are going to say, "Well, yes, I went by there but I have
changed my mind. That's fine, that doesn't matter. But when you
get four or five of those from the same school and nobody can
answer the phone and you call them and they say, "Gee whiz, that
person doesn't live here, you must have the wrong number," an
alarm bell ought to go off. And none of that is done to my knowl-
edge, Senator.

Senator Rom. My concern is that Congress is adopting a number
of unmanageable pi -grams, at least unmanageable in part. You
said that your prac ce originally was to go into the poorer parts of
town and sell people a dream, I think was your testimony.

Mr. Down. 'That's correct.
Senator Rom. Is it realistic to think those people, if they go to a

program, are ever going to pay, or maybe this should be a grant
pr am?

r. DowNs. That is an interesting question. I think that you
have said something that is another part of the program that has
not always been a focus. And that is that by and lame the student
that a proprietary school deals with, whether they be a good stu-
dent or a bad student, comes from a basically irresponsible back-
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ground. Many of them come from backgrounds where an obligation
to pay something is a foreign object. Many of my students in my
barber schools were third and fourth generation welfare recipients.
Many of them will default on those loans, or have defaulted, simply
because after they graduated they refused to take a job.

We offered them employment, secured them employment, and
they refused to take it because they said, if I take that job I will
lose my welfare benefits, and that is more important than this is.
So when you go out and search, or when this is a basic of your stu-
dent body to start with, you have to a certain degree opened the
door to irresponsibility, yes.

Senator Rant. One final question. You said you went to these
areas to sell this dream. Common perceptions are often that many
of these individuals would not want to go to school. But is it your
experience that in fact many of these impoverished people with no
opportunity do want schooling and for that reason were willing to
take you up on your dream?

Mr. DOWNS. Okay. You have to understand that the statement
that I made in reference to that and your reference to it was to a
home study school, so basically they had to make no effort other
than go to the mail box, which was on their front porch.

I think that in relation to other areas and other people, there is
a certain amount of definite desire to improve themselves, and if
you can find that person, they will do well, and they may not be
geared for a college level type education, they are a trade school
person, if you want to use that term.

Sure they are there. By the zillions, no. One of the things that
we were encouraged to do North American was when you went
into that guy's house, after you talked to him, get him to take you
next door and talk to that guy, even though that guy didn't know
you were coming. But talk him into, "Hey, you want to be a truck
driver, get out there on the road and drive those 18-wheelers, get
out of this project."

Anybody is going to bite for it if it is not going to cost you any-
thing. They didn't have one dime invested in anything. All they
had to do was sign their name, and a good salesman can talk them
into signing their name.

Senator Roth [presiding]. Well, I can see you are a good sales-
man. Senator Cohen.

Senator COHEN. Mr. Downs, you indicated in your statement that
you could go right out of prison and do it all over again because of
the system's laxity, right?

Mr. Dow Ns. I said it is possible to do that, I didn't say I would do
it. I have got enough time as it is. I am retiring.

Senator COHEN. 'You would not do it again?
Mr. DOWNS. No, sir.
Senator COHEN. And that is because of the sentence you re-

ceived? Have you gotten religion?
Mr. Dow Ns. No, I carried religion to jail with me.
Senator COHEN. Why not? Is it the penalty that did it?
Mr. DOWNS. Well, the bottom line is, with all due respect sir,

that I don't want to go back to jail, plus the fact that my sentence
is such that I would not be able to. A parole officer is not going to

4 5
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let me go to work at a school. He is probably not even going to let
me drive by one.

Senator Comm. And certainly not run for Congress, right?
Mr. DOWNS. No, I don't think he will let me run for Congress

either.
Senator Co Rim. You knew about the penalty before you commit-

ted these acts, right?
Mr. Dow Ns. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. And that was no deterrent to you?
Mr. Dow Ns. No, sir.
Senator Comm. So simply incroasing the penalty would not be a

deterrent in your judgment?
Mr. DOWNS. No. And here again, the rewards can, believe it or

not, justify the penalty to some people. I mean, you are talking
about the ability to steal unfathomable amounts of money, if a
person wants to do that.

Senator COHEN. IS there a need for some kind of direct face-to-
face contact? What you describe is a situation in which we have
phantom students. All you have to do is just create a piece of paper
to an unscrupulous individual who happens to run a particular
school, set up a paper trail and this phantom goes through the
system and you collect the money.

The students never go to the bank, right? The bank has no direct
involvement with any student. The banks rely upon the institu-
tion?

Mr. DOWNS. Correct.
Senator COHEN. They rely upon the institution having been ac-

credited by people who really never deal with the institution itself.
Mr. DOWNS. That's correct.
Senator COMM. You also indicated that the group that came to

site check the barbering school, were virtually incompetent. They
knew nothing about barbering you said. Did you know anything
about barbering?

Mr. DOWNS. NO, I'M not a barber.
Senator Comm So we have a situation where the incompetents

are supervising the other incompetents who are getting all the
money?

Mr. Dow Ns. Correct.
Senator COHEN. Should there be any kind of a restriction upon

people who are allowed to own certain types of schools who offer
themselves out to teach young students, young people, a trade?
Should there be some kind of professional requirement?

Mr. Dowris. No, sir, because, first of all, I never held myself out
to be a barber. I never indicated to anyone that I was a barber or
hair stylist, or had any expertise in the hair business at all. My
area of interest was the business side of it, as far as that is con-
cerned. I relied on people who were veu capable and competent in-
structors in the hair business to handle that side of the lausiness.

Senator COHEN. But the people coming in to make the site in-
spection had no expertise in that field?

Mr. Dowxs. No, they did not.
Senator CoHEN. The site inspections make no difference then?

You can have the same level of incompetence from Washington or
wherever that you can on the site?

4
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Mr. Dow Ns. The mAjor things they were interested in on the site
inspection were, A, questioning us about our recruiting techniques;
B, looking at lesson plans and that type of thing just to see that we
had them. Here again, I don't think the person who came and
looked at the lesson plan would have known whether we were ade-
quately teaching someone to use a set of clippers or shears. And
see some basic perfunctory financial information about the school
and questions in regard to number of students enrolled, number of
students dropped out, completed, et cetera, and looked at some of
that filing. And that is basically about it.

Senator Coxzw. You mentioned one of the schools, I can't recall
which one now. It is one of the initial ones you went to youit was
like the body count approach? You were talking to Senator Nunn
about that.

Mr. Dow Ns. Yes, sir.
Senator COHEN. In essence, they were paying you a bounty?
Mr. DOWNS. Commission, bounty, whatever.
Senator COHEN. Should there be some kind of restrictions?

Should we prevent funds from reaching those schools who use this
kind of technique of paying commissions to individuals to go out
and hustle up business for them?

Mr. DOWNS. No. You know, here againand when you say
should we stop people from going out and recruiting students, my
innate nature is that I am a salesman, so I say no, don't stop
people from selling. There should be controls and more stringent
types of regulation. Here againlet me say thisyou can regulate
all day long, but if you don't back it up some way, it is just some-
thing on a piece of paper. So there needs to be stronger enforce-
ment of regulation rather than regulation, if that answers your
question.

Senator COHEN. Well, I come back to the face-to-face aspect
again. You talked about the pseudo frauds in the country. I don't
distinguish that between fraudulent and pseudo fraudulent. I think
that you and the others are all fraudulent who participate in this
kind of a program where you check somebody off who has no abili-
ty to pay and is not going to be able to complete the program just
to get the body inside. But there has to be some kind of face-to-face
dealing with this process.

For example, how do you ever have tighter supervision? One of
these school owners as such checks off a box and says this student
qualifies, he has never defaulted before.

Mr. Dow Ns. Very easy.
Senator COHEN. How many guarantee agencies would think you

used a fraudulent name?
Mr. DOWNS. Well, Senator, with all due respect, that comes down

to locks are only made for honest people. Anybody, if you want to
get around it bad enoughI mean, with all due respect

Senator COHEN. You would devise a way to get around it?
Mr. Dowiqs. I was going to say, I proved that already, you know,

the ghost wople. But on the face of it., all you have to dolike, as I
mentioned the defaults, put everybody that is defaulting on a loan
in a computer and let these guarantee agencies tie into that com-
puter. We are living in an age that, you know, with computers we
can supposedly do anything. But these people guard this stuff. It
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possibly maybe has something to do with the information laws, I
don't know that. That may be part of it. But part of it is these
guarantee agencies are just like everybody else, they are in busi-
ness to a certain degree to make money, and those are their cus-
tomers, they want to guard them.

Senator COHEN. Should we take the profit out of these schools?
No more proprietaries?

Mr. Dowsrs. No, I am sorry, that to me is innately un-American.
Senator COHEN. What seems to be innately American is people

who are feeding off the carcass of this program and who are in fact
proceeding in a way that is going to destroy the very essence of the
program by seeking these kinds of devices. We don't find this in
the college programs that we have in the private and public
schools.

What it is that is so inherent about this one that makes it so sub-
ject to abuse?

Mr. Dow Ns. Well, I think that here again you have basically left
the door open to the cookie jar.

Senator COHEN. But you said this before, "They let me continue
to commit crime." You kind of shifted the burden on to society that
let you continue to commit the crime.

Mr. Dow Ns. No, I didn't say society did. I was referring to
HEAF. I was referring to the guarantee agency allowing me to con-
tinue to write loans and do what I did even though they knew what
I was doing on the front end.

Senator COHEN. That's all I have, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Numv. Thank you, Senator Cohen.
Senator Lieberman.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR LIEBERMAN

Senator LIEBERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Very briefly, I thank you for conducting these hearings, and I

thank you particularly for bringing this witness forward., who to
me has been unsettling, but very helpful. I here, Congress has seen
a problem, and in response has created a good programthe GSL
program. The program applies to proprietary schools as well as
other schools. A lot of them proprietory schools are doing a superb
job at meeting one of our society's major needs, which is providing
skilled workers in various fields. And yet others are clearly taking
advantage of the system.

Here is a man who is very bright, very able, very engaging, and
by who, his own testimony, took his religion to jail with him. And
yet, because of human nature and the way the program is being
operated, he took advantage of the program and ripped off the Gov-
ernment, and now ends up in jail, and I presume embarrassed and
ashamed about what happened. I hope that your testimony will
help us in trying to preclude others from doing what you did.

It seems to me, from what I know about this program, ti At yours
is not the usual case. In other words, I would like to believe that
the out-and-out fraud cases are minimal, and I am curious about
what your sense of that is.

Mr. DOWNS. Well, as I answered earlier for the Chairman, what I
did, and anyone doing something like me is not something that you
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would go to a school owners' meeting and sit around in a hotel
room and discuss. So to say that there is 50 percent or 20 percent
or 1 percent doing what I am doing, I can't do that. I'm sure there
are other people, I'm not that unique.

Senator LIEBERMAN. But you didn't specifically talk to others
who were involved in the same kind of activity?

Mr. Dow Ns. No.
Senator LIEBERMAN. My understanding is that the typical kind of

fraud is more subtle: students are in a sense, sold into educational
programs and then, because of the way the programs are set up,
the schools, have no incentive to encourage students to finish the
program.

Let me just ask you a couple of questions about how the law
might be changed. When school signs up a student, who qualifies
for the GSL program, the loan money is put in an escrow account.
When the student completes 50 percent of the program, the school
gets all the money, so it has no incentive, except pride I suppose, to
help that student to finish the program.

Should we change that balance? Should we parcel the money out
in smaller pieces until the student completes the program? Would
that give a school the motivation to help a student finish his pro-
gram?

Mr. DOWNS. Well, that is hard to answer in just a specific
answer. There are a number of things that I think that you have to
do to get a student to want to finish the program, and to get there
you have to look at why doesn't a student finish. As I answered
earlier, a lot of the students that come to proprietary schools come
from basically unmotivated backgrounds to start with. So not only
do you have to teach the student the skill of putting the thing in
the ink pen, you have to motivate him to want to do that.

One of the big ways of doing that is that he is going to have a job
out there when he gets through, but that doesn't always work.
There are other motivations that you have to come up with be-
cause that doesn't always work. I can't answer that further than
that. I don't know how to--

Senator LIFBERMAN. How about just on the mechanics. Would
you say that the current procedure of giving the school the full tui-
tion when a student completes 50 percent is too easy? Maybe we
should parcel it out until the program is completed, to create some
economic incentive for the school.

Mr. DOWNS. Okay. From a school owner's standpoint, I personal-
ly would have no problem with that, but a lot of schools would.

Senator LIEBERMAN. How about the student's side of it? I don't
know whether it is typical, but you described a truck driving school
where the students actually had to put no money up.

Mr. Dow Ns. That's correct.
Senator LIEBERMAN. Is that. true throughout the the GSL pro-

gram in proprietary schools?
Mr. Dowia. I think so.
Senator LIEBERMAN. MOSt students actually don't put anything

up. Well, what about it? Don't you think it makes sense to give a
student some stake in what is going on by having them put some
money down?
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Mr. DOWNS. Logically to us, yes, but when you deal with a person
whose total life is governed or is geared to someone giving them
something where they don't put anything up, no, it won't work.

Senator LiciRastAN. But that is part of the problem, isn't it? I
mean, it sort of guarantees that a program is going to fail if it is
viewed as a vacation. It is just something else to do instead of what
I am doLig, or not doing.

Mr. Dowris. I won't argue that with you at all. That is one of the
fallacies of the business that is not addressed real easy.

Senator LIESERMAN. OK. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Dosing& If I may, in one statement that you made, earlier in

the testimony there was some discussion about the Veterans Ad-
ministration and how they do things differently. Monthly pay-
ments is the way the veteran's money is allotted out. When we
would hdve a veteran student, we got a basic down payment, a tool
cost, and first months tuition, and then from that point on we re-
ceived the money monthly.

Senator LIEBERMAN. Only so long, obviously, as the student
stayed in the school?

Mr. DOWNS. Yes, only as long as the student stayed in the school.
Senator LIEBERMAN. That would be an interesting study, to see

whether students under a VA program have a higher propensity to
complete the program than ones under GSL.

Mr. DowNs. They do.
Senator COHEN. Just one question. Did you ever falsify the record

so that one of the students when they dropped out from the VA
program that

Mr. DOWNS. No, sir.
Senator COHEN. Why didn't you on those?
Mr. DowNs. Because they got a guy that comes by and looks.
Senator NUNN. One of the things we are taking a close look at is

how the VA runs their program and how that differs from the way
this program is run, and one of the things that is interesting is
that there is almost no communication between the people running
the 2 programs. There is almost no exchange of information. And
so we are going to be getting into that in considerable detail.

Mr. Downs, thank you very much for being here. You have been
very helpful to us.

Mr. Dowm. Senator, thank you.
Senator NUNN. Ms. Byrd, thank you.
Ms. BYRD. Thank you, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Our next witness is James B. Thomas, Jr., In-

spector General, U.S. Department of Education. This will be our
last witness today. I have talked to the witnesses from the final
panel on our witness list today and they can all be here tomorrow
morning, and we are going to try to start at 8:30 tomorrow morn-
ing,so this will be our last witness today.

Mr. Thomas is the Inspector General for the U.S. Department of
Education. Mr. Thomas will testify regarding findings that his
office has made in their review of the accreditation process and the
Departinent of Education certification and eligibility process.

Mr. Thomas began his career as an auditor with the Florida
State Department of Education. He has also served as tho Inspector
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General for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment and as the Director of Accounts for the Interstate Commerce
Commission.

Mr. Thomas, we appreciate you being here this morning. We
swear in all the witness before this Subcommittee. I don't know
whether you will have Mr. Brennan and Ms. Schwartz testify. If
they are going to testify, we would ask all of you to take the oath.
Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee will
be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth so help
you God?

TESTIMONY OF JAMES B. THOMAS, JR., INSPECTOR GENERAL,
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION,3 ACCOMPANIED BY
GRETCHEN SCI-IWARZ. ASSOCIATE INSPECTOR GENERAL, AND
CHARLES BRENNAN. REGIONAL INSPECTOR GENERAL HEAD.
QUARTERS AUDIT REGION
Mr. THOMAS. I do.
MS. SCHWARZ. I do.
Mr. BRENNAN. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you. Mr. Thomas, we appreciate you being

here. We also appreciate your cooperation and assistance during
the Subcommittee's inquiry. So we are here to hear from you and
we look forward to it.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I would like to intro-
duce my two colleagues. On my left is Gretchen Schwarz, the Asso-
ciate Inspector General of the Department of Education, and on my
right is Charles Brennan, the Regional Inspector General of the
Headquarters Audit Region.

I have a quite lengthy statement, Mr. Chairman, that I would re-
quest you place in the record, and I will give you a very brief sum-
mary of that if I may.

Senator NUNN. That will be fine. We will put the entire state-
ment in the record without objection.

Mr. THOMAS. Thank you for this opportunity to discuss the ef-
forts of the Office of Inspector General regarding the student finan-
cial aid accreditation, certification, and eligibility processes used to
determine which institutions may participate in the Department of
Education student aid programs.

Several years ago the Office of Inspector General assessed the
student aid programs as being the most vulnerable to fraud, waste
and abuse in the Department. In addition, these programs were
identified by both the Office of Management and Budget and the
General Accounting Office recently in their list of most vulnerable
Federal programs.

Concern has increased by the well publicized problems with alarge national guarantee agency, the Higher Education Assistance
Foundation which you have heard something about here this morn-
in*, but certainly did not begin with that. We have seen major pro-
prietary schools, such as Superior Training and Adelphi Institute
go bankrupt in the wake of OIG audits and investigations, owing
the Education Department and the students millions of dollars.

'See p. 185 for Mr. Thomas' prepared statement.
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Lendersmost notably First Independent Trust Companyhave
gone into liquidation, leaving a wake of ruiancial disaster. Florida
Federal Savings Bank was ordered to pay the Department of Edu-
cation about $17 million after being convicted of fraud in the loan
servicing area. Third party servicers have had difficulties as well,
including the United Education Software Company which is now in
bankruptcy.

The issue areas we have focused on include accreditation, eligibil-
ity, and certification processes which determine whether a school
can participate in the programs. We have a couple of charts we
would like to show here, Mr. Chairman.

Under this process, often called the Triad (See Exhibit No. 6.),
again which you have spoken to, as well as the staff this morning,
a school must be accredited by an accrediting agency which has
been recognized by the Secretary of Education. It must be licensed
to provide post-secondary education in the State in which it is lo-
cated, and must be determined eligible and be certified by the De-
partment to be financially responsible and administratively capa-
ble to participate in the programs.

The Department's role in granting a school the right to partici-
pate in the student aid programs consist of three processes. The ac-
crediting agency recognition process, the institutional eligibility
process, and the certification process. You can see on this chart,4
Mr. Chairman, that on the upper left the State grants the license
to the enterprise. Sometimes it is considered a business, sometimes
it is considered an educational organization.

On the upper right, the accrediting agency grants accreditation
to the institution, but the accrediting agency must first be recog-
nized by the Secretary of Education. Once those two things happen,
then the application is submitted to the Department of Education
where an eligibility check is done, and in essence that consists of
seeing whether the school is licensed and whether it has been ac-
credited, and then it goes to the certification process where two
other activities take place. One is to determine financial responsi-
bility, and one is to determine administrative capability, and then
the Department certifies the school and then it is eligible for stu-
dent aid.

While this may sound comprehensive in theory, we have found
that in practice it is all too often a paper chase, and overall the
accrediting eligibility and certification system is not effective in
precting Federal funds from misuse, or in protecting students.
ED relies heavily on accreditation, but accreditation does not
assure educational quality and fair dealings with students. ED
relies on State licensure, but State license requiremente vary
widely, as do State retiources devoted to policing schools. The De-
partment certification process is flawed and limited, and it does not
protect students, because it is a primarily a minimal review of the
school's own representations about its financial and administrative
condition. Department officials who make these decisions to allow
participation in the programs perceive that they are not authorized

4 Chart. submitted by Mr Thome* follow ins prepared statement
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to deny schools participation so long as they meet these minimal
requirements.

We have identified problems relating to accreditation, eligibility,
and certification processes in several of our audit reports. These
are described fully in my full statement. It is important to note
that with respect to the draft reports that we discuss in the state-
ment, the Department is still in the process of making a written
response to them. However, we have worked with the 1100epartment
as we went through these audits and the program managers have
been working on corrective actions where that is possible.

The accmditation, eligibility and certification processes are not
the only ones in the student aid delivery system with _problems.
The delivery system includes as participants not only ED and the
students and the schools and their accreditors and licensers, it also
includes lenders, guarantee agencies, servicers, secondary markets,
and auditors, as we see oli this chart. [See Exhibit No. 'T.] We see,
for example, starting at the top center, the school. The school is ac-
credited by the accrediting agency, which has been recognized by
the Department of Education. It is licensed by the State licensing
agency. It frequently contracts with a servicer that takes care of
much of the accounting-book keeping kinds of things that you
heard Mr. Downs speak of earlier. And then it is required to have
an audit. If it is a proprietary school, it will be an audit by a certi-
fied public accountant. If it is a State institution, it is required to
have an audit by the State Auditor if the State chooses to go
through the single audit concept.

Then the Etudent goes to the school. It is up to the student to get
a loan from a lender. The lenders frequently contract with ser-
vicers who provide service to them. Once the lender makes the loan
to the student, the loan is frequently sold to a secondary market,
and the secondary market frequently has a contract with a ser-
vicer.

The lender, the loan is guaranteed by the guarantee agency. The
guarantee agency frequently has its own service organization and
sometimes contracts for servicing, and it has an audit requirement
where either it has a CPA audit requirement, or if it is a State
agency and it has to have a single audit, then it is done usually by
the State Auditor. And then, of course, there is the Department of
Education that, once a loan goes into default, the guarantee agency
reimburses the lender, the guarantee agency submits that to the
Department of Education, which reimburses the guarantee agency.
So it is quite a complex kind of situation.

Obviou.31y, if problem schools are allowed into the programs, we
will find serious abuses of the programs at the schools, and indeed
we have reported many serious problems in our recent semiannual
reports to the Congress. We have also found problems with virtual-ly all, of the other participant groups in the programs. Despite
these findings, however, in no way do I intend to imply that all, or
even most, of the proprietary schools or other institutions partici-pating in the student aid programs are abusing them.

We are also concerned that there are legal obstacles to prompt
administrative action by the Department to cut off the flow of
funds in response to recommendations that we have. For example,
ED cannot fully utilize the Government-wide suspension and debar-
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ment procedures because the Higher Education Act entitles schools
to a hearing on the record before eligibility can be terminated.
These hearings can take months to complete and are costly in
terms of ED resources. A school owner may be suspended or de-
barred based upon improper administration of Federal student aid
funds, or even based upon an indictment or conviction for program
related fraud. Nevertheless, his school, even though he is the sole
owner, may remain in the pirogram until such time that it receives
a termination hearing on the record.

We hope that EDis emergency action regulations, which will
become effective next week, may address this problem to an extent
in the most egregious cases, if the regulations withstand the inevi-
table court challenges that have derailed them in the past.

Another obstacle to expeditious administrative and even judicial
action against schools that abuse the program relates to Chapter II
bankruptcy that your staff discussed this morning a bit. This is a
potent weapon for the schools. By securing the protection of the
court, which has an interest in seeing that the schools survive
through reorganization, even a school that cannot make loan
refund payments to former students may continue to admit new
students who in turn incur student loan obligations for a school
that may well close or otherwise cut back its educational program.
We are exploring ways to deal with this issue on a case-by-ease
basis, but we believe that legislation making clear that administra-
tive action by ED does not fall within the automatic State provi-
sion is necessary to protect the public interest.

Overall, I would say that the results of our work on accredita-
tion, eligibility, and certification show cause for considerable con-
cern. Merely keeping track of, to say nothing of monitoring, the
thousands of schools, lenders, secondary markets, and servicers,
and the activities of many of the guarantee agencies accrediting
bodies, and State licensing agencies is an overwhelming task. Pro-
gram statutory and regulatory requirements are so complex that
they are ripe with opportunities for fraud and abuse. Business eco-
nomic interests of private sector participants conflict with the in-
terest of students and taxpayers.

Mr. Chairman, I have tried to summarize that statement for you
briefly, and I would be happy to respond to questions.

Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Thomas, you have
been a great help to us.

You have gone into great detail over the years in this area. Is
this student loan program as we now know it capable of being re-
formed? Have we got something here that it is just too complex, too
many players, too many laws, too many rules, too many regula-
tions, too many court interventions? Is it just a hopeless case, or is
there room and are you optimistic about reform being able to
work?

Mr. THOMAS. I am optimistic, Mr. Chairman, but I think it is
going to take a lot of activity on all of our parts. I think there is
need for some legislative requirements, and I think the higher edu-
cation amendments that will be coming from the Secretary to the
Congress next year will help in that. I think there are opportuni-
ties for some regulatory reform, and some of those are in fact in
process at the present time, based upon some of the recommenda-
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tions that we have made. And I think we can do more with what
we have. I think we can be stronger in the enforcement of some of
the things we already do. And I think you are seeing some of that
beginning to happen now.

Senator NUNN. You know, this is not the first time around the
track. We had a similar series of problems in the 1970s and there
were all sorts of recommendations made, in fact by this Subcom-
mittee, to the committees of jurisdiction and to the Department of
Education.

Have you ever gone back and looked at what happened in the
1970s and asked yourself how can we be going around the same
track the second time?

Mr. THOMAS. We have done some of that, Mr. Chairman, but it
seems to me that for a long period of time there was a great deal of
stability in the size of this program. And you saw in the charts
here this morning that your staff put up, it was really only in the
1987-1988 time frame when there was a spurt. Other than that, it
was a relatively level, slightly growing program.

When 1987-1988 came along, one of the big new programs then
was the supplemental loan program, and that was where you saw
that big spurt in the defaults there. Even though we have not spe-cifically tied that to SLS, you have had other hearings and reports
from the General Accounting Office which indicate that that prob-
ably accounts for some of that. So there have been significant, dra-
matic increases, and my perspective is that where you have this
large scale additional flow of funds, then you have people who take
advantage of the situation, such as our colleague who spoke before
me this morning.

Senator NUNN. The Washington Post reported last week that
GAO had been asked to determine if there is a broad pattern of
former Federal officials trading their knowledge of student aid pro-
grams, either for profits for their schools or bigger salaries forthemselves at the expense of students and taxpayers. [See Exhibit
No. 8.1

Have you looked into this revolving door charge and found any
evidence to substantiate the charges being made here?

Mr. TuostAs. No, we have not looked at that specifically, Mr.
Chairman. When we saw the article in the paper, of course, welooked at our indices to see whether any of those were things that
we knew about and had done cases on, and other than a case very,
very old, which would not relate to the current situation, we havenot had any. We are aware, however, that numbers of employees
from the Department leave the Department and go to work with
guarantee agencies, with proprietary schools, with State organiza-
tions, with accrediting agencies, with law firms who represent all
of the above, and the like.

And just from institutional memory of our organization we have
identified maybe 35 or 36 people who are out there or recently
have been out there working in one of these organizations that are
involved in this whole atmosphere of student aid.

SenatOr NUNN. Has your office attempted to develop criteria that
collectively describes what could be reasonably viewed as a badschool or a school that is very vulnerable? And if so, how many
schools out of the proprietary school group fit such criteria?

t77- u
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Mr. THostAs. We have not completed such a task. What we have
begun to do this year is identify some criteria by which we can pick
out those institutions that are most likely to represent problem in-

stitutions. We started a program called "Inspection Process,"
where we send a team of five people, once we have selected an in-
stitution, to go out and take a quick look to see whether or not
they are complying with regulations and with requirements.
Among the criteria that we have used to do that are the size of the
defaults, whether or not an audit report has been submitted cur-
rently, whether the school has increased dramatically in the
amount of student aid going to that institution, whether the school
has switched lenders or switched guarantee agencies, and those are
some of the criteria that we are now trying to bring together in
such a fashion that we can go through the entire list of thousands
of institutions to get a better t: L. idle on which ones represent po-
tential problems.

In addition to that, two other offices in the Department have cri-
teria. The one that provides a program review has something they
call a taxonomy, and when they go out and do a review, if certain
things are present they assign a number of 1 through 5, "1" being
a good situation, "5" being something that is so egregious that they
send it to the Office of Inspector General to take a look at, and the
others are somewhere along the way. And they have some criteria
by which they take that assessment.

In addition to that, the certification function has the regulatory
requirement to look at certain things in making the judgments
that you saw here on financial responsibility and administrative
ca ability, and those are specified by regs.

nator NUNN. In your current draft report on accreditation you
refer to a 1979 GAO audit and a 1988 consultant study that dis-
closed weaknesses in the Department's management of its Title IV
responsibilities, and those are very similar to what you cited in
your most recent effort. Can you explain why the Education De-
partment has failed to address the same essential problem, that is,
that the accrediting agency recognition process does not provide as-
surance that the Secretary or the public can rely on accrediting
agencies as authorities on the quality of education? Can you ex-
plain why the Education Department over the last 10 years has not
done something about that?

Mr. THOMAS. I can't to your satisfaction, Senator, nor even to
mine. I know that things have happened in the Department. As re-
cently as this week, in fact, the Secretary issued a press release in
which he has focused attention on seven accrediting agencies and
89 schools, which account for about a third of all the defaults in
the 1988 cohort default rate. Over time, again, when those reports
were issued that was part of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare the possibility exists that some of that got lost in that
shuffle of creating a new department from the old one. In the
meantime though, we have gone back and tried to see what has
happened, and some things have, but it obviously has not fixed the
problem.

Senator Ntirm. You say on page 8 of your testimony, "We con-
cluded that it is time for education to either strengthen the recog-
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nition process or significantly reduce its reliance on the accrediting
agencies."

So you are saying they have got to go one way or the other here?
Mr. THOMAS. We think that there is an expectation gap, Mr.

Chairman. We think this has existed all along. The Department of
Education is making certain assumptions that these other two
members of the Triad have carried out certain responsibilities, and
those other two members have said, hey, that is not our job, that is
a Federal job, and so you have this expectation gap.

Senator NUNN. Everybody is pointing at everybody else.
Mr. THOMAS. That's correct.
Senator NUNN. Do you think the Department of Education has

allocated sufficient resources to their accreditation, recognition and
certification and eligibility processes?

Mr. Mows. Well, when we have identified problems and have
gone to try to get improvements, one of the things that is constant-
ly presented is inadequate resources in that area.

Senator NUNN. Not enough people?
Mr. THOMAS. That's correct, not enough people and perhaps not

the right people.
Senator NuN-N. Do you agree with that, or do you think we just

don't have the right training with the people?
Mr. 'NOMA& I think that there is some of both of that. I think

that frequently what we need is more people with a financial anal-
ysis kind of background, people who can look at something and
make financial judgments. And I think that the sheer volume,
again, is suchI mean, I believe your staff alluded to my state-
ment, which had about 4,000 recertifications that have not been
done, and in essence there is no way that the staff that is assigned
to that could process those 4,000 applications for recertification,
particularly if we look in terms of trying to do the kinds of things
that we think need to be done to be effective in that job.

Senator NUNN. So your testimony is the Department of Educa-
tion doesn't have either the number of people or the training with
the people who are there to be able to do this job now?

Mr. THOMAS. That are presently assigned to that function. Now, I
am not telling you that every office in the Department of Educa-
tion is appropriately staffed and therefore somebody could not be
reallocated to that. I am not making that statement. That is for the
Department to decide.

Senator NUNN. Right. But this program cannot be properly ad-
ministered with the resources and training now available to handle
the program?

Mr. THOMAS. That would be my opinion, even though we have
not made a staff analysis. But just from being there and looking at
the volume and looking at the process, and being present through
our audits, I would say that that is a true statement, sir.

Senator NUNN. On pap 12 of your prepared remarks, you say
that the Department of Education has no plan to enforce an eligi-
bility status update requirement mandated by July 1, 1988, regula-
tions, and further that as of December 1989 more than 4,500 insti-
tutions were overdue for redetermination, which you just alluded
to.
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Can you tell us why the Department has not carried out its re-
sponsibilities in this regard?

Mr. THOMAS. I don't believe I can add to what I have already
said, Mr. Chairman, and that is that there is just inadequate
people there assigned to that particular function to carry out that
responsibility as it should be done.

Senator NUNN. Would you have a way of knowing whether the
Department has asked for more resources and been turned down
by OMB, or whether they have asked for more resources and been
turned down by Congressional committees ofjurisdiction?

Mr. THorktAs. No, I am not prepared to answer that.
Senator NUNN. On page 20 of your statement, you say that, "ED

management advised us that they did not have the authority to
take strong actions, such as termination, when schools did not suf-
ficiently correct high withdrawal rates."

Do you agree with the Department's position on that?
Mr. THOMAS. We agree that it is not clear in the regs and we

think that regs ought to provide for that kind of thing.
Senator NUNN. 13ut who is responsible for the regs?
Mr. ThOMAS. We in the Department are.
Senator NuNN. So the same people who are saying they don't

have the authority are the ones that are responsible for initiating
the regs themselves, aren't they?

Mr. THOMAS. I would say so, yes, sir. There may be a consider-
ation which I am not aware of right now. There may be a consider-
ation as to whether or not they have the authority to do so, and I
am not prepared to make that distinction at this point.

Senator NUNN. Your February 1988 audit report of the Culinary
School of Washington includes six findings recommending that the
school refund over $400,000 to lenders and the Department of Edu-
cation. It also statesand this is quoting from your audit report
"Based on the results of our interview, it is our opinion that Culi-
nary School of Washington's management was fully aware of its
non-compliances with student financial aid regulations but failed to
properly administer the SFA program and to comply with its writ-
ten assurances."

In addition to audit work, your office conducted two criminal in-
vestigations addressing allegations of fraud and abuse at this
school. On October 3, 1988, in closing one of these criminal investi-
gations your office concluded that, "Mismanagement was not found
at the Culinary School of Washington."

Can you reconcile the inconsistent findings of your audit branch
and your investigative branch?

Mr. THOMAS. I don't believe that they are inconsistent. I think I
can clarify what those words mean in that context, Mr. Chairman.
In our investigative process we have a requirement on the investi-
gator that rather than being narrow in his or her approach, to look
at only the allegation, that they give consideration to whether or
not there were management weaknesses that allowed that particu-
lar thing to occur. And if they find such a thing, then it is incum-
bent upon them to prepare what we call an MIR, a management
improvement report, that goes to the audit side of our house, and it
then will decide whether to look at that management weakness to
make a recommendation to the management of the Department.
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Now, in this particular case, we had been doing audit work there
since 1986, I believe it was, and the auditor, after he had reached a
certain point, had begun to be a part of the criminal investigation,
and therefore we delayed issue, as is frequently the ease, of a fmal
audit report. The auditor just started working as part of the crimi-
nal investigative team.

Well, along the way then, because the auditor was aware of the
problems there, when the investigator completed the criminal in-
vestigation and the United States Attorney advised that criminal
intent would be very difficult to establish, the investigator said no
MIR is required bee.ause no mismanagement was found. What he
didn't say was, "that is not already known to the auditor." And
that is what should have been there and then this question would
not have come up. But the process is one that is working and is
effective, but the words chosen on that particular job were not the
right words.

Senator Ntrxx. In other words, he should have said no additional
mess has been discovered that you didn't already know about?

Mr. THomAs. That's correct, yes, sir.
Senator Numi. In April 1985 your office based its criminal inves-

tigation on information that a material percentage of students
either never attended the Culinary School of Washington or
dropped out prior to graduation. What were the results of that in-
vestigation?

Mr. THordAs. I am sorry, Mr. Chairman, I can't provide that. I
will be happy to do it for the record, if I may.

Senator Nurriv. Okay. If you do have that, could you get it to us?
We are going to be going into this some tomorrow.

Mr. 'Mows. We will get it back to your staff this afternoon, sir.
Senator NinTN. Senator Roth.
Senator Rom. Going back to the Culinary School of Washington,

your audit report in February 1988 states, "Based on the results of
our review, we concluded that Culinary School of Washington's
management was fully aware of this non-compliance with student
financial aid regulations but failed to implement corrective actions.
In our opinion, Culinary School of Washington has caused undue
hardship for the student borrowers, lending institutions, HEAF,
and ED, and has caused the Federal Government thousands of dol-
lars in unnecessary interest and special allowance costs."

What did your office do about these findings?
Mr. THOMAS. Can I provide the answer to that for the record, Mr.

Roth? The thing I am unsure about is what actions have been
taken. The process is that when we prepare the report and give it
to management, then we have a process by which we make sure
that management takes an action, they report back to us, and then
we ultimately will close our report, but not before we are satisfied
that action has been taken. I can't tell you specifically here and
now what that action was, and so if I can provide that for the
record I will be happy to.

Senator Rom. I would also like to know what the Department of
Education did in response to this.

Senator Rom. Now, on May 21, 1990, your office issued an in-
spection report, N-0000903I am sure that immediately comes to
your mindon the Culinary School of Washington. This report was
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issued soon after the Culinary School had gone out of business. On
the first page of the report it states, "The serious and recurring
nature of the determinations discussed in this report demonstrates
that the Culinary School of Washington lacks the administrative
capability to participate in Title IV programs."

y wasn't anything done prior to this report to remove the
Culinary School from this program?

Mr. ntOMAS. I can't answer that question, Mr. Roth. The Culi-
nary School has an interesting history. The oversight of the differ-
ent organizations goes back into the early 1980s where the guaran-
tee agencies have looked at it, the Department has looked at it, the
Inspector General has looked at it, and each one of them have
made recommendations that things ought to happen, and ultimate-
ly it resulted precisely in what you say there.

As we started this inspectionone of the thrusts behind this con-
cept of doing an inspection is to try to get away from the time that
it now takes to get results implemented from audits and from
criminal investiptions. As you perhaps well know, when we do a
thorough audit, it may be a year and a half before we get a report
and get action taken on that. In the meantime, the school contin-
ues to get aid. If we are doinr a criminal investigation, it may be 1
or 2 or 3 or 6 years before it goes to trial, and in the meantime the
school continues to get aid.

So what we tried to do was develop a mechanism by which we
could gather sufficient rvidence to bring to the program staff and
the Department that they could stop aid if we found conditions
that were flagrant enough to do that, and this was a process that
we started and we have issued now I think six reports, and it
seems to be working. It seems to be that we can now stop the aid
from going to those schools that are significantly abusing the proc-
ess. Prior to that time, because of many of these other administra-
tive processes that you have to go through, it just didn't happen,
and I can't answer fully the specific question that you asked.

Senator Rani. Do you know when the Culinary School declared
bankruptcy?

Mr. THOMAS. It was shortly--it was about the time that we went
in, December 1988. We were going in like on a Monday

Ms. ScHwsarrz. 1989.
Mr. THOMAS. We were going in like on a Monday to start the in-

spection, and like the preceding Thursday my recollection is they
declared bankruptcy.

Senator Rani. Well, let me go back to your statement that an
audit takes a year and a half. It seems like the situation is such
that the barn doors are closed after the horses are stolen. What
can we do about this?

Mr. THOMAS. Well, one of the things that we have tried to do is
institute this inspection process so we can get immediate action
after we gather together certain facts. I can share just a horror
story with you, Mr. Roth, that is happening even as we speak.

We started a criminal investigation concerning a proprietary
school in Boston which also has offices in 20 or 30 other cities
around the country. That was in 1984. Ultimately that school was
indicted, and as we sit here today the trial is going on. Now, that
investigation started in 1984 and that school is still getting aid.

60
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The school has been indicted, the owner was indicted, and the like,
and yet there is still moneythis was one of the three or four larg-
est proprietary schools in this country of ours in 1986 or 1987.

Senator NUNN. Have they been processing and receiving Federal
student money since that time and still are?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Senator NUNN. Do you have any suggestions as to ways we can

deal with that by changing the law.
Mr. Tnomss. Well, I think part of it is this phrase that I used

"requiring a hearing on the recorti "
Part of it is, I think, these new regulations that are now effective

next week on emergency action where you can stop the flow of
funds. What has happened before, the Department had rep that
allowed it to take emergency action, and they were stricken down
in the courts. And as a consequence we were not able to use them
until the present time. A law was passed last year, rep were im-
plementWr, and now they are effective next week. In fact, the 22nd
of September will be the first day that we can use them.

We plan to immediately use them, and there are a number of
schools out there right now getting aid that should not be, based
upon prior experiences with them. I think that the Department
plans to take acC.....1 next week against some of those schools
through this emergency action regulatory process, and we will just
see how it works. If it Is stricken down again in court, well, we will
try something else, Mr. Chairman.

Senator Rom. I want to go back to the question of de-certifica-
tion. You indicated there that the regulations were not adequate,
but you were not clear, at least as far as I understood you, as to
whether the Department had adequate authority; is that correct?

Mr. THOMAS. Yes, sir, that's correct.
Senator Rom. Is there a potential liability there
Mr. THOMAS. I am not sure I am following you.
Senator Rom. If you improperly decertify is there a problem of a

matter going to the courts?
Mr. THOMAS. I am not an attorney, Mr. Roth, but I don't think

so. My perspective was that some of the things that need to be
done, there may rict be statutory authority that would allow the
Department to do them. But what we are suggesting is, in this
process that we had up there, is on making the certification rela-
tive to the financial rosponsibility and administrative capability,
that they make that a meaningful process, because what we found,
as demonstrated in some of our audit reports, was that frequently
the school would come in and on the surface of the documents that
were submitted you knew they were not financially strong, and yet
they would be certified and they would be put on what is called a
watzh list, and 2 years later they would be out of business.

So they are almost doomed to fail at the outset, and so among
the recommendations that we have made in our audit reports is a
strengthening of that process.

Now, the thing I am uncertain about relative to your question is
whether the Department has the legal authority at the present
time to implement all of those recommendations, or whether some
of them will be included in the higher education reauthorization
proposals for next year.

6
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Senator Rom. One final question, Mr. Chairman, going back to
the statement that there may be inadequate personnel, do you
have any estimate of what in the way of additional personnel needs
would be, and what the cost would be of that?

Mr. THOMAS. I do not, Mr. Roth. The reason I don't is because if
you try to isolate this one little staff here, which say has eight
people doing this function today, and you say, well, they need six
more, well over here there is another group of 10 doing something
and they may need 12, or they may not need but six, and I don't
have that kind of information and I would I think be remiss if I
tried to give you an estimate of that.

Senator NUNN. Who in the Department of Education-1 know
the Secretary is ultimately responsiblebut who would make these
decisions about giving them enough personnel? Where do we look
to that responsibility?

Mr. THOMAS. I believe that it is a triad, even though I hate using
that word, Mr. Chairman. It is the program assistant secretary who
makes the proposal; it is the chief budget and policy officer who
analp.m that proposal and makes a recommendation; and then it is
the Secretary who makes a decision. Now, ultimately the 3 of them
come together and collaborate and make that final decision, but it
is the Secretary's decision. And that is true with each senior offi-
cer, myself included.

Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, I would ask that at the beginning
of these hearings that we include a statement by the Honorable
Marge Roukema of New Jersey, including an op-ed prepared by
her, as part of the record. [See Exhibit No. 113.]

Senator NUNN. Without objection it will be included.
Senator ROTH. I thank the Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Roth.
Mr. Thomas, one final question. How long have you been in your

current position?
Mr. ThomAs. A little over 10 years now, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NuNN. Over the years you have looked at this program I

am sure over and over again and gotten into investigation after in-
vestigation, and during the course of those investigations I am sure
that you have come out with a lot of different recommendations.

Could you give us, for the record, the recommendations you have
made about how this program, this overall student aid program,
should be changed, those recommendations, and give us the
changes that have been made based on those recommendations,
and where there have been no changes made indicate that? Could
we have a litany of your recommendations?

Mr. THOMAS. We will make every effort to do that, Mr. Chair-
man.

Senator NUNN. And particularly your most recent ones.
Mr. THOMAS. Recognizing, of course, that the testimony here has

some draft reports where the Department has not even decided
whether it agrees with us or not.

Senator Ntrxx. Well, I am not really asking whether the Depart-
ment agrees or doesn't agree, I am asking for youras IGyour
recommendations, and then whether things have been done pursu-
ant to those recommendations, including changes in the law. That
would be very helpful to us.

6 2,
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Mr. THOMAS. Okay.
Senator NUNN. We appreciate your cooperation and help and we

look forward to continuing to work with you.
We had planned to have today a panel that we will have the first

thing tomorrow morning. We will have Mr. Thurston Manning,
President, Council of Post-Secondary Accreditation; Jan V. Fried-
heim, former member, National Advisory Cwnmittee on Accredita-
tion and Institutional Eligibility; Debbie De Vries, former Vice
President, Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and
Training; and Elizabeth Irnholz, Esquire, Director, Consumer Unit,
South Brooklyn Legal Services tomorrow morning at 8:30.

And then we will have a number of other witnesses tomorrow
morning, including witnesses concerning the Culinary School of
Washington.

[Whereupon, at 12:20 p.m., the Subcommittee adjourned subject
to the call of the Chair.]
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ABUSES IN THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID
PROGRAMS

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 13. 1990

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SUBCOMMI igE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS,
Washington, DC

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 8:32 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn (uhair-
man of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nunn, Roth, Levin, and Lieberman.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,

Deputy Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief Clerk; Kim
Wherry, Counsel; David Buckley, Chief Investigator; Harold B.
Lippman, Investigator; R. Mark Webster, Investigator; Cynthia
Comstock, Staff Assistant; Declan Cashman, Staff Assistant; Fran-
cine Schwartz, Staff Assistant; Daniel F. Rinzel, Chief Counsel toMinority; Carla Martin, Assistant Chief Clerk to Minority; Blaine
Phillips, Staff Assistant to Minority; Aaron Bayer (Senator Lieber-
man); Jack Mitchell (Senator Levin).

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN
Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Today the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations begins our

second day of hearings on how allegedly "bad" proprietary schools
qualify for and continue to operate, often for long periods of time,in the Title IV program. The Federal student assistance programrelies upon a triad of state licensing authorities, accrediting agen-cies, and the U.S. Department of Education to protect the taxpayerand the student.

Yesterday's testimony before this Subcommittee suggested thatat best the program does a very poor job of assuring quality educa-
tion to the thousands of students who participate in it. At worst,the hearing record shows that t! :la program routinely accepts what
can be described as a rogues' gallery a con artists and sharp opera-
tors who prey upon the gullibility of saidents and ineptitude of reg-ulatory authorities.

In that context, the Subcommittee today will review the easestudy of a proprietary school which operated for approximately 10
years until declaring bankruptcy this past January. We will re-ceive testimony from the Subcommittee staff concerneig their ex-amination of the Culinary School of Washington. This study will
not only document abuses that occurred at the school, but more im-
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portantly, the action and inaction of the various state and private
agencies responsible for regulating this proprietary school and its
access to Title IV funding.

We had planned to hear testimony from the owners of the school,
Mr. Barkev and Mary Ann Kibarian. Since subpoenaing the Kibar-
ians, both have asked for continuances of their appearances. Mr.
Kibarian alleges that within 24 hours of the time he was served his
Subcommittee subpoena at his Potomac, Maryland, home he expe-
rienced a recurrence of stroke-like symptoms. His physician, Gil-
bert Eisner, a medical doctor, has asked that for the immediate
future Mr. Kibarian not be placed in any stressful situation. We
were told by Mr. Kibarian's physician that Mr. Kibarian may have
suffered a small stroke in May, but he found little evidence of addi-
tional stroke-related problems until last Friday when told by Mr.
Kibarian's attorney that his client's speech was, "probably,"
slurred. The phybician felt it would be best for Mr. Kibarian to rest
for several week,s tv make sure there were no further symptoms.

Although I must tiay I am a bit skeptical of the recent deteriora-
tion in his medical condition, at this time, with the abundance of
caution and in consideration of his health and depending on the
doctor very heavily, which at this stage we have to do, we are
granting a continuance of his appearance today. We intend to re-
schedule his appearance until later this session, hopefully in the
next few weeks.

We have two letters from the Kibarians' attorney requesting that
their appearance be rescheduled, and I will ask that they be en-
tered into the record without objection. [See Exhibit Nos. 86 and
87.1

In addition, we have also rescheduled until later in this session
the appearance of Mrs. Kibarian, the former president of the
school. We granted her a continuance due to previously scheduled
surgery for her elderly mother, but also considering that her hus-
band, who was certainly one of the prime movers in this, would not
be here.

We do expect to hear from Dr. Robert E. Taylor of the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schools and Roger J. Williams
of the Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training.
These two accmditing bodies accredited the Culinary School of
Washington as meeting their associations' standards for providing
quality education to Culinary School students.

We will close today's hearing with a panel of State regulators,
including representatives from the Education Departments of Flori-
da and Illinois, as well as the President of the Texas Guaranteed
Student Loan Corporation. These witnesses will present another
view of the problems with the Title IV program, problems that
they must confront daily in attempting to regulate this complex
and important sector of our national educational community.

Our first panel this morning is the panel that had been sched-
uled to testify yesterday. They were considerate of the Subcommit-
tee. We were running very late yesterday and Senators were being
called to other meetings, and we appreciate their being willing to
remain and come this morning.

We have today a panel consisting of Mr. Ted Manning, President
of the Council on Post-Secondary Accreditation, a trade organiza-
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tion for accrediting agencies. Mr. Manning, we are glad to have
you. Jan V. Friedheim, currently a Dallas, Texas, proprietary
school owner, member of the AIGS Board of Directors and former
member of the Department of Education's National Advisory Com-
mittee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility. We are glad
to have you. Deborah D. De Vries, a former Vice President of the
Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training. We
are pleased to have you. And Elizabeth Imholz, a senior attorney
with South Brooklyn Legal Services and an attorney for many ag-
grieved proprietary school students.

These witnesses will give us their impressions of the strengths
and the weaknesses of the triad system used to evaluate a school's
qualifications to participate in the Federal student financial aid
program. We welcome all of you here this morning. As you ob-
served yesterday if you were here, we swear in all the witnesses
before the Subcommittee. We have done that for years, so we will
appreciate each of you standing and I will give you the oath.

Do you swear the testimony you give before the Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth so
help you God?

Mr. MANNING. I do.
MS. FRIEDHEIM. I do.
MS. DE VRIES. I do.
MS. IMHOLZ. I do.
Senator NUNN. I believe we have here Mr. Manning starting

with you, but we don't have any particular order, if you prefer oth-
erwise, but I have Mr. Manning, Ms. Friedheirn, Ms. De Vries, and
then Ms. Imholz.

Mr. MANNING. MS. Imholz would like to go first, if that is agree-
able, Senator.

Senator NUNN. That is certainly agreeable with me if it is agree-
able with the panel.

TESTIMONY OF ELIZABETH IMHOLZ. ESQ.. DIRECTOR.
CONSUMER UNIT, SOUTH BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICES I

MS. IMHOLZ. Thank you very much.
Good morning, Mr. Chairman, members of the Committee. I have

submitted a prepared statement and ask that it be entered into
record and I will just summarize my remarks.

Senator NUNN. Without objection.
Ms. IMHOLZ. I am the consumer law specialist for Legal Services

of New York City, whose neighborhood offices provide free legal
representation to low-income persons. Over the past 4 years our of-
fices have been deluged with hundreds and hundreds of complaints
about proprietary trade schools, students defrauded by promises of
free training and high paying jobs, tricked into signing for loans
they didn't necessarily need or want or understand, disgusted by
broken equipment and teachers who didn't teach, or sometimes
didn't even show up for classes, and ultimately sued or harassed
because of defaulted loans that they could not repay.

' See p. 234 for Ms. Irnhole prepared stawment.
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On the front lines my colleagues and I across the country are
seeing a human disaster of immense proportions for our clients'
lives related to proprietary trade schools. Each day I continue to
receive phone mils from students, from counselors, from other ad-
vocates, other lawyers, asking about how to deal with proprietary
trade school problems and related financial aid matters.

It is no exawration to say that nearly every client who walks
into our office Ms either had a problem herself or has a friend or
relative who has had a problem with a proprietary trade school.
We have therefore made them a top priority of our consumer cases
in New York City. I currently have complaints against roughly 20
trade schools in New York, and have brought several class actions
against these schools, only to have these schools enter bankruptcy.

Senator NUNN. Are you getting complaints on other schools
other than proprietary a.?

Ms. hrnot.z. No. I am not sure why that is. I mean, perhaps it is
the nature of the schools that my clients tend to go to, but I don't
currently have those tyoes of complaints.

So far the frustrating results of our litigation and other efforts
have been prolonged litigation against corporate shells with little
or no assets, students who have received no training or jobs and yet
are saddled with these defaulted loans, which will bar them from
any further educational opportunities, grants or loans being barred
if you have a defaulted loan.

NNe have come to recognize the limited benefits of litigating
within such a fundamentally flawed system where the accrediting
bodies and the U.S. Education Department sometimes seem aligned
with the schools against the student consumers' interests, and
where school bankruptcy filings interfere with financial recovery.
Daily we hear from our clients these far-reaching consequences in
their lives, including damaged credit ratings, loss of confidence in
themselves, and I think very importantly, a loss of faith in the gov-
ernmental system that allowed funds to fiow so freely to fraudu-
lent operations. An even greater damage perhaps is their disen-
franchisement from the educational system and perhaps from the
work force as well. Many of them are already public assistance re-
cipients and don't see any hope of getting off that once they are
stuck with a defaulted loan.

Senator NUNN. In other words, this takes a bad situation and
makes it almost incurable in terms of them feeling that they have
a chance in life.

Ms. IM11012. That's right. It is tremendously frustrating to feel
like they took the step, they took the chance, they committed
themselves to bettering their lives and now are in a worse position
than they were before.

Because it has been impossible after the fact to rectify the
damage perpetrated by trade school misconduct, we have come to
believe that legislative and administrative change is needed at the
front end of the process. Tinkering with the current system for
trade school regulation, we believe, is not enough, and I offer the
following recommendations for some changes.

First, proprietary schools, it seems to me, should be regulated dif-
ferently from other institutions of higher education. The present
scheme has developed standards and controls oriented toward regu-
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lating traditional nonprofit institutions of higher education. This
system has failed to maintain minimal levels of quality in proprie-
tary trade schools and in fact may have fostered widespread fraud-
ulent practices. For example, Leonard Hausman, a former owner of
a computer school in New York, convicted of theft of Federal
funds, testified at a related criminal trial that in 1981 when he
opened his school, prior to Federal funding, he was drawing a
salary of $10,000 to $12,000. One year after receiving accreditation,
I bclieve by NATTS but I am not sure, and once the Federal funds
starting flowing, his salary jumped to $700,000 per year. Through
litigation air; bankruptcy filings we are learning of countless ex-
amples like this of school owner fortunes and real estate empires
derived from guaranteed student loan funds and built on the backs
of poor students who wanted nothing more than to better their
lives by getting quality training and a job. Clearly, as we heard
from Mr. Downs yesterday, the system seems to provide some real
incentives for this sort of profiteering.

One solution, it seems to me, is to acknowledge the difference be-
tween proprietary trade school businesses and other institutions of
higher education and to separate their funding and regulation. Job
training and placement, the stated goals of p-opriE tary schools,
naturally lend themselves to different, more objective measures
and standards than, for example, a liberal arts education. Proprie-
tary schools could thus be removed from Title IV programs in the
jurisdiction of the U.S. Education Department and funded, if they
are to be at all, under a separate type of program conditioned on
performance standards.

Repeatedly we heard yesterday from the Inspector General at
U.S. ED that employees in the Department just may not have the
proper expertise, the business background, the prosecutorial train-
ing needed to adequately oversee the scope of the proprietary trade
school problem. The Department's traditional role is in matters re-
lating to education, not job training and not businesses and not
criminal activity. So placing regulation of trade schools under a
more appropriate agency, such as perhaps the Department of
Labor, I don t know, would perhaps make more sense.

Senator NUNN. Or perhapsgo ahead, excuse me. I had a
thought which I have repressed. Go ahead.

Ms. IMHOLZ. I want to be clear that my clients clearly express
and have a strong desire for basic literacy training, English as a
second language, equivalency diploma training, and job training,
and public funding is sorely needed to provide free and low-cost
programs of that nature and of a high quality. But based on my
clients' experiences, those needs are just not being met, and to the
contrary, they are being put in a worse position under the current
system.

A second recommendation is that the current accreditation and
Department of Education scheme of regulation, if it is to be contin-
ued, must be dramatically modified. Congress should enact sNcific,
exacting standards to make the process meaningful. The Depart-
ment of Education relies almost exclusively on private accrediting
agencies. Its self-evaluation and peer review system is clearly not
taking care of the problem. In my view, there are two basic flaws
in this process. First, the Federal statute lacks specific direction as
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to the standards the Secretary should use in recognizing accredit-
ing bodies. Therefore, unreliable agencies may be given a powerful
role in assessing the quality of trade scho4s, which opens the flood
gates to Federal funoling. Unreliable accreditors create the false
impression for my clients that accredited schools have been en-
dorsed by truly objective evaluating bodies acting for the Federal
Government and therefore the student needn't make any further
sort of consumer inquiry about the record of the school.

A second flaw in the accrediting process is that the inadequate
statutory and regulatory rectuirements for accreditors have allowed
them to evade responsible decision-making about what schools to
accredit or to terminate from accreditation. Accreditation seems to
be routinely granted without giving weight to records of complaints
about or findings against schools by State regulators, without
regard to the owner's prior convictions, for example, and some-
times without site visits. For example, the owner of Adelphi Insti-
tute, the computer school with the vanishing library, which Kim
Wherry described yesterday, the owner had been convicted of de-
frauding the Federal Government of manpower training funds in
February of 1980. About 6 months later, while Adelphi's owner was
still on probation for this Federal crime, the school was granted ac-
creditation.

Similarly, another school which we have sued, Market Training
Institute in New York, was also accredited although its owner had
previously closed another school without notice and owing the
State of New York some $400,000 in improperly received student
grant monies.

Defining some precise standards and responsibilities for accredi-
tors can, I think, no longer be left to the Department of Education.
Leaving the responsibilities between those two parties, U.S. ED and
accreditors, ill-detined has allowed and in fact enabled this seem-
ingly endless cycle of finger pointing while never actually assuring
the integrity of the quality of schools.

We have seen, unfortunately, that the Department seems to ca-
pitulate to pressure from accreditors. For example, in 1987 the De-
partment proposed some regulations which we thought might be
helpful in tightening up the process a bit, requiring simple things
like prompt reporting by acereditors to the Secretary of termina-
tion and probation actions taken against schools, presumably to fa-
cilitate the sharing of this information so the Secretary could take
prompt action and know who to target, et cetera. The final regula-
tions, citing comments from accreditors, dropped the proposal, stat-
ing that the Department didn't want to impose on accreditors the
burden of reporting.

Another example of the Department's failure, in UL view, to
protect student interests, is its recent cosponsorship with an accre-
ditor of a booklet on choosing a vocational school. In 1988, the De-
partment had issued a lengthy report finding widespread problems
in the proprietary school industry. Yet a year later the Department
joined IvATrs in sponsoring this booklet, "Getting Skilled, Getting
Ahead," which promotes proprietary trade schools, does not men-
tion any other types of vocational programs, and does not mention
any of the problems of consumer fraud that the student might en-
counter in looking at a proprietary trade school. It contains no ad-
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monitions about U.S. ED's own findings of inappropriate admis-
sions, excessive rmancial aid obligations, or deceptive practices at
some proprietary schools. In fact, the booklet unequivocally states
that accreditation means that a school truthfully advertises, admits
only qualified students, maintains equipment, charges reasonable
fees, et cetera. The Department of Education knows better. In New
York every school we have sued, every school we have complaints
about, every school in which the owners have been indicted and
convicted, is accredited. Yet, here the Department explicitly as-
sures students that accreditation guarantees them quality.

When students complain if their school defraud.s them or goes
into bankruptcy, leaving them with a student loan debt they
cannot repay because they haven't gotten the services, the Depart-
ment says, "You shourd have been a better shopper."

We believe, therefore, it is incumbent upon Congress to legisla-
tively define, if the scheme is to be kept as it is, accrediting agency
responsibilities to make clear who is accountable to whom.

One final recommendation, although I could probably go on a
long time, because the problem of school bankruptcies leaves stu-
dents with no recourse, we suggest that lenders and all holders of
student loan papers be held liable for student borrow2rs' claims
and defenses against their schools. This is especially appropriate
where, as is most often the case, the school has actually arranged
for the loan for the student. We are currently litigating this
theory, as are others in other parts of the country, and there is
precedent for it in the Federal Trade Commission's "holder in due
course" rule, which I would be glad to talk more with you about if
you are interested.

Clear statutory direction on this point, requiring that such a pro-
vision preserving the student's claims and defenses in the promis-
sory note, would provide some real measure of protection for stu-
dents and incentives for the financial parties to deal only with
scrupulous schools.

In closing, I just wanted to add that this Committee's attention
to the issue is very heartening. I have spent the past several years
talking to people in Washington about this issue and trying to urge
reform and have generally gotten a very cool reception. It is no
secret that the proprietary school industry and the accreditors
have a strong presence in Washington that students do not have. I
hope the time has come to redress that imbalance and that the
true intended beneficiaries of these student aid programs, the stu-
dents, will now be the focus of reform.

Thank you very much.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Ms. Imholz. That will be

very helpful. Your suggestions will be very helpful.
Let me throw one other possibility out that has been mentioned

in these hearings and get your view, and then we can get the view
of the other witnesses after they have testified, if they would like
to. That is, instead of paying all the money up front, put this on
more of a quarterly or monthly basis so that progress payments are
made only as the student stays in school. I mean, that is what the
Veterans Administration does. I don't know of any other program
where you get the whole amount up front from the Government,
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the whole deal. We don't do that in any government contracts that
I know anything about.

What would be wrong with doing that?
Ms. Lamm. I think that is a very good suggestion. It is some-

thing that we have pushed on the Sta*e level in New York and I
think it makes a lot of sense. It provid,Ar Zile kind of financial in-
centive that might do a lot of good.

I think there is already some sort of partial disbursement system
set up in terms of the guaranteed student loans being divided, but
more of that, more of a pro rata or a reimbursement system rather
than an up-front payment would make a lot of sense and provide
the right incentives.

Senator Ntnsm. Also, is there a logic behind the policy whereby
when a student completes 50 percent of the class that the student
gets the whole amount of money?

Ms. IMHOLZ. Well, I don't think so. I think, and have been sug-
gesting, pro rata liability should be the standard. I know the
schools say they put money in up front and therefore need to hire
teachers, to pay costs, to get that full amount after 50 percent. To
me it does not make sense. Students hang in there for a long time
because, in my experience, they really want to make it, and some-
times don't realize until quite far down the road that the program
really isn't going to improve and isn't going to provide what they
had hoped for. So I think making it pro rata makes the most sense.

Senator NUNN. Thank you. Mr. Manning, we will go to you next.

TESTIMONY OF THURSTON E. MANNING, PRESIDENT, COUNCIL
ON POSTSECONDARY ACCREDITATION 2

Mr. MANNING. Thank 3rou, Senator. I am Thurston Manning. I
am the President of the Ciouncil on Post-Secondary Accreditation.
It is not, as you characterized it earlier, Senator, a trade associa-
tion of accrediting bodies. It is a rather curious association of ac-
crediting bodies, since we do not accept all accrediting bodies as
members. COPA members must have passed a recognition process,
demonstrating that they meet the provisions for recognition estab-
lished by COPA through a rather rigorous process that might be
characterized as accrediting accrediting bodies. And, as a conse-
quence, not all accrediting bodies recognized by the Secretary are
members of COPA. Of my two co-panelists to my left, one repre-
senting AICS is a COPA member, another representing ACCET, is
not a ICOPA member.

Senator NUNN. Have they tried to be a COPA member and
gotten turned down?

Mr. MANNING. No, they have not sought COPA membership.
Nevertheless, COPA does exist as a mechanism for improving ac-

creditation and as a way in which accrediting bodies can speak
with one voice on particular issues. We also, however, encourage
COPA member accrediting bodies to express their own views since
there is frequently a variety of opinions on particular matters.

The issues that are before this Subcommittee are important ones
and ones that the accrediting community considers very seriously.

2 See p. 254 for Mr. Mannins prepared statement.
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Accreditation exists to assist institutions to improve and to provide
a public certification that the institution has been examined and
found at one point in time to meet the accrediting standards. There
is also the hope by accrediting bodies that those standards are met
continuously, and there is a monitoring process carried out b3r reli-
able accrediting organizations to try to ensure that. Nevertheless,
we know that these .rocesses are not perfect and we seek to im-
prove them and m.. them regularly.

There has already =.1.1 displayed before the Subcommittee the
idea of a 3-part control over institutions of post-secondary educa-
tion, proprietary and other, beganning with control at the State
level for non-public institutions. The State level authorization of in-
stitutions has existed from the very beginning. Problems with the
State. level authorization have also been apparent for at least 40
years. Because they have been apparent for so long, both in terms
of the adequacy of the statutes to authorize institutions and in
terms of the resources placed by the states at the disposal of those
administering the statutes, I think it is unlikely that there will be
any substantial improvement in State authorization activities in
the near future, although I certainly hope there will be.

The State higher education officers associations are pressing on
this matter. The fact is we have more than 52 different jurisdic-
tions with multiple licensing and authorizing agencies within each
of the jurisdictions. It is a very complex process and it is one that
has worked better in some states than in others, but not as well as
it should in any State. As Ms. Imhole testimony indicates, it does
not work well in the State of New York, which probably has among
the most stringent of the authorizing statutes and has made the
greatest amount of resources available to administer them.

The second element of the so-called triad is the accrediting orga-
nizations. These are not public organizations. They are private,
non-governmental organizations, generally of the institutions that
they themselves accredit. The use by the Federal Government of
the publicly declared accredited status of institutions has been in
place for some 38 years. It was adopted by the Congress in 1952 as
a consequence of the unfortunate experience with the GI bill fol-
lowing World War II. That was an indication to the Federal Gov-
ernment and the Congress that indeed there were problems in the
State authorization process, and they turned to this private accred-
itation activity for assistance in identifying for Federal purposes in-
stitutions of adequate quality. For some 38 years it has served in
that process. It has not served perfectly. It has changed. It has im-
proved. It has had its successes as well as its failures. But never-
theless, it has been an essential part of the Federal process as a
very curious dependence or utilization by the Federal Government
of a private activity.

The third component, of course, is the Department of Education
itself. You have heard a great deal about that.

Let me say that there are some basic issues that need to be con-
sidered. The first is that the issue of default, high rates of default,
is not necessarily equated to what have been referred to as "bad"
schools. Bad schools, unless they are defined as ones having high
rates of default, will be not necessarily characterized through the
default rate. The fact is that as we find out more about defaulted
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student loans, we discover that they tend to concentrate among
those student populations that come from economically disadvan-
taged backgrounds and who enroll in courses leading to immediate
job entry. If you don't like the jargon, we can say these are poor
folks who are seeking training to get a job.

When we look in the public community college sector, we find
higher default rates in public community colleges that serve inner
city communities than we do in public community colleges that
serve affluent suburbe; we discover that the default rate is higher
when they are serving poor folks who are seeking training to get
jobs. Those are not necessarily bad institutions. It says something
about the kinds of persons that they are seeking to serve.

Furthermore, I think Mr. Downs testimony yesterday points out
the fact that even with high default rates and overt fraud you may
have satisfactory educational programs. There is nothing in Mr.
Downs' scheme for defrauding the Federal Government that had
any bearing at all upon the educational program of his schools. He
invented fictitious students, asserted that they were students, and
then proceeded to pocket the loan monies that were received in
their names.

Senator NUNN. I think he distinguished between the first school
he worked for and the ones he owned and took some pride in the
quality of education of those he owned while he was creating the
fictitious students. But he did say that the school he worked for
where he learned his business was a very bad school, not simply in
default rate but in the quality of education, and he said, I believe,
that if someone breathed and had a driver's license, they were
deemed eligible, and he went into considerable detail. So it depends
on which school he was talking about.

Mr. MANNING. That is quite true, but in every case where there
is a high default rate there is not necessarily a poor educational
program. My point is simply that equating high default rates with
bad schools or poor schools will lead us astray, because high default
rate schools will be high default rate schools for a variety of rea-
sons, and unless we have a proper diagnosis of the disease we are
likely to get the wrong cure proposed for it.

Nevertheless, Senator, it is the case that the accrediting agen-
cies, like the Department of Education, have concern and seek to
provide improvement. In recent years there have been changes in
accrediting standards bearing on recruiting and on the branching
of institutions. I have proposed in the extended statement, which I
trust will be entered into the record, that there needs to be an im-
provement with respect to the reporting requirements of accredit-
ing bodies.

It is also the case, however, that I believe the Federal Govern-
ment has leaned too much on the private accrediting system. The
private accrediting system exists for certain purposes. Among its
purposes, however, are not supervision or of Federal student loan
programs or Federal programs at all. There is a need for the Feder-
al Government itself, through its Department of Education or oth-
erwise, to take additional and fuller responsibility for the adminis-
tration and supervision of these programs. It is not realistic to
expect the private accrediting organizations to administer Federal
regulations and to monitor Federal student financial aid programs
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Finallyand I could go on, like Ms. Imholz, at some lengthlet
me point out that there are difficult issues of public policy here.
One of the underlying matters that has been of concern to the Con-
gress is the question of access to post-secondary education. Increase
of access has been a goal of many of the legislative initiatives in
the Congress. When the Congress undertook to provide through
federally guaranteed student loans a means of increasing access to
post-secondary education, they placed upon the system that was in
place a strain that we are now experiencing and seeing in the high
default rates and in the rise in the level of abuse.

The fact is that increasing access will cost us something. Many of
the things that we seek to do to improve and to deal with the prob.-
lems are activities that will in fact decrease the access of students
to post-secondary education. This is a difficult issue of public
policy. It is one that must be discussed and dealt with in detail, be-
cause we need to maintain high access, but we need to improve the
system. We need to improve the system in ways that will not de-
stroy the access for students to post-secondary education.

Senator Num./. Thank you very much, Mr. Manning. I agree
with that. I think you have framed it well. I would say though that
the present system, if left to run its course, is decreasing the access
because of the disillusionment of thousands and thousands of stu-
dents. So left as it is, I think we are dramatically decreasing the
access by letting fraudulent people and so forth basically run the
program. I would agree with you that a high default rate does not
necessarily mean it is a bad school. It can be a high default rate
school and also a bad school

Mr. MANNING. Correct.
Senator NUNN [continuing]. Or it could be based on the economic

circumstances. But in any event, the taxpayers have a right to be
concerned about a high d.efault rate school even if it is providing
quality education. You have to make a judgment about the circum-
stances, but I don't think we can simply say don't worry about a 50
percent default rate because they are getting a good education. I
think we have to watch the taxpayers' money also.

Let me ask one question as we go along hereand Senator Lie-
berman, if you would like to ask anything as we go along tooyour
organization is an organization of accrediting groups?

Mr. MANNING. Accrediting organizations and national organiza-
tions that have institutions as their members, such as the Ameri-
can Council on Education, AAU, AAC, and so on.

Senator NUNN. How does an organization get to be part of your
group? Do they pay you a fee each year, a membership fee?

Mr. MANNING. Yes. The accrediting organizations that are mem-
bers of COPA, baitlf with the other organizations, do pay annual

hidues, wch is on the number of organizations they accredit,
in the case of accrediting organizations.

Senator NUNN. And what is the basic service you provide to
them as members?

Mr. MANNING. We provide them the recognition service. We pro-
vide programs of professional development for persons in the ac-
crediting organizations, including their volunteers. We provide pub-
lications. We provide a national voice in various meetings to en-
courage the improvement of accreditation.
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Senator NUNN. Does it give their accreditation prestige to be a
part of your group? Does that help them, give them more credibil-
ity?

Mr. MANNING. We hope so.
Senator NUNN. Do you de-recognize people who are part of your

organization? Have you ever kicked anybody out?
Mr. MANNING. That has happened.
Senator NUNN. How frequently has that happened?
Mr. MANNING. COPA has been an organization in existence for

15 years. It was the merger of two preexisting organizations. In
that period of time there have been five organizations that have
dropped from the COPA recognition list for a variety of reasons.

Senator NUNN. Was that at your initiative or their initiative?
Mr. MANNING. There have been cases of both.
Senator NUNN. You have kicked people out then?
Mr. MArnexa. Let me phrase it this way. At one point the recog-

nition provisions were altered and an accrediting organization
which had been recognized concluded it did not wish to change to
meet the new provisions. It therefore dropped out. Whether you
characterize that as our kicking it out or its dropping out, at any
rate it is no longer with us.

Senator NUNN. You have toughened your standards. Five out of
how many?

Mr. MANNING. There are currently 60.
Senator NUNN. But five would be over 15 years. What would be

your ratio over 15 years? How many organizations have you had
over 15 years? Do you know that?

Mr. MANNING. The number has been fairly static; 60 is not a bad
number for a 15-year period.

Senator NUNN. Ms. De Vries, we will hear from you next.

TESTIMONY OF DEBORAH DAVISSON DE VRIES, FORMER VICE
PRESIDENT, ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOB CONTINUING EDUCA-
TION AND TRAINING (ACCET] 3
MS. DE VRIOS. Thank you and good morning. I am pleased to be

here. My name is Deborah Davisson De Vries and I have about 16
years of experience in adult education, beginning in capacities that
I think helped me understand some of the issues today.

I have worked in a high school completion program for the Ma-
rines, in a pilot teacher training program. with the Air Force, in a
GED training program with American Indians. I have also taught
for several different colleges as an associate faculty member. In
1984 I joined ACCET, which was at that time called the Council for
Non-Collegiate Continuing Education, and the initials were CNCE.
ACCET stands for the A.ocrediting Council for Continuing Educa-
tion and Training, it is just easier to say ACCET, so I will use that
for the rest of my testimony.

I have quite a lengthy statement and what I would like to do is
summarize just some of the key points. I support what I have
heard Ms. Imholz and Mr. Manning, say earlier today, and I would
like to make the comment that what I see as the issue really is

a See p. 267 for Ma De Vries' prepared statement.
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learning to increase access and at the same time increase consumer
protection. I think if we frame our need as two positives, that that
will help us have the right focus.

In my experience at ACCET I had various job titles and duties,
which included coordinating applicant readiness, scheduling on-site
visits, training commission representatives and team members,
conducting on-site visiting, developing and conducting applicant
training workshops, and coordinating commission meetings, so I
saw many different aspects of the programs and the accreditation
process.

I visited over 250 different schools in the time that I was at
ACCET, and I observed qzite a variety of examples of individuals. I
observed programs and individuals who provided exemplary care
and commitment, and those who were perhaps more callous in
their pursuit of personal recognition, money or power. I learned
that there is no magical answer or clue to 'be able to distinguish
healthy groA th and change from a Jekyll and Hyde growth and
change.

Some schools were able to evolve stably after accreditation, and
others, unpredictably, would fall victim to the new power and
wealth they acquired and lose the ability to manage or educate ef-
fectively. So, in answer to some of the questions that occurred ear-
lier, I strongly believe that there are changes after the schools are
accredited that are not perceptible in the beginning phase. I also
think that we can learn from experience and put together many of
the sins or many of the bad school tendencies or characteristics,
but I believe that there really is a dramatic change in the school
structure after accreditation, after schools grow.

I observed a major change in the underlying premise of owners
and schools in my 10-year service. And what happened, in my ob-
servation, I believe represents a microcosm of what has occurred in
other agencies. When I began working with ACCET, my organiza-
tion was composed of 144 continuing education programs. I believe
that only 3, or 2 percent of them at that time, had access to Title
IV funding. The others used accreditation as a public approval,
consumer assurance avenue, and utilized the structured aspect of
self-evaluation and the specific aspects of it in its model as a tool
for self-improvement.

By the time that I left ACCET in 1988, it had accredited close to
400 different continuing education programs, and the number of
programs accessing Title IV was close to 50 percent of that
number.

I believe that many of other variables changed, in addition to the
obvious in terms of numbers. When I first began at ACCET, con-
cepts such as change of ownership, addition of a branch, .ddition of
a new course, were actually very rare. By the time I left, there
were about 100 requests for changes every month, so the volume (-
activity changed dramatically, and I think that is an indicator of
some of the other areas of difficulty we have alluded to in the last
2 days. I believe that during this time there was a dramatic change
in the goals and philosophy of school owners, but not necessarily of
the oversight people. In my definition of oversight I am including
Federal, State and accrediting bodies. I will focus particularly on
accrediting procedures.
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In 1984 there was a rather small, consistent philosophy among
school owners, seeing themselves as teachers and educators pre-
dominantly, that they were there to nurture other people. The
oversight agencies saw themselves as collegial, nurturing, and edu-
cating and really not seeing themselves as policemen. I think that
what the Inspector General referred to yesterday as the concept of
having an expectation gap is a very clear description of what has
occurred. I think the single most difficult area here is that the ac-
crediting agencies do not or have not seen themselves as policemen
and that the Department of Education had the concept, well, some-
body is policing so certainly it must be you, because it isn't us.

Senator NUNN. Everybody is looking to everybody else and
nobody is doing it, right?

Ms. DE %rugs. Right. And so I think that that issue of accrediting
agencies not seeing themselves as policemen is a very important
one to review. The rules of the game changed without a recognition
by, particularly, the accrediting agencies. Major changes in the
school oversight relationship occurred when schools were owned by
managers and businessmen rather than social servants and educa-
tors. What made sense to a businessman was slow to be recognized
by an accrediting agency who needed to actually become proactive
in anticipating what other changes that might lead to in terms of
what needed to happen in governing and looking at legislation and
regulation, and even in fee structure and staffing.

As an example, when I first started, our agency had no specific
standnAl that said unethical behavior was a reason that accredita-
tim could or would be pulled. Now, obviously, unethical behavior is
usually associated with one of the specific standards. But if for
some instance it would not be, there was no specific standard that
would allow the accrediting agency to withdraw accreditation.
Withdrawal has to be based on a specific lack of compliance with a
standard. At my suggestion, a statement which said "an honest
and ethical intent is implied by all communications" was added as
one of the standards. Although that sounds like a very simple con-
cept, I am trying to use this example to make a point to show how
the maturity level or the evolutionary level of an accrediting
agency didn't match the need to recognize the need for specific
legal protection. It was an assumption but not a reality, in the
early phase of accreditation maturation. This is my analysis, in
simplistic terms, of how bad schools get into an accredited system
and how they stay there, I think there are four key explanations.
The first one is what I have just alluded to. Accrediting agencies
and the other oversight agencies have not matured as rapidly as
the bad schools. For example, if a school deliberately wants to lie
or cheat or steal, it will go to great lenehs to ensure that it suc-
ceeds. The charades go beyond what I think is anticipated or ex-
pected by a reasonably knowledgeable visiting team.

Several instances that I recall illustrate this point. In one in-
stance, actors were actually hired to pose as students. Another,
computer programs and hundreds of pages of supporting documen-
tation were created to establish false financial trails. In another
case, refund checks were written and ledgers were made, all for
checks that were never mailed to students. Finally in another case,
over 100 student files were completely fabricated to establish a list

7
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of graduates who did not exist. In each of these instances eventual-
ly the facts came out, but the nurturing educational system of old
was not equipped to go into a school and review files and detect
these charades, and this is something that is evolving slowly but
surely.

The number 2 point is that the legal system is basically on the
side of the owners; you have heard that from several sources in the
last 2 days. Owners of schools can hide for years behind due proc-
ess and the court .sab,.;.-cied value of a school to keep accrediting
agencies and sometimes Federal and State agencies from taking ac-
tions against them, and that is a recognitionwhat the Inspector
General was mentioning yesterdayof how important it is to be
able to cut through some of that red tape and be able to actually
stop the loans when you have evidence that students are being
hurt.

Number 3, the oversight organizations do not function as a unit.
There is a recognizable lack of communication among oversight
agencies. Part of this is due to petty jealousy, part to bureaucratic
territoriality.

For example, the State of California policy on how a branch
must or must not be approved has changed dramatically. Without
formal notification of policy, an official sent a curt letter notifying
ACCET, at the time I was there, that the California procedure in
the State did not require dual approval, and in fact that the accred-
iting agency approval was enough and that sending to the State
asking for their approval was just a burden in paperwork to the
State. Then later, with no official notification or communication
from the State, another terse letter was sent reversing this deci-
sion, saying that State approval was mandatory before the accredit-
ing agency had any authority to approve a branch, Coordinating
policy between State and aocreditor became almost an adversarial
position when there really was not any preliminary structured
communication going on. I think this illustrates the point that
there is a lack of communication between State and accrediting
agencies.

Finally, number 4, there are conflict of interest issues which do
not have effective direction or appeal procedures. For example, we
have heard in the last couple of days, fee structures of accrediting
agencies represent such an example of a conflict because they are
supported by their membership, and although this relationship has
indirect links and several checks and balances, the basic premise is
something that is always questionable.

There is tendency among human beings who have been given rel-
ative power to become bully-ish. I deliberately chose the word
"bully' rather than some other word such as intimidators or some-
thing perhaps more sophisticated, because I think all of us relate
wychologically to the gut reaction feeling of what it feels like to be
bullied. r think what we are talking about in a lot of ways is bully-
ing at very different levels, from the level of the accrediting agen-
cies to students, from the schools to students, from the states to the
students, states to accrediting agencies, the Federal Government on
down.

I am defining a "bully" here as someone who has authority to
provide a needed service, accessibility to funding. or specialized in-
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formation, and who isn't able to review the situation from the re-
cipient's point of view. Because of this tendency that exists without
a strong power to check it, some use power unfairly and bribery,
extortion and unresolved grievances occur. I have witnessed and
heard of cases where schools have felt compelled to perform ac-
tions, give gifts, or spend money in ways not mandated by any pro-
cedure because it was felt these actions must be done in order to
maintain a status quo, to attain or retain accreditation, Federal
funding, or State recognition. There needs to be an ethical code
which is clearly disseminated to school owners and to accrediting
agencies in the same way that schools are now giving students a
bill of rights prior to admission.

If a school owner or accreditation applicant is told he must pay a
special consulting fee prior to being accepted for accreditataon
review, he might not know what his rights are legally.

Senator NUNN. Who tells them that? You got a school here and
you got an accrediting agency here.

MS. DE VRIES. I have heard of several different instances, but it
can be that a State official tells a school that in order for your pa-
perwork to get through the State you need to pay me a special fee,
or it can be a little more subtle with an accrediting official saying,
it looks like you are going to have difficulty getting through this,
and in order to get through smoothly you need to have some spe-
cial consultation, and I will provide that.

Senator MINN. So the same person doing the judging is offering
to provide consultation on the side?

MS. DE VRIES. Yes.
Senator NUNN. And get paid for it?
Ms. DE VRIES. I am not saying this happens all the time, but

there have been instances of this, and I think this is the same level
of conflict of interest of bullying I mentioned earlier.

Senator NUNN. You could call that bribing too, couldn't you, as
well as bullying?

Ms. DE VRIES. Yes. I think all these terms fit under one category
though: bullying/conflict of interest.

Anyway, that person would not know necessarily what his rights
would be legally or how to officially discover whether or not this is
a legitimate fee or a payoff and/or how to report it. Currently
there is no clear line of demarcation. If a school owner is asked by
any official to pay or donate for possible promise to perform special
consideration, there is no authority or documented procedure
which can or does outline the consequence of saying "no". There-
fore, any action, from requesting a small donation of equipment to
a travel fee, to an actual payment of the fee, represents a decision
for which the school owner has no clear chvice, no option to say
"no" without feeling or becoming vulnerable. When we permit sys-
tems to operate without publishing a commonly acknowledged code
of conduct or an official appeal or clarification procedure, we in
effect condone this bullying as a way of life. The consequences to
the quality of our system are subliminally poisonous.

In conclusion, it is my belief that many of the problems we are
discussing here today ',lave a direct correlation to the bully syn-
drome and the lack of a "bullied bill of rights". The victims are ev-
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erywherethe students, the school owners, the accrediting agen-
cies, and the taxpayers.

We have spoken about how bad schools get in the system and
how they remain. In my written testimony I have descriW for the
record how good schools get in the system and what we need to do
for them to remain and not be casually grouped with those who
violate our faith in the educational system. In conclusion to our
discussion of problems today, we must acknowledge that there is a
lack of common understanding of goals and purposes. We must
decide collectively two very simple things: one, what do we want to
have happen? And two, how do we want that to happen? And that
means delegating who monitors Federal aid to coordinating what
an accrediting agency actually finds in its scope of review, and on
down the line of responsibility. But very simply, there are two ques-
tions we must answer. What do we want? How do we want it to
happen?

I believe we need to cooperate at all levels in affirming what we
have, eliminating what is disruptive, negative and destructive. It
takes courage, foresight and leadership to do this. I support this re-
sponsibility and obligation of this vision, and I would be happy to
help any way I can. Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

Senator NUNN. Thank you, Ms. De Vries.
Ms. Friedheim.

TESTIMONY OF JAN V. FRIEDUEIM, FORMER MEMBER, NATION-
AL ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON ACCREDITATION AND INSTITU-
TIONAL ELIGIBILITY 4

MS. PRIEM-1E1M. Thank you for the opportunity to appear here
today. I first want to clarify that I am not representing AICS, nor
am I currently a board member of AICS. However, what I am is
several things, I have several hats today.

I started my own school in 1960. It is a secretarial school in
Dallas, Texas. I am the owner of that organization. I did serve on
the AICS accrediting commission from 1974 to 1979. In fact, during
that time I was chairman of the accrediting commission. I went on
then to become the Chairman of the Board of Directors of AICS.

I have also served as a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Southern Association, because our school is dually accredited by a
regional and a national accrediting organization. In serving on the
Board of Trustees of Southern Association, I was able to also be an
ex officio member of their Commission on Occupational Education
Institutions, COEI.

Since 1974, I have been very active as a team leader and team
member on evaluation visits for both Southern Association and
AICS. From 1981 to 1983, I was a member of the National Advisory
Committee. In addition, 1 teach classes and I am currently late to a
class.

So I would like to bring you the view from the student, from the
institution, from having served on the National Advisory Commit-
tee, served as a team evaluator; and tell you, first of all, I am very
optimistic, along with the IG's office, that we have a process that

*See p. 290 far M. Friedheisn's prepared statement.
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works; we can improve it; and I think that is what this Committee
is determined to do.

I would like to clarify a couple of things that have been said in
the past 2 days. One, the staff report noted a tremendous increase
in student aid since 1986 to 1990. I think that is true, and the
reason that it is true, I think, is very important for this Committee
to address. And that is the matter that the grants have not kept up
with the loans. And so the loans, which were designed for the
middle-income student, are now going to the low-income student,
and that is a part of the puzzle that needs to be corrected. Until
that is corrected, defaults will continuc to escalate. The high-risk
student should not be receiving loans today, but grants. The 1G
office suggested overhauling, and in the overhaul I do hope grants
will be updated and we can correct the imbalance. Until then, de-
faults will not dramatically go down.

Yesterday it was implied that loan and grant money wezit to the
school. I think we should not forget that they all are an education-
al voucher system that the Government has designed, and those
vouchers go to the student; they do not go to the school. I agree
with the staff report that also says that grants and work study
have not kept pace with the tuition costs.

The person most likely to default is the person that I had in my
office Monday, a student with low income, her car had just been
repossessed. She is about to graduate. Her father has not been
working for 4 months. They have been evicted from their home.
She is going to graduate this month and go to work, but I tell you
one thing, Maria is not going to have first on her mind repaying
that loan. The first thing she is going to do is buy a car. She is
going to continue to support her family. And I am sorry to say that
that is a default waiting to happen. It is a person in too low an
income bracket having to absorb loans when grants would have
been the answer.

I would like to just take one minute about Tommy Downs' testi-
mony. I have a real problem with a liar and a thief standing up
here telling us that the system doesn't work and making mockery
of the system. You see, the system worked, that is why he is in
prison today. It may have taken teo long and we need to shorten
that fuse; but, you know, if he had given that testimony from the
Bahamas incognito, I would have been impressed. But what I am
impressed with was his testimony is that he is in prison for com-
mitting a crime. If we have a way to legislate and regulate against
crooks and thieves I am all in favor of it.

Senator NUNN. Of course, he got away with stealing an awful lot
after he was already under investigation. He set up another whole
school and did it again, and he was discovered by his own secre-
tary. So I am not sure that

Ms. FRIKDHEIM. Yes. He was discovered because HEAF sent the
list out, and that is what the financial aid checks are about. And so
if the secretary didn't catch him, the financial aid person should
have. You know, he was neverwhen you check the recordshe
was never the owner of record by the Pennsylvania Licensing
Board nor the accrediting commission. So he in effect was not an
owner, and 1 believe the riArl'S people will be giving testimony on
that later today. So he lied up here in saying he was an owner.

8i
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Certainly we don't want abuses like Tommy Downs to continue,
but he did get caught, and thank heavens.

The staff had three recommendations. One was to limit branch-
ing. I think all the accrediting agencies, as Dr. Manning has men-
tioned, have instituted procedures to limit branching, so branching
I think was a problem in the mid-1980s but has been stopped. I
know that there has been a negative increase in branching in AICS
schools in the past year, so I believe the branching is already cur-
tailed.

It was also inferred that you could buy accreditation, and I really
would like to explain that, because you can buy a school that is ac-
credited, but that school has to go through a complete review proc-
ess as if it were a new institutionnew papers, new licensing bythe State, a lot of red tape by the Federal Government. So, in
effect, you really cannot buy accreditation today.

Well, my view from an accrediting agency point of view has to do
really with the conflict of interest issue. There have been a lot of
people that have said that insiders should not go on team visits and
insiders should not be on accrediting commissions. That very
thought scares me to death. Who else understands financial aid?
Who else understands, if there are bodies buried, where to find
them? It is like saying don't have water treatment experts give you
advice about water systems. We have to have insiders.

Yes, they need to be balanced with outsiders, but insidersI
have never seen an insider be anything but tougher on a visit or on
an accrediting commission. And the reason is pretty simple, if you
accredit a bad school, that hurts the good school. And it is not a
"good al' boys" network where you want to be good to each other
because they are going to come back and be on your team. The
chances of that, frankly, are astronomically impossible anyway.
The point is that if you overlook something and that school does a
disservice and they get in the press, you are tainted with their rep-
utation and you cannot survive as a school owner.

So I think we have very vested interests, yes, in seeing that the
.m:tem works, and I have never been on a team with AICS or
SAWS that we didn't have specialists that could address specific
issues. I can't imagine of anyone going to a barber school without
barbering knowledge. That is atrocious. And that should be a re-
quirement of accrediting commissions. But, in general, the teamsthat go out are as good as the people on the team, and that means
accrediting agencies need to improve their training of teams, they
need to constantly monitor their teams. And one of the things
AICS does is they make sure there is a staff person on every team,
and that is to make sure that no (me gets out of line, and if they
are not doing a thorough ,job, to bring them up short and make
sure they do a thorough job. So it is all in the training.

Frankly, teams have changed in the last 10 years because wespend more time now trying to monitor student fmancial aid than
looking at the educational process, and I find that a shame. We
used to have time to sit down and call employers and say, youknow, how is Suzy Q doing on that job, and measure the output.
Now we are engaged in looking at financial aid records far, far too
long.
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The IG's office did talk about that expectation gap, and there is
an expectation gap. There is a gap between what accrediting agen-
cies think their job is, what the Department thinks its job is, and
with the State licensing people. By doing visits in a lot of different
States, I have to tell you the differences are sothe experiences
are so unique. Georgia, your State, I did a visit there. The licensing
person told us accredit this school, it is a wonderful school. Well,
first of all, teams don't accredit schools. But as we continued to
quiz the person, the nice lady said, well, actually she had never
been to the school before. It was a sma -7. school and she had never
been there, but she had never had a complaint, so therefore it is a
good school. That does not make it a good school.

On the other hand, you go to schools in New Yorkand I have
done a lot of schools in New Yorkin fact, I would like to tell you
the system does work. Ms. Imholz talked about Crown Business
School being out of business. I was the team leader on the visit
that denied their accreditation, and it was our team that found the
evidence of noncompliance with the standards that began to put
Crown Business College out of business.

New York licensing agency we find very cooperative. The State
licensing people rush in to help, share infOrmation, and make the
whole process work. Now, making it work faster, I think, should be
the goal of this Committee.

My experience with the National Advisory Committee was inter-
esting and frustrating. I have some very different views. We had an
outstanding Chairman of that Committee. We had a Chairman who
understoixi the system. We had three members that understood a:
creditation. And the rest of the members didn't know why they
were on the Committee. We had one very delightful lady who at
the end of event meeting said, "Could you tell me again what it is
we are supNsed to be doing? Doesn't this have anything to do with
the rights of the elderly?" This went on every meeting. Bless her
heart, she was reappointed.

I really suggest that the National Advisory Committee can be
'very, veu helpful to the Department. It should be non-politically
appointed. I think the Secretary of Education should make the ap-
pointments, and I think there should be criteria for service on the
National Advisory Committee, and that the training for the Na-
tional .Ndvisory Committee members should be enhanced.

Senator NUNN. Who makes the appointments now? Is that the
President?

Ms. FRIEDHRIM. The President.
Senator NUNN. The President does?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. The President.
Senator NUNN. You are saying they are now made politically?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Very definitely. There is no question, when yo..t

sit around that table, it is a political appointment. And that is not
fair to the people sitting at the table, because it is hard work, and
the people that come and generally are on that Committee are not
equipped, either in background nor plans, to sit and work as hard
as that Committee has to work. So I think it should be totally re-
structured.

At the time I was on there, for instance, my last meeting I was
extremely distressed. ACCET presented their petition. One of four
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people who understood accreditation ar ad some linkage with ac-credit.ation, I had direct knowledge that ACCET had already ac-credited some institutions, one that had lost its accreditation from
AICS, a small word processing school in New Jersey.

Senator NUNN. Could you tell us a little bit about these initials?
I am Lot sure everybody follows who these are.

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. All right. At the time it was CNCE. It was the
Council on Non-Collegiate and Continuing Education, and they
were not on the Secretary's approved list. And their petition saidthat theythe Dale Carnegie's, the Smoke-Enders programs, the
special continuing education programsthey assured the advisory
Committee that they in no way wanted any of their institutions to
receive Title IV funds, that their motivation was credibility so that
employers would be inclined to reimburse employees who took
these continuing education programs. Well, that sounded well and
good, and the only problem was that I knew that was not in es-
sence what was going on with that organimticin at that particular
time. So I began questioning them, and they finally admitted that
yes they were in fact accrediting some institutions that were train-
ing people for business, in addition to their continuing Ed pro-
grams. And I was able to get them to confess enough before thegroup that I was able to convince the panel not to recognize, not toput them oil the Secretary's list.

So we deferred action and asked them to get all sorts of docu-
mentation to us. Unfortunately, I was not reappointed and at thenext meeting they were put on the Secretary's list. And I believe
that that organization has had a considerable growth problem in
establishing standards to do what accrediting agencies need to do.They are now known as ACCET, and, Ms. De Vries, you can prob-ably tell me what ACCET means better than I can. It is the Ac-
crediting Council for Continuing Education and Training.

My other observation being on the Advisory Committee was that
the Department of Education people were competent, dedicated,
concerned, but not adequately staffed. At least the division working
directly with the eligibility and accieditation group were really
stretched personnel-wise, and with the increase in activity, I can't,
see how it can be anything but a woraening situation at this point.A word or two about an institution. Yesterday it was said that
schools have no financial risk in the program. I beg to differ. Wehave a big financial risk. We own our default rate. Good, bad, or
indifferent, it belongs to us. It stays with us. Our students can loseaccess to the SLS program if our default rate reaches a certain
level. It affects everything we do.

One thing we rifled, since we own that rate, is the ability to
refuse SLS when the time is right. And I say that based on person-al experiences. There are students that are fraud and abuse people
also. We had one recently who came to us, the financial aid officer,
and said, "I am in school, I have been in school a few weeks, I wantan SIAS loan."

And the financial aid person said, "Why?"
And she said, "Because my husband and I want to take a tripand we need a car, and I want you to know I am quitting schoolthe day I get my SLS money."
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And the financial aid officer said, "I will not give you the
papers.

knd the student said, "That's fine." And she went in and used
the phone, called the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
where she was told that we must give her the papers. She came
back, reported that to us. We then called them and they said, yes,
we must give her the papers. We gave her the papers, she got her
check, and we have never seen her since.

Now that is our default, that default belongs to us.
Senator NUNN. You mean even if the students told you that they

were not going to use the loan for educational purposes, nobody
can stop that?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. That is correct, and that needs to be corrected
immediately.

Senator NUNN. Is that by law, or is that because of the way it is
administered in Texas?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. No, it is not just Texas. It is considered discrimi-
natory, and we do not have the ability to say no, even when the
student looks you in the face and says, "This is a joke, I came here
to get this money."

Once you have certified that student and started them in school,
they have total access. And this allows for fraud and abuse with
the students. And we can correct that and schools would like to.
We need a little power, et,d we hope that you will---

Senator NUNN. Do yc .1 think a legal change hhs to be made, a
change in the law has to be made?

Ms. FRIEDIIEIM. Yes, because the Texas Guaranteed Student Loan
Corporation told her that they would aid her in a lawsuit against
us if we refused.

Senator NuNN. Well, that does not necessarily mean that the law
has to be changed though. Lawsuits are filed all the time that are
no good.

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Well, my opinion, from having talked to legal
counsel, is that it is within their rights at this point to demand it
and we would be legally negligent if we did not honor their de-
mands, Now, I would love for you to pursue it.

Senator NUNN. We will check that out, and I believe your testi-
mony. I believe that, but I just have a hard time believing that the
people interpreting the law in the Texas agency are correct.

Ms. FIURDHEIM. We have a hard time with it too, but it is not just
in Texas. There are other states that have told me the same thing.

We also would like to engage in the collection process. I wish you
could, when you are overhauling this program, enable institutions
to assist in the collection process, because we could be very, very
helpful. In Texas, and in many states, we have already set up a tui-
tion reimbursement plan so that if a school goes under, the stu-
dents are covered. And that is something that schools want to do,
and we are definitely in favor of it. But we cannot afford to have
that happen and have students on the street without getting their
tuition reimbursed in school failures, and we want to participate.
We want a vested interest in the program.

Senator Nuxisr. Would you need a financial incentive to do that,
or would you just need the legal authority?
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MS. FRIEDHEIM. No, we don't even need that. We just need en-
couragement. I mean, it is already happening in many states, but itcould be mandated and you would have cooperation from the
school community.

The students need something. They need some protection in this
program when you go in to overhaul. PLUS loansthat is parent
loanscurrently go to the parents. Let me tell you, what is hap-
pening every day in the United States. Parents are receiving those
loans, parents who are economically disadvantaged, and the kid
has this one chance to go to school and they need those funds in
order to go to school, and that parent is taking the money andspending it. We have a student right now who is out of school be-
cause her parent bought a car with the PLUS loan. Those PLUS
loans have got to be made co-payable to the school and the parentsto give that student a chance to have access to the money. Other-
wise, that money will walk out of door with parents.

And I know that is hard to believe, but in one case the parents
used crack. They needed some drugs. The student, on the otherhand, is a very straight arrow student who is trying very hard to
pull herself out of the ghetto. We kept that person in school. She is
never going to be able to pay her tuition until we get her out of
school. And we will accept that risk. But those students, it breaks
your heart when you know that the parents have abused thesystem.

I think students would benefit tremendously by receiving pay-ment books at their exit interview, so if the payment books from
the lenders could be sent to the institutions and we disburse them,
the student then does not get lost in the maze of the loans have
been sold 10 times, they cannot find their lender, they cannot gettheir coupon book, and they don't have all that hassle. This is not aproblem of just the triad, it is the problem of lenders, guarantee
agencies, all of the people who interact with the students.

The last thingand I will try to cut this offis that students
who receive student fmancial aid, also the U.S. Department of Edu-
cation could assist us tremendously by establishing that if you takeFederal dollars to go to school and you use those Federal dollars inan institution that is accredited, that next institution, if you wantto go on, should recognize the courses you have taken and not
make you repay to take those courses.

So if we had some transfer of credit mandate that other schools
be required to at least look at the courses that you have taken, ac-tually the Federal Government right now is paying twice for stu-dents, and that is a travesty that is being bnught on the students.Not one person can solve the problem, but I think with that thetriad, we can improve the State regulations, the accrediting agen-cies, and we can improve the Department of Education. But the
one thing we don't want to do is close the door on access to stu-
dents, because it is the student that needs the training. Thank you.Senator Nuifiv. Thank you, Ms. Friedheim. All of you have been
very helpful, and I would just like to ask you a couple of questionsand then I would defer to my colleagues.

You have a lot of interesting suggestions and you obviously know
the inside of this. I mean, that is very apparent. Have you told the
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people in the Department of Education this? Have you had access
to the Department of Education?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. No, I have not.
Senator NUNN. But you have been on the National Advisory

Committee, have you not?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Yes, I have, but I have been off of it
Senator NUNN. Maybe you could tell us a little bit more about

what that Committee is supposed to do.
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. That Committee approves accrediting agencies to

be on the Secretary's list.
Senator NUNN. So you are really the agent for the Secretary in

looking at accrediting agencies?
Ms. FRIEDHKIM. Yes, you are. I have transmitted many of my

ideas to Joan Givens of that Department.
Senator NUNN. Of the Department of Education?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Of the Department of Education.
Senator NuNN. What is her title?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. I don't know what h.er title is currently. I believe

she has been promoted.
Senator NUNN. Does she work with the National Advisory Com-

mittee?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Yes, she works with Accreditation and Eligibil-

ity, and in fact she did her thesis on how the Advisory Committee
could be improved. And I have not seen the final work, but I think
it would be a very interesting document for your Committee, be-
cause that is an important committee. The &cretary needs that
committee, but--

Senator NUNN. Did you ever meet with the Secretary on that
committee?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. No. I did with Terrell Bell, but only in the initial
stages when I hadn't formulated any real opinions. But I would
love to transmit my ideas to the Department of Education.

Senator NUNN. 'When you say that the National Advisory Com-
mittee is political, would you tell us a little bit more about that? I
mean, what kind ofpeople are being put on it?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Well, the lady that I referred to was affectionate-
ly called a "Gray Panther," okay? She was an activist in California
and for the elderlyelderly rights. And she was very active in the
campaign for President Reagan and she was appointed as a thank
you for all of her hard work in California.

Senator NUNN. But she knew nothing about education?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. She knew nothing about education. We had some

business people on there that knew nothing about education.
Senator NUNN. Did they take an interest and try? Did they try

to learn?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Those people didn't particularly. They really

thought it was far too complicated and they had other things on
their minds and they would come in and out of the meetings.

Senator NUNN. SO it was just an honorary kind of thing for
them?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Yes, and that is what they thought it was going
to be, and one of them resigned almost immediately when he dis-
covered how much work was involved and knew he couldn't make
the commitment for that type of work. We did have the chancellor
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oflet's seewe had a dean from the University of Georgia who
was very good. And we had the chancellor from the California
system, but he only came once in 3 years.

Senator NUNN. It is a 3-year appointment?
Ms. FILIZDHILIM. Yes.
Senator NtnIN. And how often are you supposed te meet?
Ms. Fammitem. Twice a year.
Senator NUNN. Are you supposed to get paid?
MS. FRIXDHEIM. No, we did not get paid.
Senator NuNN. Just a per diem or something?
Ms. Faimisim. Per diem.
Senator NUNN. You meet twice a year, but how much work are

you supposed to do in the meantime?
Ms. k'RIEDHEllitt. Well, they never sent us anything in between

time. And we could have done a lot of work, which would have less-
ened the load when we came into town. You read files, you have
hearings such as this where the petitioningaccrediting agency
comes before you, and there is an opportunity for third-party com-
ment on that agency. And so you hear if there is anything nega-
tive. The staff gives you a report because they have reviewed the
file of that agency.

Senator NUNN. Does the staff basically do the leg work, the Edu-
cation Department staff?

MS. FRIEDHEIM. The staff does the leg work. They do the hard
work. And when they have an Advisory Committee that is not
functional, they do all the work.

Senator NUNN. Would you say that basically the Advisory Com-
mittee was not functional?

MS. FRIEDHEIM. Basically. The four of us that were concerned
and knew what was going on would work during lunch, work when
the meeting was over for the next day, and work into the night to
take up the slack of the people who were not concerned.

Mr. MANNING. Senator, if I may comment, I have observed the
National Advisory Committee for some 15 years. It has its ups and
downs. One of the problems is that the duties of the National Advi-
sory Committee are not really those of an advisory committee. It
really occupies the wrong kind of niche in the Department of Edu-
cation, because its principal activity is ministerial in nature, re-
viewing the applications of the accrediting bodies for recognition. It
makes very few suggestions with respect to policy, which is what
advisory committees generally do.

Senator NUNN. So really the way it is set up, it is supposed to be
a real working committee?

Mr. MANNING. That's correct, but it is set up as an advisory com-
mittee, which means that indeed the appointments are subject to
political considerations, and in recent years the political consider-
ations, I regret to say, have taken precedence over the profeseional
qualifications of the persons who serve. These people really want to
do a good job, in my view. They are not there to fluff off or any-
thing of that sort. But it is very difficult if you do not have a back-
ground or knowledge of the activities in higher education and ac-
creditation, which is a fairly arcane subject, to come up to speed
with two meetings a year.
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In addition, during Mr. Bennett's period as Secretary, the Secre-
tary simply failed to make appointments to the National Advisory
Committee on occasion, so those two meetings a year sometimes
did not occur.

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. And the training for that., we would have about a
45 minute to an hour briefing at the beginning of each session, and
you cannot teach accreditation in an hour.

Senator NUNN. Well, who is really doing the accreditation then, I
mean, if this is the group that is supposed to be?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. The Department.
Senator NUNN. The Department itself is doing it, the staff?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Yes.
Senator NUNN. Now, is anything wrong with that?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. I think, just as
Senator NUNN. Do we need an Advisory Committee?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Just as schools are reviewed on an accrediting

agency basis by at least two readers, I think you need at least two
readers, those being the Advisory Committee and the staff, to give
a balanced view.

Mr. MANNING. You also have the problem, Senator, that in fact
it is the Secretary's decision. The action of the Advisory Committee
is advisory to the Secretary. The Secretary can do whatever the
Secretary wishes to, and in one case the Secretary has added an
accrediting organization to the recognized list without the recom-
mendation of the Advisory Committee.

Senator NUNN. Ms. Friedheim, how long were you on that Com-
mittee?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Three years.
Senator NUNN. What years were those?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Let me be sure-1981 to 1983.
Senator NUNN. Was there a period in there where there was no

meeting at all?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. No, I believe we had our two meetings.
Senator NUNN. I understand that at one point during the 1980s

there was not even a meeting for a couple of years.
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. I think that happened right after I went off, but

we were very concerned about funding.
Senator NUNN. But this really, you are really saying this Com-

mittee should be performing a very important function?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Absolutely.
Senator NUNN. I mean, the heart of the accreditation is based on

who is going to be allowed to do it.
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Absolutely. To me it is the most critical point

that is the weakest point right now and it could be resolved so
easily, to make the Secretary in charge of the appointments, have
a criteria for appointment on that committee, and enough training
to make them truly functional. Then you have a balance and then
you have a chance of doing the job right.

Senator NUNN, Senator Roth?
Senator Rem. Whom were you appointed by, Ms. Friedheim?
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. The terms a*.e staggered. President Carter ap-

pointed me for a 1-year staggered tez m to fill out someone else's,
and then President Reagan came in and he appointed me for a 2-
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year term. So the terms vary in length depending on what slot is
available at the time. So I served 3 years.

Senator Rom. The National Advisory Committee is set up by
lavr, is that correct?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. By statute, yes.
Senator Rom. Is it realistic to expect an advisory committee that

meets twice a year, and is not paid, to really perform a very signifi-
cant function, as I understand this one to be, or have we maybe
improperly constituted the Advisory Committee? Can you really do
it in 2 days?

Ms. FRIEDIIELM. No. I think you need three meetings a year, min-
imum.

Senator Rom. Isn't it more than a matter of meeting if you are
really going to perform? Doesn't it require considerable study and
review?

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. I think materials should be distributed to the
committee members in advance of the meetings so they have time
to review, to get their questions together. I agree with you.

And in the training program, I would hope that there would be a
change in the whole mechanism by which the committee works.

Senator Rom. My concern is that it seems like we have set up
something that sounds good in principle, but ask for this kind of an
operation.

Ms. FRIEDIisal. If I could answer something you added that I did
not answer, you asked is it feasible that these people would come
without pay. Members of accrediting commissions come without
pay, and they gladly give their time because they are concerned
about accreditation. I think a blue ribbon panel for the Secretary
would also come without pay three times a year and do an excel-
lent job if the right criteria were in the mechanism.

Senator Rom. I agree with you, there are many public-minded
citizens that will, but you are also limiting those who can do it to
those who have the financial means of doing it.

Ms. FRIEDHEIM. Or those whose institutions would support it fi-
nancially and allow the person the time off.

Senator Rom. But then again you can be running into the so-
called conflict of interest.

I think you make a valid observation in your testimony when
you say that we have become so concerned about conflicts of inter-est that it is very difficult to acquire anybody who has any exper-
tise. I think your observation that we ought to have a mixture
makes some good sense. Otherwise you end up with people who
have no experience.

On the other hand, you have to be careful that there isn't any so-called back-scratchi, where peers are judging each other.
Ms. FRIEDHEIM. I think that quality accrediting agencies have a

very serious commitment to the no-conflict-of-interest situation.
There is no accrediting commission I know of that anyone who has
knowledge of an institution is allowed to discuss it or vote on it
when it cornea up.

I thins. the Advisory Committee nationally could have a mix of
people not directly at institutions, but who have a background in
education and accreditation, and are in business. So I think some
public members should be on that group, too.
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Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman I just want to make one com-
mentI'm sorry I missed part of the testimonybut I have to say
that I consider it alarming that the default rate will consume 37
percent of the amount appropriated for the Student Loan Program
in 1990. This fact is a clear indication that current safeguards are
not working. Maybe to have accessI think that is a real problem,
and my understanding is that you raised that, Mr. Manningbut I

don't think it is appropriate to do it by a student loan that results
in this kind of default because I think it puts the whole program at
risk. It seems to me that the way the problem has to be addressed,
of course, is in grants and by other means. But I fear that this
would destroy a program that has been very useful.

I would ask that my full remarks be included in the record.
[The opening statement of Senator Roth follows:]

OPENING STATICMINT OF SZNATOR Rom

Mr. Chairman, as I mentioned yesterday, I commend you for providing the oppor-
tunity through these hearings to address the serious problems in the student loan
program. The alarming default rate, which will consume 37 percent of the amount
appropriated for the student loan program in 1990, is a clear indication that current
safeguards are not working. As with the savings and loan crisis, it may well be that
if we don't act now, we may have to face much greater problems later.

Congress must do its part to prevent such a tragedy. The Senate has passed meas-
ures to reduce the student loan default rate in this Congress and the last Co

nbut these measures have never been adopted by the House of Representatives.gry
of these provisions would have helped to eliminate problems that we have been dis-

cussing in these hearings. For example, the Senate passed legislation includes a pro-
vision which limits proprietary schools in their hiring of recruiters, a problem we
heard about yesterday. The Senate passed measures includes provisions which
would make students easier to locate should their loans go bad, and would require
lenders to be more involved in the student loan process. I understand that some of
these proposals are currently being discuseed in a conference committee. It is my
hope that these provisions, at least, will be enacted into law.

Again, Mr. Chairman, I commend you and your staff for holding these hearings.
There is no doubt that it is time for Administration and the Congress to crack down
on shady schools, shoddy accreditation practices and shifty lenders. And we need to
do it now, before the bill becomes too big to pay.

SenatOr NUNN. Thank you very much, Senator Roth.
Mr. Manning, one other observation. Staff tells me, after having

looked at this for quite a while, a couple of years, that even though
it is true that all high default rate schools are not necessarily bad
schools, there is a correlation that when you get a high default rate
school usually there is also connected with that school other prob-
lems as well.

Mr. MANNING. I agree there is a correlation. I don't think you
can say it is an absolute circumstance--

Senator NUNN. Not absolute, no.
Mr. MANNING [continuing]. And one of the recommendations

that I make in my extended testimony is that it ought to be a
matter of routine for accrediting organizations as well as for the
Department of Education to examine individual cases where there
is high default

Senator NUNN. Certainly a red flag, a warning flag.
Mr. MANNING. Exactly. And I should say, Senator, that I think

none of us believe that the status utuo should be maintained un-
changed. We do need to change. We have problems, and we all
need to address them together.
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Senator NUNN. We appreciate that, and your testimony here
today has been very valuable and constructive. We thank all of you
for being here.

Next, we have a staff statement relating to one particular case
study of a school, the Culinary School of Washington.

We have Deputy Chi& Counsel John Sopko and investigator
Mark Webster who will be testifying. ask you, John, and Mark
to hold up your right hands and take the oath before you testify.

Do you swear the testimony you give will be the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?

Mr. &PRO. I do.
Mr. WrmcrEa. I do.
Senator NUNN. We thank you for your hard work, and we look

forward to your presentation.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN F. SOPKO, DEPUTY CHIEF COUNSEL, PER-
MANENT INVESTIGATIONS SUBCOMMITTEE, AND R. MARK
WEBSTER, INVESTIGATOR

Mr. SOPKO. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
We have a rather lengthy statement,5 with exhibits, and I will

ask that those be introduced at this time into the hearing record asif read, and what I would like to do is summarize the highlights of
the staff statement, some of which has come up over the last 2
de s' testimony.

nator NUNN. How many exhibits do you have; what are the
numbers?

Mr. SOPKO. Senator, first of all, we have a list of chronologies, A
through G. [See Exhibit No. 521 In preparing the case study we did
a chronology on each of the major agencies involvedthat would
be seven chronologies and supporting documents. In addition we
have a number of statements for the record, 10 statements for the
record. [See Exhibit Nos. 53-62.]

Senator NUNN. Without objection, they will be admitted and so
numbered.

Mr. SOPKO. Senators, as we explained yesterday, one of the basic
questions that this Subcommittee has asked the staff to answer iswhy bad schools get into and continue to operate in the Title IV
Program.

In attempting to answer that question we took a look at a school
that was recommended to the staff as highlighting some of the
major problems. That was the Culinary School of Washington,
which went out of business this year in 1990. So it is a recent case
study.

The Staff review of the Culinary School, revealed, in general, ahistory of serious and recurring problems that affected both the
taxpayer and the student. The bmt summary of that, Senator. is
the Inspector General's inspection report of May 21, 1990 that was
referred to yesterday by the Inspector General. However, contrary
to what the Inspector General said yesterday, it did not precipitate
the demise of the school. The school had already effectively closed
its doors before the issuance of this report.

'See p. 307 for staff statement.
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In that report it states:
There were numerous misrepresentations made to students concerning housinF,

availability of supplies, transportation, training and other service, . The school
owners also demonstrated a careless disregard for laws and regulations concerning
obtaining proper licenses for recruiters and licenses for the Culinary School cunpus-
es. In an apparent effort to delay and conceal this problem, checks were backdated

or stoppayrnents made, and inaccurate documents were prepared.
The Mrm to the students and the Department of Education resulted not only

from the school's and its owners' noncompliance, but their failure to meet the ex-
pectations of the students recruited to attend that school.

Those findings in May of 1990 are confirmed by a litany of
horror stories going back to the founding of this school. As a
matter of fact, Senator, problems relating to this school even pre-
date its eligibility for the Title IV program.

Investigator Webster, who is with me today, uncovered evidence
that there was an audit done when Mr. Kibarian was president of
Southeastern University here in Washington, DC. That audit
showed that there were allegations that Mr. Kibarian had embez-
zled over $100,000 from Southeastern University for the benefit of
his wife and himselfbecause he was also at that time trustee of
the Culinary School of Washington. This audit was available to the
accreditors and the licensing bodies. It was referred to and reported
by the Washington Post in 1983, 1984 and 1985preliminary to the
accreditation by ACCET, during the time in which NATTS was re-
viewing the school for re-accreditation, and obviously in time for
the Department of Education to do something about it.

We found no evidence that any of those bodies did anything with
this very serious allegation concerning Mr. Kibarian and his suit-
ability to participate in the Title IV program.

Senator, from the students' perspective, we contacted a number
of students and a number of former employees, who also painted a
horror story with the school. A classic example is cited by the
former French instructor, Sharon Marburg, who mentioned, among
the many problems, that she was outraged by the facilities and
primitive conditions in which the students were supposed to learn.
She stated:

I had to meet in classes in local taverns, where music was blasting. lighting was
inadequate, and the smell of stale beer, smoke and vomit permeated the room. The
class locations kept changing, but they never got better.

The students told me that the facilities were underequipped and roach-infested.
They else stated that the food used for teaching was often rancid and usually miss-
ing.

This pattern, Senator, continued throughout its existence. When
we refer to the Culinary School, Senator, what we are really refer-
ring to is a school for scandal.

If you look at the triad, Senatorlicensing, accreditation and the
Department of Educationyou see inaction and a paucity of ag-
gressive investigations.

Turning to licensing, although the DCRA, which is the Depart-
ment of CAmisumer and Regulatory Affairs, with the District of Co-
lumbia, was aware of numerous complaints concerning what I have
just described, it appears that up. to 1989 when they gave up licens-
ing jurisdiction, they did little if anything about these complaints.

On the other hand, the DC Education Licensure Commission,
which then took over licensing jurisdiction in 1989 and also had ju-
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risdiction over 2-year schools in the District of Columbia, appears
to have done more on the regulatory side.

But overall, Senator, the staff found that although actions by the
licensing bodies may have eventually resulted in the school's clo-
sure in 1990, they appeared to have been generally ineffective.

Returning to the actions of the Education Licensure Commission;
in December 1984, Senatorand this is very important when you
compare the chronologiesthey did a staff site visit of the school.
What is important about this December 1984 date is that it pre-
cedes the AWET site visit and accreditation by ACCET.

In this licensure visit, the site team for the District of Columbia
found that the school was administratively and educationally un-
suitable. It found, for instance, that in the application, the Culi-
nary School claimed that they were operating under a 17-person
board of directors. The site report states, "This clearly was untrue.
This board never met, and several members expressed surprise
when apprised that they were listed as board members."

It also found that, Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian were the only remain-
ing members of the 1983 administrative team. It noted that the
Culinary School had experienced a 100 percent turnover in faculty.
It also criticized the school for site changes and an inadequate li-
brary.

The site team noted that the school's catalogue indicated that
housing would be available at local universities. Unlike other site
teams, the team apared to have actually done some work. It
seems they contacted all the local universities in Washington andthey expressed surprise that the Culinary School even existed
some of them had never even heard of it. Nevertheless the site
team discovered that the Culinary School was advertising that stu-
dents would be housed at local universities, like American Univer-
sity, Georgetown and George Washington.

To the Subcommittee staff, these findings are significant since
they should have raised serious concerns about the school's qualifi-
cations for not only the Title IV program, but also for the proprie-
tary school license held in the District of Columbia. Yet, it appears
that nothing happened as a result of this site visit.

The chairman of the DC Licensure Commission pleaded with the
Department of Education to do soinething about this school, and
forwarded a copy of the site visit report. In the cover letter he
stated: "the Commissioner has asked me to urge you to take what-
ever corrective actions that are in your powers to take to protect
the citizens of the District of Columbia." Again, the staff found
that there was no response from the Department of Education.

Senator NUNN. If we've got a triad, why does one part of the
triad say to the other part, "Do something about this," when that
licensing part has found the problem? Why couldn't they take the
license away?

Mr. SOPKO. In this case, Senator, the Culinary School was li-censed by DCRA, which was the regulatory body at that time, up to1989. In 1983 and 1984, the Culinary School attempted to become
licensed to be a 2-year degree-granting university. At that time,
they went before the Commission on Licensure. The Commission on
Licensure sent the site team out and concluded that this school was
horrible. The Commission then denied the request for a 2-year li-
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cense, but they had no control at all over the actual license by Cul-
inary to be a proprietary trade school at that time.

As a result, they referred that report to DCRA, and, it appears,
that like everything else involving DCRA, nothing happened. As
one regulatory official told us, "DCRA writes good reports; that's
it." And that is basically what we found. We found some excellent
investigative reports, but it doesn't look like there was any follow
up ever done by DCRA to these investigators.

Ergo, the Commission, realizing DCRA will do nothing, peti-
tioned the Department of Education and sent a letter requesting
them to do something since they, of course, can bar the school from
Title IV funding. Unfortunately, the Department of Education did
nothing.

Senator NUNN. Did they ever reply at all?
Mr. SOFKO, We found no evidence of that, Senator. I'm not saying

that there wasn't a reply somewhere in the files, but one thing you
can say definately about the Department of Education files is that
they are in poor shape. So we may have missed that letter. But
more importantly, we could find nothing indicating that the De-
partment did anything in response to the letter.

Senator, one other pointand I would like to emphasize that the
DC Licensure Commission and the State of Virginia also noted
thisnamely that they are woefully undermanned, and in particu-
lar they were woefully undermanned to handle the Culinary case.
DC Licensure told us that essentially during 1989, after DC Licen-
sure Commission got jurisdiction from DCRA and initiated a
number of investigations, but they spent essentially all of their
manpower and all of their time during 1989 just working this one
school. The State of Virginia advised us also that in 1989 and 1990
they were utilizing most of their resources in investigating this one
school. This follows and supports the finding of yesterday that state
licensing operations are undermanned and understaffed to handle
these fast-moving, fast-growing proprietary schools.

Turning to the second leg, Senator, and that is accreditation, the
Culinary School also highlights a series of problems with the ac-
creditation process. The foremost is dual accreditation. Culinary
was first accredited by NATTS in 1982 and later obtained accredi-
tation from ACCET in 1985. The staff found evidence that appears
to indicate that Culinary obtained ACCET's accreditation in re-
sponse to NATIS' decision to revoke the school's accreditation.

In May of 1984, NATI'S started receiving complaints, serious
complaints, about the Culinary School. In December of 1984,
NAT'IS sent out a special site team visit. That site team visit noted
26 serious problems. The end result was a recommendation that
the accreditation should be removed by NAM for the Culinary
School.

Unfortunately, it would take
Senator NUNN. Who made that recommendation?
Mr. SOPKO. Well, originally, it went up to the NATTS Accredit-

ing Commission, through their process; but the site visit found 26
concerns or serious problems that led to that decision.

It would take 13 additional months for NATTS to eventually
remove the school's accreditation.
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In sum=ry, Senator, in December of 1984 the problems were
noted by the NATFS site team. It wasn't until March of 1987 that
the accreditation is lifted for the Culinary School.

Senator Nurrx. Why the time gap? What caused that?
Mr. &HMO. Apparently, numerous appeals, delays, and procedur-

al due process granted by NAM'S. I believe the NATIS officials
will testify about that. Essentially they had to do two site visite,
two appeals of the denial or the decision to revoke the accredita-
tion in this whole process. Throughout their existence you will also
see a history of delay by the Culinary School. It keeps asking for
delays and postponements, which in this case they were able to
stretch this thing out for approximately 2 years.

Senator NUNN. Haven't we got to find some way legislatively or
in the regulatory sense to accelerate this whole process? It seems to
me that people out there trying to do an honest job of accrediting
would lose any kind of incentive when it tak :a this long to get anyresults.

Mr. SOPKO. That's correct, Senator, and I think those are some of
the recommendations you will hear from the accrediting bodies,
that they would like to be removed from the threat of legal action,
which is really what I think is stopping them from moving more
quicklyat least in some of these cases.

Now, at the same time, of course, the Department of Education
has the authority to move a lot quicker, and they have emergency
authority in some cases to take these schools out of the Title IV
program but they don't appear to be doing that, either. Particular-ly in the Culinary School case, the Department of Education was
aware of a lot of these allegations but didn't do anything.

Senator ROTH. Let me ask you this ouestion, going back again to
the number of people, What concerns me is that we have locked in
so many due process procedures, some of which are obviously nec-
essary, but haven't we made it almost impassible to act?

Mr. SOPKO. Well, Senator, again, concerning the accrediting
bodies, I think they are the best people to answer that question
about the due process. Concerning the staffing and the number of
people, what I was referring toand I may be misinterpreting your
question, Senatorbut the DC licensing people, the Virginia licens-
ing people, and all the State officials tell us that they just don't
have enough people to send out there to do site visits. Site visitsare a key--

Senator Rom. But you told us they did site visits.
Mr. SOPKO. Yes, they did in this case.
Senator ROTH. So there was no lack of people for this particular

investigation, as I understand you.
Mr. SoPxo. Let's say there was no lack of evidence, let's say, that

there was a problem in this case.
Senator Rom. I guess just listening to you, it seems to me that

the problem is that they had the site investigation, but for some
reason, no action was taken.

Mr. SoPxo. That's correct, Senator, that is correct. In this case,all of the bodies had information that this school was bad. And in
every instance, it took a long time for something to be done. Even-
tually, what was done was that the school went out of business.

gt)
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Thenit iP amazingonce the school went out of business, ev-
eryone begins to yank accreditation, or yank the license. But, the
school is essentially out of business by that time.

Senator, the staff also discovered that almost from the start of
the tortuous NATTS de-accreditation process, the school hedged its
bets by obtaining accreditation from ACCET. ACCET granted ac-
creditation on July 18, 1985, after a June 28th site visit directed by
ACCET vice president Debbie De Vries, who just testified a few mo-
ments ago.

That site visit ironically gave the school a totally clean bill of
health. The contrast between ACCET's glowing site report ha4 got
to stand out in contrast to other events. We have a December 1984
NAITS site visit which finds horrible conditions; a December 1984
DC site visit that finds horrible conditions; the NATTS site visit is
reaffirmed by the NATTS Accrediting Board, and the appeal proc-
ess over this 2 year period also finds problems with the Culinaiy
School. In addition, the Vet. Tans Administration during this same
time frame is also finding problems with this school. Nevertheless,
ACCET comes in, doos a site visit and grants accreditation, claim-
ing that the school meets their standards as a good school for ac-
creditation.

Senator NUNN. In other words, a school can just shop between
one accrediting body and another?

Mr. Sono. That's exactly what this school did, Senator. We have
notations, phone logs from ACCET, that on the date, May 10, 1985,
when Dr. James Gray, an Academic Consultant to the Culinary
School, called ACCET, he appears to have alerted ACCET that they
had a NATTS accreditation, and were "looking for double accredi-
tation". In response to the question why is the organization seeking
accreditation, it is noted in somebody's handwriting at ACCETwe
don't know whose " in case the other to change."

It appears then, that the school even told ACCET that they were
going to lose their accreditation at NATTS. Nevertheless, it didn't
appear to bother ACCET at all, they still granted accreditation.

The Subcommittee found and concluded that there were clearly
other problems including communications and cooperation. This
fact pattern raises a question concerning the adequacy of communi-
cation between ACCET and NAM'S; ACCET, NATTS and the Vet-
erans Administration; and ACCET, NATTS and the Department of
Education.

It appears, as I said, that ACCET did know. Why they didn't go
any further to inquire into some of the other problems, we don't
know.

It also appears that NATTS knew that ACCET was going to ac-
credit this institution, but it doesn't appear that NATTS advised
ACCET of this problem at all.

Senator, an additional problem that was raised yesterday that is
indicative by the Culinary School's action is the problem of unregu-
lated branching and site visits. This school had numerous
branches; none of them were ever visited by ACCET, even though
that's where all the problems arose and ACCET had hundreds of
complaints concerning those branches.
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Senator NUNN. We had testimony this morning that the branch-
ing problem has now been solved. Is that consistent with what you
are talking about?

Mr. SOPKO. Well, Senator, this school closed in 1990. They were
opening up branches right up to the day they closed. As a matter
of fact this school closed because they opened up a branch in Rich-
mond and started teaching there after they got accreditation but
before they were licensed. So this problem would appear to still
exist.

That Richmond campuo was not visited by ACCET, nor were the
other campuses that the school opened in 1989 visited by ACCET.
There was no site visit by the accrediting body.

Senator NUNN. So you would fundamentally disagree with the
testimony that said the branching problem has now been curbed or
cured?

Mr. SOPKO. Well, I would, unless it has been fixed since this
hearing started.

Senator, briefly I would like to turn to the last leg of the triad,
tha i. is the Department of Education. It is quite clear when you
review the chronologies and the evidence that almost from the
start, the Department was aware that there were problems, serious
problems, with the Culinary School.

Just a few points on that. The first review done by the Depart-
ment of Education in January of 1983this is a few months after
they obtained approval to submit applications for Title 1Vfinds
problems, serious problems, with the schoolserious problems that
would lead one to believe that these people were not legitimate
educators.

The site team found that the school was operating at ineligible
locations; had not prepared proper financial aid material; made
misstatements; and, incorrectly calculated Pell Grant awards.

A 1988 audit by the Department of Education Inspector General
noted a similar pattern for the period of 1982 through 1985. It
turns out that the Culinary School's first outside independent audit
was submitted to the department 19 months late; the second one
was submitted 5 months late.

In 1986, this audit noted that the Culinary School did not have
written policies and procedures for administering the program, nor
was there anyone at the Culinary School who could explain what if
any internal controls were being used.

It concludes by saying: "Based on the results of our review, it is
our opinion"and I am quoting the Department of Education in
their 1988 audit report"that Culinary School management was
fully aware of its noncompliance, but failed to properly administer
the program."

The staff believes this report raises a number of serious prob-
lems. First and foremost, is the finding by the Department of man-
agement problems at Culinary that apparently had not impnred
since 1983.

Senator NUNN. Is this the IG report or the department report?
Mr. SOPKO. This is the Department of Education 1G audit, Sena-

tor.
If by July of 1986, the end of the onsite audit review, "there still

were no policies and procedures, nor any person who could explain
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the school's policies and procedures," one wonders when, if ever,
there would be such policies and procedures.

Additionally, Senator, there is another serious question raised.
This 1988 IG audit report was initially prepared during 1986,
issued in draft form in 1987. Thus it took 2 years for the Inspector
General to issue his final report in February of 1988, which docu-
mented problems that occurred 3 to 6 years before, from 1982 to
1985. Clearly, such serious problems should have produced a faster
response by the Inspector General and the Department, especially
since the report highlighted such problems, including default rates,
leading up to 71 percent in 1984.

Unfortunately, even after all of these audits were issued, the
school continued to operate and did operate, obtaining Title IV
funding, until the date it closed.

Senator NUNN. How much money did the Government lose in
this case, do you know?

Mr. SOPKO. Senator, that's difficult to answer. Millions, is all we
can probably say at this time. The records are still not finalized.
HEAP estimated a few million dollars.

There are also 300 students, I should say, who must repay loans
even though they were owed a refund by the school, and HEAF
found that they were owed a refund, in 1986. So you have 300 stu-
dents out there who are still liable for loans even after they left
school and the school was told to make repayments to them.

Senator NUNN. So the school owes them money, but the school is
bankrupt.

Mr. SOPKO. Yes, bankrupt. It has been discharged from bankrupt-
cy.

Senator NUNN. And the students owe HEAF money, and they
have got to pay it.

Mr. SOPKO. That's correct, Senatoreven though HEAF told the
school, "You were supposed to make refunds, and you didn't." The
student gets screwed in this case.

Senator Rom. How much is owed HEAP
Mr. SOPKO. I could find that amount, Senator. I don't have that

with me, Let me add that the staff just looked at HEAF, Senator.
There are other guarantee agencies where probably the same prob-
lem exists.

Senator Nuivii. So you could be talking about many millions of
dollars.

Mr. SOPKO. That's correct, Senator.
Senator Ntmi.l. Are there any assets of the individuals who own

the school that you know anything about? Have you gotten into
that phase? Do they have assets?

Mr. SOFRO. We have not looked at their assets, Senator, although
the Inspector General did report in its 1990 Inspection Report that
the president and his wife paid each other a bonus of I believe it
was $180,000 in 1989, just before they declared bankruptcy. But as
far as I know, the school was discharged from bankruptcy because
they had no assets. The Kibarians are scot-free as far as I know,
ald the school is now defunctwell, I will correct thatwe think
the school is defunct. We have just recently uncovered correspond-
ence that would indicate that as of last week Mr. Kibarian is at-
tempting to open it again but now with a new name. It is called
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"Culinary School of Washington, London, Rome, Paris and
Beijing." [See Exhibit No. 63.1 I will refer to that in just a few mo-
ments, Senator.

Senator Rom. Who opened that school?
Mr. SOPRO. Well, Senator, I will refer to that exhibit right now.
This Exhibit, marked as Exhibit No. 63, is a letter we know that

Dr. Kibarian wrote. He is now listed as the Chairman of the Board,
but we don't know which Board, and we don't know who else is on
the Board--but he is sending this letter to most of the schools in
the Virginia-Maryland-Washington area. In it, he is soliciting to set
up a new culinary school, that will be, as he states, "financially
painless for you to start because we do all the work, and the tui-
tion is in your hands before students start the program."

He further states, "the purpose of this agreement"and let me
just note, Senator, he is sending a prospectus that is already pre-
signed and dated September 3, 1990, and he is sending this to all
the schoolsone official told us it is probably across the United
States, but we have only documented Virginia, Maryland and DC.

Again, in this letter he states, "The purpose of this agreement is
to create a chefs program for you that meets the standards of aca-
demic excellence and is financially sound."

It is a bit ironic that though he talks about how great a culinary
expert he is, you will notice that he talks about an Italian dish on
the front line called "Tirami Su" and I was told that it is mis-
spelled. I believe he also refers to "Henkel knives" which are sup-
posed to be a famous knife set, and that also is misspelled.

Again, returning to this letter, he states that "the class of 25 stu-
dents, based on a tuition charge of $6,000 to $8,000, will generate
$150,000 to $200,000 per class."

Returning to your question, Senatorand this is what we were
going to comment onin response, this is pretty indicative of edu-
cation as big business. Except for the first three words, he never
again refers to education in this 5 or 6-page document.

We do know that starting in June or Julythis is after the
school was declared bankrupt, after the IG issued that critical in-
spection report, after ACCET pulls its license, and everyone else
does what they do to the schoolMr. Kibarian began his first mass
mailing. In this mailing, which is dated July 6, 1990 [See Exhibit
No. 64.] he sends a document with a colorful brochure, "Learn to
be a Chef, Culinary School of Washington, July 1989." [See Exhibit
No. 108.] He attaches that, and he also states that, "I have initiat-
ed and operated a chefs' training school for the past 12 years here
in Washington. As of August 1989 we had as many as 600 students,
with revenues exceeding -$6 million."

He says, "Such a program can be an important source of revenue
to you. I can assure you a minimum of $500,000 net profit for the
first year and $1 million for the second." He then he describes in
great detail how you can make that $1 million.

What is interesting in both of these letters is that there appear
to be some fraudulent statements, to say the least. In the first
letter [See Exhibit No. 644 he claims to be somehow affiliated with
Georgetown University. We found out that he has had no affili-
ation with Georgetown University since 1967. [See Exhibit No. 70.]
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In the second letter [See Exhibit No. 63.1 he makes reference to a
Dr. Osborne of the Library of Congress, implying that Dr. Osborne
is a member of this Board of Directors and is also assuring to its
quality. Since then, Mr. Webster went out and talked to Dr. Os-
borne, and he was a bit surprised that he was still on a board of
directors that he thought was defunct. He also states for the record
in the affidavit which we will make an exhibit [See Exhibit No. 59.)
that, "I have never authorized the use of my name or professional
position by Dr. Kibarian in any way other than that stated above,"
and that IS when he was on the board of directors in 1980. "I ;4rn
not willing for my name to be used by Dr. Kibarian in connection
with the Culinary School, and my position on the board of directors
or as a member of the faculty was never discussed with anyone
until 10 September 1990, with the Subcommittee staff."

He goes on to state, "I do not know Dr. Kibarian's motives. I do
know, however, that the use of my name, title, and professional po-
sition was a clear misrepresentation by Dr. Kibarian. It is a mis-
representation for Dr. Kibarian to imply in his letters that I am
now associated with the Culinary School of Washington."

Senator NUNN. Are there any criminal investigations pending on
this matter?

Mr. Sono. We have no indication that there are any criminal
investigations. Our underst-mding is that when the Inspector Gen-
eral closed the case in 1988, that was the end of all criminal mat-
ters.

Senator NUNN. Was there ever a Justice Department investiga-
tion or an FBI investigation?

Mr. Sono. The FBI also investigated this school, and they closed
it also. Senator, along that line on closing cases, can I just make
reference again to the Inspector General's testimony of yesterday.

Contrary to his testimony yesterday, it appears that it was not
on the recommendation of the assistant U.S. attorney or the De-
partment of Justice that the Culinary case was closed. 'We have the
report of investigation closure document right here, and it states
that "after learning of the refunds, the assistant U.S. attorney,
who had still not made a decision to either prosecute or decline,
advised that criminal intent would be very difficult to prove. As a
result "in September 1988, the assistant U.S. attorney was notified
that 'we were closing our case." And that is a document from the
Inspector General's office dated October 3, 1988. [See Exhibit No.

nator NUNN. How about civil suits? Are there civil suits pend-
ing?

Mr. WEBSTER. Senator, they could have addressed the allegations
under the Program Fraud Civil Remedies Act, which they could
have assessed up to treble damages.

Senator NUNN. Who is "they"?
Mr. WERsTsa. Department of Education.
Senator NuNN. There is civil recourse. Explain that a little bit.

What is the statute? What does it allow?
Mr. Maims. I can't explain the statute in depth, Senator, but I

do know that there are civil remedies that they could have looked
at that they apparently didn't. We found no evidence that they did.

Senator Nuism. "They" being the IG of Department of Education.
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Mr. WEBSTER. Yes, sir.
Senator Rom. If I might just make two comments, it seems very

ironical to me that this man could be involved in these activities
and still get a doctor's excuse from appearing before usas I think
you already brought out, Mr. Chairman.

Senator 1VuNN. We may very well call the doctor at some point.
We want to give him an opportunity, though, to examine him more
thoroughly. But your point is well made. We do intend to call him.

Senator Rom. The other point that deeply disturbs me is the in-
ability of the IG, apparently, for whatever reason, to act effectively.
These arc the watchdogs, Mr. Chairman, that we established a few
years r,,go to prevent this kind of situation. To me it is very dis-
tressing that the IG failed to act against these unscrupulous opera-
tors. The fact is that an entire scam can be completed before the
Inswctor General does anything. I think this is a serious problem,
and we ought to look into it.

Mr. SOPKO. Could I add one point to that, Senator? We just dis-
coveredwe got some more records 2 days ago from the Depart-
ment of Education; they keep trickling inand it indicates after
closing the criminal case, I think the next action was a request to
study it again. And I think the request was from the IG to another
branch of Education to go back and take a look at it again.

So I don't know how many times you can investigate the case
before you have to really do something, but that was the end
result, that the Education Department is going to go back and take
another look.

Senator NUNN. Did I hear that one of the reasons given for clos-
ing the case is because refunds were supposed to be made?

Mr. SOPKO. That's correct, Senator. And in response to that
Senator NUNN. Refunds to the students.
Mr. SOPKO. No, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Refunds to the Government?
Mr. SOPKO. Refunds to HEAF. The Higher Education Assistance

Foundation disclosed that there was approximately $500,000 in re-
funds in 1986 that had not been made by the school. They were
about ready to bar them from their program when they made a set-
tlement agreement. The settlement agreement was that the school
would make repayments every month.

The irony is, Senator, that that was in 1986 yet in 1987, 1988,
and again in 1989, we found the HEAF reports complaining con-
stantly that the school was not making repayments or continued to
withhold repayments and generally creating greater refund prob-
lems. Nevertheless, it seems like the Inspector General's office and
the U.S. attorney to some extent are using such a record of repay-
ments as grounds for not indicting the Kibarians,

It is comparable, Senator, to a bank robber robbing a bank, get-
ting caught by the FBI and saying, "Okay, FBI, I'll make repay-
ments of the money I stole in lieu of you prosecuting me, and on
top of that, I will rob other banks to repay you, and you will know
for the next 3 years that I am robbing other banks to repay you,
and, therefore, I am not prosecutable because I have no enminal
intent." That is the best analogy I have of this situation, Senator, I
may be in errorthere may be other documents to show otherwise,
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but that is the type of logic that appears to have driven the deci-
sion not to go krther with the criminal investigation.

Senators, in conclusion, the staff is aware that this committee
looked at the problem of prosecuting schools and the federal stu-
dent loan program in hearings held in 1975. We firmly believe that
although no one has taken up Dr. Kibarian on his request, that if
somebody does, we may be using the Culinary School again as our
ease study if we ever have to revisit this issuewhich I hope we
don't.

Thank you.
Senator NUNN. When you say nobody has taken up his request,

what are you talking about?
Mr. SOPKO. Well, what I am saying, Senator, is that as far as we

know, no other school owner has decided to go into partnership
with the Culinary School of Washington and Beijing.

Senator NUNN. Where did the title come from, do you know? Is
there any connection withdo they have any kind of foreign
branches anywhere that you know anything about?

Mr. &PICO. Senator, I don't know what waste treatment plant in
Beijing they are going to use like they did here with the Blueplains
waste treatment plant, but maybe- they have a relationship. I don't
know, Senator. There is nothing in these letters, other than it has
got some nice, fancy Chinese script at the bottom, that shows there
is any connection to these cities.

Senator NUNN. But they are supposed to be teaching that kind of
cookingis that the implication?

Mr. SOPKO. Well, I can't really tell. I mean, if you look in here,
the only cooking they mention is learning how to cook pizzas and
rum balls, which again, I am not a culinary expert, and I never al-
leged that I am, but somebody told me they don't know how to
spell "Henkel" knives or "Tirami Su", which is some type of Ital-
ian dish.

Senator NUNN. Mark, do you have anything to add?
Mr. %MISTER. No, sir, I don't.
Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
Senator Ram. Nothing, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN- Thank you very much. We appreciate your good

work.
Our next panel of witnesses consists of Dr. Robert E. Taylor,

Chairman of the Accrediting Commission of the National Associa-
tion of Trade and Technical Schools, known as NA'ITS, and Roger
J. Williams, President of the Accrediting Council for Continuing
Education and Training, known as ACCET.

These are two accrediting agencies which at one time or another
accredited the Culinary School of Washington, and these accredit-
ing agencies will provide an overview of the accreditation and the
role their agencies play in general and in connection with the Culi-
nary School.

Gentlemen, we appreciate you being here this morning, and we
look forward to your testimony. ask each of you, as we swear in
all the witnesses before the Subcommittee, to please stand and
raise your right hand and take the oath.
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Do you swear the testimony you will give before the Subcommit-
tee will be the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth, so
help you, God?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I do.
Mr. TAYLOR. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Williams, would you like to lead off this morning?

TESTIMONY OF ROGER J. WILLIAMS, A(TING PRESIDENT, AC-
CREDITING COUNCIL FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
TRAINING IACCET)

Mr. WILLIAMS. Mr. Chairman, I am here representing ACCET,
and I have been asked by Subcommittee staff to provide an over-
view of accreditation and the role it played in a particular case, the
Culinary School of Washington, and what steps have or could be
taken to avoid a recurrence of its long and painful demise.

I have, as indicated in my written statement presented to the
staff earlier, worked over the last 15 years in a variety of profes-
sional capacities involved with education, and in fact have operated
a trade school in downtown Washington, DC as well as having
worked in a variety of capacities with the accrediting bodies.

I have been with ACCET for just over a year and a half, and
since working out of the Washington office on government rela-
tions and policy development and have, since May 9th of this year
been acting president of ACCET.

I sincerely believe that the accrediting agencies are an invalu-
able partner in the triad of quality assurance along with State and
Federal agencies. While it can be argued that we have dragged our
feet on implementing reforms to strengthen the accreditation proc-
ess, there is no question in my mind that the past year has been a
chastcming experience for all but the dull-witted or those otherwise
immine to moral outrage over such abuses.

Mange never comes easily, and institutional change comes
harder still.

In the current atmosphere, we are forced to defend and support
the contributory role of private career schools, indeed accreditation
itself, from a weakened position and on the wrong termsnamely,
access to federally-guaranteed loans and grants instead of measura-
ble quality criteria that meet our growing work force needs.

Too many schools have served as willing victims, using market-
ing and admissions techniques that are sometimes more clever
than sophisticated and often superior to their educational delivery
systems. Compounded by the problems of students who have poor
learning skills, low self-esteem, counterproductive behavioral pat-
terns and weak financial resources, the results are often seen in
media portrayals of human tragedy, such as that depicted for the
Culinary School of Washington, which brings me, of course, to the
subject at hand: What happened, why did it happen, and what can
and is being done to prevent it from happening again?

offer the following review and a chronology of documented
events that we can find in various memoranda and letters on the

See p. :OM for Mr. Williams' prepared statement.
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record since the time of initial application by the Culinary School
of Washington in 1985. I might add as a side note that I did not
have some of the information fact, or at least the staff to be able to
review, the telephone records going back to that period of time,
and so my chronology may be missing some of the other pieces.

At the risk of turning hindsight into insight, except for an initial
finding by the on-site examination team during its June 1985 visit
that "there is a strong need to improve documentation of financial
practice and records, especialiy in the area of student loans and
grants," a lack of followup and correspondence is perhaps the most
telling thing.

The current structure and practice of the Accrediting Commis-
sion provides for a standing financial review committee to review
all schools reported by the examination team to have weaknesses
in any of the subsections on Standard III in ACCET standards
under financial practices.

At the last commission meeting in August 1990, half the schools
reviewed were referred to the financial review committee, and
indeed half of those schools became either deferred or denied ac-
creditation because of financial practices cited as an area of weak-
ness.

While the (MG conducted an audit of the program for the period
July 1982 to December 1985, producing a draft report in May 1987
and a final version in February 1988, recommending approximately
$400,000 in refunds, we found no record of this report being dis-
seminated to ACCET for review.

Similarly a HEAF report dated July 1988 cited serious problems
in financial aid adrrimstration, but there is no record of a copy
ever being forwarded to ACCET. In fairness, it should also be noted
that until May of 1989, ACCET had no formal written policy deal-
ing with adverse actions by other agencies. Indeed, the application
in 1985 was a one-page document of two sides; the current applica-
tion is approximately 19 pages in length.

A detailed, comprehensive revision to this policy in March of
1990 was approved by the ACCET Accrediting Commission to estab-
lish a formal review process for such actions, as indicated by the
010 and HEAF reports, when they are brought to our attention.

In May 1988, correspondence between the Eligibility branch and
ACCET indicated concerns over auxiliary classrooms at a number
of the school's restaurant externship locations. The ACCET re-
sponse was that they were approved but not cited as such previous-
ly to the Department. There is no record of a followup review by
ACCET except by letter to the school dated August 10th of 1988,
indicating a series of general concerns related to complaints,
changes in curricula, and management practices at the school.

In retrospect, this situation deserved a closer review, and certain-
ly if any site were unapproved, a serious investigation and on-site
visit would have been prompted.

Prior to May 1 of 1990, ACCET did not require a preliminary on-
site visit for newly opened branches and auxiliary classrooms, rely-
ing on State approval and a 4-month followup visit. Since that
date, an on-site visit is conducted by ACCET staff for all sites in-
volved in Title IV prior to presenting a report to a subcommittee of
the commission for final review and, interim approval. A full team
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visit is then scheduled approximately 4 months after interim ap-
proval.

A number of recent cases of concern to the commission have
indeed resulted in show-cause action against the main campus for
failings discovered only at a branch. Additionally, the commission
issued a call for comment in July of 1990, proposing to limit
branches to a maximum of one per year.

During the spring and summer of 1989, a major suile in com-
plaints from former students and staff of the Culinary School were
received by ACCET. The complaint procedures prior to May of that
year were unwritten, informal and unlogged. The record is to a
large extent silent, beyond correspondence requesting clarification
and resolution by Culinary School of Washington and the school's
denials of such wrongdoing.

No definitive action can be found in the record until a show
cause was issued on January 8, 1990 in response to negative public-
ity, student complaints and actions taken by Virginia and DC licen-
sure agencies.

In April 1990, the commission approved a completely revamped
complaint procedure. All complaints are logFed, processed by a
senior staff person, and presented to the commission.

On January 9, 1990 the Culina7 School filed Chapter 11 bank-
ruptcy and cancelled the seheduled January 11 visit by_ an ACCET
examination team. ACCET met with counsel and DC Education Li-
censur officials to coordinate these efforts. The ELC agreed to
revoke the license on January 31, but the bankruptcy court issued
a temporary restraining order to enjoin the revocation of this li-
cense. On February 27, the ELC notified ACCET that the Culinary
School of Washington had agreed to close with a teach-out agree-
ment culminating in the school's closure by June 30, 1990.

Senator NUNN. What does that teach-out agreement mean?
Mr. WILLIAMS. It would have been a provision to teach out all of

the current students there with other institutions offering some
comparable education in the area, or providing refunds.

Senator Num.:. Do you know whether that is being carried out?
Mr. WILLIAMS. To the best of my knowledge, it was an agreement

that had been worked out between the ELC and the school, and it
was carried out. I do not know the details of it, though, no, sir.

Senator NUNN. Who is supposed to follow up on that?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, typically, the State licensure is the one who

works it out. Accreditation often plays a role in it, but in this cat&
I do not think we played any role.

Senator NUNN. So you are not responsible to follow it up, in your
opinion?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I think we would be, yes.
Senator Ntrfor. You think you will be?
Mr. WiLukras. Yes. I know we will be, and I think we should be.
Senator NUNN. But you haven't done it yet.
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir.
This case begs an obvious question of closure: Can it happen

again? Unfortunately, any answer but yes would have to be suspect
until tested and scrutinized over a time frame sufficient to meas-
ure the impact of recent datutes passed in December 1989 in the
Budget Reconciliation Act, the Department of Education's Default
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Reduction Initiatives of June 5, 1989, and the various reforms insti-
tuted by ACCET and other accrediting agencies over the past year.

What can clearly be said with some measure of certainty is that
there are far more remedies in place than there are analyses of
their combined impact on postsecondary education, particularly
shorter-term programs of less than a year. The fear now m*ht be
that the pendulum will swing too far, toward an advenarial rela-
tionship between the regulatory bodies represented in the triad,
and we will have undermined the foundation of expertise and lead-
ership necessary to support our mutual goal of improving schools.

I have four recommendations that I will put forth, the first being
under the heading of role definition and communications, an area
that I think is extremely important.

Many others, as well as I, believe that an overriding issue under-
lies the weakness in the systema lack of clear role definition and
communication linkages that keep us informed about essential in-
formation. The triad of quality assurance exists in a conceptual
void.

The first step should be taken at the Department of Education by
calling for a series of work sessions involving the accrediting agen-
cies, State authorities, guarantee agencies and Federal representa-
tives, focused on clarifying the respective roles and agreeing to spe-
cific information exchanges through memorandums of undenstand-
ing or similar devices.

I would include the guarantee agencies because they serve a sig-
nificant role that is both sufficiently ill-defined and important
enough to make them a member of a revived triad-plus-one.

Each of us has an important role and some measure of overlap-
ping responsibility that would better serve the public interest by
clearly defining primary and secondary levels of responsibility and
sharing related information.

A second itemthe role of accreditation has changed, evolving
from a traditional collegial model of interaction to one of a compli-
ance office with an increasingly legalistic, albeit educationally fo-
cused, underpinning. We are ever more frequently sued over ad-
verse actions of denial or withdrawal of accreditation, which in
turn drains resources otherwise available to develop and improve
the process.

Statutory protection or other assistance in such lawsuits result-
ing from the performance of our duties would greatly benefit the
public interest. Increasingly schools seek the protection of the
bankruptcy court such that accreditation and its supporting activi-
ties are at best in a grey area with fears of court citations and
fines. A clear expression of congressional intent such that accredi-
tation is exempted from this paralyzing situation would serve the
process.

Third, when a school closes, students are often left at the door,
with nowhere to go to complete their training or to obtain a
refund. There needs to be a fund, perhaps paid into as an insur-
ance fee per loan, collected from the school by the State guarantee
agency. The fund could be administered by an ad hoc task force
made up of representatives from the State accrediting and guaran-
tee agencies.
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Fourth, a central focus of any rational discussion on student de-
faults must also address the obvious shift over the past 10 years
from grants to loans. At a time when budget deficits loom larger
than life, no one expects the situation to change in the near term.
However, it must change if we are to address the unbalanced
burden of those with the fewest options and opportunities to build
a future that serves both their and the Nation's needs.

Finally, I am left with the observation, long held, that accredita-
tion is a major piece of a complex puzzle. If it didn't exist, I believe
we would have to invent it to complete the picture. It must be ad-
ministered at the highest level of integrity in service to the public
interest as a true indicator of quality education and training. It has
too often been assumed to be the all-encompassing gatekeeper
when in fact it is part of a complex system that must interact pur-
posefully and clearly for it to work properly. The glare of the spot-
light by the media, the Department of Education and the Congress
has focused our attention and painfully crystallized a sense of re-
newed urgency and commitment to making the process work effec-
tively.

With that, I conclude my remarks.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Mr. Williams. I have just a couple of

questions, and come back and ask both you and Mr. Taylor
some questions after his testimony.

How large a jurisdiction is ACCET covering?
Mr. WILLIAMS. We currently have about 370 main campuses, a

total of about 1,000, with branches and auxiliary classrooms.
Senator NUNN. About how many States do you cover?
Mr. WILLIAMS. All 50 States.
Senator NUNN. You cover everything.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. About how many employees do you have?
Mr. WILLIAMS. We currently have 14 rull-time employees, and we

use about 6 part-time/temporary employees, some on a contract
basis.

Senator NUNN. Fourteen?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And how many schools?
Mr. WIMIAMS. About 1,000, looking at all of the branches.
Sena Or NUNN. About 1,000. And all those pay you a fee?
Mr. WIWAMS. Yes, sir, the sustaining fee as well as fees that are

encumbered during visits.
Senator NUNN. Is your organization a profitmaking organization?
Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir. It is a 501(03).
Senator NUNN, IS that the case of most accrediting agencies?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I don't believe so. I think most of them are non-

profits. I don't know that all of them are 501(cX3)s.
Senator NUNN. So yours is really a charitable nonprofit?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. You've got 14 people plus 6 part-time, and you've

got 1000 schools; that would be 50 schools per ern:0.-2;ft counting
part-time, wouldn't it?

Mr. WILLIAMS. It is a hefty chunk.
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Senator NUNN. Are you staffedis that almost by definition im-
possible to do the job with basically 50 schools per employee, count-
ing part-time?

Mr. Wn..wass. I think if you went back to around 1987, there
were still only four full-time employees. There was a large growth
in the staff around 1987-88. If schools were coming up all the time,
if we had all bad schools, there would be no way. The process is
built on periodic reviews. Schools receive anywhere between one
year and 5 years of accreditation, and so it is built in with sort of
an ongoing periodic review. There is no question that we could use
more staff. I think that is probably true of every agency that exists.

Senator NUNN. It is very difficult to get around and review once
an accreditation takes place; from that point on, it is hard to go
back and review unless something really comes up on the board
with a red light, right?

Mr. WILUAsts. It is, sir. I think that is probably what emphasizes
the importance in fact of communication with the States and the
Federal Government and the guarantee agencies because it greatly
expands the network that would allow us to have the information
to be able to make good decisions.

Senator NUNN. How long have you heen onboard?
Mr. WILLIAMS. A year and a half.
Senator Nuism. Have you had decertifications during that time?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir. At the last commission meeting in

August, we reviewed approximately 60 schools that were coming up
either for initial or re-accreditation, and I believe we had 11 deni-
als and 14 deferrals of accreditation out of that pool.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. Taylor?

TESTIMONY OF ROBERT TAYLOR, CHAIRMAN, ACCREDITING
COMMISSION, NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRADE AND TECH-
NICAL SCHOOLS 7
Mr. TAYLOR. Chairman Nunn, I want to thank you for the oppor-

tunity of being here and addressing issues of accreditation as it re-
lates to NATTS.

Since 1987, I have been a public member of the Accreditation
Commission and since June of this year, served as its chair.

The testimony filed with the Committee, which I assume will be
committed to the record

Senator NUNN. It will; your entire statement will be part of the
record, as will Mr. Williams', without objection.

Mr. TAYLOR [continuing]. Lists some of my background, extend-
ing over 40 years in the public sector of vocational and technical
education.

I think it important to distinguish NArrs as a trade association
that serves its members from its independent and autonomous ac-
crediting body. We enjoy autonomy of action, budget, supervision of
our staff, and seek to function as a reliable authority on the qual-
ity of training offered by NATTS schools.

I See p. 392 for Mr. Taylor's prepared statement.
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The NATIS bylaws, for example, say that our actions shall not
be subject to review of the board of directors, and that in fact is as
it works. While the board appoints the members of the commission,
only the commission itself may remove members. and we have
four, I would say, distinguished public members. Dick Doolittle, for
example, is executive director of the Graduate School of Banking at
the University of Wisconsin. Mr. Ditto has just retired as the ad-
ministrative vice president of the Houston Community 0011w
System And Francis Carter is executive director of the Chester
Educational Foundation in Pennsylvania and a former vocational
school director.

Senator Nu Nil. Now, are they a full-time or part-time advisory
group?

Mr. TAYLOR. We function as regular members of the commission.
The commission meets three times a year for a full week. We are
on call through conference calls. We have an executive committee
which functions in the interim, and then we have an additional re-
treat to look in depth at our processes and procedures.

Senator NUNN. How many full-time employees do you have?
Mr. TAYLOR. About 21. I'd want to correct that, but that is the

approximate number.
Senator NUNN. Does that include secretarial?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator NUNN. How many people do you have actually involved

in directly examining schools?
Mr. TAYLOR. Probably 16 to 17.
Senator NUNN. And how many schools do you have?
Mr. TAYLOR. Twelve hundred.
Senator NUNN. Sixteen to 17, with 1,200 schools.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. But let me make the point that our regular

and permanent staff are supplemented by the commission; that
commissioners give about 6 to 8 weeks a year to commission activi-
ties; they are the ones who read the school files, discuss them and
make the decision in full commission meeting; and additionally, we
are supplemented by visiting teams that draw on members of in-
dustry, faculty members in universities, and representatives from
the industry itself.

Senator NUNN. Could you explain how that works? The visiting
teams are separate and apart from those 16 employees?

Mr. TAYWR. Yes, they arealthough a staff member does accom-
pany each team. A team visit is typically 2 days. It involves prior
reading of the self-evaluation study of the school. Staff members
have made calls to employers of graduates in the area; a 10 percent
sample of the last three classes to see if they are placed and what
employer satisfaction is with respect to those graduates. We always
invite a representative of the State licensing agency to participate
in the team visit, and while there, we will look at the facilities, the
equipment, look at the curriculum, look at placement rates, do a
random check of files and refund schedules, and an interview of
students that is conducted without members of the school staff
present.

Senator NUNN. Is that based on people trying to get accredited,
or people already accredited on a regular review?
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Mr. TAYLOR. The cycle is the same both ways. In other words, the
same standards apply.

Senator NUNN. How many team visits, for instance, would you
have had last year?

Mr. TAYLOR. Probably in tl.. neighborhood of 400. In other
words, we typically deal with about 100-430 schools at each of the
three Commission meetings-400 may be slightly high, But we
have additional commission-directed visits. For example, if we get
complaintsand let me also say that another part of this team
visit is to contact the Better Business Bureau, and contact the
State agency for information. We are now publishing in the local
paper that a school is up for accreditation and inviting comments,
and at every commission meeting we hear reports from the Federal
Trade Commission, the U.S. Post Office, the Better Business
Bureau and State agencies with respect to complaints. That is an
ongoing process of our commission.

Senator Numl. Four hundred visits, and each visit takes a couple
of days each? How do you have the staff time to do that? I don't
understand how the arithmetic works. You've got a staff member
on each visit.

Mr. TAYLOR. We Al, we have some staff that essentially are on
school visits almost full-time. That is called the traveling staff.

Senator Ntnvx. Could you furnish for a record a list of the
schools you visited last year, just one year?

Mr. TAYLOR. We can do that; we'll be glad to do that, yes. And of
course, we publish lists of schools that have been reviewed and the
commission's action. That goes out in the house organ to all school
members.

Senator NUNN. Okay. Go ahead.
Mr. TAYWR. Then, carrying on, just let me say that our fur zia-

mental concerz. as an accrediting agency is the matter of educa-
tional excellence and institutional integrity. We do not believe it is
our role to enforce financial aid, and we do not engage in *political
or lobbying activities. I appear today at your invitation.

I have submitted 21/2 pages of chronology and information on our
commission's actions with respect to the Culinary School, and in
light of staff requests to reduce time, I will not comment on that
except to summarize by saying that Oliver Wendell Holmes said
years ago that "No generalization is worth a damn, including this
one." And I would urge that this Committee be very careful about
stereotypes and generalizations with respect to accreditation. Each
commission functions differently, has its own set of standards and
procedures.

For example, the comment was made by staff about the length of
due process, and it was extensive, and I will speak to that in a
moment. For example, with another school of interest to this com-
mission, the Detroit Engineering Institute, quite recently we ran
the same cycle in 6 months. So we are talking about the difference
between what was several years ago and what the process is now.

For example, there is talk about "accreditation-jumping". In 1989
there was a Federal law passed to stop "accreditation-jumping" so
what we are talking about is now against Federal law, and no ac-
creditation can be transferred or re-established within 24 months
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unless it has been re-established with the original commission or
has the permission of the Secretary of Education.

Senator NUNN. I guess the question is whether you can enforce
that law. It depends on the relationship between the accrediting
bodies and whether there is an exchange of information and a free
flow of information. It is one thing to have a law, but we have seen
all over the place how those can be disregarded, broken, and so
forth.

So the question is can you enforce that. Can you?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well--
Senator NUNN. Do you have dialogue with--
Mr. TAYLOR. The enforcement is with the Department of Educa-

tion. It is the Federal law. And let me say that we
Senator NUNN. I understand that, but if you don't know about

the other agency doing the accrediting, and you don't have a dia-
logue or any kind of centralized source of information on that by
definition, it is not going to happen.

Mr. TAYLOR. Again, let me say that the current obligations of our
accreditation process call for the school coming up for accreditation
to advise us if they hold or are seeking other accreditation. It is
now obligatory on the school to report to us.

I will acknowledge that the cycle on the Washington Culinary
School took long, but it went through a number of appeals. I would
point out that schools file lawsuits, and since 1988, our commission
has engaged in 10 lawsuits in our attempt to revoke accreditation.
The courts have held that we must follow our own procedures, and
this obligates us to allow schools to respond to the adverse action
that may be taken and that these processes are required by the De-
partment of Education's regulations.

Additionally, let me say that this cycle on the Washington school
occurred when the nature and purpose of accreditation was shift-
ing; that the issue of encouraging institutions in self-improvement
was the original and still a strong continuing purpose. But rather
than acting as regulators, accrediting commissions seek to assist
schools in being better.

Since that time, we have taken a more aggressive posture with
respect to oversight and monitoring, and as I point out in the De-
troit school, we were able to act within 6 months.

Let me just highlight two or three measures that we have taken
to strengthen our ability to deal with schools that fail to meet
standards.

We have developed a concept of a rapid response team, and when
we see an alarm bell or a problem, we can assemble a team within
days and be out there; and we have done that eight times in the
last year to 18 months, resulting in five schools ultimately being
removed from accreditation.

We have strengthened our reporting system. We now require
stronger financial and annual reports.

Another point that I would make is that we have initiated ac-
creditation workshops. Anyone applying or seeking renewal of ac-
creditation is required, as a condition, to attend a 2-day workshop,
and this does result in considerable self-selection. For example, of
193 applicant schools who attended accreditation workshops, only

1
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70 have actually applied, so we have an initial sifting taking place
as a result of that.

We have revised and strengthened our appeals process to elimi-
nate the possibility that schools can provide new evidence to the
appeals panel that were not available to the commission at the
time. Thus has accelerated our appeals process and has given us the
ability to streamline and expedite it.

We have also amended our standards of accreditation with re-
spect to recruitment practices. The branch recommendations given
by staff yesterday are now in place as standards of this Commis-
sion. So we agree with that.

Our refund policy has been liberalized, and I would say is more
liberal than ',utile institutions. A school may not retain tuition for
the program until a student completes 75 percent, and in States
where a State regulation may be more liberal to the student, we
concede to the State on that situation.

Let me just conclude by saying that the Federal policy structure
recognizes the triad; we subscribe to it. We agree with the IG and
other witnesses yesterday who have said that the roles and rela-
tionships within that triad need to be clarified and strengthened.

I do believe that the accrediting process can and does work, and I
will remind the Committee that the overwhelming mikjority of stu-
dents who attend NATTS schools complete and get jobs, and that is
what it is about.

Several recommendations to this Committee. One, as other wit-
nesses have identified, we need immunity for personal actions by
members of the commission. The WATTS association carries a judg-
ment liability policy on commissioners with respect to suit. We are
frequently named in suits, and that is a worry, and that is a cost
that could be used for oversight and alternate

Bankruptcy has been mentioned. We are in our 18th month in
trying to close out a school that we believe should have its accredi-
tation revoked. We are bearing the legal expense, and we are now
at the court of appeals, trying to establish that bankruptcy cannot
be a "safe harbor" in the removal of accreditation.

I have also spoken to the issue of clarifying and strengthening
the triad.

Let me just say that I think it works. As a public member, we
represent the public interest in the issue of accreditation, and I ap-
preciate the opportunity to be here and will be pleased to respond
to questions.

Senator NuNN. Thank you, Mr. Taylor and Mr. Williams.
Just on this one point about dual accreditation, let's assume the

Culinary School of Washington goes, Mr. Williams, to your organi-
zationlet's assume thisand let's assume you turn them down;
you say you are not accredited. Is there anything that feeda up to
the Secretary of Education saying that you looked at this school
and turned them down?

Mr. Wimuksts. Turned them down at the application stage or at
the actual accreditation stage?

Senator Ntrxx. Well, either.
Mr. WILLIAMS. At the application stage, there would be nothing;

at the accreditation stage, if it were denied accreditation, a letter
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would go to the Secretary of Education, actually, to the Eligibility
Branch, indicating that they had had their accreditation denied.

Senator NUNN. Why would you turn them down at the applica-
tion stage?

Mr. Wiuzuss. They may not fit into the scope; we may have dis-
covered from another agency, as we occasionally do, even when
they are accredited, but they are in the appeal process, and we
write a letter back to the school saying we understand this is the
case, and they either withdraw or we put them onto a review proc-
ess.

Senator NuNN. Okay. Mr. Taylor, when the same school comes to
youlet's say they have been turned down at the accreditation
stage by Mr. Williams' groupwould you check with the Depart-
ment of Education to see if there had been a turn-down of this
school?

Mr. TAYLOR. We automatically check with other accrediting asso-ciations
Senator NUNN. You check with Mr. Williams?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes. That is now an automatic procedure.
Senator NUNN. When was that put into effect?
Mr. TAYLOR. I'd have to check the record; it has been in effect for

some time.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Within the last year, probably.
Senator NUNN. When, Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. I think in the last year, from what I have seen on

the record, much more of this has been going on.
Senator NUNN. So you do have a cross-check with each other,

then.
Mr. TAYLOR. YES.
Senator NUNN. And you feed it up to the Secretary of Education

in the event you turn one down at the accreditation stage.
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Why couldn't you do that at the application

stage, too?
Mr. WiLumiss. We may never have thought of it, or it may be

that it isn't a particularly relevant point. Some decisions, it would
be based on the fact that a school simply does not have the re-
sources in initial review, or that it really doesn't meet the scope for
accreditation. So there are other factors, but it certainly could be
done.

Mr. TAYLOR. I'd like to point out again that our accreditation
process obligates the school to identify any other accreditation that
they hold.

And Senator, if I could just clarir "the new law" that I wasspeaking of that prohibits accreditation-jumpingI misspoke
slightly. The new law passed last fall regarding dual accreditation
does not prohibit dual accreditation, but it does prohibit the De-
partment of Education for 24 months from granting Federal aid eli-
gibility to an institution that has lost accreditation or had it sus-
pended, or withdrawn from accreditation while it was subject to a
show-cause or negative action by another accrediting body.

So there does exist a central point, the Department of Education,
for stopping Federal eligibility as a result of accreditation-jumping
actions.
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Senator LEVIN. Would you yield just on that one point, Mr.

Chairman?
Senator NUNN. Certainly, certainly.
Senator LEVIN. You indicated, Mr. Taylor, that they must indi-

cate other accreditation, but in response to the Chairman's ques-
tion, I think it was, would they have to let you know on an applica-
tion or a request for accreditation that their prior application to
another organization had been denied, or that they had been
denied accreditation? I think that was the point that the Chairman
was leading to.

Mr. TAYLOR. I will have to get back to you on that. We are now
monitoring accreditation actions of other commissions, because we
publish ours, and they are a matter of record.

Senator LEVIN. Does the applicant have to represent to You that
an application had not been filed, or rejected by another organiza-
tion, or that accreditation had been denied? That's the specific

question.
Mr. TAYIA)R. I understand the question, and I will have to check

on that and get back to you. If it does not, I am going to try to get
it in the application. I think it makes sense.

Mr. WILLIAMS. If I may on behalf of ACCET, it is in the applica-
tion, an explicit question to that effect, and a statement that loss of
accreditation from another agency is grounds for not being consid-
ered for application.

Senator LEVIN. What kind of "loss" are we talking aboutdenial
in the first instance?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Denial of it, that's correct.
Senator LEVIN. Or rejection of the application, for whatever

reason.
Mr. WILUAMS. Yes, sir. In fact, there is even an additional policy

of ACCET that has only been created since, I believe, April of this
year, calling for any action by another Federal agency, a State
agency or another accrediting agency, even from the media.

Senator LEVIN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Thank you, Senator Levin.
Let me ask you both a couple of questions on the Culinary

School. You have heard the staff statement, Dr. Taylor, this morn-
ing referring to allegations of embezzlement by Dr. Kibarian from
the Southeastern University to Mrs. Kibarian as president of the
Culinary School. Did NATTS know anything about this?

Mr. TAYLOR. To my knowledge, no. I will doublecheck, and if
there is variance on that I will get back to you.

Senator NUNN. Do you know if your staff saw the Washington
Post stories in 1983 and 1985 about this?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, again, I cannot answer that because we had a
new staff director in about 1986, and I joined the commission in
1987. But I will tell you now that we monitor clippings, and seek
Better Business Bureau recommendations with respect to potential
accreditation action.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams, the same question. Did ACCET
know about these allegations?

Mr. WILLIAMS. Not that I know of, sir. In fact the record, as I
indicated in my testimony, is pretty skimpy.
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Senator MINN. You were not satisfied obviously, by your state-
ment, with the review you made; it seemed to me your statement
was basically saying that your organization didn't do a lot of things
you thought it should have done in this case. Is that accurate?

Mr. %mums. Yes, sir, that is accurate. I think there are two
factors. One is not having access probably to some of the informa-
tion, and secondly, not being as rigorous in response to it

I think there have been a number of policy and procedural
changes since that time, as well as without any question in my
mind, an increased sense of rigor on behalf of the Accrediting Com-
mission and the board of trustees in seeing that this never happens
again.

Senator NUNN. Dr. Taylor, what were the problems that your
site review uncovered about the Culinary School in 1984? Weren't
there about 26 problems that you identified?

Mr. TAYLOR. Tkmt is the staff testimony. I cannot tell you specifi-
cally what those areas were. try to

Senator NUNN. Do you have that in your file somewhere? Do you
have a record on it?

Mr. TAYLOR. If we have it, it has been submitted to the staff.
Senator NUNN. Do you know what was done after those 26 prob-

lems were found?
Mr. TAYLOR. Well, we essentially tried to move toward revoking

accreditation, and obviously were caught up in some of the due
process steps. And I will remind you again that that was at a time
when accreditation philosophy was transitioning, and it was also a
time when the NATTS Accrediting Commission's philosophy with
respect to legal action was transitioning.

Senator NUNN. Can you tell us why in this case it took so long in
general, and can you tell us what you think can be done to acceler-
ate the process? You mentioned you have already accelerated it.
What did you do to move the time frame from 2 or 3 years down to
6 months in the case of the Detroit school?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, essentially, the things we have done are to
move more rapidly with respect to the cycling of school actions;that the time that it takes to move from a self-evaluation study tr,
a team visit to a commission review and action is shortened; that
we have tightened our appeals procedure so that we do not permit
the appeals panel to hear new evidence that was not available at
the time. They are restricted to the evidence that the commission
had before it. This has encouraged the schools to do a better job of
getting their files up-to-date and so on.

Third is the willingness to go to the mat with litigation when
that is the u mate action on the part of the school.

Senator NUNN. In other words, you are not letting the threat of
a lawsuit frighten you off.

Mr. TAYLOR. That is correct.
Senator Nusisi. Do you think in the past that has been the case

if somebody threatened a lawsuit, you more or less backed off, or
felt the urge to back oft?

Mr. TAYLOR. I was not there, and I cannot answer that--
Senator NUNN. But is that the basic
Mr. TAYLOR continuing]. But I will say that the record does not

show the number of litigations earlier that we have now. And I
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point out that we have had 10, I think, since 1988; the bankruptcy
thing extending over 18 months, and we are at the Federal court of

ap
nator NuzyN. Mr. Williams, have you found that when the

threat of a lawsuit came up that there was a backing off in the
past?

Mr. Wn.uxus. I can say over the last 4 months, Senator, that we
have had so much activity in that regard I have considered putting
a drop box at the front door for summonses and warrants. There is
no question that it is a serious problem for agencies. I can say with-
out 'hesitation that we have not flinched, and we have a number of
suits against us right now, one of which you will probably hear a
commentary on this afternoon in the State of Florida, where a
judge actually came back and ordered me to provide provisional ac-
creditation to a school that I had withdrawn accreditation from.

Senator NUNN. But your feeling now is that in order to do your
job, you cannot back off because of lawsuits?

Mr. WILLIAMS. No, sir, absolutely not.
Senator NUNN. Is that your feeling, Mr. Taylor?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, it is. But we do need immunity protection of

commission members acting appropriately in their role as commis-
sioners.

Senator NUNN. Is there precedent for that in the Federal law, do

you know?
Mr. TAYLOR. I cannot answer that. check with staff and per-

har we ean---
zserator MUNN. We'll have staff look at it. I do not know what

the preceeieut would be on that.
You are spending a lot of money on premiums for insurance to

protect your commission?
Mr. TAYLOE We have a substantial policy.
Senator NUNN. What does that cost you per year, do you know?
Mr. TAYLOR. I'11 get that and get back to you.
Senetor LEVIN. Mr. Chairman. can I ask a question about the De-

troit school that you raised?
Senator NUNN. Certainly.
Senat.or Ls-sm. There was a gap of 5 or 6 years between the ac-

creditation visits to that school, from 1982 to 15.'88, I believe.
Mr. TAYLOR. The Culinary School?
Senater Lxvno. No, the DEL the Detroit scheol that you made

reference to.
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes.
Senator LEVIN. Is that now changed; do you new make more fre-

quent visits? Your visitor s. were shocked, they apparently were
shocked when they arrived at that school, even though some inves-
tigators tell us that there were problems during that period. My
specific question is are these accreditaCen viaits or reaccreditation
visits now more frequently than yeare, and, if so, what is the
period?

Mr. TAYLOR. The accreditation cycle is still 5 years, but there are
several things that can happen in the 5-year interval. One is that
the annual report may triaer a commission directed visit to exam-
ine some aspect of the operation, based on the annual report.

11
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We are also monitoring, for example, the Yellow Pages with re-
spect to school advertising. We are more aggressive with respect to
input from the State agency. We also have, for example, interim
reporting, where if a school's placement rate or completion rate or
their finances, for example, invite inquiu, that we get regular re-
ports which are automatically examined, and those may trigger
visits. So, there is a great deal more interaction and oversight now
than there was, say, prior to 1986.

Senator LEVIN. Mr. Chairman, I have a statement for the record
that I would appreciate being put in the record. I also have some
additional questions for the witnesses.

Senator NUNN. Certainly.
[Senator Levin's opening statement follows:)

OPENING STATE/4EN? OF SENATOR LEVIN

We're going te hear some disturbing testimony today about how our system to
safeguard hundreds of millions of dollars in student loan funds has failedand
failed miserably. It's clear that there's been a severe breakdown in communication
among the various federal, state and private agencies which bear responsibility for
accrWiting and monitoring educational institutions which receive federal student
loan aid funds. The Subcommittee's findings have already eetablished that sad fact.
The loss to the taxpayers has been enormous, and the drain is increasing.

What we need to focus our attention on now is how we're going to step up en-
forcement and oversight without unfairly hurting the majority of proprietary, trade
and vocational schools around the nation which are providing an h.onest and much-
needed educational service. The Subcommittee's investigation has revealed that a
small percentage of mismanaged or even corrupt institutions has accounted for a
huge percentage of the defaults in our student aid and loan packages.

This is a key point to keep in mind as we examine the disasterous situation the
Subcommittee has uncover. Michigan, for example, has approximately 300 propri-
etary and trade schools licensed to operate in the state. Of those, approximately 80,
or a little more than a quarter, are accredited by one or more private educational
organizations, two of which are represented here today. Like most other states,
Michigan has experienced recent school closings and bankruptcies which have left
students hoping to improve their lives with nothing but a debt to the federal govern-
ment which often they cannot repay. Today we're going to look at whether these
accrediting groups, upon which the federal Education Department and state agen-
cies depend, have been doing their jobs to detect and prevent such tragedies.

At the same time, I've visited several successful proprietary and trade schools in
Michigan in recent months, and the service they're providing, often to a largely dis-
advantaged segment of our society, cannot be overestimated. I hope to hear today
from our expert witnesses about what can be done to reverse a tide of defaults aris-
ing from poor management, lax oversightand perhaps most importantlya lack of
effective communication among the players in our student aid programs. Our young
people need the educational opportunities this system can provideour job is to
make what we've got work better.

I want to thank Senator Nunn for identifying and pursuing these critical prob-
lems in the federal student aid program. The Subcommittee staff is also to be com-
mended for months of excellent work on this issue, one of the most important facing
our nation's educational system today. I'm looking forward to the Subcommittee's
future hearings on other aspects of a crisis in the U.S. student loan program.

Senator NUNN% Let me ask a couple more and then I will yield.
One thing that is especially troubling to the Subcommittee is the

clear fact, Mr. Taylor, that your group did not warn ACCET about
the problems you uncovered at Culinary School. Is that correct?
And why did you not, if you did not?

Mr. TAYLOR. I cannot answer that. I will double-check again. In
retrospect, it obviously was the thing to do. I would point out that
our observations were confirmed by the Veterans' Administration
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and the District agency, as well, and the truth I believe is that we
did not know ACCI, was in the game.

Senator NUNN. COrreSpOndence that Culinary School was using
from 1985 indicated dual accreditation, listed both NATTS and
ACCET. Nobody caught that in your organization?

Mr. TAYLOR. 1 do not know.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams, what about that? Did it not make

Ace Er suspicious that they had two accreditations?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Well, I am surmising, because I was not there at

the time, sir, but I do not think it inherently would have. Unfortu-
nately, the application at that stage, as I indicated earlier, was a
one-page document, it did not ask any question with regard to any
adverse action from that accrediting agency. It simply asked do you
have accreditation with another agency, and they did indicate that
NATTS was their accrediting agency at the time.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams, your records reveal that you never
did a site visit on any of the auxiliary classrooms that Culinary
used. Is that accurate and, if so, why not?

Mr. WILLIAMS. I believe it is accurate. I have not got correspond-
ence in the records that indicate that they were reviewed.

Senator NUNN. Do you know why not?
Mr. WILLIAMS. 1 can tell you what the reality is, whether it is

defensible or not. Until May of this year, there was no formal re-
quirement for a preliminary visit. There was a 4-month follow-up
visit that was required for the opening of branches and auxiliary
classes.

Senator NUNN. Have you changed that now?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir, we have. I offered it, in fact, and the

commission passed it this past May.
Senator NUNN. I have a lot of other questions, but I want to

yield to my colleague Senator Roth, and then we have other wit-
nesses this morning, so I will probably ask a few for the record. I
will try to minimize it, but we do have a number of things that we
would like to get for the record.

Would it be fair to say, Mr. Williams, that you have learned a
great deal in the year you have been there and that you are trying
to take corrective steps? I mean that is the way I read your state-
ment.

Mr. WILLIAMS. I would certainly hope so, sir. I think that not
only has the climate changed drastically in the last few years. In
addition, ACCET has in its recognition process, while a number of
people have cited the failures in the National Advisory Committee
and the Accreditation Agency Evaluation Branch, we found that
they did a very vigorous report, and I think one of the great bene-
fits to us over the last year has been looking at that in a very open-
minded, self-analysis fashion, and I think that our commission has
come up with a number of policies and procedures, many of them
frankly long overdue, and I think there is a real sense of rigor and
commitment to the system. I think we have learned a great deal.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Taylor, are you making a number of changes,
too?

Mr. TAYLOR. We have, and as I pointed out in the testimony, we
have made more changes in our standards in the last 2 years than
the previous 10, and not only changes in the standards, but other
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supplementary procedures, such as the rapid response team, more

ag
ive reporting, monitoring, et cetera.

gensastor NUNN. Do you think the problems hereI know that
you are not ever going to eliminate all the problems, but do you
think that the system as it exists now has to be totally revamped,
or do you think it can be improved under the existirj system?

Mr. TAYWR. I think it is a matter of fine.tuning, and I would
remind you again of the witnesses' comments yesterday, that locks
ere made for honest people and that every time a commission
makes an adjustment, there can be a countermeasure by dishonest
operators. But I do not believe that the witnesses we heard yester-
day is representative of our schools or that there are many or any
of them known.

Senator NUNN. Senator Roth.
Senator ROTH. Mr. Taylor, in view of your statement of fine-

tuning, you defended the performance of your agency by arguing
that a small percentage of your schools are bad. Yet, GAO has
found that approximately 46 percent of NATTS schools qualify for
the depaitment's default management plan, and nearly 50 percent
of ACCET schools would qualify. So, does that not indicate that
there are more than just a few bad apples?

Mr. TAYLOR. Well, I go back to Dr. Manning's comment this
morning, and that is that you cannot automatically link default
with bad educational performance. I have personally visited someof the schools that were on that list. I have visited vocational
schools in 26 nations, and some of' these schools were as fine as you
will ever see. They had good retention and good placement, but
they did have default problems.

Senator ROTH. I think you are going to have a hard time explain-
ing that to the taxpayer.

Mr. Williams?
Mr. WILLIAMS. Sir, I am one of the few people probably in accred-

itation that actually ran schools for a number of years, and I had a
vocational school right here in the District of Columbia, in fact. For
fiscal year 1987, we had a default rate, as I recall, of about 27 -
cent; in fiscal year 1988, it went down to about 23 percent. This
was a school that had no ability to benefit the students, it had a
100 percent pro-rata refund policy, it had a 45-day full money-back
guarantee. It was cited by the District of Columbia City Council for
its great work. We had Secretary of Education Bennett visit us
during a graduation exercise. It had a 90 percent-plus placement
rate.

By all accounts, it was a fine school, and yet we had a default
rate that was in the twenties. I think it is extremely important to
take into account the fact that default rates have only been around
in the published form that they are now for the last 2 years, that
these are not refined data yet. There is no question in my mind
that, when you get into the high levels of default, there are very
serious problems. But down at the lower levels, certainly in the
twenties and thirties, I think there is a great deal of variation, and
that needs to be taken into account until the data is better re-
viewed and analyzed.

Mr. TAYLOR. Senator, if I could just add to my previous comment
on the 1989 school list of the Department, which is is what I

u
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assume you are working from, only 29 of those schools are NATIS
schools, and one-third of them are no longer accredited by NATIS.
So there are some reporting and data problems.

Senator Rom. In your statement you outlined the actions that
NATTs accrediting commission took to eventually revoke the Culi-
nary School's accreditation. If the commission truly intended an ex-
pedited review and revocation, why, then, in October of 1986, did
the Commission allow the Culinary School an extension to comply
with certain demands?

Mr. TAYLOR. In October of 1986?
Senator Rom. If I understand--
Mr. TAYLOR. Again, in terms of due process and giving the school

appropriate time to respond, the Commission staff granted them a
30-day. I was not there, I was not a part of the Commission at that
time, and I cannot give the exact details as to why it allowed that
extension. I would say that, in today's market, that would not
happen.

Senator Rom. That is all I have at the moment, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Williams and Mr. Taylor, we thank you both

for being here. These hearings are going to go on a while. We have
other phases we are going to be looking at and we will come up
with a series of recommendations to the committees and subcom-
mittees that have direct jurisdiction, legislatively. We are an inves-
tigative subcommittee and we are not experts in this area, but we
will make all of our findings known to them. And if you have other
recommendations, as you follow this process or as you review your
records, we welcome that.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Thank you, sir.
Senator NUNN. Thank you for being here. We will have a few

questions for the record. We will try not to burden you with them,
but it would be helpful if we could get them.

Mr. WILLIAMS. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Our last panel today consists of several distin-

guished State regulatory officials who will provide us with their as-
sessment of the effectiveness of the system that governs access to
the Federal student loan program.

Joining us are Sam Ferguson, Executive Director of the State
Board of Independent Postsecondary Vocational, Technical, Trade
and Business Schools, Florida Department of Education; John
Haworth, School Evaluation Specialist, Department of Recognition
and Supervision, Private Business and Vocational Schools Unit, Il-
linois State Board of Education; and Mr. Joe L. McCormick, Execu-
tive Director, Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation..

Gentlemen, if you would each come up and, before you get com-
fortable here, we will ask you to take the oath.

Do you swear that the testimony that you give before the Sub-
committee will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the
truth, so help you, God?

Mr. FERGUSON. I do.
Mr. Hawoam. I do.
Mr. McCoasncit. I do.
Senator NUNN. Thank you.
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Mr. Ferguson, we have listed you fast here, so unless the panel
has other choices to lead off, we will hear from you first, and then
we will go to Mr. Haworth and then Mr. McCormick.

TESTIMONY OF SAMUEL L FERGUSON, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR.
STATE BOARD OF INDEPENDENT POSTSECONDARY VOCATION-
AL, TECHNICAL, TRADE AND BUSINESS SCHOOLS, FLORIDA DE-
PARTMENT OF EDUCATION

Mr. FERGUSON. A11 right, sir. First of all, I appreciate the oppor-
tunity to be here. I usually stay in the triad down there. The triad
to me, of course, is South Georgia, the panhandle and lower Ala-
bama, so this is quite a treat for a country boy.

Senator NUrsIN. We are glad to have you here. I understand every
word you are saying, too. [Laughter.]

Mr. FERGUSON. Thank you, sir.
I will not burden you with my statement. You have it there. One

of the things you might want to look at, I have included a school
down in South Florida, the District Court down there ordered that
ACCET issue them provisional accreditation, and I think that it is
very interesting, in terms of the court order, that it says "shall
grant provisional accreditation to the plaintiff," it lists them,
"forthwith, and assets shall provide appropriate letter of accredita-
tion to enable the school to qualify for participation in Title IV
funds of the V.S. Department of Education."

Senator NUNN. Was that a bankruptcy court or Federal District
Co u rt?

Mr. FERGUSON. No, sir, that is a State court, the Circuit Court of
the Eleventh Judicial Circuit in and for Dade County. It is very in-
teresting that accreditation has never been seen as the gatekeeper
of Title IV funding, and yet it would appear at least to me that
they certainly hold the keys for it. I think that at some point we
are going to have to decide what, besides accreditation, is going to
open up Title IV funding doors.

A couple of things that were mentioned here today, Dr. Man-ning--
Senator NUNN. Is somebody appealing that case?
Mr. FERGUSON. No, sir, I doubt it. I imagine they will open up

Title IV funding.
Senator NUNN. So that means that any Circuit Court in any

State in the country, if nobody appeals, can basically order an ac-
crediting agency to open up the gates of the Federal Treasury?

Mr. FERGUSON. That is certainly the case in Florida. I would not
know about the other States.

Senator NUNN. I think that really raises a serious question. I do
not know the answer to it, but I would think that we need to think
in terms of legislation on that. If any judge anywhere in the
United States, not even a part of the Federal system, can order
that and there is no appeal, the question is whether the Depart-
ment of Education is going to get involved and appeal. Do you
know whether the appeal time has run out?

Mr. FERGUSON. I do not, sir, no.

See p. 442 for Mr. Ferguson's statement.
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You have in my statement a couple of letters. One of them is Lo
COPA. I have yet to receive an answer, in terms of what they are
doing with that accreditation.

You also have brought up working with the Department of Edu-
cation. There needs to be better coordination. There needs to be
better coordination between accrediting agencies, between the de-

ent and between the States. State laws differ dramatically.
e ourselves in Florida have recently revised our statutory author-

ity in terms of what we can do, a lot of our new statutes you will
find gets into, perhaps, the accreditation area, but we have had to
do that, for a number of reasons.

Working with the Department of Education, you seeI hesi-
tateperhaps a revolving door may be an adequate way to describe
it. In my own experience with the credit clock hour, I will tell you
that our current rule concerning credit clock hour measurement
was written or, at least if not written, certainly there was a lot of
input from the USDOE, in terms of how we write that rule. I am
not sure that we need to get that coordinated.

We have 507 licensed schools in the State of Florida; 29 percent
of those are accredited. Certainly, the other 60-some-odd percent
somehow are able to maintain a student body, if you will, without
Title IV funding.

In talking to Senate staff, we have estimated in Florida that well
over 50 percent of our time is devoted to dealing with accredited
schools, as opposed to the non-accredited schools. Last year, we did
92 on-site visits to only 50 schools. Those repeats were for the same
reason that you heard some of the Accriting Commission folks
tell you that you have to give due process, so it was a matter of
saying, hey, we found you doing this, now what you need to do is go
forth and do good, we are going to be back, and in going back we
found that they went forth and not always did good.

But it is a problem, it is a problem for the State, it is a problem I
think nationwide, in terms of what do we do and how do we do it..

Senator NUNN. Mr. Ferguson, you are saying that you have more
trouble in Florida with schools that are accredited than with those
who are not?

Mr. FERGUSON. Yes, sir.
Senator NtiNN. In terms of what, quality of education?
Mr. Fsaatrsosi. Yes, sir, I am. I think, at least in my experience,

that is true. I think you would find that in other States also.
I will make one last point and then I will---
Senator NUNN. Why is that? Can you tell us why that is?
Mr. FERGUSON. I do not know. I honestly do not Iv v. I think

that my own opinion is that if you take a little, wh. we call a
mom and pop school and they are going along doing a fairly decent
job, they have got 100 to 120 students, all of a sudden they are ac-
credited. Title IV funding is available to them, and within a year
you see that they have 300 to 400 students, and yet they have not
increased their support structure, they have not really increased
their ability to offer the training to thaw 400 to 500 students, but
yet they have them in there. Of course, when that occurs, certainly
the quality and academic excellence is going to go down. That I
think is a partial answer.
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OnA other thing I would add, and then I will cease and desist
here, the concept of the triad, again we talk about the Federal,
State and accrediting agencies. Accrediting agencies are nonprofit
501(cX3) or whatever. They are not a governmental entity. I am not
saying governmental entities would correct all of the deficiencies,
but at least if the State, DOE and perhaps the guarantors or the
lending institutions would take a little bit more responsibility, or if
we had a little bit more authority and a take a little bit of burden
off those accrediting agencies, I think you might see that the de-
fault rate and some other problems that we are experiencing would
be on the wane. I think they would decrease.

I would be happy to answer any questions that you might have.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ferguson.
On the point Mr. Ferguson just made, if I could ask Mr. Haworth

and Mr. McCormick to answer this question, and then we will get
to your testimony. Do you have the same view, that in your States
you have a mom difficulty with the schools that are accredited
than those that are not?

Mr. HAWORTH. Absolutely. In fact, in my testimony I point out
that we did not get a written complaint about any non-accredited
school in the past few years. In fact, the person who is responsible
for processing these complaints cannot remember when we have re-
ceived a written complaint about a non-accredited school.

Senator NUNN. Mr. McCormick?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Since we administer the guaranteed student

loan program, the only schools that--
Senator NUNN. You would just naturally hear from them?
Mr. Mc Commex. We only deal with accredited schools, so I have

no information on the quality of the non-accredited schools.
Senator NUNN. Well, maybe Mr. Haworth could offer an opinion

of why that is. We asked Mr. Ferguson that and he gave us his
view. Why do you think you are having more trouble with the ac-
credited schools than non-accredited in Illinois?

Mr. HAWORTH. First, in the main, I agree with Sam. I think his
analysis is in part correct, but I think the answer that our staff
members will give is that, in the case of the accredited schools you
have Federal funding, and the admissions requirements for the ac-
credited schools may, in fact, be less than for the non-accredited
ones. The non-accredited schools many times are in smaller com-
munities. They are smaller schools. Their reputation depends on
producing graduates who can get jobs.

In the city of Chicago, where most of our problems would exist,
there is not that kind of communication. The buyer is not as so-
phisticated, and, in fact, what is happening in far too many cases is
that financial aid is being sold to these people, and the dropout
rate and the default rates is high.

Senator NUNN. Okay. We will come back on that one.
I guess, Mr. Haworth, we are to hear from you next.

TESTIMONY OF JOHN C. HAWORTH, Ph.D., SCHOOL EVALUATION
SPECIALIST. ILLINOIS STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION

Mr. HAWORTH. Thank you very much, Senator.

S. p. 458 for Mr. Haworth'v, prepared statement
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I should point out that I have been in this business for 141/2
years and in education for 40, having worked in private colleges
and universities and in public high schools, as well.

I should also note that I am one of 8 people, professionals, on a
staff which currently regulates 230 schools. I like to kid about this,
but as your staff knows, 2 weeks ago I was in the hospital for an-
gioplasty, and I am not the only person on our staff who has suf-
fered from heart problems, because of the stress and strain that we
have with what we consider to be an overload, in order to keep our
schools properly regulated.

Several years ago, I invited the director and an assistant director
of one of our schools to visit my office in Springfield. The school
had been in existence for less than a year and a half at that time.
They had enrolled about 1,500 students.

I asked the question of the director, how many of their graduates
had secured placement. He paused for a moment and he said 10.
The assistant director shook his head and corrected him, because
just the day before he had made a count of the actual number, and
the number was seven.

Ever since that timeby the way, that school went out of busi-
ness shortly afterwardsever since that time, I have wondered
whether or not we had done the right thing, whether there had
been anything that we could have done to deny that school approv-
al.

In fact, if you look at our list of regulations and rules, and they
are very extensive, perhaps as extensive as any of the States of the
Union, you will find that the school met all of the minimum re-
quirements of the State of Illinois. We had no reason not to ap-
prove them.

I truly regret that I issued that certificate. But I am making no
excuses, because, in fact, if you look at the Illinois law and the law
in most of the other States, you will find that the law was written
to provideand I emphasize thisbasic consumer protection. It
does not really speak to the question of quality of program. It
speaks to full disclosure of students about what the school is all
about, the kinds of jobs they might secure, truthfulness and that
sort of thing, and in many ins'ances what you find in the law and
the rules and regulations are principles stated, but with very little
accountability attached at the same time.

While we as a staff become alarmed by what we see and we are
frustrated about how little we are able to do under the law, I do
believe that we ha e, at least in the State of Illinois, in the main
succeeded in carrying out our charge, and I think that is true in a
number of the other States, but not in all.

If a school is willing to take the time, eventually they probably
will get a certificate from us. However, very few of those schools
that receive certificates do, in fact, lose them. In my 14 years withthe office

Senator NUNN. Do in fact use them or lose them?
Mr. fiAVVORIII. Lose them.
During my 14 years with the office, only two schools in Illinois

have been closed as a result of our very cumbersome and laborious
hearing process.
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The history of proprietary education in Illinois has not always
been a happy one. You may know that in 1975 The Chicago Trib-
une ran a number of exposes. At that time, we got a new law. And
just 2 years ago, The Chicago Sun Times ran a whole series of arti-
cles again, and once again that law was modified.

The law is said to be reform legislation. And while it ie. true that
we got some things in it that will be helpful to u..,for example,
that the schools must now disclose their placement and graduation
rates on contracts that students receiveand we assume that some
of the students will read that informationstill, at the same time,
in the matter of refund policy, interestingly, the policy we have in
1990 is less favorable tc students than the refund policy that we
had in 1975.

Accredited schools may obligate students fully after only 50 per-
cent completion, and interestingly, nonaccrethted schools, those
schools that don't cause us any trouble, are required under the law
to have a modified pro rata refund policy which obligates the stu-
dents only after 80 percent.

Senator NUNN. That is under State law.
Mr. 1-1Awoani. That is under State law, that's right.
Senator NUNN. The 50 percent with accredited is under Federal

law; is that right?
Mr. HAWORTH. That's right, yes. And I should add here, as the

gentleman from NATTS pointed out, that in the case of an accred-
ited school with NATTS, the students would come under the 75
percent rule because of Accrediting Commission requirements.

We have for a number of years talked about matters of Triad
and reciprocity. When I came onboard 14%; years ago, these were
talked about a great deal. The fact is that in Illinois, our contacts
with the accreditirg commissions have in the main been limited to
serving not as members of accrediting teams, as somebody said this
morning, but as observers on accrethting teams, with little or no
input at that time.

We have in recent years, in the last 2 or 3 years especially, had a
growing number of contacts with staff members in the Inspector
General's office in our region, some contacts with Washington, and
we have carried on regular conversation with those staff mem-
bersmany of them are now our friendsand we have found the
regional office in the last year taking initiatives that they had not
ta en before. They have talked not only to us as State regulators,
but to a number of other groups within the State of Illinois that
have some interest in regulation.

For 61/2 years, we in our State labored to get new rules and regu-
lations. We had started work on the rules and regulations original-
ly because a joint committee of the legislature had said that our
old ones were somewhat defective and needed to be improved.

People frequently have asked why did it take so long. We had
before that 61/2 years studied all the rules and regulations of all the
other States; we had studied the requirements of all the accrediting
groups and tried to adopt what we thought would be a model for
ail the other States in the Union. We found that we were a bit
idealistic because in the actual political process within the State,
the students do not have any spokesmen on their behalf, but the
schools do.

12?
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After our first open hearing, we received about 48 letters, and we
found that this process was carefully orchestrated. The very last
letter we received was tbe longest of all, and that was a letter
which covered all the rules that had not already been criticizedin
fact, every, single thing that we had written had some kind of criti-
cism about it.

This resulted in the Speaker of our House calling a task force to-
gether for one day where the rules were again attacked. This
caused us to go back to work again, and another hearing being
held, and finally, on May 3rd of this year, we had some rules for
the new law. We believe that there are many things in the rules
which will be helpful to us. For example, we may now suspend a
school if we find it is out of compliance in any way; we !give them
15 days to respond to what our findings are and 15 more days to be
fully in compliance before we can then take action to begin the
hearing process which, again, may be a very slow one. But we con-
sider this change to be a very important reform.

However, once again we find that every time we win something
for the students, we lose something as well. give just one exam-
ple.

We have talked about financial viability several times here
today. The joint committee of the legislature told us that we should
have some standards for financial viability. So what did we do? We
set some standards that were as simple as this: The school pays its
rent. The school pays its faculty. The school provides the books
that the students are supposed to get, and so forth. That whole sec-
tion was removed from the rules.

So some of our rules are very similar today to the policies that
you will find that some of the accrediting commissions have; that
is, they are statements of principle for which the school cannot ac-
tually be held accountable.

Senator NUNN. It sounds as if you are describing a very powerful
political lobbying organization here that is affecting your ability to
get things through the regulatory or the legislative process. Is that
right, or am I misreading?

Mr. HAWORTH. Interestingly, in Illinois we do not have a strong,
viable, organized group of schools. It is true they have their organi-
zations, but normally they do very little. They only become orga-
nized at such times as they think that E-amething of this sort might
happen.

There are close connections between the organizations, yes, and
the State Chamber of Commerce has become involved and other
groups, in part from a philosophical point of viewand it is one
that can be arguedthat these are businesses, small businesses,
and that they should have their right to exist as a business with
minimum interference,

Senator NUNN. Well, that's the old S&L philosophy. That's fine,
as long as it is not with the taxpayers' money, but basically you are
talking about something not operating in a free market here; you
are talking about the Federal Government backing it up, paying
for it, paying for the defaults, spending $2 billion a year.

I think Senator Roth and I would agree. We believe in the free
market and free enterprise, but this is not free enterprise when the
Federal Government has got ita hand there and the money is being
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supplied by the Federal Government. It can be considered a busi-
ness, but it is certainly going to have to have some regulation, or
we've got to get the tax money out of it, one way or the other, as I
see it.

Do you see it that way, Senator Roth?
Senator ROTH. I agree absolutely, Mr. Chairman.
Could I just throw out one question. Isn't the problem in the

system essentially with the proprietary schools?
Mr. HAWORTH. 'Yes.
Senator ROTH. We don't have the same problem with our estab-

lished colleges, whether they are 2-year or communityor, do we?
Let me ask you that question.

Mr. HAWORTH. I think the answer is right. Until about 7 or 8
years ago, our office had responsibility for all the private colleges
and universities in the State. We have about 140-plus of those. The
responsibility for those schools is now with the Board of Higher
Education. We traded off some responsibilities.

We talk with these people all the time. The only problems that
they have with schools are with those proprietary institutions that
also come under their jurisdiction which are d ting.

Senator Rom. The reason I raise that, Mr. Chairman, is that it
seems to me that a system that is working acceptably well with es-
tablished schools has opened the door to these proprietary schools,
which sometimes are merely money-making organizations.

It seems to me that we may need a whole different system from
what we have.

Mr. HAWORTH. If I might make one other observation about one
reason why perhaps many legislators are not as interested in these
schools and don't pay a great deal of attention to what is going on
here, is that in Illinois there is no State money involved at all. Our
Scholarship Commission does not give money to students who
attend proprietary institutions.

Senator Rom. Again, it seems to me we are right back in the
situation that we were in with the S&Ls. People are playing with
other people's money with nothing at risk. I think that is a large
part of the problem. Unfortunately, it is a common problem when
the Federal Government gets involved.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Haworth, have you concluded?
Mr. HAWORTH. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. I guess one question to the whole panel, and then

we'll hear from Mr. McCormick, is one Senator Roth just raised: Do
we need something totally different for these proprietary schools?
Do we need to break it out of the overall regulatory schune for the
other parts of the student loan and have something separate and
apart for this group of schools?

Mr. FERGUSON. Sir, if I mightand you say you understand my
dialect herewhen I tell ycu "that dog won't hunt".

Senator Rom. I could not hear you.
Mr. FERGUSON. When I say this right now, and the chairman un-

derstands this when I say it, being from South Georgia: That dog
won't huntin fact, that dog won't even get off the truck.

Somethingsomethinghas got to occur so we can ensure first
of all that those studentsand they are out therethose students
who need access to these funds, we have got to ensure that they
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have it. But number 2, we have got to ensure that those folks who
are purporting to offer that education to them are responsible not
only to the taxpayer but to the student that they are going out and
recruiting. I think that can be done.

Senator NuNx. You are saying under the existing scheme?
Mr. FESGUSON. I'm saying under the existing scheme, it is just

not working.
Senator NUNN. You're saying don't break it out under something

brand new?
Senator Rom. You are saying the opposite, aren't you?
Mr. FERGUSON. I'm saying that the way it is set up currently, it

is not working; it is not working in Florida, and from what I have
seen it is not working nationwide. And I will say something else,
Mr. Roth

Senator NUNN. But here is what Senator Roth said. He said that
we need to break this out, or we might need to think about break-
ing this out and doing the proprietary schools totally different. And
you said "that dog won't hunt." I know what that expression
means, but I'm not sure which "dog" you're talking about.

Mr. FERGUSON. I'm saying you are not going to be able to break
it out; you can't.

Senator NUNN. You don't think you can break it out?
Mr. FERGUSON. No, sir, I don't think you can.
Senator Rom. Whypolitically, or otherwise?
Mr. FERGUSON. Well, certainly, we would be naive to believe that

there wouldn't be a lot of politics involved there. But I think the
key isI would hate for us to be in the position where we may be
saying because you want to go to a vocational/proprietary school
that that makes you different from someone who is going to a voca-
tional school in the public sector.

Quite honestly, overall nationwide, the proprietary schools do a
good job. Now, I'm talking about overall. In Florida, again, I will
tell youthink about what I'm saying hereof the 507 licensed vo-
cational schools, 149 of them are accredited, receive Title IV fund-
ing, and yet of those 149 we are talking certainly less than perhaps
20 percent, maybe 10 percent, that we have problems with. So the
rest of them are doing an adequate job.

And I think we need never to lose sight of the fact that we need
to look at education as a total delivery system, and I think there
are ways to do that and still protect the student.

Senator NUNN. You think we ought to take the existing system
and make it better, not come up with a new system for proprietary
schools.

Mr. FERGUSON. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Haworth, what do you think?
Mr. HAWORTH. Well, let me say first that that 20 or 25 percent

figure about bad schools is probably what we would say in Illinois
also. However, we should point out that many of these schools are
very large schools. So if you take the total number of students in-
volved, the number of students affected would go well beyond that.
And there are some schools that are marginal, and we believe that
if they don't come under regular monitoring from us, they could
easily slip across the line.
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We try to make two visits to each school each year with our staff
members, and we try to have a full team visit at least once each $
years to our schools. In fact, we have a team going out next week
which will be going in the third time into one school in less than a
year.

It is my opinionand I don't have specific ideas about what to
propose herethat it might be in the best interest of the proprie-
tary school industry and of the citizens of our country if in fact fi-
nancial aid were broken out in some way.

I am not sure that many proprietary schools, by strict definition
are, in fact, postsecondary today. Given the nature of the abilities
and the kind of education these young people have had in the sec-
ondary schools before they come, you learn they are the most vul-
nerable people that you can possibly imagine when you interview
them. They don't know how to make comparisons between schools.
They are not capable of doing that.

So I think that in some Statesand I would include ours as one
of thosethat it might be quite possible for nonaccredited schools
to qualify for Federal moneys given the kind of regulation which
we have, and you would not have any more problems than you
have now.

I think there are some States that really are working hard at
this, but I can take you to major Statesright now I can think of
onethat because of reduction in staff has only one personone of
the largest States in the Nation. I can take you to Missouri, which
has a half-time person trying to take care of the whole State of
Missouri with a half-time secretary.

If the States are willing to put in the resources and have the
kind of staff and carry on the kind of monitoring that I am talking
aboutand I'm not trying to argue against accreditation herebut
I think it would be possible that we could set up such a model and
make it work.

Senator NUNN. Thank you.
Mr. McCormick, we'll hear from you now.

TESTIMONY OF JOE L. McCORMICK, PRESIDENT, TEXAS
GUARANTEED STUDENT LOAN CORPORATION 20

Mr. McCoaanex. Thank you, Senator.
I appreciate the opportunity to address this Committee. I have

been in the student loan business for almost 25 years now. I have
been very outspoken concerning the fraud and abuse in the Stu-
dent Loan Program, and at some risk, I might add, published in
1989 a "School or Scandal?" document that outlines some of the
fraud and abuse that we have uncovered in Texas.

I want to start out by saying, before we give people the wrong
impression, that we fully recognize the valuable contributions
made by well-run proprietary schools in our State and throughout
this Nation. But there can be no place in any student aid program
for the profiteering, money-merchant mentality of certain school
owners who simply treat their school as a "cash cow," with no in-
tention to provide a quality education.

"'Soo p. 470 for Mr. McCormick's prepared statement.
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Now, it is not enough to simply stand up here and point fingers
at the fraud and abuse that exists in these programs. We have to
sit down and work out realistic solutions to these problems, and
more importantly, we cannot be swayed, and we must not yield to
the political pressures or threats from vested interest groups that
would deter us from this action.

In listening to the testimony this morning, on the surface it
would appear that schools have to go through a lot of trouble
before they are approved to participate in the student loan pro-
grams, but in reality, our experience has been that getting accredi-
tation is not difficult. There are several accrediting agencies, and it
does not appear to be difficult for schools to attain accreditation.

Being certified by the Department of Education to be eligible for
Title W aid doesn't appear to be very difficult, either. The Inspec-
tor General, in a September 1989 report, reported that over a 4-
year period the Department of Education received and processed
2,087 applications for eligibility and denied only 60 applications.

I think you should also consider, in addressing the fraud and
abuse that exists, the dramatic growth in the loan programs and in
the number of proprietary schools that has just occurred in the last
4 years. In Texas alone in 1986 we had only 167 proprietary
schools. In 1990 we have over 400.

During that same period, supplemental loans for students grew
nationally from $279 million in 1986 to over $2.1 billion in 1989.
Just in the past 2 years, in 1988, nationally default claims paid by
guarantee agencies was only $35 million in the Supplemental Loan
Program. In 1989, the very next year, that figure rose to almost
$300 million in default claims.

Based on our experiences in. Texas, I am firmly convinced that
the single most effective measure to be taken to address fraud and
abuse in the Guaranteed Student Loan Program does in fact in-
volve school eligibility and certification by all the appropriate enti-
ties.

Since 1988 our compliance staff has conducted 92 school reviews,
negotiated 33 default reduction agreements, exercised 11 emergen-
cy suspensions, and terminated five schools or lenders, and some of
the most common abuses cited by the Inspector General in his tes-
timony before this Committee are exactly what we found in Texas:
untimely student loan refunds, violations of ability-to-benefit, fail-
ure to demonstrate the ability to properly administer the program,
and abuses in course-stretching.

As I was leaving Texas yesterday to come to this hearing, on the
front page of the Austin American Statesman was a fullblown arti-
cle about a trade school that just suddenly closed its doors, a na-
tional trade school that had at least six locations in Texas, 21 loca-
tions nationally. It taught bartending and security guard training.
These were 300-hour courses, because that is what you are required
to have to be eligible for guaranteed student loans, is a 300-hour
course. Now, in the State of Texas, you can get a license to be a
security guard for 30 hours of instruction. You can get a bartend-
er's license for 80 hours of instruction, and you can go to a local
community college and pay $96 to take either course.
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Now, this school was in operation for over 4 years and was ac-
credited by a nationally-known accrediting agency, and the infor-
mation that I have_given you has been known to that agency.

Senator Nmsrx. Wiich agency is that?
Mr. McCoamicK. It is the National Association of Trade and

Technical Schools.
How can we relate to the feelings of frustration and victimiza-

tion that these students must feel after their dream of a better life
has been turned into nothing more than a debt, a debt that they
either cannot or will refuse to repay? Shattered dreams, ruined
credit, high default rates, and all in the name of providing access
to needy students.

Senator Nunn, in your recent press release you commentedand
I quotethat "unscrupulous trade school owners amass huge prof-
its while providing little or no useful training at the expense of un-
suspecting students, and despite these problems, far too many of
these bad schools continue to be licensed, accredited, and certified
for Federal funds."

I couldn't agree more, and I will use another South Georgia ex-
pression. I think there ought to be a bounty on these schools and
no bag limit.

When I read comments on the other hand that these programs
are riddled with waste, fraud and abuse, and just plain inefficiency,
and that this is a Federal program teetering on the brink of disas-
ter, I have to, with all due i spect, Senator, call great exception to
that comment.

Overall, these programs are sound and provide o valuable contri-
bution to the future education of this Nation's yo ung people. And
in recent months, positive steps have been taken by the United
States Congress, the Department of Education, guarantee agencies,
State licensing boards, and the reputable proprietary school owners
that I have met with personally in my own State of Texas.

So there are problems and there are solutions, and let me just
name three. I think number one, this Congress this session, before
you adjourn, should require that all eligible schools are required to
h,ave a minimum of WO clock-hours, thereby eliminating all of
these short-term courses such as dog grooming schools, bartending
schools and card dealing schools, from GSL ehgibility. The eligibil-
ity for Federal aid would be at 600 hours, which means that stu-
dents would have the opportunity to re,xive Pell Grants as a part
of their fmancial aid package and not totally rely on loans.

In addition I would point out that this recommendation would in-
volve immediate budget cost savings as you try to close out budget
reconciliation for fiscal year 1990; this is something that would in
fact drive budget savings in that process.

Second, return all course-length requirements for proprietary
schools to clock-hour calculations and provide severe penalties for
course-stretching.

Third, adopt the prevention measures of Senate Bill 695 that is
now pending before the conference and is ready to go to a confer-
ence committee.

In closing, let me again emphasize that this program is viable, it
is effective, and it is unfair to thousands of good school owners,
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lenders and students who participate in this program to refer to it
as a national scandal in the making.

It is a program that needs attentionit needs immediate atten-
tionand swift and decisive congressional action in order to pro-
tect the integrity of this program and restore the public's confi-
dence in it. In our zeal to abolish fraud and abuse, let us be careful
that we don't throw the baby out with the bath water. The young
people we serve are depending on us to do what has to be done to
guarantee that they have a future and that they have an opportu-
nity to pursue it.

Thank you. I'll be glad to answer any questions.
Senator NUNN. Thank you very much, Mr. McCormick.
Mr. McCormick, y-ou don't consider this a scandal?
Mr. MCCORMICK. Senato, , I don't consider it a widespread scan-

dal that involves draconian measures. I consider it isolated in the
sense that there are problems in the system that people who choose
to can take full advantage of, and those problems need to be ad-
dressed.

For example, I think the accreditation process is being asked to
do more than it was designed to do. And I'm not so sure that we
shouldn't involve the certification of student aid eligibility in a dif-
ferent process, similar to the way you certify schools eligible to re-
ceive Veteran Affairs benefits.

Senator NUNN. More like the veterans program?
Mr. McConnex. Yes, sir. I don't know that you need accredita-

tion in this process at all.
Senator NUNN. I notice your publication you held up says

"Schools or Scandals?"
Mr. McConsicx. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. SO you must think there is some scandal here.
Mr. McComicx. Absolutely. We live with it every day.
Senator NUNN. Well, I think that is what I said, that it was a

scandal.
Mr. MeCcoonex. I'd like to clear up one matter----
Senator NUNN. You are just saying that we ought to continue to

emphasize that there are good schools out there.
Mr. McCoamicx. Yes.
Senator NUNN. I think that has been said in every statement.

That is not always what you read in the paper, but every state-
ment I have made in the year we have been investigating this has
been that there are good schools, that we are dealing with the bad
apples, but there are a lot of bad apples.

Mr. Haworth just talked about 25 percent in his State. Mr. Fer-
guson talked about 20-25 percent; Mr. Haworth said in Illinois
they have more than 25 percent of students in proprietary schools
because of the large schools.

It seems to me the scope of this is nationwide, and it seems to me
it is scandal.

Mr. McCoamicx. Well, I think in response to your earlier ques-
tion, we need to recognize that they are different.

Senator Numsr. Proprietary schools?
Mr. McCosuicx. Proprietary schools should be in the Title IV

program, they should be participatin_,g_in all those programs. But it
is ridiculous for the Department of Education, in writing the rules
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and regulations, to administer these programs, to force guarantee
agencies and force regulating agencies to treat West Texas Barber
College in the exact same manner that we treat Harvard Universi-
ty, because they are different type schools, and there are differ-
ences that need to be recognized in rules and regulations.

Senator Ntibtx. We heard this morning from Jan Friedheim, who
testified that her school was told by the Texas Guaranteed Loan
Agency that they must process a student loan for a student who
told them the money would not be used for education.

Did you hear that testimony?
Mr. McCoamicx. Yes, I did, and I'd like to clarify that.
Senator Nub/N. Yes, I'd like for you to do that. You heard what

she said. She said basically even if they were going to buy a car or
go on a vacation, they were told they had to process it and give the
money.

Mr. McCoamicx. I appreciate the dilemma Jan finds herself in,
and if any of my staff has given her misinformation, I apologize. I
think what needs to be clarified here is that the student signs a
certification statement on the application that he will use that loan
for educational purposes. And if anyone on my staff advised her
that if he were going to use that loan for something other than
educational purposes that she had to give it to him, then that was
in error because we are not advising people to be accessory to a
criminal act.

Senator NUNN. So that the law is e'ear on that point, then.
Mr. McCORMICK. Right. What I think my staff was trying to

advise her is that a school cannot require the student to deposit
those loan funds at that school. Those loan funds are made avail-
able to the students, and once they have taken out their money for
tuition and books and other charges, if the student demands it, he
can receive the balance of the funds.

Senator NUNN. But if the student tells them in effect that he is
going to use it for a vacation or for a noneducational purposp like
an automobile, then that individual processing that can say, 'Wait
a minute. This would be a violation. I'm not going to do it."

Mr. McCoamicx. If you can prove that, that is true.
Senator Nurriv. Well, if they told you, you can prove it. You seem

to have some doubt.
Mr. McCoRmicx. Well, I don't know that you can prove intent. I

don't know that you can prove that she is going to use the money
for some other pur,pose or she is going to use it to pay rent.

Senator NUNN. Well, though, what she testified to this morning
was that the student said to the school, "I am not going to use this
for education; I am going to use it for an automobile and for a va-
cation." That's clear as a bell.

Mr. MCCORMICK. If that be the case, then I don't think she is re-
quired under Federal law to give that student the loan. I think she
can send it back to the lender and have it cancelled. But I think
she would probably risk some litigation. The stuctent would prob-
ably pursue that matter with a lawyer.

Senator NUNN. I don't know about the risk and litigation. If we
have gatten to the point in this society that every time you do
somethmg right, somebody is going to sue younow, maybe we
have gotten therebut if you then refuse to do something nght be-
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muse you are afraid somebody is going to sue you, somebody could
bring a lawsuit against Senator Roth and me tomorrow morning.
We get sued. People get sued. But if we are all going to run from
lawsuits, we are basically taking the lowest common denominator
of legal behavior and frivolous suits and making it the standard of
the country. I hope we don't do that in administering our prtygram.

I mean, you can bring a lawsuit with nothing but a piece ofPaktr
Mr. MCOMMICK. I think the most important thing is that that

loan was made to the student, and his signature is on it, and if the
school has received their funds, and the school is providing their
services as the contract calls for, the student is entitled to that
money to pay rent and to do things that he needs to do to sustain
himself during the course of that term

Senator Ntnix. Including buying an automobile?
Mr. McCoamicx. No, I didn't say that. But I think we have to

protect the student's right to have those funds available to pay for
necessary living expenses, and I think Jan would agree with that. I
think most of the financial aid community would agree with that.

Senator NUNN. Let me get Mr. Ferguson's and Mr. Haworth's
comment on this, if the student says he is not going to use the
money for educational p

uMr. 1L4woirrx. I reallyrrmilsknow the answer to this. One of the
points I guess I should make explaining our role is that we in the
State have had very little if anything to do with Federal financial
aid. We are observers to this rather than participants in it. And we
don't pretend that we are experts in this.

What we do find when we visit schools is the schools that don't
keep proper attendance records, that have students on the rolls
and that kind of thing that should be there. But we don't try to
interpret this. So I don't really know the answer to it. I am both-
ered by it, just as you would bevery botheredbut I don't know
what the legal answer would be.

Mr. FIRIGUSON. Very briefly, sometimes I overload myself. First
of all, I thinkand I specifically didn't say anything about itfirst
of all, she has identified a problem, and that problem is that these
schools have a tendency in fact to overload a student. They in fact
overload the student's ability to ever begin paying back some of
these loans, the loans that are available, the SLS, the PLUS, she
mentioned. Why in the world are these loans and the money avail-
able to those students if in fact they are not needed for education?

I think what you will fmd if you did a surveyand we did in
Florida, took a look at one arealet's talk cosmetoloo for a
second. We have recent taken over cosmetology schools. NV49 have
the difference between $2,500 tuition in a nonaccredited school,
teaching a State-required 1,200-hour program, as opposed to a
$7,000 tuition teaching the same program. And when you look at
them, the only difference is accreditation and availability of Title
IV funding.

Senator NumsT. That gets to Mr. McCormick's suggestion, which
has some appeal, but I wonder if it will work, about passing a law
that says you've got to have 600 hours in these schools. Unless you
have some way of monitoring what they are teaching, they could
simply take the bartendingthe example that you have given-
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that you mild get for less hcurs and basically require more hours,
and you wouldn't have done anything, just made the fraud worse.

Senator ROTH. Didn't they already do that, according to your tes-
timonymove from a few hours to 300?

Senator NuNN. We have had some testimony where that is
doneI think we had it in the last set of hearingsthat they
simply came in and taught the same thing and doubled the number
of hours and charged more money.

Mr. Mc Comm. Senator, that is why I have in the testimony
the suggestion that you have penalties for course-stretching, that
you literally would have to grandfather some ths in there that
would discourage that from happening if you paswd that law.

Senator NuNN. That assumes somebody is going to be out there
enforcing this business.

Mr. McConacx. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. And that is what we are running into. We've got

a lot of laws on the books that nobody is enforcing. Who is going to
enforce that? Which one of the triad is going to enforce that?

Mr. FintousoN. In my written statement I mention a program in
Florida. We have a certified nursing assistant program you can get
anywhere for 300 hours or less. We have one school that increased
it to 1,800 hours. We did not at that point iu time have the ability
to do anything about it because v73 addressed minimum standards,
but my goodness graciouswhere does accreditation come in?
Where do they play a role in terms of academic excellence and
quality of education, if not in this very arena, in terms of the
course-stretching?

If an accrediting agency, in my humble opinion, is doing what it
is they purport to be doing, then they are looking at that program
and again, looking at their criteria, if that program is not what
would normally be r ffered, they have testified they have their ex-
perts go out, their curriculum expertshow, then, would they
allow an 1,800-hour program to exist when everybody else teaches
300?

Senator NUNN. I would agree with you completely, with one big
exception. That is, we have heard testimony from the accrediting
agencies this morning that they've got 1,200 schools and 15 employ-
ees. A school comes inwe have seen the example of it already
and says well, we are not only going to teach them Italian cooking
now; we are going to teach them French, Chinese and 16 other dif-
ferent typee of culinary cooking, and they put all that on a piece of
paper. Somebody is looking at that paper back in the accrediting
agency, and noWy is going out there and lookingmaybe once
every 4 or 5 years.

So there are a 1ot of ideas here, but what I am not hearing is
how we enforce these thing:s.

Mr. MoCoasucx. If I could share with you what is currently hap-
pening in Texas, the licensing agency has to a large extent stepped
up and tried to take that responsibiuty, and they are in the process
fis we speak of drafting rules that would discourage course-stretch-
ing. And the bottom line is that almost every State in this Union
has a governing body that oversees colleges and universities, and
they provide both minimum and maximum levels of instruction for
bachelor's degrees, master's, Ph.D. And if educators can do it for
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those types of programs, I see no reason why you couldn't have
minimums and maximums certified by industry or by educators or
both, for plumbing and auto mechanics and other types of courses.

Senator NUNN. I'm not disagreeing with the idea. The only thing
I am asking is about enforcement.

Mr. HAWORTH. If I might add something here, we are into an-
other arena, actually, and that has to do with the matter of adop-
tion of standards.

You have to have something to enforce. I have used the word
"accountability". We have the same problems with bartending
schools and security guard schools, doing the very thing that the
others are talking about. Our law says 30 hours, and you can get a
card and carry a gun.

There has been very little done by anybody in several areas. We
have mentioned that there has been little or nothing done about
ability to benefit testing. There isn't any agreement on testing, and
we find all kinds of abuses of tests that are being used that are not
standardized. They are not being properly administered. The re-
sults mean nothing.

We find that kind of problem. But in the area of curriculum and
so on, we also have a great deal of difficulty. Our new rules do
speak to this in some detail. But those parts of the rules where we
try to establish some simple little standards such as that there
should be no more than 4 people in a truck at a time when truck
driving instruction is given get thrown out.

I visited a school in Missouri a couple years ago that had as
many as seven people in a truck when those trucks were going out
into the yards. This is not uncommon

Senator NUNN. For whatthat were teaching?
Mr. HAWORTH. Yes. They were teaching. You had an instructor

perhapsand six students.
Senator NUNN. Were some of them in he back, or all of them in

the cab?
Mr. HAWORTH. Well, they gut out the inside of a sleeper, you see,

and then you put the bodies in there, and literallythis was a hot
summer day when I was thereand literally, arms and legs were
hanging out the windows as they drove down the streets of Univer-
sity MO.

So if you propose a common sense standard and say that, yes,
there should be some observation in truck driving instruction, that
it is helpful to see somebody else receiving instruction and watch-
ing them and hearing the corrections made for them, that not all
of the work needs to be done behind the wheel, then we thought
that for safety's sake at least, we ought to be able to restrict the
number in the truck to 4. But we can't get such kinds of things
through.

Senator NUNN. It seems to me that what I am hearing, and what
I have heard in previous hearings, and what I have gotten into in
other studiesfor instance, the German system and the Japanese
system of teaching skills trainingthat we have really developed a
culture where we treat with disdain job skills training as opposed
to college education. I mean, it just seems to me we are ta king
about something much broader than the student loan program. We
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are talkin# about a culture of not having respect for the skills that
are essential to run this society.

I think that probably has a heck of a lot to do with our lack of
productivity growth and some of our economic decline.

The other countries just don't treat it this way- They treat tech-
nical training as ar important part of their overall economy, and
they treat people who are in this, not going to college, with a great
deal of respect. They do it in Germany; it is part of their culture.
They do it in Japan, and they are very, very productive, and we
are heading the other way in t.}As country.

I think we have tapped into something broader than the student
loan program here.

Do any of you have any comment on that?
Mr. HAWORTH. I guess I could make a personal comment on that.

I have studied abroad, and my field is European history and com-
parative governmentdon't ask me how I got into this business.

If I might take just one minute to tell one story, I was in Gree-
nock, Scotland, outside of Glasgow, visiting the oldest shipyard in
Scotland. This was 25 years ago. A young man, about 30-31 years
old, took me through the shipyard to show me what they were
doing. They were building submarines and other things there at
the time. He had just returned from the United States after 2
years of graduate work in naval architecture at MIT, and he was
the chief naval architect.

He was a school dropout by our standards. He had been taken
out of the British system at age 14; place«, along with six or seven
other students, with his company, preparing himself to be both a
technician and later to become an architect.

He took me into a room that they had for visitors, where they
had models of ships that had been constructed by these for ler stu-
dents. He had spent 6 or 7 years of his life part of his time working
carefully on the design of an exact model of a merchant ship; each
part carefully milled so that it would work. You could take all the
little pulleys and winches and things and turn them.

I have always remembered this because during that year I was in
the United Kingdom, I spoke 40 different times in different parts of
the north of England and in Scotland, and I saw other examples
not quite as dramatic as the one I've mentioned where a great deal
of emphasis is placed on the workman being proud to be a trades-
man. I have studied in Scandinavia as well; you see vocational edu-
cation stressed certainly in places like Sweden, where they do very
careful handwork with wood in many of their secondaty schools.
We don't see much of that. I am afraid when we talk about disad-
vantaged students, especially many who for whatever reason will
be in these kinds of technical jobs where this kind of professional
attitude has not been developed and for which such an attitude is
not prevalent in our society, we will find real trouble ahead for us
in the 1990s.

Senator Numv. I think you are right.
Mr. Ferguson?
Mr. FERGUSON. If I might, yes, I agree totally with you. Here

againnot to pick on accreditationhere again is an area of ex-

at:doutcomes
that we could look toward creditation. Let'sac

them take a look again at academic excellence, at the out-
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comes of the training, and let's worry about some other method by
which we can allow the schools to participate in Title IV funding;
take the keys away from accreditation for Title IV funding. They
still have a responsibility.

Senator NUNN. Should we make accreditation a public function
rather than a private function?

Mr. FERGUSON. At the risk of getting hit in the back of the head
with a chair, I think sobut that's a personal opinion.

Senator NUNN. Mr. McCormick?
Mr. Mc Comics. I would recommend that you establish mini-

mum Federal standards that schools have to meet to be eligible to
receive Federal funds. I would recommend that we take a look at
what, as a matter of Federal policy, we are willing to subsidize.
And I just cannot believe in these times of budget deficits and at a
time when you are having so much difficulty arriving at a reasone-
ble Federal budget, that we are literally subsidizing card dealing
schools and dog grooming schools in this program and why you
can't draw the line somewhere and say beyond thif; point there is
no Federal subsidy; you can have dog grooming- schools if you want
to, but we are not going to federally subsidize them. It is just not in
the best interest of the country.

I think you ought to look at that as well.
Senator Ntn.m. Senator Roth?
Senator Rom. I think you make a very interesting point, Mr.

McCormick.
One of my concerns is that I think much of the fault lies right

here in Congress. For the best of intentions we seek to do certain
things, but we don't look at the consequences. And it seems to me
that is what happened when we extended student loans to various
types of training; we did not seem to understand that there were
inadequate facilities to ensure that those programs were going to
work.

To me it is shocking that at least two of you gentlemen say that
the accreditation system has more problems with accredited
schools than with unaccredited. What this shows is that our pro-
gram, which had the best of intentions, has allowed room, in cer-
tain circumstances, for money-making machines. That bothers me,
Mr. Chairman. Time and again, we see that Congress enacts a pro-
gram, which is highly motivated but enables the unscrupulous to
devise a means to get a path straight into the Treasury.

When we started this program, we did not have any serious prob-
lems with accreditation. We had the "mom and pop" type trade
schools which worked all right. But when unscrupulous operators
tried to get their hands into the U.S. Treasury we got into real dif-
ficulty.

I do not want to see public accreditation of our colleges and
schools; I think that is basically a matter for local control. At the
same time, training in various trades is a different matter.

Let me ask you gentlemen this question. We have various other
programs of training. I think one of you even mentioned them.
You've got the veterans, you've also got the JTPA. Do we have the
same problems in those programs?

Mr. FE.RGUSON. In Florida, we have taken over licensure of JTPA
problems; yes, sir, we do. One of the things we found down there is
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that someone can come into a local PIC, Private Industry Council,
bid on the traininghe was talking about truck driving. We had
one bid on training truck drivers; they got the bid and had to go
borrow a truck. So, yes, sir, we have the same problem with the
JTPA.

But back to the Veterans Administration, I worked with State
approval before I got into licensure. The Veterans Administration
does exactly what Mr. McCormick is saying. They make funds
available for specific programs. They have guidelines. Accreditation
is really not the key factor for the Veterans Administration, or it
wasn't back then, and they say "We will pay for specific things to
occur."

As part of my testimony, I wrote a letter to the IG, Jim Thomas,
asking that he consider looking at our licensing agency to do exact-
ly what you are talking aboutgive us somebodyI'll house them;
put them down there, and let them help me look at these pro-
gram&

I think there is a way to do it. I think there is a way to do it.
Senator Nui.m. You are saying the VA is much better than the

Student Loan Program in the way they administer?
Mr. FERGUSON. 00h, absolutely.
Senator NtatN. Mr. McCormick, do you agree with that, or you

don't get into that, I guess, that much.
Mr. McCoamicK. Well, I'm not familiar with the way the Veter-

ans Administration actually certifies the school eligible other than
the work that I have done with your Committee staff on that. But
it appears that they eliminate a real sticky problem of accredita-
tion by simply saying in order for a school to receive Veterans Af-
fairs funds, certain standards have to be met. Now, how they devel-
op those standards, I am not familiar with

Senator NUNN. But they assume responsibility for their own pro-
gram, in effect.

Mr. McCoamicx. That's r*ht.
Senator NurrN. And they have a quality standard.
Mr. McCoaancx. And I think the Department of Education could

go a lot further in assuming responsibility for the Title IV pro-
grams.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Haworth?
Mr. HAWORTH. We should observe one thing about the Veterans

Administration program, though, and that isand I went to school
on the GI Bill when there were lots of usthere aren't that many
veterans out there anymore. So the total number of people who
have to be watched over by the V.A. is quite limited. So the scale of
the problem is very different. That should be ke t in mind.

Senator ROTH. Well, the hour is late, Mr. Chairman. I want to
express my appreciation to these three gentlemen. I think their
testimony Ims been especially helpful.

Senator Nurmr. I agree with that. It has been very helpful, and
we hope you will continue to give us your suggestions. It is a long
road ahead on this one. We've got a lot more investigating to do
and a lot of recommendations to make as we go along. But we
would appreciate your keeping us informed of your views.

Mr. McCormick, thank you very much, Mr. Ferguson, Mr.
Haworth, thank you.

[Whereupon, at 12:45 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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ABUSES IN THE FEDERAL STUDENT AID
PROGRAMS

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 5, 1990

U.S. SENATE,
PERMANENT SURCOMMITITE ON INVESTIGATIONS,

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAntS,
Washington, DC

The Subcommittee met, pursuant to notice, at 9:03 a.m., in room
SD-342, Dirksen Senate Office Building, Hon. Sam Nunn (Chair-
man of the Subcommittee) presiding.

Present: Senators Nunn and Roth.
Staff present: Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel; John F. Sopko,

Deputy Chief Counsel; Mary D. Robertson, Chief Clerk; R. Mark
Webster, Investigator; Cynthia Comstock, Staff Assistant; Mariea
Sweeney, Staff Assistant; Daniel F. Rinzel, Minority Chief Counsel;
Carla Martin, Minority Assistant Chief Clerk; Blaine Phillips, Mi-
nority Staff Assistant, and Ellice Halpren-Barnes (Senator Stevens
staff).

[Letter of authority follows:1
Pursuant to Rule 5 of the Rules of Procedure of the Senate Permanent Subcom-

mittee on Investigations of the Committee on Governmental Affairs, permission is
hereby granted for the Chairman, or any Member of the Subcommittee as designat-
ed by the Chairman, to conduct open and/or executive session hearings without a
quorum of two members for the administration of oaths and the taking of testimony
in connection with hearings on Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs to be held
on October 5th and 10th, 1990.

SAM NUNN, Chairman.
WILLIAM V. Rom, Jr.,

Ranking Minority Member.

OPENING STATEMENT OF SENATOR NUNN

Senator NUNN. The Subcommittee will come to order.
This morning the Subcommittee continues its hearing on fraud

and abuse in Federal student loan programs. Specifically, we
return today to our examination of the effectiveness of state liceno-
ing authorities, private accrediting agencies, and the U.S. Depart-
ment of Education in assuring that qualified schools participate in
the Title IV student aid programs.

On September 12th and 13th, the Subcommittee heard evidence
that suFgested that these regulators, commonly referred to as the
triad, dld a very poor job of assuring quality education to the tens
of thousands of students who annually participate in this program.
The hearing record is, unfortunately, replete with evidence of Mac-

(131)
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tion and ineptitude on the part of the Department of Education
and the other components of the triad.

In analyzing these problems, the Subcommittee reviewed in the
September 13th hearing a case study of the Culinary School of
Washington. This school operated for approximately 10 years
before 'declaring bankruptcy in January 1990. Testimony showed
that the school had a history of serious problems concerning the
quality of its educational program as well as its management of the
Federal student loan program.

Despite these problems, the school's eligibility for millions of dol-
lars of Federal guaranteed student loans continued until the day
the school closed its doors.

In order to obtain their perspective on this situation as well as to
offer them an opportunity to publicly respond to the numerous al-
legations that have been made against their management of the
school, the Subcommittee had originally scheduled the owners of
the school, Barkev and Mary Ann Kibarian, to testify on Septem-
ber 13th. Unfortunately, within 24 hours of being subpoenaed, both
witnesses asked for continuances of their appearances. Mr. Kibar-
ian alleged that he had experienced a sudden recurrence of stroke-
like symptoms, and Mrs. Kibarian apparently had to take her
mother to the hospital for surgery.

The Subcommittee granted their requests and rescheduled their
testimony for today. This morning, we expect to hear from the Ki-
barians after a brief statement by our staff concerning new infor-
mation which may have some bearing on the Kibarians' testimony
today.

Our first witnesses this morning are Deputy Chief Counsel John
Sopko and Staff Investigator Mark Webster, who will present addi-
tional information concerning the Culinary School of Washington.

I will ask you both to take the oath. We give the oath to all the
witnesses before this Subcommittee. Do each of you swear the testi-
mony you will give before the Subcommittee will be the truth, the
whole truth, and nothing but the truth, so help you, God?

Mr. SOFICO. I do.
Mr. WEBSTER. I do.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Webster, would you like to lead off?

TESTIMONY OF R. MARK WEBSTER, INVESTIGATOR, PERMANENT
SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS,' AND JOHN F. SOFKO,
DEPUTY CHIEF COUNSEL
Mr. WEasTER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. Good morning, Mr.

Chairman and members of the Subcommittee.
As you will recall from last month's testimony, the staff present-

ed a case study on the Culinary School of Washington and its
owners, Barkev and Mary Ann Kibarian. This analysis revealed
that the triad of State licensing, accreditation and ultimately the
Department of Education, fell short of effectively and promptly
overseeing the activities of the Culinary School. This allowed the
Kibarians to take advantage of Title IV programs for 8 years,
during which the Department's Inspector General repeatedly iden-

'See p. 487 for the staff statement.
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tilled patterns of misrepresentations to Government agencies and
noncompliance with program requirements by the school.

Subsequent to the last hearing, the staff has uncovered addition-
al information that may be of relevance to the Subcommittee's
review of the Culinary School of Washington as well as to Mr. Ki-
barian's appearance here this morning.

Since the last hearing, the former Culinary School comptroller,
Hamid Tabatabai, has provided a statement to the Subcommittee
staff concerning the school's payment of student loan refunds. In
an apparent effort by the school to delay and conceal refunds,
checks were backdated, stop-payment orders were made, and inac-
curate records were prepared.

.Mr. Tabatabai told the staff that in early 1988, he was instructed
by Mr. Kibarian to ensure that all the refund checks were pre-
pared the 30-day time limit, even if he did not receive the
ist of dropouts until after the 30 days. In order to do this, he was
instructed to backdate the refund checks so the payments appeared
to have been made within the 30 days.

In November 1989, Mr. Kibarian asked him to provide him with
a list of the refund checks which had not cleared the bank so a
stop-payment could be placed on them, as the money was needed
for other purposesapparently to pay for the legal fees of Mr. Ki-
barian's attorney.

Mr. Tabatabai quit at this time, out of disgust with Mr. Kibar-
ian's actions.

As you indicated, Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kibarian was excused from
testifying on September 13th because of alleged medical problems.
Mr. barian's physician recommended he avoid stressful situa-
tions such as testifying before this Subcommittee.

To recap the facts as we know them concerning Mr. Kibarian's
health, we have learned that on May 15th, Mr. Kibarian was exam-
ined by his personal physician because of a weakness to his face.
He was subsequently examined by a neurologist who agreed that
Mr. Kibarian probably had suffered a small stroke.

On May 17th, Mr. Kibarian was again examined by his physi-
cian, who could not detect any further symptoms and noted great
improvement in his condition.

The staff previously reported that during the summer of 1990,
Mr. Kibarian commenced a nationwide mass mailing, proposing to
establish a new culinary school. The staff has now discovered that
the University of Bridgeport in Connecticut seriously responded to
this offer.

The staff interviewed the provost and vice president of the Uni-
versity of Bridgeport, Dr. Edwin Eigel, who said he met Mr. Kibar-
ian on May 27, 1990, when Mr. Kibarian visited the university
campus to discuss his offer to create a chefs pror,-ram at the uni-
versity. This was 10 days after his visit with his p aysician and less
than 2 weeks after his alleged "stroke-like" symptoms.

Dr. Eigel was surprised when the staff informed him that the
Culinary School of Washington was bankrupt. He said that Mr. Ki-
barian did not inform him that the Culinary School had lost its li-
cense to operate, lost their accreditation, and lost their eligibility
for Title IV funding.
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In a May 30 letter to Dr. Eirl, Mr. Kibarian proposed a meeting
on June 1, 1990 to finalize an initial agreement to initiate "the pro-
gram" on June 4, 1990. He asked for office space at the university,
to begin his work on June 1. Mr. Kibarian included a signature
line for Dr. Rigel, which indicated the agreement would be dated
sometime in May of 1990.

Dr. Eigel confirmed that he met with both Mr. and Mrs. Kibar-
ian on June 1st, and that they remained at the university through-
out the following week, discussing their proposal to set up a chefs
program at the university.

In a June 18th letter, Mr. Kibarian states that he has the names
of 300 prospective students here in Washington. If Mr. Kibarian
did recruit prospective students to attend the University of Bridge-
port, he may have done so illegally.

Dr. Eigel said that he warned Mr. Kibarian that he could not re-
cruit any students or send out any advertisements until he was li-
censed to do so by the State of Connecticut.

On September 6, 1990, Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian were each served a
subpoena to testify before this Subcommittee on September 13th.
Within 24 hours, Mr. Kibarian reported that the stroke-like symp-
toms had recurred. His physician could not demonstrate any objec-
tive findings.

In spite of his physician's recommendation to rest for several
weeks, Mr. Kibarian sent the University of Bridgeport another pro-
posal on September 18, including that the school provide living ar-
rangements for Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian to initiate the program and
begin to recruit students and faculty. In that letter, Mr. Kibarian
proposed to start work on October 1st. He also agreed to travel to
Bridgeport to rmalize the contract and scheduled a meeting with
university officials on September 21st, just 8 days after he had
been originally scheduled to testify before this Subcommittee, but
could not, due to his desire to avoid stress.

On September 19th, the day after Mr. Kibarian sent this propos-
al, his attorney wrote to the Subcommittee, reiterating Mr. Kibar-
ian's doctor's request that in light of his medical condition, "for the
immediate future, Mr. Kibarian should not be placed in any stress-
fal situation."

In sum, since our last hearing on the Culinary School, the staff
has developed further information concerning potentially fraudu-
lent acts by the Kibarians, both while with the Culinary School
and since its recent demise.

Through statements of the former comptroller, the staff has con-
firmed that Mr. Kibarian repeatedly manipulated the refund
checks that the school was required by both IMAF and the Depart-
ment of Education to make to students who had withdrawn from
the school. Mr. Kibarian's actions became so egregious that the
comptroller finally resigned in disgust.

Since the school's demise, both Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian have at-
tempted to reestablish the culinary school, apparently without ad-
vising the University of Bridgeport or other individuals of the true
nature of the operations of the Culinary School of Washington.
Their activities both predate the last hearing and continued up to
Friday, September 21st, 1990, a period during which Mr. Kibarian's
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health allegedly could not withstand the stress of testifying before
this Subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement. We would be happy
to answer any questions you may have.

Senator Ntnest. Mr. Sopko, do you have anything to add before
we go to questions?

Mr. Sono. Nothing other than we would like to offer at this
time certain records referred to in Mr. Webster's statement, includ-
ing the affidavit of the comptroller, Haraid Tabatabai [See Exhibit
No. 67.], as well as certain letters and correspondence that the Uni-
versitr of Bridgeport has supplied to this staff during the course of
their Investigation. [See Exhibit Nos. 81-84.]

Senator NUNN. Without objection, they will be made a part of
'lie record.

Senator Roth, do you have any comments at this time?
Senator Rom. No, I do not, Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. Let me just ask a few questions here. It appeared

at least for at time, as I understand your testimony, Mr. Webster,
that the University of Bridgeport in Connecticut was interested in
Mr. Kibarian's offer; is that right?

Mr. WEssna. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Did Mr. Kibarian ever tell the university officials

about the bankruptcy of the Culinary School or about the financial
difficulties?

Mr. WEBSTER. No, he did not. When I talked to Dr. Eigel, he wasunaware of the problems
Senator NuNN. Dr. Eigel is the president of the school?
Mr. WEBSTER. He is the vice president and provost. When I spokewith Dr. Eigel, he was unaware of any of the problems with the

Culinary School. When I told him of the substance of our Septem-
ber 13th hearing, and that the Culinary School was in bankruptcy,
had lost its licenses and eligibility for Title IV funding, Dr. Eigel
was completely surprised; he didn't even know the school had been
closed.

Senator NUNN. What kind of contract were they discussing, as
best you know of? What was Mr. Kibarian going to get from the
contract?

Mr. %corm. Mr. Kibarian sent a prospectus of projected income
and profit to the university, attached to his May 30, 1990 letter. He
proposed three classes every 4 months, or nine classes per year.This, according to Mr. Kibarian's calculations, would generate
grow revenues of $1,890,000 and a net profit of $1,049,000, of which
Mr. Kibarian would receive 42 percent, or $443,950.

Senator NUNN. How much of that would have been Federal
money through student loans?

Mr. Wassna. I don't know how much of that he proposed to get
from student loans.

Mr. SOPKO. He does not indicate, Senator, how much is student
loans, but in his correspondence he says that they will be applying
for student loans. But he doe$ not break that out.

Senator Nincs. Would most of it, in your judgment, be coming
from student loans?
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Mr. WEssinnt. In light of his past operations with the Culinary
School, yes, sir, quite a bit of it probably would have come from
applying for student loans.

ft--mtor NuirN. He was projecting that there be a net profit of
about 50 percent of grow, right?

Mr. WEBSTER. I believe that's right, Senator, yes.
Senator NUNN. And he was going to receive, according to this,

somewhere around 25 percent of gross himself, net?
Mr. WxasTrit. Net, yes.
Senator MTN-N. What was going to happen to the rest of the net?
Mr. WEBSTER. Apparently, it would pay for expenses, and the

rest would go to the University of Bridgeport. Exactly where that
would have gone, I don't know.

Senator NUNN. Have you got a copy of the contract, or just the
letter?

Mr. WEBSTER. We have a copy of the contract proposal he sent to
the university. [See Exhibit No. 81.]

Senator Nins,N. Has that been put in the record?
Mr. SOFRO. That was put in the record with the other documents.

And Senator, he has attached a tableit is called Table 5 in the
recordwhich breaks out the money he would make as well as the
money University of Bridgeport would make for the next 3 years.

Could I also add, Senator, that he also discusses another money-
making scheme that utilizes students to sell pizzas, munchies and
fast food products from carts around the university with the inten-
tion to branch out into other businesses and other operations. This
raised some question to the staff because this sounds a lot like the
situation that arose when he was utilizing students, who were
paying tuition, as employees at the Blue Plains Sewage Treatment
Filant. The Kibarians, it appeared, were being paid the salary for
those students, but the students were in essence paying the Kibar-
ians to work at the sewage treatment plant. At that time they were
basically just serving lunches and whatever to the sewage treat-
ment workers.

Senator NUNN. So you signed up to go to school and learn a pro-
fession or a skill or a trade, and you end up working at the sewage
treatment plant, and the money that would have been paid to you
went to the school?

Mr. SOPRO. That is the allegation that we heard, Senator. A
former staffer at the school referred to this as nothing more than
slave labor.

There is no sewage treatment plant mentioned in the University
of Bridgeport scheme let me just add. There is mention of them
selling from carts, et cetera, around the university, and I think he
makes a reference to a couple of other cities up there, if I'm not
mistaken.

Senator NUNN. What kind of risk in that proposal we are talking
about with the University of Bridgeport was Mr. Kibarian assum-
ing?

Mr. WEBSTER. From what we could see in the paper work that he
submitted to the university, there was no risk to Mr. Kibarian.
There wasn't any indication he was investing any of his own
money. In his proposal, the cost of each culinary class was over
$40,000, of which the entire coet was borne by the school. The sale-
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ries of the culinary members are deducted from payments owed by
the university to the culinary school.

Additionally, the university would provide room and board, office
space, telephones, copying services, postage and $3,000 compensa-
tion bimonthty, but no more than $12,000 a month, over a 2-month
period, to the Kibarians.

Senator NUNN. Were the Culinary School's advertising or re-
cruiting practices ever questioned as to whether they were licensed
to operate?

Mr. Wesirrsa. We have information from at least three States
concerning their advertising practices. In an October 19, 1988 letter
to Ray Pennell, the executive vice president of the Culinary School,
the Ohio State Board of School and College Registration wrote: "It
has come to our attention that you have initiated recruitment ac-
tivities in violation of section 3332 of the Ohio Revised Code, and
since you are well aware that registration is required in order to
engage in recruitment activities, I can only assume these actions
were done purposely and wirfully.'

On September 13, 1989, Sam Ferguson, the executive director ofthe Florida State Board of Indepen ent Post-secondary Vocational,
Technical, Trade and Business Schools, wrote a letter to Mrs. Ki-
}Arian The letter asked Mrs. Kibarian to cease all advertising as a
school immediately and cease the solicitation and enrollment of
any students for purposes of training in the school for vocational
pu

e State of Virginia also told us in 1989, the Culinary School
was advertising and actually operating a class without approval in
Richmond.

Senator NUNN. Senator Roth?
Senator Rom. I have no questions. Mr. Chairman.
Senator NUNN. I thank both of you for being here. We appreciate

your good work.
Our other witnesses today will be the owners of the Culinary

School of Washington Mr. Berkey Kibarian and Mrs. Mary Ann
Kibarian. Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian are with us today to discuss the
history of their culinary school from its beginning in 1978 until the
school closed its doors in 1990.

If the Kibarians could come forward, please.
Mr. Matthews, you are the attorney representing Mr Kibarian?
Mr. MArrimws. Yes, I am, Senator.
Senator NUNN. And you will not be a witness as such; you will

be here for representation.
Mr. MATTHEws. That is correct, Senator.
Senator NUNN. Okay.
I will ask the Kibarians, if you would, before you have a seat

we swear in all the witnesses before the Subcommittee, so if you
will hold up your right hand and take the oath.

Do you swear the testimony you give before this Subcommittee
will be the truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth, sohelp you, God.

KIBAIUAN. I do.
Mrs. KIBARIAN. I do.
Mr. MATriumws. Senator, before we begin, I would like to reiter-

ate my request of September 19thfSee EAhibit No. 90.)
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Senator NUNN. Could you pull that microphone up, please, Mr.
Matthews, and if you would, give us your name and your firm and
where you practice law, and then ask Mr. Kibarian if Mr. Mat-
thews is your attorneyis that correct?

Mr. KIBARIAN. Yes.
Senator NuNN. And he is also representing you, Mrs. Kibarian?
MrS. KIRARIAN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Okay, thank you.
Mr. MATTHEWS. I am Stephen Matthews. I am from the law firm

of Schwa lb, Donnenfeld, Bray & Silbert in Washington, D.C. I rep-
resent Dr. and Mrs. Kibarian and the Culinary School of Washing-
ton.

On September 19, I wrote a letter to Chairman Nunn and the
members of the Suhei.n.rmittee, requesting that the testimony of Dr.
Kibarian and Mrs. Kibarian be held in executive session in light of

. Kibarian's medical condition. [See Exhibit No. 90.]
The staff in making its statement conveniently neglected to men-

tion a review by a second physician just last week, Dr. Edelson,
who is Dr. Kibarian's neurologist. He took IKRI scans of the doctor
in May and again in September. In his letter. Dr. Edelson said
there is evidence of a second stroke, and that Mr. Kibarian should
avoid stressful situations for the immediate future. (See Exhibit
No. 91.1 That letter was given to the Chairman and the Subcommit-
tee on Tuesday of this week, and I respectfully request that today's
session be held in executive session to minimize the stress to Dr.
Kibarian in light of this medical condition.

Senator NUNN, Mr. Matthews, is there anything of a classified
nature that is going to be discussed in the executive session that
you know of?

Mr. MATTHEWS. No, sir.
Senator NUNN. So your sole purpose for an executive session

would be to avoid stress?
Mr. MATTHEWS. To avoid stress and to avoid harassment of the

witness. I have already informed the Subcommittee that both of
my clients may well assert their constitutional rights to not testify.,
and in order to avoid embarrassment and harassment, I believe it
would be preferable for that to take place in executive session.

Senator Ntirm. Well, our Subcommittee does not harass wit-
nesses. We may ask some questions that are tough enough where
they think it is harassment, but it is not intentional.

Mr. Matthews, I have here a letter from I believe the doctor you
referred to who wrote the letter of September 28th that I have
hereand you are correct, this letter was written, and it says: "To
Whom It May Concern, Regarding Dr. Barkev Kibarian (DOB 12-
29-27). Dr. Barkev Kibarian is under my medical care and was seen
by me on September 26, 1990. He has had a recent stroke which is
documented by a magnetic resonance imaging scan. This is a lacu-
nar infarct which is associated with hypertension and stress. I have
told Dr. Kibarian that it would be to his medical detriment should
he put himself under the stress of the forthcoming hearings. This is
a fresh stroke and he should not put himself under any undue
stress at least for a month. Sincerely, Richard N. Edelson, M.D."
!Bee Exhibit No. 91.)

Is that the letter you are referring to?
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Mr. Marrmws. Yes, it is, Senator.
Senator NurtN. If I could ask the clerk to send a copy of a subse-

quent letter from Dr. Edelson that we have received, dated October
the 4th. [See Exhibit No. 92.] Let me show it to Mr. Matthews, and
then I will read it to him.

It is a letter dated October the 4th from the same doctor, Neurol-
ogy Center, addressed to me as Chairman of the Permanent Sub-
committee on Investigations, regarding Dr. Berkey Kibarian. Itstates:

SIWATOR Nu-NN. This is a letter to clarify my note of September 28, 1990,
addressed "To Whom It May Concern", In that memorandum, I stated that Dr.Berkey Kibarian should not place himself under stress for the arbitrary period of 80
days following the onset of his presumed stroke on September 1, 1990. 'The 30-day
period should be from September 1, 1990. Thus at this point, from the information Ihave, he should be able to give testimony to the Senate Subcommittee on October 5,
1990. Sincerely, Richard N. Mellon, M.D.

Mr. MArriaws. Senator, I would like to point out for the record
that this is the first time I have seen this letter. I tried telephoning
Dr. Edelson yesterday, and he did not return my calls. So this is
new information to me and to my clients.

Senator NuNN. It does make you feel better about his health,
though, doesn't it?

Mr. MATTNEws. No comment.
Senator NUNN. Before we begin this morning, I want to acknowl-

edge that both Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian have requested through
their attorney that this morning's sessionand we have heard therequestbe held in closed or executive session.

Under Subconunittee and Senate rules, such a request is within
the discretion of the Subcommittee. As a rule, this Subcommittee
as well as most committees of the Congress, hold their hearings in
public session. The right of the people and the media to know whattheir elected representatives are doing is one that this Chairman
and the Subcommittee have always taken seriously. When we don'thave classified information, it takes a very unusual request for usto go into closed session. Only in the most exeeptional of circum-stances does this Subcommittee even consider closing a hearing tothe public.

I would point out that historically, the Subconunittee has usedclosed hearings only in cases involving classified information or in-formation that would involve a real and express danger to the lifeof an individual.
Since to my knowledge, today's hearing involves neither classi-fied information nor information which if revealed would pose apotential threat to the life or safety of another person, I feel I mustdecline to grant the witnesses' request for a closed hearing.
Let the record reflect that I have considered this request, andwithout objection, it is my intention to deny that request. Senator

Roth, do you have any comment?
Senator Rom. No; I subscribe to the ruling of the Chairman.
Senator Nurn.t. Thank you, Senator Roth.
In doing so, let me briefly comment upon two additional pointsraised by Mr. Kibarian's attorney in his letter requesting that weproceed in executive session.
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It appears that the request is grounded upon Mr. Kibarian's al-
leged ill health and the prediction that the Kibarians would likely
assert their 5th Amendment protection against self-incrimination.

Let me first indicate that the Subcommittee has considered the
September 28th letter of Mr. Kibarian's neurologist, Dr. Edelson,
which recommends that Mr. Kibarian not be subjected to any
undue stress for at least a month. We take very seriously such re-
quests and try always to be considered of a witness' potential
health problems. That is why the Subcommittee granted Mr. Ki-
barian a 3-week continuance of his initial appearance and also why
the Subcommittee contacted Dr. Edelson yesterday to discuss Mr.
Kibarian's medical problems.

It appears to me, however, as Chairman, looking at both of Dr.
Edelson's letters, that Dr. Edelson no longer believes there is any
medical reason for Mr. Kibarian not to testify.

In addition, we also must view Mr. Kibarian's request in light of
the needs of the Subcommittee to obtain information it deems es-
sential to its investigation as well as other information or actions
of a potential witness that may have bearing upon the sincerity
and the legitimacy of the request.

In this case, we must view the merits of the instant request in
light of the history of the Kibarians' prior dealings with govern-
mental and other regulatory bodies. Staff testified on the 13th that
its review of the records of the Culinary School showed the Kibar-
tans had previously sought numerous delays and continuances with
accrediting bodies, licensing agencies and the Departments of Edu-
cation and Veterans' Affairs. The staff found this to be the modus
operandi of the Culinary School in order to avoid governmental
scrutiny.

A pattern of obfuscation and delay apparently existed until the
very day the school closed. As an example, the District of Columbia
Licensing Commission in a prepared statement for the hearing
record noted that they charged the Culinary School with supplying
false and misleading information concerning the move of their
school in January 1990 which was determined to be for the sole
purpose of avoiding a site evaluation by the Commission.

In addition, the Subcommittee had to weigh newly discovered in-
formation concerning the activities of the Kibarians since his al-
leged stroke last May. As was explained in the staff statement, it
appears that since then both Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian have been ac-
tively negotiating the reopening of a new culinary school. This in-
cluded Mr. Kibarian's planned travel to Connecticut on September
the 21st, approximately 2 weeks after the recurrence of his "stroke-
like symptoms" and 1 week after his initial date to testify before
this Subcommittee. The purpose of his trip was to negotiate a mul-
timillion-dollar contract with the University of Bridgeport.

So I guess, Mr. Matthews, we would have to say, that the Sub-
committee has developed a healthy skepticism about your client's
claims. We believe that Mr. Kibarian silould be willing and able to
withstand the stress and strain of this hearing since he obviously
was able to plan extensive travel and negotiations concerning a
new, lucrative school contract.

Certainly I think after Dr. Edelson's most recent letter, we feel
that he should go ahead and testify.
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Lastly I would note, and make the record abundantly clear, that
although the Subcommittee fully respects the sanctity of a witness'
invocation of the 5th Amendment right against self-incrimination,
we do not view this as a right that can be invoked prospectivelythrough an attorney before any questions are ever posed. In this
case, there are many areas the SubcommitteA is interested in ex-
ploring with both witnesses, and we would be remiss at this stage
to close to the Subcommittee these potential avenues of inquiry
solely upon the possibility that one or more of the questions could
potentially force the witness to invoke the privilege.

As such, it is the intention of the Chairman to have the Kibar-
ians testify this mo,, g.

Mr. MATritzws. Senator, I have two further requests before we
begin the testimony. One is that pursuant to Subcommittee Rule
11, I would request that camem not be directed at the witness
during testimony, on the grounds of discomfort, harassment. etcetera.

And number 2, I request that the witnesses be allowed to testify
in full, one at a time. I don't want to switch from one wituess to
the next.

Senator NUNN. We will certainly try to oblige you on that last
request as best we can. try to go to Mr. Kibarian and complete
his and then go to Mrs. Kibarian, but we may, after we complete
examination of both of them, we reserve the right to ask inter-
spersed questions. We always have to have that right.

As far as cameras are concerned, as long as we are in open hear-
ing, we have no restriction on cameras unless there is danger to
someone's life, and we have had no indication that that would be
the case here today. I don't happen to see any cameras at the
moment, so it may be a moot question.

TESTIMONY OF BARKEV KIBARIAN AND MARY ANN KIBARIAN,
OWNERS, CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, what was your position with the
Culinary School of Washington?

Mr. ItissitiAN. On advice of counsel, Senator, I respectfully de-
cline to answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th
Amendment of the Constitution.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, what is your current position, and
how are you currently employed?

Mr. KIBARIAN. On advice of counsel, Senator, I respectfully de-cline to answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th
Amendment of the Constitution.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, what is the relationship between
the Culinary School of Washington and the Culinary School of
Washington, Paris, Rome and Beijing, Inc.?

Mr. KIBARIAN. Senator Nunn, on the advice of counsel, I respect-fully decline to answer the question and assert my rights under the
5th Amendment of the Constitution.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, is it correct that 8 days after you
were originally supposed to testify before this Subcommittee, youscheduled a trip to Bridgeport, Connecticut to negotiate a multi-million-dollar contract?
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Mr. KIBARIAN. Senator on advice of counsel, I respectfully de-
cline to answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th
Amendment of the Constitution.

Senator Num./. Mr. Kibarian, did you know about that planned
trip when you told the Subcommittee and you represented to the
Subcommittee that you were too ill to testify before us?

Mr. KIBARIAN. On advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to
answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th Amend-
ment of the Cnstitution.

Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, is it your intention to continue to
exercise your 5th Amendment right under the Constitution not to
incriminate yourself by declining to answer questions that the Sub-
committee may pose to you relating to you and your activities at
the school?

Mr. KIBARIAN. Senator, en advice of counselyes.
Senator NUNN. Mr. Kibarian, we regret you are not going to be

testifying because we have important legislative concerns here. We
recognize, however, your right to invoke the protection of the 5th
Amendment and decline to testify.

In light of your decision, I don't have any other questions. Sena-
tor Roth, do you have any questions for Mr. Kibarian?

Senator Rom. Mr. Chairman, under the circumstance, I shall not
ask any questions. I would like just to point out, however, that this
gentleman who is refusing to answer any question on the basis of
the Constitution is a New York University marketing doctor of phi-
losophy who, according to a newspaper article, parlayed his skills
into the chairmanship of Georgetown University Management and
Marketing Department in the 1960's.

I would just point out my concern that here is a man of obvious
qualifications, now refusing to answer any questions is a matter of
deep concern to me because this investigation affects thousands of
students. I understand from this article that the Culinary School of
Washington amassed more than $18 million in Federal grants and
student loansa tremendous amount of money. What a failure to
do good. I regret that we are not getting the advantage of his testi-
mony.

Senator NUNN. 1 share that concern, Senator Roth.
Mrs. Kibarian, I will ask you some questions now.
What was your former position with the Culinary School, and

what is your current relationship with this school or any other af-
filiated school?

Mrs. KIBARIAN. Senator, on advice of counsel, I respectfully de-
cline to answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th
Amendment of the Constitution.

Senator NuNN. Mrs. Kibarian, what were your duties at the
school? Were you responsible for financial matters or advertising
or recruiting or curriculum, quality of education, licensing? What
were your duties with the school?

Mrs. KIBARIAN. On advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to
answer the question and to assert my rights under the 5th Amend-
ment of the Constitution.

Senator NUNN. Mrs. Kibarian, Sharon Marburg submitted an af-
fidavit to this Subcommittee. [See Exhibit No. 58. In that affidavit,
she says that in the fall of 1984, she responded to an ad in the
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Washington Post for an administrative assistant position at the
Culinary School. When Ms. Marburg went for the interview, she
says that you looked at her resume and saw that she was a French

or and asked if she wanted to teach French even though she
no teaching qualifications.

Ms. Marburg states, "in the same breath, Mrs. Kibarian said
there was an open' for the position of dean of the school, and shethought I might q ."

Wh.at kind of q mations, Mrs. Kibarian, should a person pos-
sess in order to be dean of the school?

Mrs. &RAMAN. On advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to
answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th Amend-
ment of the Constitution.

Senator NUNN. Mrs. Kibarian, in your July 1989 catalog of this
school, it says, "each site for class use is chosen for its well-
eqiinipped

and professionally planned kitchen."
her affidavit, Ms. Marburg states: "most outrageous were the

facilities and primitive conditions under which I was supposed to
teach and the students were sup to learn. I had to meet my
classes in local taverns, such as jangles and Abbey Road, where
music was blasting, lighting was inadequate, and the smell of stale
beer, smoke and vomit permeated the room. The class location kept
changmg, but never for the better."

Did you arrange for those classes to be held in those conditions?
Mrs. KIBARIAN. On advice of counsel, I respectfully decline to

answer the question and assert my rights under the 5th Amend-ment of the Constitution.
Senator NUNN. Mrs. Kibarian, is it your intention to continue to

exercise your 5th Amendment right under the Constitution not to
incriminate yourself by declining to answer questions the Subcom-
mittee may pose to you relating to you and your activities at the
school?

Mrs. KIBAIUAN. Yes, sir.
Senator NUNN. Mrs. Kibarian, we regret you are not going to be

testifying because we have important legislative concerns here, but
we recognize your right to invoke the protections of the 5th
Amendment mid decline to testify.

In light of your decision, I will excuse you now with no further
questions, but I will ask both of you one final question, and Mr. Ki-
barian, I will start with you.

Do you feel badly that a lot of students have put a lot of effort
and time into this and have not gotten an education?

Mr. KIBARIAN. Senator, on advice of counsel, I respectfully de-
cline to answer the question and assert my rights under the fifth
amendment of the Constitution.

Senator MINN. Mrs. Kibarian, the same question to you. Do you
feel badly that students by the hundreds and thousands have put
money into this, time and effort, and have not gotten an education?

Mrs. KIBARIAN. Unfortunately., Senator, on advice of counsel, I
respectfully decline to answer t.11e question and assert my fifth
amendment right.

Senator Nurot. Thank you.
I thank counsel for being here today.
The Subcommittee will now adjourn.
[Whereupon, at 9:30 a.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.]
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APPENDIX!
ABUSES IN FEDERAL numn AID PROGRAMS, PART 2;

LICENSING, ACCREDITATION, CERTIFICATION /IND ELIGIBILITY

STAFF STATEKENT
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMEITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

SEPTEMBER 12, 1990

I. Introduction

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, following ourFebruary hearings on Abuses in Federal Student Aid Programs, youinstructed the Staff to continue to investigate the extent ofwaste, fraud, and abuse in the guaranteed student loan programsthat are governed by Title IV, Part.B of the Higher Education Actof 1965, as amended. As with the first hearing, we have focusedthis investigation on trade and proprietary schools, due toreports of sub-standard and nearly non-existent teaching programs;the suspect methods often used to recruit students; and thealarming default rate. In February, we heard of the tactics thatacme schools were using to victimize students and the Americantaxpayer. In this hearing, we will uncover how many of theseunscrupulous schools are able to get into the Title IV system andstay in, thereby wreaking havoc and rupturing the dreams of somany underprivileged Americans.

According to the U.S. Department of education, one in fourcollege students uses the student loan program. As SecretaryCavazos described in his August 3, 1990, testimony to theSubcommittee on Education, Arts and Humanities, over $114 billionhas been loaned to students since the inception of the GuaranteedStudent Loan program in 1965. In 1990, almost $12.5 billion (innew money) will be loaned to 4.7 million borrowers, $53 billion ofthe total amounts loaned in the program will still be outstanding,and our outstanding defaulted student loans will reach $7.8billion. In chart #1, you can so* how the defaults and loanvolume has increased dramatically since the inception of theprogram in 1965, with the most acceleration occurring from 1986 tothe present.

One of the changes in 1986 that contributed to this surge inloan volume and defaults was the addition of trade or proprietaryschool students as Supplemental Loans for Students (SLS)recipients. Prior to 1986, preprietary students did not qualifyfor these loans. Their participation since that time has greatlyimpacted the system. For instance, GAO reported that their reviewof 1987 data showed that although proprietary school studentsaccounted for only 22% of the outstanding loans in the Title IVprogram, they produced 44% of all defaults. Since 1985, thestudent loan default costs have almost doubled to reach thepresent $2-bAllion figure. Experts interviewed by the staff
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indicate two principal reasons tor this dramatic increase in

defaults and abuses of the system. The first major cause lies in

the fact that a greater proportion of low-income students,

borrowers with a higher risk of default, are now eligible for the

program. Although the program was created to serve middl-income,
as well as low-income students, it has since been refocused to
serve primarily low-income students, as Federal grant and work
study aid have not kept pace with rising college costs.

These same experts believe that such a risk is one that our
Government should be prepared to take, since it is so important to
our society that the poor and disadvantaged be given a chance to

better themselves.

At the same time, the staff was told that another major
factor leading to a higher default rate is the increasing

proportion of student loan borrowers attending short-term,
vocational courses of study in proprietary schools. Default data

indicate that tudents who attend proprietary schools tend to
default at a higher rate than those attending other institutions
of postsecondary education, including the most comparable two-year

public institutions: the community colleges. Proprietary school

students are largely from row-income backgrounds, attend the
schools for short periods, and have relatively low loan balance*,

factors which are related to high default rates. The U.S.
Department of Education reports that, according to its national
data on FY 1'116 borrowers entering repayment, proprietary school
students default at a rate that is twice as high as that for
two-year institutions, and four times as high as that for

four-year schools.

The ultimate question is whether proprietary schools have

high default rates because their enrollees have these
characteristics or because of factors relating to the schools

themselves. It is the Subcommittee Staff's conclusion that the

latter is trues We found that serious shortcomings in the current
oversight system -- specifically, the licensing, accrediting, and

certification processes have encouraged unscrupulous school
owners to take advantage of the availability of Title IV funds
because they know that the system is not set up to detect or catch

fraud and abuse. One school owner commented about the ease in

getting rich in the proprietary school business, saying that the
l9SOs ware commonly known as the "opportune time to be crooked."

II. Methodology/Scope of Investigation

Schools become participants in the Title IV program if they

meet three criteria: They must have a State license to provide
postsecondary education; they must be accredited by an accrediting

agency recognized by the Secretary of Education; and they must be

certified by the U.S. Department of Education as having the

financial responsibility and administrative capability to

participate in the Student Financial Aid programs.
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The Subcommittee began examining the scope of the abuses in
the student loan program by gathering extensive information anddocumentation about each of the above-named requisites for
participation in the system. In the process, we interviewed
proprietary school owners; accrediting gency officials;
accrediting agency trade associations; officials at various State
Departments of Educatirla; officials at State Approving Agencies
regarding use of veteeans education benefits at proprietary
schools; U.S. Department of Education officials in the Office of
Certification and Eligibility, the Office of Student Financial
Assistance, Audit and Program Review Division, and the Office of
Postsecondary Education, Higher Education Programs; and Library of
Congress researchers who have been studying the student financial
aid programa for years.

Approximatel,, 100 major national accrediting agencies. are
recognized by the Secretary of Education. However, only seven of
these 100 agencies accredit the majority of proprietary schools.
From these seven agencies, we subpoenaed and reviewed thousands of
pages of administrative documents and case files on approximately
50 proprietary schools. The accrediting agencies that we worked
with are: the Accrediting Bureau for Health Education Schools(ABMS); le Accrediting Commission for Continuing Education andTraining (ACCET); the- Association of Independent Colleges and
Schools (AICS); the National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools (NATTS); the National Accrediting Commission of
Cosmetology Arts and Sciences (RACCAS); the National Homo Study
Council (NHSC); and the Southern Association of Colleges and
Schools, Commission on Occupational Education Institutions
(SACS-COI:1).

Our decision to focus on these seven accrediting bodies was
reinforced by an August 27, 1990, letter to several accrediting
agencies from the U.S. Department of Education, Office of
Postsecondary Education. In this correspondence, the Department
stated that, according to 1988 data, half of the default volume is
accounted for by students who attended fewer than 70 of the
approximately 8400 accredited institutions. (See Chart #2.)
Those 70 institutions aro accredited by only seven of the more
than 100 major national institutional accrediting agencies. The
Subcommittee staff xamined these svn agencies.

rinally, from the U.S. Department of Education and State
Departments of Education, we obtained and reviewed the school
files which corresponded to the accrediting agencies' schoolfiles. We interviewed students, toured schools, and observed an
accrediting agency site evaluation team inspecting a school for
accreditation renewal.

The Subcommittee staff, with the assistance of the U.S.
General Accounting Office and the U.S. Department of Education
Inspector General's Office, has endeavored to compile reliable
national data regarding the specific influences on increases in
student loan defaults. We had asked the Department of Education
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for particular data and statistics relating to default rates by
accrediting agency, but we were told that this information had
never been compiled and therefore, was not available. After we
learned this, we used some of the raw data from the Department of
Education and the Inspector General's office to compile statistics
showing the increasing financial strength of accrediting agencies

over the past several years; the default rates of schOols,
organised according to accrediting agency; an analysis comparing
the number* of schools that apply for accreditation and the

numbers that actually become accredited, for ach accrediting
agency; and a list of proprietary schools which, individually,
have over $1 million in defaults.

III. How Schools Get In and Stay Ins The Triad

Proprietary schools become participants in tha Title IV

program by following the same procedures as traditional two- and
four-year colleges and universities. The Higher Education Act of

1965, as amended (ACT), outlines the requirements which
institutions of higher education must meet to participate in
Student Financial Assistance (SFA) programs.

Before an institution can participate in the SIPA programs, it

must go through a three-tier process, commonly referred to as the

triad. First, the institution must obtain a State license to
provide postsecondary education. Second, the institution must be
accredited by an accrediting agency recognised by the Secretary of

Education. And third, it must be certifid by the U.S. Department
of Education as to its financial responsibility and administrative
capability to participate in SPA programs. The manner in which
the Department of Education considers these three components in
granting participation in Title IV programs is referred to as the

accrediting agency recognition process, the institutional
eligibility process, and the certification process.

a1__Licenaing;

when a new proprietary school opens, the first priority is to
obtain a State license to provide postsecondary education. In

many States, the school technically may not open for business
without it.

Each State sets its own licensing requirements and standards
for quality of education. Under our system, the power to set and
to regulate the quality of education is generally left to the
States. Since the laws differ amongst the States, the

Subcommittee selected several States and analysed their
requirements for licensing proprietary schools. These included

Florida, Georgia, Illinois, Virginia, and the District of

Columbia. A brief summary of Florida's and Georgia's requirements

are listed here, with additional tAstimony by Florida and Illinois
State education officials to come later in the hearing.
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The process for a proprietary school to be licensed in
Florida begins with a school official's completing on application
and submitting it to the Florida Department of Bducation, State
Board of Independent Postsecondary Vocational, Technical, Trade
and Business Schools (Board). The application is revieved for
completeness, and, if it is approved, the school is granted a
temporary license and is scheduled for an on-sitt review of the
campus. This temporary license serves only one purpose, as proof
for the school in its application for local coning. The license
does not allow the school to advertise recruit, or enrollstudents. During the on-sito review, tile Board reviews the
school's cureent catalog; the forms for permanent student records,
including attendance and tardiness forms, exams, and other forms
showing academic progress; the enrollment agreement; and whether
the stated entrance requirements are met with documentation. The
Board also checks the class schedlles, curriculum, textbook*, and
lesson plans and makes sure that these match what is stated in the
catalog. The physical facilities are also examined, including thelibrary, labs, equipment, audio visuals, test materials, andsafety equipment. The tuition amounts are reviewed, as well asthe type of advertising used, teacher qualifications, placement
and guidance counseling, and the licensing of the agents who
promote the school.

After the on-site visit is complete, the visiting team
prepares a report and advises the school of whatever deficiencies
are noted. Once a school presents proof of compliance, a
provisional license is issued. This entitles the school toactually open for business and to advertise, recruit, and enroll
students. The provisional license is valid for one year only; andwithin six months of issuance, the Board will schedule a
verifi,:ation visit to assure that student records are being kept,
that teachers have lesson plans, and that students are progressing
satisfactorily. If the school is in compliance, a regular,
one-year license is issued. From that point on, the school must
submit proof of catalog printin g, school financial data, placement
data, and completion statistics for annual license renewal.
However, if, during this verification visit, serious violations
are found, the school can be placed on probationary status. If
tae school fails to remedy the violations, the provisional licensemay be terminated early, or the Board may deny issuing the
school's regular license.

In order for a school to open in Georgia, the licensing
requirements are similar. Before a school opens for business, itmust apply for and be granted a Certificate of Authorisation by
the State Superintendent of School*. To obtain this Certificate,
a school must pay a $100 non-refundable application fee, post a
$10,000 bond, and provide written evidence of sleeting criteria and
standards specified by Georgia law. These minimum standarda
includet that the quality and content of each course or program
of instruction are reasonable to achieve the objective for which
the program is offered; that the institution has adequate space,
equipment, library and physical facilities, instructional
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materials, and personnel to provide education of good quality;
that the ducation and experience qualifications of directors,

administrator', supervisors, and instructors are reasonable to
nsure that the students will receive an education consistent with
the objectives of the course program; that the school provide a
catalog which describes the programa offered and their length,
tuition schedule, and refund policy; that the students are given
credentials indicating successful completion of the program; that
records are kept indicating the students attendance, progress,
and performance; that the school is financially sound; that the
advertising is not deceptive, misleading, or unfair; that the
school has fair cancellation and refund policies; and that the
school owners, directors, administrators, staff, and instructors
are of good reputation and character.

Finally, an on-site visit will be made before initial

authorization. Applications will be evaluated by the State
Superintendent of Schools and reviewed by the Proprietary School

Advisory Commission. Upon recommendation of the Commission, the
Administrator grants authorization.

The second step schools must take to become eligible to

receive Title IV funds is to gain accreditation from an

accrediting agency recognized by the Secretary of Education.
Accrediting agencies have long been a part of the educational
structure in the U.S. They were created to review institutions
and to give approval or "accreditation" to those schools which
offered quality educational programs. Originally, accreditation
was given only to confer recognition among peer educators. it was
thought of only to be an honor and had nothing to do with Federal

student aid funding.

In the 1960s, however, accreditation took on new

responsibilities when the Higher Education Act was passed. The

Act made it a requirement for schools to be accredited in order
for their students to qualify for the newly created student
financial aid programs. The Department of Education relies upon
accrediting agencies to assure 'quality ducation' for Title Iv
funding because the united States has no Federal ministry of
education or other centralized authority exercising single,

national control over all educational institutions. The Secretary
of Education recognizes and depends on independent accrediting
agencies as reliable authorities on the quality of education and

training offered by postsecondary institutions. To date,

approximately 100 accrediting agencies are recognised by the

Secretary. Only those schools accredited by one of the 100

agencies recognized by the Secretary are eligible to receive Title

IV funds. Each agency defines and sets its own standard for
quality education, since ft is not defined by any federal law or

regulation.

1 6
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The States assume varying degrees of control over education,
but, in general, institutions of postsecondary education are
permitted to operate with considerable inIndence and autonomy.
As a consequence, American educationatitutions can vary
widely in the character and quality of their programa. In order
to ensure a basic level of quality, the practice of accreditation
arose as moans of conducting non-governmental peer evaluation of
educational institutions and programs. Private educational
associations of regional or national scope have adopted criteria
reflecting the qualities of sound educational progress and have
developed procedures for evaluating institution's or programs to
determine whether they are operating at fundamental levels of
quality.

There are two basic types of educational accreditation:
"institutional* and 'programmatic." Institutional accreditation
normally applies to an entire institution, indicating that each of
its parts is contributing to the achievement of an institution's
objectives. Specialised accreditation normally applies to
evaluation of programs, departments, or schools which usually are
parts of a total collegiate or other postsecondary institution.
The unit accredited may be as large as a college or school within
a university, or as small as a curriculum within discipline.
Some specialized accrediting agencies accredit specialised,
vocational, or other postsecondary institutions which are
free-standing in their operations. Thus, a -programmatic'
accrediting agency may also function in the capacity of an
'institutional" accrediting agency.

Accrediting agencies seeking recognition must submit
petitions to the Department of Education's Accrediting Agency
Evaluation Branch (AAES). AA2B evaluates the petitions to
determine if the agency meets the recognition criteria published
in the regulations. AARE reports the results of its review and
submits its recommendations to the National Advisory Committee on
Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility (SAC). Members of
this 15-member advisory board are appointed by the Secretary of
Education and serve staggered, throe year terms. The MAC conducts
semiannual public hearings, reviews the AMEN report, hears the
agency's representations and third-party comments. The MAC
decides whether to recommend to the Secretary that the agency be
granted recognition. After the Secretary recognises the
accrediting agency, the agency is listed in the zubmal_giallus.
Institutions wishing to obtain eligibility to participate in the
Title /V program must first apply to, and meet the standards of, a
recognised accrediting agency. Each accrediting agency sets its
own standards for quality educational programs. As such, the U.S.
Department of Education is not directly involved in defining or
setting a standard for quality education.

To receive Title IV funds, a school must be accredited by one
of these agencies which are listed by the Secretary. The
procedures may vary slightly from agency to agency, but the
essential requirements are the same. Initially, a school submits
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an application, followed by an in-depth self-analysis of the

programs offered, the.teschers background and qualifications, and
the administrative capabilities. If, after review, the

self-evaluation reflects a school which appears to meet the
agency's standards, an on-site school visit is scheduled. For
initial accreditation, a team of three to five is sent, composed
of a mix of subject-area specialists, public institution
representatives, proprietary school officials and/or owners, and
one or more members of the accrediting agency staff. During the
on-site visit, team members take a tour of the school, review

school recorde, review student files, interview students, and

obarve classes in progress. Later, the team writes a report and
recommends to the agency's accrediting commission whether the
school should be accredited. This is a lengthy, time-consuming
process which, from the application phase to the actual
acceptance, can take up to one year to complete. If the applicant
is successful, accreditation is granted for a period ranging from
one to five years. At the expiration of the initial accreditation
cycle, the above-described process is repeated.

CI Eligibility and Certification:

The third and final step a school takes to be eligible to
participate in the Title IV program is to apply to the U.S.
Department of Education, Division of Eligibility and Certification
(DEc) for approval. This two-part process begins with the

Eligibility Branch determination of whether postsecondary
institution meets the statutory definition of an eligible
institution to apply for participation in Student Financial Aid
programs and other Higher Education programs. Eligibility,
therefore, looks at two criteria: that the school has a State
license to provide postsecondary education, and that the school is
accredited by an accrediting agency recognised by the Secretary.
Other factors considered at this level are that courses meet
minimum course length requirements, and that proprietary schools
must have been in operation for at least two years.

The second part, certification, is the process whereby DEC
determines that institutions moot the regulatory requirements
regarding financial responsibility and administrative capability
to participate in Student Financial Aid programs. The purpose of
the certification process is to keep financially troubled and
administratively deficient institutions out of the Student
Financial Aid programs, so as to protect both the Department of
Education and the r-udents against loss. The Department of

Education reviews in.ormation the schools provide mbout their
staffing; work load; administration and coordination of student
aid programs; the fidelity bond; student withdrawals; internal

controls; verification; satisfactory student progress; and

financial responsibility. Certification is the only process over
which the Department of Education has complete control, and it is
the last step that institutions must take to qualify for

participation in the Student Financial Aid programs.
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"Bad Schools in the System

During our investigation, we found many examples of 'bad"
proprietary schools that got into the system and, despite their
problems, successfully met the requirements for licensing,
accreditation, and eligibility and certification. Some of the
examples ares

*** A cooking school in Washington, D.C., required its atudents to
perform unpaid work in the cafeteria of the Blue PlaIns Sewage
treatment plant, as the main pert of their so-called education.
Classroom instruction wits limited to only a flow classs. The
school had been accredited by two accrediting agencies. After a
long history of student and teacher complaints, one accrediting
body finally withdrew its accreditation; the other agency withdrew
accreditation only two days before the school filed for
bankruptcy.

*0* An accre.ted truck driving school, with multiple branches
located natiohwide, enrolled close to 100,000 students between
1980 and 1988. Virtually all of these students paid for their
tuition with Federal student aid funds. At just one location of
this school, more than 13,000 out of nearly 31,000 students
defaulted on their loans, amounting to nearly $27 million. Among
the problems found at this and other school locations weret
alteration of ability-to-benefit tests, so that unqualified
students were admitted; enrollment of students with physical
disabilities or criminal records that would prevent them from
driving a truck or from obtaining a license to do so; and
falsification of documents to appear to be in compliance with
Federal course-length requirements. As a result of these abuses,
the owner of this school is the subject of a $366 million civil
suit brought by the U.S. Departments of Education and Justice, in
which he is charged with defrauding the Federal guaranteed student
loan program. Interestingly, the owner of this school was at one
time a member of the board of directors of the accrediting body
that accredited his schools.

*** A State agency reported that a Chicago branch campus of a
Phoenix-based school enrolled 1,500 students nd only 100
graduated. Of the 100 graduates, only 10 were able to obtain jobs
in the field for which they trained. The Phoenix main school wax
licensed and accredited in 1961. Between 1963 and 1966, annual
tuition grew from $2 million to $26 million and the school opened
20 branch campuses. At the time it closed in 1967, the school's
students owed about $60 million in student loans. Although some
students may have benefited, many more paid the price for the
rapid expansion of this school's operations.

This school had other branch campuses that generated
problems. The Brooklyn branch, for example, graduated only 40
students of the 1600 enrolled. Contributing to the lack of
student success were problems such as a 90 percent turnover in
faculty in one year and very low placement rates. Reports on the
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reviews of the Los Angeles, Chicago, and Gary branches described
similar patterns of inaccurate end incomplete student records,

untimely refunds, staff turnover, high attrition, and low

placement. Students from two branAes filed class action suits
alleging that thousands of students were defrauded of Student

Financial Aid grants and guaranteed 104M2 because of

pie-in-the-sky promises of employment opportunities.

The school closed completely in 1987, clang an stimated $10

millIon in refunds and leaving thousands of students with

incomplete educations. The school adeitted to owing an additional
$5 million in =paid refunds to the students who had previously

withdrawn from classes. The greatest harm, however, is not

financial. It is the demoralisation in students spirits end lack

of hope for the future. As expressed by a state official, "The

tragedy to the students is inestimable. They took people from the
streets; they've wrecked ... their lives. They've (the students)

lost faith in education.*

*** The refund problem discussed in the prior xample was also
present in a Louisiana business college. In the 18-month period

between January, 1988, and September, 1989, past-due student
refunds grew from about $150,000 to nearly $1.4 million. During

that same period, the school added five branches in three States,

and the owners withdrew about $1.8 million from the school,
$500,000 of which was used to purchase another school in Florida.
Although Texas was successful in having some of the refunds paid
for the branches operating within its jurisdiction, the school has
filed bankruptcy, and it is expected that students who are due
refunds will be held accountable for the full amount of their

loans.

Theoretically, only schools that give *quality education" ere

meant to be included in the Title Iv program. However, during the

course of this investigation, we were told of nueerous accredited

proprietary schools that clearly did not provide quality

education. Education officials from two different States told us

that as many as 5011 of all the accredited proprietary schools in
their States are extremely problematic. Conversely, they told us

that fewer than 10% of their non-accredited proprietary schools

cause problems.

IV. Findings; The Triad ?ails for Proprietary Schools

With the triad system in place, how is it that unscrupulous
schools are able to exist and thrive within the system until the
damage they cause is often irreparable? We found that these
schools take advantage of a system that allows them to easily slip

through the cracks.

Originally designed to operate in the traditional college and

university environment, the present triad governance system,

composed of State licensure, accreditation, and U.S. Department of

Education, Office of Eligibility and Certification, has proven
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largely ineffective in the area of proprietary schools. 'he staff
was told that the current system was originally constructed to
regulate only publicly and privately owned, traditional, two- and
four-year colleges and universities. As described to the staff,
at the outset, the only participants in thin self-regulatory
system were educators. The "business" element of
schools-for-profit was not a factor, nor was it contemplated. The
system was based on the respect, honesty, and integrity of
educators, with the primary motivation in education being the
student's best interest. Those same presumptions are not always
applicable to the current proprietary school industry.

The differences which separate trade or proprietary schools
from traditional colleges and universities are dramatic. Colleges
and universities are generally non-profit; the vast majority of
proprietary schools are for-profit. Colleges and universities are
academic institutions; proprietary schools are mainly commercial
entities. Colleges and universities ore owned publicly and
privately; proprietary schools are primarily privately owned.
Colleges and universities rarely change ownership; proprietary
schools commonly change ownership. Colleges and univrsities do
not employ commissioned marketing representatives; proprietary
schools commonly use commissioned marketing representatives.
Administrative and operational changes generally occur very slowly
at colleges and universities; proprietary schools have a very
fast-moving operating environment.

Many proprietary schools, by their nature, focus on making
money, not on providing quality education. As the staff reported
during the Subcommittee's previous hearing on abuses in Federal
student aid programs, education has become big business. As the
president of CareerCom School in Middletown, Pennsylvania, stated
in the July, 1990, edition of 'Education as Big Business, of the
lndependent Journal of Private Career Edug4tion:

Theze is no way to escape being a slave to the
quarterly report. Quality education and higher
earnings are two masters. You can't serve both.

Some unscrupulous schools may view it aa a waste of money to
devote resources to teachers' salaries, book*, or materials
because this cuts into the profit of the school. On* Illinois
Department of Education official even suggested to us that schools
are sometimes motivated to get away with the minimum and MOORAGE
students to drop out of the programs, especially if the student
has completed 50% or more of the class. At that point, a school
is not required to refund any money to a student who drops out of
the class.

Schools are marketed, bought, and sold in a system very
similar to the multiple listing service weed A the real estate
business. Additionally, school owners of, earn xceisive
salaries, salaries which are derived primarily from the schools
Title IV funds. The "Education as Big Business' article also
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reported that the president of CareerCom in Middletown,
Pennsylvania, earned $687,000 in salary and bonuses in one year,
compensation he defends as necessary for a vocational school to be
competitive. Otherwise, he says, an executive would leave to open
his own school and quickly net $1 million a year.

The attitude of some of these school owners shows little
regard for the intended purposes of the Title IV program and
overall indifference to the interests of the Federal government in

the program. Quoted in the "Education as Big Business article,
the CareerCom president states that he has never paid one dime
for school he has acquired and that all of his proprietary
school's growth came without having to invest any of his personal
money. Instwad, the schools are principally funded through the
Title IV program. On a similar note, a former Georgia school
owner informed Subcommittee staff that the only reason he was in
business was to to turn a profit. He stated, *I'm a businessman
out to make a profit. Truly, I don't care about the well being of
these students."

School owners readily admit that they considered the 19801 as
"Big Bucks time* since, in actuality, there was no practical
barrier to any school owner who wanted to participate in the Title
IV program. in the July, 1990, *Education as Big Business"
article, the Carearcom president stated that during the 1980st

(t)here was no barrier to entry. It was a time
when anybody in that situation would have done what
was done .... It was an opportune time to be
crooked.

At every level, we found that the triad system is ill-aguipped to
deal with this type of profit-driven mentality.

A) State Licensing Is Inadequate:

Our review of the system revealed that, unfortunately, the
effectiveness of the triad process breaks down where it begins,
vith state licensing. State licensing is not uniform, most States
have very weak or minimal standards for licensing proprietary
schools, and State licensing efforts are generally poorly funded.

State oversight and licensing responsibility for proprietary
schools is fragmented. Not only do we have 50 separate State
governments with unique laws, but each State may have as many as
as 51) separate licensing bodies regulating the trade and
proprietary schools in their jurisdiction. In Georgia, as many as
45 separate State agencies have oversight over proprietary
schools, and all these agencies have proprietary schools with high
default rates. In Florida, the Department of Professional
Regulation has responsibility for cosmetology and barber schools,
the Department of Transportation has responsibility for review of
truck driving schools, the Department of Insurance for schools
teaching insurance sales, and the State Board of Independent
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Postsecondary vocational, Terhnical, Trade, and Business Schools
has jurisdiction for schc01 that do not fall under another
agency's specialty.

Each of these independent bodies issues licnses based on
their own standards, without any recognized uniform minimal
standards for quality education. While the Department of
Education continues to rely on State licenses an a stamp of
legitimacy, there is no consistent definition of the educational
prerequisites for licensing.

Even aside from the lack of uniformity, a review of the
different State standards for licensing is equally alarming. As
the Office of the Inspector General for the U.S. Department of
Education noted in their July, 1990, draft report, "The
Department's Process for Recognizing Accrediting Bodies Needs
Improvement," the requirements for becoming legally authorized to
provide postsecondary education in a State range from simply
filing and receiving a general business license to being evaluated
and approved by State boards of education. In some States, an
institution can merely show that it is accredited for a license to
be issued. In the Inspector General's draft report, they
referred to a recent study by the organization of State Higher
Education Executive Officers, which stated that to become fully
accredited, some accrediting agencies require that the
institutions obtain nothing more than a State license. As a
result, the States and the accrediting agencies are, for the most
part, relying on each other as a requirement for full approval,
and the Division of Eligibility and Certification is relying on
both of them as a prerequisite for determining eligibility. At
this point, Er. Chairman, we need to stress that the IG's report
is only a draft and that the Department of Education has not yet
had an opportunity to comment on the report.

We were also told that States often view proprietary schools
as stepchildren and do not allocate adequate resources for
oversight of these schools; rather, the States devote most
resources to primary and secondary education and colleges and
universities, leaving a gaping hole regarding proprietary
schools. Por example, in Georgia, the legislature funds only two
employees to review proprietary school applications and
qualifications. Similarly, the Florida Department of Education
employs only one part-time attorney to represent the State in
licensing actions. Given the lack of manpower, the staff was told
that many States, such as rlorida, are reluctant to aggressively
pursue some "bad" schools, since it generally involves extended
litigation. This, in turn, often leads to otherwise unwarranted
compromises that allow bad schools to continue to operate.

State resources are taxed further because the disgruntled
students from bad proprietary schools turn first to them to seek
assistance and to voice their complaints. States are fielding
most of the complaints about bad schools, because students do not
know whom to consult within the U.S. Department of Education and
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may not know that an accrediting agency may be referred to when
problems arise. Unfortunately, because many State laws regulating
proprietary schools have such minimal standards, the States can do
little more than forward the complaint to the accrediting agency
or the U.S. Department of Education.

ILLArsasititationi
Our investigation revealed that accreditation, like

licensing, is ill-equipped to prevent fraud and abuse in the
student loan program in the proprietary school arena. As noted
earlier, problem schools continue to obtain accreditation with
apparently little, if any, difficulty.

How is it that these problem schools are able to get by the
most relied upon gatekeeper, the accrediting agency? Several sain
avenues have emerged.

Accreditation _can be bought. We were told that owners know
that they can get an unaccredited school accredited simply by
buying an already accredited school and developing some

connection, however tenuous, between the two. Accreditation is
transferrable in the sale of schools. It is generally rubber
stamp of approval from one owner to the next. Donald Kaufman, the
owner of the now-defunct Connecticut Academy in Georgia, dmitted
to the staff that he bought his school's accreditation by buying
school that was already accredited. Connecticut Academy was a
small school in Connecticut that was accredited by WATTS and ABMS
to teach medical assistant courses. Kaufman branched the school
into Georgia and opened a campus. The branch was automatically
accredited by BATTS and ASHES and given a state license based upon
the good reputation of the original school in Connecticut.
However, when a Georgia Department of Education official visited
the Georgia school for license review, she found the school so
sub-standard that the license was cancelled. She found, for
example, that the school did not have proper medical equipment to
teach the courses that had been already accredited by ASHES.

AK/inching, Branch campuses have emerged as a significant
problem because they open and automatically become accredited as
part of a school's main campus, thus avoiding site visit by the
accrediting agency. Branch campuses are also an exception to the
Two-Year Rule, which requires a proprietary school to be in
existence for two years before it may be determined as an eligible
institution to participate in Title IV funding. Congress enacted
this two-year rule to protect proprietary school students from
fly-by-night institutions.

The Inspector General of the Department of Education, in his
February 20, 1990, management improvement report found that a
major problem is caused by schools who use the branch campus route
to rapidly expand beyond their administrative and financial
capabilities. Further, says the IG, the recent growth in the
proprietary school industry, aided significantly by branch
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campusing, has placed a strain on both State licensing and
accrediting agencies, to the point that their ability to control
quality and ensure accountability has been significantly reduced.
As the Subcommittee noted in the hearings earlier this year, the
students and the taxpayers are paying the price for these
shortcomings.

Branching is done by both unethical schools whose purpose in
to profit at the expense of students and taxpayers, as well as by
schools that inadvertently overextend themselves and are forced to
close before completing the program of education. Students are
harmed by both of these types of schools because they are held
responsible for repaying loans for education not providel

According to Federal regulations, the five criteria by which
branch campuses could be excepted from the two-year rule are: the
parent school is well established in the State as evidenced by
having been in existence for at least five years under the same
ownership; the parent school is an eligible institution.; the
parent school owns, operates, manages, or controls the brancirand
exercises acceptable supervision over the branch; the school
requesting the waiver is accredited; and the branch meets all
other requirements to receive Title IV funds, such as accepteble
financial statements and refund policies. According to the
Inspector General, however, these criteria are not relied upon in
practice. Instead if branches are licnsed and accredited,
either by full accreditation, or interim or provisional
accreditation, they will generally be approved for Title IV
participation.

The Inspector General described interim or provisional
accreditation as providing coverage via the institutional
accreditation of the main campus until all accreditation steps are
completed, a process which can take up to 12 months. Although
some accrediting agencies perform on-site reviews prior to
granting interim accreditation, others require only an
application. As a re3u1t, a school could submit a branch
application, be granted interim accreditation and eligibility and
disburse student Financial Aid funds for up to a year without over
having an on-site review. Although accreditation does not
guarantee financial and administrative capability or fully
substitute for the two-year rule, full accreditation and the
associated on-site reviews do provids at least some level of
assurance that a school does exist and students and teachers are
present.

Our investigation revealed numerous examples where branching
had been used by schools to authorise participation in the student
loan program, thereby side-stepping the review process. For
example:

4,+ In California, the owner of the formerly unaccredited
Balin school chain bought a small drafting school in Atlanta,
Georgia, accredited by SACS. SACS allowed the small Atlanta
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school, with only 40 students, to become the went campus for the
other California schools, which taught several hundred students.
Now, all the campuses are eligible to obtain Title IV funds.

** he Georgia School of Bartending, accredited by ACCRT,

purchased the Nanny_LuatitatiLALjargray_silla, an unaccredited
school in California. Immediately, the California school became
accredited by ACCRT and therefore eligible for Title Iv funds,
despite the fact that the two scgools were totally unrelated in
purpose. And, soon after purchase, the schools' owner opened

Nanny Institutes in Georgia and Florida, each campus also
automatically accredited by ACCRT and also eligible for Title IV

funds. Obtaining the greatest amount of Title IV funds became a

goal at the school. During an interview with the staff, a ft:1mm
recruiter for the school stated that hip was instructed to sign up
students for student financial aid, even if they had the ability

to pay without the assistance. After working at the school for a
short time, the recruiter quit. Be said that he was disillusioned
and tired of lying to poor, disedvantaged, vulnerable people.

** St. Mary's of the Plains in Dodge City, Kansas, is a
church-affiliated school and, according to Kansas law, is exempt
from all forms of State oversight, including licensing. It is
accredited by the North Central Association of Colleges and

Schools, a regional accrediting agency. Recently, St. Nary's
agreed to manage a truckdriver correspondence school in Texas.
Because of the licensing exemption of St. Wary's, any future
truckdriver school branch in Kansas would also be exempt from a

State license. The Texas truck driving branch was automatically
granted accreditation and, therefore, eligibility for Title IV
funds. Reportedly, ninety-nine percent of the Texas truck-driving
students are now on Federal financial aid, despite the fact that
the school has never been independently reviewed for licensing or

accreditation. When the branch school on truck driving attempted
to recruit from Georgia, the Georgia Department of Rducation
refused to license their recruiters. A Georgia licensing official
visited the school and decided that the educational programs fell

short of even the most minimal educational standards.
completion of the course, the student, received belt buclt:
instead of certificates as is required by Georgia law.

At least four major accrediting agencies have recently
adopted policies that will, if implemented, take some initial
measures to curb the growth of branch campuses. TVo of the
agencies have policies whereby free-standing institutions are
allowed only one application for a branch campus to be in process

at any one time. The policies of the third allow only two branch
campuses for each main campus whil the policies of the fourth
allow only one in-process branch campus application for small

schools and five for large corporate schools. While these
policies are steps in the right direction, it is still far short
of the increased attention that the problem demands.
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Site examinations_ art. 'ailing to catch_bad schools. Our
review disclosed that schoIs often become pre-accredited, and
thus eligible for participation in the student loan program,
without undergoing a site visit. Branch campuses are accredited
as part of main campuses, ither without being visited at all, or
by being visited long after the deadline has passed. Moreover,
site examination teams can be, and have been, misled to a location
other than the one they ars meant to visit. For instance, South
Florida Vo-Toch, formerly known as the Vocational Training Center
in Miami, Florida, was accredited by SACS and supposed to offer
nursing assistant and respiratory therapy courses. In reality,
the 'school* consisted of nothing more than a few rooms, one with
a desk and another with a hospital bed. The other 'medical'
equipment in the 'school' was sparse and/or didn't work.
Strangely, the only way to enter this classroom was through a big
hole in the dry-wall. A single, interior door was the only entry
into an adjacent tape and record store, which sold largely X-rated
material and was run by the school owner's son. The school's
self-study document listed several clinical affiliations,
including Jackson Memorial Hospital. When called, hospital
officials had no knowledge of any arrangement with the school.
We were told by a Florida Department of Education official that,
evidently, SACS was taken to another location when they conducted
their site visit.

School owners know that site examinations are often
ineffectual in identifying problem schools. A witness the
Subcommittee will hear from this morning, Mr. Tommy Wayne Downe,
told the staff that he laughed after his school's site xam was
over, because it turned out to be so easy. He felt confident that
flaws in his school would not be detected, because none of the
members of the NATTS site examination team had ever been to a
barber school before, and none of them knew anything about cutting
hair. Secondly, he stated that the school could hide bad student
files, because the team members viewed files that the school
selected for them, rather than taking their sample themselves,
directly from the files. The files which the team members
requested were not representative of the entire student
enrollment; they asked only for five files of new students, five
files from among the most recent graduates, and five files of
students who had graduated in the previous six months. The team
spent less than one day at the school to conduct the review.

We also found evidence that schools will move equipment, in
one case, a whole library, from one location to another in
anticipation of a site visit by State officials or accrediting
evaluators. New York State officials told us that when they
accompanied an AICS site visitation team to an Adelphi branch in
Brooklyn, they found that a small room, which on a visit one month
earlier they had found was being used as a storage closet, had
been turned into a fully equipped library. Because these same
State officials had just been to this branch, they alerted the
AICS team personnel that it apparently had been brought in purely
for the occasion of their visit. These suspicions were confirmed
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when they ascertained that none of the books on the sheleves were
listed in the card catalogue file and, moreover, none of the books
that were on the shelves had anything to do with the subjects
being taught at the school. They subsequently reaffirmed thet the
library was nothing more than a "stage-prop" by going back to the
school several months later, whereupon they found that it was
gone. If the State officials had not been there to alert the AICS
team, it is quite possible that this deception would have gone
undetected. The State officials added that they also found a
similar scam in another nearby Adelphi branch, regarding which
they received a tip that all of the classroom training equipment
had been taken out the day after their visit.

The purpose of school site exams is to verify the information
that is contained in the school's application and self-evaluation
report. However, there are other ways that verification can be
conducted. A Florida prosecutor who recently convicted a
proprietary school owner in Tampa commented that verification can
start with just a few phone calls. She said that a call to check
on the owner's background would have alerted federal or state
education officials and accrediting agencies that the "education*
offered at that owner's school was nothing more than a fraud. She
said, "He had a totally fraudulent resume and one phone call would
have exposed them." Fpr instance, he represented that he had a
doctorate degree. In reality, he had, at most, only a high school
education.

0,0 IL= 0

renewal of the school for reaccroditation.
Federal regulations require that recognised accrediting agencies
have a procedure for the timely review of complaints pertaining to
institutional or program quality. Further, the regulations
require that the complaint procedure be fair and equitable to the
person making the complaint and to the institution or program.

In a May, 1989, Inspector General memorandum on Accrediting
Agency Complaint Procedures, it was noted that three proprietary
school accrediting agencies reviewed by the Inspector General's
office did hav written coeplaint policiee and procedures;
however, they varied substantially in form and application.
Although the complaint procedures were in effect, the agencies did
not accept responsibility for complaints related to Title IV
funding. Not a single one of the agencies regarded itself, nor
did any want to be regarded, as a watchdog for the Title IV
program. Reflecting this attitude, the accrediting agencies did
not inform schools and students of the complaint procedure, few
complaints were received, and the Inspector General had very
scanty complaint files to review.

The Inspector General memorandum concluded that the
accrediting agencies and the Department of tducation have
unsatisfactory mechanisms to inform the students and/or school
staffs about how and where to complain if the need arises.
Adequately informed students and teachers eight dramatically

17,)
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increase the number of complaints flowing to accrediting agencies
and to the Department of Education, thereby alerting Title IV
gatekeepers of problem schools.

Dual accreditation is allowed. We found that schools often
seek accreditation from two or more accrediting agencies to ensure
that Title IV funds will continue to flow even if the school's
accreditation is terminated by one of the accrediting agencies.

As an example, which will be reviewed in more detail in
tomorrow's testimony, the Culinary School of Washington was
accredited by both NATTS and ACCET. A review of their files
indicated that when Culinary School applied for accreditation with
ACCET, it was already under a NATTS investigation concerning
allegations of fraud and misconduct. Five months after NATTS had
filed a complaint to revoke their accreditation, Culinary School
applied for, and eventually successfully obtained, accreditation
from ACCET.

Even where there is an attempt to revoke accreditation, due
Drocess constraints regarding the revocation of accreditation can
result in extensive litigation and substantial delays in cutting
off Federal loans to a mbad° school. Schools are seeking
protection in the courts and have been successful in getting
injunctions continuing accreditation until the litigation is
completed, which sometimes takes years.

Also, schools are seeking protection in the bankruptcy courts
and have been successful in obtaining automatic stays and having
accreditation classified as an asset. For instance, a student who
attended the Florida College of Careers recently complained to the
school's accrediting agency, AICS, that he was having trouble
obtaining copies of his financial aid transcripts from the
school. The school had closed, and he was seeking further
schooling from a community college which required his prior
transcripts for hiM to be eligible for additional financial
assistance. A1CS was powerless to help and explained that they
could not take adverse action against the school, because the
courts have classified accreditation as a protected asset under
the bankruptcy laws.

Finally, expectations differ on the duties of the AAES and
the NAC, but there are also differing expectations on what the
duties and responsibilities of the accrediting agencies are. The
U.S. Department of Education expects accrediting agencies to give
assurance that schools in Title IV programs will provide quality
education to students. Part of that function is tO monitor
schools once they have been accredited, to assure that theeducational standards are maintained. To a degree, thin
monitoring f4nction translates into a policing function when the
agency must take action against a school for failing to comply
with established standards.

1
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Accrediting agencies, however, object to this policing
function. It creates an inherent conflict that cannot be

effectively overcome. Becauso once a school is approved by an
accrediting agency, the agency assesses another role for the
schools an advocate. Many agencies have formed powerful lobbying
groups and tlitical action committees and represent their schools
in this oapac.4. The ccrediting agencies argue that they ere
not regulatory agencies, that they lack the financial resources to

perform the policing function, and they reject the burden placed
upon them to oversee the appropriate administration of Title Iv
funds at schools.

ACCREDITATION IS NOT THE ONLY WAY TO CHECK QUALITY EDUCATIONs

Although the Department of Education relies on accrediting
agencies to assure that schools participating in Title IV provide
quality education, not all federal agencies follow their exasple.
Years ago, the Department of Veteran's Affairs discontinued their
reliance on accrediting agencies to approve schools that offer
quality education for veterans. The VA had discovered that after
world War II, veterans were wasting their GI bill funds and other

benefits at accredited schools that often failed to provide
adequate education. To correct this problem, the VA implemented
the State Approving Agencies program in place of accreating
agencies. It is designed to nsure that veterans education
benefits are spent on schools which offer education that is not a
rip-off.

In the State Approving Agencies (SAA) program, Congress
established a program that encourages the chief executive officer
of each State to enter into a contract with the Federal government
ts..

monitor educational programs in the State and, using Federal
law, regulation, and the contract, to detrmine which programs are
eligible to enroll persons using veteran benefits.

Before a veteran may use their benefits at a particular
school, the educational program must first be approved by the VA.

The VA uses the State Approving Agencies system in almost all
States, but in rare cases, where there is no SAA, the VA regional
office performs the ligibility determination. Under the

contract, States are re-iebursed for reasonable and necessary
expenses of salary and travel incurred by employees and an
allowance for administrative expenses. The VA obligatew $12
million per year for the State Approving Agencies program.

There are now 67 State approving agencies that evaluate
schools and programs. When significant findings that need
correction are found within a programs, the school is given the
opportunity to make corrections. If these changes are not made,
approval to participate in the veterans' program is withdrawn. In
instances where gross violations are found, there are no due
process procedures that the SAA must follow when removing schools

from the approved list. Regarding withdrawal, schools are
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encouraged to voluntarily withdraw rather than forcing the issue.

Despite their similar interests, there is no communication
between the State Approving Agencies and the Department of
Education. Each SAA operates under Federal law, regulation, and
the SAA contract, under which there is no requirement that the
Department of Education be notified if the SAA pulls a school's
approval. This means that a school could continue to participate
in federally funded Title IV programs even after the school is
found to be unworthy of receiving Federal funds through the
Veteran's Administration. The same thing occurs in reverse:
Title IV funds could be stopped at a particular school but no one
at the Department of Education would contact SAA to worn them.

Several schools are still operating and participating in
either of these Federal programs after having their participation
in the other revoked. For example, staff were told that VA
participation approval was withdrawn from an Indiana cosmetology
school, which was NATTS- and ACCET-accredited. Officials from the
SAA stated that they took this action when they learned that the
scheol owner was moving her equipment around from locetion to
location during program/site reviews because there wasn't
equipment for all her beauty school locaeions. Despite those
findings, the school is still accredited and is still receiving
Federal student loan funds.

We spoke to several people who compared the effectiveness of
the vA's SAA program ro the Department of Education's reliance on
accrediting agencies. Several opined that accrediting agencies
have no accountability to the public, yet they effectively control
who receives millions in dollars in Federal funds. Some of these
experts think that public functions should never be trusted to
non-public entities. Accountability is lessened, because there is
neither public election to post nor budget control by the tax
payer; nor are the entity's records disclosable.

we heard complaints that the large, national accrediting
agencies are out for the dollars, rather than ensuring the quality
of education. Unlike SAA's annual visits, we were told that
accrediting bodies do not visit schools frequently enough (once
every throe to five years) to be sound in their evaluations.

The SAA program, though, is not without its problems. The
programs vary from State to State; and some States administer weak
programs. On the whole, however, many experts feel that, although
the SAA system is not perfect, it is a much better system than
that of relying solely on State licensing and accreditation for
participation, as does the Department of Education.

C) U.S. Department of Education Criticisms

The U.S. Department of Education is directly involved in two
parts of the triad: in selecting which accrediting agencies will
be recognized by the Secretary of Education; and by certifying
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that the institution is financially and administratively qualified
to participate in the Title IV programs. Our review shows that,
in both aspecta, the Department's oversight efforts fall
significantly short of what is needed to effectively combat waste,
fraud, and abuse in student loan programs.

1. AAEB/National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and
Institutional Eligibilitys

The National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and
Institutional Eligibility (NAC) is a 15-member group of volunteers
who are appointed by the Secretary. Their sole purpose is to
review the qualifications of accrediting agencies in their
applications to be recognised by the Secretary. Renewal
recognition petitions are also reviewed by the MAC. The
Accrediting Agency Evaluation Branch (AAEB) is the support staff
for the RAC. They are the people who actually review the
applications, gather details about the agency's qualifications for
recognition, and make recommendations for the NAC to consider in
their evaluations.

We found that the U.S. Depaztment of Education exercises
very minimal, if any, oversight over the accrediting bodies. They
are considered completely independent, private bodies; and once
they are listed in the Federal Register as recognised by the
Secretary, Federal oversight is seemingly non-existent. Within
the last 10 years, no accrediting agency has been removed from
the recognition list.

The Accrediting Agency Evaluation Branch's (Evaluation
Branch) procedures for reviewing accrediting agencies are
inadequate to provide the quality education assurances that are
required by Federal regulations. (34 CFR 602.10) The reviews by
this staff of currently four individuals generally consist of a
review of the petition and a two to three day site visit at the
accrediting agencies and the schools. The reviews generally do
not concentrate on how well the accrediting body has performed its
responsibilities, but, rather, on whether its petition for
recognition states on its fac that it meets all of the criteria
established by statute. In essence, the process of preparing the
petition is nothing more then regurgitating the Federal
requirements and stating that they are in compliance.

Little verification is conducted, and when it is conducted,
the information discovered tends to be ignored. Even when the
Department knows of an accrediting agency that is reportedly
unreliable in assuring quality educational programs, appropriate
action is not taken by officials to obtain and analyee all
relevant information to perform an adequate review of the
situtaion. Without this, the National Advisory Committee (NAC)
cannot make the appropriate recommendation to the Secretary.

For instance, the Accrediting Commission for Continuing
Education and Training, ACCET, a large national accrediting agency

1.7t;
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was recently recommended for continued recognition by the
Evaluation Branch, even though the evaluation Branch identified
six serious deficiencies that affected the agency's ability to
perform its responsibilities in an effective manner. The
Accrediting Agency evaluation Branch also obtained third-party
information in the form of complaints by or on behalf of students
enrolled at ACM-accredited schools. Those complaints indicated
that the agency was not always accredit/new quality schools and
that deficiencies in th, anency's accrediting procedures allowed
inferior ochools to slip t-hrough the process. Several students
and their attorney were tuld that they would have an opportunity
to address the MAC about their problems with ACM, yet the
evaluation Branch did not notify them of the hearing, and they did
not have an opportunity to present their position. However, the
Evaluation Branch did not provide all of the third-party
information to the NAC, because it did not consider it to be
relevant. The Evaluation Branch recommended recognition to MAC,
because overall it believed that the petition met the criteria in
the regulations and that the deficiencies could be resolved withinone year. Almost without exception, the MAC abides by the
recommendations of the AAEB.

Also, the Evaluation Branch's review does not alwsys consider
all pertinent information within the Department itself regarding
the scLools accredited by the agency. For example, the Office of
Postseco.Idary Education's Certification branch was monitoring 52
schools, because they failed to meet the financial responsibility
and/or administrative capability requirements. However, the
Evaluation Branch did not review this or other data within the
Department because they had insufficient time to do so.

The NAC's time constraints are also debilitating. The MAC
meets only twice yearly, with each meeting lasting only two or
three days. Within this time, the MAC must review new petitions
and continually review the 100 accrediting agencies already
recognized.

In addition to information within the Department, we found
that AAEB does not always consider relevant outside informationsuch as the fact that one accrediting agency was nsmed in a
lawsuit brought by the California Attorney General. The lawsuit
alleged, in part, that the agency accredited schools even though
it knew or reasonably should have known that the schools did notcomply with one or more of the agency's accreditation standards.
Although the lawsuit was filed about the same time as the MAC
hearings, AAEB did not use this information subsequent to the
hearings so that the MAC could reconsider its recommendations to
the Secretary to recognise the agency.

During interviews with Subcommittee staff, the Evaluation
Branch staff stated that their responsibility under the law and
the regulations is limited and that this prevents them from
conducting more in-depth reviews of accrediting agencies. To
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support this position, they rely on the Education Depar meet
Organization Act, PI. 96-88, which states that;

Ho provision of a program administered.by the Secretary
... shall be construed to authorize the Secretary ... to
xercise any direction, supervision, or control over the
curriculum, program of instruction, school, or school
system, (or) over any accrediting agency or association,
xcept to the extent authorised by law.

The also cite 20 USC Section 481(L) of the Higher Education Act of
1965 which states that the Secretary's

... shall not, as a condition of recognition ... impose
upon any accrediting body or bodies standards which are

different or more restrictive than the standards
provided in this section.

The standards referred to in the statute are for the most
part vague and do not define "quality education." Some of the
standards are, "sufficient experience" in the area the agency
seeks accreditation, whether the agency is national or regional in
its 'scope of activity,- that the agency publishes material on its
"purpose, scope, and operational information," that the agency's

policies have "national recognition," that the agency has

'sufficient resources to carry out its function,' and has

"integrity of purpose."

The Inspector General has found that AAEB management believes
that the recognition regulations (34 CFR 602) do not provide them
with the necessary criteria to hold accrediting agencies

accountable. As a result, even when they are aware of an

accrediting agency's apparent problems, they claim that the

regulations leave them powerless to enforce standards on the

agency.

As a
experience
people on
Secretary
appointed.
include a
students.

witness will testify later in the hearing, her
on HAC was frustrating because more than half of the
it knew nothing about accreditation issues. The

is not restricted by any limitations in who can be
Sooe of the non-education people who have served

sales manager, an employee of a California winery, and

Unless AAEB performs more in-depth reviews and considers all

information available concerning an accrediting agency's
performance, including how it handled problems with schools that

it accredited, the Secretarial recognition process cannot be
relied on by the public to identify agencies that are reliable
authorities as to the quality of education and training. Further,

if the Department cannot be sure that the accrediting agencies
perform in an effective manner and cannot take appropriate action
when deficiencies come to its attention, then it should consider
eliminating or reducing its reliance on accreditation as part of

170
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the criteria for eligibility to participate in its student
financial assistance programs.

2. Eligibility and Certificationt

We also found serious shortcomings in De nt of Education
efforts in its second area of direct responsfITITY: ligibility
and certification. According to officials within the Office of
the Inspector General, the Department's eligibility review amounts
to nothing more than a cursory review of the paperwork. No
verification is conducted to ascertain if a school actually has a
valid license and if the school actually is accredited. A finding
of eligibility merely depenas on the word of the school.

Once the Department's Office of Eligibility and Certification
citermines an institution to be eligible, it rarely revokes the
eligibility for reasons other than the loss of a license or
accreditation. When officials in the Eligibility branch were
questioned about this by the Inspector General of the Department,
they stated that they lack the statutory authority to revoke AA
institution's eligibility except where en tnstitution loses its
accreditation or its State license, or it closes. A revocation
action against an institution would only be initiated if the
accrediting agency or State licensing authority first completed
such action. Again, we found an institutions eligibility to
participate in the student loan programs being effectively
decided by accrediting agencies and States, rather than the
Department of Education.

Another problem with the eligibility process is the
Eligibility branch's inability to deal with instances where
institutions have obtained a second accreditation as a safeguard
against losing their first one. Loss of accreditation is normally
one of the three conditions where an institution can lose its
eligibility to participate in the SPA programs. However, if an
institution maintains dual accreditation, then loss of
accreditation from one agency will not result in loss of
eligibility. In these cases, if the first accrediting agency
withdraws its approval, the institution remains eligible by virtue
of approval by the second accrediting agency. Although this may
be a signal that the school has significant problems, the loss of
accreditation does not trigger a Department of education
investigation.

The Student Loan Reconciliation Amendments that went into
effect in 1989 included a section on the effect of loss of
accreditation and may help to resolve some of the weaknesses
concerning dual accreditation. The legislation provides for the
inss of eligibility under the Act for any institution that has had
its institutional accreditation withdrawn or who withdraws from
its accrediting association when it becomes clear that its
accreditation is at risk. However, ven with this law enacted,
there is still a significant time lag between the CLCCMaitiAg
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agency action, notice to the Department, and, finally, cutting off

the flow of student loan funds.

We also found that the Department may fail to take corrective
action, even when it discovers that it previously approved an
ineligible institution. In one instance, the Inspector General
found that an institution continued to participate in the student
loan programa for several years and drew down nearly $470,000,
despite the fact that the Department knew they were not eligible

for any money. Other problems that we were told of included:
incomplete list of eligible institutions in the Institutional Date
System (XDS); misplaced or lost manual e)igibility files due to
lack of proper controls; and no practice of logging and tracking
complaints against institutions, in order to assure resolution.

During our investigation, we were repeatedly told that the

Department's Certification process also does not verify the

information in applications submitted by schools that have been
licensed and accredited and allows virtually all the schomls that
apply for certification and eligibility to get into the Title IV

program. This year, the Inspector General's office determined
that, during FY 1986 through FY 1988, about 2,087 institutions
were reviewed by the Certification branch, with 2,024, or 97%,
ultimately being certifigd. About 800, or 38% of these
institutions were financially troubled and/or had administrative

deficiencies. During this period, about 150 of the institutions
closed with approximately 50 of the institutions closing abruptly
before all educational services were provided to students. As a

result, millions of dollars in SFA funds were wasted and the
students were burdened with debt for loans for services they did

not receive.

The Department has been critical internally, also. The
Department of Eligibility and Certification's Financial Analysis
Section found that its procedures were not designed to scren out
financially troubled schools, As a result, some schools were
certified to participate in the Title IV programs without adegnate
measures being taken to protect the government's and the students'

interests. At times, surety arrangements aro used for schools
that were not, in fact, financially responsible. However, the
amount of the surety arranvements the schools posted represented
only a fraction of the potential loss in Federal funds in the
event that the institutions closed. For instance, in fiscal year
1987, over 200 schools had surety arrangements totalling about $10
million, while Guaranteed Student Loans at risk were in excess of

$200 million. Moreover, when Schools with surety arrangements
closed, the Department of Education failed to collect on them. In

nix cases, $1 million in surety arrangements were not collected,
Moreover, Certification did not, in some instances, revoke an
institution's certification despite its worsening financial

condition.

we also found that the Department's Administrative Analysis

Section certifies institutions even when they have clear

1 u
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indicators of administrative deficiencies. Two such deficiencies
are withdrawal rates exceeding 33% and default rates exceeding
20%. However, institutions are apparently not denied
certification no matter how far they xceed these tolerance
levels. We found many instances where withdrawal rates wore owar
50%, and Certification did not take action to witnhold
certification or place appropriate restrictions on the school's
participation in student financial aid programs. In these
circumstances, Certification would certify the institutions, but
would place the institution on their monitoring list. The
monitoring list merely meant that the school was reqnired annually
to report the status of its excessive withdrawal and/or default
rates. In addition, even though schools failed to correct or
improve the withdraval and/or default rates, certification was not
revoked.

Institutions that add branch campuses do not undergo a
recertification review since this is not required by regulations.
This causes problems because the financial structure and
administrative capaeilities of institutions can be affectedconsiderably by institutions that add branch campuses. The
Certification branch does not recertify these institutions because
the ownership remains the same, and no analysis in performed to
determine whether the new institution is financially or
administratively capable of handling the xpansion. Education
Department officials advised us that they agree there is a need to
recertify in.7itutions when they add branch campuses. Theofficials no ed that they currently eo not have the staff
necessary to perform this function; how. vor, they stated that they
intend to take steps to make recertification a part of the overall
certification control process.

Even aside from the branching issue, there are no
requirements for any institutions to be recertified unless they
undergo a change of ownership. After initial certification,
institutions may never again be reviewed for their financial
responsibility and administrative capabilities to participate in
student financial aid programs.

In short, as it is now, the Department's Eligibility andCertification process amounts to nothing more tilers a paper
shuffle, a rubber stamp of approval, regardless of the information
that is submitted for reviev.

V. Other Contributing Factors Which Allow Problem Schools
To Enter and Remain in the System

A) Lack of Communicattons

There is little or no communication among accrediting
agencies, the U.S. Department of Education and State licensing
bodies and no verification of information contained inapplications to each triad member. For instance, a State
education official told us of a school that started a new program

isi
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without prior State licensing approval and then falsely stated to
its accrediting agency, and to the U.S. Department of Education,

Office of Certification and Eligibility, that the school was

licensed to offer the program. No one from the accrediting agency

or the Department of Education took steps to verify the existence

of the license with State officials.

There is very little, if any, inter-accrediting agency

communication about terminated schools. When one accrediting
agency terminates a school for failing to comply with standards,

the other accrediting agencies are not put on notice. Where the

agencies know of dual accreditation, they do not contact the other

agencies to alert them of problems.

)3)
Self-regulation/Conflicts of _Interekt

The accreditation and licensing legs of the triad we have
described both rely upon self-regulation. Self-regulation depends

on the actual and perceived integrity of the procees, and assumes

that schools will be treated fairly, in accordance with

consistently applied and uniform rules and regulations. Our

review, however, has uncovered at least two potential problems In

this regard.

First, even though it could be argued that accrediting bodies

and State licensing agencies operate as "quasi Agents" of the

Federal government in connection with their Title IV program
involvement, they are for the most part not subject to Federal

standards of conduct vis a vie conflicts of interest. The type of

potential difficulty this presents is illustrated by a case
involving a State Board that oversees postsecondary vocational,

technical, trade, and business schools, which participate in the

Title IV program. According to a rough draft of the meeting
minutes of this State agency, a Board member early this year

actively participated in the deliberations regarding a pending

license for a school, even though this person had a personal

interest in the outccille. This Soerd member, due to a complicated

series of transactions, was owed a siseable Sum of money for

equipment that was in the hands of the school owner whose
application was under review. Analogously, we found that it is

not uncommon for an accrediting agency commissioner to also be a

school owner, whereby he mIght face the possibility of dealing
with matters regarding his own school. In the absence of any
stipulated policy regarding recusal, such circuewtances could

easily create an actual or apparent conflict of interest.

Second, accreditation bodies and State licensing agencies

rely on school owners in key areas of their functional

responsibilities, which as one State officiel put it, is like

putting the prisoners in charge of running the prison. In one

State, for example, we found that four of the five industry-sector

members of its board overseeing proprietary schools were also

sitting members f...f four different accrediting commissions, i.e.,

one each from among ABHES, AICS, NHSC, and NACCAS. Thus, the

1. 8 )A..
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possibility arises that a Board member might act on a State
regulatory matter regarding a school that he had also acted upon
as a member of an accrediting commission. Along these lines, for
example, it is possible that a Board member could feel obligated
to act favorably regarding a school accredited by the accrediting
body on whose commission he sits end/or may have ruled upon on a
previoun occasion.

CONCLUSION

In short, based on our investigation, we believe that the
system by which proprietary schools gain entry and retain access
to rederal guaranteed student loans is seriously flawed and needsto be fixed. Until comprehensive remedial actions are undertaken,
we are likely to continue to face the twin problems of hundreds ofmillions of dollars in losses and thousands of students from
already disadvantaged backgrounds being set back further in their
quest to become successful, contributing members of society.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement. We would be
pleased to answer any questions.

1
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AFFIDAVIT

OF

TOMMY WAYNE DOWNS

My name is Tommy Wayne Downs and between 1984 and 1989 I

was involved with the proprietary school industry; first as a

recruiter, then as a student financial aid administrator and,

finally, as a school owner. I worked for three schools between

1984-1986 and was part- or total owner of three others between

1986-1989. All of the schools with which I was associated

participated in the Federal guaranteed student loan program and

were accredited by agencie3 recognized by the U.E. Department of

Education. I. am presently serving a prison sentence for

fraudulent acts committed in connection with the Federal

guaranteed student loan program.

I am testifying today in the hope that my experience,

both good and bad, may in some small way help this Subcommittee

and the American people understand the problems that exist in

the Federal student loan program.
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My introduction to the proprietary school business was

as a Nashville, Tennessee area recruiter for the North American

Training Academy -- A National Home Study Council-accredited

truck driver training correspondence school headquartered in New

Jersey. During the four or five months I was with this school,

I became the number one salesman in the Nashville area. In one

three week period, for example, I signed up some 180 students

and won a contest as A result. Hy commission for each student

signed up ranged between $75 and $100, depending on whether the

student became a Federal financial aid recipient and

aubsequently completed the program in which he had been

enrolled.

In the proprietary school business what you sell is

"dreams," and so ninety-nine percent )f my sales were made in

the poor, black areas of Nashville. I focused my attention on

welfare offices and unemployment lines, and in housing projects

where I became so familiar to residents that I was known as the

"truck man." My approach to a prospective student was that °if

he could breathe, cribble his name, had a drivers license, and

was over 18 years of age,' he was qualified for North American's

program. My tactics included making the down payment for.the

prospect (the amount of which would be reimbursed to me out of

the financial aid proceeds) and even going so far as to

accompany the prospect to a pawn shop in order for him to obtain

enough money for it. All of these tactics were approved, and

even encouraged, by the school's owners and local management.

1 s .7)
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While successful with North hmerican, I soon tired of

its Bleary owners and local management and their "body count"

operation. In response to a newspaper ad, / met with the owner

of the Excel Business School just outside of Nashville and was

hired to do the recruiting for his programs. This school was

unaccredited, although I believe its medical assistant program

was accredited by the Accrediting Bureau of Health Education

Schools (ABHES).

Excel was totally different from North American. It was

a clean operation and I was responsible for trying to recruit

quality students. I focused my recruiting on recent or

just-graduated high school students and developed a very

successful marketing program targeted on the high school

graduate who was still working at MacDonalds two or three years

after graduation. Prospective students and their parents were

invited to visit the school and were not misled into thinxing

that the training they would receive would qualify them for

anything more than entry level positions. The school's owner

was "a whir" at getting graduates jobs after they had completed

the training program.

After about 18 months with Excel, I was hired as a

recruiter by the owner of a National Association of Trade and

Technical Schools (NATTS)-accredited school, the International

Barber School, which was located across the street. At this

IS t;
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school, for the first time I got heavily involved with student
financial aid. In fact, even though it was a violation of both

NATTS and the U.S. Education Department's policies, I ventually

did recruiting and financial aid at the same time.

In the course of doing financial aid, I learned --
through the financial aid service company the school contracted
with in Chicago -- about one of the Federal student loan
program's leading loan guarantors, the Higher Education

Assistance Foundation (HEAP). In my dealings with HEAP, I soon

discovered that it was 'a school owner's dream" and a source of

"almost instant money." In contrast, for example, to the

Tennessee loan guaranty agency, which took from six weeks to

three months to turn around a loan through its cooperating
lenders, HEAF could process a loan application through itt

cooperating lenders in AS little as six working days. I also

found that HEAP WAS 'loose as a goose' administratively and in

its review procedures. Almost anyone could get a loan through

HEAP if they could figure out how to fill in the blanks on its

computerized forms and deal with its easy-to-satisfy,

Aelly-girl-type administrative personnel.

After remaining with the International Barber School for

about a year -- and tripling the size of its financial aid
program -- I became associated with another individual who

purchased the Rogers School of Hair Design in Nashville. The
owner of this successful, HATTS-accredited school was going on
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the Tennessee Barber Board and could not continue this ownership

while he served on it. Conversely, my partner in this purchase

was just coming off of serving a term on the same Board. These

circumstances surrounding the purchase are worth mentioning

because the former owner was the one whc did the State site

visit required pursuant to the issuance of the new license we

needed after having bought his school.

While the appropriate State authorities were notified of

the purchase, my partner and I decided to ignore the NATTS and

U.S. Education Department requirements regarding such notice.

We did so because we did not want to risk an interruption in the

flow of Federal filancial aid to the school. We never did

notify the U.S. Education Department and sent NATTS the

paperwork some 6 to 8 months later, only because we had decided

to change the name of the school from Rogers to the Guideliners

School of Hair Design. Neither NATTS nor the U.S. Education

Department ever questioned the fact that we had failed to notify

them about the change of ownership. After we notified NATTS of

the name change, it never exercised its option to do a site

visit, as provided for in its procedures regarding such cases.

To the best of my recollection, during the more than two years I

was associated with this school, NATTS never conducted a site

visit to it.

My new status as part-owner provided me with the

opportunity to "test" some ideas that had been developing in my

1 S
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mind since I'd learned about :student financial aid and the

seeming ease with which loans could be obtained through HEAP and

its participating lenders. I decided to invent a fictitious

student -- complete with false name, address, and social

security number -- and run it through the system for A

guaranteed student loan (GSL). I chose a GSL, rather than A

Pell Grant, becauae I knew that Pell Grants could be traced back

to the U.S. Department of Education. I also remembered from my

earlier experience with a U.S. Education Department Atlanta

Regional Office visit to Excel that the staff person on that

occasion only looked at Pell Grants and existing loan files. I

reasoned that there would be no jeopardy from U.S. Education

Department quarters since in my test of the system I had

invented the student out of thin air and therefore there would

be no such file. The Education Department and others who would

visit the school do not have a list of student loan recipients

and therefore must rely on the schools to provide them with

their names and files.

My initial test of the system was successful and from

that time (approximately March, 1986) through rebruary, 1987, I

submitted false GSI, applications to HEAF that led to some

$175,000 in loans through its participating lender, the Norwest

Lank of South Dakota. I deposited these loan funds in a

personal account I maintained at the Nashville Rank of Commerce

and converted them for my own use. This scheme was accidentally

uncovered when, in my absence, a secretary at Guideliners

1 S
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received a copy of a HEAP computer printout listing the school's

loan transactions for the period. The secretary noticed that

there were many names on the HEAF list that ohe did not

recognize as being students and therefore called HEAP to ask if

the correct list had been sent. HEAF looked into this matter

and as a result an Investigation was conducted by Federal

authorities, which ultimately led to my being convicted of fraud

in August, 1969.

At the same time I was conducting this fraudulent scheme

at Guideliners, I came upon an opportunity to purchase a school

in Pennsylvania, the Pittsburg Barber School. This school had

just been re-accredited by NATTS and was available for $50,000

because its elderly owner wanted to retire. I bought it in

January, 1987 and as with the case of Rogers, never notified

either NATTS or the U.S. Education Department of the change in

ownership. The State of Pennsylvania immediately relicensed the

school and I immediately hooked up again with HEAP. I did not,

however, run any bogus loans through this school because

wanted to keep it clean and I did not think I'd be able to keep

track of such loans if I was commuting back and forth from

Nashville.

Subseqeently, another opportunity to acquire a school

unexpectedly came my way and in November, 1987 I purchased the

Harrisburg Barber School for $1,000. This school had also been

accredited by NATTS, but was deeply in debt at the time of the
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purchase. Once I got into the record., I found out it was a

real mess. The owner from whom I'd bought it, had never

notified NATTS of his purchase from the previous owner 18 months

earlier and the school was scheduled for a re-accreditation

visit in December, 1987. I went to Washington to discuss this

state of affairs with NATTS officials, who gave me an extension

so I could straighten the school up.

Although the NATTS extension was for six months, the

site visit did not take place until a year later, in November,

1988. While I worried about it greatly, / laughed after it was

over because it turned out to be so easy. In the first place,

none of the members of the NATTS site examination team had aver

been to a barber school before and none of them ',,new anything

about cutting hair. Secondly, thc team members reviewed files

that the school provided them, rather than taking their sample

from the files themselves. Thirdly, the team members didn't ask

for very much in the way of files to review -- five files of new

students, five files from among the most recent graduates, and

five files of students that had graduated in the previous six

months. The team was at the school for one day from about 9100

a.m. until 300 p.m.

While I respect RATTS and the good intentions of its

staff and visitation team members, I thirk that the aite visit

process Is flawed because of the very fact that some of the team

members are school owners. Such owners, I believe, are not

A
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likely to be very hard on your school because they may find

themselves being visited by a team on which you might be serving

sometime in the future. In general, I also think -.hat

accreditation people are neither geared to or interested in

being policemen whose mission is to uncover serious problems and

wrongdoing.

At the Harrisburg school, even though I was already

under investigation for committ:ag the same offenae at the

Rogers/Guldeliners School in Nashville, I began to do the bogus

loan* and in just two-and-a-half months (between May and July,

1988) ran almost $270,000 through the system. I was caught when

an employee of a secondary market purchaser of student loans,

the Western Loan Marketing p.aociation, nntified HEAF of

discrepincicr that had been found in loans originated in

connection with the Harrisburg Barber School. I must point out

that while HEAF did investigate this situation and alert the

appropriate Federal authorities, HEAF people also approved the

GSL applications from the Pittsburg and Harrisburg Barber

Schools even after they knew that I was under investigation for

my activities at the Rogers/Guidelinelr school.

In closing, I want to say that I have every reason to

believe that I could carry out this same scheme if I were

released from prison. It's simply too easy to get loans

approved with no one checking any of the facto given on the loan

application. For example, I believe, that even now HEAP, other

192
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guaianty institutions and Federal agencies, such as the U.S.

Department of Education, do not have the authority to verify

social security numbers on loan applications. It is also easy

to use slum addresses and addresses in highly transient areas to

avoid detection. In addition, as far as I know HEAF does little

more in monitoring the status of a student loan recipient beyond

sending out a form every few months asking the school to tell

them about that student's current status. I figure I could

check the right box and move a -ghost student from program to

program, extending his st.mingly legitimate status for years and

collecting loan after loan before anyone would actually audit

the file tu dete&-tine if the student even exists.

I do also have some suggestions on how to improve the

current situation with proprietary schools. I think, for

example, that policing of the industry is abseautely necessary.

Since the accrediting agencies WI pressctly structured are not

,I.apabla of doing this, I suggest that a separate, independent

entity within them be set up cxpressly to do enforcement-type

site visits.

I also think that the U.S. Department of Education ought

to be more enforcement minded. The Department employees I dealt

with only seemed interested in checking that the -correct* boxes

had been filled in on a given form. They were concerned only

with the paperwork and not the substance of the student loans.

This attitude has to change. The Department needs to be more
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aggressive in getting the important facts and figures. For

instance, the Department should direct the guaranty agencies to

do more verification of information on application forms and

other official dommonts submitted by schools. I think schools

should be required to submit monthly reports on their loans and

that ownership changes should be more closely looked into than

they have been in the past. I also believe that State Ilconsing

bodies need to tighten up their proprietary school-related

policies and procedures.

In conclusion, let me just add that although I committed

a serious crime against the government, I am proud of the fact

that none of the students that ever attended my barber schools

were ever hurt. They all got a good education -- probably as

good as they could get for the tlition they paid. This does not

in any way justify what I did, but it does to some extent

separate me from the hundreds of other proprietary school owners

who I know provide little, if any, education to the poor

students that desperately netd the skills their schools should

offer. My only hope from this testimony today is that it may

result in the development of a program that not only would have

prevented my "paper" fraud, but also one that addresses the

fraud committed daily against unsuspecting students by these

other unscrupulous proprietary school owners.

Thank you very much for the opportunity to testify.

am more than happy to answer any questions ycu my have.

1 9 4
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have read, reviewed, and ititialled each page of this

statement consisting of 12 pages, and I swear, to the best of my

knowledge and belief, that the statements contained herein are
true and correct.

7,5;t7y.(J4
Tommy Wayne Downs

Sworn to and subscribed before me

this day of

k

Notary Public

My Commission expires
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DIPAUTKENT OF ZDUCATIOU

Statement by

James B. Thomas, Jr.
Inspector Senegal

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to discuss tha fforts of the

Office of Inspector General (OIG) regarding the student
financial aid accreditation, certification and eligibility

processes used to determine which institutions may
participate in Department of Education (ED) student aid
programs.

Several years ago, OIG assessed the student aid programs as

being the most vulnerable to fraud and abuse in the

Department. This assessment was based in part on audits and

investigations which disclosed major instances of fraud and

abuse in the programs, particularly at proprietary schools.

In addition, these programs were identified by both the

Office of Management and Budget and the General Accounting

Office recently in their lists of most vulnerable Federal

19,
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programs. Concern has increased by the well publicized

problems with a large national guarantee agency - the Higher

Education Assistance Foundation (HUY) - but certainly did

not begin wlth it. We have seen major proprietary schools

such as Superior Training and Adelphi Institute cm bankrupt

in the wake of MG audits and investigations owing ED and

their students millions of dollars. Lenders, most notably

First Independent Trust Co., have gone into liquidation,

leaving a wake of financial disaster. Florida Federal

Savings and Loan was ordered to.pay ED $17 million after

conviction of fraud in loan servicing. Third party servicers

have had difficulties as well, including United Education

Software which is in bankruptcy.

In recent years, we have been devoting about two-thirds of

our staff effort - over 200 staff years - to the student aid

area with a view toward recommending legislative, regulatory

or management improvements intended to prevent potential

program tbuses from occurring. This effort has been

coordinated with our continuing investigations, audits and

inspections of individuals and institutions which recommend

recovery of misspent funds or other administrative action by

ED's program office or action by prosecuting authorities

where appropriate.

We identified a number of issue areas in the student aid

programs on which to focus our efforts and have issued a

-2-
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series of management improvement reports which include

recommendations to correct systemic weaknesses that have led

or could lead to recurring problems. In addition, wet have

completed, ongoing and scow planned audits of the processes

ED uses to allow participation in student aid programs and to

monitor the cospliance with applicable rules, as well as

those processes the Department uses to take action against

those schools which are abusing the programs, including

removal from program participation.

We recognize that program abuse can be significantly reduced

if problem schools can be prevented from participating in the

student aid programs in the first place. Wiz haveteen made

well aware time and time again of the arduous, time

consuming, resource intensive.process involved in getting an

abusive school out of the programs. consequently, the issue

areas we have focused on include the accreditation,

eligibility, and certification processes which determine

whether a school can participate in the programs.

Under this process, often called the Triad, a school must be

accredited by an accrediting agency recognized by the

secretary of Education, must be licensed to provide

postsecondary education in the state in which it is located,

and must be determined eligible and be certified by the

Department to be financially responsible and administratively

capable to participate in the programs. The Department's

-3-
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role in granting a school the right to participate in the

student aid programs consists of three processes: the

accrediting agency recognition process, the institutional

eligibility process, and the certification process. (Diagram

attached).

While this may sound comprehensive in theory, we have found

that in practice it is all too often a "paper chase," and

overall the accrediting, eligibility, and certification

system is not effective in protecting Federal funds from

misuse or in protecting students. ED relies heavily on

accreditation, but accreditation does not assure educational

quality and fair dealings with students. ED relies on state

licensure, but state licensure requirements vary widely, as

do state resources devoted to policing schools. The

Department's certification process is flawed and limited and

it doss not protect students because it is primarily a

einisal review of the school's own representations about its

financial and administrative condition. Department officials

who make the decisions to allow participation in the programs

perJeive that they are not authorized to deny schools

pa:ticipation so long as they meet the minimal requirements.

We have identified problems related to the accreditation,

eligibility, and certification processes in an issued audit

report and several management improvement reports. In

addition, we have three draft audit reports with Department

-4-
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officials for written comment. While I will describe the

results of all of these efforts, it is important to note that

with respect to the draft reports, the Department is just now

in the process of responding in writing. However, as this

work has progressed, we nave been working informally with the

ED program managers on corrective actions where possible.

would like to present the highlights of our work in those

areas, but I would like to point out also that the

accreditation, eligibility, and certification processes are

not the only ones in the student aid delivery system with

problems. The delivery system includes as participants not
only ED and the students and the schools and their
accreditors and licensors, it also includes lenders,

guarantee agencies, servicers, secondary markets, and

auditors.. (Chart attached). Obviously, if problem schools

are allowed into the programs, we will find serious abuses of

the programs at schools, and indeed we have reported many
serious problems in our recent semiannual reports to

Congress. As I have said, it is hard to get these schools

out of the programs. We have also found problems with

virtually all of the other participant groups in the

programs. Despite these findings, however, in no way do X
intend to imply that all or most of the proprietary schools
or other institutions participating in the student aid

programs are abusing them. Actually, most do a very good
job, but we have seen abuse and in many cases it is with some

-5-
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of the larger participants. It is important to keep this in

perspective.

We are working to address a variety of issues covering

schools and other participants, however, the specific concern

of these hearings is with accreditation, eligibility, and

certification, so I will summariz our findings in this

area. This work looked primarily at the system as it is and

in that sense our recommendations are in a sense tune-ups for

a system that may need overhaul. I will come back to this

broader issue later.

garstswitisan_QtAgsatcliting_katncira

the Department of Education organization Act precludes ED

from becoming involved in matters related to educational

curriculum. Accordingly, under the Higher Education Act, ED

must rely on the independent accrediting agencies as

authorities regarding the quality of education offered by

postsecondary institutions that wish to participate in the

student financial aid programs. The only control ED retains

concerning educational quality is in the process it uses to

determine which accrediting bodies it will recognize and in

the requirement that these agencies be re-evaluated at least

every five years.

-6-
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In making decisions- about recognition of accrediting

agencies, the Secretary considers the recommendations of the

National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and

Institutional Eligibility (NAC) whose meMbers are appointed

by the Secretary. ED staff is responsible for reviewing

information submitted by the accrediting agencies and written

third party comments. The staff reviews and prepares a

written analysis of all information it considers relevant an*

submits its report to the NAC. A public hearing is held by

the NAC and petitioning accrediting agencies are invited to

make oral presentations, as are ED staff and third parties.

The NAC then reports its findings and recommendations to the

Secretary, who makes the final decision regarding recognition

or renewal of recognition of an accrediting agency.

Of 31 initial applications received since 1982, three have

been denied. Of 170 renewal applications in the same period,

only one has been denied. ED staff has never recommended

that an accrediting agency's recognition not be renewed, even

when serious deficienciel were evident. In only one case did

NAC act counter to the ED staff's recommendation for renewal

and not recommend renewal to the Secretary.

We found that ED's accrediting agency recognition process

does not include adequate research and analysis to assure

that way reliable agencies are recognized. ED staff

analysis relied primarily on the represeetations made by the

-7-
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accrediting agencies in their petitions. Staff did not

provide all third party information to the MAC. Information

on accredited schools, such as high default rates and poor

ability to benefit tests that indicated problems with the

quality of education or abuses of the programs, was readily

available in ED, however, neither the staff review nor the

NAC hearings addressed these problem schools as part of the

recognition process. As a result, both NAC and the Secretary

made decisions without assurance that agencies were

reliable.

Despite these weaknesses and the lack of assurances provided

by the recognition process, ED uses the accrediting agencies'

decisions as one of the two primary criteria to determine

schools' eligibility to participate in the student aid

programs. As a result, billions of dollars available to

students each year through loans and grants may be at risk.

We conclu.led that it is time for ED to either strengthen the

recognition process or significantly reduce it's reliance on

the accrediting agencies. To improve the existing system, we

are recommending controls to strengthen staff and NAC

review. The staff should conduct more in-depth reviews of

those accrediting agencies that accredit schools representing

the greatest risk to program funds, and they should request

third party information as a first step in the review process

so that the information can be used in planning the review.

-8-
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We are also recommending that ED develop written policies and

procedures for reviewing recognition criteria and consider a

weighting system to help the staff make appropriate decisions

when an agency fails to meet critical criteria.

For NAC, we are recommending that ED staff provide members

with written guidance detailing their responsibilities and

procedures for reviewing and making determinations on the

accrediting agencies' compliance with the regulations. We

had found that NAC members were not always sure about the

options available to them when considering whether an

accrediting agency met all the recognition criteria, and NAC

did not always make consistent decisions at the hearings.

Program officials are considering our draft recommendations

in these areas.

The situation we found is not new. Eleven years ago, the

General Accounting Office (GAO) reported that reviews of

accrediting agencies' requests for recognition were for the

most part inadequate, and concluded that adequate

documentation and thorough independent evaluation was

necessary to determine whether accrediting agencies merit

recognitionLas reliable authorities on educational quality.

-9-
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Institutional Eligibility Proem

While ED has an eligibility determination process, the

process is primarily to determine whether the institution is

accredited and licensed. Thus, school eligibility is

actually determined by the accrediting agencies and ntate

licenoing agencies -- agencies outside ED which have

significant variations in reviroments.

We have discussed concerns with the recognition process for

accrediting agencies. ED officials responsible for the

thousands of eligibility determinations made each year

expressed concern over the quality of standards used by

certain accrediting agencies, but believe their function is

only to verify that an institution has accreditation, not to

evaluate the quality or the variation of the accreditation.

In some cases, institutions maintained dual accreditation and

retained eligibility even after one of the accrediting

agencies withdrew its accreditation. ED has rarely revoked

eligibility of an institution except when an institution lost

its accreditation or license or closed. Officials believe

the statutes and regulations; restrict their authority to

revoke eligibility to those Instances.

We also have concerns about state licensing. We found that

some states only require an institution to be incorporated

and to have obtained a business license to qualify as legally

-10-
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authorized to provide postsecce-Lary education. In these

instances, the state does not analyse or monitor the quality

of the educational progrms offered. Other states have

independent

curriculums.

and approved

educational agencies which specialize in

Some states require that a program be evaluated

by the state board of education.

We are recommending that ED. propose amendments to the Higher

Education Act

agencies must

to specify minimum

use, analyze

licensing and propose minimum

each

standards accrediting

state's criteria tor

standards they should require

institutions to meet for licensing, and take steps to resolve

the issues when an institution's accreditation is revoked by

one accreditino agency aed retained by another. Program

officials are considering our draft recommendations.

In its report eleven years ago, the General Accounting Office

also reported concern that there ware fundamental differences

in the perceptions of the roles of the Federal government,

the accrediting agencies and the states in the institutional

eligibility process. GAO recommended then that the rasa be

clarified through appropriate legislative amendments.

In addition to these broad weaknesses in the process, we also

found during our testing that three institutions were

determined to be eligible even though they lacked the

required accreditation or license. These three institutions

2
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received about $480,000 in Fell grant funds to which they

were not entitled. Even when the Department became aware of

the problem, it did not act quickly to revoke eligibility or

to notify the Financial Management Service to cut off the

flow of funds.

Coordination procedures are needed for promptly notifying

ED's Financial Management Service to stop payment on accounts

of all ineligible institutions. ED also needs to notify

guarantee agencies immediately when an institution loses its

eligibility to assure that no additional loans are guaranteed

for students attending the institution. We found that during

a nine month period, $1.6 million in loans had been

guaranteed for 19 institutions for up to three months after

their eligibility was terminated.

Since July 1, 1988, eligibility regulations require each

institution to have its eligibility status updated at least

every four years. However, ED has no plan to enforce this

requirement. In December 1989, there were 4,555 institutions

overdue for redetermination and no institution bad ever been

terminated for not responding to update requests from ED.

We also noted other deficiencies which negatively impact on

ED's ability to monitor institutions and assure proper use of

Federal funds.

4
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Controls were not adequate to assure individuals

handling student aid at institutions had never been

convicted of fraud involving Federal funds.

ED cannot produce a couplets universe of eligible

institutions.

ED could not provide us a number of files we

se.vected for review because they were lost or

misplaced.

We are providing recommendations to address each of these

areas and program officials are considering recommendations

in our draft report.

Certification Process - Financial Analysis

ED's financial analysis certification procedures are not

adequate to protect either the students' or the government's

financial interests. This is especially evident in those

instances where a school closed before all educational

services were received by the students. From October 1985 to

June 1988, we estimate that 53 schools closed before all

services were provided. As a result, as many as 10,000

students lost loans and grants worth about $30 million. We

believe that if ED implements recommendations w have made,
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about $14 million 1611 be saved annually because the

students' and government's interests will be better

protected.

ED is responsible for reviewing each school's financial

statements to determine whether the school is financially

responsible before being certified to participate in ED

programs. Prom October 1985 to September 1988, 2,087 schools

applied for certification, of which 2,024 or 97% were

certified.

In general, an institution is considered to be financially

responsible if it is able to provide services described in

its official publications, provide the administrative

resources necessary to comply with the requirements of the

regulations and meet all of its financial obligations. An

institution is not considered financially responsible and can

be denied certification if it has such problems as a history

of operating losses or a ratio of current assets to current

liabilities of less than one to one. However, even in these

cases, ED may consider an institution financially responsible

and certify it if the institution provides a surety

arrangement.

We found that the surety arrangement system was essentially a

mechanism for assuring that schools could be certified. In

addition, the surety arrangements were generally inadequate
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to cover the student aid at risk and they were not required

for all financially weak schools.

Indeed, in the 53 cases cited above, ED had surety

arrangements with only seven of the schools, and the

arrangements covered only about 9% of the total guaranteed

student loans at risk. They did not cover ED's cash advances

for Pell grants. Purther, only one of the surety

arrangements was collected because controls were not adequate

to assure claims and collections were made when schools

closed.

As of October 1988, ED was monitoring the financial progress

of about SOO financially weak schools, that is, looking at

the schools' financial statements and comparing their

progress to the prior statements. Of the SOO schools, ED

required only 239 to obtain surety arrangements and, of

these, only about $10 million or 5% of the $200 million in

guaranteed student loans was underwritten. Most institutions

were required to obtain surety agreements between $10,000 and

$50,000 regardless of the extent of their participation in

the student aid programs.

We reviewed 29 closed schools that ED had been monitoring and

found there ware clear indications of financial problems

either initially when the school applied for certification or

during subsequent financial analyses. In 21 of the 29 cases,
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the schools failed to meet one or more of the financial

responsibility tests. Instead of denying the schools

certification, ED certified them based on the school's

agreement to either obtain a surety arrangement or submit to

annual financial monitoring.

As an xample of the difficulties this presented, the

financial statements of one school that applied for and

received certification showed a net loss of $3,400 and a

current ratio of 1 to 1.2. ED certified the school on the

condition that it obtain a $20)000 performance bond. The

school's condition worsened during each of the next three

years until its statements showed a net loss of $377,000 and

a current ratio of 1 to 2.4. Instead of denying

recertification, ED increased the bond requirement to

$100,00a. While there were complaints in newspapers /and on

television about the training promised not being received, ED

did not indicate that these conditions were taken into

consideration during recertification. About one year later,

the school declared bankruptcy leaving students with loans

worth about $716,000 unable to complete the education they

had paid for. ED filed a claim in the bankruptcy court for

about $2 million for cash advances it had made for other

student financial aid, however, the school had no assets. ED

never collected the $100,000 bond.
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We recommended implementation of a policy denying

certification or recertification to schools that do not meet

the financial reeponsibility tests and do not obtain adequate

surety coverage. ED program officials agreed to do this for

initial certification, but believe that they cannot deny

certification to schools that are already certified without

allowing the sdhools to post surety pending termination

proceedings. They also believe that the amount of surety

should be tied to the "unearned" portion of the tuition and

fees in accordance with the doctrine of partial performance.

We disagree because this concept is generally not applicable

when a proprietary school closes before delivering all

services, since the students do not earn credits that are

generally recognized by other schools.

In reviewing certification procedures, we noted that ED does

not pergorm an extensive financial analysis or use all the

infcrmatio-i avallet-le in the Department when certifying a

school. ED reviewers assessed whether a school had negative

balances in its latest complete financial statements or a

lass than one to one current ratio, but did not perform an

analysis that could be considered extensive. In most cases,

reviewers did not review current year financial statements or

attsmpt to project the governmenCl's risk of loss if the

sc:.00I failed or assess the school's enzollment to project

guaranteed student loans and cash advances at risk. We also

question the reliability of tnu statements sebmitted because
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many were not certified by an independent public accountant.

These would be beneficial because, starting January 1969,

auditors are required to more clearly disclose when

conditions indicate that an eztity-is in danger of failing.

we recommended specific actions for program officimas to take

to dal with these issues. Program officials agreed with

most of our recommendations.

During fiscal yearm 1986 and 1987, ED did not collect on six

surety arrangements after the schools closed. The surety

arrangements consisted of performance bonds and letters of

credit worth $195,000, and corporate pledges of assets that

were supposed to underwrite about $505,000 of outstanding

loans. Collections were not made because the two responsible

ED organizations did not coordinate their activities.

The final step in the process for a postsecondary institution

to qualify for participation in the student aid programs is

certification of administrative capability. By regulation,

administrative capability has to do with having adequate

records, staffing, separation of duties, standards for

measuring satisfactory academic progress, and so forth. In

addition, the Secretary considers it an indication of

-18-
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impaired administrative capability if echool default rates

exceed 20 percent, or withdrawal rates xceed 33 percent.

While new schools entering the student aid programs may not

have established default rates to present to the officials

responsible for certification, withdrawal rates are available

and required.

We found that the Department's administrative capability

certification process does not prevent deficient schools from

participating In the student aid programs. Department staff

rely to a great extent on the integrity of school owners and

do not perform adequate independent analysis or on-site

visits to assure representations made on the certification

application are factual. Institutions were routinely

certified despite indications of problems which could mean

the presence of impaired administrative capability.

Specifically, institutions with high withdrawal rates ware

certified, placing billions of dollars at risk. Prior

studies by GAO and others indicate strong correlations

between high default rates and high withdrawal rates. As of

August 1990, ED program managers had information available

indicating problems with high withdrawal rates at 345

schools: and between 1987 and 1989, these schools received

over $2 billion.
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One school had a withdrawal rats of over 50% for fiscal years

1985 thru 1987, while the guaranteed student loan default

rates were 73.5% and 55.4% for 1906 and 1987, respectively.

ED did not take action other than to continue itt monitor the

institution for the excessive withdrawal. and default rates.

During fiscal years 1987 and 1988, the institution received

nearly $7.5 million in loan funds, even though ED managers

should have been aware that at least one out of every two

borrowers probably would withdraw and eventually default,

based on this historical record. ED management advised us

that they did not have the authority to take strong actions,

such as termination, when schools did not sufficiently

correct high withdremma rates.

We found other instances in which schools were certified

without adequate assurance that students receiving student

aid funds were maintaining satisfactory academic progress.

Also, even though schools were being certified for

administrative capability with these potential problems,

dollars at risk were not minimally protected. The Department

did not assure that surety arrangements were appropriate or

that they were collected.

We are recommending that ED perform on-site reviews Net

schools that represent the greatest vulnerability to ths.

programs; develop a system. for monitoring all institutions so

that critical changes such as dramatic increases in aid or
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draw downs will result in new administrative certification

analysis and/or an on-site visit; and deny, limit or
terminate certification where there are indications of

administrative deficiencies. We are also recommending that

bench marks similar to those for the default initiative be

established for reduction of withdrawal rate problems.

In addition to these issues, we found that institutions are
not required by regulation and have not undergone a

recertification review when they add branch campuses. The
administrative capabilities and financial structure of
institutions are affected considerably by adding branch
campuses. Thus branch campuses gain access to student aid
funds without review, even though ED is not aware of the
effect of the expansion. Program officials informed us that
they have decided to change the policy and select all
institutions adding branch campuses for recertification
reviews in the future. We

recommendation concerning the

described below.

Drapek Campus Issue

have made an additional

branch campus issue as

In addition to other requirements for eligibility, the

Congress enacted a statutory requirement that a proprietary

school be in existence for two years before it may be

-21-
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determined to be an eligible institution. This provision was

to protect the student consumer from fly-by-night

institutions. We found that the protection has been eroded

through a series of administrative actions - primarily the

waiver of the two year rule for branch campuses or affiliated

schools and the process of accepting interim accreditation.

Schools have used the branch campus route to expand rapidly

beyond their administrative and financial capability to

control properly the programs and fulfill responsibilities to

students. Further, because of the volume of branching

activities, licensing And accrediting agencies have been

unable to monitor adequately the growth and ensure the

quality of education being provided by those branches.

As an example, on the basis of a history of operating a small

barber school with about 20 students receiving a total of

about $50,000 in student aid at any given time, one school

was determined to be financially and administratively capable

to operate a mas,,nry school in a major metropolitan area more

than 300 miles auay. Within nine months, about 700 students

were enrolled and awarded nearly $3.7 million in aid funds.

Subsequently, the branch campus (the masonry school) closed.

Only about 20 students actually may have obtained

masonry-related jobs, and an undetermined amount of tuition

refunds were owed when the campus closed. While the barber
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college had been open for some time, the masonry school was

not held to the two year rule.

Although there are five specific criteria under which ED

excepts a branch campus from the two year rule, it appears

that if brandhes are licensed and accredited, whether full

accreditation or interim or provisional accreditation, they

will be approved. Interim or provisional accreditation for

some accrediting agencies requires only an application.

We have recommended that most of the problems with branch

campuses could be eliminated by merely enforcing the two year

requirement for branch campuses.

Course Lenath and Course Str4chinq

Two additional issues emphasize the difficulties involved

with ED relying on accrediting agencies and/or state bodies

in controlling access to student aid funds. These involve

situations where, in order to qualify for participation in

student aid programs, some institutions have misrepresented

the length of their courses, asserting they are longer than

they actually are, or situations where institutions have

developed programs that are longer than needed to qualify

students for gainful employment, resulting in needless time

in class and debts to students.
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ED's procedures for verifying reported course length data are

generally limited to examining the mathematical consistency

of the reported hours, a comparison to the institution's

course catalog, and review of whether the represented hours

meet the requirements. The procedures do not include a

verification of the actual hours required to complete the

courses. If the actual course length has not boon verified

by the accrediting agency or the state authorizing entity, or

if the institution has provided false or inaccurate course

length information to ED and/or to the accrediting agencies

and state authorizing entities, ED may have granted

eligibility to institutions whose programs are not eligible

for student aid. We found and reported on three such cases.

We also believe that in other cases courses are being

stretched substantially beyond what is required to obtain

employment in order to qualify for student aid funds.

Although there are minimum course length standards for

eligibility, there is neither a standard for determining

appropriate course length nor a requirement that course

length be reviewed and approved by any party to the

eligibility determination pkocess. Eligible institutions

have almost total discretion over the length of training

programs offered. Unfortunately, that degree of latitude

linked to inadequate oversight may have encouraged some
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institutions to develop programs longer than needed to

qualify students for gainful employment.

W. made rcommendations that ED ensure verification of hours

reported and consider studying stablithment of guidelines

for determining appropriate cours lengths for varioua

occupations and seek legislative authority for approving

course length.

Clock to Credit Hour Conversions

Credit hours are used as course length me....ures at degree

granting institutions where credits may be transferred, while

clock hours are used by certificate granting schools. Clock

and credit hour equivalencies for measuring course length are

present in existing regulations, however, ED accepts

conversions approved by accrediting agencies, with the

understanding that the agencies are reviewing the conversions

for reasonableness. We believe ED must take action to limit

abuss that occur whn schools aestign unreasonable credit

hours to clock hour training programs eolely to obtain

additional student aid funds.

An example of such abuse ir,olves a school where a 13 month,

1,300 clock hour x-ray technician program was reported as

converted to 78 credit hours. While an actual change in
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workload did not take place as required, the so-called

conversion increased student aid funding qualification from

$8,500 to nearly $18,000. The conversion meant.: students

enrolled in the program were eligible for up to four Stafford

loans, the same number that can be made to full-time students

in traditional four-year degree granting institutions.

Clock to credit hour conversions are supported by accrediting

agencies representing private vocational schools. on the

premise that those schools are offering theory and lecture

similar to credit haus programs. Although it has not

rejected conversions approved by accrediting agencies, ED has

expressed concern that schools are converting to credit hours

solely to make programs eligible for additional student aid

funds. ED holds accrediting agencies responsible for making

adequate reviews and realistic determinations about proposed

conversions and has promised to reassess its position if

agency decisions are feund to be lacking. Nonetheless,

highly questionable conversions have been approved for

practically all, not just exceptional, c..ses.

To be considered legally authorized, a school must measure

educational programs in clock hours if the state in which the

school is located requires such measurement. ED officials

have indicated that they hoped this would be a soletion to

abuses associated with clock to credit hour conversions.

However, some state boards have already been persuaded te
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change their procedures to allow such schools to convert to
credit hours. The conversion formulas adopted by the boards

mirror those of the accrediting agencies. This makes it more

evident that instead of relying on accrediting andior state

agencies to limit clock to credit hour abuses, ED must take

sore direct action.

We recommended that ED enforce the student aid equivalencies
so that, regardless of the system of measurement used,
students enrolled in courses of similar cont.nt and length

qualify for similar amounts of aid and that ED not rely on

organizations it cannot control. If accrediting agencies are
to remain part of the system, ED should stipulate the

standards they must meet when aid is affected and than review

the agencies to ascertain whether they are in compliance.

Institutional Zeta System (10.1

ED's Institutional Data System (IDS) is a single data base

system capable of processing extensive information on the

universe of postsecondary education institutions as well as
lenders and guarantee agencies. This is the only
comprehensive source of information in ED regarding an

institution's eligibility for ari participation in the
student aid programs.
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Although we did not perform a complete analysis of the IDS,

we concluded that the effectiveness of using the system as a

management tool for Monitoring is impaired because of the

extent of missing data. As of March 1989, there were 10,515

institutional main campus records in the EDS Eligibility

File. We estimated about 73% of the data in the 130 fields

in this file were blank. While some of these fields were not

applicable to a specific institution, many of the vital

fields pertaining to each institution's basic eligibility

were also blank. For example, the field for state licensing

body was blank for all but 137 pf the 10,515 institutions.

The field for accrediting body was blank for 6,924 of the

institutions. The field for effective date of an

institution's last eligibility notice was blank for 85% of

the institutions.

The lack of this essential data significantly decreases ED*s

ability to rely on the IDS to help monitor institutions

participating in the programs. We identified about 200

institutions that participated in the loan program during

fiscal year 1987 even though there was no information in the

IDS Eligibility File on the institutions, although

information on these institutions did exist in the

Certification File. This should not have happened because an

institution should not be entered on the Certification File

until it is part oZ the Eligibility File. Without a complete

universe of eligible institutions in the Eligibility File and
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the effective data of an institution's last eligibility

notice, ED lacks automated controls to determine when

institutions are due for their four year eligibility

redetermination. The missing information also prevents

management officials from gathering comprehensive

institutional eligibility data.

Because the Certification File did net contain complete

information on the active status code for institutions

participating - this field was blank for 543 institutions -

the IDS is not useful for identifying the total nunber of

active institutions participating in the student aid

programs. In addition, even though institutions must have an

audit performed by an independent public accountant at least

every two years, for over 2,500 institutions showing as

active, the IDS did not show an audit report received. Our

sample of 60 audit reports listed in the IDS showed that 50

were more than two years old. Thus ED either did not receive

the current reports or did not enter the information into the

file. For these institutions, the IDS could not be used to

identify any recent audit deficiencies affecting an

institution's administration of student aid programs.

In November 1989, we recommended actions to correct these

deficiencies. Program officials agreed with our

recommendations and are currently working to update the

information in the IDS system, starting with the most
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vulnerable areas concerning proprietary schools. They plan

to have the system updated by the end of the year.

In addition to problems with automated records, during our

work on both the eligibility and certification processes, we

found ED staff could not locate the manual files. During the

certification audit, they could not locate files for 31

institutions selected for review, which represents 16.94 of

the sample. Of the 31, five were being monitored for

administrative deficiencies. As a result ED's capability to

monitor these institutions and other institutions for

continued compliance with regulations for participation in

student aid programs is seriously impaired.

This summarizes our work in the area of ED accreditation,

eligibility, and certification. I would also like to comment

on a few matters we have not yet had time to fully review

concerning actions that can be taken to identify and deal

with problem schools when they are program participants.

ED program managers have a system of program reviews which

includes short site visits by program staff. These can

result in recommendations for administrative action where
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appropriate. We want to review the quality and usefulness of

these reviews.

In addition, student aid regulations require an audit of each

institution's student financial aid activities every two

years by an independent certified public accountant. These

reports come to the DIG for desk review of the report and for

quality control review of the workpapers on a text basis in

accordance with the IG Act requirement that we assure quality

of all audits done on ED funds. Wa have consistently found

problems with the quality of these audits and are working on

several fronts to improve these.

We are also concerned that there are legal obstacles to

prompt administrative action by ED to cut off the flow of

Federal funds in response to recommendations. For example,

ED cannot fully utilize the Government-wide debarment and

suspension procedures because the Higher Education Act

entitles schools to a "hearing on the record" before

eligibility can be terminated. These hearings can take

months to complete and are costly in terms cf ED resources.

A school owner may be suspended or debarred based upon

improper administration of Federal student aid funds or even

based on an indictment or conviction for program-related

fraud. Nevertheless, his school - even if he is sole

proprietor - may remain in the program until such time as it

receives a termination hearing on the record. We hope that
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ED's emergency action regulations, which will become

effective soon, may address this problem for the most

egregious cases, it the regulations withstand the inevitable

court challenges that have derailed them in the past.

However, we believe that it may be necessary to amend the

Higher Education Act to delete the requirement for hearings

on the record in order to permit more expeditious

administration of the student aid programs. There is

substantial due process for schools during program reviews,

audits, etc. Schools could receive hearings consistent with

constitutional due process which would allow all the relevant

program issues to be aired without a fuIl hearing on the

record. The current requirement for a hearing on the record

is all too often exploited by proprietary schools which can

afford to mount costly legal challenges so long as the flow

of Federal funds continues: In the interim, the public

interest suffers.

Another obstacle to expeditious administrative and even

judicial action against schools that abuse the programs

relates to Chapter II bankruptcy. This can be a potent

weapon for schools. By securing the protection of the court,

which has an interest in seeing the school survive through

reorganization, even a school that cannot make loan refund

payments to former students may continue to admit new

students who in turn incur student loan obligations for a
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school that may well close or otherwise cut back its

educational program. The automatic stay provision of the

Bankruptcy Code may be held to apply to an ED administrative

action to terminate or otherwise limit the bankrupt school's

participation in the student aid programs. In that case, a

bankrupt school can retain the flow of Federal funds despite

its admitted lack of financial responsibility to administer

the program. We are exploring ways to deal with this issue

on a case-by-case basis, but we believe that legislation

making clear that administrative action by ED does not fall

within the automatic stay provision is necessary to protect

the public interest.

Overall, I would say that the results of our work on

accreditation, eligibility, and certification show cause for

considerable concern. iowever, I believe we have identified

many of the weak points in the system And we have found
program managers receptive to our concerns and

recommendations. These issues will not be corrected easily

and there are national policy issues involved in resolving

some of them. We have been woriang with those in ED who are

developing legislative suggestions for reauthorization of the

Higher Education Act. Our focus in this effort is not so

much to sat policy direction, which is the responsibility of

the Congress and program administrators, but to assure that

whatever system is proposed arra adopted has sufficient

controls to assure that fundE are spent efficiently and
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economically and with sufficient controls in place to prevent

fraud and abuse. These are our statutory responsibilities.

Neverthelss, it is clear to me that the system as it exists

would require tremendous resources to manage properly. ED by

law cannot interfere or direct the qUality of education or

curriculum, yet the strong perception is that ly making a

school eligible for th student aid programs, the Federal

government is attesting to the quality of the program. The

duped student and the taxpayer are the losers.

Despite the fact that the programs ware created for the

students' benefit, the system gives schools due process

rights that have, in fact or at least in the minds of many ED

program officials, hamstrung the Department from keeping out

virtually any school which is accredited and licensed and

from expelling schools from the programs once they are in.

Where action is pursued to do so, the heavy staff resource

demands of the duo process prcedures make action slow and

difficult.

Merely keeping track of, to say nothing of monitoring, the

thousands of schools, lenders, secondary markets, and

servicers, and the activities of the many guarantee agencies,

accrediting bodies and state licensing agencies is an

overwhelming task. The programs' statutory and regulatory

requirements are so complex that they are ripe with
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opportunities for fraud and abuse when the business economic

interests of private sector participants conflict with the

interests of students and taxpayers. For example, a law that

regulates commissioned student recruiters only to the extent

of prohibiting them from providing Federal student aid is

very difficult to enforce and leaves a gaping loophole for

abuse. Likewise, a law which allows non-high school

graduates to participate in the programs without even passing

the minimal ability-to-benefit test if remedial help is

provided can easily be abused and, as a result, the student

may receive all his financial aid and incur the corresponding

debt - with the school making its profit - without the

student having the ability to benefit from the training and

without the prospect of paying back tha loan.

It is not possible to create .1 program totally free of fraud

and abuse, but I believe what we need for student aid is a

program strengthened by implementation of the recommendations

we have made, as well as by some of the proposals being

developed for reauthorization which will result in a program

simpler to manage given that we have finite resources.

Mr. Chairman, I thank you for the opportunity to report on

our efforts on student aid accreditation, eligibility, and

certification in ED. I would be happy to answer any

questions you and other Subcommittee members may have.
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HEARING FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
JAMES B. THOMAS, JR.

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL
U. S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

#1. Q. On page 22 of your statement, you explain that the
Congressionally mandated requirement that a
proprietary school be in existence for two years
before it may be determined to be an eligible Title
IV institution has been eroded by a series of
administrative actions, including a waiver of the
two-year rule for branch campuses or affiliated
schools. Could you elaborate on this observation?
Who is responsible for the administrative actions
you refer to, and why were they undertaken?

A. On January 11, 1968, the Associate Commissioner of
Higher Education approved the five criteria for
making exceptions to the two-year existence
requirement.

The five criteria by which branch campuses could be
excepted from the two-year rule are:

the parent school is well established in the
state as evidenced by having been in existence
for at least five years under the same
ownership;

the parent school is an eligible institution;

the parent school owns, operates, manages or
controls the branch and exercises acceptable
supervision over the branch;

the school requesting che waiver is
accredited; and

the branch meets all other requirements of the
Higher Education Act, including such
requirements as acceptable financial
statements or refund policies.

We believe that the exceptions may have been
related to the accrediting process followed back
in the sixties. For example, some accrediting
agencies required a parent school and branches to
be in existence for two years prior to being
accredited, while some required only the parent
school meet the two-year requirement. It may have
been a question of attempting to treat all schools
equally. Additionally, back in the late sixties
there were considerably fewer schools and the
programs did not have the impact that they do today
so the exceptions may have had very little impact.

In summary, it appears that exceptions to the
two-year rule, as a practice, has been occurring
for so long that they are no longer even
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questioned. While it may or may not have been
appropriate back in the sixties, we do not believe
it is warranted in the nineties, considering the
problems we have encountered with defaults in the
rapidly expanding proprietary sector.

I believe that there is presently a shift toward
improved ao.ountability, as evidenced by the
Department's promulgation of proposed regulations
that will require branch campuses to exist for two
years before gaining eligibility and accesa to SFA
funds. Also, the proposed rules will provide that
a branch applying for "freestanding" status mustwait two years.
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#2. Q. Your Office of Audit conducted on-site audit work
at the Culinary School of Washington from January
6, 1986, through July 9, 1986. In May, a draft
audit report was issued, and a final report was
issued in February, 1988, I understand this audit
covered a period of three-and-a-half years and was
quite detailed. Nevertheless, one might consider
it excessive to have two years elapse between
initiation of the audit and issuance of the final
report. Why did it take so long? Please briefly
explain the audit procedures at the Culinary School
of Washington over these two years.

A. We iniiated an audit in January of 1986. On May
16, 1986, we transmitted a memorandum alerting the
Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary Education to
the deficiencies our audit work had disclosed up to
that time. We requested the Department to inform
us of any planned action within thirty days. On
July 1, 1986, the Department notified us that they
did not believe it was appropriate to take
administrative action because our findings were
preliminary. However, they stated that upon
issuance of the draft report they would take action
heeded to protect the interest of the Federal
government.

The OIG conducts both audit and investigation
activities sometimes simultaneously, with respect
to a particular entity. At the time the Culinary
audit was initiated, our office had an internal
policy in effect restricting issuance of audit
reports concerning entities on which we had
investigative work in process; this was to prevent
publication of information that could potentially
prejudice judicial action. By the end of April
1987, we were able to determine that release of our
draft report, which would deal primarily with
issues related to refunds, would not impair our
investigation activities. Thus, our draft report
was issued shortly thereafter, in May 1987.

Once the draft report was issued, as with every
draft report, we allowed the auditee 30 days to
respond to the draft report in writing. In the
case of Culinary a request for an extension was
granted, and auditee comments were received at the
end of July, 1987. Subsequently, we reviewed the
auditee's comments and incorporated them into our
final report. Normally, this process should only
take about 30 days, but due to the length of this
report and the presence of competing workload
priorities at the time, some further delays took
place, and the report was not issued until February
1988.

2 3
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#3. Q. Your February, 1988, audit states.

Based on the results of our review, we concluded
that Culinary School of Washington's management was
fully aware of thia non-compliancl with student
financial aid regulations but failed to implement
corrective actions. In our op2nion, Culinary
School of Washington has caused undue hardship for
the student borrowers, lending institutions, HEAF,
and ED, and has caused the Federal Government
thousands of dollars in unnecessary interests and
special allowance costs.

What did your Office do about these finding? What
action, if any, did the Department of Education
take in response to these findings?

A. As indicated, we notified the Department even prior
tc issuance of our draft report of the problems
present at Culinary. Secondly, in the transmittal
of our draft report we added language to emphasize
the serious nature of the violations disclosed.
Our final report recommended that the school repay
GSL refunds and take other corrective actions to
prevent future occurrences of the nature disclosed
during the audit. Our final report also cited the
results of two independent public accountant (IPA)
SFA audits covering similar periods of time.

The SFA audits of Culinary for the two years ended
June 30, 1984 (dated September 23, 1986) and the
two years ended June 30, 1986 (dated April 7, 1987)
were received by Department officials on October 3,
1986 and September 3, 1987, respectively. Both of
these reports indicated continuing, significant
problems at Culinary. Our final report referred to
the IPA work, as well as our own independent
testing of GSL transactions, and concluded that in
addition to the work we performed, "there is no
assurance that items not examined were in
compliance with applicable laws and regulations."

Further, subsequent to the issuance of our final
audit report, the Higher Education Assistance
Foundation (HEAF) issued a report of their on-site
review conducted on June 6 and 7, 1988. The
transmittal of this report also emphasized the
seriousness of the violations that surfaced.

Then, in July 1988, through the audit resolution
system, the Department notified Culinary of actions
the school must take and information it needed to
submit before the Department would take further
action. Information was subsequently exchanged
during an August 4 meeting. On September 14, 1988,
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the Department issued a letter of final
determination to the school calling for tuition
refunds to be made and other corrective actions.

Finally, during 1989, the frequency of complaints
against Culinary increased, prompting the Office of
Postsecondary Education to perform a program review
in July 1989. Because the school continued to be a
subject of controversy even after the program
review, my off.ice initiated an inspection in
January 1990, spout the same time the school filed
for Chapter 11 bankruptcy to enable it to
reorganize and continue operating. At the
conclusion of the inspection and subsequent to our
verbal discussion with school officials covering
our findings, the school voluntarily agreed with
the school's licensing agency to cease operations
-- as of June 30, 1990.

2 3 :$
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#4. Q. In April, 1985, your office based its criminal
investigation on information that a material
percentage of students either never attended the
Culinary School of Washington or dropped out prior
to graduation. What were the results of that
investigation?

A. The OIG opened an investigation on the Culinary
School of Washington (school) in January 1986. The
investigation was predicated upon information
provided by the Federal Bureau of Investigation
that alleged: the school was recruiting low income
students who qualify for government student loans
and Fell Grants; the school received these funds
prior to the students enrollment; a substantial
percentage of the schools students never attended
the school or drop out prior to graduation; and the
school intentionally failed to refund the unused
portion of the tuition, thereby resulting in a loss
to the government.

Interviews of former school employees and students
indicated that the administration of the school was
poor; that the school recruited many students
unsuited for or unable to benefit from the programs
offered; that many students stopped attending
classes shortly after they began; and that the
school failed to make appropriate .-uition refunds
on behalf of the student borrowers to GSL lenders.
In addition an analysis of over 11,000 bank checks
drawn on six accounts revealed that the school
owner, the owner's spouse and other members of the
owner's family received a significant amount of the
school's gross receipts between 1982 and 1986.

A report of investigation containing the foregoing
findings was provided to the United States
Attorneys Office, Washington, D. C. in late January
1988. During a meeting with the assigned Assistant
U. S. Attorney (prosecutor) to discuss the findings
contained in the OIG report, the prosecutor was
also advised that as of late January 1988 the
school had made about $210,000 in refunds to the
Higher Education Assistances Foundation (HEAF), a
non-profit guarantee agency. These refunds were
made in accordance with an October 1986 agreement
between the school and HEAF wherein the school
agreed to pay tuition refunds to former students
totaling about $375,000 plus accrued interest.

Upnn learning of the school's repayment of tuition
refunds, the prosecutor advised that criminal
intent would be very difficult to establish in this
case. At the conclusion of a January 1988 meeting.
the prosecutor requested no further investigation
and advised he would issue a prosecutive opinion
after a detailed review of the OIG report of
investigation, which was provided at the meeting.

23i
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In August 1988, follow-up contact with HEAF
determined that as of August 1988 the school had
paid HRAF a total of $329,000 in tuition refunds.

In lieu of a formal declination of prosecution, the
OIG advised the prosecutor, in a September 16, 1988
letter, that the OIG was closing its investigation
of the school. Further, the prosecutor was given
the updated tuition repayment figure. In addition,

the prosecutor was informed that unless he
objected, we intended to share our investigative
and audit findings with another federal agency.

Since no further communication was received from
the prosecutor, the OIG investigation was closed in
October 1988.
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#5. O. Has the Department of Education taken any action to
debar or prohibit any school owned by Barkev or
Mary Ann Kibarian from participating in Title IV
funding?

A. We were advised by the Office of the General
Counsel that no school owned by Markey or Mary Ann
Kibarian is currently participating in any Title IV
programs. On June 26, 1990, the 010 recommended tothe Deputy Assistant Secretary for Student
Financial Assistance that the Kibarians be issued a
notice of government-wide suspension and a proposed
government-wide debarment from Federal
nonprocurement transactions. It had been in the
Office of the General Counsel for legal sufficiency
review. The notice is now being prepared by the
Office of Postsecondary Education.
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#6. Q. Does the Department of Education monitor the

results of State court litigation involving

accrediting agencies that are compelled by the
state courts to accredit schools the agencies find
are unworthy? Specifically, does the Department of
Education have the authority to become involved in
the appeal process for these schools who are or
will eventually be participating in the Title IV
program? If the Department does have the
authority, have any appeals been filed?

A. Our office did not review State court cases as part
of our audit effort and therefore we do not have
first hand knowledge of the extent to which the
Department was aware of them. We were advised by
both the program personnel and a staff attorney
from the office of General counsel that the
Department does not track this information.
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#7. Q. During the ten years you have been the Department
of Education's Inspector General, what
recommendations have you made as to improvement of
the student financial aid program? How many of
those recommendation have actually been
implemented, and what hag been the beneficial
effect of those changes?

A. Since 1982, the Office of Inspector General has
issued forty nationwide and internal audit reports
or management improvement reports on the SFA
programs. (Reports issued prior to 1982 have been
archived and were not readily available for
analysis. There were no nationwide or headquarters
internal audits issued on SFA programs during that
time period). Also, we have recently issued three
draft internal audit reports as discussed at the
hearings. It is important to note that the 40
reports do not include audits of individual
entities.

With regard to the 40 reports, the Department's
audit tracking sygtem shows that 10 audit reports
have been closed. Records on the remaining 30
reports show that we made 128 recommendations; 26
of which are closed and 102 are open.

Of the 10 reports that have been closed, we believe
that appropriate action has been taken on nine.
The remaining report addressed the potential for
Guarantee Agency conflict of interest in the GSL
program and questions regarding the financial
stability of some of the Guarantee Agencies. 1
intend to ask the Department to reconsider some of
our recommendations in this area.

Our recommendations addressed various steps that
the Department's program managers could take to
improve their administration of the Title IV
program. Generally, our recommendation focused onassuring that Department manager had adequate
controls over the information they received and the
manner in which they processed it. Collectively,
we believe our recommendations helped to improve
the programs' economy and efficiency.

Enclosed as Attachment 1 is a summary of the status
of management actions on the recommendations
contained in the 40 reports. Enclosed as
Attachment 2 is a synopsis of the reports' findings
and recommendations, and the individual
recommendations.
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UNITED STATES SEh .TE
PERMANtNT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

COMMITTEE ON GOVERNNBUTAL AFFAIRS

TESTIXoNN OF ELIZABETH INROLZ, ESQ.
SOUTH BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICES

105 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK 11201

12 SEPTEMBER 1990

I am the Consumer Law Specialist for Legal Services of New

York City whose neighborhood offices provide free legal repre-

sentation to low-income persons. Over the past four years, our

offices have been deluged with complaints about proprietary trrde

schools: students defrauded by promises of free train:Ing and high

paying jobs, tricked into signing for loans they did not necessa-

rily need or want, disgusted by broken equipment and teachers who

do not teach or even show up for class, and, ultimately, sued or

harassed because of defaulted loans.

Each day I receive several telephone calls from students,

counselors, lawyers and other advocates a:tol problems concerning

for-profit vocational schools and related financial a d matters.

It is no exaggeration to say that nearly every client who walks

through our doors has either had a proprietary trade school pro-

blem herself of has a friend or relative who is aggrieved. As a

result, we have made proprietary trade school problems our hgh-

est priority consumer cases.

We have brought class action suits against several New York

City trade schools, only to have the schools enter bankruptcy.

So far, the frustrating results of our efforts are p-olonged

litigation against corporate shells with little or no assets;

students who have received no training or jobs, are saddled with

defaulted loans and barred from further educational opportuni-

ties; and taxpayers who must pick up the tab on not only the de-

1
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faulted loans but on the interest and other loan subsidies that

sustained these fraudulent operations.

Because it has been impossible, after the fact, to rectify

the damage perpetrated by trade school misconduct, we believe

that legislative and regulatory change is needed at the front

end. Tight control over proprietary trade schools' access to

federal student aid could prevent these frauds from happening.

Optimally, proprietary trade schools should be regulated separ-

ately from traditinnal institutions of higher education because

the two are qualitatively different--both in their motivation and

their purported missions. At minimum, Congress needs to enact

exacting standards for recognizing accrediting bodies and for

holding them accountable, as well as high performance standards

for proprietary trade schools to meet before they can receive

federal funding.

I. SOUTH BROOKLYN LEGAL SERVICES' EXPERIENCE
RITILSROBIEIMY TRADZ scgwol, Ism=

In the past three years, our office has represented hundreds

of trade school students. We have filed three class action law-

suits on behalf of such students against their former schools.

In May, 1987, in conjunction with the law firm of Willkie Farr

and Gallagher (serving as pro bono co-counsel), we filed a law-

suit in federal district court for the Eastern District of New

York against Adelphi Institute, Inc. ("Adelphi," no relation to

Adelphi University) and its owners and officers raising claims

under the federal Racketeer Influenced Corrupt Organizations

("R.I.C.0.") and Higher Education Acts as well as fraud, misre-

2
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presentation, breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, and

Deceptive Practices Act violations. (6Wil.da Mev, p_t_ALL,y,

hde).phi Inqtitqte. Inc,, Civil Docket No. 87-1578.) The suit

alleges, among Other things, that Adelphi was run not to provide

education or training, but as a fraudulent scheme to obtain

government revenues in the form of grants and loans.

Just months prior to Adelphi becoming licensed by New York

State and accredited by A.I,C.S., its principal owner had been

convicted of defrauding the federal government of Manpower Train-

ing funds. At its peak, Adelphi, a nationwide chain, had six New

York locations, enrolled several thousand students, and received

$80-120 million in state and federal grants and loans. 7.n 1989,

the principal owner was indicted in New York State couxt in

Manhattan for unlawfully withholding student loan refunds. We

believe that, nationwide, Adelphi did not refund approximately

$10-12 million in 5tudent loans, the bulk of which are probably

now defaulted. Two months after we filed the lawsuit, Adelphi

filed a Chapter 11 bankruptcy reorganization petition; two months

after that, Adelphi closed its doors nationwide and converted its

bankruptcy into a Chapter 7 liquidation.

In February, 1968, our office filed (subsequently the law

firm of Davis Polk and Wardwell joined as prp k!grlp co-counsel) a

class-action lawsuit in New York State Supreme Court, Kings

County against Market Training Institute, Inc. ("MTI") and its

owners alleging fraudulent inducement, misrepresentation, breach

of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, and Deceptive Practices

3
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Act violations. (Joestp_IlliguAr

Institgle_a_Ing.s.LAIL, Index No. 4539/88.) In 1989, New York

State's loan guarantee agency terminated MTI's participation in

its program because of MTI's wrongdoing in handling student

loans. In August, 1989, in the midst of litigation. MTI filed a

Chapter 11 bankruptcy petition which has since been converted to

a Chapter 7 liquidation. MTI was accredited by A.I.C.S.

Our third class action suit was commenced in November, 198P.

in New York State Supreme Court, New York County, against Crown

Business Institute in Manhattan and its owners, as well as

Florida Federal Savings, Norwest Bank, and other holders of the

plaintiffs' student loans and H.E.A.F., the loan guarantee

agency. Private co-counsel on the Crown case is Jana Barrett,

Esq. of Manhattan. (I, ___W,EvOlina. ett,__LLt...21_,? crown partinePS 1711311=

tl:te N,Y2C. _Inc., Index No. 24332/88.) Crown closed its

Manhattan School in 1988. While the school is not in bankruptcy,

we believe it has few assets against which to recover. Defen-

dants motions to dismiss are currently under submission before

the court.

We have to come to recognize the limited benefits of liti-

gating within a fundamentally flawed system where the accrediting

bodies and the U.S. Education Department sometimes seem aligned

with the schools against the student-consumers' interests.

Daily, we hear from our clients the far-reaching consequences

they suffer by being victimized by proprietary trade schools: as

much as $6,625 in defaulted loans, threats of lawsuits, ineli-

4
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gibility for any future student financial aid including grants,

negative credit ratings, loss of confidence in themselves, and

loss of faith in the governmental system that allows funds to

flow to fraudulent operations. Because proprietary trade schools

can fold up their tents overnight--their only real asset being

the ability to tap into the flow of federal student aid--our ex-

perienc-e shows that chances for recovering damages through liti-

gation are slim.

M.P.PAIMINTIPI.5

A. Elimination of Proprietary Trade School
Eligibility For H.E.A. runds; Any
Separate Federal eanding Based On

Performance Standards.

Our clients present a strong need and desire for high quali-

ty basic literacy and English-as-a-second-language programs, and

for job training. Based on our clients' experiences, proprietary

trade schools do not fill that need because they are profit-,

rather than product-driven. The present regulatory scheme has

developed standards and controls oriented towards regulating tra-

ditional, non-profit institutions of higher education. This

system has failed to maintain minimal levels of quality in pro-

prietary trade schools, and in fact may have fostered widespread

fraudulent practices.

one solution is to acknowledge the differences between pro-

prietary trade schools and other institutions of higher education

and to separate their funding and regulation. Job training and

placement, the stated goals of proprietary trade schools,

natutally lend themselves to objectiN:Fe standards and measures.

5
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Proprietary trade schools could thus be removed from the Title IV

programs and the jurisdiction of the U.S. Department of Education

and separately funded, contingent on meeting performance stan-

dards designed specifically for trade schools. The U.S. Depart-

ment of Labor already oversees such a model under the J.T.P.A.

program. conditioning eligibility for federal aid on performance

standards, such as, job placement rates within the field of

training, student withdrawal rates, and loan default rates would

provide meaningful incentives to proprietary trade schools.

B. Making The Accreditation Process Meaningful

The Department of Education relies almost exclusively on

private accrediting agencies to evaluate and vouch for the

quality of educational institutions before they can participate

in federal student aid programs. While this system with its

self-evaluation and "peer review" may be adequate for non-profit

colleges, it clearly is not working to the benefit of students or

taxpayers with respect to proprietary trade schools. In our

view, there are two basic flaws in the process. First, the

federal statutes lack clear direction as to the standards that

the Secretary of Education should use to grant "recognition" to

accrediting bodies. Thus, inappropriate agencies have been given

the powerful role of assessing the quality of trade schools and

opening the floodgates of federal student aid to them.

As one State agency report has noted, "Accreditation is a

peer-review process--vocational school operators evaluating each

other.... Because they are composed of school operators, they

6
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come closer to being trade associations than objective evaluating

bodies.... [T]hese accrediting agencies work against the public

interest by creating the impression in the public mind that the

schools have been endorsed by truly objective evaluating bodies."

New York State Consumer Protection Board Report, July 20, 1978,

"The Profits of Failure", pp. 72-3.

Secondly, inadequate statutory and regulatory requirements

for accreditors have allowed them to evade responsible decision-

making about which trade schools to accredit, continue or ter-

minate. Accreditation is routinely granted, for example, without

the accreditors giving weight to records of complaints about or

findings against proprietary schools by state regulators, without

regard to the owners' prior convictions, and sometimes without

site visits. In many instances, accreditors grant approval or

faX to impose sanctions against proprietary schools even though

they are subject to state regulatory fines, disallowances, and

disciplinary actions.

In fact, the Federal Trade Commission has found that accre-

ditation has no perceptible effect on the operation of proprie-

tary schools:

"The types of complaints registered
against accredited schools are the
same as those filed against un-
accredited schools and we have no
evidence to indicate that accredi-
tation has served to reduce the
form, scope, or content of such
complaints.

F.T.C. Report, "Proprietary Vocational and Home Study Schools",

Dec. 10, 1976, p. 323.

7
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A telling example of the intractable conflict of interest

faced by proprietary school acoreditors is demonstrated by the

testimony of Stephen J. Blair, President of the National Asso-

ciation of Trade and Technical Schools ("NATTS"), presented to

this subcommittee on February 20, 1990. Mr. Blair emphasized

NATTS' "interest in closing down bad schools and eliminating

abuses" and held forth as his main example a "consumer booklet"

recently published by NATTS on choosing a proprietary trade

school entitled "Getting Skilled, Getting Ahead". "Getting

Skilled, Getting Ahead" does not contain one_YAad ol_warninth that

unscrupulous "bad schools" exist, much less advice on how to spot

and avoid getting entrapped by fraudulent practices.1

Proprietary trade schools need to be made directly account-

able to the federal government. Delegation of the power to de-

termine eligibility for massive amounts of federal dollars with-

out enumeration of specific statutory responsibilities has

severely weakened that accountability. The federal government

lin 1988, the Department of Education issued its com-
missioned report (prepared by Pelavin Associates) which cata-logued the widespread problems of consumer fraud in the
proprietary trade school industry. It is a sad commentary that ayear later the Department apparently co-sponsored "Getting
Skilled, Getting Ahead" which promotes proprietary trade schools
over other vocational p-ograms without any mention of the pro-
blems of consumer fraud, and without any admonitions about
inappropriate admissions, excessive financial aid obligations,etc. A copy of a consumer protection comic book developed by aconsortium of student advocates in Naw York entitled "The CareerSchool Con Game" is annexed for your information. If thefederal Consumer Information Center continues to distribute
"Getting Skilled, Getting Ahead", we request that the Center also
enclose and distribute copies of "The Career School Con Game" inorder to present a balanced view.
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must either change its,hands-off attitude and judge the quality

of proprietary trade schools itself or, at the very least, enact

measurable eligibility standards to ensure that both proprietary

trade schools and the accrediting agencies are doing their jobs.

Thank you for this opportunity to present our clients'

experiences. If you have further questions, I would be happy to

respond.
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Hearing folloy-uo Ouestione

elixabeth Imbolx, Sag.
Director, Consumer Unit

South Brooklyn Loyal Services
Brooklyn, New York

Cf.

1. Q. Practices, charIcteristics, and ownership of proprietary schools
seem to 'Change ...apidly. Do you think that accrediting agencies
should review their proprietary schools on an annual basis in an
attempt to monitor tbe changes?

A. Yes, more frequent visits might be helpful, but only if they are
unannounced. In the course of litigation, we hey* learned fromchool employees that owners conduct "cleanup missions" when
they learn that the accrediting teas is about to descend. One
employes described to us how, in preparation for accrediting
tea* visits, the owner organised what he called 9NAT teams" to
destroy, hide, and alter certain student files to oonceal that
the school continued to collect student financial aid for stu-dents no longer is attendance; to crests academic records show-
ing "satisfactory performance" to meet federal financial aidstandards where the student was not passing; and to move com-
puters from location to location solely for that accreditor's
visit to create the false iepresaion that the school site wasproperly equipped. Hs has sworn to us that "financial aid,Academia, and placement reoorde were routinely altered." Of
course, requiring unannounced visits alone will not make anydifference if accreditore continue to be predisposed to accept-
ing proprietary adhools' explanations, to accept without veri-
fication date provided by schools, and to fail to act on defi-
ciencies (log answers (5 6 7 infra).

2. Q. As the spites is now, do you think there is sufficient control
over the proprietary institution?

A. No, control over proprietary institutions is fragmented among acrazy quilt of federal and state agencies, lenders, public andprivate loan guarantors, and accroditors. Information is 'aidesshared among the *regulators" and enforcement aikidos, if ever,coordinated. U.S. Department of education ("Department")employees have told me that when they tried to get school infor-
mation from certain accrediting agencies they were told that the
Department was not entitled to it. On the ono hand, the Depart-
ment has delegated broad responsibility to socroditore without
setting forth clear lines of accountability. On the other hand,the Department's regulations appear to retain a great deal ofauthority which the Department never exercises. for example,the Department's regulations prohibit proprietary schoolo frommaking misrepresentations. 34 C.P.R. 44561.71-75. Yt, when Iasked why the Department railed to investigate my clients, cos-
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plaints of sisrepresentation, Department employees repeatedly
have told me that they handle on2y financial aid issues proVable

by documentary evidence. Control over proprietary institutions
is clearly lacking.

3. Q. Branching has been cited as an area that presents difficulty to

accrediting agencies. Do you think we should limit branch cam-
puses to specific distance from the main adhool and/or require

the branches to teach the sass typo programs as the main caepus?

A. Branching creates difficulties for aocreditors by allowing rapid
institutional expansion with limited monitoring ability, but it

also creates a high potential for fraudulent receipt of federal

funds. Limiting brandhes to a specific geographic area or to

certain prograes, as the question suggests, Would not assure the

proper receipt of Title xi, funds and therefore %Mild not ade-
quately address the widespread problems caused by branching.
Tor example, in or about 1987 Adelphi Institute, under Order to
Show Cause from A.I.C.S., opened another location in Jamaica,

Queens, New York. Adelphi already had tour other New York City
locations teaching essentially the muse programs. State inves-
tigators found that the Jamaica branch started enrolling stu-
dents before receiving accreditation by processing the Jamaica

students' federal financial aid applications through one of
Adelphi's midwest locations accredited by N.A.T.T.S., repre-
senting that the Jamaica students were attending the midwest

Adelphi.

4. Q. Is is your ispresuion that more proprietary schools turn bad

after they are accredited, rather than that bad schools mak* it

through the review process undetected?

A. Not necessarily. It seams relatively easy to make it through
the initial accreditation process which consists of a self-
serving self-evaluation, followed by an announced visit and pay-
ment of fees. we started receiving a great number of valid
complaints about one ichool, for example, from the month it vas
accredited by A.C.C.B.T.

s. Q. Do you find that most review teams ars predisposed to accredit
schools, even when problems are found, because they sesume th
school will improve with tins?

A. Yes. Accrediting reports we have uncovered in the course of
litigation mak clear that accreditore overlook violations of
accrediting standards based on the rationale that the school
should be given a Chance to improve. For exasple, A.I.C.S.
concluded a *Branch Campus Evaluation Report" of Adelphi Insti-
tute's Van Nuys, California location in Nay, 19$5. Among other

things, the report found the educational facilities dirty,
depressing, and uneafe - °certainly not the kind of nvironsent/
atmosphere that would be conducive to studying, teaching, and
learning.* While this and numerous other violations were found,
A.I.C.S. continued the Veil Nuys branch's accreditation in part
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based on the fact that a now director had just been hired.

6. Q. Do you think that the Department of education places more re-
liance on accrediting agencies than these agencies can effec-
tively discharge with periodic visits?

A. Yes. The broad reliance conferred on aocreditors by the Depart-
ment is ill-defined and without clear standards for account-
ability. The result is that neither accroditore nor the
Department can easily be held respOnsible. Infrequency of
accroditor visits is only part of the probleei the feat that
visits are pre-announced; the lack of communication between
accreditors and the other regulatory players; and the fact that
accroditors are often not predisposed to act even when they find
school violations are some of the other reasons why the Depart-
*ant's reliance on accreditors is inappropriate.

7. Q. As far as you know, do accrediting agencies verify data that
schools provide, or are these data automatically accepted asreliable?

A. Apparently, accraditors accept data provided by schools without
independent verification. In tha course of litigation we have
learned, for exagple, that Market Training Institute (*MTV')
stated in or about July 1988 in its 1988 Institutional Report to
A.I.C.S. that there were no suits or legal actions against itwhen, in fact, we had commenced a class action lawsuit againstKTI based on fraud and ;misrepresentation, among other claims, in
February, 1988. also, as described in answer to Question 81
above, a proprietary school employes has 'morn to us that place-
ment, academic, and financial aid record, were routinely falsi-
fied by the school at which he worked; apparently, the owner had
no fter that the accreditor would independently verify the data.

8. Q. In your experience, how would you rate the performance of the
Departsent of Bducation regarding administration of the Title IV
prograx, or the responsiveness of the National Advisory Cos-sAttas to your coeplaints?

A. I would rate the Department's performance as extremely poor in
protecting proprietary schools students' and taxpayers' inter-
ests, and extremely good in protecting and nourishing proprie-
tary schools' and accreditors' interests. For example, in the
Spring of 1956, our office began filing couplaints with the
Department (Region II) against Adelphi Institute. Beyond theirsignificance to the individual students involved, these com-
plaints should have brought to the Department's attention more
widespread problems with Adelphi. I understand that indepen-
dently in the Summer of 1986, the Department's Office of Student
Financial Assistance end the Department's I.O.'s Office (RegionIX) found widespread chaos in the financial aid records at
Adelphi Institute's corpOrate headquarters in Phoenix and re-
ceived subetential resistance from Adelphiro management in pro-
viding explanations about missing or inconsistent data. Rather
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than take any action to limit, suspend or terminate Adelphi's

Title IV participation, the Department allowed Adelphi nation-
wide to continue receiving full federal funding thereby allowing
Adlphi, approximately 95% of whose revenues were derived from
government fonds, to continue enrolling and defrauding students
until ite closing in September, l'a7. In addition to the un-
collected fraud demagog sustained by Adelphi students, at its
closing Adelphi left unpaid SIO-12 million in student loan re-
funds.

A further example of the Department's failure to maks
protecting students a priority is its co-sponsorehip with

N.A.T.T.S. of the booklet 'Getting Skilled, Getting Ahead."

Purporting to be a consumer inforeetion booklet, "Getting
Skilled ..." is in reality a promotional booklet for proprietary
schools which does not contain a single warning about the abuses
in the proprietary sector, or about public and non-profit

alternative providers. Chapter 4 "Deciding Factors" implies
that proprietary schools are preferable to colleges because:

Carpeting, a receptionist, and a
pleasant waiting area *Dubin* to
make these schools look more like
business then university and
college campuses. These sChools
aro student oriented ... [Private)
Schools continue to succeed
because people liks you leave as
satisfied customers," etc., etc-,
etc.

The booklet also assures the reader that accreditation
guarantees that the school, among other thingss

truthfully advertises its services;
clearly sets forth the terms for enrollment;
admits only qualified students: and
charges reasonable tuition fees.

The Department knows such claiss to be false since accredited
for-profit schools are regularly found to use deceptive adver-
tising, to adnit unqualified students and to charge enorsous
fess based on the saximUs federal aid available. This booklet,
particularly because it lacks any consumer warnings about the
potential pitfalls of proprietary schools, is a gross disservice
to prospective students.

The National Advisory Committee has never responded to my
complaints perhaps beoause, as I understand it, the Department
never forwarded my complaints to the Committee. In March 1909,
for example, / wrote a letter of complaint to the Departeent'a
Accrediting Agency Valuation branch concerning an accreditor,
A.C.C.E.T. (copy enclosed). The letter recounted my difficulty
Over a period of sox* three year. In getting from A.C.C.E.T.
information which under federal regulations should have been

2 5 ()
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publicly available concerning whether A.C.C.E.T. accredited a
particular school and what A.C.C.E.T.'s 'standards and procedures
for accreditation ars. I also requested that ley experience with
A.C.C.E.T. be taken into consideration when A.C.C.E.T. came up
for renewal of recognition. Although the Department assured me
that my letter would be taken into account in its review of
A.C.C.E.T. and would also be brought to the attention of the
Advisory Committee (copy of May 17, 1989 letter from Branch
Chief attached), I later Dimmed that it had neVer been referred
to the Advisory Committee. In June, 1989, the committee re--
recognized A.C.C.E.T. for a period of 5 years, subject to re-
consideration in the Fall of 1990.

9. Q. Subcommittee staff has boon told that dual accreditation is one
way that school* protect theseelves against having the Title IV
mOney tap turned off. Why would a school seek institutional
accreditation by two national agencies?

A. Proprietary schools seek dual accreditation eo that if one
accreditor drops their accreditation, the institution still has
accreditation from the other sufficient to maintain Title Iv
eligibility. Ons solution to this potential loophole would be
to bar dual accreditation or to require *reciprocity" among
accreditore so that if one accreditor tereinated an institution
the other would be required to do the same. Asendments to the
BEA passed in 1989 (P.L. 101-239) touch on this issue by stating
that an institution may not be certified or recertified by the
Department as eligible for Title IV funds if the institution has
had its institutional accreditation withdrawn, revoked, or
otherwise terminated for cause within the preceding 24 months or
if the institution withdrew voluntarily from its institutional
accreditation under order to show cause or suspension order
within the prior 24 sonths.

Two statutory exceptions and several exceptions created by
the Secretary may, however, swallow up the rule. The statutory
exceptions provide that Title IV eligibility may be granted or
restored if (a) accreditation is restored by the same accreditor
that withdrew, revoked or otherwise tersinated accreditation, or
(b) "the institution has desonstrated its academic integrity to
the satisfaction of the Secretary ..." Amendments to 4435 of tho
HEA. In addition, the Secretary ha* interpreted this provision
as allowing continued eligibility if the institution hes ob-
tained pre-accreditation status (from another accreditor)p has
met the transfer-of-credit alternative to accreditation; or has
merely haG accreditation for a particular program rather than
for the entire institution revoked. Departsent Administrative
"Dear Colleague* Letter GEN89-58, 89-G-174, 89-L-I34 (Dec. 1989)
pp. 3-4. The Secretary's* implesentation of the statutory ascend-
ments should be carefully monitored to determine whether the
amendments substantially improve the dual accreditation problem.
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10. Q. Sassed on your experience, how many *bed" accredited schools are
them? Are there simply the proverbial few bad apples that pro-
prietary school industry interests asaert, or am there sore?

A. Based on sy enseriennee end those of my 00110egues around New
York City and across the country. there are mom than a "few bad
apples': the system itself is so fundasentally rotten that it
simply does not - and pethaps cannot keep up witn uncovering
all the bad actors. In fact, the currant regulatozy *Chem',
rather than providing incentives for proprietary &dhoti).* to pro-
vide' quality training, instead footers poer training and frau-
dulent practices. Since neither accreditation nor federal fund-
ing is contingent on performance and since massive profits are
attainable witn virtually no monitoring. school owners have
every incentive to enroll as; many 'student as possible by making
Fromises they cannot keep; to cut corners on equipsent, teachers
and educational expenses: and to sake their main goal maximising
profits rather than graduating skilled workers and placing them
in meaningful lobs. In our pending case against Market Training
Institute ("MTI"), for example, we have learned that in the pro-
cess of increasing net tuition incoas - primarily fros Title IV
funds - to 59.1 in 1958, MTI's owner acquired a network of
affiliated schools, amployment/ocarr guidance" agencies, and
real estate partnerships. Approximately ab-Obt of the school's
enrollees for 1037 were "ability to benefit" students"; sore
than 50% of all enrollees at WTI withdrew from their program.
During that period, XII spent more than $1 million on student
recruitment - several hundred thousand dollars mre than it
spent on teacher salaries and other instructional costs
combined.

aIl the 20 proprietary echoole against which our office is
handling complaints, including litigation, are accredited. In
our experience, therfore, accreditation is no indication of
quality. In fact, ironically, the converse say be true: because
accreditation opens the flow of virtually unmonitored federal
Title IV funds, accredited proprietary institutions sey be far
less scrupulous than unaccredited ones which rely solely on stu-
dents who can afford to pay tuition without government financial
aid, who say be sore sophisticated consueers, and who are thus
less likeIy to be taken in by a sales scam.

21. Q. We'v heard that site exasinations by accrediting agencies aro
often ineffective in catching bad schools. Do you agree? If

so, My?

A. Yes, pre-announced visits aro ineffective for the reasons de-
scribed in answer to questions 1 and 5.

12. Q. In your experience, how do accrediting agencies view their func-
tion? Do they consider themselves responsible for safeguarding
against fraud or abuse in student loan progress? Or do they
view themselves sore as an advocate for their member schools?

2 5
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A. In sy experience, accreditors clearly view themselves as the
schools' advocates and not an protectors of students' or the
federal government's interests. For example, in response to one
of sy client's detailed complaints, A.D.H.E.S. simply provided a
copy of the school'. response within which the echool acknow-
ledged having violated the state-eandeted admission. require-
ment of a high school diploms. Yet, the accroditor took no
action - and no position - am to whether the student was wrong-
fully admitted and, therefore, entitled to tuition refund.
Independently, the State ordered restitution by the school.
Similarly, when I presented A.C.C,E.T. with a client's unmade
student loan refund issue I was informed that A.C.C.E.T. does
not view its role as getting involved in the day-to-day opera-
tions of member schools nor in dealing with student loan issues.
After several telephone conversations and corresponeence with
A.C.C.E.T. officials, A.C.C.E.T. merely sent me coplos.of the
school's explanation of its refund calculation. Finally, in 194O
the Department confirmed that the calculation was inadequate by
$435 and ordered the school to pay the refund plus the more than
4 years interest attributable to the school's delay.

That accreditorm do not view protection of students' in-
terests as their concern is also evidenced by the remedies set
forth in A.I.C.S.' bulletin entitled "Fr000duree for Resolving
Complaints", The only potential action. mentioned in "resolv-
ing" complaints are: (l) dismissing the complaint, (2) poet-
ponir. final action on the ccompIaint if there is sufficient
evidence that the institution it making progress to re.7tify the
situation, or (3) notifying the institution that "'he. f AtIcut,
indicates a failure to meet Accreditation standerde and
institution may be either (al directed to sobmit a report c:e-
tailing a plan for rectifying its non-oomplianco or (b) directed
to show cause why it* accreditation should not be suspended,
revoked, or otherwise conditioned. A.I.C.S. makes no mention of
ordering the institution to maks restitution or to take any
other action to directly rectify the student's complaint.

13. Q. In your experience, is it common for accrediting agency direc-
tore or board members elec. to be proprietary school owners?
Does that creat potential conflict of interest? Do you know
if accrediting agencies have adopted any ethical standards to
prevent potential conflicts in those situations?

A. This question is not vithin my field of experience.

14. (1. Fro. your unique prepective as a lawyer representing student
victimm of tha current syatem, could you provide us with addi-
tional details regarding your dealings with accrediting agen-
cies? Do you have any opinion au to which ars good ones and
which aro not?

A. One could infer from the foregoing questions that tinkering with
aspects of the accreditation schema - branching, dual accredita-
tion, frequency of site visits, etc. - would remedy the wide-
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spread abuses of students and of Title IV programs by pro-
prietary school.. After careful study and several years of
experience representing students, I no longer believe such
revisions will make a substantial difference.

Accreditation and the flow of massive federal dollars to
for-profit schools leaves my Clients with the impression that
16010 government body has verified the quality of the facilities
and training these schools purport to provide - otherwise, stu-
dent after student asks, why would the federal government allow
such huge amounts of government money to flow to the*?
Proprietary achool students, however, seldom understand who the
accreditors are or how to complain to them. Because of the
eccreditors' tendenCy to see themselves as the schools, advocate
rather than as the handler of student grievances (en answer 65.
7 and 12), our office doss not routinely forward to them com-
plaints filed with the State agencies and the Department.

Nevertheless, the Department's Region II office often for-
wards our coxplaints to the appropriate scot-editor. In several
instance*, I learned that the accreditor had been sent a copy of
the complaint when my client came in with a letter of acknow-
ledgment from an accraditor stating that the *atter was being
looked into. For example, in later 1956, I filed oomplaints
with the Department against NTI Business School. A *tenth later
A.I.C.S. sent acknowledgements directly to my clients stating
that A.I.C.S. had "asked for a detailed response to [the) alle-
gations [and) ... will advise you of our findings as soon as
possible." NTI closed in 1959. No response from A.I.C.S. has
been received to date. In fact, the two responses I have had
from accroditors (sse description of facts involving A.C.C.E.T.
and ABMs above, answer $12) simply regurgitated the schools,
explanations and did not resolve the students complaint*, both
of which proved to be valid.

Sinoe the echools my client* have had problems with have
bean accredited by such a range of accreditore A.C.C.E.T.,
A.I.C.S., N.A.T.T.S. and A.S.H.E.S. - and since none of the
accreditors has ever resolved by clients' valid complaint*, I a*
hard-pressed to name any "good" proprietary school accreditors.
In short, in my experience the accreditation system simply is
not working to ensure quality in the proprietary sector and
should not he relied upon to do so in the future. One solution
(raised in my oral testimony before the Subcommittee) is to maks
federal funding of proprietary Ichoole contigent on meeting per-
formance standards specifically designed for trade schools. In
doing so, heavy reliance on accreditors would be sliminsted and
incentives for quality training and job placement created.
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March 7, 1989

Steve Pappas, Chief
Accrediting Agency Evaluation Division
United States Department of Lducation
400 Maryland Avenue
SOb Building No. 3 (Room 30362
Washington, D.C. 20102-5171

CERTIFIED MAI L

L)t.st Mr. Pappas;

1 write concerning the Accrediting Council for

C4,ntsnuIng rduration and Training (A.C.C.E.T.). In

Jenuary 1986, 1 first wrote to Larry Dodds, Executive
Director of A.C.C.E.T. (at that time called 'Counci)
:LI honcollvelate Continuing rducation') for informa-
tion about whether A.C.C.E.T. had eccredited Brooklyn
Trorring Center, a proprietary business school about

which twelve of my clients wanted to file complaints.

1 alss requested a copy of A.C.C.E.T.'s written proce-
duips for granting, denying and revoking accreditation.

Lxhibit A hereto. When I had not gotten a resionee
Irom hr. Dodds by September 1966, I renewed my request

in writing. Exhibit B hereto. Again, I received no

response.

On June 18, 1987, I egilh wrote to Mr. Dodds, this

time by certified m411, return receipt requested,
requesting information about whether A.C.C.E.T. accre-
dited Blot.klyn Training Center, and A.C.C.E.T.'s accre-
ditation and complaint procedures. Exhibit C hereto.

on Octt.Ler 13, 1988, having received no reeponse to my
three prior letters. I again wrote to Mr. Dodds by cer-
tified mail, return receipt receipt requested. Exhibit

D hereto. Finally, by letter dated October 24, 1988,
Mr. Dodds responded to my prior correspondence by pro-
vidiny general information about A.C.C.E.T.'s member-

ship, and accreditation and complaint procedures. No

Information about A.C.C.E.T.'s accreditation of

Brooklyn 7rainlny Center was included. In the interim,

through my neyetlation with brocAlyn Training Center,

the rtt.0,1 tefULded the stucknt loans for ten of my
clientr. thee teuolvin9 Ibeit C.f the original complaints

.g.111:t rt.

2 6
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Steve Pappas
March 7, 1989
Page -2-

On October 31, 1968 in accordance with the con-
sumer complaint procedures described by Nx. Dodd's, I

forwarded to A.C.C.E.T. two Complaints about Eastern
Technical School (ETS), which I learned was One Of
A.C.C.V.T.'s member schools. Exhibit If hereto.
A.C.C.X.T. received my clients' complaints on Movamber
3, 1968. The certified mail receipt is attached as
Exhibit V hereto. Subsequently. Officials from the Wow
York Regional Office of the D.S. Department of Educa-
tion, Office of Student Financial Assistance, conducted
a program review of ET$ during which they investigated
my clients' complaints, found substantial Violations of
law, and ordered the school to repay portions of my
clielets' guaranteed student loans. To date, I still
have not received so much as an acknowledgment that
A.C.C.E.T. forwarded to tTS my clients' complaints.

On behalf of one of my clients,
I hereby submit that by the above- described chain of
i,on-events A.C.C.E.T. has, at the very least, failed to
make information about itself "publicly available* and
to follow its self-described consumer complaint proce-
dure, all in contravention of 34 C.F.R. $602.13. Tak-
ing nearly three years to piovide me with basic opera-
tional and membership information is not being respon-
sive to the public.

I hereby request that, based on the above, the
Seeretamy exercise his discretion to re-evaluate
A.C.C.E.T.'s recognition. In the alternative, if a
regular re-evaluation pursuant to 34 C.F.R. 4602.3(e)
is scheduled to take place within the next six months,
please add the facts oe.:eribed herein to the informa-
tion to be considered in ieviewing A.C.C.E.T.'s recog-
nition. In either case, : submit that A.C.C.E.T.'s
recognition should be rescinded. Please advise Me in
WIltIG9 of ED's actions and decision concerning
A.C.C.E.T.'s recognition.

Very truly yours,

ELIZABETH leHola
Senior Attorney

EI/CIV
LhCib.
CC: pt Dewey L. Newman

Faz1,..la H.Jisler
R...),ert E. Sichl
Maxk Ncw Yc,rk 1.16te Education
DL,pdrtmf.nt
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EXTENSION OF REMARKS

Before the

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate of the United States

by

Thurston E. Manning
President, Council on Postsecondary Accreditation

One Dupont Circle. N.W., Suite 30S
Washington DC 20036

September 12, 1990

Senator Nunn and Members of tho Subcommittee:

The Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA) is a private, non-
governmental not-for-profit organization. It maintains offices in Washington,
D.C. Its members are organizations concerned with higher education and
postsecondary education, and are divided into three classes: (1) organizations
that accredit colleges, universities and other postsecondary educational
institutions; (2) organizations that accredit programs of study within
postsecondary educational institutions, those programs preparing persons for

entry into recognized professions and occupations; (3) national organizations of
postsecondary institutions (e.g., American Council on Education, American
Association of State Colleges and Universities).

A fundamental purpose of COPA is to improve the accreditation of

institutions and programs in postsecondary education. In working toward that
end, those accrediting organizations that are members of COPA must be recognized
as meeting an extensive list of Provisions, which describe accepted practices for
accrediting organizations. Compliance of COPA member organizations with the
Provisions must be reconsidered at least every five years through an elaborate
process which includes solicitation of third party comments on the accrediting
organizations and hearings open to the public. COPA also provides programs
directed at the professional developmont of persons affiliated with the member
accrediting organizations, produces publications about postsecondary
accreditation, provides information about accreditation, and cooperates in a

variety of ways with other organizations associated with postsecondary education.
Thus, COPA is not itself an accrediting body, but serves as a kind of umbrella
for those accrediting bodies that meet COPA's Provisions for recognition and
elect to stand for examination.

Participation of COPA is voluntary. No accrediting organization is

required to be recognized by COPA, and there ate some accrediting organizations,
including some accrediting a large number of institutions or programs, that aro
not members of COPA. COPA's activities, like those of its member accrediting
organizations, are supported by its membership. Neither COPA not its member
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accrediting organizations receive Federal or state funds (except occasional small
amounts awarded by grant or contract for the conduct ot specific projects related
to accreditation).

These hearings are concerned with the defaults on Federally-guaranteed
loans ma students in postsecondary institutions. Ihe dollar volume of such
defaults is at an unacceptably high level. Accrediting organizations are
concerned with this default experience because there is reason to believe that
in some cases the defaults were a result of improper or illegal conduct by the
institutions (which throws doubt on their integrity), and because in some cases
high rates of default have been linked to poor institutional performance in

providing educational opportunities for students. The instituti,ns are all
accredited institutions, and poor educational performance by accredited
institutions raises concern about their accreditation.

It is important to recognize that high default rates are confined to a few
of the approximately 8500 institutions whose students participate in Federally-
guaranteed student loan programs. These are concentrated strongly among
institutions dealing with economically disadvantaged students and offering
immediate job entry programs. There is a large concentration of schools with
such characteristics among the for-profit sector. However, the data show that
public institutions (such as community colleges and vocational-technical
institutions) with these characteristics also have high default rates. I mention
these facts to emphasize that the default rate problem needs to be considered
school by school. Obviously it is even more important also to deal school by
school with cases of abuse of the program, which are fewer than cases of high
default rates.

The association of accreditation with institutions participating in

Federally-funded programs of student aid goes back some 38 years, when loss of
GI Bill funding to diploma mills and fly-by-night institutions became known. The
Congress elected to use the private accreditation system as a means of
identifying institutions of acceptable quality., where Federal funds provided to
students would be likely to be well spent on education. To accomplish this, the
Congress instructed the Commissioner of Education (now the Secretary of
Education) to publish a list of those accrediting agencies found by the
Commissioner to he "reliable authority as to the quality of education or training
in the institutions or programs they accredit." Use of Federal funds was
restricted to institutions or programs accredited by those accrediting bodies
appearing on the Commissioner's (Secretary's) list.

That Federal use of the lists of acc,.edited institutions and programs
prepared by the non-governmercal accrediting organizations has proved generally
successful since 1952. Over the years the procedures for preparing the list of
rircrediti ,,. bodies recognized by the Secretary have been codified into
regulations, as have the criteria to be used in making the choice of accrediting
bodies to appear on the list. A National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and
Institutional Eligibility has been formed to advise the Secretary on whether an
accrediting body meets the criteria, as well es on the criteria themselves and

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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on matters of related policy. A full time staff within the Department of
Education prepares materials for consideration by the Committee and the

Secretary, and the Coamittee also has a full time staff Executive Director.

Because the Secretary's criteria for recognition are enunciated in Federal
regulations, there has sometimes boon expressed the view that the accrediting
bodies are regulated by the Secretary. This is incorrect; the accrediting bodies

4re private, non-governmental organizations, and "recognition" accurately
describes the action of the Secretary in placing an accrediting organization on
the recognized list.

Thus, there are two lists of "recognized" accrediting bodies; those

recognized by COPA, and those recognized by the Secretary. The two lists have
substantial overlap, but there are accrediting bodies recognized by COPA but not
by the Secretary (the accreditation of these organizations is not used for
Federal eligibility purposes because students in their accredited programs are
simultaneously, students in accredited institutions). There are also accrediting
bodies recognized by the Secretary but not by COPA. We estimate that of rhe
approximately 8500 institutions gaining eligibility through accreditation by an
agency recognized by the Secretary, approximately 6000 are accredited by an
agency also recognized by COPA.

Several groups are concerned that loan defaults can signal abuse of the

loan program. Among these are the States; all schools whose students can obtain
Federally guaranteed student loans operate under State authoritation. The fact

is that State statutes dealing with schools vary widely, and in many states are
weak and ineffective. Further, even where statutes are fairly satisfactory the
States have often not provided resources adequate to vigorous enforcement. These
circumstances are not new, and that they Bre long-standing suggests that they aro
unlikely to be changed. The potential fot abuse of the student loan programs
could be reduced by better State control of schools, but change in State control

is highly unlikelY.

The Department of Education is obviously concerned. The Department grants
eligibility to schools to participate in federal loan programs, and certifies a
school or its students for particular programs. The Secretary of Education,
through the recognition process, identifies accrediting bodies whose

accreditation plays a part in providing eligibility to participate in the loan

programs.

The accrediting organizations are also concerned; accreditation by an
organization recognized ev the Secretary of Educatiw, is an almost universal
component of having a school eligible so that its students can participate in the
loan programs. The use of private, non-governmental accreditation organizations
ter such Federal purposes is specified in statutes as providing a 'reliable
authority as to the quality of education or training:" thus it is not a use
directed primarily at the school's fiscal condition or integrity, or at the use
of federal loan programs within a school. Accrediting bodies are interested in
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such school characteristics (and they ate considered (n arcrediting decisions)
from the point of view of their effect vn educational quality.

Accreditation's proper concern, then, is whethet a high detault tate amoeg
4 school's former students suggests poor educational quality. The facts we have
tv date suggest that while a high default rate may be associated with poor
educational quality, it is more likely to arise from the nature of the students
served by the school, the economic sector into which the former students enter.
end the nature ot the occupation for which the school is preparing students (it
there is a specific occupational purpose). These factors are different for
different institutions, and a judgment about the relationship of default rate to
educational quality must be made school by school. As indicator of educational
quality. for of student loan problems), the student loan default rates setters not
only because it is influenced by many factors, hut most strongly because the
default rate tells about conditions years ago. In 1990 onr most recent default
data are for the 1988 cohort, reflecting loans made in 1987 and earlier.

ke du know that there have boon cases ot abuse in accredited schools. Tlw
natureof the accrediting process is one that is well adapted to making judgments
aboet educational quality ever the long run. The accrediting process of

iestitutional self-evaluation followed by a visit from a site team and a decision
by the accrediting comission is a lengthy ono. It succeeds well in learning
about and appropriately evaluating the curricula. faculty qualifications, general
financial condition, admissions requirements, educational results of the program,
and other elements of educational quality It is not well adapted to auditing
a school's files in detail and uncovering faulty records, ideutifying individual
student problems or monitoring a school's compliance with Federal or State
requirements thus abuses Can occur that are undotected by the accrediting
process.

It is also important to keep in mind what accreditation ran say about a
school like other forms of evaluation (for example, financial audits),
accreditation can speak about the condition of the school nt the time of the
evaluation, and can mako a reasonable determination about the appropriate
continuation ot the school. But accreditation cannot guarantee the future
conditiou ot the school any more than a financial auditor can guarantee that
cerporation will continue to be solvent. The question of changes following an
evaluation is one that receives continuiug attention from accrediting bodies.

An accreditine body examines a school in detail every few years (the exact
interval depends on the eiccreditiug body). Between evaluations the accrediting
body seeks to learn of changes within a school through periodic reports. For
most institutions this mechanism works well. But on occasion it is inadequato.
Schools sometimes do not report changes Mote importantly, conditions within
some schools can change rapidly -- more rapidly than the accrediting body's
monitoring and mechanisms can respond. kbile the must commoe problems arising
In this way relate to the deterioration 01 a school (especially a small school
heavily dependent on tuition revenue), there have been Cases in which rapid
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growth leading to loss of educational quality has occurred before the accrediting
body could intervene.

Of particular concern, both for the effect on educational quality and on
possible loan abuse, is the formation of school branches, Within the sector of
for-profit schools eligibility for participation in loan programs respires
accreditation and a record of at least two years of operation at the school site.
Under these conditions a for-profit school cannot be established and participate
immediately in the federal loan programs. What happens is that an existing
school establishes a branch at another location; students in a branch location
of an eligible school can participate in the loan programs. After two years of
operation, the branch can (and sometimes does) seek separate accreditation and
separate eligibility. In soma cases the branch will be sold to different
operators, and so a new school created. Neer locations, like new schools, are
fragile, and problems can arise quickly. There have been cases in which student
loan abuses occurred in branches because of lack of control from the parent
location. Branches represent a particular difficulty for accrediting bodies in
detecting problems and responding rapidly to them.

How can the loan programs be changed to help minimize any potential for
abuse? I make these suggestions:

The accrediting bodies should

a. Improve school monitoring measures by obtaining more frequent
reports of statistical indicators of potential problems in
educational quality. Such indicators include admissions numbers and
rates; retention rates; placement rates (tor immediate job entry
programs); volume of student financial aid and sources of student
financial aid. No one of these by itself, or even all taken
together, will identify problem schools -- but rapid or unexplained
changes should be a Cause for professional examination to identify
the causes.

b. Formalize their present practice of using default rate data as a
part of data indicating need for examination of a school.

Consider whether present controls on school branching are adequate
to -ect educational quality.

The Department of Education should

a. Strengthen its recognition process for accreditiog bodies by
providing recognition decisions quickly following National Advisory
Committee recommendations.

b. Modify the recognition process to require concurrence by both the
Secretary and the National Advisory Committee in granting or

affirming recognition (a change from present practice of having the
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Secretary alone responsible for the decision). This will avoid
recognition of accrediting bodies that do not fully meet the
recognition criteria, 411 has occurred in the past. The Secretary
should continue to have responsibility for removal of recognition to
allow for speedy action when needed.

c. Accreditation should continue to be required in the eligibility
process because it provides a necessa.y judgment of educational
quality that the States do not and the Federal government cannot
provide. But the eligibility determination should be strengthened
by making it rest on more than the accredited status of the school.
In particular, eligibility should require that the school

Have representation of the public on its governing board;
Make annual externally audited and certified financial
statements publicly available.

Most schools meet these requirements now, and making these universal
requirements would not be burdensome. These requirements would
discourage those tempted to abuse financial aid programs, and would
assist in identifying at an earlier point those who do abuse.

Sucb changes would be salutary. But the Federal loan programs themselves contain
systemic problems that open the door to abuse. Dealing with these raises
difficult issues of public policy that lie apart from accreditation. Yet unless
changes nre made in the characteristics of the loan programs that make abuse
easy, any changes in the details of how the program is administered will simply
be band-aids on a wound requiring surgery.

End
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The Council on Postsecondary Accreditation
Septeabel 26, 1990

Ms. Eleanore J. Hill, Chief Counsel
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Senate of the United States
Washington DC 20510-6250

Dear Ms. Hill,

I am glad to respond for the record to the sixtuen questions posed in your lett<,1

of September 20.

Questiop I
Practice, characteristic* and ownership of proprietary schools seem to change

rapidly. Do you think that ccrediting agencies should review their proprietari
schcols on an annual basis in au attempt to monitor change?

Response
The problem with change in the proprietary sector is not necessarily that

characteristics of many change rapidly (many schools are very stable), but that

the governance structute does not inhibit rapid change, as it does in other

sectors. For this reason I believe that a frequent monitoring of for-profit
institutions is desirable, and have proposed in my extended remarks that it be
done en annual basis. In many cases an annual site visit may not be required.
but that decision should rest on the information gathered.

ca21.Li.22.Z
As the system is now, do you think there is sufficient control over the

proprietary institution?

Remoonie
I believe hat the experience we have had with defaults in student loans suggests
that a greater degree of control must be exerted over the loan program in all
institutions. Annual monitoring of for-profit schools, mentioned above, would
be salutary way of in,reasing appropriate control.

QuestiOn 3
Branching has been cited as an itell that presents difficulty to accrediting
agencies. Do you think wn should limit branch campuses to a specific distance
from the main school end/or require the branches to teach the same type programs
as the main campus?

NT_RRDIR
Branching has presented problems and continues to do so. However, broad general

'solutions" are likely to cause more troubles than they cute. For example.
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limiting branches to a specific distance from the main school would remove a
significant portion ol programs offered on military bases -- unnecessarily, since
these programs are, by and large, successful Reg uiriog Programs oe a branch to
duplicate those at the main location would prevent A branch from meeting needs
at the branch location, but not at the main site. Branching has been a problem
for many years (end not only in the for-profit sector), and as we have improved
the accrediting procedures for dealing with branching we have learned that each
case needs to be treated as an individual case. In my extended remarks I

recommended to accrediting bodies that present controls on branching needed
further attention.

Question 4
Is it your impression that more proprietary schools turn bad atter they aro
accredited, rather then that Lad schools make it through the review process
undetected?

FISt_Sponse

Yes. An examination of the actions of the accrediting bodies dealing with for-
profit schools shows that a great deal et care is exercised in granting
accreditation, so that I have no basis for saying that a large number of bad
schools slip through. There are a number of examples of accredited schools that
become troubled for a variety of reasons. And. of Course. there are the scheols
that lose accreditation. This is an action which in itself points tc
deteriotation of a school after accreditation -- and one that the accrediting
body is addressing.

qmpstion

Bayou find that MOST reyies teams All, oe,:isposed to accredit schools, men when
problems are found, because they elt,SLIMP the school will improve with time?

Response

I'm not sure that an%one could make such a statement with respect to most review
teams without a careful analysis of the sar deci sions2sade. My experience
suggests that, shile those participating in the accrediting process are concerned
with the improvement of zt school. the are Mote likely to give a school the
benefit of the doubt after it is accredited, and to be strict at the point of
granting accreditation (t1),tt is a general impression not based on detailed
analysis, iecentl attended a meeting of the Commission on Occupational
Education In.,titutions of the Southern Arsociation; a high ploportion of schools
seeking initial accreditation were denied or deferred to obtain additional
information. By the way, the visiting tear does not make the accreditation
decision; it recommends to the Commission, which makes the decision following its
review of the documents and, on occasion, meeting with school and/or team
representatives.

Quection
no you think that the Department of Iducation places more reliance on accrediting
agencies than these ageecirs can effectively discharge sith periodic visits?

2
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ReSDOQIe
Yes. For a number of reasons (one of them being inadequate staffing), the

Department has sought to rely on mccrediting bodies for matters more closely
related to administration of Federal programs than to determination of

educational quality. As my xtended testimony recommended, I believe that the
Deportment's eligibility and certification processes should be strengthened and
made to deal explicitly with factors pertinent to the administration of federal
financial aid programs, maintaining the Uce of accreditation for matters of
educational quality.

QuestieP 7
Do accrediting agencies verify data that schools provide, or are these data
automatically accepted as reliable?

Response
One of the pnrposes of the site visit is to validate information submitted by a
school, as well as to seek additional information. In the examination of
information provided the accrediting body is sensitive to the consistence of
information, which is also a verification technique. Obviously some information
(such as that pro.Aded by correspondence) is not subject to immediate independent
verification, although here some of it can be regarded as significantly more than
a simple submission (e.g., audited financial statements).

Question tl
In your experience, how would you rate the performance of the Department of

Education regarding administration of the Title IV program?

Response
The Deportment has on its staff a number of excellent and well-qualitied
professionals. Unfortunately, it does not have enough of them; ED staffing
dropped steadily during Secretary Bennett's administration, and, while there is
now improvement, much more is needed. The Department is also hampered by
elaborate regulations which slow dovn response times and make it asv for

administrative miscues to occur. The reasons for a less than sparkling
performance by ED are well-known, and my subjective opinion of the past eight
years is a C+.

Question 9
Subcommittee staff has been told that dual accreditation is one way that schools
Protect thmselt,es against having the Title IV money tap turned off. Why would
a school seek institutional accreditation by two national agencies?

SesOonse
In my experience the most common legitimate reason is that the school finds its
character or programs falling between the predominant concerns of two accrediting
bodies; for example, a school offering both business and technical programs.
Dual accreditation is Quite comment in certain sectors; for example, it is common
tor theological seminaries to be accredited by both the Association of

Theological Schools and a regional commission, often because the seminary offers
programs both for those studying for the ministry and for laypersons. So far as

2 NI )
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effect on Federal financial aid is concerned, dual accreditation is now a dead
issue. Representative Williams of Montana had included in the budget
reconciliation act language that makes withdrawal of eligibility automatic if a
school has accreditation withdrawn or withdraws itself while under sanctions.
There is the safety provision that the Secretary of Education may cause
eligibility to be maintained, but it is clear that this is simply available for
exceptionel cases.

9uestion_10

Based on your experience, how many *bad' accredited schools are there* Are there
simply the proverbial few bad apples that proprietary school industry interests
assert, Or Are there more?

Response
I do not know of anyone who has the information to count the number of "bad"
schools, even assuwing one could define a "bad" school. There is presumptive
evidence that problem schools are few in proportion. For example, the Secretary
of Education recently identified that more than 30 percent of all defaulted loans
in the 1988.cohort data were owed by borrowers who attended less than one percent
of tho postsecondary institutions. That certainly suggests that -- defining
"bad" as meaning high default rate and amount -- 'bad schools are a small
proportion of the whole. Small proportion or not, we need to reduce both the
number and the proportion.

Question 11
Since they are not government agencies, accrediting agencies are not sub3ect to
Federal conflict-of-interest limitations. In your experiences, have you seen
instances which suggested conflict-of-interest problems in the accreditation
process?

Hesponse

Conflict of interest (or the appearance thereof) arises in almost every activity
in which important decisions are rendered. The activities of accrediting bodies
Are no exception, especially because of their reliance on peer review, where
there can arise conflicts because of both competition and cronyism. Accrediting
bodies have procedural rules seeking to guard against conflict of interest, and
these are usually well-onforcod, COPA-recognixed ccrediting bodies must have
such rules and in addition must have public representation in policy and decision
making processes, thus introducing external participants into the peer process.
The Department of Education also examines conflict of interest issues in its
review of accrediting bodies, But despite all rules problems do arise: a team
ember seeks a job with the school just visited; a commission member fails to
recuso and enters into discussion of a school in which he has an interest.
However, even with the very elaborate Federal rules conflict of interest cases
arise. I suspect we will continue to have cases of conflict of interest from
time to time, but I must say that in my experience the situation in accreditation
has improved significantly over the past fifteen years.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE s
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Question IZ
We've heard that situ examinations by accrediting agencies are otten ineffective

in catching bad schools. Do you agree? If so, why?

Response
The correct question is whether the entire accreditation process -- not just the

site visit -- is effective in catching bad schools. / know of cases in which the

eview and decision process following the site visit has resulted in reversing

recommendations to accredit, and so the distinction between the site team

recommendation and the final decision is significant. I doubt that the process

is "often' ineffective, although, as a confirmed believer inhuman error, I would

not ba surprised it there were an occasional mistake. Whet is needed to deal

with such allegations is to identify the particular cases and look at them

objectively.

Question 13
In your experience, how do accrediting agencies view theit function? Do they

consider themselves responsible for safeguarding against fraud and atuse in

student loan programs? Or do tho view themselves more as an advocate for their

ember schools?

Response
Tho two questions Pose a false dichotomy: ona is net necessarily an advocate

simply because one declines to monitor student loan programs. Accrediting bodies

are in the eligibility process because they are regarded as teliable authorities

as to the quality ot education or training in the institutions and programs the)

accredit. They do not have special expertise in the operation anA administration

of student loan programs, and their procedures and practices are not well adapted

to monitoring such programs. This point underlies my response to Question 6

above: monitoring Federal student loan programs is (or should be) the

responsibility of the Department of Education. Accrediting bodies are concerned

with student loan programs only insofar as they have impact on the quality of

education or training; obviously il they observe fraud or abuse they have the

citizen's responsibility to speak out. In many cases the investigation of fraud

and abuse requires more legal authority than a private association can possess;

this is a further reason that accrediting
bodies should not be looked upon as

monitors ot auditors of fraud and abuse in student loam.programs.

Nor are accrediting bodies simple advocates for accredited schools. They take

actions adverse to schools, they impose requirements tor accreditation which soma

schools find onerous or distasteful, and they require reporting extensive enough

to result in a rather stady stream of complaint from schools. Accrediting

bodies seek to evaluate schools fairly and equitably, to report their.

accreditation decisions publicly, and to work to improve accredited schools.

It's a dogma of accreditation that however good something may be, it isn't good

enough. That's applied to both schools and accrediting bodies. Sometimes I

think we apply it so much that we don't let people know how good the present is.

2"
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QuestiOD 14
In your experience is it common for accrediting agency directors or board members
also to be proprietary school owners, Does that create a potential conflict of
interest? &IVA accrediting agencies adopted any thical standards to prevent
potential conflicts in those situations?

Response

This is similar to Question 11 above. Accrediting commissions are composed of
persons associated with accredited schools and persons representative of the
public interest. I: for-profit schools are among those accredited, owners of
such schools could, and do, serve on accrediting commissions. The possibilities
of conflict of interest that exist are essentially the same as those that arise
when presidents of universities serve on accrediting commissions. As mentioned
in the response to Question 11, accrediting bodiss have rules about conflict of
interest situations. one common rule is that no one from the home state of a
school under review may participate in the re,ommendations or decision. In every
case, those participating are asked whether there is any reason to recuse, since
rules can deal with only the most common possibilities. There have been a few
cases in which disaffected institutions have asked the courts to require
restoration of acceeditation, with conflict of interest being raised as a reason.
hone ot these requests have been successful in the courts.

Question 15

You stated that a proprietary school's high default rata is more likoly to be
caused by the type of student served, and less likely related to the school's
poo: .ational quality. Do you think, therefore, that a high default rate for
proprietary schools should be condoned?

Response

My remarks must have been misunderstood. My view -- and I think this was clear
in a colloquy between Senator Nunn and pe -* iS that there are several factors
that increase default rates for student loans. Among these are various
characteristics of students served by a school, the occupational purpose of the
education or training received, and the quality of the school. Subcommittee
staff, in their testimony, had identified as "bad' schools all schorls having a
default rate of NI or higher. I think that this is a misuse of default data.
It may be correct that a "bad" school has a high default rate, but it does not
follow that all schools with high default rates are bad. Au examination of the
list of 89 schools identified by the Secretary (see Question 10 above) shows such
institutions as Milwauke Area Technical Collage, Southern University and Long
beach Community College District. All of these schools have default rateswell
above 20%, but it is not true that they are "bad" schools. It is important that
we avoid the OSSY Mistake of equating educational quality with easily available
default data; if ea misuiagnose the causes of defaults we will prescribe the
wrong medicine.

I do not think that a high default rate for any kind of school should be
conJoneu. As my extended remarks make explicit, I believe tha' default rate data
should be gsed by accrediting bodies regularly to identify p ssible educational
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problems. Senator Nunn remarked that a high default rate should be a red flag

I agree.

question 16
Has COPA ever de-recognized any agencies that it previously approved?

ROSPQMSQ
As my testimony stated, some five accrediting bodies recognized by COPA were
later dropped from the recognized list. r mentioned the case of one that
declined to change its procedures to conform to COPA's Provisions when they were

revised, and as a consequence withdrew. In other cases we do not know why
withdrawal occurred, although in somu questions had been raised about the conduct

of the organization. We have not had a case in which the accrediting body
persisted in seeking recognition to the point that a final negative decision was

rendered. That seems reasonable: no rational accrediting body would pursue COPA

recognition to the point of a public ,lecision when it becomes clear during the
process that the decisic- is likely to be adverse. We have in the COPA files

inquiries and/or submissions of information from about 100 organizat:ons that

either wished to begin accreditation or were doing accreditation and were

considering seeking COPA recognition. None of these pursued tho matter after
receiving written information and/or consultation with COPA staff.

I hope these responses are helpful to the work of the 5uhrommittee. I would of

course be glad to provide additional information.

Yours sincerely,

Q

Thurston F. Manning
President
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DEBORAH DAVISSON DE VRIES
PRESIDENT, RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES

BEFORE THE
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

HEARINGS ON
ABUSES IN FEDERAL STUDENT AID PROGRAMS, PART 21

LICENSING, ACCREDITATION, CERTIFICATION AND ELIGIBILITY
SEPTEMBER 12, 1990* * *

Opening

Goot. morning, Mr. Chairman and Members of theSubcommittee. I am pleased to be here this morning to testifyand contribute to the Subcommittee's investigation into studentloan defaults, particularly those issues relating toproprietary schools and accrediting agencies. For SO months, /worked for a nationally recognized accrediting agency. I nowhave a job elsewhere: I work as a consultant to proprietaryschools and bus'nesses. In addition, I work with the State of
California in reviewing schools applying for a license.

Educational and Experiential Background

My name is Deborah Davisson De Vries. I am 41 years of
age and cur -stly reside in Californi,. I have a bachelor'sdegree in "istory and humanities, f-sm the University ofCalifornia at Los Angeles (1971), ans my master and doctorate
degrees in education (curriculum design 4nd evaluation ofprogramming) from the University of Southern California ( in1975 and 1981, respectively). My employment history in adult
education began 1974, when I worked in Okinawa, Japan, for the
Department of Defense at Camp Hansen Marine Base, as a lead
teacher and as the director of an adult high school. While Iwas there, I helped 1700 Marines receive their high schooldiplomas. While there, I also coordinated the accreditation
process through the North Central Association of Colleges andSchools. After that period overseas, I worked at a learningcenter for adults, preparing adults for GED testing. Thepredominant population I worked with in this regard ware native
Americans from five different Southwest tribes.

After that period, I worked at Luke Air Force Base inthree different capacities. I was the director of the I.D.E.A.
Program, a remediation and basic skill training center designedfor enlisted men who were having difficult completingon-the-job training or in passing promotion tests. Inaddition, / worked for the Tactical Air Command, pilot teacher
training program, the academic instructor course. Part timeduring this time, I taught for Embry-Riddle Aeronautical
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University, Park College, Golden Gate College, Rio Salado

Community College, and Glendale Community College, in a variety

of subject areas, including history, humanities, freshman

English, English as a second language, and literature. I

taught remedial through master's level classes.

As a volunteer, I worked in various official and

unofficial capacities with the Arizona Adult Education

Association, the Mountain Plains Adult Education Association,'
the American Association of Adult and Continuing Education, and
the Commission on Adult Basic Education. In these roles, I

became active in lobbying to bring awareness and understanding

of student needs to those in decision-making roles.

My specific educational and experiential ability and

background led me in 1984 to the position with the Council for

Non-collegiate Continuing Education (CNCE), later called the

Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training

(ACCET).

Description of Work with CNCE/ACCET

ln my position at CNCE/ACCET, I worked for 50 months in

various capacities. My first job title was assistant director,

then associate director, then vice president, and finally vice

president for accreditation. My job duties included, among

other activities, coordinating applicant readiness, scheduling

on-site visits, training commission representatives and team

members, conducting on-site visits, developing and conducting

applicant training workshops, coordinating commission meetings,

and representing ACCET at various State and professional

meetings.

In that time period, I participated in over 250 school

site visits, in various capa:ities such as public relation,

branch visits, pre-accreditation visits, initial accreditation
visits, and re-accr(Dditation visits.

In this visitation capacity, I observed programs and

individuals who provided exemplary care and commitment and

those who were callous and cold-blooded in their obvious

pursuit of personal recognition, money, and/or power.

saw programs begin as very small, unsophisticated "Mom

And Pop" organizations with as few as 20 students, in one

location, and watched them grow after accreditation to programs

with 50 to 100 employees, and 500 to 1000 students, at several

different sites.

Analysis of Accreditation Experience

There is no magical answer or clue to be able to

distinguish healthy growth and change from a Jekyll and Hyde

growth and change. Some schools were able to evolve stably and
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with dignity, and others, unpredictably, would fall victim to
the new power and wealth they acquired, and lose the ability to
manage or educate effectively. There is disease facetiously
labelled "Mercedes Mania.- It is a disease which may affect an
orderly, hard-working, honorable 'Mom and Pop" school owner,
when he/she begins receiving lump sums of money several days in
succession, when the first Guaranteed Student Loans (GSL)
checks start arriving. For individuals who have routinely been
dry on the payment aide, who've been going without salaries,
and working 14- to IS-hour days, sometimes this lump sum series
of payments becomes debilitating. The first recognition that
he/she will be successful is to prove it is real, by buying a
Mercedes. After that, it is possible things wil) never be the
same.

The biggest -sin" was hubris of ego, Ul rather, believing
that the flaws of others could not possibly apply personally,
and that there was no relation between delegating, managing,
and planning, and the avoidance of corruption, developing a
lack of dedication, or a loss of understanding of mission.

There was a major change in an underlying premise of
owners of schools that I observed in my tenure of service, and
what happened at. my agency, I believe, was a microcosm of what
was occurring everywhere.

When I began work with CNCE/ACCET, my organization was
composed of 144 continuing education programs. I believe that
only three (2%) of these used accreditation to access Title Iv
funds. The others used accreditation as a public
approval/consumer assurance avenue, and utilized the structured
aspect of self-evaluation and its model provided by
accreditation as a tool for self-improvement.

Many changes had occurred by the time I left CNCE/ACCET
there were close to 400 different continuing education programs
accredited by ACCET, and the number of programs accessing Title
IV funds was close to 50% of that number. In addition, /
believe many of the basic variables had changed. When I first
began at CNCE/ACCET, change of ownership, addition of branch
locations, and addition of new course requests were very rare.
By the time I left, there were about 100 requests for changes
each month.

I believe that during this time, there was a dramatic
change in the goals and philosophy of school owners, but not of
the oversight authorities, State, Federal, and accrediting. In
1984, there was a rather special and consistent bond among
teachers and educators. There was a basic premise that
individuals were commonly involved in education because of a
need and a love to nurtur,.., others. Similarly, the oversight
organizations saw their role to be a collegial nurturing and
encouragement of educators to develop the tools and skills for

2 7 J
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continual self-evaluation, which is after all the particular

purpose of the accrediting bodies.

There was not a need, or at least, not a common perception

that the State government or accrediting agencies needed to be

policemen.

In reality, the rules of the game changed without a

recognition by the oversight individuals. Major changes in the

school-oversight relationship occurred, albeit innocuously,

when schools were owned and managed by businessmen and lawyers,
rather than social servants and educators. What made sense to

a businessman was slow to be recognized by accrediting agencies

who needed to become pro-active in legislation, governing

procedures, fee structure, and staffing. To effectively keep

the intent of accreditation in place.

As an example, my agency had no specific utandard

(standards are the rules by which schools abide to become
and/or remain accredited) which stated that unethical behavior

would not be permitted. So although a visiting team might have

suspicions about the lack of integrity of a specific procedure,
unless that activity clearly fit under one of the standards, it

was very difficult for the agency to take any action. (At my

suggestion, a standard stating that "an honest and ethical
intent is implied by all communications," was added.) However,

prior to that time, an institution could not be issued a show

cause letter stating why its accreditation should be withdrawn,

because no specific, literally specific-. standard haa been

violated.

I will go into greater detail on the legal restraints

inhibiting accrediting agencies from weeding out bad schools

later in my testimony. Suffice it to say, that although it may
seem like common sense, the maturation process to match the

sophistication level of the changing genre of owners was

neither clear nor manageable.

Summary Analysis: How Had Schools Get in the System and Stay

There

If I were to analyze in simplistic terms how bad schools

get into the accredited system and hcq- they stay there, I would

offer four simple explanations.

1. ..# 111Z

have not matured as rapidlv as t e bed schools.

If a school deliberately wants to lie, cheat, and steal,
it will go to great lengths to insure that it succeeds. These

charades go beyond what is anticipated or expected by

reasonably knowledgeable visiting teams. Several instances

illustrate my point. In one instance, actors were hired to

pose as students to be interviewed by the visiting team. On

2
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another, computer programs and hundreds of pages of supporting
documentation were created to establish false financial trails.
In another case, refund checks were written and ledgers were
made -- all for checks never mailed to students. Finally, in
another case, over 100 student files were completely fabricated
to establish a list of graduates who did not exist. In each ofthese instances, eventually the facts came out, but the
nurturing educational system of old was not equipped to go into
a school review and detect these charades.

2. The level system is on the Aide of_the_owners.

Owners of schools can hide for years behind due process
and the court-assessed value of a school to keep accrediting
agencies (and sometimes Federal and State agencies) from taking
actions against them.

3. The oversight orga4zetions do not funetion as a unit,

There is a recogeizable lack of communication amongoversight agencies. Part of this is due to petty jealousy, andpart to bureaucratic territoriality. The other aspect which
gets in the road of clear communication is a bureaucratic lackof being able to efficiently communicate vital data. At times,
with no malice, basic details have not been communicated tovital sources. For example, the State of California policy onhow a branch must or must not be approved has changeddrasticalry. Without formal notification of policy, a
California official sent a curt letter notifying my accrediting
agency that the procedure in the State did not require dual
approval of the branch, and that the accrediting agencyapproval was enough, and that our request for State approval
prior to granting approval was overburdening the State. Then,later, with no notification from the State, another terseletter was sent mandating my agency's compliance with the State
regulation which insisted State approval was mandatory before
the accrediting agency had any authority to approve a branch.

4. There are cenflict-of-:intereat issues which do not have
* *AZ

Fee structures of accrediting agencies represent oneexample. Accrediting agencies are supported by their members.

There is a tendency among human beings who have been given
relative power to become a bully. A bully is defined assomeone who has authority to provide a needed service,accessibility to funding, or specialited information, and whoisn't able to review the situation from the recipient's pointof view. A bully is also someone who doesn't care about the
fairness and justness of decisions because he knows that there
is no reasonable way to be challenged.

2 i
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Because of the tendency of some to use power unfairly,

aspects of bribery, extortion, and unresolved grievance occur.

Bully Syndrome

I have witnessed and heard of cases where schools have

felt compelled to perform certain actions, give certain gifts,

or spend money in ways not mandated by any procedures, because
it was felt these actions must be done in order to maintain the
status quo, to attain or retain accreditation, Federal funding,

or State recognition. There needs to be an ethical code which
is clearly disseminated to rchool owners and to accrediting
agencies, in the same way that schools are now giving students

a bill of rights prior to admission.

If a school owner/accreditation applicant is told he must

pay "special" consulting fees prior to being accepted for

accreditation review, he might not know what his rights are
legally, or how to officially discover whether or not this is a

legitimate fee or a pay-off. There is currently no line oi
demarcation.

If a school owner is asked by any employee of the State,
accrediting agency, or Federal government to pay or donate for

possible, actual, promised or performed, special consideration,

there is no authority or documented procedure which can or does
outline the consequence of sayiag no. Therefore, any action,
from requesting a special donation of equipment to an expanded
travel fee to an actual payment of a fee, represents a decision

for which the school official has no clear choice, no option to

say "no" without feeling or becoming vulnerable. When we
permit systems to operate without publishing a commonly

acknowledged code of conduct or an official appeal or

clarification procedure, we in effect condone "bullying" as a

way of life. The consequences to the quality of our system are
subliminally poisonous.

In conclusion, it is my belief that many of the problems
we are discussing here, today, have a direct correlation to

this °bully syndrome' and the lack of a 'bullied bill of

rights." The victims are everywhere: the students, the school
owners, the accrediting agencies, the tax payers.

We must be sensitive to the fact that there are actually
bullies, and perceived bullies, we should understand that the

perception of bullying is just as debilitating as actual

bullying. For example, asking directly or indirectly for

donations to an organization, especially if an institution is
in the process of seeking or re-establishing its accreditation,
the request for donation might be perceived as being a command

rather than a request. Suppose, for example, that an

individual on a visiting team makes the same request for

donation or special treatment, implying (whether stated or
unstated) that routine accrediting procedures may be simplified
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for the donor. This represents another case where the
perception of demand rather than request, in reality, becomes
bullying.

Description of the Need and Role of Good Schools

We have spoken about how bad schools get in the system,
and how they remain. I would also like to explain, for the
record, how good schools get in the system and why we need for
them to remain, and not be casually grouped with those who
violate oar faith in the educational system.

World Without Vocational Schooling

I ask you to imagine for a moment what would happen if
there were no secretaries with word-processing skills no auto
mechanics, and computer technicians. Imagine that even if they
existed, they had learned to work by trial and error rather
than in structured educational training programs.

What you have imagined is a world without vocational
technical education. What you have imagined is what would
result if the millions of students whose unique skills and
abilities could not be developed by traditional means because
they were denied the educational funding they so desperately
need. Given the disproportionate representation of lower
socioeconomic-Ievel students in private career schools, denying
these students aid is tantamount to chaining the slowest runner
to the starting gate.

Financial Benefits of Vocational Training

A report from Stanford University's Center for Educational
Research indicates that each year's class of high schooldropouts over their lifetimes costs this nation nearly $296
billion dollars in lost earnings and ungenerated tax income.

Private career schools are needed to help turn this
national debit into a national credit. America needs schools
which produce lawyers, doctors, and rocket scientist, but wealso need school which turn out working-class Americans who
contribute to the tax base rather than detract from it.
Private career schools provide training that is not offered
elsewhere and cater to students that others do not.

Perhaps a solution to some of the pain that vocational
training students have suffered at the hands of unscrupulous
business entrepreneurs masquerading as nurturing educators is
to set a new structure for checks and balances which will
encourage the behavior we see as worthy, and discourage or
eliminate those which we find repugnant. If we must have
Tegulations, they must be clearly stated, clearly communicated,and even more clearly focused. Governmental agencies have
spent far too much time and effort drafting and re-drafting
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regulations which approached problems to date, but never seemed

able to reselve them. We have used an axe and a blindfold to
address prcalems that are best resolved using a microscope and

scalpel.

Need for Common Mission and Philosophy

There is a need for cooperation and a common sense of

mission and philosophy. In the past, the individuals involved
in education, and training, either in reality, or in public

perception and actions which usually matched the public
perception, were based with a teaching and nurturing premise.
They weer at heart, interested in growth and building, and the
literal meaning of the word education, i.e., "to lead out." At

that time, the guidance given by the Department of Education,
State authorities, and the accrediting agencies, assumed that
educators only need a professional bonding, and that the basic
level of interest would always be something held in common: to

educate.

The nature of the common bond dramatically and graphically
changed without a concomitant change in the guiding bodies,
either in their rules, their philosophies, or their actions.

Accrediting'agencies, State departments of education, and

the Federal Department of Education seem to work

semi-independent17. The basic need today is to collectively
assess what it is that we really want to happen. Then the next
step is to look at what we are doing and to determine if all
our efforts will encourage the same results.

Weed for Clarity of Focus and Clarity of Communication

One of the first steps is to recognize that what we are

doing as educators, in varying capacities at the State,

Federal, and accrediting arena levels are mismatched
combinations of monitoring, policing, and guiding, There is a
lack of clarity of focus and, in particular, a lack of clarity

of communication.

The unscrupulous, corrupt school owners escape the

scrutiny because the accrediting agencies don't communicate
with States, and vice versa; the States don't communicate with
the Federal Department of Education, and vice versa; and the
accrediting agencies don't effectively communicate with the
Department of Education and vice versa. What happens is that

no one body effectively sees the whole picture, and regulates
and enforces, and creates standards, procedures, and/or laws
which could monitor and structure the entire system.

Who Will Police

The Federal level has assumed without ever validating the
fact that tho accrediting agencies will want to change their

2
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roles to become policemen. In reality, even a minor change inthe way standards are interpreted by accrediting agencies eanhave enormous consequences. For example, the decision to bemore cautious, to slow the ability for schools to add branches
by an accrediting agency is a major undertaking. First, policyneeds to be written, Approved, and disseminated to membership.
Accrediting agencies must be sensitive to the fact they may besued for restraint of trade. Additionally, extra personnel maybe needed to enforce this decision to become morepoliceman-like, even in one area. Extra personnel meansincreased fees for members who are likely to sea this as not
getting the same type of scrutiny/service they expected.

Some of the State agencies have vacillated internally andexternally in their roles as approval agencies or policemen.In the last few years, several of the States have taken theinitiative to become stronger in the policing function.Several States have also changed their relationship with the
accrediting agencies, first in seeing the accrediting agency'sfunction to approve certain procedures in lieu of the State,and then to be angry with the accrediting agencies for notdoing the job the way the State either thought it was beingdone, or the way that it later determined to be more effective.

Like a family that is going through the pains associated
with maturation and adolescence, the growth of the changing
school position and the regulatory bodies has been a stormyone, based on a lack of clarity and communication. There havebeen needs which have not been addressed, and when the repairis being made there has been exaggerated blame andfrustration. There is a desperate need for clarification ofgoals, and a concentrated and communicated effort to Coordinatethe focus.

If, for example, it were determined that ae regulatingbodies had in common the basic premise of serving as a consumer
protector then the actions and regulations from the State wouldalways have a basic premise to fall back upon. moreimportantly, if the mission were commonly understood, State,Federal, and accrediting agencies (and agencies such as theveterans Administration) would naturally be acting from acommon and basic foundation.

The next benefit of a clear mission, such as student
protection, would be that it would then be easier to set upcommunication channels, and focus information-gathering so thatit would find vital information.

The changing nature of the student population is anexpression of success of the ability of the Higher Education
Act of 1965 to make it possible for a broad mix of citizens tohave educational opportunities.
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What We Can Do Now: Focus Our Actions; Communicate Effectively

-- Re-affirm the roles among the triad: State licensing,

peer accreditation, and Federal eligibility.

-- clarify specific roles for each part of the triad, and

the need for mutual communication and interaction.

-- Promote integrity and accountability in the delivery of

private, vocational training.

-- Streamline the Federal financial aid delivery system.

The Triad Partnership Need for Coordination

The partnership -- the triad relationship among the State,

Federal, and peer review accreditation -- can only succeed if

all of the partners are involved and committed to the same
principles 4nd letter of the Iaw.

It is in the national interest for the Federal government

to facilitate coordination among the various partners to

maximize the use of State, institutional, and private resources

and efforts.

It is essential that the various procedures and processes

be coordinated. In the past, delivery and monitoring systems

have been addressed through various voluntary actions, rather

than through a strctegic and focused managemeni. of

communication and results.

Growth in numbers and in motivation of school owners has

created confusion, complexity, and duplication of efforts that

frustrate all involved.

Existing internal and external procedures among and

between States, and accrediting agencies, as well as the

Department of Education need to be coordinated, and even

regulated with consistency. The sequence of actions and

activities of the various sources of information need to be
effectively asd efficiently communicated and delegated. Far

example. an accreditation site visit has no normal and

reasonable mechanism to gather information from other agencies,

such as State licensing agencies, or the Federal program review
for audits, or the Veterans Administration. For reviewers on

one site visit to accurately know what has occurred before
sometimes takes a detective. The process of accreditation is
based on the premise of self-evaluation and peer review. It is

not reasonable to expect that the peer reviewers are going to
know the exact match of questions to determine what information
other agencies might have asked for or gathered.

2
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Legal Constraints Block Accrediting Role

In addition, there are constraints for.' legal due process
protection that definitely discourage one agency from freely
providing another agency with information which might be
considered either slanderous or libelous. In our litigious
society, it behooves the differing agencies to maintain a low
profile, and not get involved in any procedure unless it could
be defended easily in court. Somehow, this situation needs tobe improved. There needs to be a collective recognition that
accreditation is not a right; it must be earned. At the same
time, it must be recognized that the rules for accreditation
cannot change irresponsibly. Institutions and student
consumers have a right to professional behavior.

Fragmentation of Effort

What has tended to happen is that each element of the
triad has speciaIixed in certain aspects which have seemingly
evolved as part of its purview, without any publicacknowledgment of this procedure or recognition of howfragmented a situation this can cause. Three approaches by
different agencies will be described which illustrate the lackof any one organization being able to Nee the total picture.
For example, on a school visit by the California Student Aid
Commission, owing to the intensive review of files, and the
interviewing of the students, the reviewer did not have time
nor the mandate to review any class in session, or to even viewthe facility. On an accreditation visit, the team spent
extensive amounts of time reviewing the facility and classes,
and interviewing students and staff, but did not gather anyinformation about a recent licensing dispute, or a withdrawal
of approval from the Veterans' Administration. A Federalprogram review will thoroughly look at the financial posture,but may not know that the text materials are totallyinappropriate for the current student population. In some
ways, it often appears as though the famous camel designed by a
committee is the model for the triad conception and approach to
what the ideal vocational, or post-secondary school will be.

In addition, the recent acknowledgment of the triadconcept needs to be regularly re-evaluated and expanded.Perhaps the concept should not only be the licensure or
authorization from the State, the Federal program eligibility
process and the voluntary accreditation process, but shouldexpand to include the private lenders and guarantors.Legislation should enhance coordination among the oversight
entities and clearly recognize the responsibilities of each.
Failure to comply with established and approved policies and
practices should result in funding and eligibility restrictions
sufficient to discourage abusive practices by institutions,
agencies, students, or other recipients of Federal funding.
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Coordination of Resou=es

Mere is a need for better coordination of resources to

Improve access to educational opportunity. The Department
should focus on program administration rather than efforts to
determine academic quality -- issues which have been delegated
to State regulators and accrediting agencies.

The focus can be simplified. Rather than trying to serve

two functions, approving accrediting agencies and approving
school institutional policies which are already regulated by
accrediting agencies, the Federal Department of Education could

concentrate its efforts on the publication of relevant,
accurate, and pertinent facts, such as the cohort default rate.
The Department of Education could concentrate on developiny
clear criteria so that the accreditation process can fulfill

its delegated role.

Recommendation for the Role and Responsibility for the

Accrecating Agency

The accrediting agency is the appropriate partner to

evaluate and determine academic quality, and integrity of

schools.

It is recommended that accrediting agencies be permitted
to establish a program of arbitration to eliminate or minimize
the exposure to frivolous litigation that could render an

agency financially insolvent and cause needless and unnecessary
delay in the agency enforcing its standards, policies, rules,

and procedures.

-- Legally, accreditation should not be declared as

property, which thereby bars the agency from enforcing its
provisions when a voluntary reorganization occurs in the

bankruptcy courts.

-- Criteria must be developed to eliminate the abuse from
untimely and inappropriate opening of branch campuses.

Institutions should be prohibited from developing branch
campuses which do not offer like or similar programs of study

as the main campus. For example, additional or different
curricula should not be offered during the first two years of

the branch operation.

-- Institutions that undergo a change of ownership should
be prohibited from branch activity for a minimum period of two

years, which is the procedure necessary to begin initial

accreditation. This would help eliminate the business
incentive of opening a branch.

-- Schools should also be mandated by accrediting agencies
to publish graduation and employment rates of graduates prior
to applicants completing the enrollment process,
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Fabstantive criteria must be developed to ensure that
all programs for students fulfill a defined and creditable
employment need. Statistical data must be available to
demonstrate an adequate employment potential for the graduate
at a wage comparable to the tuition investment.

One of the biggest changes has been the dollar-value
appeal in buying a school's accreditation, by purchasing the
school. According to a recent bankruptcy court decision
involving accreditation and a school, accreditation was valued
at $150,000. Many changes of ownership have occurred which
violate the intent of the two-year accreditation trial period.
Accreditation then does not have the same consumer protection
process as it once did. It has been accepted that it takes two
years for an institution to prove itself, and after that time,
the students will no longer have to be guinea pigs for the
beginning development phase. "Then the intent of the two years
of continuous successful ope. Ifion is ignored by permitting
accreditation to remain even after many, small approved changes
-- such as change of owner, change of location, change of size
(several new brunches}, and/or change of curriculum occur --
the basic consumer protection offered by the two-year
requirement is nullified or mitigated.

Role and Responsibility of the Accrediting Agency to the
Ability of Benefit (ATB) Student

It is important to realize the elimination of the ATB
student would cause economic and social chaos. Today, the
number of dropouts is close to 1,000,000 annually. It has been
estimated to cost almost $25,000 per year to provide social
services to those who are high school dropouts. The national
bill could be $25 billion dollars (according to the College
Board, 1987). Nationally, more is paid for one million
dropouts than is paid for student aid for 12 million
post-secondary students. All members of the higher education
partnership must accept reasonable responsibility and adopt
appropriate steps to insure that this population is effectively
served.

This is an appropriate function which State and Federal
agencies can delegate to the accrediting agencies. Accrediting
agencies are in a unique position to adopt criteria to better
serve this student.

-- One step would be for accrediting agencies to require
school owners to demonstrate, with appropriate documentation,
its retention, graduatiin, and employment rates of its non-high
school graduates, and to set minimum acceptable graduation
rates.

-- Abuses by all post-secondary institutions can best be
curbed and eliminated by accrediting agencies in cooperation

2 S
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with the Federal Department of Education and appropriate State

agencies. This is not well coordinated now by all agencies.

School owners, mangers, and employees should be fully
accountable for all actions and should be prosecuted to the
full extent possible when convicted of fraud or intentional
misuse of student aid funds.

Concluding Remarks to Addrezs These Problems

The biggest problem now is a lack of cohesiveness in goals

and purposes. The second problem is lack of structure for

communication of key information. The first step is to

recognize this problem. The second step is to recognize this

problem. The second step is learning to separate the desirable
from the undesirable without losing sight of the goal. The

desirable is to build the collective brain, education, and

employment resource of our country. The undesirable is abuse
of power at the State, Federal, accrediting, institutional, and

borrower levels.

I believe that we need to cooperate nt all levels, in

affirming what we must have, and eliminating what is

disruptive, negative, and destructive. It takes courage,

foresight, and leadership to do this. I support, in both

personal and professional ways, this responsibility,

obligation, and vision.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

I will be happy to answer any questions you may have.

2%1
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HEARING FoLLow-UP QUESTIONS
SENATE COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

BY

DR. DEBORAH D. DE VRIES
PRESIDENT, RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES

1. PRACTICES, CHARACTERISTICS, AND OWNERSHIP OF
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS SEEM TO CHANGE RAPIDLY. DO YOU
THINK THAT ACCREDTING AGENCIES SHOULD mum THEIR
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS ON AN ANNUAL BASIS IN AN ATTEMPT
TO MONITOR THE CHANGES?

YES. HOWEVER, ACCREDITING AGENCIES CuRRENTLY Do
REQUIRE ANNUAL REPORTS. PERHAPS, THE DETAIL AND RANGE
OF INFORMATION REQUESTED COULD BE AUGMENTED. THEN,
RANDOM SPOT VISITS TO VERIFY ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
oR TO VALIDATE SPECIFIC ITEMS WHICH ARE RED-FLAGGED
(IN THE ANNUAL REPORT) COULD BE COORDINATED. IT IS
UNREASONABLE, LOGISTICALLY AND MONETARILY TO VISIT ALL
SCHOOLS ANNUALLY.

2. AS THE SYSTEM IS NOW, DO YOU THINK THERE IS
SUFFICIENT CONTROL OVER THE PROPRIETARY ImsTITUTION?

NO. IN ADDITION, THERE ARE CONSTRAINTS THAT PROHIBIT
ACCREDITING AGENCIES FROM RE-ADJUSTING CONTROL
MECHANISMS SIMPLY. FOR EXAMPLE, DIFFERING STATE
REGULATIONS, COURT PRECEDENT AND EVEN DOE REGULATIONS
BECOME BUREAUCRATIC WALLS WHICH ARE DIFFICULT TO
SURMouNT. I BELIEvE AS I STATED IN MY TESTIMONY, THAT
ACCREDITING AGENCIES NEED TO BECOME PRO-ACTIVE IN
DETERAINING NEED FoR NEW MEASURES.

3. BRANCHING HAS BEEN CITED AS AN AREA TEAT PRESLICS
DIFFICULTY TO ACCREDITING AGENCIES. DO YOU THINE WE
SHOULD LIMIT BRANCH CAMPUSES TO A SPECIFIC DISTANCE
FROM THE MAIN SCHOOL AND/OR REQUIRE THE BRANCIMS TO
TEACH THE SAME TYPE PROGRAMS AS THE MAIN CAMPUS?

YES, I BELIEVE THAT BRANCHING REGULATIONS NEED TO BE
REVISED. I BELIEVE SOME COMBINATION OF CHANGES ( SUCH
AS THE ONES I SUGGESTED IN M; TESTIMONY) NEED TO BE
CONSISTENTLY ImPLEMENTED. ULTIMATELY, I BELIEVE ALL
BRANCHES SHOULD SEEK TO BECOME FREE-STANDING
ACCREDITATED INSTITUTIONS. IN THIS WAY, BRANCHES

2 9
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COULD BEGIN IN A PROTECTED STATUS WITH APPROVAL, BUT
THEN BE REQUIRED TO PROVE FULL OPERATIONAL SKILL BY
BECOMING INDEPENDENTLY ACCREDITED.

4. IS IT yoult MRESSION THAT NORE PROPRIETARY
scomms TURN BAD AFTER THEY ARE ACCREDITED, RATHER
THAN THAT BAD SCHOoLS NAME IT THROWN THE REVIEW
PROCESS UNDETECTED?

YES, AS I HAVE STATED IN MY WRITTEN AND ORAL
TESTIMONY, I BELIEVE THAT POWER, MONEY, AND LACE OF
CLARITY OF MISSION, AMONG OTHER TRAITS, CONTRIBUTE TO
A NEGATIVE CHANGE IN SCHOOLS AFTER ACCREDITATION.

5. DO YOU FIND THAT MOST REVIEW TEAM ARE PREDISPOSED
TO ACCREDIT SCHOOLS, EVEN WHEN PROBLEMS ARE FOUND,
BECAUSE THEY ASSUME THE SCHOOL WILL IMPROVE WITH TINE?

NO. FIRST I WOULD LIKE TO CORRECT THE IDEA THAT TEAMS
ACCREDIT A SCHOOL. THE TEAM IS A FACT FINDING BODY
wRICH SERVES AS THE EYES AND EARS FOR THE ACCREDITING

COMMISSION. ACCREDITATION TS BASED ON SELF-EVALUATION

AND PEER REVIEW AS A PREMISE. THE ANALOGY IS

MEMBERSHIP IN AN ELITE CLUB. THE TEAM MEMBERS WANT
NEW KHMERS TO BE "UP TO THE STANDARD." THE ANSWER

TO THE INTENT OF THIS QUESTION, IS THAT I DO NOT

BELIEVE THERE IS A "GOOD OLE BOY" REVIEW PRACTICE BY

VISITING TEAMS.

6. DO YOU THINK THAT THE DEPARTNENT OF EDUCATION

PIACES MORE RELIANcE ON AcaminTrwo AGENCIES THAN

THESE AGENCIES CAN EFFECTIVELY DISCHARGE WITH PERIODIC

VISITS?

YES AND NO. I BELIEVE THE DOE PLACES MORE

RESPONSIBLITY ON ACCREDITING AC MCIES THAN THEY ARE

PREPARED AND HAVE BEEN WILLING TO ACCEPT, AND MORE

IMPORTANTLY, THAN HAS BEEN CLEARLY AGREED UPON. I

HAVE EXPANDED ON THIS LACK OF CLEAR COMMUNICATION

BETWEEN AND AMONG AGENCIES IN MY TESTIMONY. IN

SUMMARY, I DON'T BELIEVE THAT THE DOE OR ACCREDITING

AGENCIES HAVE RESPONSIBLY ACTED AS TAXPAYER OR

CONSUMER ADVOCATES IN ASSURING THAT WHAT IS DETERMINED

AS NECESSARY CRITERIA ARE CUMULATIVELY MET AND

ENFORCED.
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7. Do AccREDITING AGENCIES vERIFY DATA TELAT SCHOOLS
PROVIDE, OR ARE THESE DATA ADTOmATICALLY ACCEPTED ASRELIABLE?

THERE Is NO CLEAR CUT ANSWER TO THIS QUESTION. ITSHOULD BE UNDERSTOOD THAT A BASIC PREMISE OF
ACCREDITATION IS THAT oF SELF-EVALUATION. AS I RAvE
STATED IN MI TESTIMONY, IF A SCHooL DELIBERATELY WANTS
To FOOL A TEAM, OR TO LIE, THE PROCEDURES As DESIGNED
WILL NOT NECESSARILY DISCOVER THIS.

I BELIEVE THAT TEAM MEMBERS VERIFY CERTAIN ASPECTS,
AND BASED ON CONGRUENcE WITH THE SELF-EvALuATION
REPORT INvESTIGATE MORE THOROUGHLY, OR TEND TO REVIEW
PRESENT EVIDENCE WITHOUT GOING THROUGH EXTENSIVE
REVIEW. FOR EXAMPLE, IF ONE WERE TO CHECK REFUND
CHECKS, AND LEDGER CARDS FOR STUDENTS AND FIND THEY
WERE IN ORDER, FINANCIAL FILES WERE IN ORDER, AND
COPIES OF STUDENT REFUND CHECKS WERE IN ORDER, A TEAM
MEMBER WOULD AssUME THAT THE REFUNDS wERE MADE
ACCORDING TO PROCEDURES PROVIDED BY THAT EVIDENCE. A
CASE THAT I RECALL, HAD ALL OF THIS APPARENT EVIDENCE
THAT ITEMS WERE IN COMPLIANCE, AND YET LATER WE FOUND
OUT THAT EVERYTHING HAD BEEN FORGED AND FEXED FOR THE
TEAM. I BELIEVE THAT TH. AVERAGE REASONABLE VISITING
TEAM IS NOT PREPARED FOR SUCH GROSS DISHONESTY.

B. IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, HOW WOULD YOU RATE THE
PERFORMANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT oF EDUCATION REGARDING
ADMINISTRATION OF THE TITLE IV PROGRAM?

I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT I HAVE THE EXPERTISE TO EVALUATE
THE PERFORMANCE OF THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION. I DO
KNOW OF INSTANCES WHERE EXTREMELY DEDICATED DOE
INDIVIDUALS HAVE HELPED SCHOOLS CLARIFY AND UNDERSTAND
THE PROCESS. I ALSO KNOW oF INSTANCES WHERE THE DOE
BURELUCRATIC PROCESS CREATED MAJOR HEADACHES AND
UNNECESSARY FRUSTRATION FOR SCHOOLS, STUDENTS AND THE
PUBLIC. IF YOU ARE ASKING WHETHER I BELIEVE THAT THE
DOE HAS THE MECHANISMS IN PLACE TO THOROUGHLY,
EFFICIENTLY, AND EFFECTIvELY REGULATE AND POLICE THE
TITLE IV UTILIZATION PROCESS, MY ANSWER Is NO, THAT
PROCESS HAS NOT BEEN EFFECTIVELY DESIGNED OR
IMPLEMENTED.

9. SUBCOMMITTEE STAFF HAS BEEN TOLD THAT DUAL
ACCREDITATION IS ONE WAY THAT SCHOOLS PROTECT
THEMSELVES AGAINST HAVING THE TITLE IV MONEY TAP
TURNED OPP. WEY WOULD A SCHOOL SEEK INSITUTIONAL
ACCREDITATION BY TWO NATIONAL AGENCIES?

29,-
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DUAL ACCREDITATION MAY HAVE ONE MOTIVATOR To SERVE ASA DOUBLE FULFILLmENT OP THE NECESSITY OF HAVING
ACCREDTITATION IN ORDER TO BE ELIGIBLE TO DISBURSE
TITLE IV FUNDS; HOWEVER, THERE ARE OTHER REASONS WHY
A PROGRAM MAY SEEK DUAL ACCREDITATION. FoR EXAMPLE, A
SCHOOL MAY BE ACCREDITED BY AN AGENCY THAT ONLY
ACCREDITS SPECIFIC PROGRAMS, AND ACCREDITATION BY ANAGENCY THAT ACCREDITS INSTITUTIONALLY mAY BEAPPROPRIATE To SERVE THE STUDENTS WITH POTENTIAL
ELIGIBILITY FOR TITLE IV FUNDS, IF TSB SCHOOL EXPANDs
ITS INITIAL CURRICULAR OFFERINGS. ADDITIONALLY, IN
THE SAME WAY THAT SOME BUSINESSES ARE MEmBERs OF THE
JAYCEES, THE LIONS AND THE ROTARY, THE INHERENT GROwTH
AND DEVELOPMENT PROVIDED BY SELF -EvALUATION AND
OUTSIDE PEER REVIEW Is A TooL FoR MANAGEMENT, AND A
OUTWARD SYMBOL oF QUALITY WHICH SOME SCHOOLS DETERMINE
TO BE IN THEIR BEST INTERESTS. THERE ARE SCHOOLS WHICH
SEEK ACCREDITATION WITH No INTENT TO GAIN ELIGIBILITY
FOR TITLE IV DISBURSEMENT.

10. BASED ON YOUR EXPERIENCE, HOW MANY 'MAW,
ACcREDITED SCHOOLS ARE THERE? ARE THERE SIMPLY THE
PROVERBIAL FEW BAD APPLES THAT PROPRIETARY SCHooL
INDUSTRY INTERESTS ASSERT, OR ARE THERE MORE?

THIS IS A VERY SUBJECTIVE QUESTION, AND MY ANSwER IS
NECESSARILY BASED ON MY DEFINITION OF "BAD". I BELIEvE

THAT THERE IS A BELL CURVE OF SCHOOLS WITH THE
MAJORITY DOING THE MAJORITY OP THINGS CORRECTLY, IN

SERVING THE CONsumZR. I BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE SOME
EXCELLENT SCHOOLS WHICH SHOULD BE TOUTED AS MODELS OF
EXCELLENCE, AND I BELIEvE ABOUT THE SAME PROPORTION OF
SCHOOLS ARE CORRUPT, WITH THE PRIMARY INTENT TO SCAM

AND TO MARE MONEY AT THE TANPAYER AND sTuDENT's

EXPENSE. I BELIEVE THAT THE MOST TELLING DESCRIPTION
IS THAT THZ SCHOOLS WHICH ARE DESCRIBED AS "BAD" HAVE

BECOME BUSINESSES RATHER THAN EDUCATORS. IRONICALLY,

THERE ARE MANY BAD BUSINESSES THAT SUCCEED, AND

THEREFORE SERVE AS REVERsE =Els FOR SOME OF THESE

"BAD" SCHOOL OWNERS.

11. SINZE THEY ARE NOT GOVERNMENT AGENCIES,

ACCREDITING AGENCIES ARE NOT EUBJECT TO FEDERAL

commacT -OF-INTEREST LIMITATIONS. IN YOUR

EXPERIENCES, EavE YOU SEEN INSTANCES WHICH SUGGESTED

CONFLICT-OF-INTEREST PROBLEMS IN TEE ACCREDITATION

PROCESS?

YES. I HAVE DESCRIBED THIS IN DETAIL IN MY TESTIMONY.

AS I STATED THERE, I BELIEVE THERE IS A NEED TO

PROVIDE A PUBLIC PROTECTION WHICH DESCRIBES roR THE

CONSUMER WHAT TO DO WHEN CONFLICT OF INTEREST
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(REQUESTING BRIBES ETC) ISSUES APPEAR TO BE occuRING.

12. WE'VER HEARD TEAT SITE EXEMENATIONs HY
ACCREDETING AGENCTES ARE OFTEN INEFIrECTIVE IN cAToBENG
BAD SCHOoLS. DO YOu AGREE? IF SO, WHY?

AS YOU'VE READ IN MY TESTIMONY, AND As I ANSWERED IN
QUEST/ON NUMBER 7, I BELIEVE THAT THERE ARE SEVERAL
DIFFERENT ISSUES IN THIS PROBLEM. YEs I Do AGREE
THAT SOMS SITE EXAMINATIONS cEN BE INEFFECTIVE IN
CATCHING BAD SCHOOLS. WITHOUT REPEATING EEERYTHING
ALREADY STATED, I BELIEVE THAT THE ISSUE REvOLVEs
AROUND THE PREMISE OF ACCREDITATION WHICH STATES THAT
A SCHOOL VOLUNTEERS TO GO THROUGH THE REVIEW PROCESS
STATING THAT THROUGH SELF-EvALUATION IT BELIEVES THAT
IT COMPLIES WITH THE ACCREDITATION STANDARDS. IF A
SCHOOL DELIBERATELY WANTS TO LIE AND CHEAT, THE
ACCREDITATION TEAm MEMBERs ARE NOT APPROPRIATELY
TRAINED BY THE F.B.I. TO SEAVr7H FOR DISHONESTY. THE
NORMAL PROCESS IS DESIGNED TO SE PEER REVIEW TO EERIFY
WHAT A SCHOOL SAYS IT IS DOING, CAN BE VALIDATED.
DISHONEST INDIVIDUALS MAY GO TO GREAT LENGTHS TO

CHEAT.

13. IN YOUR EXPERIENCE, HOW DO ACCREDITING AGENCIES
VIEW THEIR FUNCTION? DO THEE CONSIDER THEMSELVES
RESPONSIBLE FOR SWEGUARDING AGAINST FRAUD OR ABUSE rx

STUDENT LOAN PROGRAMS? OR DO THEY VIEW THEMEELVES
MORE AS AN ADVOCATE FOR THEIR MEMBER SCHOOLS?

I BELIEVE THAT ACCREDITING AGENCIES DO NOT SEE THESE
ITgms AS BEING MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE. I BELIEVE THAT
MOST ACCREDITING AGENCIES SEE THEIR FUNCTION To BE TO

HELP IMPROVE THE QUALITY OF EDUCATION, AND TO SERVE AS

STUDENT ADVOCATES, Ili ASSURING THAT TEE COMPETENCE AND

QUALITY OF EDUCATIONAL TRAINING IS CONSISTENT AND

PREDICTABLE. SPECIFICALLY, THE SAFEGUARDING AGAINST
FRAUD AND ABUSE HAS NEVER BEEN CLEARLY DEFINED. AS I

HAVE STATED EARLIER, I BELIEVE THE LACK OF DEFINITION

AND CRITERIA FOR WHAT THIS ENTAILS IS THE CRUX or MANY

OF THE CONFUSING AND FRUSTRATING CONCERNS WHICH EXIST

TODAY. THE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION HAS SEEN THAT THE

ACCREDITING AGENCIES FUNCTION IS TO POLICE THE TITLE

IV DISTRIBUTION, wEILE THE ACCREDITING AGENCIES SEE

THE FUNETION TO NURTURE AND MONITOR TO INSURE THAT

FINANCIAL STABILITY Is MAINTAINED. THESE DIFFERING

DEFINITIONS MEAN THAT DOE AND ACCREDITING AGENCIES ARE

NOT CONGRUENT IN DEFINING FRAUD AND ABUSE. AN

ACCREDITING AGENCY, FOR EXAMPLE, CAN VERIFY THAT
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FINANCIAL PROCEDURES ARE CONSISTENT, AND MEET THE
ACCREDITING STANDARDS, AND NoT pERFoRm ANN, oR ALL OF
THE DETAIL OF A FEDERAL PROGRAM REVIEW AUDIT, WHICH
MAY CHECK ALL STUDENT FINANCIAL AID FILES TO VERIFY
MINUTE, DETAILED INTERNAL CONSISTENCY OF STUDENT
FILES. FOR EXAMPLE, A PROGRAM AUDIT MAY TAXE 4 DAYS,
AND AN ENTIRE ACCREDITATION VISIT, MAY BE COMPLETED IN
2 DAYS.

IN RESPONSE TO THE SECONP PART OF THE QUEsTION,YES, IN
ADDITION, THE ACCREDITING AGENCIES REPRESENT THE NEEDS
AND CONCERNS OP THEIR MEMBERS, AND CONSEQUENTLY, THEIR
MEMBERS' STUDENTS.

14. rm YOUR EXPERIENCE, IS IT COMMON FOR ACCREDITING
AGENCY DIRECTORS OR BOARD MEMBERS ALSO TO BE
PROPRIETARY SCHOOLs OWNERS? DOES THAT CREATE A
POTENTIAL CONFLICT OF INTEREST? HAVE ACCREDITING
AGENCIES ADOPTED ANY EBTICAL STANDARDS TO PREVENT
POTEYTIAL CONFLICTS IN THOSE SITUATIONS?

YES, IT IS COMMON FOR BOARD MEMBERs TO BE PROPRIETARY
SCHOOL OWNERS, OR REPRESENTATIVES OF PROPRIETARY
SCHOOLS. IN FACT, THE ACCET BOARD OF TRUSTEES MEMBERS
NUST HAVE SUCH A RELATIONSHIP. THE ACCREDITING AGENCY
BOARD Or TRUSTEES REPRESENTS PEER REVIEW. THE
ACCREDITING COMMISSION IS COMPOSED OF 4 PUBLIC
MEMBERS, NOT ASSOCIATED WITH ANY ACCET ACCREDITED
SCHOOL, AND 5 MMMBER REPRESENTATIVES ALL OF WHOM ARE
APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES. I BELIEVE THAT THE
PREMISE OF ACCREDITATION SHOULD BE RESTATED IN ORDER
TO AVOID 'FRE MISPERCEpTION INHERENT IN THIS QUESTION
OF CONFLICT or INTEREST. THE ACCREDITATION PROCESS Is
A VOWATARY PROCESS BASED PRIMARILY ON SELF-
EVALUATION, WITH THE OBJECTIVE CONFIRMATION OF SELF-
FINDINGS, BY AN OUTSIDE VISITING TEAM, AND FINAL
REVIEW BY THE COMMISSION. IT SHOULD BE NOTED, THAT
THE ENTIRE PREMISE OF THE BOARD, AND THE COMMISSION
IS HONORABLE, sELF-REGULATION. ( THE COMMIESION, HAS A
STANDING PROCEDURE THAT IF A SCHOOL OWNER IS IN
COMPETITION WITH A SCHOOL TO BE REvIEwED, OR IS IN A
PERCEIVED COMPETITIVE ROLE, OR WAS ON THE VISITING
TEAM, THAT COMMISSIOVER DOES NOT PARTICIPATE IN THE
DECISION MAKING PROCESS.)

YES, IT IS POSSIBLE TO HAIM A POTENT-AL CONFLICT OF

INTEREST. IN THAT SENSE THE ENTIRE ACCREDITATION
PROCESS, INCLUDING AGENCIES BEING SUPPORTED BY
SUSTAINING FEES REPRESENT THIS SAME POTENTIAL.
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25. TO YOUR KNOWLEDGE, WAs LARRY DODOS A mEMBER opTHE ADVISoRy BOARD oF AN AccXT-ACCREDITED scnoor, INTEXAS AT TBE TIME WHIN HE WAS PRESIDENT or ACCET? IFSo, WAS THIS A VIOLATION OF AcCET oR INDUSTRY-W/DE
PoLICIEs AND PRoCEDURES? wAs ANY ACTroN TAKEN AGAINSTDR. DODDS WHEN THIS MATTER SURFACED?

YES, I BELIEVE THAT LARRY DODDS WAS A MEMBER oF THEADVISORY BOARD or AN AOCET ACCREDITED sCH0OL IN TUASAT THE TIME WHEN HE WAS PRESIDENT OF Accra'. THIs wASNoT A VIOLATION oF ANY SPECIFIC AccET oR /NDUsTRT -WIDE POLICIES AND PROCEDURES, ALTHOUGH IT COULD BEPERCEIVED AS BEING A CONFLICT OF INTEREST. wHENMEMBERS OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES WERE MADE AWARE OFTHIS ACTIVITY HE WAS REQUESTED TO RESIGN FROM THIS
BOARD.

16. ARE YOU AWARE OP INsTANCEs WHERE LARRy Doms,
PRESIDENT OP AcCET, FAILED TO IMPLEMENT DEcTSIoNS
REACHED BY THE ACcREDITING coMMIENION AND suBmITTED
SITE EXAMINATION REPORTS TO THE COMMISsIoN TEAT pro
NOT FULLY REFLECT EVENTS THAT HAD TAKEN PLACE iN THEIR
PREPARATION? IF SO, DO YOU KNOW WHY DODDS wouLD TAKE
SUCH ACTIONS?

YES. I DO NOT KNOW WHY sucH ACTIONs WOULD TAKE pLAcE.

TN TWO INSTANCES I RECALL THAT THE RESPONSE TO HOW
THIS HAPPENED WAS THAT IT wAS A CLERICAL ERROR, IN

TYPING AN INCORRECT TEAM ROSTER, AND TN MIS-READING
THE ACTION Or THE ACCREDITING COMMISSION.

17. I UNDERSTAND THAT YOu WERE A TEAM MEMBER ON THE
SITE VISIT TO TEE CULINARY SCHooL op wAsHINGToN.

DURING THAT RENIEw, DID IT COME To YOUR ATTENTION THAT

THE SCHOOL WAS oR HAD BEEN ACCREDITED BY NATTs? IF

You KNEW THAT NATTS WAC DISCONTINUING TEX SCHOOL'S

AccREDITATIoN, DID YOU BECOME SUSPICIOUS OF PROBLEMS

AT THE SCHOOL? WHAT DID YOU D., WITH THIS INFORMATION?

YES, I WAS ON THE REVIEW IN 1985 TO THE CULINARY

SCHOOL, TO THE BEST OF MY REmmLECTION, THE ONLY

KNOWLEDGE TEAT THE TEAM HAD WAS THAT THE scHOoL WAS

SEEKING MAL ACCREDITATION, BECAUsE IT PLANNED oN

oFFERING SHORT TERM PROGRAMS AT SOME FUTURE DATE, AND

THAT St:cH PROGRAMS WOULD NOT FlT WITHIN THE SCOPE OF

NATTS. I DID NOT KNOW THAT THE sCHooL liAD HAD A

NEGATIVE REVIEW WITH NATTS oR ANY OTHER AGENcY. THAT

INFORMATION WAS NOT AvAILAZLE TO THE TEAK, EITHER FROM

THE SCHOOL OR THE OTHER AGENCIES.

IN RESPONSE TO THE IMPLIED STATEMENT BY STAFF THAT THE
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VISIT WAS NOT A QUALITY ONE, I WOULD LIKE TO SUGGEST
THE PoSSIBLITY THAT IF THE SCHOOL KNEW PARTICULAR
AREAS WERE WEAR, AS CITED BY OTHER VISITORs, AND THE
OFFICIAL FACTUAL REVIEW RESULT WAS NOT YET COMPLETED,
THE SCHOOL COULD HAVE SIMPLY CONCENTRATED oN IMPRoVING
THOSE PARTICULAR AREAS (PERHAPS MASKING) 'AND NOT BE
OFFICIALLY OBLIGATED TO SHARE THE TENTATIYE RESULTS OF
OTHER VISITS WITH THE VISITING TEAM OF ACCET.

IN ADDITION, SOME OF THE SPECIFIC FINDINGS, MIGHT NoT
HAVE BEEN STANDARDS OF AcCET, YET mAY HAVE BEEN
CONCERNS OF ANOTHER AGENCIES. FOR EXAMPLE, NATTs HAS
A REQUIREMENT FOR A LIBRARY. ACCET's REQUIREMENT IE
FOR EVIDENCE OF RELATIONSHIPS WITHIN THE FIELD, To
VERIFY THAT THE PROGRAM DOESN'T OPERATE IN A VAcUUM.
SO THEREFORE, IF THE NATTS REPORT CITED A LACK OF
LIBRARY FACILITIES, THERE WOULD NOT NECESSARILY BE
SUCH FINDING BY THE ACCET TEAM.

I DID NOT KNOW THAT NATTS WAS DISCONTINUING THE
SCHOOL'S ACCREDITATION. IN FACT, TO THE BEST OF MY
RECOLLECTION, I NEVER KNEW THAT THE NATTS
ACCREDITATION WAS REMOVED UNDER LESS THAN DESIRABLE
CIRCUMSTANCES. WHAT I BELIEVE IS EVIDENT HERE IS A
LACK OF SYSTEM, AND A LACK OP RAPPORT AMONG AGENCIES
TO SHARE THIS INFORMATION. IN FACT, TT IS PoSSIBLE,
THAT ONE AGENCY WITHDRAWING ACCREDITATION, MIGHT
BELIEVE THAT KEEPING THIS INFORMATION PRIVILEGED IS A
WAY OF PROVING ITS SUPERIORITY, TO MEE THAT DECISION,
AND SEE HOW LONG IT MAY TAKE ANOTHER AGENCY TO FIND

OUT THE SAME INFORMATION. I BELIEVE THAT THIS

PRoCEDURE HAS IMPRovED SINCE THIS TIME IN 1985.

sPECIrze FORMS TO SHARE INFORMATION ARE CIRCULATED

AMONG ACCREDITING AGENCIES WHEN SCHOOLS ARE

APPLICANTS. IN ADDITION, I KNOW THAT THE ACCET

APPLICATION ASKS X SEREES OF QUESTIONS ABOUT ANY SITE

REVIEWS, PROGRAM REvIEWS OR POTENTIAL NEGATIVE

INDINGS BY STATE, FEDERAL OR ETHER AGENCIES, SO THAT

THE ANSWERS OBLIGATE THE SCHOOL TO SHARE THIS

INFORMATION.

18. WERE You AWARE OP A PERSONAL RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN

THE ACCET PRESIDENT, LARRY DODDS, AND THE OWNER Or THE

CULINARY SCRoOL, HARKIN KIRARIAN? DID LARRY DODDS

HAVE A DAUGHTER NAMED TAMMY WHO WORKED FOR THE

EIBARLANS AT THE SCHOOL?

No, I WAS NOT AWARE OF A PERSONAL REEATIONSHIP BETWEEN

LARRY DODDS AND BAREEv KIBARIAN. LARRY DODDS EES A

DAUGHTER NAMED TAMMY ENO ATTENDS COLEEGE IN

WASHINGTON. I WAS NOT AWERE THAT SHE WORKED FOR THE

KIBARIANS.
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IS. WERE YOU AWARE THAT, ONCE ACCET HAD ACCREDITEDTHE CULINARY SCHOOL, Tar OWNER SUGGESTED TO DODDS THATTHE SCHOOL RAISE A ONE MILLION DOLLAR ENDOWMENT FoRACCET? DOES THIS PRESENT AN APPEARANCE OFIMPROPRIETY? IN YOUR EXPERIENCE AS A VICE-PRESIDENT
OF ACCET, WAS TBIS A NORMAL ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN ASCHOOL AND TEE AGENCY?

NO, / WAS NOT AWARE OF SUCH A PROPOSAL. IN THE COURSE
OF THIS SENATE REVIEW I HEARD OF THIS ARRANGEMENT, AND
SAW A LETTER PRESENTING THIS PROPOSAL. I UNDERSTAND
THAT THIS co= BE PERCEIVED AS AN IMPROPRIETY. I ALSO
UNDERSTAND THAT THIS COULD Br A LEGITImATE RESPONSE TO
A NEED VOICED BY ACCET AT THE ANNUAL CONVENTION TO
CONDUCT FUNDS FOR SAFE-GUARDING. NO, THIS WAs NOT A
NOREAL ARRANGEMENT BETWEEN A SCHOOL AND ACCET.
HOWEVER, THERE WERE OTHER EXAMPLES OF SCHOOLS DONATING
OFFICE EQUIPMENT AND SUPPLIES. IN ADDITION, SCHOOLS
WOULD SPONSOR AN EVENT AT CONFERENCES AND WORESHOPS.
IN ITSELF, I DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THIS IS AN
IMPROPRIETY. PERHAPS, A SOLUTION WOULD BE TO FORMALLY
HAVE ANY DONATOR SIGN A STATEMENT THAT NO POTENTIAL
OBLIGATION BY ACCET IS INFLIED OR INFERRED.

20. ARE YOU FAMILIAR WITH THE NAME JOAN DUVAL? IS
THIS A FORMER EMPLOYEE oF TAR DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION?
ARE YOU AWARE OF DR. DODDS ACTING ON BEHALF OP THE
=SNARE SCHooL REGARDING DEPARKENT oF EDUcATION
INQUIRIES AND CRITICISM or TEE SCHOOL?

I RECOGNIZE THE NAME JOAN DUVAL, AS BEING THAT OF AN
EMPLOYEE OF THE DEPARTMENT oF EDUCATION. I AM NOT
AWARE, AND I DO NOT REMEMBER ANY SPECIFIC INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN JOAN DUVAL AND DR. DODDS.
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TESTIMONY BEFORE THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE
ON INVESTIGATIONS

Presented by:
Jan V. Friedheim
Chairman of the Board
Executive Secretarial School
4849 Greenville Avenue
Dallas, TX 75206

Thank you for inviting me to appear before the Subcommittee

that is examining the U.S. Department of Education's student aid

program.

DAcKgRQUND

represent a private, for-profit, tax paying, postsecondary

secretarial school that I founded in 1960. Our student body is

primarily female, and we train approximately 600 students a year

for offics-support positions in Texas. The programs are 12 to 14

months in length and range from Executive Secretarial, Legal

Secretarial to Paralegal.

The institution was first accredited in 1968 by the

Association of Independent Colleges and Schools (AICS). 7n 1976

we also became the first proprietary school to be accredited by the

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), Commission on

Occupational Education Institutions (COEI).

The students attending our institution are dependent on grants

and loans as are all students today in postsecondary education.

The institution disburses campus-based perkins Loans and in this

program has a 5 percent default rate. The Stafford and S1.43 default

rate according to the Texas Guarantee Loan Agency is 11 percent

with over $5,000,000 currently in repayment. The federal cohort

1
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default rate, however, is 20 percent, which is up from 11 percent

last year.

ACCREDITATION KNOWLEDGE

From 1974 through 1979, I served as a member of the AICS

Accrediting Commission, acting as Chairman in 1978. From 1980

through 1983, I served that organization as Chairman-Elect,

Chairman, and Past Chairman of the Board of Directors. These

positions entitled me to firsthand knowledge of the accrediting

activities from a policy standpoint. In addition, from 1981

through 1985, I served as a member of the SACS Board of Trustees

and, as such, participated as an observer of the COEI Accrediting

Commission of SACS. From 1974 to the present,. I have served as an

active team member and team leader for evaluation visits for both

AICS and SACS. During this period I presented numerous workshops

on how to conduct evaluation visits, write reports, and administer

standards of both accrediting bodies.

During the 30 years that I have owned a school, I have

observed the development of state regvlations and licensing in

Texas. I have also served the state as the Vice Chairman of our

Vocational/Technical Advisory Committee.

From 1981 through 1983, I served as a member of the U.S.

Department of Education's National Advisory Committee on

Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility Committee, being

appointed by both President Carter and Reagan.

The views I offer to your Committee are based on an

appreciation for the interests of students, a concern for quality

2
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education as an owner of an institution, a series of observations

from working on evaluation visits for more than one accrediting

commission, participating in tho decision-making process as an

elected/and appointed accreditation commissioner and my service on

the Secretary's National Advisory Committee.

ACCREDITING commIssIoNs.

Strengths: The real strength in the decision-making process

by both AICS and COE/ Accrediting Commissions has come from the

input of insiders--not the outsiders or public members. I realize

that many people are concerned that insiders are part of some "good

ole boys network," but I feel strongly that this is a serious

misconception. The so-called "good ale boys" do have a vested

interest in the outcomes of accrediting decisions. This vested

interest means that they recognize "bad" schools and realize how

"bad" schools hurt everyone. Insiders react to these situations

with a toughness that is vital in the process. On the other hand,

the outsiders I have observed are far more liberal and forgiving.

They frequently want to give the school another chance, thus

prolonging abuses. The real value of outsiders serving on

accrediting commissions is their fresh perspective on policy

issues, not their ability to evaluate an institution. In fact, I

have always been extremely concerned when a public member reviewed

a school file because no matter how much training or how dedicated

that individual might be, he/she simply has no base from which to

draw conclusions. It is for that reason that AICS insists that

more than one individual review a file before decisions are made.

3
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In the case of COEI, more than one person will review a file;

however, both may be from outside the expertise needed to

effectively evaluate the data. I feel to maintain the true

integrity of the accrediting process both ins'iers and outsiders

are needed for balance.

Weakness: Evaluation teams vary widely in their ability to

report effectively during a site visit. The initial accrediting

visit by COEI, which was the first visit of a proprietary school

by that Commission, was of grave concern to me. At that time they

had neither the standards nor the trained team members to properly

evaluate my school. The gentleman assigned to determine financial

stability, a section that had required little or no expertise since

COEI had been only evaluating public institutions, was pulod by

our operating statemer..:.s and balance sheet. Finally, he said to

me, "Well, I've never seen one of these except in a textbook.

you tell me is this a good statement?" Later at the annual meeting

of SACS when our accreditation was affirmed, another institution

(proprietary) that had also been accredited at that meeting and I

went to the Executive Director of SACS and expressed our concern

about the lack of e-pertise and standards for proprietary schools.

We further explained that COSI had to address these issues quickly

or be in a very embarrassing position of accepting institutions

that did not meat minimum standards. We offered to serve in any

way possible. Our offer was not accepted. COEI did begin to add

a proprietary team member to each visitation team immediately.

However, it was years before CoEI recognized there were problems

4
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in the standards.

The key to good evaluation visits is training. Every

accrediting commission should have training standards for team

leaders and for team members. Workshops and, perhaps,

certification should be required for team leaders. Updating the

team leaders in changing policies is essential. Equally important

in the evaluation visit to provide consistency is a qualified staff

person. AICS has a staff person on each visit to insure uniformity

in applying the standards. COEI rarely has a staff persons leaving

the responsibility of consistency to the team leader.

Another weakmess in the process is that today accrediting

commissions are no longer focused on their ultimate mission: To

insure that institutions meet minimum standards of quality. I have

seen the focus change dramatically in the last 15 years from

quality education and outcomes, to enforcement of state and federal

regulations. Frankly, this trend serves neither the state nor the

federal regulators because accrediting commissions cannot revoke

federal funds nor revoke licenses to operate. Instead by enforcing

accrediting standards and procedures, they pursue a long process

designed to improve quality, not enforce regulations. Due process

entails a lengthy period of show cause and response which is not

designed for sudden eliminations of accredited status. This is

often viewed as an unwillingness of the commission to act

responsibly to protect federal dollars but this is not the case nor

is it the mission of accreditation. Accrediting Commissions either

need to redefine their role and rewrite their standards and

5
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procedures or return to their original mission. They simply do not

possess the tools necessary to act quickly in emergency situations.

5TAT LICENSINg

Weakness: Having served as an evaluator or team leader in

many different states, I am amazed and frustrated by the lack of

uniformity in state regulations. Some states are excessively

restrictive and others are inordinately Iax. This year I was on

a team visit in Georgia and the state licensing person met with the

team. She told us that it was a "fine" school, deserved to be

accredited, and had no complaints. Upon further discussion with

her, the team learned that since the school was very small and

provided only JTPA training, the state licensing people actually

never visited it and really knew almost nothing abou: the

operation. On the other hand, having conducted numerous visits in

New York, I am impressed with the thoroughness and cooperation of

their licensing department with accrediting commissions. They do

not make recommendatione but do supply needed facts for the teams

to function effectively. This type of activity where the state

licensing department has current knowledge of the school and shares

the facts with the team makes the process work.

NATI9NgL ADVISORY cOMMITTEZ

Serving on the Advisory Committee was one of the most

interesting and frustrating assignments I have ever had. After

meeting the members of the Advisory committee, my initial and

continued reaction to them was "Why were they appointed?" The

Committee wa,, composed of four members who understood and were

6
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concerned about accreditation issues. Fortunately, we had a strong

Chairman, Father Healey, at the time President of Georgetown

University, plus the four knowledgeable members. The other members

were not knowledgeable nor were they particularly interested. One

meMber asked at the end of each session "Can someone tell me again

what it is we are supposed to be doing here?" She was reappointed.

Since this Committee serves as a valuable balance for the

Department of Education, it is critical that the Committee be

composed of individuals who are dedicated and committed to

accreditation and what it represents. It should not be a

presidential political payoff appointment. My recommendation is

that the Secretary of Education assume the role of appointing these

members. Further that criteria be developed to qualify for

service. The next step should be to increase the training program.

I believe that prior to serving each individual should observe at

least one accrediting commission during its deliberations. In

addition, the training program should not be held in conjunction

with the regular meeting.

My frustrations werc increased when the Council on Non-

Collegiate Continuing Education (later to become the Accrediting

Council for Continuing Education Training, ACCET) presented its

petition to the Committee for acceptance on the Secretary's

approved list. The basis for their argument to be accepted was

that continuing education courses needed the recognition of the

Secretary's Approved List so that corporations would reimburse

participants for courses taken. They assured the Committee that

7
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no Title IV funds would be involved. The staff members of the

Department of Education and I knew that NCNE had already accredited

a word processing institute in New Jersey, and we felt strongly

that this was only the beginning of their accrediting institutions

that would use Title IV funds. Through questioning I was able to

raise doubts in the minds of tho Committee members of the real

purpose of NCNE's petition. The Committee finally agreed to defer

action and requested mere infcrmation. The petition was

reconsidered at the next meetin17; however, I had served my term and

was no longer a member. The petition was accepted, and they

received recognition by the Secretary.

INSTITUTIONS AND STUDENTS

In a very real sense institutions actually "own" the default

rates, and yet we have limited ability to control and reduce

default rates. Institutions need the right to refuse access to

students who admit they are getting the loan to "rip off" the

system. For instance, we had a student who told the financial aid

officer that she had no intention of staying in school after her

SLS check arrived. The financial aid officer refused to give her

the loan application. The student called the state guarantee

agency and was assured that she was entitled to that loan. She

reported this to us; we called the agency; and they again reported

that we must allow her ,ccess. That student received her SIS check

and was never seen again by the school. This does happen in the

real world, and institutions need the ability to refuse loans when

appropr4;Ae. This right should belong to the school. After all,

8
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it is "our" default rate by which we are judged; we need some

Controls.

Students also have some rights that are currently not

protected. Some parents take out PLUS loans for educational costs

and keep the funds, leaving the student with no means for paying

for his/her education. I am aware of situation in which a student

and her parents applied for a PLUS loan. The loan was granted, the

check was mailed to the student's parents, the check was never

given to the school which forced the school to dismiss the student

for non-payment of tuition. The student couldn't complete the

course and therefore couldn't qualify for a job. The loan wasn't

repaid by the parents, and the school was assessed the default.

PLUS checks should be made co-payable to the institution and thus

avoid the heartbreaking incidents of parental abuse of the PLUS

system.

For the student's sake, I would like the committee to consider

having the lenders send the payment books for student loans to the

school 30 days before scheduled graduation. Then at the exit

interview, the school could insure that the student received the

payment books along with a card showing the SOO number to call if

the student encountered any problems. Too many students have

difficulty receiving their payment books due to moving after

graduation and sometimes failure of the lender to get in touch with

the student on a timely manner. Those loans then go into default

before the student has an opportunity to make a payment. Providing

the payment book during the exit interview could prevent some of
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those problems.

It would also be beneficial to the students if during the

course of their echooling a minimum payment were required so that

the loan repayment could become a habit. This repayment amount

could be as little as $IO monthly. If this idea were adopted, the

repayment book could become part of the initial package. All

students would then be aware of the difference between a grant and

a loan.

Since federal dollars are being utilized to fund postsecondary

education, it is reasonable that the federal government demand that

all institutions agree to articulation agreements. Unfortunately,

higher education must be forced to recognize the need for transfer

of credit policies. The students must stop paying twice for

education because institutions refuse to accept each other's
credits. Thil is not fair to the students nor to the federal

government who stands hebnd these loans and provides the grants.

WabilltaV7. OF_ _Elv.'2.T.011

EAcouraging progreas has been made in reducing defaults due

diaborsemen:s and requiring multiple disbursements. They should

bc fiaAneuded tot taking aotion.

My viou from serving on 'Ale National Advisory Committee is

that the fiepartmqrt ia foed Dy the lack of proper expertise on

the National Adviso-y Cminit.tea to devote too much staff time and

responsibiliy ta pr:.,cess revivwing the accrediting bodies.

Even though I have tound the staff extremely competent and very

co;worned uith gc'cd necioions and feir judgments, I think the

10
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responsibility should be a shared-decision. I feel the staff would

welcome a more effective, better-trained National Advisory

Committee to better share the heavy workload.

The development of quality education and effective utilization

of federal resources requires a cooperative relationship between

the federal government, state licensing agencies, and aCcreditation

commissions. This process called the TRIAD needs to be clearly

defined and understood to insure the appropriate assumptions of

action. The federal government should not be expected to judge the

quality of an institution's educational program nor should

accrediting agencies be expected to monitor the use of federal

financial aid. Until there is a clear understanding between and

among the three entities, there will not only be confusions but

resources will continue to be wasted and students will continue to

be the primary suffers of the abuse.

I firmly believe that the Triad can and should worY.

Currently. I do not believe it is working effectively. The states,

the federal government, the accrediting agencies, institutions,

lenders, and guarantee agencies seem engaged in a finger-pointing

exercise that does not serve the system nor the student. I would

call upon Congress to direct the repartment of Education with

assistance from state agenc es and the accrediting bodies to

present a position paper with n the next year that defines the role

and tuoction of the Triad--the state, the tederal government, and

the accrediting agencies. Then and only then can the student

financial aid programs be structured so that the responsibilities

11
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aro clearly understood and the programs effectively administered.

And, perhaps, then the finger pointing can end and serving the

educational needs of our students can begin.

ZUHMKRY 9F JIZCOMUNDATIONa

1. Maintain balance of public and insiders as members of

accrediting bodies.

2. Insist all accrediting bodies have standards for training

evaluators.

3. Have the Secretary of Education appoint the National Advisory

Committee members.

4. Establish criteria for National Advisory Committee selection.

5. Increase the training for National Advisory Committee members.

6. Give institutions the right to deny access to SLS loans when

intentions for abuse are evident.

7. make PLUS checks co-payable to the institution.

S. Provide students with payment books at the exit interview.

9. Enable the students to begin making minimal payments from

the beginning of the loan.

10. Demand that all institutions have an articulation agreement

if their students receive federal fund for tuition.

11. Have Congress direct the Department of Education with

assistance from state agencies and accrediting bodies to

present a position paper defining the role and function of the

state, the federal government, and accrediting agencies.

12
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M. Chairman, this concludes my prepared statements, and I am

willing to respond to any questions you or the committee ray have.

13
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HEARING FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS
JAN V . FRIEDHEIM

SAJ3C-L' C:e.:

OC7 0

w,cege, orect
Practices, characteristics, and ownership of proprietary
schools seem to change rapidly. Do you think that
accrediting agencies should review their proprietary
schools on an annual basis in an attempt to monitor the
changes?

A. Schools are now monitored on an annual basis by a report-
ing system that requires vital information. Accreditingagencies should more thoroughly review those reports for
"rad flag" items that should trigger a site visit. I
would further recommend that newly accredited institutions
receive a site visit by A small team after the first year.
If no problems are evident, the institution would then go
on the annual report monitoring system. If problems wereevident, annual visite would be mandated. However, I donot believe accrediting agencies should visit every institution
every year. That would greatly increase the cost of
accreditation and be a waste for the majority of institutions.

As the system is now, do you think there is sufficient
control over the proprietary institution?

A. In many states, I think the state licensing control is weak tonon-existent. In those states, there is no fast-acting systemto resolve problems or identify problems. The states witheffective licensing regulations controls have and reviewingsystems in place. The main problem is lack of communicationbetween or among the Department of Education, accrediting
agencies, and or states, where atrong licensing agencies exist.

Q. Is it your impression that
more proprietary schools tern badafter they are accredited, rather than that bad schools makeit through the review process undetected?

A. My view is that schools change in nature and size after
accreditaticn, not necessarily "bad." My recommendation wouldbe to require increased monitoring by all of the T,Aad afterinitial accreditation until the institution can prove it hassufficient administrative support systems to accommodate thechanges, which will serve to present "bad" schoolS from
developing.

Q. Do you think the Depar:ment of Education places morereliance on accrediting agencies than these agencies caneffectively discharge with periodic visits?

A. I think the Department of Education has avoided its
responsibilities in many cases by relying on accrediting
agencies to do its work. There as a proper and necessary rolefor each element of the Triad. The duties and functions of
the Department. the accrediting agencies, and the states need

Q.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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to be defined and ag:eod upon.

Do accrediting agencies verify data that schoele provide, or

are these data automatically accepted ae reliable?

A. In my experiences as an evaluator and as a school owner, I

know that accrediting agencies demand reasonable

documentation.

Q. In your experience, how would you rate the performance of the

Department of Education regarding administration of the Title

IV program?

A. I think the Department has not had sufficient staffing to

properly monitor the program. The pspartment has been reacting
to problems instead of being proactive until recently. Those
of us who work with the problems could easily advise the
Department where problems will develop, but there is a lack of
communication between the users and the Department.

Q. Subcommittee staff has been told that dual accreditation is

one way that schools protect themselves against having the
Title IV money tap turned off. Why would a school seek
institutional accreditation by two national agencies?

A. In the past, dual accreditation could protect the institution.
However, the accrediting agencies are now communicating and

if a negative action ie taken by one, it must be reported to

the other for action. It is necessary that all accrediting
agencies agree to this. The only good reason for dual,
national accreditation would when an institution determines
that it would be better served by another agency. During the
process of moving from one to another, the institution would
have to have dual accreditation to protect the interests of

the students.

Q. We've heard that site examinations by accrediting agencies
are often ineffective in catching bad schools. Do you agree?

A. Site examinations are only as effective as the people on the

team; therefore, it is vital that accrediting agencies have
sufficient training programs to develop evaluators. It is
also important that a staff person from the agency be on the
team to insure that procedures are followed. Then should an
institution have ineffective team members, the staff person
could report and a follow-up visit be established. My
experience has been that sometimes there are weak team members;
but if the leader is strong, this handicap can be overcome.

Q. In your experience, how do accrediting agencies view their
function? Do they consider themselves sesponsible for
safeguarding against fraud or abuse in student loan programs?
Or do they view themselves more as an advocate for their
member schools?
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A. Accrediting agencies view themselves as advocates for the
fituOents, which includes far more areas than student financial
aid programs. Quality of education and consumer protection are
both the focus of accrediting agencies.

O. HOW often, in your experience, did tha National Advisory
Committee reject a petition for recognition by an accrediting
agency.

A. In my experience, the National Advisory Committee did not
reject any petitions: however, the NAC did defer action and
request additional documentation in some cases.

O. How often, in your experience. did the Secretary of Educationdecline to recognize an accrediting agency recommended by theNational Advisory Committee?

A. To my knowledge, the Secretary never did decline to recognize
an accrediting agency recommended by the NAc.

Q. when yu first joinod the National Advisory Committee, did
the Department of Education take any action to train you andother new members on the Board?

A. Yes, and the short training period was adequate for those of
us who had served as members of accrediting bodies. however,those individuals who had little or no knowledge of
accreditation were disadvantaged. The training program was
approximately two hours in length.

Q. During your tenure as a member of the AICS Board of Directois,did you observe that AICS or any other agency promoted
accepting new schools for accreditation because the yearly
dues mean more revenue for the agency?

A. No, I never observed this. On the contrary, I observed theBoard recommending caution to the accrediting commission
for fear that the wrong schools were being accredited.
The Boards I have observed have peen very protective about thevalue of accreditation and concerned about the image of theassociation.

0. You encourage more cooperation between accrediting agenciesand state licensing bodies. How can this be accomplished?

A The accrediting agencies, the Department of Education, andthe state licensing agencies could agree to communicate
electronically on all validated complaints or negative reportson institutions. This would "red flag" an institution sothat the other members of the Triad could be alert to theproblems, whatever they might bo. Then that member couldtake action if needed. This would eliminate the long timelapse in communication. Certain types of communication
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could be transmitted by computer technology to update each
menber of the Triad.

(;;L

mitted by,

)......ed
An V. Friedheim
xecutive Secretarial School
480 Greenville Avenue, Suite 200
Dallas. TX 75206
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STAFF STATEXENT

U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

CONCERNING

THE CULINARY SCHOOL OP WASHINGTON

SEPTEMBER 13, 1990

I. 111111C11211.C11.0.11

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee, as you will
recall from yesterday's teetimony, one of the basic questions
the Subcommittee investigation has attempted to answer l how do
*bad" schools get into and continue to operate in the Title Iv
program. In order to answer that question, the staff today is
prepared to present a case study of just how such a school --the Culinary School of Washington obtained and maintained
eligibility for eight years.

Today the staff intends not only to describe the problems
that beset Culinary School but also to go behind these facts to
discern the causes for the breakdown of the system that allowed
it to occur in the first place.

To assist in this analysis the staff has prepared achronologies of significant events for each of the variousentities that were responsible for ensuring that Culinaryprovided quality education to its students, most of whom were
receiving federal assistance.

The process of choosing the Culinary School as our case
study was not an easy task in light of the large and growing
universe of "bad- proprietary schools. In doing so, the staff
relied upon the recommendations of local, state and federal
regulatory and licensing officials including the Department of
Education's Office of Inspector General. We also reviewed the
files of hundreds of allegedly "bad* schools and thousands of
pages of investigative and regulatory files. In finallydeciding upon the Culinary School as our case study, the staff
wanted to exemplify as many of the particular problem areas thathave been the oarlier identified by the Subcommittee.

The Culinary School "unfortunately° exemplifies most if
not all of the current shortcomino.-1 of the *triad". It raises
questions about the effectivenese of each player in the system
-- state licensing, accreditation and ultimately the Department
of Education. It also raise a number of issues concerning thevigor in which the Department's own Inspector General's office
responded to the serious allegations of wrongdoing on behalf of
the staff and owners of the Culinary School.
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II. BACKGROUND

The Culinary School of Washington (CSW), headquartered in

Washington, D.C. was a proprietary school offering postsecondary

education in the culinary arts. First incorporated on May 8,
1978 by Berkey and Mary Ann Kibarian, it operated until June 30,
1990 when its proprietary school license for the District of

Columbia expired.

While licensed, it operated numerous branches in both

Virginia and the District of Columbia. These branches or

auxiliary classrooms were there the actual teaching at Culinary

took place and consisted of leased kitchen space at a number of
restaurants, bars and hotels throughout these jurisdictions.

Records from the Department of Education, indicate that
Culinary School was approved for participation on July 19, 1982
and began participation in the Federal financial aid program on

August 27, 1982. By January 31, 1983, the Culinary School had
not processed any Fell Grants and only one Guaranteed Student

Loan (GSL) application, totaling approximately $5,000.

However, by calender year 1989, the student loan volume had
significantly increased. In that year the school's cumulative
guaranteed loan volume had reached $18.8 million with $6.6

million in loans for 1989 alone. In addition, the school drew
down $770,000 from the Department of Education during calender
year 1989 for Fell grants and Supplemental Education Opportunity
grants.

From June 27, 1981 to April 17, 1986, the Culinary School
was also eligible to accept students utilizing certain veterans

benefits. Culinary voluntarily withdrew from the veterans
Administration program pursuant to a Settlement Agreement that

resolved allegations concerning overpayment of benefits.

During its existence, the Culinary School was accredited
by two organizations recognized by the Secretary of Education.

From April 8, 1982 to March 4, 1987, the school was accredited

by the National Association of Trade and Technical Schools

(WATTS). As we intend to develop in more detail later in the
staff statement, the school's withdrawal of accreditation was
directly precipitated by a December 4, 1985 WATTS investigation
of the school for serious questions of conduct and integrity.
Nevertheless, the Accrediting Council for Continuing Education

and Training (ACCET) granted Culinary accreditation from July
15,1985 to June, 30, 1990.

The ultimate demise of the school arose from a number of

complaints in 1989 concerning housing and training promises made

by the school. These complaints were brought to the attention
of the Education Licensure Commission (Commission) of the

District of Columbia. Because of concerns raised about the
school's operations, the Commission only granted a temporary
license to the school when its license came up for renewal in
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the Fall of 1989. The license was only temporary until they had
an opportunity to conduct a site review at the school. Attempts
were made to schedule the site review, but various obstacles
arose which prevented the review, including the school moving
its main campus. Because the school moved its main campus
without proper approval from the Commission and the Commission
had concluded that the school had made misrepresentations to
both it and its students, the Commission intended to recommend
to its Board on January 11, 1990 that the school's license to
operate not be renewed.

On February 27, 1990 the Culinary school signed an
agreement with the D.C. Licensure Commission that provided thatthe school would voluntarily withdraw its application forrenewal of its license to operate. The school was pemitted to
stay open only until June 30, 1990 and solely to *teach out-
currently enrolled students.

Culinary also encountered problems with the Virginia
State Licensing Authority. On January 2, 1990, the Authority
notified the .,chool that it intended to revoke the school's
license to operate in Virginia. The Authority's proposed action
was based on the finding that the school had improperly operated
a school in Richmond without the Authority's approval. Prior toa scheduled hearing on the matter, the school and Virginiaentered into an agreement whereby the school voluntarilywithdrew its license.

III. 22,QALE2L9Calanay

The staff review of the Culinary School revealed ahistory of Serious and recurring problems that affected both the
quality of education and administration of the federal student
financial aid program.

This pattern of problems is echoed by the 1990 Department
of Education inspector General (IG) Inspection Report of May 21,1990, which states:

There were numerous misrepresentations made to
students concerning housing, availability of supplies,
transportation, training, and other services. The
school*s owner also demonstrated a careless disregard
for Iaws and regulations concerning obtaining proper
licenses for recruiters and licenses 'or CSW campuses.
The inspection further revealed the school has been
responsible for not making, understating, or making
untimely refunds. This was found to be both a serious
current and previously cited problem. In an apparent
effort to delay and conceal this problem, checks were
backdated or stop payments made and inaccurate
documents were prepared.
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Further, school officials were responsible for

improperly administering some "ability to benefit"
tests by wrongfully providing answers to students....

The harm to students and the Department of Education
resulted not only from the school's and its owners'
noncompliance with program requirements, but their

failure to meet the expectations of the students

recruited to attend the school.

The staff found that the harm to the students by

Culinary's misrepresentations were particularly significant
since most of the students were poor and recruited from out of

state. Having traveled long distances, some at their own

expense, upon arrival in Washington, D.C. they found out they
hackbeen misled but were unable to do anything about it because

of their lack of money, etc. They essentially became a

"captive" audience for Culinary,

Paul Fiscella, staff attorney for Legal Services of

Northern Virginia, who represents some of the more than one
hundred students evicted from student housing in Alexandria
because Culinary failed to pay tha rent in January, 1990 told

the staff that s

After enrolling in CSw, students discovered that the
program was not what had been promised. The student
housing was overcrowded with sometimes up to four
persons (combining men, women and children) living in

a none bedroom apartment. Ultimately, the vast
majority of students were evicted...even though (CSW]
had received payment for housing from the students.

Finally, students were not prepared for meaningful
employment in the culinary field. Instruction was
hampered by abrupt changes in teaching locations, high
turnover in instructors, and a lack of quality
instruction and supplies. In fact, many students
incurred about $8,000 in student loan debts only to
toil without pay in a cafeteria at a water treatment
facility. (Letter of Fiscella submitted for the

Record)

Former French instructor Sharon Marburg, who has provided
an affidavit for the record, described other problems at the
school:

Most outrageous were the facilities and primitive
conditions under which I was supposed to teach and the
students were supposed to learn. I had to meet my
class in local taverns such as Bojangles and Abbey
Road, where music was blasting, lighting was
inadequate, and the smell of stale beer, smoke and
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vomit permeated the room. The class location kept
changing but never for the betters

* * *

The students told me that the facilities were
under-equipped and roach-infested. They also said
that the food they worked with wt.s often rancid,
moldy, and adulterated.

In the case of the Culinary school, the staff found a
continuous pattern of complaints concerning its quality of
education from 1982 to the school's closing. The complaints
combined with other factors including false or missing "ability
to benefit tests" probably explained the extremely high
withdrawal rate found at the Culinary School.

In 1986, the Department of Education, Inspector General
found some classes where 40 students would begin the class and
only six would finish. By 1988, the Inspector General was
identifying classes with average withdrawal rates of 75%. Many
students and faculty interviewed confirmed these figures. In
her affidavit Sharon Marburg concluded that due to the poor
quality of the students recruited it was absurd to think they
had any "ability to benefit."

AS explained by the Higher Education Assistance
Foundation (HEAP) in their statement, these quality of education
issues, combined with the school's failure to pay refunds almost
from the start of their involvement with the Title IV program,
produced an extremely high default rata at the Culinary Schools

To date, HEAP has paid out $2,448,204 in default
claims for borrowers who attended CSW. This
represents a net default expense to HEAP of nearly
$500,000, with the taxpayer carrying the burden of the
remainder...This level of default translates into a
461 mature proper default rate for the HEAP guaranteed
portfolio.

Ironically, problems concerning this school, which could
have raise questions about the owner's suitability to
participate in the federal program predate their 1982
eligibility determination by the Deportment.

Our staff found that on November 4, 1980, the Washington,
D.C. accounting firm of Wayne Kendrick % Company published a
special audit report to the Southeastern University Board of
Trustees for the fiscal years ending July 31, 1978 and July 31,
1979. This examination directly implicated Dr. Harkey Eibarian,
the then-President of Southeastern University, in a scheme to
misappropriate university funds, for the benefit of the CUlinary
School of Washington, whose president at that time was Mrs.
Kibarian. It included University payments for culinary school

fe
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Dr. and Mrs. Kibarian ere the only remaining members
of the 1983 administrative team....Many, many students
complained about the sudden changee of staff officials
at the CSW....It appears that the CSW has experienced
a INA turnover in faculty positions....

Site changes and the lack of a permanent facility were
problems...

The library is inadequate

The most essential publication to an educational
institution is its catalog. The Culinary School is

lacking this publication...

The catalog proofs...indicate that housing is

available at local universities....One member of the
team called all local colleges...to validate this
claim. Most officials in the housing offices had
never hear of CSW...

To the Subcommittee staff, these findings should
have raised serious concerns about the school's qualification
for not only the Title IV program but also a proprietary school
license. Yet, it appears that nothing happened as a result of
it. The Commission, no longer having jurisdiction over the
school, referred the matter to DCRA which did nothing. This
apparently forced the Chairman of the D.C. Licensure Commission
to forward a copy of the site visit to the Department of
Education, imploring them to do something:

The volume and nature of these complaints is unlike
any institution licensed by the Commission, and has
seriously concerned the Commissioner. At its meeting
on March 5, 1987, the Commissioner...asked me to urge
you to take whatever corrective actions that are in
your power to protect the citizens of the District of
Columbia.

The staff found no record of the Department acting
against Culinary as a result of this correspondence. Shortly
after the non-degree licensing function was transferred to the
Education Licensure Commission in 1989, the Commission initiated
a number of investigations of CSW. As explained in their
statement which is submitted for the record, the Culinary school
consumed almost all of the resources of the Commission in 1989.
This fact supports the earlier finding of the Subcommittee staff
that state licensing bodies are woefully under-funded and
under-staffed to regulate the proprietary industry.

The Commission was forced on November 9, 1989 to
seek an outside panel of experts to perform a site visit on
Culinary and review the new allegations. As it turns out, this
site visit never occurred, in part because of the eventual
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advertising, printing telephone answering services, textbook
purchases, postage and rental of facilities. The total &mount
of these questionable expenditures equalled $104,000.

Newspaper articles in 1983 and 1985 described the
substance of these allegations concerning the Kibarians. Thus
they were publicly available to any of the accrediting or
licensing bodies for use in determining the suitability of the
school owners for participation in the operations of the
Culinary School. The staff found no evidence that any of the
regulatory or accrediting bodies ever considered these
allegations in the course of reviewing the School's operations.

IV. BOLE OF THE TRIAD

A) LICENSING

Although actions by the licensing bodies in
Virginia and the District of Columbia in 1990 appeared to have
finally put a stop to the Culinary School, the staff found that
the licensing function was generally ineffective.

Up to 1989, the licensing authority for proprietary
schools in the District of Columbia was the Department of
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA). From early 1984 through
1989, that body received numerous complaints concerning false
advertising, improper recruitment, financial misconduct and
ineffective educational practices at Culinary. The staff found
that most of these allegations were investigated and many were
confirmed. Yet, it appears that nothing was ever done by the
Department as a result of these investigations. As one D.C.
regulator told the staff, "DCRA does good investigations.
That's it, nothing ever happens.'

On the other hand, the D.C. Education Licensure
Commission appears to have been more aggressive in its
regulatory function. For example, in 1983 Culinary sought a
degree-granting license. At that time this was within the
jurisdiction of the Commission and not DCRA. The Subcommittee
staff noted that the Commission acted responsively to complaints
as well as the need for a site visit of the school.

That site visit occurred in December, 1984, and
provides a troubling portrait of the school. The site team
found that the school to be administratively and educationally
unsuitable. In part, it noted;

The application...indicated the Culinary School
operated under a seventeen-person Board of Directors.
This clearly /11, nOt true. This board has never met
and several members expressed surprise when apprised
that they were listed....
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bankruptcy of the school but also, in part, due to the apparent
misconduct of the school officials. The staff learned that the
'Siberians deceived the COMMiSSion by asking for a postponement
of the visit in order to move the school's office. The
Commission discovered that it this move was planned some time in
advance by Culinary in order to evade the site visit.

This, in turn, highlights the problem that faced
both the District and Virginia in overcoming the extensive
procedural due process afforded propriety schools in licensing
matters. In almost every case where an adverse action was
pending, the hearings would be continued, sometimes up to 12

months in length, because of motions by the Culinary school.

B) ISSREDITATIOS

The Culinary School case highlights a series of
problems with the accrediting process. The foremost deals with
the uses of dual accreditation to avoid losing Title IV

eligibility.

Culinary was first accredited by NATTS in 1982. It
later obtained accreditation from ACCET in 1985. The staff
found evidence that appears to indicate that Culinary obtained
ACCET's accreditation in response to NATTS decision to revoke
the school's accreditation. As previously indicated, NATTS
granted initial accreditation to the Culinary School on April 8,
1982. By May, 1984, they began to receive numerous complaints
concerning the school. Due to their severity, the Executive
Committee of the Commission directed a special site visit to be
conducted.

Apparently after some delay that site visit took
place. The overall reaction to the school was extremely
negative. Although briefly noting four favorable attributes to
the school, it then proceeded to describe 26 serious concerns
and potential problems. These included:

- misleading promotional literature;
use of unauthorized facilities;
high staff turnover;
files missing important documentation;
an "inherently defective" attendance system;
no evidence that refunds were made in a timely
fashion.

Based upon these findings, the NATTS Accrediting
Commission on January 10, 1985, ordered the school to provide a
response including a new self-evaluation report (SEA) within 60
days. The files show that it wasn't until October, 1985, almost
a year after the first site visit, that the Accrediting
Commission considered the school's response and issued an order
to deny its accreditatio,'. commenting that "additional
complaints were voiced by students which call into question the
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integrity of this institution. It would take an additional 13
months for NATTS to eventually remove the school's
accreditation. After numerous appeals and other delays., the
Culinary School voluntarily withdrew its accreditation on March
6, 1987, two years and three months after the initial site
visit. The length of this process raises questions about the
speed with which an accrediting body can respond to serious
problems.

The staff discovered that almost from the start of
this tortuous process, the school "hedged its bets" by obtaining
accreditation from ACCET. On May 10, 1995, Dr. James Grey,
Academic Consultant to Culinary contacted ACM concerning
accreditation. In ACCET's telephone log, the staff found
notations that Culinary already had NATTS accreditation and is
'looking for double accreditation." In response to the question
-why is the organization seeking accreditation," ia noted the
response, "in case of other to change."

Thus, five months after the NATTS Accrediting
Commission formally notifies the school of the seriousness of
the problems revealed in the December visit, Culinary is looking
for new accreditation. The apparent urgency of the school is
indicated in a May 21, 1985 letter accompanying their $300
application check to ACCET which says:

the school is anxious fa) begin the self-evaluation as
soon as possible.

ACCET granted accreditation to Culinary, effective
July 18, 1985 after a June 28th site visit dire:ted by ACCET
Vice President Debi,ie De Vries that gave the schoo. a clean bill
of health.

The contrast between ACCET's glowing site report
and the negative site visit of NATTS in December 1984, affirmed
by NATTS Accrediting Commission action in October 1995 to
revoke the school's accreditation, is somewhat perplexing.
Further questions are raised when one considers that in
December, 1984 the District of Columbia's site evaluation was
equally disparaging of the quality of the school's educational
and management programs. Added to this the Subcommittee staff
found that the U.S. Department of Veterans' Affairs found a
pattern of inadequacies in the school's operations throughout
this same time frame and two months after the ACCET visit
notified the school of the need to immediately institute
corrective actions.

The Subcommittee staff concludes that clearly,
there appears to be some problem vith either the quality or
scope of the ACCET site visit.

This fact pattern also raises a question concerning
the adequacy of communications and cooperation between the
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accrediting bodies. Although ACCET was aware of BATTS
accreditation, did ACCET know about WATTS investigation and
allegations? Nothing, except for the brief notation in the
original Way, 1905 phone logs would impute knowledge of the
school's problems to ACCET. But, should they have known or made
affirmative inquiries with WATTS to find out why the school was
so anxious to get new accreditation? Apparently this question
must have crossed the mind of one of the ACCET Commissioners who
approved the accreditation of Culinary. The staff found the
worksheet for one of the Commissioners reviewing the application
for accreditation the handwrittan notation "Mal? Why or why
not," under the section for iss,411 and problems.

Also, did NATTS know about the ACCET accreditation
in the course of its two year-long "de-accreditation* process?
1"! so, should NATTS have alerted ACCET? From interviews with
NATTS personnel, the staff did not get a clear indication that
WATTS felt legally or professionally bound to warn ACCET, other
accreditation agencies or even the Department of Education about
the school's problems. It appears that the threat of potential
litigation for revealing allegedly "confidential or proprietary"
information surrounding accreditation may have influenced NATTS
decision not to tell ACCET.

WATTS claimed in their interview that they weren't
aware of the ACCET accreditation during the period of dual
accreditation (1985 - 1987) and felt that the school should have
told them. Nevertheless, such knowledge must surely be imputed
to WATTS, eince the staff found that Culinary's correspondence,
and catalogues distinctly listed both WATTS and ACCET
accreditation. Due to the amount of correspondence and
requirements for the school to file annual reports and other
materials with NATTS during the 1985 - 1987 period, we feel
certain that some of this 'dual accreditation" material must
have been received by WATTS and put them on notice about ACCET.

The Culinary case also shows the pitfalls of
unregulated branching. Culinary opened dozens of branches which
were automatically accredited by ACCET as part of the school's
main campus, thus avoiding a site visit by the accrediting
agency. In addition, the files indicate that the main campus .

itself was also moved on four occasions and immediately
accredited without a site visit by ACCET.

The Inspector General of the Department of
Education, in his February 20, 1990, management improvement
report, found that a major problem is caused by schools who use
the branch campus route to rapidly expand beyond their
administrative and financial capabilities. This was clearly the
case with Culinary since almost all of the complaints registered
against it concerned the branch classrooms where all the
teaching occurred. From 1985 to 1989, none of its classrooms
were ever visited by the accrediting body, i.e., ACCET, in order
to determine thy quality of education occurring at those
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locations--even in spite of the number of complaints that ACCET
apparently received concerning the same classrooms.

The issue of Culinary's branch classrooms concerned
the Department of Education in 1988. At that time it advised
the school that they were not eligible to accept Title IV
students. On April 13, 1980 Lois Moore, Chief of the
Occupational/Vocational Eligibility Branch notified Mrs.
Kibarian that the only eligible location was the main school and
that the auxiliary classrooms became ineligible as of March 13,
1987, the date that Culinary withdrew its NATTS accreditation.
It appears that the Department had never received any
information indicating that ACCET had accredited the auxiliary
sites. Moreover, as explained in a May 5, 1988 letter to Larry
Dodds, President of ACCET, Ms. Moore indicated that Deborah De
Vries, ACCET's Associate Director, had told Education that some
of the eight auxiliary classrooms were accredited.

Apparently, there was some confusion on the part of
ACCET concerning their issuance of accreditation for these site*
since the records indicate that on April 29, 1908, shortly after
Culinary School received notification of ineligibility, ACCET
wrote the Department and explained that they had accredited the
auxiliary sites. In a letter, dated May 16, 1980, the President
of ACCET, Larry Dodds, explained that:

First, let me assure you that i:CET issued the letter
listing the eight auxiliary classrooms as approved
locations because it was an accurate portrayal of what
really exists and existed At tha time of the lacg2
(then CNCE) on-site evaluation. The on-site
evaluation team actually visited three auxiliary
classroom sites as part of the visit, one of which was
in the French Embassy.

Also, since CNCE had limited involvement with schools
with Title IV recognition, it was not realized that
the accreditation approval needed to list the various
sites.

The Analytic Self-Evaluation Report (ASER), submitted
prior to the on-site visit, listed the external
classroom locations. The team visited three: French
Embassy, Le Pavillon, and El Palacio.

The staff feels that letter is misleading. A
review of the original 1985 ASER filed by the School clearly
shows that only two of the eight branch/auxiliary sites are
listed end neither were visited by the team. This casts some
doubt on Dr. Dodd's assurances to the Department that the eight
new locations accurately portray what "really existed at the
time of the on-site evaluation.'
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In addition, there is no indication in the site
team report that they visited the French Smbassy, Le Pavillon
and El Palacio. Lastly, in a letter from Culinary sent to Dodds
on April 28, 1988, the school listed all of its past and current
auxiliar7 branches. That letter clearly indicates that five of
the eight locations that Dodds assures the Department were
accredited during the initial 1985 site visit were not used by
the school until 1986 at the earliest.

The staff was unable to clarify these apparent
misstatements with Dr. Dodds or ACCET. However, the Department
explained the importance of this disagreement over site
accreditation to the staff in a recent interview. Apparently
thousands of dollars in guaranteed student loans hinged on
whether these locations were properly accredited. If the site
had not been accredited, it would have been ineligible and
therefore any loan processed at that site would technically be
subject to possible repayment by the school.

In interviews with the Department the staff learned
that they did not accept Mr. Dodd's explanation on accreditation
of these sites. They rejected his assertion that they were
accredited in 1985 when the original site visit was performed.
However, they did recognise their eligibility from the date of
the April 29th letter from ACCET that first listed them as
eligible. When questioned, the Department staff were unable to
advise the Subcommittee about the specific consequences of
disallowing these auxiliary sites from 1987 to 1988.

C) DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

The staff found that almost from the start, the
Department was aware or should have been aware of the problems
at the Culinary school.. This knowledge should have led to the
school's removal from Title IV eligibility. If the Department
had done so, the taxpayer as well as hundred's of students would
have been saved needless expense.

Apparently, serious problems were noted in the
first certification review report on Culinary prepared by the
Department in January, 1983. In that report which closely
followed the August, 1982 initial approval for participation,
the site team found that the school was operating at ineligible
locations, had not prepared proper financial aid material, made
misstatements and incorrectly calculated its Pell grant awards.

A 1988 audit by the Department of Education,
Inspector General noted a similar pattern of problems for the
period of 1982 - 1985. Some of the highlights of its review
included:

CSW's first IPA audit report on its SFA programs was
submitted approximately nineteen months late and
disclosed that there were significant problems in
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CSW's administration of the SFA programs and that
internal controls vere so weak that material errors
could occur. Also, CSW's second IPA audit report on
its SPA programs was submitted approximately five
months late and disclosed that significant problems
continued in CSM'a administration of the SPA programs
and that internal controls were still so weak that
material errors could occur.

Testing during the survey phase of our review
disclosed indications of deficiencies in the
administration of all SFA programs which CSW
administered, and many of these deficiencies could
involve significant liabilities to the U.S. Department
of Education (ED).

Because CSW did not have written policies and
procedures for administering SFA programs, and during
our review, there was no one at CSW who could explain
what, if any, internal controls were in place for
administering SPA programs, our study and evaluation
did not extend beyond this preliminary reriew.

Based on the results of our review, it is our opinion
that CSW's management was fully aware of its
noncomp3iance with SFA regulations, but failed to
properly administer the SFA program and comply with
its written assurances.

This 1988 report raised a number of troubling
issues concerning the administrative capabilities of the
Department. First and foremost is the finding by the Department
of management protlems in Culinary that apparently had not
improved over time. If by July, 1986, the end of the on-site
audit review, there st-il were no "policies and procedures" nor
any person who could explain the school's program for
administering the student loan program, one wonders when, if
ever, there would be since this would be over three years after
they were certified as eligible to receive Title IV funding:

Additionally, this report raises a question concerning
the responsiveness of both the Department and the Inspector
General to such systemic problems in the school's administrationof the program. The 1988 audit report vas initially prepared
during 1986 and issued in draft form in 1987. The School was
permitted to respond to the report, which it did so in July,
1987. Thus, it took two years for the Inspector General to
issue his final report in February, 1988, which documented
problems occurring six years before, in July, 1982 through
December, 1985. Clearly such a serious problem should produce a
faster response especially since the report highlighted default
rates of 48% in 1983 and 71% in 1984.
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Unfortunately, the school continued to operate
during this six year process and even continued to operate after
its release. The staff was unable to determine what, if any,
'response was generated by these findings except for the
levying of a fine of $75,000. We have no record of this amount
being paid although later correspondence to the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (HEAP) refers to payment of this fine.

The Department of Education was also aware of
serious refund problems at Culinary identified by HEAP in 1984,
1985 and 1986. These problems became so serious that HEAF had
to take immediate action to suspend Culinary from participation
in the program because of their failure to pay tuition refunds
of nearly $650,000. The implication of this refund problem
becomes clearer when the staff determined that the HEAP
guaranteed loan portfolio at that time was only about $3,000,000
based upon approximately 1,300 loans (See Inspector General
Alert Memo of May 19, 1986). This meant that approximately 20%
of the entire loan portfolio were not being refunded properly.
Although we did not have the data to determine the exact amount,
the implication clearly remains that a very high percentage of
all the refunds were not being made by the school during this
period. HEAF's findings were confirmed by the school's
independent public accounting reports of 1986 and 1988 and the
Inspector General's audit of 1988.

Apparently this problem persisted until the school
closed. The 1990 Inspector General Inspection team found not
only that the same problems still existed, but also that
Culinary had back-dated refund checks to falsely give the
appearance that the refunds were being made timely. A similar
occurrence existed in the school's documentation of students'
ability to benefit. Problems in that iron were identified by
the school's Independent Public Account (IPA) in 1986 and the
Department of Education's Office of Student Financial Assistance
in 1989. The Inspection Team found instances where ability to
benefit test results were not available and other instances
where test results were misleading bec.use school officials
assisted the students in completing the test.

There is no indication that these problems ever
resulted in the removal of Culinary from the Title IV program.
Although the staff was told that the school was eventually
placed on a "reimbursements schedule in 1989. This action was
due to problems with the Pell grant program. This schedule did
not affect the school's ability to admit or process GSL's which
continued until its closing in 1990.

Apparently either the Department's certification
and eligibility staff were unaware of these allegations or could
not do anything in response to them. when interviewed, the
Headquarter's staff of the Certification and Eligibility branch
ind&cated that even if they had known about these problems, they
could not have taken action against the school. They stated
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that, by law, they are limited by the narrow requirements that a
school must fulfill concerning certification and eligibility.
If the school meets them, and continues to do so, they must be
certified as eligible.

During thin same time frame, the school was also
subject to a number of criminal investigations. Yhe major
investigation was conducted by the Inspector General and began
on April 19, 1985. Initially based upon allegations received bythe Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), the investigationalso reopened the prior and concurrent audit work of theInspector General, HEAF and Culinary's independent public
accountants. The case was closed on October 3, 1989 without
prosecution. In closing the investigation, the reportconcluded, "an Management Implication Report was not prepared
since mismanagement was. 112t found."

Although the Subcommittee usually does not question
the prosecutorial discretion to terminate an investigation, the
decision noted here does appear to contradict almost every
investigation and/or audit conducted on Culinary. It clearlyflies in the face of the February, 1998 Ynspector General auditthat found widespread mismanagement ano concluded that the
school's "management was fully aware" of it. In addition, it
appears to have been contradicted by the Inspector General's own
1990 inspection team that stated:

The inspection of Culinary Schoo1...identified
patterns of misrepresentation at government agencies
and noncompliance with program requirements by the
school. The serious and recurring nature of the
determination discussed in this report demonstrates
that CSW lacked the administrative capability to
participate in the Title IV programs.

D) VETERANS ADMINISTRATION

Although not part of the triad, the actions of theveterans' Administration (V.A.) in regards to the CulinarySchool are informative. Although the Veterans' Administration
granted approval to the school on June 27, 1981, by October,
1982, they started to receive serious complaints. On October,1985 final notification was given to the school that removal
action was to be taken. Due to the school "moving its offices,"the formal revocation hearing had to be cancelled. In theinterim, another site visit, revealed continuation of theproblems at the school. By March, 1986, the school was once
again notified of a new revocation. A few days prior to the
hearing, the school entered into an agreement to withdraw its
veterans' approval. Although the school was allowed to resubmitan application for renewal, it was never readmitted to the
program.
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The actions of the Veterans Administration
presents an anomaly in our current federal student aid system.
One branch of the government, in this case, can deny a school
access to a student financial aid program while another branch
(the Department of Education) at the same time.permits its
participation. Although grounds for admission and removal are
essentially the same under both programs, we have two different
results. The Veterans' Administration investigations found

similar problems to those uncovered by the Department of

Education. As a matter of fact, the Veterans' Administration
shared all of its information with the Department and other
agencies including the FRI, D.C. Licensure, etc. Nevertheless,
the Veterns' Administration removed Culinary, while the
Department of Education kept the school on its rolls until the
school closed its doors.

V. CCNCLUS;ON:

The staff review of the Culinary School highlights
significant problems in how the federal government administers
its student financial aid program. In all likelihood, the
Culinary school should never have been certified in the first
phase. Moreover, had proper site visits had been conducted by
the Department of Education and later by ACCET, the school's
shortcomings would have been exposed long before most of the
damage was done to both the federal purse and the poor students
who had placed their misguided trust in the system.

At a minimum the cost to the federal government was
approximately $2 million. This figure is based solely upon
HEAF's statement that they paid out $2.4 million in default,
claims of which HEAF had to pay $500,000 and the taxpayer
carrying the remainder of the expense. The staff does not know
what the cost will be from the defaults that other guarantors
had to pay. In addition, there are approximately 300 student
loan borrowers who are still owed refunds by the school, some of
whom attended as long ago as 1994. The amount still owed to
them is approximately $150,000. These students are still
obligated by law to pay for the full amount of the loan even
though Culinary was supposed to have given them a refund.

The case study also exemplifies the problems previously
cited about "education becoming big business." Like too many
school owners, it appears that Dr. Kibarian viewed Culinary more
as a way of making money than as an educational institution.
This conclusion is readily apparent from the actions of Dr.
Kibarian since Culinary's demise.

The staff was advised that during the summer of 1990, Dr.
Eibarian commenced a mass mailing of schools throughout the
country. A copy of his flyer, which we have attached as an
exhibit, amounts to a bold solicitation to establish a new
culinary school. Using Culinary School stationary and listing
himself as Chairman of the Hoard, Mr. Kibarian does not mention
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his recent licensing, accrediting and financial problems but
rather states:

I have initiated and operated a chef's training school
for the past twelve years here in Washington. As of
August, 1989, we had as many as 600 students with
revenues exceeding six million dollars. I am a former
university president and tenured professor at
Georgetown University and have been a director of
recruiting for over ten years.

I would like to propose that we establish a similar
chef's training program on your campus. We will
provide the curriculum and expertise, and can assure
you a minimum of 100 students for the first year.
They could not only aid in operating your cafeteria,
but could also take some of your existing appropriate
courses.

Such a program could be an important source of
revenue--I can assure you a minimum of $500,000 net
profit the first year and $1,000,000 the second--with
almost no capital outlay.

Attached to the letter is a seven page prospectus which
shows the projected income and profit for the school. It
indicates that Dr. Kibarian expects his scheme to generate $1.8
million in grosa revenues with expenses of approximately
$800,000. This leaves profits of a little over $1 million to be
shared on approximately a 60-40 basis with Dr. Kibarian's share
amounting to over $400,000. The document further explains that
he assumes a "buy-out- by the institution in the third year of
operations.

There appears to be no legal bar to Dr. Kibarian starting
up another proprietary school. Moreover, the staff has been
advised that he is also not prohibited from receiving
certification from the Department of Education to operate a new
Title IV program. However, there does appear to be a potential
misrepresentation in the Doctor's correspondence. In regards to
his credentials, we have learned that Dr. Ribarian has nocurrent affiliation with Georgetown University nor is he
currently tenured there. Correspondence dated July 6th from the
Provost's office at Georgetown indicates that:

Actually, Dr. Ribarian has not been associated with
Georgetown University since June of 1967. He had
taught marketing courses in the School of Business
Administration from September of 1963 until June of
1967, and was given tenure as an Associate Professor
in 19660 just one year before he left the University.

Just last week, the staff became aware of another
mass-mailing by D. Kibarian who now lists himself as the
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Chairman of the Board of the Culinary School of Washington,
Paris, Rome and Beijing, Inc. This mailing is again a proposal
for establishing a Culinary school and we believe was sent,
unsolicited, to a large naMber of proprietary schools throughout
this area. In it he states:

Enclosed is a proposal :'or your own turn-key cooking
school, perfected by everience and proven the most
profitable new proves in demand by students and a
depression-proof job market.

Financially painless for you to start because we do
all the work, and the tuition is in your hands before
students start the program.

Again, Dr. Eibarian has attached a prospectus concerning
the projected operations of the school. However, in the mass
mailing, the Doctor encloses an already signed and dated
(September 3, 1990) agreement to implement the chef's program.
This agreement, again is informative about how the attitude of
some school owners appears to stray from the original focus of
the triad. This document is nothing more than a marketing tool
and with the exception of four words in the first sentence,
never discusses academics or educational issues. Highlights of
Dr. Siberian's latest proposal include:

The purpose of this agreement is to create a Chefs
Program for you that meets the standards of academic
excellence and is financially sound.

The specific resources provided by you and the
schedule of payments are carefully designed to
synchronize with the program's accomplishments, toward
the common goal of generating a class and the
resulting revenue.

The implementation of this program is made up of four
stages: The final stage is an insurance policy to
assure continued success and to meet any emergency
(such as a "a member quits in the middle of the
semester), review and bolster recruiting effort to
assure a continuous flow of students. In essence, the
program will operate as you envision it, and if you
need us we are here.

As of the date of this statement, the staff has no
evidence that anyone has taken up the Doctor on this or his
other proposal. However, based upon our investigation, no doubt
someone will. Unless there is some change to the current
student financial aid system, it is very likely that if the
Subcommittee ever revisits this issue again, as it did before in
1975, we may once again be using the Culinary School as our case
study of its problems.
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LIST OF CHRONOLOGIES

A. Higher Education Assistance Foundation (HEAP)
Chronology

B. Accrediting Council for Continuing Education
and Training (ACCET) Chronology

C. National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools (NATTS) Chronology

D. D.C. Licensing Chronology

E. State of Virginia Chronology

F. U. S. Department of Veterans' Affairs Chronology

G. U.S. Department of Education Chronology
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HIGHER EDUCATION ASSISTANCE FOUNDATION (HEAF)
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

June 5 - 6, 1984 HEAP conducts site program review visit. The site
visit uncovered a number of refunds not having been
made and students receiving loans even after they
had dropped out of school. In addition, they found
thats

"The manner in which The Culinary School of
Washington (CSW) maintains records on students
makes it extremely difficult to determine the
students' experience with the school. The
review indicated that the majority of student
files were missing at least one enrollment
agreement. Many files were also missing the
school's copy of the Guaranteed Student Loan
application. Files were also missing academic
transcripts. The result of this made it
difficult to determine which semesters students
were enrolled and which semester the students
actually began attending Culinary School."

* The review noted that some students who were
attending Culinary School were non-U.S.
citizens...There is no indication that the
school has, in fact, verified that the students
are eligible to receive a guaranteed student
loan. ($ource: Site Visit Report and letter of
7/12/84 to CSW from HEAP)

Apr. 25-26, 1985 HEAP conducts its second program review of the
school. Although it notes substantial improvement
since 1984, it also finds a number of areas of
concern including a very high cancellation rate for
student loans. (aources Site Visit Report and
letter of May 17, 1985 from HEAF to CSW)

Feb. 27, 1986 HEAF notifies U.S. Dept. of Education, Office of
Audit, Inspector General's Office of 11 students
receiving late refunds an well as other instances
where CSW has nOt notified its lender of program
withdrawal dates. ($ourcer February 2, 1986
letter of Lynda M. Irish, Compliance Specialist to
Sean Malone, Ed. I.G. Office of Audit)

June 17, 1986 HEAF notifies CSW that it intends to suspend them
from participation in federal student loan
program. This suspension results from a review
that:
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* "has indicated that the Culinary School has paid
refunds extremely late, and that the school has
failed to report student withdrawals in
accordance with the regulations. In addition,
former employees of the school have stated that
they were instructed to falsify information
pertaining to the Guaranteed Student Loan
program, and that they were instructed to keep
student as enrolled after the students
withdrew. Furthermore, several students have
disputed the signatures on these loan checks,
causing the Foundation to epestion the validity
of those signatures.* (Sources June 17, 1986
letter from HEAF to CSW)

Oct. 21, 1986 Limitation agreement signed by HEAP and CSW whereby
CSW agrees to provide tuition refunds to former
students totalling approximately $550,000 plus
interest ot approximately $15,000/month. (sQurce:
May 20, 1997 letter from HEAP to CSw.

Nov. 6, 1986 HEAF sends Ron Lipton of the Dept. of Ed. Division
of Certification and Program Review a copy of the
limitation agreement and asks for copies of the
criminal and civil audits by the Inspector
General. (Source; November 6, 1986 ltr. from HEAF
to ED)

July 1987 Program review conducted by HEAF. (Source: July
27, 1988 letter of Michael Nelson, to CSW)

July 28, 1987 HEAP advises counsel to CSW of violations of the
Limitation Agreement by not paying current refunds
on time. It concludes by stating:

* "I have been operating under the assumption that
this school was meeting its current obligations
on refunds and, therefore, this subject would
not be an issue. However, since it has become
an issue, I no longer have much faith that the
school has the management ability to monitor and
pay the currently due refunds."

* 'You need to inform the school that this is
absolutely the last time HEAP will tolerate any
late refunds. Should the subject of late or
unpaid refunds arise again, HEAF will without
any notice to the school...exercise its ability
to summarily terminate the school from the HEAF
programs.' (Source: July 28, 1987 letter from
Gary Musselman, Compliance Officer of HEAF to
Ronald Schwartz of White, Fine 4, Verville,
Attorneys at Law)
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Aug. 3, 1987 HEAP advises the
Regulatory Affairs
payments and has
lenders. ($ourcet
Scott, Compliance
Johnson)

D.C. Office of Consumer and
that CSW is current in its
to date paid $136,533.23 to
August 3, 1987 ltr. of Ann

Analysts of HEAP to Oliver

June 6-7, 1988 Program review conducted by HEAP finds serious
problems. The review noted that:

* "...the institution continues to have serious
problems and administrative errors in its
handling of the student loan program. The
school also continues to demonstrate
noncompliance with the terms of the Limitation
Agreement entered into in October, 1986. The
findings range from improper loan disbursements
and late student loan refunds, to inaccurate,
inconsistent record keeping methods...."

"The findings of this review seriously question
the institution's ability to provide the
required internal controls as well as its
ability to properly administer the Guaranteed
Student Loan program."

* "After reviewing the financial aid files
selected during the review, it is apparent that
CSW has consistently certified and forwarded to
HEAP student loan applications prior to the
student attending class."

* "Our review found that there was no apparent
effort on CSW's part to withhold the endorsement
of student loan checks. whenever possible, the
checks were endorsed and deposited upon receipt
from the lenders.-

* "The Culinary School continues to be late in
making required refunds."

* "Until the date of HEAF's Program Review, the
Culinary School had failed te provide HEAP the
required copies of correspondence to and from
the Office of Inspector General of the
Department of Education regarding it* past
audit. Upon HEAF's request, the report and the
school's response were provided.'

* 'Furthermore, in reviewing the Culinary School's
response, several instances occur in which the
school claims to be representing HEAF's
position. HEAP did not make the following
statement:
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'Higher Education Assistance Foundation
(HEAP) officials have expressed that CSW is
its most admirable example of a school that
has conquered the circumstances that created
GSLP problems by allowing the system to
work.'"

* "Secondly,

'Through HEAP the School has made exemplary
progress in its defined payback program. The
CSW has maintained excellent compliance with
its HEAF agreements.'"

'The previously cited violations show this to be
incorrect, Finally, in closing CSW states to the
Inspector Generals

'HEAF and CSW believe that for all findings
and most recommendations that monies have and
are continuing to be provided.'"

"Again, HEAP cautions CSW in taking liberties
in representing HEAF in any form of
correspondence.-

* -Since the signing of the Limitation Agreement,
CSW has undergone a required two-year
non-federal audit. HEAP had not received either
a copy of this audit or the institution's
required response until the date of the June 6th
program review." ($ources Letter of July 27,
1988 from Mike Nelson, HEAP Compliance
Specialist to CSW)

HEAP writes to CSw concerning their response to the
program review audit. (5ources January 30, 1989
letter)

Meeting at HEAP offices between Berkey Kibarian and
Richard C. Hawk, Chairman of Board of HEAF to
discuss open issues from June '88 review.
(fieerces April 6, 1989 letter to CSW)

Senator Paul Simon writes to Richard C. Hawk,
Chairman of the Board of HEAF at Berkey Kibarian's
behalf suggesting that he meet with Kibarian to
discuss the January 30, 1989 letter of HEAF to
CSW. (Sou ts March 10, 1989 letter from Senator
Simon to Hawk)
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March 15, 1989 Sarah D. Halm, Legislative Assistant tO Senator
Simon corresponds to Robert Hanrahan, consultant
and agent for CSW that:

* 'Thank you for your note. I have notified
Senator Simon's Administrative Assistant, Floyd
Fithian, of the offer to host a fundraiser. Mr.

Fithian should get in contact with you
directly.'

April 6, 1989

"I have enclosed a copy of the letter sent to
Richard Hawk per your request."

* 'Let me know if I can be of further
assistance." (Source: March IS, 1989 letter
from Halm to Hanrahan)

Richard Hawk advises Senator Simon of the recent
meeting he had with Berkey kibarian, Robert
Hanrahan and Ray Aonnel and provides him with a
copy of his April 6 letter to Ribarian. (Source:
April 6, 1989 letter to Senator Simon from Hawk)

April 6, 1989 Richard Hawk advises Ribarian of results of the
compliance staff's review of the issues raised at
the March 29th meeting. (Source: April 6, 1989
letter to Kibarian from Hawk)

June 10, 1989 Culinary School asks HEAP to stagyer their payment
because the Department of Education has fined them
as the result of an audit. (Soerce: letter of
June 10, 1989)

July 31, 1989 HEAF agrees to lower payment from $15,000 to $7,000
per month from July - December, 1989 in return for
CSW paying $20,000 per month from January, 1990
onward. (Source: letter of July 31, 1989)

Sept. 13, 1989 HEAF advises CSW that since October, 1986 CSW has
made payments of $509,739.36 in refunds and excess
subsidies to Department of Education. (Source:
letter from Ann Scott, HEAF to Hamid Tabatibai,
CSW)

Nov. 3, 1989 Senator Simon writes to Mr. Hawk and urges him to
consider rescheduling CSR's monthly payment to not
exceed the $7,000 a month it is currently pyin7.
(Source: letter of November 3, 1989 from Senator
Simon to Mr. Hawk)

Nov. 9, 1989 Senator Simon advises Myrna Dworksy, a former
Culinary School employee, that he was not aware of
Culinary's problems. He states:
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"Dear Friends

Many thanks for your thoughtful note, which arrived
the evening before my breakfast meeting.

I was not aware of these problems, and I appreciate
your calling them to my attention.

I believe I handled myself carefully.

do believe that proprietary schools can make a
significant contribution to tha nation, but there
hav been abuses from time to time,
unfortunx*.c'r." (Sources Letter of November 9,
1989 from Senator Upon to Myrna Dworsky)

Mr. Hawk advises Senator Simon that HEMP can not
agree to the $7,000 level but is willing to allow
the school to return to its previous level,
$15,000, beginning January 1, 1990, rather than the
S20,000 payment previously agreed to. (Source:
November 20, 1989 letter from Mr. Hawk to Senator
Simon)

Wendie Doyle, Assistant Vice President for HEAP,
advises Xibarian of tho substance of the November
20, 1989 letter to Senator Simon. (Sources
November 22, 1989 letter from Doyle to Marian)

CSw suggests to HEAT that their loan repayments
remain at the lower $7,000 amount per month because
of a recent payment of $75,000 to Department of
Education and "an embezzlement by one of our former
employees." (Sources November 29, 1989 letter
from Hamid Tabatabei to Wendie Doyle)

HEAT agrees to forbear payments until March 1st
when it will commence at the rate of $15,000 per
month. (Source: December 20, 1989 letter from
Doyle to Tabatabai)

HEkF files a bankruptcy claim in the amount of
$146,292.03 for student loan refunds plus
approximately $50,000.00 in interest charged to
students by lenders and "excess federal subsidies"
pursuant to 11 U.S.C. 1078 (total requested in
$196,292.03). ($ource: Proof of Claim of HEAF
filed in case No. 90-00015)

341
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ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOR CONTINUING EDUCATION Is TRAINING (ACCET)
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

May 10, 1985

May 10, 1985

Dr. James Grey, Academic Consultant, Culinary
School of Washington, telephoned the Council for
NonCollegiate Continuing Education (former name of
ACCET) concerning accreditation. (Sources Inquiry
Log of CNCE dated 5/10/85)

Inquiry Log has the following notationss

* °Placement is 954 grad class'

12 full-time instructors'

"Simulations, $1 million kitchen"

"NATTS, looking for double accreditation"

In response to the question of why is the
organization seeking accreditation by the
CNCE? is the notations "in case of other to
change. (Sources Ibid)

May 10, 1985 Materials for accreditation are sent to CSW.
(Sources 5/10/85 letter of Debbie De Vries)

May 21, 1985 James Gray submits application for accreditation to
CNCE and forwards a $300 check to start
accreditation process, stating thats

O "The school is anxious to begin the
self-evaluation as soon as possible". (Sources

5/21/85 letter of Gray to De Vries)

June 21, 1985 Analytic Self-Evaluation Report (ASER) is completed
and signed by Mary Ann Kibarian as President of
CSW, including financial statements for 1983 and
first 6 months of 1984. They indicateds

* 12/31/1983 -- Revenues of $938,009

Expenses of $771,136

6/30/84 -- Revenues of $684,239

* Expenses of $566,841

June 28-29, 1985 Site visit of Culinary School conducted found no
major problems with the school and commended the
school on its management, curriculum and student
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records filing system. Sites visited was 1050
Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. (Bourget
CNCE Xxamination Team Report)

July 15, 1965 Audit financial statement of CSW indicates that for
the year ending December 31, 1964 the CSW hadt

* Net Revenues -- $1,182,553

* Operating Expenses -- $1,290,600

Net Income (Loss) -- (675,888)

(Source: July 15, 1985 report of Laurence Larry,
CAP, found in the ACCET files of CSW)

July 26, 1985 CNCE advises Dept. of Ed. of CSW's accreditation to
be effective on July 18, 1985 for 1050 Connecticut
Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C. (Sources Lotter of
Larry Dodds dated 7/26/85)

August 19, 1985 CNCE notifies Culinary that they have been granted
accreditation for a period of 5 years until August
31, 1990. (Sources letter of 8/19/85 of Larry
Dodds)

Dec .6, 1985 CSW notifies CNCE of change of their office to 1601
Connecticut Ave., N.W. (Source, letter of
12/6/85)

Dec. 11, 1985 CNCE approves the new location without any record
of a site visit. (Source: letter of 12/11/85 from
Larry Dodds to Dept. of Education)

1587-1988 A series of complainte by students and staff are
processed by ACCET for review and resolution.

Jan. 27,1988 Dept. of Education advised CSW that none of its
auxiliary classrooms are eligible for the federal_
student aid program. It references a letter to CSW
concerning these auxiliary classrooms dated 9/4/86
to which they have not yet received a response.
(Source: 1/27/88 letter of Lois Moore to Xibarian)

Feb. 29,1988 CSW responds to Dept. of Ed. by stating that they
never received the 1986 letter and enclose approval
for the auxiliary classrooms from D.C. Licensure
and ACCET. CSW also claims that ACCET does not
give separate approvals for auxiliary classrooms
but includes a blanket approval. (Sources 2/29/88
letter of Melany LaCount to Lois Moore)

April 13, 1988 Lois Moore notifies CSW that only the main campus
located at 1601 Connecticut Ave., N.W. is eligible
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and the other two locations became ineligible on
March 13, 1987 when CSW informed the Department
that CSW had withdrawn from'EATTS accreditation.
She states;

"You were not notified "aarlier of the
ineligibility of these locations because the
Culinary School is also accredited by the
Accrediting Council for Continuing Education
ad Training (ACCET) formerly the Council
for Non-collegiate Continuing Education.

Howeve,: were recently informed by ACCET
that the .,-ope of their accreditation extends
only to the main campus of the Culinary
School. Contrary to your statement in your
February 29, 1388, letter to me, ACCET does
issue separate accreditation approvals for

auxiliary classroom locations.- (Source:
letter of April 13, 1988 to CSW)

April 28, 1988 CSW advises Larry Dodds of the history of its
classroom facilities and indicated that they were
used for the following periods:

* Ascot Restaurant 3/85 - present
* Washington Post 5/85 - present
* Logan 3/86 - present
* Blue Plains 7/87 - present
* Washington Times 1/85 - present
* National Lawyers Club 2/87 - present
* Shaw, Potts, et.al. 7/87 - present
* Int'n1 Food Emporistm 7/87 - present

(Sources April 28, 1988 letter to Dodds from

LaCount)

April 29, 1988 ACCET approves the relocation of CSW's main campus
to 1 Farragut Square, South, 1634 1 St., N.W.

Records do not indicate any site visit. (Source:
letter from ACCEPT to CSW)

April 29, 1988 ACCET advises CSW that eight auxiliary classrooms
are considered accredited as part of the main
campus accreditation. No record of any site visit
for these locations. The locations are:

* Ascot Restaurant
1708 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

* Washington Post
225 Virginia Avenue, S.E.
Washington, D.C. 20061

34
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Logan Building
(D.C. Facility)
3rd & G Streets, N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

blue Plains Treatment Facility
(D.C. Facility)
5noo Overlook Drive, S.W.
Washington, D.C. 20032

Washington Times
3600 New York Ave., N.E.
Washington, D.C. 20002

Federal Lawyers Club
1815 H Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20006

Shaw, Potts, et. al.
Law Firm

2300 N. Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20037

International Food Emporium
1875 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
washington, D.C. 20009

(Sources April 29, 1988 letter to CSW)

Hay 4, 1988 ACCET notifies CSW of approval for an auxiliary
classroom at the Holiday Inn - Fair Oaks, Fairfax
vA. No record of a site visit. (figuraes Nay 4,
1988 letter to CSW)

Hay 16, 1988 ACCET advises Dept of Education of the recent
approval of the eight auxiliary classrooms. In it
Larry Dodds; indicates thats

"First, let me assure you that ACCET issued the
letter listing the eight auxiliary classrooms
as approved locations because it was an
accurate portrayal of what really exists and
existed at the time of the ACM (then CNCE)
on-site evaluation. The on-site evaluation
team actually visited thrms auxiliary classroom
sites as part of the visit, one of which was in
the French Embassy.'

'Also, since CNCE had limited involvement with
schools with Title IV recognition, it was not
realited that the accreditation approval needed
to list the various sites.'

34 )
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"In the case of the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd., the fact that they needed
CNCE to list the sites never became an issue
since they had NATTS accreditation. Had the
school not ben accredited, this oversight on
CNCE's part would have been discovered."

"The Analytic Self-Evaluation Report (ASER),
submitted prior to the on-site visit, listed
the external classroom locations. The tam
visited three: French Embassy, Le Pavillon,
and El Palacio."

"I am puzzled by the in-depth nature of your
letter and pursuit by the U.S. Department of
Education in what appears to be an runny
resolvable and justifiable situation."

"Is there something else in the background
about which I need to be apprised? If so, I

believe the time has come to shar it with ma.
If not, I have a difficult time trying to
understand why there appears to be a 'major
error', on the part of the achool or ACCET."

(N.S. a review of the ASER prepared by CSW at the
time of the initial accreditation only lists two of
the eight auxiliary fates; the ASCOT Restaurant and
Washington Times. There is no indication in the
site team report that the French Embassy, Le
Pavillion and El Palacio were visited by the site
evaluation team. Moreover, they are not included
in the new auxiliary site list of 1988.) (gources
May 16, 1988 letter and records)

Aug. 10, 1988 Larry Dodds, President of ACCET writes to Ray
Pennell Executive Vice President of CSW concerning
another letter requesting further clarification of
their auxiliary sites. He stated than

"...I am having a very difficult time
understanding why the U.S. Department of
Education is having so much difficulty with
this arrangement. A similar arrangement
existed when the institution was accredited by
the National Association of Trade and Tchnical
Schools (WATTS); I was unaware of a problem
with eligibility of any of the sites during
that tenure. Why, now, is there a sudden
problem? Are there some facts or pieces of the
puzzle that are not being shared with ACCET?
Or, is the Department being unreasonable in the
area of detail about this issue? Or, is it
both based upon the .ngt A2 positive' blatory

346
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el Xhe overall operation of the culinary
institution?"

"One example that has been followed repeatedly
by the Culinary School of Washington, Ltd. is
not dating correspondence. This is done on a
regular basis; although not intentional, it is
unusual."

"All future correspondence of the institution
must be dated."

"Furthermore, as you know, I and ACCET members
have spent hours on this particular project
alone. In addition, the time spent on the
various written complaints, following up on TV
station stories, responding to other U.S.
Department of Education queries (whether
justified. or not), questioning 'on the line'
advertising and recruiting practices and other
similar issuea have worn heavily on the
patience that can be endured by an accrediting
agency.'

"It is time for Culinary School of Washington,
Ltd. to sit back and assess its total operation
to see in what way, if any, it is failing or is
"minimally" meeting the high standards required
for accreditation. If such an analysis reveals
everything to be in average, above average or
exemplary in nature, that's great."

"If on the other hand you find areas in
admissions, recruitment, advertising,
management, personnel, financial practices and
stability recordkeeping and/or student and
client satisfaction (just to name a few) that
need attention, then a definite plan to improve
must be developed; this must be done
immediately!"

"There are rumors continually being generated
from Washington, D.C. about this institution.
In fact, the pipeline for this type of
information is better than from Capitol Hill.
The latest has the headquarters moving out to
Northern Virginia to the Fair Oaks location and
declaring that as the main campus; some say
that is to take advantage of Virginia licensing
and for their reasons. IZ there are future
moves planned or changes of any type for which
aCCET approval is needed (and there are not
many excluded) I suggest you contact ACCET
before you begin, so that improper assumptions

3 4
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of approval are not made." (goarce: Letter

dated August 10, 1988 from Larry Dodds to Ray
Pannell)

ACCET receives a complaint concerning false

advertising by CSW wherein they claim to be

operating in Maryland. (gourcev letter of

November 20, 1988)

ACCHT advises complaintant that they have contacted
the schoel to get a written response. (Source:

letter of January 9, 1989)

ACCET notifies CSW of approval of auxiliary
classmms at Dulles Airport and Chef's Restaurant
in Washington. No record of a ite visit for
either location. ($ource: letter of February 2,
1989)

ACCET receives complaint alleging fraud,

mismanagement and other irregularities from a

namber of students and former employees. (Sources

ACCET files and letter of May 25, 1989 from Larry
Dodds to Mary Ann Eibarian)

Janie Wheeler of ACCET is contacted by John Mintz

of the Washington Post concerning allegations

against CSW. She also advises Mary Ann Ribarian of
possible story. (gources June 8, 1989 memorandum
from Jancie Wheeler to file)

June 23, 1989 Markey Kibarian writes to Lary Dodds, President of

ACCET and states:

"You will be happy to know that the fund
raising for Senator Paul Simon is moving along

very successfully. I have already received
checks for the amount of $2000 from individuals
to be co-sponsors. All of these donations have
been personal. It requires 82000 to be a
co-sponsor; a $1000 gift and 4 $250 tickets.
Individual purchases of tickets are also moving
along.'

"when this fund-raiser is completed, I would
like to suggest that we raise a 81 million-
endowment for CEA/ACCET. This endowment would
give a sense of permanency. If this concept
would meet the approval of your board, I would
be very happy to spearhead the drive and have

no doubt that we could raise it within one year

of the Simon fund-raiser."

3 4
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"In the meantime, Ray has brought it to my
attention that he has requested a letter from
you to be sent to am Duval. The timing has
XAAchad A MIA Al urgency and I would be
grateful if you gaud iand tta In= bid=
Ihn Imlx ith 13211dAx."

*We enjoyed having 2Ammy with us and since her
German is so good she may wish to be with us at
the graduation at the embassy.* (Sourcq:
letter of June 23, 1989 from Berkey Kibarian to
Larry Dodds)

Oct. 12, 1989 Jaine Wheeler, Vice President of ACCET, advises
Mary Ann Kibarian of the fact that the file is
still open concerning a number of complaints
pending a final report from Director Stone of D.C.
Licensure. (Source: October 12, 1989 letter to
Mary Ann Kibarian)

Jan. 4, 1990 ACCET receives package of information from Virginia
Department of Education concerning allegations
surrounding Richmond location. (ources files of
ACCET)

Jan. 5, 1990 Jain.) Wheeler advises Larry Dodds that ACCET should
issue a Show Course order to CSW based upon these
allegations. (Sourcqs Memorandum of January 5,
1990)

Jan. 8, 1990 Fax from Roger William of CEA of ACCET office to
Larry Dodds concerning a Washington Post article of
January 8, 1990 in which he statess

"You may wish to act quickly on the growing
debacle that is underway. This in not only a
tragedy for the students but a potential blowup
for ACCET as well. Can we assure anyone at DOE
that we are on top if it? Who? When? How?*
(Source: Fax dated January 8, 1990 from Roger
William to Larry/Gary)

Jan. 8, 1990 Larry Dodds advises CSW of the issuances of a show
cause order. ($ources January 8, 1990 letter from
Dodds to Kibarian)

Jan. 17, 1990 ACCET site evaluation team is scheduled to visit
CSW. This site visit was postponed pending the
bankruptcy filing. (Bources Ibid)

3
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF TRADE AND TECHNICAL SCHOOLS (NATTS)
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

Apr. 8, 1982 Initial Accreditation of Executive Gourmet Chef
program. (Bourcfas Letter from Culinary School
of Washington Atty. Stephen Matthews to Dorothy
Fenwick, Apr. 10, 1989)

May, 1984 Catering program accredited. (Sources rbid.)

May, 1984

Dec. 4, 1984

RATS'S office begins to receive complaints
concerning CSW. Because of their severity, the
Executive Committee of the Commission directs
that A special visit be conducted. (Source:
Memo from Mary Draper to the Accrediting
Commission, Dec. 14, 1984)

Site visit of CSW finds 26 serious concerns or
potential problems vs. four favorable comments.
Soma of the findings were;

* CSW's promotional literature represents it as
a credit-hour school; however, documents
submitted to NATTS specify that the school is
on a clock-hour basis.

* Enrollment agreement includes no provisions
for increasing tuition. A sampling of files
following the increase in tuition after 8/1/83
shows that many students signed enrollment
agreements when the total cost of the program
was $6,000 prior to the increase of 8/1/83,
yet they are required to pay the increase.

* While the school is required to submit forms
for separate classroom facilities, those on
file with NATTS do not match present
facilities being used by the school as
separate classrooms.

* Numerous instructors and students complain
that renovations and the odor of raw sewage
make learning conditions very difficult at the
Shoreham Hotel.

* A high rate of staff turnover.

* Of 12 random files selected, all are missing
required data, such as high school diplomas
(ID files), enrollment agreements (six files),
etc.

3 ti
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A random sampling of 15 student files from
class starting Sept. 22, 1984, shows eight
students lack a high school diploma, four lack
an enrollment agreement, 12 lack a doctor's
letter, and 10 lack a letter of acceptance.

* It is unclear to the visiting team who has
ultimate accountability for the files, which
are divided among three areas: registrar,
accounting, and academic. No one person is
willing to acknowledge final accountability.

* School's literature specifies that only high
school graduates are eligible for acceptance
into the program. However, visiting team
finds numerous files of non-high school
graduates, who not only have been admitted to
the program, but who have files lacking
documentation.

School's policies on attendance And tardiness
do not appear to be educationally sound. No
limits ere placed on tardiness or
absenteeism. Many students who have not
attended classes for up to three or four
months still appear in the active files, thus
preventing refunds from being made on time.
The system is inherently defective and
requires total reorganization.

* Due to the visiting team's inability to
determine when students are dropped or when
their last date of attendance is, it is
difficult to determine if refunds are made
within 30 days. A sampling of files on
dropped students does not have any evidence
that refunds have been made within 30 days.

* Descriptions in promotional literature of
physical facilities for the school's various
instructional programs appear to be
misleading.

* Student rosters supplied to the visiting team
for the calendar year 1983 indicate a high
rate of attrition.

* Approximately 50 percent of the 30 students
interviewed say they did not know that classes
would be held in various restaurants in the
Washington area. These students specifically
state that these various locations are not

3ji
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mentioned in any of the school's literature
provided to them.

* Numerous currently enrolled students state
that they expected to receive an associate
degree upon graduation. (The parent of one
student expresses the same expectation.)
While the school has applied for associate
degree status with the District of Columbia,
no approvals exist. ($ourcet Team Summary
Report, Dec. 10, 1984)

Jan. 10-12, 1985 The Accrediting Commission reviewed the Team
Summary Report and the school's response to the
special visit conducted on Dec. 4, 1984. Due to
the serious nature of the concerns raised by the
visiting team, the Commission directed the

school to undergo a total re-evaluation to

verify compliance with accrediting standards.
The school is directed to submit a

Self-Evaluation Report within 60 days of
notification of this action. Upon receipt of
the Self-Evaluation Report tho school will be
contacted to arrange a visiting team date which
will be suitable to all parties. ($ourcel

Accrediting Commission minutes, Jan. 10-12,

1985)

Apr. 11-13, 1985 The Commission reviewed information regarding
the school's new separate facilities. The
Commission is concerned with thercomplete change
in classroom and therefore deferred action on
recognizing the classrooms until the required
team visit is conducted and the necessary
reports are received. The school was also
directed to provide evidence that the classrooms
are licensed by the Educational Inatitution
Licensure Commission of the District of

Columbia. (SOwrCes Accrediting Commission
Meeting minutes, Apr. 11-13, 1985)

Oct. 13-16, 1985 Accrediting Commission Meeting: The following
motion for "failure to continue accreditation
subsequent to a call up" was moved, seconded,
and carried:

* "The school was called up as a result of two
student complaints fil.d in the WATTS office
which centered around administrative
practices, tuition accounting, and educational
organization. At the time of the visit,
additional complaints were voiced by students
which call into serious question the integrity
of this institution."
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* The school failed to inform the Accrediting
Commission of the addition of two separate
classroom. at Howard University and Washington
Post.

* The School failed to demonstrate that all
instructors have a minimum of two years of
practical experience.

* The school failed to demonstrate that it has a
course of study showing a scope and sequence
of subject matter sufficient to achieve the
announced objectives.

The school failed to demonstrate that it
provides applicants with a catalog.

* The school failed to consistently document the
initial placement of Traduates.

* The school failed to properly substantiate its
placement rates in advertising.

* The school quotes unsubstantiated earning
potentials of 860,000 per year in printed
materials and up to $1,000 per week in radio
advertisements.

* The school uses the word "free' and
superlatives such as "fastest growing in
radio advertisements and printed materials.

* The school has used blind advertisements

* The school failed to accept the full
responsibility of an individual under its
employ who prepared and ran advertising.

The school failed to properly advertise its
accrediting status with reference to the
accrediting body.

* "The school failed to demonstrate that student
financial records, as well as other
educational records, are securely maintained."
(ource: Accrediting Commission minutes, Oct.
13-16, 1985)

The Appeals Panel of the Accrediting Commission
met to consider the Commission's action to fail
to renew accreditation to the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd.

35-753 0 - 90 - 12
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The Appeals Panel voted to remand the school to
the Commission with the recommendation that the
school undergo a total re-evaluation in
accordance vith Commission procedures. As part
of the process, specific emphasis should be
placed on the eight (8) items listed below:

The school failed to inform the Accrediting
Commission of the addition of two separate
classrooms, Howard University and Washington
Post.

* The school failed to demonstrate that all
instructors have a minimum of two years
practical experience.

The school failed to demonstrate that it uses
a single enrollment agreement..

* The school failed to demonstrate that it
provides applicants with a catalog.

* The school quotes unsubstantiated earning
potentials of $60,000/year in printed
materials and up to 81,000/week in radio
advertisements which fail to include the
normal range of starting salaries.

The school uses the word "free" and
superlatives such as "fastest growing" in
radio advertisements and print materials.

* The school failed properly advertise tis
accrediting status.

* The school failed to demonstrate that student
financial records, as well as other
educational records, are securely maintained.

Further, the Appeals Panel directs that this
process be completed no later than Sept. 1, 1986
for consideration at the Oct. 1986 Commission
Meeting.

The accreditation of the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd., vill continue until the findl
resolution of this case. (source: Letter from
Fenwick to Kibarian, Jan. 29, 1986)

Apr. 9-11, 1986 The Accrediting Commission adopted the Appeals
Panel recommendation that the school undergo a
total re-evaluation, which include the
preparation of Self-Evaluation Report and an
onsite Team Visit to the main facility and all
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separate classrooms. The school should direct
continued attention to correcting or improving
tha eight items disclosed in the Appeals Panel's
letter of Jan. 29, 1986. The. Commission also
adopted the Appeals Panel's recommendation that
this process be completed no later than Sept. 1,
1986 for consideration at the Oct. 1986
Meeting. (Seurces Accrediting Commissiam
minutes, Apr. 9-11, 1986)

Aug. 27-29, 1986 School visited bys Management Specialist, Wr.
Harry Overton, Regional Vice President of
Operations, DeVry Institute of Technology.

Education Specialists Dr. Robest Carey,
Chairman, Education Division, Indiana
University.

S. ject SpecialistChef/Catezing/Pastryr Mr.
Jack Braun, Chesterfields Restaurant,
Huntington, Pa.

Staff Members Ma. Mary F. Busey, Assistant to
the Secretary, NATTS Accrediting Commission.
(Sources Visiting Team Announcement, Aug.
27-29, 1986)

Sept. 23, 1986 Team Summary Report sent to school. (Scurces
Letter from Fenwick to Kibarian, Dec. 2, 1966)

Sept. 29, 1986 School requests additional 90 days to respond to
Team Summary Report. (Source, Letter from
Fenwick to Kibarian, Dec. 2, 1986)

Oct. 8, 1986 Executive Committee agrees to additional 30 days
for response (total of 52 days) - by this action
consideration of the school is moved to the Jan.
1987 Commission agenda. (Sources Letter form
Fenwick to Kibarian, Dec. 2, 1986)

Nov. 13, 1986 School response date - Ray Pennell requested by
phone additional time extension to file response
due to staff illness at school - extension
granted until Nov. 24, 1986. (Sources Letter
from Fenwick to Kibarian, Dec. 2, 1986)

Nov. 26, 1986 School response to 25 of 32 concerns received in
NATTS office. In Culinary Schools response,
they request that the commission choose one of
the following proposals:

The Commission defer action of the Culinary
School accreditation until the Fall of 1987.
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* The entire reaccreditation review of the
Culinary School be recycled into Jan. 19811 by

which time, the School and WATTS will have had
an adequate time frame to address the concrns
set forth in the Team Summary Report.
(Source: Letter from Kibarian to WATTS
Chairman Thompson, Nov. 24, 1986)

Jan. 26-29, 1987 The following motion for failure to grant
renewal of accreditation was moved, seconded and
carried:

The Accrediting Commission failed to grant
renewal of accreditation to the Culinary School
of Washington, based on the mchool's failure to
provide evidence that it is in compliance with
the Following standards:

* "The school provided no evidence that
opportunities exist in the food industry for
large income' and that "there are many
available unfilled jobs.' In addition, the
school provided no documentation to support
the claim "that programs in catering or the
waiter-waitress courses are offered
exclusively by the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd."

* The school failed to submit documentary
evidence to refute the following concerns:

The Chef class at the Logan facility was
tracked for attendance. The roster showed an
enrollment of 26 s'udents of which only 9

students attended the first week of class.

Three students were permitted to enter the
class two weeks after it started. It does not
appear that attendance was taken for the class
on four consecutive days. There was no
documentation of any attendance for this class
after July 31, 1986.

Taken in the aggregate and in light of this
evidence, the Commission concluded that the
school showed inadequate care in creating and
maintaining attendance records.

* Taken in the aggregate, the Commission
concluded from the evidence and the absence of
any persuasive explanation for it that the
school did not show adequate care in creating
and maintaining Enrollment Agreements and
associated documents.

356
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* The school failed to provide evidence that it
has trained students for positions comparable
to those described in the catalog, program
objectives, and course titles.

* The school failed to demonstrate that a high
proportion of its graduates benefit from
training received. Specifically, the school
failed to provide evidence in its graduate
placement records that graduates ware placed
in jobs for which they were trained.

* The school failed to provide documentation
supporting the graduate placement statistics
for the March 18, 1986 graduation of the Chef
program.

* The school failed to show evidence of sound
financial structure as reflected by the
financial statement which shows:

- Large losses over the last two years.

Negative equity.

Existence of a substantial liability for
repayment of Guaranteed Studerm Loans.

* The school failed to provide documentation of
its academic advising services.

* The documentation provided by the school
showed that its drop rate is excessive as
evidenced by the retention figures for the
Executive Chef, Pastry, Catering and
Professional Host programs.

* 'The school failed to provide supporting
documentation (ie. class rosters) to show
student-teacher ratio. (Sourcq: Accrediting
Commission minutes, Jan. 26-29, 1987)

The school is notified by mail that the school's
application for renewal of accreditation and
supporting data were considered by the
Accrediting Commission at its meeting on Jan.
29, 1987 in accordance with its procedures and
that the Commission failed to grant renewal of
accreditation. (Source: Letter from Fenwick to
Kibarian, Feb. 5, 1987)
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Feb. 10, 1987 Mrs. Kibarian advises NATTS of desire to appeal
the Commission's Jan. 29, 1987 action to fail to
grant the school accreditation.

!67.;;74;ttLetter from Fenwick to Kibarian, Feb. 17

Mar. 4, 1987 Mrs. Mibarian informs NATTS that the Culinary
School of Washington has decided to withdraw
from NATTS and the Accrediting Commission. She
states that "their school has not received fair
evaluations from the Commission in the past and
they do not believe it is possible to receive a
fair evaluation in the future. They
particularly feel that the individuals selected
by the Commission to conduct the on site
evaluations allowed racial and ethnic prejudice
to influence their decision." (fioeroes Letter
from Kibarian to Blair, Mar. 4, 1987)

Mar. 6, 1967 Fenwick acknowledges receipt of Kibarian's
letter withdrawing membership from NATTS.
Fenwick advises that the Culinary School of
Washington immediately return the certificate of
accreditation and the accreditation plaque.
(Sourcer Letter from Fenwick to Kibarian, Mar.
6, 1987)

May 1, 1987 memo to Accrediting Commission advising them of
the withdrawal of the Culinary School of
Washington from accredited list and indicating
that the school has been removed from the
accredited list, and the appropriate state and
Federal agencies have been notified of this
action. (ources Memo from Susey to$
Accrediting Commission, May 1, 1987)

3 5 .1
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

May 8, 1978 Culinary Institute of Washington is incorporated
with Harkey and Mary Ann Ribarian listed on the
Board of Directors. (Source: DC Office of
Deeds)

May 23, 1978 Culinary Institute of Washington's name is
changed to the Culinary College of Washington,
listing Berkey Ribarian an President. (Source:
Ibid)

1979 Culinary is first licensed by the D.C. Dept. of
consumer and Regulatory Affairs. (Source:
Statement of D.C. Licensure Comm.)

June 19, 1980 Culinary College of Washington's name is changed
to the Culinary School of Washington (CSW),
listing Mary Ann Ribarian as President.
(Source: D.C. Office of Deeds)

Feb. 11, 1983 CSW submits an application to the D.C. Licensure
Comm. requesting permission to confer the
Associate of Arts Degree. (Source: Commission
memo, Dec. 2, 1984)

June 23, 1983 The Commission issues a provisional license for
a period of one year, not to exceed June 30,
1984, to operate a degree credit program without
degree-granting authority but subject to a site
evaluation within 6 months. (Source: Ibid)

June 11, 1984 CSW requests a 90-day extension of provisional
license because the school is moving. (Source:
Ibid)

June 21, 1984 Commission grants extension until Sept. 30th.
(Source: Ibid)

Aug. 20, 1984 CSW requests another 90-day extension because it
hasn't finalized its move. (Source: Ibid)

Aug. 30, 1984 Commission grants extension until Dec. 31st.
(Source: Ibid)

Dec. 6, 13, and
22, 23, 1984 Site evaluation occurs to follow up of CSW's

request for authority to confer the Associate of
Arts degree and to investigate numerous
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May 9, 1985

June 12, 1985

July 15, 1985

Mar. 13, 1987
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complaints received from 3/84 to 11/84 by the
Commission. ($ourcet Site Evaluation Report)

The team reported its findings to the Commission
and made the following recommendationt "The
school's application for a license to upgrad.
its offering to an institution granting the
associate degree is not recommended at this time
for the following reasonst

* No current and published catalog.

* Inadequate facilities for academic
instruction.

* No library facility which meets basic library
standards for an institution of higher
learning.

* Weak academic curriculum development.

* Inconsistencies in identification and
responsibilities of staff and board members.

* Complete absence of full-time faculty members.

* Rapid turnover of faculty and administrative
staff." (fiourpei Site Evaluation Report,
Dec. 6, 13, 22, 23, 1984)

Commission notifies CSW of decision not to grant
authority to offer Associate of Arts degree and
its desire to issue a resolution in support of
the school's voluntary withdrawal in order to
avoid a formal revocation proceeding. (Bourcet
Letter of Chairman McIntosh, May 9, 1985)

At its public meeting, the Commission voted to
accept the voluntary surrender of provisional
license. (Agercet Letter of Executive Director
Sims, June 20, 1985)

Investigative Report of the Office of Compliance
of the Department of Consumer and Regulatory
Affairs recommends no further action on 1984
allegations since the main complainant failed or
refused to be interviewed and other complainants
are out-of-town residents and unavailable for
interviews. (fturcet Report No. 1475-84)

The Chairman of the D.C. Educational Institution
Licensure Commission advises the Chief of the
Occupational Vocational Eligibility Branch,
Division of Eligibility 6 Certification, U.S.

3 u
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Department of Education of his concerns about
the Culinary School and forwarded a copy of the
12/84 site survey as wll as information that
the Veterans Administration is withdrawing
authority for the school to participate in
veterans benefits. HO states thats

*The volume and nature of these complaints is
unlike any institution licensed by the
Commission, and has seriously concerned the
Commissioner. At its meeting on WM. 5, 1987,
the Commissioner... asked me to urge you to take
whatever corrective actions that are in your
power to protect the citizens of the District of

Mar. 14, 1988

Columbia.* (Source: Letter D.C. Educational
Institution Licensure Commission to Department
of Education, Mar. 13, 1987)

Dion Henderson, Investigator for the D.C. Office
of Compliance, Department of Regulatory Affairs
recommends the revocation of CSR's license after
investigating eight additional complaints.
($ources Addenaum to Investigative Report no.
86-510 & 86-1285, March, 14, 1988)

Jan. 1, 1989 The non-degree licensing function is transferred
to the Education Licensure Commission from the
Department of Consumer & Regulatory Affairs.
(2ourcer D.C. Reorganization Plan No. 3)

Mar. 22, 1989 Commission initiates investigations of CSW after
receiving a series of serious complaints from
students, former students and former employees
of CSW. (Source: Interviews of Commission
staff)

Aug. 21, 1989 Bob Hanrahan, former Congressman and member of
the Admissions Department of CSW, writes to
Executive Director Stone advising him that Mayor
Barry has asked them to perform a special
project. He further states;

"Our Blue Plains Chef Class has been asked by
Mayor Marion Barry to cater a special luncheon r

function in the Mayor's office on Tuesday, Aug.
29, 1989 at 12 noon. According to Chef Allen
this is the second time in one year that the
Mayor has asked the Culinary School'e Blue
Plains Class to cater a mayoral function. I
would hope that you and Roger Somerville would
be invited guests of Mayor Marion Barry.*
(Source; Letter from Hanrahan to Stone, hug.
21, 1989)
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Sept. 1, 1989 The school submitted to the Commission an
application for renewal of the license for the
year Nov. 1, 1989, through Oct. 31, 1990.
(Bourcet Commission Report, Jan. 25, 1990)

Oct. 19, 1989 The Commission considered the application. The
Commission authorized a thirty-day extension of
the license to permit time for it to act on the
complaints. (Source: Commission minutes, Oct.
19, 1989)

Nov. 9, 1989 The Executive Director reported to the
Commission that the staff had reviewed the
complaints, responses and counter-responses
against the school. Due to the volume and
nature of the complaints, the staff was unable
to make a reliable evaluation. He recommended
that the Commission authorize him to engage a
site evaluation team of independent experts.
Commission agrees with the need for a special
site evaluation. (Sources Commission meeting,
Nov. 9, 1989)

Nov. 30, 1989 The Commission extended the license of the
school once more, until Jan. 31, 1990, in order
to provide time for the team to make the site
evaluation visit and report its findings and
recommendations. (Source: Commission meeting,
Nov. 30, 1989)

Dec. 6, 1989 In response to the Executive Director's written
request to the school for dates in December for
the site evaluation visit Dr. Berkey Siberian
suggested a date in the first week in January.
The Commission accepted the suggestion and set
Jan. 4-6 as dates for the visit. (Source:
Letter from Executive Director Stone to CSW,
Dec. 6, 1989)

Dec. 29, 1989 Dr. Siberian calls Executive Director Stone to
suggest that the site evaluation visit be
rescheduled, as they were moving the business
offices of the school from 1634 Rye Street,
S.W., to 3rd and G Streets, N.E., during the
following week. The telephone call was the
first mention of any plans by the school to move
its offices, although discussions of the site
visit with the school had been going on since
mid-November. (Source: Memo from Executive
Director Stone to Jtlian Sayles, Asst. Corporate
Counsel, Jan. 18, 1990)

Dec. 29, 1989 Commission records indicate that, "Inasmuch as
evaluation of a school is physically impossible

362
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when it is pack., 4 its records and moving, the
Executive Director was forced to cancel the site
evaluation visit.° (Source: Ibid)

Jan. 3, 1990 The Executive Director informed Dr. Berkey
Eibarian that the school had moved its business
offices to an unlicensed location', and that the
failure to inform the Commission of this move
might constitute false and misleading
information. (Source: Ibid)

Early Jan., 1990 Commission staff learns that the school's
release from its lease at 1634 Eye Street, N.W.,
was executed on Dec. 18, 1989, and provided for
the school to remain at that address until Jan.
31. It appears that the school had begun
arranging for its move well before Dec. 18, and
that it did not have to move during the week of

Jan. 8, 1990

the scheduldd site evaluation visit. It appears
probable that the school moved at that time to
evade evaluation by the Commission's team.
(Source: Interviews with Commission Staff)

Washington Post reports that students were being
evicted from apartments leased by CSW.
(Source: Ibid)

Jan. 10, 1990 ACCET informs the Commission that on Jan. 10,
1990, it issued a show cause order on revoking
CSW's accreditation, has scheduled a site visit
for Jan. 11/12 and is inviting Commission
members to attend. (Source: Interviews with
Commission Staff)

Jan. 11, 1990 Attorneys for CSW inform the Executive Director
of the filing for bankruptcy under Chapter 11,
and claim that the Commission is thereby stayed
from all actions against the school. (Sgurce:
Commission Report, Jan. 25, 1990)

Jan. 25, 1990 Executive Director recommends to the Licensure
Commission that they reject the application of
CSW for renewal of its license for license year
1/1/89 through 10/31/90 based on charges that:
(1) the school furnished false/misleading
information to the Commission concerning its new
location and (2) provided false/misleading
information to students concerning housing. The
Commission agrees. (Souroe: Commission )feeting
minutes)

Jan. 26, 1990 The Commission notifies CSW of its action and
the right to request a hearing before them.
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(Ammit Letter from Executive
to Dr. Kibarian, Jan. 26, 1990)

Commission sets hearing date for
at the request of CSW. (Source:
Commission Staff)

Bankruptcy Court holds hearing on CSW's petition
for a temporary restraining order (TRO) against
the Commission and concluded: "... (1) that the
bankruptcy filing did not bar the Commission
from acting, but (2) since the school would be
irreparably harmed if a TRO was not issued, and
the District would not be so harmed if it wore
issued, he issued the TRO stopping the
Commission's enforcement of its order for ten
days. Subsequently, the school and Commission
consented to an extension of TRO to March 12, in
order to permit the Commission to hold its
hearing on February 28." (Sourcql Commission
Statement)

Feb. 26, 1990 Two days before the new hearing date, CSW's
attorneys submit a proposal consent decree which
is rejected. A counter proposal is offered and
agreed to by the School and the Commission.
(Source: Ibid)

Feb. 27, 1990 School and Commission formally execute their
agreement which provides for the closure of the
school in the manner previously required by the
Commission, i.e., immediate cessation of
enrolling new student*, teach-out of all
existing students, closure by June 30 and
surrender of student records to the Commission.
The Commission agreed to cancel the hearing and
extend the school's license to June 30, 1990,
solely for purposes of orderly closure.
(Source: Agreement of Feb. 27, 1990 and
interviews with Commission Staff)

D.C. Public School system conducts a safety
inspection of CSW's Logan School site and orders
them to terminate their use of the facility
after finding:

* A filthy and unsanitary kitchen and storage
room.

* A dirty cooking stove and ventilation filters.

* No lights over the exhaust hood of the stove.

Director Stone

Fab. 28, 1990
Interview with

Mar. 1, 1990
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* Odors in the kitchen caused by sewage in the
back-up drains.

Exposed electrical wires.

* Dirty restrooms.

* No hot water.

No ventilation in the kitchen:.

* Lack of security in the walk-in refrigeration.

* Outdated fire extinguishers.

Gas odors. (Sources Letter from Deputy
Director Hawkins to CSW, Mar. 26, 1990)

June 11, 1990 Teach-out of last students is completed at
Chef's Restaurant of Georgetown and student
records are transferred to the Commission.
(Source: Interviews of Commission Staff)

June, 1990 Catering School requests a 30 day extension of
its license. (Source: Ibid)

June 15, 1990 Commission staff notes that CSW's students files
are unorganized and incomplete including missing
files for some students as well as files for
students who were not listed in the master file
as attending the school, i.e. the master file
listed 3,806 individuals as compared to an
estimated total of 10,000 student files.
(Snurce: Letter from Executive Director Stone
to CSW's Counsel, June 15, 1990)

June 28, 1990 Commission denies School's request for an
extension. (Source: Letter from Executive
Director Stone to CSW's Attorneys, June 6, 1990)

June 30, 1990 Culinary School's license expires. (Source:
Commission Records)
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STATE OF VIRGINIA
CHRONOLOGY or SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

Feb. 26, 1988 Proprietary School Certificate granted to Culinary
Ech^ol for 11787 Lee Jackson Hwy., Fairfax.

emA.:2: Virginia Board of Education)

Nay 4, 1988 ACCET approves auxiliary classroom located at 11787
Lee Jackson Hwy (Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks). (figerofts

5/4/88 letter of Larry Dodds to Ray Fennel of
Culinary School)

Nov. 29, 1989 Culinary applies for Certificate of Authority to
transact business in Virginia. (Sourcas 11/29/89
letter of Lois Nagy)

Dec. 14, 1989 Certificate of Authority to Transact Business in
Virginia is granted. (Source: State Corporation
Commission)

Jan. 10, 1989 Tentative approval given for an extension classroom
at Dulles Airport by Virginia Dept. of Ed.

(Sources 1/10/89 I= from Carn1 Buchanan to CSW)

Oct. 10, 1989 ACCET approves auxiliary classroom located at the
Westpark Inn, McLean, Va. (Source; ltr from ACCET
to CSW dated 10/10/89)

June 30, 1989

Nov. 1989

Proprietary School Certificate reissued to CSW for

Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks site. (Source: Va. Board of
Education)

Culinary School applies for a certificate to
operate a school at 5321 Broad St., Richmond,
Virginia. (Source; Va. Dept of Education)

Dec. 4, 1989 Evening classes begin at Richmond location even
though not licensed by Virginia. (source:
A.fidavits of 11 students and memo of Ann Gilliam
of 1/3/90)

Dec. 14, 1989 Pre-certification visit by Carol Buchanan of Va.
Dept. of Ed. uncovers evidence that
advertising/recruiting has already started on site
and possibly instruction may also have occurred.
(Source: Va. Dept. of Education)

Dec. 19, 19E9 Culinary School advised of site visit, warned about
recruiting at Richmond site and told that the
Department is recommending approval for a license

3 6
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Jan. 5, 1990
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at that site. (Source: 12/19/89 ltr from Carol
Buchanan to Culinary School)

Bud Sawdy, a recruiter for Culinary calls Charles
Finley of the Va. Dept of Ed. and faxes material
alleging that Culinary school is illegallyoperating in Richmond and obtaining Title IV loans
for students at an unauthorised site. (=rags)Iemo of Charles Finley dated 12/22/89)

Donald Matthews, an employee of Bud Sawdy, delivers
approximately $56,000 of federal student loanchecks for students enrolled at the Richmondcampus. (Sourges Ibid.)

Charles Finley, Assoc. Director, Proprietary School
Service, Va. Dept. of Ed. advises the Culinary
School that he is recommending to the State Board
of Education the revocation of their license to
operate and denial of application for the Richmond
site. (Sources ltr of 1/2/90)

The Virginia State Education Assistance Authority
(Guarantee Agency) imposes emergency action tosuspend Culinary School's participation inVirginia's student loan programs. (Sources ltr of1/4/90)

Surprise visits at the Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks andMcClean sites reveal that school is not payingbills to caterer's, landlords, etc. Othercomplaints were:

Students are being graduated five days early due
to the situation at the Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks;

Students indicated that they are in jeopardy of
being evicted from their apartments due to the
school's non payment of rent;

Students indicated that they have not had access
to food far training for approximately two weeks
and have no had. lunch meals provided as agreed
to;

Students indicated that they did not receive
certain books and culinary supplies as agreed toand paid for through their student loans andgrants;

* One student indicated that she had beenattending classes with prison work releasestudents and appeared upset by this;

3 6 /
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* Many of the students indicated that they had
been 'sold a bill of goods and would never have
attended if they had actually known what the
program was really like. (Source: Visitation
Report of January 8, 1990)

Jan. 10, 1990 School declares bankruptcy. (Source: Bankruptcy
Court file number 90-00015)

Jan. 11, 1990 Attorneys for Culinary notify Virginia that the
bankruptcy stays any pending regulatory action
including a revocation hearing scheduled for

January 22nd. (Source; ltr of 1/11/90 )

Feb. 12, 1990 Pursuant to an agreement, Culinary School
voluntarily withdrew its application for a

certificate to operate a proprietary school in

Virginia. (Source; correspondence of 2/12/90,
2/16/90 and 2/22/90)
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U.S. DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS
CHRONOLOGY or SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL or WASHINGTON

June 27, 1981 Effective date of approval for V.A. benefits.
(source: Interview of Terry Washington, Chief of
Field Section for Washington Regional Office)

Aug. 2, 1982 Report of 5cht.:11 Visit by Steve '2ibson, V.A.
Coordinator for D.C. b.A.A. (District of Columbia
State Approving Authority) concludes that..."met
with Dr. Marian. Student records indicate
progress, certification/recertification attendance
and payment. Toured facilities which were
Lmpressive.... With all approval criteria being
swat, recommendation is for continued approval."
(Sources Report of School Visit, dated August 30,
1962)

Oct. 27, 1982 Supervisory visit conducted by Licensing
Commission/State Approving Authority based upon
complaints by two former students who alleged
irregularities concerning the course content, lack
of up-to-date equipment and facilities and
qualification of certain instructors. (Source:
)ovember 11, 1962 letter of Nathaniel Sims to
Eibarian)

Nov. 3, 1982 Meeting held between Mibarian and V.A. officials to
resolve discrepancies including operation of two
unapproved facilities. School agrees to address
the issues in writing. ($qurces Ibid.)

Nov. 5, 1982 Culinary responds in writing. (gerces Ibid.)

Nov. 24, 1982 Licensing Commission requests additional written
response contending that November 5th letter only
addressed issue of facilities. (Sources Ibid.)

1983 V.A. audits find inadequacies in the school's
record keeping with regard to attendance.
(Source: Admitted by Culinary School and in its
own narrative prepared for April 21, 1986 hearing)

1984 V.A. audit find similar inadequacies. (Source:
Ibid.)

Aug. 16, 1985 Notification given to the school and the SAA
concerning substantial pattern of overpayssants
uncovered by V.A.. To date, V.A. had not received
acceptable resolution to the discrepancies cited.

36:1
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(Source: Memorandum dated October 16, 1985 by

James R. Fischl, Veterans Services Officer)

V.A. officials met with School officials to insure

that they understood what would be considered
acceptable corrective measures. On the last day of
the period allowed for them to provisbe.the agency
with corrective measures to ensure thet substantial
overpayments are curtailed, the sabool asked far an

additional 60 days to present. their
resolution...The memorandum states thatx "Wm/xi

the school's past compliance history, we are not

encouraged that the school will take adequate
corrective action without Some further incentive.

Additionally, the SPA, which has a horrendous

record for resolving discrepancies referred to

them, (The issues referred to them from the FY 83

survey are still unresolved), hes given no
indication that they will be able to adequately
resolve the issuea referred to them within any
reasonable time frame to pesmit us to justify the

continued release of payment to students."

(Sourctit Memorandum date& October 16, 1985 from

James R. Pischl, Veterans aarvices Officer to W.
David Smith, Directoc)

Oct. 18, 1985 Notification given to Xibarian that awe to the

serious nature of the discrepancies and the lack of
assurance that veteran students are not continuing
to be overpaid, the V.A. has to deny the request
for a continuance and must refer the survey
findingn to the Committee on Education Allowances
witn a recommendation to suspend payments to all

currently enrolled students. (Rources
Correspondence dated October 18, 1995 from David W.

Smith, Assistant Director For Director to Dr.

Berkey Kibarian)

Dee. 16, 1985 Director W. David Smith of Vet. Admin., concurs
with staff recommendation to cancel Committee on
Educational Allowance (CEA) hearing scheduled for
Dec. 19, 1985 in light of response by school that
they have revised their procedures to meet V.A.

requirements. (Source: Memorandum of James
Fishcl, December 16, 1985)

Dec. 19, 1985 thru
Jan. 21, 1986i A follow-up compliance survey was conducted to

determine if the procedures outlined in the
school's response to FY '83 and FY '84 reports were
adequate. The new report found a substantial
pattern of ovexpayments and noted that:

3flj
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Attendance is not xecorded for every day of
class meetings as shown on the class schedules.

Based upon the attendance recorde reviewed from
June 1985 to December 1985, it was deteimlned
that these records are inadequately prepared,that the methods used in obtaining this
information do not ,rovide assurances that thin
information is valid or accurate.

* There ie a wide variance in the total number of
hours required to complete the same courses
during Semester I of each of these classes.
This indicates that students starting on
different dates during the month of October 1985
are receiving instruction for the same objective
but are required to attend different amounts of
time.

A review of class scheduleA and a weekly class
locator, indicates that an instructor has been
assigned classes with overlapping hours of
attendance. These two classes overlap by a half
an hour on 34 days of class meetings. This
scheduling of the instructor's tiA0 brings in to
question the instructor's ability to provide
instruction to both classes for the required
number of hours on the days when these classes
nave overlapping schedules.

In two of the cases reviewed, school officials
failed to notify the V.A. when V.A.
beneficiaries terminated or interrupted
training.

* A review of school attendance records show that
in two of the cases reviewed, classes did nc.,
meet on all the scheduled class dates. Therewas no attendance recorded for those dates,
consequently, there also were no absences
reported to the Veterans Administration.

Records show an average overpayment in the
amount of 83,901.00 per student being charged
for the six month period ending December 1985.

That report concludes that: 'as a result of the
aforementioned findings and the school's survey
history, the school be referred hack to the
Committee on Educational Allowances for
consideration of withdrawal of the approval."

In an addendum to that report, it is notedthat; "subsequent to our notifying students

3;Ji
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that payments would be suapended, the V.A.
received at least three letters from students
expressing their overwhelming pleasure with the
school. However, our follow-up with one of
these students, disclosed that he was coerced
into signing thin favorable statement. The
student indicated that, in fact, he was very
displeased with his treatment and the training
provided by the school.'

* The report concluded that 'this finding
indicates that, contrary to assurances given by
school officials that they are acting in good
faith with the Veterans Administration, they
have intentionally taken action which would
distort the findings of this survey. (Soure
Report of Compliance Surrey 1/21/86 and 3 86
memorandum to W. David Smith.)

March 3, 1986 Follow-up review disclose a substantial pattern of
overpayments. The school's error rate for the six
month period (June 1, 1985 - December 31, 1985) was
determined to be 83%. (Sources Memorandum dated
March 3, 1986 from James R. Fischl, Veterans
Services Officer, to W. David Smith, Director)

March 4, 1986 A meeting was held at the Washington Regional
Office concerning current investigations beic.g

conducted by the Department of Education and the
Federal Bureau of Investigation at the Culinary
School of Washington. The purpose of this meeting
was to compare information obtained during V.A.
compliance surveys and a audit review conducted by
the Department of Education.

The Department of Education's findings show that
Culinary School of Washington owes $323,400.00 in
refunds for Pell Grants and Guaranteed Student
Loans which were improperly obtained by the school
for 308 students beginning in 1981 and continuing
to the present. The FBI is currently conducting a
criminal investigation of the school's operations.
(Sources Addendum to the Repext of Compliance
Survey dated January 21, 1986)

March 6, 1986 V.A. notifies Kibarian of Survey findings and
recommendation that the Committee on Education
Allowances convene no later than April 21, 1986 to
review these allegations. (Sources Domment dated
march 6, 1986 from W. David Smith)

April 17,1986 Culinary School and V.A. enter into a settlement
which states that:
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Culinary will request voluntary withdrawal of
its V.A. approval effective immediately and
agree that the earliest possible date for
reapproval for V.A. purposes will be January 1,
1987.

In that regard an onsite review of the school
may be made by the State Approving Agency (SAA)
to insure that adequate record keeping
procedures are in place.

No stigma will be attached to the voluntary
withdrawal of Culinary from the V.A. program,
and any reapproval by the V.A. will be based
solely on the current approval criteria and
conditions at the school in existence at the
time of the approval request.

This settlement agreement shall not constitute
an admission of liability or fault on the part
of Culinary, or on the part of its agents or
employees. (Sources Settlement Agreement
Between Veterans Administration and the Culinary
School of Washington dated April 17, 1986 and
correspondence dated April 17, 1986 from Rebecca
L. Burke, Attorney for the Culinary School of
w .snington, Ltd. to Howard kal% tstlis
District Council, Veterans Ad 4 i

rtiglice of

Apr. 21. 1986 Hearing before the Committee cancelled because of
the.settlement. (Sources Memorandum dated April
22, 1986 from James J. Jensen, Chairman, Committee
on Educational Allowances to Director)

Dec. 31, 1986 Culinary School requests re-approval for
certification of enrollment of veterans. (Sources
Letter dated 12/13/86 from Mary Ann Kibarian to W.
David Smith, Director, V.A.)

1987 thru 1988 Numerous correspondence between culinary and V.A.
concerning proper forms and evidence needed for
application. No application ever filed. (Sources
Files of Dept. of Vet. Affairs)
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
CHRONOLOGY OF SIGNIFICANT EVENTS

CONCERNING THE
CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGIOM

May 29, 1984 Investigation initiated based on information that
CSW's accountant said other CSW officials
allegedly put false information on student aid
forms and they do not make correct refunds to
students and to student aid bank accounts.

(Sources DOE IG )Iay 29, 1904 memo from Ronald
Foneranty to Arthur Sinai. Rs Case No,

84-000208)

June 4, 1984 ED IG interview of a former employee of CSW. The
former employee stated:

Refunds of excess financial aid are not
given unless a ntudent requests the refund
and then it takes two weeks to get the
refund.

Students are often required to sign
enrollment agreements that are blank and
then are filled out later.

She was required to vitness and sign
enrollment agreements as a "Dean" of the
school.

Seventy-five percent of the students drop
out of the school before they finish,
usually within one mouth of starting.

She was required to sign a teacher's name to
a diploma when the teacher was absent one
day. (Sources ED IG interview by R. Cross,
ED IG, Case No. 84-000208)

June 4, 1984 ED IG interview of former employee of CSW who
stated:

Students are admitted to the school without
a GED or high school diploma.

Attendance by students and instructors is
very poor.

Records of student grades are not
maintained.

The school does not have a satisfactory
method for assessing a student's progress.a
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The school has an insufficient
full-time instructors.

Quality of education at the
training facilities is poor.

Students do not obtain the most
skills required of chef in
environment.

nutber of

satellite

fundamental
a working

The school admits students that are unable
to benefit from the instruction. Example:
possibly retarded student from Richmond,
Virginia.

Students are admitted to classes so that the
classes are profitable to run, not based on
the student's entry knowledge. Students
have been added to a course when the course
is half over. (Source: ED IG interview ED
IG, Case No. 84-000208)

July 12, 1984 ED 1G review of CSW review by HEAP on June 5 and
6, 1984. Findings axe as follows:

1. Majority of student files were missing at
least one enrollment agreement and many are
missing the school's copy of the GSL
application. Academic transcripts ware
found to be missing.

2. Many student files were missing the
Statement of Registration Compliance which
must be signed by the student before
guaranteed student loan applications are
certified.

3. Some students were non-U.S. citizens. Some
non-U.S. citizens are not eligible for
federal student financial assistance. There
was no indication that the school verified
these students are eligible to receive a
guaranteed student loan.

4. At least one student's loan was certified
for attendance between December 5, 1983 and
May 19, 1984. The student's last day of
attendance was December 2, 1983. The
student was gi-en the proceeds of the loan.

5. At least one student had his loan proceeds
delivered after he dropped out of school.
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6. At least one student was due a tuition
refund which was nearly six months late at
the time of the review.

7. Errors in completion of the student loan
application includes

a. No estimated financial aid for Fell
Grant and VA students.

b. Loan period on application exceeds
graduation date.

c. Beginning of the loan period does not
correspond with the beginning of the
established semester.

8. One program is four semesters long. The
school academic year is three semesters.
When the school processes a second loan for
a student who has oompleted three semesters,
they indicate the student is only in the
first three semesters not the fourth.

9. The dates of the student loan checks are not
recorded when received or when it is

delivered to the student.

ID. Credit balances are not being delivered to
the student.

11. As of January 1, 1984, schools are required
by ED to have standards of satisfactory
progress, CSW had not developed a standard.

12. CSW had no policy for refunds to Title 14
programs.

13. CSW does not have, job placement information
in a format available for students to

review. (aources July 12, 1984 letter RE:
HEAF review of CSW on June 5 & 6, 1984.

Case No. 84-000208)

July 18, 1984 ED IG closed report of investigation. The 51.oport

states that:

* "allegations of criminal Aisconduct by
officials of the Culinary School of

Washington were unsubstantiated." The
report also states that "mismanagement was
not found." (Maces ED IG closed report
dated July 18, 1984, Case No. 84-000208

April 19, 1985: The Baltimore Division of the FBI initiated an
investigation on April 19, 1985, predicated on

3 7 ti
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information from a confidential and reliable
source that:

1. Veteran's monthly attendance reports were
falsified so that the school could receive
the maximum tuition reimbursement and the
Veteran (Student) could receive the maximum
living allowance for attending school.

2. CSW was specifically recruiting low income
students who never attended CSW or dropped
out prior to graduation (CSW courses range
from three to sixteen months). These
student's unused funds from GSL and Pell
grants were kept by CSW allegedly to defraud
to U.S. Government.

3. Allegedly Job Corps counselors were
receiving kickbacks at a rate of $100.00 per
job corps student they °counseled" to attend
CSW.

The Department of Education IG investigators
concentrated on the 2nd allegation. (places FBI
Report of Investigation, *Fraud Against the
Government° Case files SA-213 5-25, April 1965)

April 26, 1985 The CSW allegations were referred to the FBI's
Washington field office. ($ources ibid)

April 29, 1985, Kibarian told a government source that:

the school had worked out a private deal
with Job Corps representatives whereby funds
are given to them for bringing their
students to the school for having them sign
up as students.

CSW covered up the payment by documenting it
as a travel erpense on the school's books
and records, as opposed to a payment to a
Job Corps counselor for bringing in
students. (Sources IBID)

A former CSW employee related:

gross revenues from students who actually
attend school at approximately 1.5 million
dollars.

Students did not physically attend classes
but CSW still received grant and loan money
for them.
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Recruiting the atudents is the number one
emphasis at the school.

The employee was instructed by Dr. Riberian
to change the reports submitted to the VA so
that they would be in compliance with the
VA's 90% rule. (source: IBID)

ACCET (CNCE) advises Dept. of Ed. of CSW's

accreditation to be effective on July 18, 1985

for 1050 Connecticut Ave., N.W., Washington, D.C.

($ource: Letter of Larry Dodds dated 7/26/85)

The U.S. Department of Education Office of

Inspector General (ED OIG), Office of Audit,

initiated a review to addrees allegations

received by the ED DIG Hotline concerning
irregularities in CSW's administration of Title

IV student Financial Assistance programs. The

review covered the period July 19, 1982, when the
school first eligible for Title IV funds, through

December 31, 1985. This review was limited

because:

1. CSW did not have written policies or

procedures for administering title IV funds;

2. there had been a significant turnover of
personnel; and

3. there was no one at CSW to administer the
title IV fund programs.

Findings and recommendationa of the audit are:

1. CSW failed to make refunds to lenders
totalling $262,482 and failed to make other
refunds in a timely manner. As a result,
the Federal government incurred $39,706 of

excess interest and special allowance

costs.

Recommendations: CSW refund $262,482 to lenders
and $39,706 to Dept of Ed.

2. The Federal government paid $35,507 of

excess interest costs to lenders on

outstanding loan balances because CSW failed
to timely notify lenders and ED of changes
in the enrollment status of 374 students.

Recommendation: CSw refund to Dept of ED $35,507.
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3. CSW failed to obtain approval from ED or the
appropriate guarantee agency for 51 late
disbursements of GSM' loan checks. These
late disbursements totalled $55,702.

Recommendations CSW refund $55,702 to lenders.

4. CSW delivered the proceeds of 37 GSLP loans
totalling $10,794 to students rather than
GSLP lenders after the students' withdrawal
dates.

Recommendation: CSW refund $10,794 to lenders.

5. The Federal Government incurred $2,401 of
excess interest and special allowance costs
because CSW failed to timely return 59 GSLP
loan checks totalling $147,296 to lenders
when students failed to enroll as expected.

Recommendation: CSW refund $2,401 to Dept of ED.

The report concluded that the CSW did not
administer the Title III programs in accordance
with Federal regulations. The review disclosed
indications of deficiencies in the administration
of all Title XV programs which CSW administered.
(Source: ED IG Audit report February 1988 from
DOE CI file 86-000270)

Jan. 7, 1986: The U.S. Department of Education awarded CSW
$205,155 of Pell and SEOG funds. Also,
information provided by the Higher Education
Assistance Foundation (HEAF), the guarantee
agency, disclosed a GSL loan portfolio of about
1300 loans totalling approximately $3,242,437.
(Swamp May 19, 1906 memo from )litchell Lane,
ED IG audit, to C. Ronald Rimberling, ED Asst
Secretary for Post Secondary Education re: OIG
ongoing audit from DOE CI file 86-000270)

Jan. 19, 1986 ED IG investigation initiated based on
information received from the FBI's Washington
field office that:

CSW is specifically recruiting low income
students who would qualify for Government
Student Loan (GSL) end Department of
Education's Pell Grants. CSW receives the
funds from the aforementioned two sources
prior to student commencing education. A
material percentage of these students never
attend CSW or drop out prior to graduation
(CSW,vourses range from three to sixteen

3 d
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months). These student's unused funds from
GSL and Pell Grants are kept by CSW with the
intent to defraud the U.S. Government.

(Sources Ed IG criminal investigation Case No.
86-000270)

CSW's bank balance for their operating account
showed balance of approximately $74,000.
Possibility of the school declaring bankruptcy

exists. (Source: IBM)

Report by the Department of Education office of
Inspector General fox audit revealed:

- -

CSW has failed to make GSL refunds to
lenders withia 40 days after the date of the
student's withdrawal from the school. As of
this date, they found 358 instances
totalling $349,850 of untimely refunds.
Included in these amounts were 37 instances
totalling $86,702 for students who never
attended the school.

HEAP performed program reviews in June 1984
and April 1985, and informed CSW on both
occasions of not making refunds to lenders.
Other significant problems noted by HEAP
were loans certified and loan proceeds
delivered to students who ha.,,e withdrawn, no
standard for measuring satisfactory progress
of its students as of June 1984, and
incomplete attendance records.

CSW apparently failed to notify the lender
in 231 instances that students have
graduated, withdrawn, or ceased to be
enrolled. This deficiency could affect the
collectibility of approximately $577,500 of
GSL loans.

CSW does not always return loan checks to
lenders within the required 30 days for
those students who have not enrolled as

expected.

CSW failed to engage n CPA firm to perform
the required student financial assistance
audit until we informed them of our audit.
(source: IDID)

June 2, 1986: ED 1G interview: Of 40 students that began in
another's class, only 3 finished. (Source: ED
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IG mese or multiple interviews; Interview of
former CSW student, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

ED IG Interview: Another student's class started
with 20 studente and ended up with 6 students.
(Source: ED IG memo of multiple interviews of
former CSW student, by R. Cross, in DOE CI file
86-000270)

ED IG interview: One student class had 37
students to start with and ended up with 12
students. There were reformatory inmates in the
class; The food used in the class was of poor
quality; there was poor control of the students;
there was no equipment to work with. (Source:
ED IG memo of interview, of former CSW student,
in DOE CI file 86-000270)

June 18, 1986: ED IG interviews Another source worked at CSW
from January to June 1986 said Kibarian runs the
school from the 'quick buck and never pays for
food, supplies, or rent on facilities. ($ourcet
ED IG file memo of interviews of former CSW
employees, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

June 19, 1986: ED IG interviews

A retarded student, applied for student
financial aid, but couldn't 'hack it.' Hie
aid money was covertly returned to the bank
and Pell Grant account. Kibarian never
wanted aid money returned.

The accounting method at CSW uses a oalance
sheet showing a student has incurred the
entire cost of the $8,000.00 course, when in
reality, the student does not owe the entire
amount.

Moral Kibarian, Barkev's daughter, has
GSL's, Repayment of these loans were
deferred, because she wax supposed to be
attending CSW, but she never did attend.
(Sourca: June 19, 1986 ED IG interview of
former CSW employees, in DOE CI file
86-000270)

June 19, 19861 ED IG interview of one employee:

that the school did not keep proper books;

and that he has seen instances where a
student signed the GSL check, the money was
placed in CSW's account, the student never

3
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showed up and the money was not refunded.
(Source: June 19, 1986 ED IG interview of a
former CSW bookkeeper, in DOR CI file
86-000270)

June 19, 19861 ED IG interview of a former financial aid officer
at CSW. He said:

CSW did not have any written procedures for
administering the student financial aid
programs.

If an instructor did not tell the CSW office
that a student dropped out or never
showed-up, no action was taken to refund any
tuition money. (Sources June 19, 1986
interview memo, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

July 3, 1986: ED IG interview of another employees

Kibarian never wanted a student to go more
than one semester.

July 31, 1986:

That Kibarian instructed every employee not
to tell anyone a student never showed up or
dropped out.

Kibarian never gave any tuition money back
to banks or students after the students quit
and were owed refunds. (Sources July 3,
1986 interview of a former CSW employee, in
DOE CI file 86-000270)

ED IG interview: William King, former employee,
Culinary School of Washington said:

he stole approximately $6,000.00 from CSW
and that Walter Scearcy, another CSW
employee stole approximately $12,000.00
through salary advances and check forgery.
King said that six months after he arrived
at CSW he was trusted enough to sign checks
in the echool owners name. Given this and
Scearcy's position as bookkeeper it was easy
to steal the money.

King saiu the Kibarian took $13,000.00 in
Supplemental Education Opportunity Grants
funds into the school's operating account
around September 1984 and never disbursed
these funds to students. (Source: July 31,
1986 ED IG interview memo, in DOE CI file
86-000270)

3 S
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Aug. 13, 1966t Miguel de le Cuetara, an attorney representing
local Spanish-Americana reported the following:

CSW has been running classified ads in the
major newspapers of Puerto Rico,
representing itself as a "university*. The
ads state that persons can come to
Washington, D.C. to study, and promises jobs
in the culinary field. The ads state that
persons with culinary experience can begin
working immediately, making up to $14 per
hour. Those with no experience are told
that they will receive student aid funds to
attend CSW, and that they will be provided
apartments in Washington, D.C.

Oct. 21, 1986

A number of Puerto Ricans have been
recruited by CSW through the ads, many using
their life savings in order to come to
Washington only to find that the ads are not
true. They are not provided jobs,
apartments, etc. Some were provided low
rent apartments only to be evicted some time
later because CSW had not paid the rant.
(§eurce: kogust 13, 1986 ED IG memo by
phone call tc Robert Gray, ED IG, in DOE CI
file 66-000270)

The regional 1G for audit completes their review
of an audit report on CSW's SEOG, GSL and Pell
grants programs for the two years ending June 30,
1984. The audit was conducted by Hagan Mc
Clinlick and Co. of Pittsburgh, Pa.

The findings they reported to the ED IG on
January 21, 1986 were&

1. Two student aid reports were miasing from
the students files.

2. Three of the student files tested showed
refunds due to the Title IV program were
deposited on a timely basis.

3. Of the students files tested in
documentation was not found
lenders of a change 5n the
enrollment status.

4. Documentation was not found
students financial aid status.

the
not

the audit,
notifying
studenta'

indicating
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5. The withdrawal rate for the school for the
award years ended June 30, 1984 And 1983 was

71% and 48% respectively.

In their concluding remarks, the audit report

said:

"The management of the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd. is responsible for
establishing and maintaining a system of
internal accounting control. In fulfilling
this responsibility, andeatimates
judgements by management are required to

assess the expected benefits and related
costs of control prescedures. The objectives
of a system are to provide management with
reasonable, but not absolute, assurance that
assets are safeguarded against loss from
unauthorized use or disposition and that
transactions are executed in accordance vith
management's authorization and recorded
properly to permit the preparation of

financial statements in accordance with
generally accepted accounting principles."
(Source: October 21, 1986 ED IG Fetter to
Mary Ann Kibarian, and attached report of
audit by Hagan Mc Clinlock and Co. CPA., in
DOE CI file 86-000270)

The IG investigators' analysis of 11,110 bank
checks, snbpoenaed from CSW and representing six
accounts, revealed that Barkev Kibarian, CSW
owner, his wife ahd their throe children received
17.3% of the school's gross receipts in 1982;

10.6% in 1983; 11.34 in 1984; 4.9% in 1985; and
6.64 in 1986. (Exhibit Fr)

RIBARIANS GROSS RECEIPTS

1982 $ 82,712.25 $ 476,123.03

1983 89,958.08 848,740.88

1984 104,855.87 1,238,279.00

1985 133,144.23 2,714,808.00

1986 26,754.43 402,213.32

(through 4/86) (through 4/86)

(Source: January 20, 1988 DIG report of
investigation, information in report pLpvided
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pursuant to November 26, 1988 ED IG letter to
CSW, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

March 13, 1987g CSW notifies ED that they withdrew its membership
from Netts and they remain a member of CNCE.
($oyregs CSW March 13, 1981 letter to Dept. of
ED, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

Dec. 30, 1987: ED IG interview of Walter Johnson Screacy, former
CSW employees

He took cash to CSW's attorney "Becker" at
the request of Harkey Kibarian.

Jan. 27,1988

Kibarian enrollee students at CSW that
couldn't benefit from the training.

Kibarian would not allow instructors to
'drop a student for any reasor.

Kibarian took stmdent financial aid checks
for students that stopped attending.

The Kibarian's made a lot of trips abroad.

Kibariiin paid a chef $300.00 to come in and
be a "show piece" when any inspectors or
evaluators were around.

Kibarian paid him E250 - 500.00 per week in
cash, -under the table' to avoid IRS.

Kibarian "puid off" some U.S. Department of
Education personnel and D.C. government
personnel in order to keep his school open.

Kibarian had trouble in timely submitting
periodic reports to various regulating
agencies.

Kibarian received "kickbacks" from PS1
Printing.

Kibarian had a "currency scam' involving
nationals from the countries c Nigeria and
Cameroon. ($ources ED IG Dec. 30, 1987
interview memo ox Scearcy , in DOE CI file
86-000270)

Dept. of Fducation advised CSW that none of its
auxiliury classrooms are eligible for the federal
student aid program. It references a letter to
CSW concerning these auxiliary classrooms dated

35-753 0 90 - 13
,
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9/4/86 to which they have not yet received a
response. (Source: 1/27/88 letter of Lois
Moore to Eibarian)

CSW responds to Dept. of Ed. by stating that they
never received the 1986 letter and enclose
approval for the auxiliary classrooms from D.C.
Licenser and ACCET. CSW also claims that ACCET
does not give separate approvals for auxiliary
classrooms but includes a blanket approval.
(Source: 2/29/88 letter of Melany LaCount to Lois
Moore)

ED IG Summary of resolution actions re: Audit of
Culinary School of Washington number 03-60501,
Final Report of February 1988.

The audit recommended recoveries
plus an additional $78,910 in
that ware not addressed in the
total of $488,367 in
recoveries. $36,505 had been
recovered from CSW.

of $409,466
recoveries

audit for a
recommended
previously

CSW also was to remit $376,762 in GSL
refunds to lenders, of which the final DIG
report indicates CSW made $329,000 in
refunds.

Me remaining $75,100 owed to ED as fines.
(5e1irces Summary of resolution audit, Mar.
31, 1988, No. 03-50501)

ACCET advises Dept of Education of the recent
approval of the eight auxiliary classrooms. In
it Larry Dodds indicates that:

"First, lot me assure you that ACCET issued
the letter listing the eight auxiliary
classrooms as approved locations because it
was an accurate portrayal of what really
exists and existed at the time of the ACCET
(then CNCE) on-site evaluation. The on-sito
evaluation team actually visited three
auxiliary classroom sites as part of the
visit, one of which was in the French
Embassy.-

"Also, since CNCE had limited involvement
with schools with Title IV recognition, it
was not realized that the accreditation
approval needed to list the various sites.'
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"In the case of the Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd., the fact that they needed
CNCE to list the sites never became an issue
since they had WATTS accreditation. Had the
school not been accredited, this oversight
on CNCE's part would have been discoveredl-

"The Analytic Self-Evaluation Report (ASER),
submitted prior to the on-site visit, listed
the external classroom locations. The team
visited three: French Embassy, Le Pavillon,
and El Palacio."

"I am puzzled by the in-depth nature of your
letter and pursuit by the U.S. Department of
EcNcation in what appears to be an easily
resolvable and justifiable situation."

Is there something else in the background
about which I need to be apprised? If so, I
believe the time has come to share it with
me. If not, I have a difficult time trying
to understand whr there appears to be a
"major error" on the part of the school or
ACCET."

(N.B. a review of the ASER prepared by CSW at the
time of the initial accreditation only lists two
of the eight auxiliary sites; the ASCOT
Restaurant and Washington Times. There is no
indication in the site team report that the
French Embassy, Le Pavillion and El Palacio were
visited by the site evaluation tem. Moreover,
they are not included in the new auxiliary site
list of 1988.) ($.ources May 16, 1988 letter and
records)

ED IG closed criminal investigation case no.
86-00270. Gave notice that an OIG audit
discovered that CSW failed to make guaranteed
student loan refunds in the &mount of $375,000.
Subsequent investigation resulted in a
presentation of the case to the AUSA. In the
interim period between the OIG audit and August
1988, CSW made $329,000 in refunds to the
guarantee agency. After learning of the refunds,
the AUSA, who had still not made a decision to
either prosecute or decline, advised that
criminal intent would be very difficult to
prove. As a result, in September 1988, the AUSA
was notified that OIG was closing the case. A
copy of the report was sent to the IRS at their
request.
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The report concluded that "an MIR was not
prepared since mismanagement vas not found." A
MIR is a Management Implication Report used by ED
IG ae an internal memo indicating if the criminal
investigation uncovered systemic problems in the
target of the investigation, according to ED IF
officials. (Source: October 3, 1980 OIG closed
report, in DOE CI file 86-000270)

July 17-21, 1989 Program review of CSW among the many findings
were:

Oct. 20, 1989

1. CSW failed to document one students
dependency status.

2. CSW released loan proceeds prior to
completing verification.

3. CSW improperly or failed to complete
verification on three students.

4. CSW failed to obtain financial aid
transcripts on two students.

5. CSW failed, on one student, to have
documentation of a High School diploma, GED
certificate, or having passed an ability
test.

6. CSW verification procedures did not comply
with regulatory procedures.

7. CSW had a statement from students
authorizing it to budget excess funds. The
statement did not state it was optional and
could be rescinded at any time by the
student.

8. CSW had an excess in cash from federal funds
on hand. An unspecified fine was propc.sed
on CSW.

9. CSW was not able to document to support
amounts on Pell grant documents on April 3,
1989. (Source: Sept. 22, 1989 ED program
review letter)

CSw response to findings in program review. CSW
adequately addressed some findings, said they
would forward additional and required information
in other areas. (Source: Oct. 20, 1989 letter
from CSW to DOE)

3 ;)
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Jan. 12, 1990 ED letter responding to CSW Oct. 20, 1989
letter. (See above) CSW hqd yet to forward the
additional information that was required. ED
proposed a fine for the excess cash on hand, the
amount which would be determined later.
(Sourcg: Jan. 12, 1990 letter form DOE to CSW)

Jan. 29, 1990 ED IG interview of the former head chef and
academic directors

CSW's root problem is/was their recruiting
practices. Students were obtained from
homeless shelters, heating grates, the
indigent ranks etc. Many were functionally
illiterate and had no high school diploma.
He heard that some recruiters would take the
ability to benefit test for some students.

He would lose two thirds of his classes in
the first week. The students usually had no
idea how hard you had to work to become a
chef.

Federal student financial aid programs were
somehow misrepresented to prospective
students in order to get them to enroll and
then afterward things were not as desirable
as the students had planned.

When money was apparently tight, the
students would not get their class
materials.

The escrow Pell Grant money was used to make
the payroll.

Maria Ortega took trips to Europe and
deposited as much as $50,000.00 in European
bank accounts on behalf of Kibarian.
Kibarian fired Ortega for embezzling money
from him. (Source: January 29, 1990
interview memo in DOE CI file 86000270)

June 30, 1990 CSW's license expires, Title Iv eligibility
revoked. (Source: Interview of DOE employees)

-
S I
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Thank you for this opportunity to provide an analysis of the role
of accreditation in postsecondary education in general and specifically
for private career schools such as those accredited by the Accrediting
Council for Continuing Education 4 Training (ACCET). I have been asked
by the subcommittee staff to provide an overview of accreditation, the
tole it played in a particular case. the Culinary School of Washington,
and what steps have ot could be taken to avoid a recurrence of its long
and painful demise. As is clear now, through the benefit of hindsight.
there were a number of early warning signs that foreshadowed the closing
of this institution this past June and the outcome gives sad credence
to an old saying, "When everyone's in chatge, no onP't in choice."

BACKGROUND OF PRESENTER

As a point of depaitute and frame of reference, I offet this
perspective as one who has both operated schooln and nerved io various
capacities within the framework of accreditation. After nearly five
years of teaching and then administering a pilot program at George
Washington University under a CETA giant in the mid-70's that sought to
establish an innovative approach to paraprofessional training, more
commonly referred to as trade ur vocational training. I astisted in
transferring the programs to a private. non-proftt corporation. The
Raman Resources Research olganization (RumPRO). As the Ditector of the
HumRSO Technical Education Center, I sought met ebtained accreditation
of this school with the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
(now ACCET) in 1981 and in 1985 became aroredited by the National
Association of Trade and Technical Schcolo (NATTS), as well. Over the
past nine years I served both organizations on numerous ocfraslons as an
on-site evaluator and for two years served as a Commissioner on the
ACCET Accrediting Con ission. After a one-yeat stint to Initiate and
develop an affiliated association, the Continuing Education Ascot-lotion.
I was asked by the AcCET Board of Trustoos to direct preparations for
an Interim Report to the Secretary uf Education in the development uf
ACCET's petition for continuation of its recognition. I have served as
Acting President since May 9 of this year .

OVERVIEW OF ACCREDITATION

it is therefore not simply the diff,..r.mce in perspective between
a regulatee vs. regulator when I state that accreditation is the most
cost-effective and reliable system we are ever likely to create for the
purpose of assessing and improving the delivery of education and
training in this country. At its foundation, built upon consensus
standards, periodic self-evaluation and peer review is a bedrock for
sound educational admintstration, This is true fot trade and vocational
schools, both profit and lion-profit. as it is for universities and
eGm.nunity cclleges. while it is also true that students who do not have
proper access to competently delivered educatien ancl training, for which
"Ley've pard ate tLe proper for our ftuhtlation ana anger, the
majority of good school ; 3-1.1 ;reat schools ;.r.- cr,:qfully dep)ctod
along with the had woe 11 tht.-. atmosphere, the term "for-pr,Alt
proprietary school" ha. tainted and used in the most deloyatwy
sense A5 a mothl ior corrupted educaeronal values. greed and dishonesty.
Amazingly in a natioo that grasps capitalism to its bosom like a patron
saint, the very thwrgt-t of ..-omblning Paw-talon with profit sends many
into spasms of moral outrage. We would be better seived by focusing on

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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the "quick-buck" operators with deep porketn and clever lawyers who have
subverted a process otiginally designed for alower moving targets. And

quite frankly, while I would not presume to speak for my colleagues at
the other accrediting agencies. I sincerely believe that the accrediting
agencies are an invaluable partner in the triad of quality assurance
along with the state and federal agencies. While it can be argued that
we have dragged our feet on implementing reforms to strengthen the
accreditation process. there Is no question in my mind that the past
year hes been a chastening xperience tor Ell but the dull-witted and
those otherwise immune to moral outrage over the abuses. Change never
comes easils and institutional change comes hatder still, but with a
little boId leadership braced by common sense and the will to make the
system work, it will work. Given the marginal state of public education
at the elementary and secondary school level over the past two decades
and the increasing burden that it now presents to our industries in this
decade, we can ill-afford the demise of a ptivate career school sector
whose innovations and productivity are, of necessity. honed by

competition.

In the current atmosphere, we are forced to defend and support the
contributory role of ptivate career schools from a weakened position and
on the wrong terms, namely, access to federally guaranteed loans and
grants, instead of measurable quality criteria that meet our growing
workforce needs. Unfortunately, too many schools have served as willing
victims by simply accommodating these wrong terms, using marketing and
admissions techniques that ate sometimes more clever than sophisticated
and often superior to their educational delivery systems. Compounded
by the problems of students who have poor learning skills, low self-
esteem, counterproductive behavioral patterns and weak financial
resources, the results are often seen in media portrayals of Suman
tragedy such as that depicted of tEe Culinary School of Washington.

COW CHRONOLOGY AND PROCEDURAL REMEDIES INSTITUTED

Which brings me to the subject at hand: what happened, why did It
happen and whet can and is being done to prevent it from happening
again? I offer the following review in a chronology of documented
events that we can find in various memoranda and letters on record since
the time of initial application by the Culinary School of Washington in
1985. At the risk of turning hindsight into insight, except for an
initial finding by the on-site Examination Team during its June 28-29,
1985, visit that "there is a strong need to improve documentation of
financial practices and records, especially in the area of student loans
and grants." a lack of follow-up and cortesPondehce is perhaps more
telling. The current structure and practice of the Accrediting
Commission provide for a standing Financial Review Committee to review
all schools reported by the examination Team to have weaknesses in any
of the subsections on Standard III Financial Praetiees. At the last
Commission meeting in August, 1990, half the schools reviewed were
referred to the Financial Review committee. Approximately hall (14) if
these schools become deferred or denied accreditation where financial
practices were cited as an area of weakness.

While the OIG conducted an audit of the program for the period
July, 1982, to December, 1985, producing a draft report in May, 1987,
and a final version in February, 198S, recommending approximately
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8400490 in refunds, we found no record uf this report being
disselednated to ACCET for review. Similarly a HEAF Report dated July.
1988, cited serious problems in financial aid administration but there
is no record of a copy forwarded to ACCET. In fairness, it should also
be noted that until May of 1989, ACCET had ne formal written policy
dealing with adverse actions by other agencies. A detailed,
coMprehonsive revision to this policy in March, I99n, was approved by
the ACCET Accrediting commission to establish a formal review process
for such actions indicated in the 010 and HEAP Repor.s which are brought
to our attention. The Commission would review such documentation and
take appropriate action. A formalized channel of reoular communications
among federal, state, and accrediting agencies woold serve the process
of periodic review. Towaid that end. the Commission eatablished at its
August, 1990, meeting that the independent two-year audit of financial
aid required by the Higher Education Act be initiated after the first
fiscal year of eligibility in order to provide more timely review
during the early stages of participation in the Title IV programs.

In May, 1988, correspondence between the Eligibility Branch and
ACCET indicated concerns over auxiliary classroomo at a number of the
school's restaurant externship locations, The ACCET response was that
theY were approved but not cited az nuch, previously, to the Department.
There is no record of a follow-up review by ACCET excopt by letter to
the school dated August 10, 1988, indicating n series of general
concerns related to complaints, changes in curricula and management
practices at the school, In retroopect, this situation deserved a
closer review and certainly if any site was unapproved, a serious
investigation and on-site visit would be prompted, Prior tu May I,
1990, ACCET did not require a preliminary on-sito visit for newly op,ned
lortnches and auxiliary classrooms, relying on State approval and a four
month follow-up visit. Since that date, a detailed checP.liz. in
submitted and reviewed on-site by AccET staff for all sites involved
Title IV prior to presenting a tepott to a Subcommittee of the
CoMmission for final review and interim approval, A full team on-site
Visit is then scheduled approximately four months after interim
approval Only main campus operations are acciedited arid the extension
of that ascreditation to an external location crimes the responsibility
of the main campus to properly supervise these !ovations. A number of
recent cameo of concern to the Commission have resulted in "show cause"
action against the main campus for failings discovered at a branch.
Additionally, the Commission isoued a call-for-comment in July, 1990.
Prepoaing to limit branches to a MAXIMUM of one per year. a practice
currently in place at othei agencies to provide orderly restraints on
this activity.

During the Spring and summer of 1989. a major sutge In complatotr
from former students and staff were received by ACCET. The complaint
procedures prior to May of that year were unwritten, informal and
unlogged. The record iz, to a large extent, silent beyond
correspondence requesting clatificatron and resolutics by the Ct.lanary
School of Washington and the school's deoials of any 6:tong-doing. ro
definitive action can be found in the record until a show cause w,is
issued on January 8, 1990, in response to negative publicity, :AUCent
complaints and actions taken by vA and DC licennure agencies. In April
1990. the Commission approved a completely revamped complaint policy and
procedure; all complaints ore processed by a senior staff person. logged
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and presented to the Commission in an update report at each Commission

meeting.

On January 9, 1990, Culinary School of Washington filed a Chapter

11 bankruptcy petition and cancelled the scheduled January 11 visit by

an ACCET Examination Team on the day of tho visit, ACCET met with

counsel and D.C. Education Licensure Commission (ELC) officials to

coordinate efforts. The ELC agreed to revoke the license on January II

but the Bankruptcy Court issued a temporary restrsining order to enjoin

revocation of this license. On February 27. 1990, the ELC notified

ACCET that the Culinary School of Washington had agreed to close with

a teach-out agreement culminating in the school's closure by June 30,

1990.

This case begs an obvious question of closure: can it happen

again? Unfortunately, any answer but yes would have to be suspect until

tested and scrutinised over a timefsame sufficient to measure the impact

of recent statutes passed in December, 1989. in the Budget

Reconciliation Act (Public Law 101-239), the Department of Education's
Default Reduction Initiatives of June 5, 1989 and the various reforms

instituted by ACCET and other accrediting agencies over the past year.
What can clearly be said with a measure of certainty, is that there are
far more remedies in place than there are analyses of their combined

impaet on postsecondary education, particularly shorter term Programs

of loss than a Year, If the pendulum swings too far toward an
.niverearial relationship between the regulatory bodies represented in

!he triad, we will have undermined the foundation of expertise and
leadership needed to support our mutual goal of implovino weak sohoolo

and closing the bad ones.

RECOMMENDATION: ROLE DEFINITION AND COMMUNICATION

which brings me to what I and many others believe to be the
overriding 1SSUO underlying the weaknesses in the system: a lack of

clear tole definition and communication linkages that keer us informed

about essential information. The triad of quality assurance exists in
a conceptual void reserved for interesting intellectual ronntructs that
people express when they ate not P repared to take a stand. The first

step should be taken at the Department of Education's initiative calling
for a series of work sessions involving the accrediting agencies, state

authorities, guarantee agencies and federal representatives, focused on

clarifying the respective roles and, most importantly, agreeing not

regulating or legislating but simply agreeing - to specifio information
exchanges through memorandums of understanding or similar devices. At

the risk of overstating their role. I would include the guarantee
agencies becsuoto they serve a significant role, that is both

oufficiently ill-defined and important enough to make them a member of

triad-plus-ono or its namesake equivalent, Each of us has An impo::,10

role and some measure of overlapping responsibility that wouli hertet

nerve the public interest by clearly defining primary and seonLlszy
levels of rteponsibility and sharing related information.

RECOMMENDATION: LARSUITS AND BANKRUPTCY

The role of accreditation has changed, evolving from a traditional
collegial modl of interaction to one of a compliance office with an

5
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increasingly legalistic. albeit educationally focused, underpinning.
We are ever more frequently sued over adverse actions of denial or
withdrawal of accreditation which in turn drains resources otherwise
available to develop and improve the process. statutory protection or
other assistance in such lawsuits resulting from the performance of
duties that serve the public interest, would greatly benefit that
interest. Increasingly. schools seek the protection of the Bankruptcy
Court such that accreditation and its supporting activities are at best
in a grey area where the agency ix hesitant to do anything for fear of
a court citation and fines. A clear expression of congressional intent
such that accreditation Is exempted from this paralyzing situation,
would serve the process,

RECOMMENDATION: TEACH-OUT FUND AND ADMINISTRATION

When s School closer, students ate often left at the door with no
where to go to complete their training or to obtain a refund. There
needs to be a fund, perhaps paid into as an insurance fee per loan.
collected from the school by the state guarantee agency. T!e fund could
be administered lay an ad hoc task force made up of repiesentetives from
the state, accrediting and guarantee agencies.

RECOMMENDATION: GRANTS OVER LOANS

A central focus of any rational discussion on student defaults must
also address the obvious shift ovet the past ten yrers from grants to
loans. ht a time when budget deficits loom larger than life, no one
expects this situation to change in the near term. However, eventually
it must change if we ate to address the unbalan ced burden on those with
the fewest options and opportunities tu build a future that svives
theirs and the nation's needs.

CONCLUSION

Finally, I am left with the observation. long held, that
accreditation is a major piece to a complex puzzle; if it didn't exist
we would have to invent at to complete the picture. That said, it must
he administered at the highest level of integrity in servIce to the
public interest as a true Indicator of quality education and training.
It has too often been assumed tu be the ell'encompassing gate keeper
when in fact it is pari of a complex system that must interact
purposefully and clearly for it to work properly. The ela.e 9f the
spotlight by the media, the Department of Education and the cnnvress has
focused out attention and painfully crystallized a sense of renewed
urgency and commitment to making the proceLrs wcok effect,vely,
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Beptember 26, ilit0

Ms. Eleanore J. Mill
Chief Counsel
Permannt Subcommittee on investieations
U.S. Senate Committee On Governmental Affairs
Washington. DC 70610-6250

Dear Ms. Rill:

Shit letter is written in response to your query. dated September
20, 1990, posing several questions as a supplement to my recent

testimony. I offer the following information and/or analysis in

response to each question:

1. Q. Subcommittee staff learned of allegations of embezzlement by Dr
Xibarlan from Southeastern Univermity to Mrs. Xibarian as

president of the Culinary School. Did ACCET know about there
allegations? If not, why not? You accredited them in 1985
about the same time of the stories?

h. I have fot:nd no record of any information related to the
allegations of embattlement by Dr. Xibarran nt Southeastern
University. Since I am unaware of the details. I am not certain
how to respond to the question! 01 didn't we know? Neither
the channels nor pro:0001a for communication between the various
agencies are presently definitive nor all inclusive of the types
of information represented In this case. In my testimony before
the Subcommittee I presented the recommendation for formally
establishing these linkages In the belief that it is extremely
important to the accreditation Process. AccrT has recently
established the policy and procedural steps for addressing such
information in its Document es - c,yOn Adverse Actions Zy
Qthei. Agencies. Access to the information incorporated into the
policy teMaine an Issue that 75 not as of yet fully explored
much les resolved.

2. Q. Why do we involve accreditation in the Title IV partrcipation
process? Isn't it true that the Veterans' Administration
doesn't rely on accreditation and hasn't since the 1950s?
Aren't we asking you, the accrediting bodies, to eesential}y be
schizophrenic? On the one hand, you make money by accrediting
mei. schools; and we are also asking yo.4 to kick a Ic.t of them
out.

A. An argument can, and obviously ls being made that accreditation
should not be involved in Title Iv participation. ACCET is
perhaps somewhat unique in that approximately one-half of its
accredited institutions do not participate in Title IV programs
but seek accreditation ars a process for measuring their
educaticnal programs against _stated standards and as such
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Ms. Eleanore J. Hill
September 28. 1990
Page 2

committing to a process of on-going self-improvement and an
attestation of that commitment . That said, the process,
properly administred, is a sOtind and effective means for
evaluation of the educational quality factors involved in the
delivery of this education and training; this is true for both
Title IV and non-TitIe IV eligible institutions. It is not, nor
Ma! it ver intended to be, the sole measure of the various
administrative practices within the schools, particularly those
involved in student financiI aid and some aspcts of consumer
protection bach as marketing and recruitment practices. While
the standards and policies address some of these aspects of the
operation, they ere complex issues that require the rigor of
uditing and regular monitoring on-site and therefore ar mot e
properly within the primary oversight responsibility of the
federal and state regulating agencies respectively.

If th point of departure in the argument to r emove
accreditation as an lement of Title IV participation is
prernfsed on the belief that an assessment of educational quality
is not a central insue in participation, than the argument ls
soond. It Is however, my belief that quality eduestional
delivery does not inherently follow from measures that simply
ssure a strict adherence to mechanistic procedures and, in
fact, that after the dishonest operations are closed we will
still be left with those who are well-intentioned, honestly
administered and educationally weak. You can count the books,
evirew impressive faculty credentials, assure that all the

facility codes are met and files carefully mainteired without
discovering the weaknesses in texts, instruction that borders
on ineptitude, an wrvi t Lsttmelit non-conducive to learning oi
meticulous documentation of administratively important hut
educationally irrelevant information. I wish I could honestly
say to You that accreditation carried with it en Ironclad
certification ot quality education but I can not in good
conscience say this; it is. however, through the establishment
of standards and the use of peer-review. a valid process for
heing able to address these issues and as accreditation is being
damned in re: tain hectors. ther are stats (Maryland for
example) that are currently reviewing the use of accreditation
to strengthen the standards in our public schcal systems.

If the verteran's Administration is able to rufficie ,tly address
the issues to their satisfaction without accreditation then my
argument falls flat on the facts. while I operated a school
with vA certification (HuniRRO Technical Education Center) it war
also an accradited institution and I suspect that many. if not
most, of the VS approved schools are accredited and therefore
henefit wiihout the formal requirement by vs to be so. you
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might do well to inquir about the state approvIng agencies
(such as the District ot Columbia) who have been under review
themselves by the VA for failure to provide the reliable
oversight mandated in their Contractual agreements.

on the matter of schizophrenia, my personal affliction aside,
I believe that the agencies themselves char, a concern about
growth. It is true that we earn revenue by the sustaining lend
processing fees of current members. but ACCST recently
instituted a special sesessment on its currently accredited
members who are participating in Title IV because the

administrative overhead attributed to this sector is

considerably higher than that for avocational programs.
Additionally, ACCET's growth over the past seven years hes not
simply leveled off but actually declined end the Board of
Trustees has given me a clear directive to build strong
foundation, not a mighty difice. This is not a verbal parry
at the issue of growth but a sincere and honsSt statement of tho
focus of this agency and if the integrity of the process is to
be sustained we must be honest brokers of that process. We
"kick a lot of them out" when we find a lot of them in non-
compliance and there is increasing evidence of this in recent
Commission deliberationa. We are also slowed considerably by
due process, bankruptcy filing's and law sults. all of which are

drain on our limited resources.

3. Q. Your records reveal that you never did a site visit on any of
the susilirry classrooms that Culinary used? Why not? Even
though all of the complaints you received came from these sites,
why didn't you ever visit them? Do you now?

A. Our records indicated that your observation is correct and the
site visita were not conducted at auxillary elector-corns. Prior
to May 1, 1990, the policy on these sites did not mandate such

visit, relying instead on state licensing and the
administrative oversight responsibility of the main campus under
which these sites were governed. Since that date, all branches
and auxiliary classrooms involved in Title IV require
preliminary on-site review prior ta consideration of approval
bY the Commission Subcommittee established for this review. A
follow-up on-site visit is conducted approximately four months
after this and a full review is then conducted by the
Accrediting Commission. By both hindsight and foresight these
facilities should have been and are being visited.

4. Q. Looking at the letter that Dr. Dodds got from Culinary School
on April 26, 1986, and then the response he sent to the
Department of Education on May 16, 1966, it appears that Dr.
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Dodds was misleadsng the Department Of Education concerning whey-
these sites tere scorer .ted. Obviously, Dr. Dodds was wroag
when he said that the 1985 site evaluation team had vonsidered
Culinary's classrooms ut locations that weren't open until 19E6
and 1987, wouldn't you agree?

A. My review of the records. which is all I have to ge by,
indicates that Dr. Dodds aseerted that the sites were approved
and that three of them had been vsaited. The Team Report does
not explicitly state this and therefore I have eo knowledge ef
the visits acteally taking place. Since the osly Site retually
referenSed in hiS letter was at the "Prerch Embassy" PS one o(
the three siters "actually visited", cbvioesly can not fSnd
support for an on-site visit of "eight ausilisry classrooms"
during or after the Team visit of July. 1985. As stated
earlier, these viaits were not mandated at the tims of he
letter exchanges hetwe,s ME. Lois Moore and Di, Dedds. Since
he stated that three auxiliary Classrooms were vierted and ssnce

find no record of the number of sites open at the time of the
visit, I am unable to detesmine thy veracity of has statement
to Ms. Moore concerning the eight sites. Certainly it eou:d
be wrong to state or Infer that lecatiors opese,1 in 1986 and
1987 eere reviewed by the Site ever:up:Ise tries. it that is the
sontentron.

5. Q. On June 17, 1989. Dr. Siberia% wrote tc Sr. eodds asJ ineicated
that,

I would fake to suggest that we taise a elle-
esIllos dollar endowment fol CrA/ACCET. This
endowmeet wosld give a sense of permanency. If
this concept would meet the approval of ycsi
board, would be very happy te SpeaiNead thr
drive and have no doslat that we) could raise it
wsthrn one year..

In the meentime, Pay brought it to my attentros
that he has requested re letter item yos to he
&est to Joan Duval. Tee tsmtne has reached a
sense et urgency and I would he erateful if you
cuuld sent the letter before the July 4th
holiday.

we eosoyed having Tammy with us and hel
Geimee is so good she may wssh to be w:tS us at
the gradsatiun at the embassy.

3 tL t.
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(Paerce: Letter of June 23. 1989. from Berkey Siberian to Larry
Dodds.)

Did Siberian raise money for CEA? Did you talk to Dr. Dodds o:
Dr. Siberian about this?

A. Dr. kiberisn's school was a member of the Continuing Education
Association (CEA) and paid annual dues in the amount of $1250.
this is the Only record I have of his "raising money" for CEA.
From January of 1989 to January of 1990 1 was the Executive Vice
President of CEA, assigned to the Washington Office in which it
resided. I hove no distinct memory of any discussion with Di.
Xibarian on any subject related to raising money for either CEA
or ACCET. Since CEA was underfunded from its inception, it is
likely that Dr. DOdds, es president of CEA, and myself discussed
raising funds for its operation hut the letter referred to in
your query does not trigger any recollection on my pert. Dr,
Siberian did sponsor a fund raiser for Senator Simon but is was
not a CEA function.

6. Q. Subcommittee staff has compiled default statistics fo: each
accrediting gency. including ACCET. ACCET has 14 of its 102
Schools participating in OSL programs, in the "million-dollar
club", composed of schools having $1 million or more e0- in
default. Theoe schuols account for approximately $37 million
in default. With the magnitude of damage these schools cause,
how can you justify YOur agencies' positions that prohlemm from

few schools ate minor?

A. 1 take issue with your Statement that given "the magnitude of
damage these schools cause, how can you justify your agencies;
positions that problems froinji Icid_jraliszaLLALt_milisa". Neither
thoSe particular words nor any rough approximation of that view
have ever been stated or supported by me or this agency. Quite
the contrary, I have been an outspoken advocate of sanctions on
high default rate Schoolp and with my full support, the ACCET
Accrediting Commission passed a resolution at its August, 1990
meeting supporting this position. A call-for-comment ic
scheduled to be issued next week calling for variety of policy
modifications to address the default problem including
requirements for a formal written report addressing the default
rate at schools over 40%. an automatic show cause trigger at 50%
and a notice of termination of accreditation at CO% unlens the
rate is decreased.

The issue of defaults is a serious ohe and an is usually the
case, a complex one as well. There in a rtrong correlation
between the social-economic descriptors of the population served
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and the default rate and this is a reality that can not be
dismissed by eithr the federal government or the avhools. he
I indicated in my testimony. strong sanctions are appropriate
for high default schools but "high default" is not a precise
term nor it the data track record sufficiently stabilised to
allow a refined analysis for simPly invoking sanctions. The
Secretary of Education Published a set of incremental steps in
the default reduction regulations that I believe are an
intelligent first pass at this problem. ACCET is the first
accrediting agency to establish a policy that recogniset the
implications of default within the context of accreditation and
while I wish we had done so sooner, we are focused on the
problem and working toward solutions.

Poor students are a poor excuse for poor training and we are
intent upon seeking a course of action within the accreditation
process that doesn't simply close down ever school that opened
in the inner city, That Mears to be the current trend and the
result will fix one problem while creating another, no training
in the inner city, for thousands of people who need help and
aren't college bound regardless our societal aspirations for
them to be so. It is a problem that begs for tolutiont. we
want to be part of the solution. I hope :hat you will find my
response and those from others involved in the Subcommittee's
review to be of value in the important task before us.

cerely,

R3W/ahh

J Williams
id* t

cc: Mr. J. Oliver Creme chair, Board of Trustees
Dr. Delores M. Harris, Chair, Accrediting Commission

4 OA_
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TESTIMONY OY ROBERT TAYLOR, PR.O.,
CHAIENAN, NATTS ACCREDITING COMMISSION

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittees

I as the Chairman of the Accrediting Commission of the

National Association of Trade and Technical Sch0Ols MATTE. I

have served as a "public', member on the Commission since June 1997

and was elected Chairman in June of this year. I have over forty

years of experience in the field of vocational education. I

founded and served as the Executive Directorof the National Center

for Research in Vocational Education at Ohio State University for

21 years. I have also been a visiting professor or guest lecturer

at universities in the United States and abroad and an advisor to

Rell and Howell Educational Group, Doyley Corpomation, Merrill

PdbIishing Compeny and ministries of education and labor in.twenty-

six countries. I retired from Ohio State in 1916 and currently-am

Chairman of the Commission on Nigher Education of the State of New

Mexico.

At the outset, it is *portant to understand the role of the

Accrediting Commission within NATTS. Like other trade associations

in Washington, NATTS collects and dispenses information of interest

to its members, provides a broad range of membership services and

represents the members interests in Congress and before

administrative agencies. KATTS, however, is different frau most

other trade associations in that it sponsors an accrediting

commission to establish criteria for evaluating and accrediting

trade and technical schools and to detersine whether schools that

apply to the Comsission have met these criteria. The Commission
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seeks to function as a reliable authority as to the quality of the

training offered by the schools that sek NATTS accreditation.

The Commissicm functions autonomously with respect to

accrediting criteria and the evaluation of schools. WATTS',

Constitution and Bylaws outline the powers and responsibilities of

the Commission and provide that the Commission's exercise of these

powers and responsibilities "shall not be sublect to review by the

Board of Directors" of NATTs. Further, the Cosaission has control

of its own managesent, administration and personnel. The Board of

Directors of KATT& is obliged to provide the Commission with

financial resources reasonably necessary to enable the Commiseion

to carry out its functions, and the Board may not approve or

disapprove of specific items in the Comaissionts budget. While the

board of Directors appoints persons to serve on the Commission,

only the Commission itself may remove a commissioner from office.

The Accrediting Commission consists of nine members. Five of

these members are proprietors or executives of members of MTS.

Four members are persons with an interest and expertise in

education and training, but do not own or operate NATTS-acoredited

schools. These "public" members typically have been engaged in

government, industry, post-secondary or vocational education and

similar fields. Under the Commission's internal procedures, a

"publics" member in the Chair of the Coesission. All of themembers

of the Commission are volunteers. I would estimate that a typical

commissioner spends six to eight weeks each year on Comnission
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business. I have observed no significant difference between

"public" umbers and school-owner members in the performance of

their duties.

The Commission usually meets three times a year to conduct

regular business. Zech of these meetings lasts a week. The

Commission also meets once a year to analyse its operations in

depth and plan for the future. At each regular business meettng,

100-150 school actions are considered. Prior to these meetings,

the comaissioners theeseIves receive the files of the schools that

will be considered and review them. At the meetings, based upon

their prior review, the commissioners discuss the school files and

reach decisions by aajority vote. The Accrediting Comeission's

exclusive concerns ere educational excellence and institutional

integrity -- the development of appropriate accrediting standards

and the application of those standarde to the schools that come

before the Commission for accreditation. While the Commission

recognizes that accreditation is a prerequisite for eligibility for

federal student financial aid, its role is not to enforce federal

financial aid regulations. The Coasission does not engage in

political or lobbying activities. I appear et the invitation of the

Subcommittee.

understand that the Subcomsittee has requested informatios .

froa the Accrediting Commission of WATTS about the Culinary School

of Washington (CSW). At my direction, the staff of the Accrediting

Commission have reviewed its files and, to the best of our

4 0 k
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knowledge, the following represents an accurate chronology of

vents in the history of the Commission's accreditation of Crat

1. ootoar 1981 - CS11 submits application for accrsditation.

2. December 1981 - CSW submits Self-EvelUstion Report (SIR),

an analysis by the school of how well it is meeting its

objectives and accrediting criteria.

3. January 1982 - Tam visits CSW.

4. Fabruary 1982 - Teas Summary Report sent to CSW.

5. March 1982 - CSW responds to Team Summary Report.

6. April 1982 - WATTS Accrediting Commission approves CSW's

application for accreditation.

&Mist" of CSW's Accreditation

7. Nay-Noveabor 1914 - Accriting Commission receives

complaints concerning CSa.

0. tocember 2914 - Commission sends team to visit CSw to

determine the school's continuing compliance with

accrediting standards. Team Summary Report is prepared

and sant to school tor its response.

P. January 1985 - Accrediting Commiasion reviews Team

Summary Report and school's response, and directs a

cotplets re-svaluacion of CSW.

10. Fsbruary-Svptambar 1965 - COW submits SNR. Teaa visits

school and prepares Teoa *Summery Report. CSW responds

to team report.
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11. October 1985 - Cosmission votes to revok CSW's

ccreditation.

12. January 1286 - CSW appeals Coemission's decision to the

Comaiesion's Appeals Panel. Appeele Panel remands the

matter to the Cosmission with s recommendation that a

complete re-evaluation of the school again be conducted

on an expedited basis.

Review

13. April 1956 - Commission reviews and adopts Appeals

Panel's recommendations. CSW is to be reviewed again,

and the review is to be completed by September 1, 1986

so that the Commission can consider the matter at its

October 1256 meeting.

14. August 1986 - COW submits &ER, end team visits school.

15. September 1986 - Tea* Summary Report sent to school, am4

CSW requests 90-day extension of time to respond to team

report.

16. October 1986 - Executive Comeittee of Commission grants

30-day extension of time for CSW's responee. As s

result, the CSW review is moved to the Commission's

January 19117 meeting.

17. November 1146 CSW responds to Team Summary Report in

part and raises objections to conduct of team visit.

18. January 1987 - Commission again decides not to continue

CSW's accreditation.

4 u b
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19. february 1907 - CIS indicetea intention to appeal

Commission's decision to Appeals Panel.

20. March 1917 - CSW notifies Comaission and association of

CSN's withdrawal from MaTTS. As a result. COW* appeal

is rendered moot, and the Commission notifies the

Department of Education that CSW has been removed from

NATIV's list of accredited school..

An examination of this chronology shows that the Accrediting

Commission of WATTS did respandto coeplaints about CSW and, within

the bounds of the Commission's procedures at that tins, took action

to investigate whether the sChool was in compliance with the

Commission's accrediting standards. The Commission did terminate

Ones accreditation. This decision stood when the school elected

not to appeal the Commission's decision further and withdrew from

WATTS.

Unquestionably, the Commission'e review of the school's

ongoing cospliance with accrediting standards took tins. As I will

outline Below, the Commission has acted since than to streamline

its processes, improve its ability to respond to apparent

violations of accrediting standards and strengthen its substantive

accrediting standards. At this point, however, I would point out

to the Subcomsittee two considerations which may account for the

length of time involved in the Commission's review of CSw.

first, the Commission is obliged to follow procedures that

provide schools with notice of the grounds on which the Commission

4 u
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say take action and an opportunity to respond to allegations of

apparent violations of accrediting stand!rds. The sisple fact is

thet when the Comission tereinata* schools' accreditation, the

schools frequently file lawsuits against the Commission and its

memberm to compel the reinstateient of accreditation. FOY

example, since 1988, 10 lawsuits have been filed against the

Commission because of its decisions to deny or revoke

accreditation. The Comeission has vigorously defended these

lawsuits with the financial support of NATTS.

The courts have made it clear that the Cossission must follow

its own procedures and that it must give schools notice end an

opportunity to respond before adverse action can be taken against

them. Further, many of the Commission's procedures -- sumh as

*elf-evaluation by the school, on-eite review of the school, A

report by the on-sits review team, basing decisions on published

standards and affording appeals procedure* -- are mandated by the

Department of Sducation in its regulations. I. solid, fact-based

cape that s school hes violated accrediting standards must be

developed, and a school must be given the opportunity to address

the *charges* against it and the right to a meaningful *second

look* through an appeal before its accreditation can be terminated.

Otherwise, the courts will not hesitete to undo the actions of an

accrediting body like the NATTS Accrediting Cossiesion. Thus, the

accreditation process, especially when it involves the withdrawal

or termination of accreditation, necessarily takes time.

4 u
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A review of the available records on COI indicates that the

Commission was evidently concerned to ensure that the appropriate

procedures were followed and that the school was given a full and

fair opportunity to make ite case. The process was complicated

because, at various points, the chool made allegations that the

Commission and its representatives had tailed to follow proper

procedures or that the process had been flawed in some respect

which preludiced the school's rights. All of these allegations

required the Comaission to proceed carefully and to ensure that it

did follow appropriate procedures in evaluating the school. This

necasserily slowed the process. Moreover, the Commiesion, at that

time, was more wary of Noosing embroiled in litigation. Ws have

since determined, with the support of MATTI, to defend our

accrediting decisions aggreesively in the courts.

Second, the Commisaion's review of CSM occurred at &time when

the nature and purpose of accreditation were ehifting. As

originally conceived, accreditation wee a private and voluntary

process whose principal purpose was to encourage educational

institutions to engage in aelf...improveaent. Indeed, this continues

to be a central characteristic of accreditation. Rather than

eating as regulators, accrediting bodies seek to assist school* to

became bottax by encouraging them tomer* sharply define their aims

and to assess whether they are achieving those aims. Further, the

accrediting body suggests area* of improvement on the basis of

#
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schools' self-analysis. Historically, therefore, accreditation has

had a supportive function.

In recant years, federal andt state governmantat and society at

large have increasingly looked to accreditation as a validation

that a school meets certain educational measures and sound school

practices. This hes lad scorediting bodies to heighten the

scrutiny of institutions that they accredit and to take stronger

and swifter actions against those schools that fall out of

compliance with accrediting standards. This shift in emphasis was

beginning to occur at the time that the Accrediting Coamission was

reviewing CSW. Accordingly, the accreditation review of CSC may

have been prolonged because the Coa.sission was, to sone degree,

guided by the traditional philosophy of accroditation that *school

should WI encouraged and given the opportunity to correct its

aistmkes.

As indicated above, the Coimission has adopted a number of

measures in recent years to strongthon its ability to dial with

schools that fail to valet accrediting standards. !samples of these

*assures, include:

Rapid Response Tessa - The Cam:mission has developed the

concept of rapid response teams. A pool of qualified

individuals is available on an ongoing basis vho can be

quickly assembled within days into a visiting teas and

sant to schools soon after the Comaission is made aware

of potential violations of accrediting standards. The
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Commission's early experience with the rapid response

times has been encouraging, and we believe that these

teams will enable the Commission to get more quickly at

problems when they develop.

AmmortIng - The Cosmission hes strengthened schools'

reporting obligations. Setter and more detailed

information is now required of schools in the financial

reports and annual reports that they are required to

submit to the coamission. These rwports should give the

Commission bettor warning signal, that schools are

developing problems that could lead to harm to students.

0 Sorkshops Seth initial and renewal applicants tor

accreditation are now required to attend workshops prior

to the submission of applications. These workshops are

aimed at improving schools' understanding of the

accreditation process and its procedural requiresents.

These sessions have helped to lessen delays in the

accrediting process because of schools lack of

understanding *thaw the process works. rurther, through

self-selection, the workshops help to screen out echools

that are not truly serious about applying for

accreditation. In 10119, tor example, 193 potential

applicant schools attended accreditation workshops, but

only 70 actually applied.

4i;
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I Appeal Standarde - The Appeals Panel's scope of review

of Cosaission decisions has been narrowed --

appropriately, we believe - to eliminate the possibility

that schools can provide evidence to the Panel that they

have not made available to the Commission. The Appeals

Panel now determines, based on the original record before

the Commission, whether the Commission's action was

supported by ubstantial vidence.

All of ths foregoing modifications to the accreditation process

are designed to streamline and expedite it. The Commission

believes that these measures ars succeeding.

The Commission has also amended its Standards of Accreditation

to strengthen its ability to deal with schools that fail to deliver

what they promise to students. In fact, the Commission has amended

its Standards more in the past two years thmn it had in the

previous ten years. Examples of these recent changes include:

Fecruiting Practices - The Commission has imposed new

requirements on schools' recruiting practices. Schools

may only use mployees and not third-party agents, and

may not pay commissions for obtaining enrollments until

after a student has progressed to a point that gives some

realistic assurance that the student will complete the

training. The Commission has also prohibited schools

from permitting their recruiters to solicit prospective

4.1),
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students in or near welfare offices, unemployment lines,

food stamp canters and homeless shelters.

a Rumbas - The Commission has amended its standards on

branching to strengthen the parent school's

responsibility to control the branch, ensure that a

branch is fully reviewed prior to accreditation and

require that the branch's programs are the ease as or

related to programs offered at the parent school.

Wand' - The Commission has required schools to adopt

refund policies more liberal to students. A school may

not retain the entire tuition for the progras unless the

student completes at least 7$ per cent of the training.

The Commission believes that these and other measures that it

has adopted will enable the Commission to perform the function for

accrediting agencies that Congress has established in the federal

student financial assistence programs. Accrediting bodies are to

serve es a "reliable authority as to the quality of the education

or training offered by post-secondary edncational institutions

within the agency's scope of activity...0 This is an important

role, but others also have critical roles to play.

Federal policy recognises a ',triad.'" In order to participate

in student financial assistance progress, a school not only must

be accredited; it V.so must be licelleal by the states in which it

operates and gartifis4 by the nepartsent of Education as en
eligible institution. Thus, federal and state regulators have

41 -)
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important responsibilities in curbing the instances of fraud and

abuse which trouhle all of us. State and fedaral.regulators have

tools available to them which are simply unavailable to accrediting

bodies. Tor example, criminal prosecution for-fraud is obviously

the province of state attorneys general and the FAspartmont of

Justice. The Department of Education, moreover, has suspension and

terminetion powers provided by Congress that are unavailable to

private accrediting agancieer and these powers have boon recently

broadened to permit emergency actions to preventmisuse of federal

funds. The Commission is unaware that the Department has made any

substantial use of these emergency powers.

Based upon my experience in the field of vocational education

and as a member of the WATTS Accrediting Commission, %believe that

the accrediting process can and does work. Clearly, the process

has evolved and isproved in response to educational, conomic and

social changes. While there may be room for additional reforms

beyond those that have already occurred, those reforms should not

be destruztive of the considerable efforts that have boon expended

and successes that have been achieved to hold ecbools to high

educational standards and to improve the ability of accrediting

bodies to enforce those standards. If changes in tbo process for

regulating and supervising the proprietary school field are

considered, I would urge you to consider whether the changes are

truly necessary and would lead to productive results. Indeed, it

is appropriate to ask whether creation of a "novo system for

4 1 t
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monitoring schools would not, in fact, result in the re-creation

of the basic elements of the system that accrediting bodies have

developed through years of experience.

Xn short, I would urge the Committee to work with accrediting

bodies like the WATTS Accrediting Commission to continue to improve

and refine the process and, in particular, to strengthen the

"triad.* Specifically, the Commission would be pleased to have

Congress, assistance in the following areas:

Immunity - As I hava indicated above, the possibility of

legal action by scnooIs exerts a constant pressure on the

accrediting process. While it may not be feasible to

immunize the accreditation process from all threats of

lawsuit, it would he beneficial it commissioners cauld

be immunised from lawsuits in their personal capacities.

likaruatcy- Of increasing significance to the Commission

is the impact of the federal bankruptcy laws. As matters

nos stand, some courts have created a *safe harbor* under

the bankruptcy laws for schools that fil In bankruptcy

prior ta the withdrawal of accreditetion.. The WATTS

Accrediting Commission believes that tWmait decisions are

erroneous and is appealing them. Recognition that the

bankruptcy laws present no ispediment to the denial or

revocation of accreditation would be of substantial

assistance.

4 5
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clarify and Strengthen the Trigg - ks 2 have noted, the

Department of Xducation, state regulators and private

accrediting groups have cogplementary, yet distinct,

roles to play. Candidly, the Department and some state

regulators have failed to properly recognise these roles

and to adequately fulfill their own roles. Por example,

the Department has recently asserted a linkage between

the default rates of certain schools and the performance

of accrediting bodies. However, the Deportmnt's own

recognitimi criteria for accrediting bodies make no

reference to default rates, and the policing of default

rates is clearly an area for federal regulatory

enforcement. As an additional example, there must be

greater uniformity and rigor by the states in inspecting,

licensing and.monitoring schools. NATTS,s accrediting

standards require schools to be properly licensed in the

states in which they. operate. All too often, the

Commission has received contradictory and incorrect

information from state regulatory bodies. There is great

variation in the degree of state oversight.

On behalf of the Commission, let me express our desire to vork

constructively vith the Comptes* am* the other mashers of the

triad. In our view, the tools are already at hind to hold schools

tc high standards of educational excellence and institutional

integrity. The federal government, the states and private

4 1
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accrediting groups must principally direct their attention to

utilizing those tools. Thank you tor your attention.

41,
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Response from Robert Taylor
Cliairman, Accrediting Commission

National assoaiation of Trade and Technical Schools
to

Rearing follow...Up Questions from Jen. Carl Levin

Ql. Did NATTS officials have any indication of problems or
accreditation-related violations at DEI prior to the on-site
inspection visit of October 1988, whidh ultimately resulted in-
DEI's lose of accreditation? Specifically, what were the problems
identified prior to the on-site visit? What actions did SAWS take
to respond to these problems? Did NATTS communicate with either
the federal Department of Education or the Michigan State
Department of Education about these concerns? Please furnish any
correspondence reflecting such communications between the period
of DEI's last successful accreditation in 1982 and the on-site
visit of October 1988.

Ai. According to our records, WATTS Commission staff did not
receive indications of passible accreditation -related probleas
at DRI prior to the visit of October 1,110. in January 1900,
DJ= provided WATTS with a Self-Evaluation Report (AMEX") as
a requisite step in the accreditation renewal process. DXI
later provided NATTS with a Supplemental SIX, dated September
30, 1560, to address several Peajor and sinor canines,' which
the school had reportedly undergone in the interim period. As
part of the accreditation process, the purpose of the
subsequent on-site inspection visit of October less was to
verify data in the Sitem, seek additional data, and develop an
understanding of how well the school was meeting its
objectives and MATTIS" Standards of Accreditation. No specific
problems at DIX were indicated prior to the on-sits visit.

Typiaally, MATTA( officials learn of accreditation...related
problems at an accredited school through complaints they
recive about the school, through notification they receive
from State licensing agencies, or through their interaction
with the school in tbe sours. of performing accrediting
activities (e.g., ownership, location, and names changes, as
well as the renewal process).

During the period following MATTI), renewal of acoreditation
in July of 2902 end approval of a ohange of ownership at DIU
in October at that year, MATTA) did not receive infornation
regarding acoreditation -related problem' at DII. According to
our records, no complaints or notices of problems were
received in the period before MASTS' recognition of certain
separate classroom facilities for DX! in 1914, nor in the
months which followed that action. it wee entry into
its renewal cycle, as well as coincident requests fron the
school relating to separate facilities, at the beginning of
19041 which triggered the accrediting procedures that led to
MATTI(' awareness of acoreditation -related violations and,
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ultimately, resulted in the comnission's decision to deny
renewal of accreditation.

Although the Commission's staffrecaIls there were telephonie
connunicationm between NUTS an& the Michigan State Department.
of Xducation regarding DU during the period in question, we
have no docunentation indicating that these communications,
or any communications between MAMA and the federal Department.
of Iducation regarding DIX, concerned matters which warranted
imsediate review of On's activities by the Commission.

C12. What did NATTS tell members of its on-site accreditation team
about DEI's accreditation status prior to the inspection? Ware any
specific problems or concerns discussed with WATTS on-site team
members prior to their visit?

A2. Ambers of the on-site accreditation teen were, of course,
informed that the October lose visit to oRT was in conjunction
with the school's application for renewAl of accreditation.
The team members would also have received materials relating
to the school before the visit.

It is not clear whether any specific probleas or concerns were
discussed with the on-site team members prior to theta* visit.
It appears, however, thWtthe team developed numerousconcerne
regarding materials in the SIR and the supplement ma result
of it, visit. As stated in the October 25, MO Temetinsmary
Report (a copy of which has already been provide& to the
Subcommittee):

delf-Ivaluation Report supplement [dated
September 30, ieeS] was given to the teen [by
the COMeiSSiOn"s staff] on the first day of the
visit. This supplement provided the team with
different reeponses to twenty-seven of the
original sixty-three Self -Rvaluation Report
questions. The team reviewed the supplement and
concerns frms both the original SIR and the
supplement are noted in the Concerns/Potential
Problems area of the Team Summary Report.'

cp. A 1989 audit of DEI by the Department of Education's Inspector
General covered the period 1964 through mid-1987. This report
stated that, among other violations, MEI had conducted courses in
ineligible locations; had not had an audit since 1984; did not have
an adeqUate accounting systea to properly account for federal
funds; had mad* very few required refunds for students who had
dropped out of the school; and had entered into a management

4 I tl
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contract with an ineligible institution. The Department requested
a $10 million dollar refund from DEl.

Were rums officials aware of these problems prior to their
on-site accreditation? What actions did WATTS take between 1984
and October 1988 to address these identified shortconings?

A3. As explained in response to the previous questions, our
records contain no information indicating that WTI officials
were aware of these prOblems between 1964 and October 12405.
Neither the school nor the V.I. Department of IP:lunation
informed the Commission of these findings.

swayer, between October 1881 and March 1862, loaq before the
Inspector General's audit had commenomiand the oehortoomingsff
had been 'identified', by anyone, the WATTS Commission worked
pursuant to its procedures to swiftly, fairly and effectively
bold DIU accountable for violations of MATTS'accreditation
standards first Identified in the Teem summary Report.

With respect to DZI, the performance of the NATTS Comaission,
in discovering and addressing problems at the school, was far
above that of both the nichigan Departaent of Education and
the V.S. Department of Ilducation.

Q4. Were discussions held or conversations conducted between WATTS
officials and former DEI owner and chairaan Peter Bercik concerning
any violations which might have affected his school's accreditation
status with NATTS? When did these meetings or discussions take
place? Igho at WATTS communicated with Mr. Bercik? What actions
did WATTS officials request Mr. Bercik or his subordinates to take
to correct accreditation-re.lated violations at anytime during the
period 1964 th.rough October 19n87

A4. During the period at issue, the normal contacts incident
to the renewal process took place between the scbool and
Commission staff. These concerned scheduling and arrangements
for requisite submissions from the school and for the on-site
visit.

Q5. Did any WATTS official visit DEI or its off-campus instruction
facility during the six-year period between its last successful
accreditation in 1982 and the on-site visit of October 1988?
Please identify these officials and provide any written trip record
of their visit(s) to DE/.

AS. lased upon existing files and the accrediting procedures
which were then In effect, it does not appear that any WATTS
Commission official visited DIX or its off-campus instruction
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facility during that timeframe. our rerponse to Question 1
explains the absence of visits.

Q6. An official from the Department cf Education's Inspector
General's (IG) office told my office that NATTS "did not follow its
own regulations* with regard to DEI's accreditation violations.
This official also asserted that NATTE took no action against DEI
until it was forced to by the circumstances of numerous complaints
and a pending IG review. How did NATTS' actions in the DEI matter
conform to the association's own ptocedures?

AS. We do not understand how a ',pending IO reviewN which wan
mot *spending,' until gnu the WATTS Commission acted against
DEI could have 'forced* the RAM Commission to act. Moreover,
since the unnamed official from the IO's office 414 not offer
any specific example, we cannot directly respond to this
individual's allegation that the Commission Raid not follow
its own regulation:IN with regard to DST's accreditation
violations.

As explained in a chronology which was provided to Mr. Jack
Kitchell of your staff and documented in meerials which were
provided to the Permanent Investigations Subcommittee, the
NATTS Cosmission, in conformance with its own procedures (not
the association's procedures), took the following actions with
regard to DEX:

January Ielte

October Iftas

October 19111

October 19141

Decahber 198a

January 1919

DIX provided 125 to Commission following
application for renewal of accreditation

DIX provided eupplumental SIR to Commission

Commission Team On-site Visit to DEI

Team summary Report provided to commission
and to DIU

DEI provided Commission with its response
to the Team Summary Report

Commission failed to grant renewal of
accreditation to DIX, citing:

* unsound financial structure
* inadequate retention (completion) rate
* weaknesses in placement program
* violation of refund policy
* failrre to give timely notice of separate

classroom closing

4 ;
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DRI appealed denial of sackbOtation renewal

DU appeal denied by Appeals Panel

When the Commission's failure to grant or renew accreditation
is appealed by a school, the WATTS Commission appeals Panel
win review the Commission's procedures, an well as the
Commission's application of marediting standards. Yu its
review of Dal's appeal, the Appeals Panel found no violations
of procedure by the C4amission.

(17. A former Michigan state official who has extensive experience
with NATTS told Ay staff that your organization was notably "close-
mouthed" and o_can reluctant to share information with her office,
despite the fact that WATTS accredits more schools than any other
accrediting organization in Michigan. What does NATTS do to ensure
that federal and state education officials obtain the accreditation
information they need to protect the interests of both students and
the educational organizations overseeing proprietary and vocational
schools?

20. The MATTA Commission staff follows the requirements of the
Council on Postsecondary locreditation ("COPAN) and the U.S.
Department of Sducation in responding to requests for school
accreditation information. in providing information, the staff
acts in conformance with confidentiality obligations imposed
by the Commission's Accreditation Standards and Prooedurest

'Data in the Self-Avaluation Report, the Team
Summary Report, and the school's responses are
confidential and are not shared with the
officer' of the Association, other Association
members, the press, or the public, except as
may be required by governaent regulation.'

Since you did not disclose the identity of the 'former
Michigan state official or any specific details of how the
Comaission was supposed to have been "close-mouthed' and
often reluctant to share information with her office,' it is
difficult to respond directly to her allegations. Iftwever, to
the artent that Commission staff recall having telephonic
communications with officials of the Michigan Department of
Rducation regarding DWI, the recollection is one of receiving
contradictory signals from Department offiaials who declined
to give the Commission any written information that the
comaission could rely upon to take action against the school.

QS. In a September 12 New York Times story, WATTS' xecutive
director, Dorothy C. Fenwick, was quoted as saying, °Problem
schools are not accredited by NATTS." Yet federal government
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investigators have informed my staff that there were serious
management problems at PEI as early as 1985. Is it NATTS' position
that DEX was not a "problem" school prior to the October 1988
accreditation review?

AS. The statement and question which follow the quotation frau
Dorothy Tenwick reflect a oomplete misunderstanding of both
the quotation and the MIMS Commission's "position" on DMI.

The quotation refers to the overall accreditation policy of
the MATTI Commission, Which is that a school will not receive
AATTs accreditation unless the school can show that it in in
compliance with the Commission's Standards of Accreditation
and agres to remain in compliance with those standards
throughout its period of aocreditation. Thus, to the extent
that schools are "problem" schools, i.e., not in compliance
with the Commission's Standards of Accreditation, they will
not receive MATTS accreditation.

obviously, there are situations in which a school already
accredited by WATTS may become a 'problem' school, i.e.,
engages in violations of MATTS Standards of Accreditation,
after it has been accredited. The statement and question
which follow the quotation appear to view such situations as
cases where 'Problem schoolspevre accredited by WATTS.' This
intepretation, however, is clearly a misguided reading of the
Commission's poli.Ty and its actions, specially with respect
to Dar.

At the time of its renewal of accreditation in July 1,82, Dia
was in compliance with MINTS Standards of Accreditation and
was not a 'problem' school. DIE. was found to be a 'problem'
school in October SIMS, when the on-site teas found evidence
that =Ives in violation of the accreditation standards; fros
that point, the MATTS Commission implemented its process of
accreditation review, resulting in the removal of DIX from
WATTS' list of accredited schools.

As explained in response to Question 3, tha MITTS Comsission
was not aware 'that there were serious sanagement problems at
DAI as early as loas.ff

2U:waver, as also explained in response to Question 3, neither
the U.S. Department of Education nor the Michigan Department
of Aducation provided the Commission with information
regarding 'serious management problems' at DIU which would
have warranted accreditation review activity by the Commission
during that tie* period.

Nevertheless, between October MISS and March 1929, once a
fact-based record of evidence had been established, the WATTS
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Commission vorked pursuant to its procedures to swiftly,
fairly and effectively hold DIU accountable for a number of
violations of NUTS' accreditation standards.

0. At the hearing, Dr. Taylor of NATTS was unable to detail to
the Subcommittee your organization's policy regarding whether
accreditation applicants are recplired to notify NATTS in writing
if they have been rejected or lont accreditation from any other
organization recognized by the federal Department of Education.
What is NATTS' policy on such notification?

Ai. The present application form for WATTS accreditation
requires a school to indicate whether it has been accredited
by other accrediting bodies. Currently, when a school applies
for accreditation, we survey the applicable state agencies and
all accrediting agencies requesting inferential% concerning the
chool applying for initial accreditation with NATTS.
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Response from Robert Taylor
Chairman, Accrediting0Cumakissi0u

National Association of Trade and Technical Schools
to

Nearing rollv -Up Questions from Sen. Sam NW=
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

Senate Committee on Governmental Affairs

Ql. Subcommittee staff learned of allegations or embezzlement by
Dr. Kibarian from Southeastern University to Mrg. Kibarian as
president of the Culinary School. Did ACCET know about these
allegations? If not, why not? You accredited then in 198S about
the same time of the stories?

Al. This question appears to have been intended for Roger
Williams of ACM', since it concerns ACCNT's knowledge of the
allegations regarding Siberian and ACCBT's 29115 accreditation
of the Culinary School. The MATTO Accrediting Commission
(NNATTS Commissionm) does not know what or whether ACcHT knew
about the allegations at that time.

02. What were the problems that your site review uncovered about
Culinary School in 1984? Weren't there 26 of them? Some sound
very serious -- what did you do About them?

AZ. The Team Summary Report for the December 4, 1984 site
visit to the Culinary School was among the documents that we
previously supplied to the Subcommittee. It included a listing
af 21. "'Concerns/Potential Problema# as follows:

ffl) The school is represented in its promotional literature
as a credit hour school, however, documents submitted to
EATTS specify that the school is on a clock-hour basis.

2) Carl Barbour, a graduate interviewed, stated that tuition
for the school's program was increased from $6,000 to
$8,000 on 4/1/83. He was, however, told that the cost
of the program was $6,000, which he contracted for prior
to 1/1/83. While the increase was instituted 8/1/43,
there are numerous student files which do not have any
enrollment agreements indicative of the cost of the
program for documentation for the increase. The
enrollment agreement contained no provisions for
increasing tuition. A sampling of files following the
increase in tuition after 1/1/13 indicetes a lack of
enrollment agreements. Below are nine (9) student names
that fall into the above category of the fifteen files
that were reviewed:

Kenneth McDonald
Thomas Moore
Yolanda Murray

Angela Harris
Kenneth Johnson
Dilly Stubs
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Paul Slade Christopher Latimer
David Horowiti

In addition, the sampling showed that Reny students
signed enrollment agreements where the total cost of the
program was 86,000 prior to the increaie of 41/1/483, yet
they were required to pay the aforementioned increase.

Finally, the school bap not notified either the Veterans,
Administration, or thelState with regard to the increaee.

3) While the school is required to submit Document 5 for
separate clawsroom Cacilities, those on file in the WATTS
offine do not match present facilities being used by the
school as separate classrooms. Document S-a submitted
to KATTO indicates the following separate claserooms
which are a matter of record.

A. 2100 Pennsylvania Avenue, Washington, DC 20037
B. 2500 Calvert Street, N.W., Washington, DC
C. 1236 20th Street, N.M., Washington, DC
D. io I Street, S.W., Washington, DC

However, the following facilities, all of which hold
classes, have not been filed with NATTs pursuant to
Document S-a as of 12/4/84.

A. The Abbey Road Facility, 2000 I. Street, N.M.,
Washington, DC.

B. Bojangles, 2100 X Street, N.V., Washington, Dc.
C. The National Press Club, 529 14th Street, N.M.,

Washington, DC.

4) Another facility being used by the school was indicated
to be in Glen Echo, Maryland. In addition to there being
no approved Document 9-a for this facility, there is not
documentation to show the facility was within the ten-
mile limit foc a separate classroom and could have been,
in fact, a branch.

5) The main school address which appears to be 1050
Connecticut Avenue, N.V., Washington, DC, only provides
administrative and student services for the various
separate classrooms. No classes are held at this
facility which does not appear consistent with
accreditation standards. Further, the location has no
capacity to train students.

6) While the Shoreham Hotel indicated by the school, met all
necessary health standards, numerous instructors and
students complained that renovations and the odor of ray
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sewage made learning conditions very difficult and a
change was necessary to facilitate more effectivc
instruction.

7) humorous instructors, administrative, and clerical staff
indicated to the visiting team that there has been a high
rate of staff turnover.

9) Of the twelve random files selected in 1994, current
students nearly all were missing required data such as
high school diplomas (ten files), enrollment agreements
(six files), and other required documents stated by the
school as necessary such as letters from doctors
indicating the applicant is in good health (eleven
files), letter of acceptance (ten files), etc. Students
missing required data stated above were:

Current Students Selected at Random

Pandona Johnson
Wilbert Joynce
Barny Jordan
Tanya Jong.
Robert Jones
Jessie Johnson

Marvin P. Joy
John Josephson
Gary V. Jones
Gloria Johnson
Michael Johnson
Michael Jones

The school's catalog noted these items were required for
admission:

A sampling of fifteen files from a class starting
September 22, 1984, showed eight lacking high school
diplomas, four lacking enrollment agreements, twelve
lacking a doctor's letter and ten lacked an acceptance
letter. These students were:

Class Starting_Deptember 22. l9A4

Adeian Ashton
Todd Carinci
Deborah Com:
Joanne Dillard
David roister
Sheldon Harrington
Lisa Hervy
Gary XoGuinness

Michael Cannon
Carol Cole
Carlyn Davis
Sheldon De Beaux
Leola Gilliam
Marion Hollingsworth
Bertrand Madden

9) The school's catalog is not consistent with Document C-
c, items numbered as follows: 5 (nature and level of
occupation, 8 (proper description of school facilities),
9 reasonable attendance policy), 10 (definition of credit
units), 14 (refund policy), 15 (nature and extent of
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placement service), 16 (accurate housing policy), 3.7

(school calendar indicating beginning and ending dates),
and 16 (superlatives and exclusives). .

10) The school's enrollment agreement is not consistent with
Docunent C-b items: A-2 (proper address), A-4 (time
in weeks or months), A-6d (compliance with Federal truth-
in-lending), A-11 (class schedule), A-11 (refund polioy),
A-13 (effective date of contract), and A-17 (date of
school signature).

11) ft was not clear to the visiting team who has ultimate
accountability for the files considering that they are
spread into three areas -- registrar, accounting, and
academic. No one individual would commit to final
accountability.

12) School's literature indicates that only high school
graduates may be accepted into the program. No
statements are made that individuals who are not high
school, graduates but who would benefit from the training
offered may be admitted. However, the visiting teas
found numerous files of non-high school graduates who not
only had been admitted to the program but whose files
lacked documentation that they could benefit from the
training offered.

13) The school's attendance and tardiness policies do not
appear to be educationally sound. No limits are made on
tardiness or absenteeism as long as you mak up the work.
This failure of closure in the above areas causes
considerable confusion in determining when students are
actually dropped. Many students who have not attended
classes for up to three or four months still appear in
the active files, thus preventing refunds from being made
on a timely basis, etc. The system is inherently
defective and requires total organisation.

14) Due to the inability of the visiting team to determine
when students are dropped or the last date of attendance,
it vas difficult to determine if refunds are made within
thirty days. A sampling of files on dropped students
which was supplied from the active files did not have any
evidence that refunds had been made within thirty days.
The school stated that photostats of recent ()becks
actually sent to banks were being held by the school's
accounting firm. A sampling of this deficiency is found
in the files of Scott Urine, Kim Nguyen, Cleveland
Brown, and James Holbrook.

.)-40
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15) Physical facilities provided for the school's various

instructional programs described in the promotional
literature appear to be aisleading. Prom the Zsecutive
Gourmet Chef catalogs "The Culinary School of Washington
is housed in a three-story brick building in the
Georgetown area of Washington, DC. The sulti-purpose
building is on seven acres in a campus-like setting amid
well-kept laws, shrubs, and trees." Actually, the school
is housed in a downtown office building as well as
several restaurants located throughout the area. The
school literature makes no mention that classes are not
held at the main school but at restaurants throughout
Washington, DC.

16) Students rosters supplied to the visiting team for the
calendar year 1953 indicate a high rate of attrition.
However, due to the method used by the school in
organising the student rosters, it was difficult to
determine specific completion rates for the various
school programs.

17) while the school lists different admissions criteria
which must be made for admission into the various
programs, no file of students denied admission is

maintained.

15) The school apparently does not have complete control of
its various facilities previously listed. There are
numerous examples documented in the class rosters from
calendar year 1053 which indicate that classes worm not
held -- in one instance Class Mo. $52253 was not held for
one week. Another example was a catering class (for
which a class number did not exist) which did not meet
for three weeks. This information was provided by an
existing catering student.

19) The school did not provide protection of records from
fire or other perils.

20) Approximately 50% of the thirty students interviewed at
three locations did not know that classes would be held
in a variety of restaurants in the Washington
metropolitan area. These students specifically stated
that these various locations wore not mentioned in eny
of the school literature provided.

21) The school was unable to provide leases which detailed
out terms for the use of the various restaurants used as
classroom locations. Therefore, the visiting team was
not able to validate continuity of future classes to be
held."

4 1*/..,
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In addition, the Team Sumaary Report listed 5 "Other
Items' as follows:

"1) A parent of an emisting student as well as numerous
students presently attending classes stated they expected
to reueive an Associate Degree upon gradUstion. Vale
the school has applied for assooiate degree status With
the rAstrict of Columbia, howeVer, no approVals presently

2) The school offers a special program called RIDS IN THE
KITCHEN (a week-end program for teaching children and
teenagers cooking). While thin program is not Vocational
in nature, NATTS has reoeived no information on its
existence.

3) Several instructors interviewed at the school's main
location, 4470 NamArthimrBoulevard, Washington, DC 20007,
had not taught at the school for up to a year or longer.

4) There are various references in all of the school's
promotional literature to various superlatives such as
"best", "first", "only°, "top notch', etc. These types
of words should not be used in the school's promotional
literature.

S) Some instructors xpressed concern with regard to the
organisation and distribution of supplies.'

Chronologically, as detailed in my written statement
submitted for the hearing record on September 13, 1990, the
NATTS Commission and its staff took the following actions
after the staff received the Team Summary Report:

Deoember 1984 - Commission sends team to visit Csit to
determine the school's continuing compliance with accrediting
standards. Team summary Report is prepared and sent to school
for its response.

January 1985 - Accrediting commission reviews Team Summary
Report and school's response, and directs a complete re-
evaluation of CBS.

February-September 1965 CSW submit* SER. Team visits school
and prepares Team Summary Report. cSW responds to team
report.

October 1985 -commission votes to revoke CBS's accreditation.

January 1986 - CSW appeals Commission's decision to the
Commission's Appeals Panel. Appeals Panel remands the matter

4h;o
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to the Commission with a recommendation'that a complete re-
valuation of the school again be conductd on an Xpedited
basis.

April 1254 - Commission reviews and adopts Appeals Panel's
recommendations. COW is to be reviewed again, and the review
is to be completed by September 1, 1086 so that the Commission
can consider the matter at its October 1986 meeting.

August 1986 - CSW sUbmits SER, and team visits school.

September 1926 - Team Summary Report sent to school, and CSw
requests 90-day extension of time to respond to team report.

October 1286 - Executive Committee of Commission grants 30-
day extension of time for CIA's response. As a result, the
CBS review is moved to the Commission's January 1987 meeting.

November 1926 - COW responds to Team Summary Report in part
end raises objections to conduct of team visit.

January 1987 - Commission again decides not to continue CBS's
accreditation.

February 1987 - CMS indicates intention to appeal Commission's
decision to Appeals Panel.

March 1927 - cse notifies Commission and association of CSR's
withdrawal from WATTS. As a result, OSW's appeal is rendered
moot, and the Commission notifies the Department of Education
that CM, has been removed from NATTS's list of accredited
schools.

Q3. Your December 4, 1984, site team at the Culinary School
uncovered the following:

Enrollment agreement includes no provisions for increasing
tuition.

While the school is required to submit forms for separate
classroom facilities, those on file with NATTS do not match
present facilities being used by the school as separate
classrooms.

Numerous instructors and students complain that renovations
and the odor of raw sewage make learning conditions very
difficult at the Shoreham Hotel.

A high rate of staff turnover.

4 fLA.,
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Of 12 random files selected, all are missing reovired data.

It is unclear to the visiting team who has ultimate
accountability for the files.

School's policies on attendance and tardiness do not appear
to be educationally sound.

A sampling of files on dropped students does not have any
evidence that refunds have been made within 30 days.

Descriptions in promotional literature of physical facilities
for the school's various instructional programs appear to be
misleading.

Student roster supplied to the visiting team for the calendar
year 1983 indicate a high rate of attrition.

Approximately 50 percent of the 30 students interviewed say
they did not know that classes would be held in various
restaurants in the Washington area.

In light of the seriousness of these allegations, why didn't
you move faster with the process? Why didn't you tell the
Department of Education about this?

A3. The Commission acted as quickly as it could, pursuant to
the procedures which were in ffect at that time, to address
the allegations against the Culinary School. With the adoption
of new and revised procedures to strengthen and streamline the
process, the Commission today is able to take fair and
effective action in less time than was the case with the
Culinary School.

In its response to apparent violations of accrediting
standards, the MITTS commission is legally obliged to follow
procedures that provide a school with notice of the grounds
upon which the commission may take action and an opportunity
to respond to allegations of such violations.

Many of the Commission's procedures which were
implemented in the case of the Culinary School -- such as
self-evaluation by the school, on-site review of the school,
a report by the on-site review team, making determinations
based on published standards, and affording au appeals process
-- are mandated by Departaent of Xducation regulations.
Woreover, the courts have made clear that an aocre4iting body
such as the WATTS Commission must follow its own procedures
and must give a school notice and an opportunity to respond
before adverse action (e.g., withdrawal of accreditation) can
be taken against the school.

4 3
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Before a school's accreditation can be terminated, a
solid, fact-based case regarding the school's violation of
accrediting standards must be developed? the school must have
an opportunity to respond to the "charges" against it; and,
the school must be permitted to seek a meaningful review of
the Commission's decision through an established mechanism for
appeal. Thus, the process leading to the termination of
accreditation necessarily takes time.

Xn tbe case of the Culinary School, the BATTS Commission
took care to follow the appropriate procedures and to nsure
that the school wee given a full and fair opportunity to
respond to the allegations that it was in violation of
accrediting standards. The process was complicated because,
at various stages, the school alleged that the Commission and
its representatives had failed to follow proper procedures and
that the process had been flawed in ways that prOudiced the
school's righto. Xoreover, the culinary School reaeived the
full benefits of an appeal process which showed in this case
that it is not merely a mechanism to "rubber steep" Commission
decisions.

Ultimately, the commission decided, for a second time,
that the Culinary School's accreditation should be terminated.
Xn so doing, the Commission demonstrated that the requisite
procedural "due process" for aocrediting actions may delay but
will not deny effective enforcement of standards.

More recently, the Commission has adopted several
measures intended to minimise suoh delays. AA explained in the
written statement submitted for the bearing record, the
Commission's development of "rapid response teams" for on-site
visitor detailed school reporting requirements; mandatory
accreditation Nworkshops;" and, refined appeal standards has
been part of its continuing effort to strengthen, streamline,
and expedite the accreditation process.

As the second part of this question implies, the
DepartMent of Education vas not inforaed about the allegationsrgarding the culinary School's failure to comply with
acorediting standards while the MITTS Commission's review
proems was still pending. The primary explanation for this
was succinctly stated in the "Policy Statement on Disclosure,
Confidentiality and the Integrity of the Aoorediting Process"
whioh was adopted by the Board of the Council on Postsecondary
Accreditation ("COPAN) in October 19841

'Concern for the integrity and effectiveness
of the investigative and deliberative process
involves respeot for confidentiality of
information required and evaluated. The

4 3 's
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purposes are endangered and the process
weakened when disclosure of aspects of the
process inbibits both the institution's or
program's ability to provide complete
information end assess itself candidly and the
accrediting body's ability to render sound
judgments."

The Accreditation Standards and Promedures of the NAM
Commission, like those of other acoraditinq bodies,

consequently express a policy of confidentiality which_
recognises the voluntary nature of the relationship between
the schools and the accrediting body. It is intended to
promote a forthcoming candor on the part of the schools, the
team members, and others who participate in the accreditation
process and establish the evidentiary record upon which the
Commission bases its accreditation decisions. Thusz

"Data in the Self-Evaluation Report, the Team
summary Report, and the school'. responses are
confidential and arm not shared with the
officers of the association, other Association
members, the press, or the public, except as
may be required by government regulation."

However, it is also the policy of the commission to
inform the Department of Education when a school has been
removed from the commission's list of accredited schools. This
will occur when the Commission withdraws accreditation from
the school or, as in the case of the Culinary School, when a
school notifies the Commission that it is giving up its
accreditation. While its compliance with accrediting standards
vas under review, the Culinary School was still on the
Commission's list of accredited schools. Horeover, the
Commission and its staff were obliged to abide by the above-
stated confidentiality policy. But after it was informed that
the Culinary School was relinquishing its accreditation rather
than pursuing an appeal of the Commission's decision to
withdraw accreditation, the Commission gave the Department of
Education written notice that the Culinary School had been
removed from its list of accredited schools.

Q4. Isn't it true that the process to remove Culinary's
accreditation lasted over two years? From December, 1984, to
March, 1987? Was that appropriate? Was that very aggressive?
You mention that there is a reluctance because of the threat of a
lawsuit to remove a school, how many times was WATTS sued during
that period 1984-1987 for wrongly removing a school's
accreditation?
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A4. As explained in response to the previous question, the
MATTO Commission was obliged fora number of reason to follow
the procedures that comprised its review of the CUlinary
School's compliance with accrediting standards. The tileframe
between the December 111114 team visit and the .Comaission's
(second) decision in January 1967 to withdraw accreditation
was 'appropriate,' since it was the cumulative result of
implementing each of the requisite procedural steps. Sone of
those steps, even from today's hindsight vantage, appear to
have been unreasonable or unwarranted under the circumstances
prevailing at the time.

with respect to the threat of lawsuits, it was explained
in the written statement which I submitted at the hearing that
this was a continuing concern of the NATTS Commission and its
members.

When the Commission terminates a school's accreditation,
it is not unusual for the school to quickly file a lawsuit
against the commission and its members in order to compel the
reinstatement of accreditation. During the period of the
Culinary School review between Ddloaaber 1924 and )(arch 19$7,
at least eight such lawsuits were filed. Since 1988, ten
lawsuits have been filed against the Commission because of
decisions to deny or revoke accreditation.

The Commission has vigorously defended its decisions in
these cases with the financial support of KATTO. Although the
Commission and its members remain concerned by some of the
unsettled questions regarding the potential personal liability
of Commission members in such cases, the Commission has notlet the threat of lawsuits hinder its enforcement of
accrediting standards.

Q5. The correspondence that Culinary School was using from 1985
to 1987 indicated dual accreditation -- it listed both NATTS and
ACCET. Didn't this make you suspicious?

AS. Based upon the recollections of staff and the information
which is currently available, neither the NATTS Commission nor
ite staff were at that time aware that the Culinary school had
received ACM accreditation in 1985. At no time did the
culinary School directly inform the Commission or its staff
of much accreditation.

The Subcommittee asserts that the mcorrespondence# used
by the culinary School from 1985 to 1987 Windioated dual
accreditation -- it listed both NATTS and AcCET.N However, the
commission's files do not contain any letterhead or other
documentation from ACCET which provides such indication.
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AA evidence that the Commission and its staff should have

known of the school's dual accreditation, the Subcommittee
offers a 1255-14Si Catalogue of the Culinary School which
displays the logos and claims accreditation from both EATTS

and the Council for Noncollegiate Continuing Education
("C(CE0), the predecessor of ACCET. Although it is not clear

why this material apparently went unnoticed at that time, the
fact remains that the School took no action to specifically
notify WATTS of its other accreditation.

In any event, if the Commission had been aware of the
Culinary School's dual accreditation, as the U.S. Department

of Education undoubtedly was, the premise of the
Subcommittee's question -- that such knowledge should somehow

have made the Commission "auspicious" about the school -- is
still unclear. The Commission had already begun the process
leading to the revocation of the school's accreditation. The
Commission suspected that the school was not in compliance
with accrediting standards before the school apparently

obtained ACCEF accreditation.

Q6. Why do we involve accreditation in the Title IV participation

process? Isn't it true that the Veterans' Administration doesn't
rely on accreditation and hasn't since the 1950s. Aren't we asking

you, the accrediting bodies, to essentially be schizophrenic? On

the one hand, you ma)ce money by accrediting more schools; and we
are also asking you to kick a lot nf them cut.

Ad. A succinct explanation at A(w)hy we involve accreditation
in the Title Iv participation process" was provided for the
record in the Subcommittee Staff Statement presented at the
September 12, 1990 hearing:

The [Higher Education] Act made it a

requirement for school* to be accredited in
order for their students to qualify for the
newly created student financial aid programs.
The Department of Education relies upon
accrediting agencies to assure, "quality
education" for Title IV funding because the
United States has no Federal ministry of

education or other centralized, authority
exercising single, national control over all
educational institutions. The Secretary of
Education recognizes and depends on independent
accrediting agencies as reliable Authorities
on the quality of education and training
offered by postsecondary institutions. To date,
approximately 200 accrediting agencies aro
recognized by the Secretary. Only those schools
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accredited by one of the 100 agencies
recognised by the Secretary are eligible to
receive Title IV funds.

Thus, private accrediting bodies serve, along with State
licensing agencies and the Department of education, as part
of the "Triad" which determines the eligibility of
pootsecondary institutions for participation in Title IV
student financial assistance programs.

Vreousably, the reason that the Veteran's Administration
"doesn't rely on accreditation and hasn't since the 19205" is
that Congress has not stablished a statutory eandate for such
reliance. It should not be assumed, however, that the absence

-ich a regnirement makes the VA approval process for
participation in its ducational benefits program any more
e ffective or less cumbersome than the Triad appears in the
eyes of its critics.

Per example, as set forth in the Subcommittee Staff
Statement presented at the September 13, 1990 bearing, the
"U.S. Department of Veteran's Affairs Chronology of
Significant Events Concerning the Culinary School of
Washington" indicates that the timeframe and sequence of
events for the VA's response to problems at the School was
similar to that in which the NATTS Commission acted. Although
the VA "started to receive serious complaints" regarding the
Culinary School in October 1222, it was not until October IOSS
--three full years later -- that "final notification was given
to the school that removal action was to be taken.' Koroover,
after the formal revocation bearing was cancelled on the basis
of the School's claim that its procedures had been revised to
meet VA requirements, a *follow-up compliance survey"
completed by the VA in January 1926 found a "substantial
pattern" of overpayments and numerous other alleged violations
of VA requirements. Yet, it was not until the school agreed
to "request voluntary withdrawal of its VA approval" as part
of a settlement with the VA in April 19116 that the School was
removed from participation in the benefits program.

As part of the Triad, private accrediting bodies have a
distinct role to play. That role requires the WATTS Commission
to function independently of the trade association which
sponsors it as a reliable authority on the quality of
e ducation and training offered by the schools seeking its
accreditation.

The Commission, therefore, functions autonomously with
respect to its task of establishing criteria for evaluating
and accrediting trade and technical schools, and determining
whether schools meet such criteria. NATTO's Constitution and
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Bylaws outline the powers and reaponsibilitisa of the

Commission and provide that the Commission's exercise of these
"shall not be subject to review by the Board of Directors" of

BATTS. Further, the Commission has control of its own

manageeent, adainistration, and personnel. The Board of
Director. of WATTS must provide the Commission with financial
resources reasonably necessary to enable the commission to
carry out its functions, and the Board may not approve or
disapprove of specific items in the Commission's budget.

The notion that accrediting bodies like the NATTS
Commission "make money by accrediting more schools" is simply
wrong. WATTS is a non-profit organisation under the Internal
Revenue Cods. The Commission's expenses exceed the fees that
it charges applicants and accredited schools to defray the
costs of accrediting activities. The trade association
subsidizes the difference from its members' dues. A school
does not have to be a member of the trade association in order
to apply for accreditation from the Commission, nor is a
school required to become a member of WATTS as a condition of
obtaining Commission accreditation. Thus, accrediting more
schools does not lead the NATTS CoMmission to "make money."

Q7. Subcommittee staff has compiled default statistics for each
accrediting agency, including ACCET and NATTS. ACCET has 14 of its
102 schools participating in GSL programs, in the "million-dollar
club," composed of schools having $1 million or more each in
default. These schools account for approximately $37 million in
default. NATTS has 45 of its 600 schools participating in GSL
programs, in the "million-dollar club." These schools account for
approximately $232 million in default. With the magnitude of
damage these schools cause, how can you justify your agencies'
positions that problems from a few schools are minor?

A7. We have not been provided the Subcommittee staff's
compilation of default statistics. without knowing Us sources
and methodology used by the staff for its compil ion, we
cannot (and indeed have not) taken any position ...carding
them. We would note, however, our concern that the staff's
compilation of default statistics for WATTS may be in error
if it is in any way based upon the list released by the
Department of Education on September 10, 1990 which purports
to identify tha accreditation status of some 69 schools with
high default rates and a high volume of loans in default. That
list identifies 29 of the 89 schools as being currently
accredited by WATTS. Our own review, however, indicates that
the list is outdated and contains mistaken information. For
example, 6 of the 29 cited schools are no longer accredited
by WATTS.
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QS. You have stated that it is not the responsibility of
accrediting agencies to be aware of or concerned with ite schools'
default rates as reflected in the Department's COHORT default
listing and that this is not related to the 'quality education'
purpose of accrediting agencies. (Do you agree that a high
default rate is one factor that could indicate problem schools?)
Do you agree that one reason why students default is because they
drop out of the courses they are dissatisfied with, perhaps because
they do not provide "gpality education?' Since it is the duty of
accrediting aqencies to assure quality education, and lack of
quality education can be reflected by the default rate, how can you
assert that it is not within your responsibility to be a.re of and
concerned about a school's default rate?

AS. Nowhere in my written statement or oral testimony did I
say or suggest that an accrediting agency need not be 'aware
of or concerned with' its schools' default rates. In my
written statement, I questioned the Department's assertion of
a linkage between tho default rates of certain schools and the
performance of accrediting bodies, noting that 'the
Department's own recognition criteria for accrediting bodies
make no reference to default rateu, and the policing of
default rates is clearly an area for federal regulatory
enforcement.' During my oral testimony, I responded to a
similar assertion from senator Roth by making the point that
'you cannot automatically link default with bad educational
performances.'

Based upon my forty years of experience in the field of
vocational education, including my service on the NATTO
Commission, I have not found any empirical evidence of
correlation between a high default rate at a particular school
and the quality of the education or training which the school
affords its students. The ability and willingness of students
to pay back loans is influenced by many factors. ror
vocational schools, the high default rata on student loans has
been and continues to be largely a function of the social,
economic and employment risk characteristics of th population
served by such schools.

Q. During the hearing, a witness who initially recruits.; for a
NATTS-accredited school stated that after he learned some of the
weaknesses in the NATTS oversight system, he went on to purchase
three NATTS-accredited schools. Tommy Wayne Downs described his
Title IV fraud schemes, which began with his creation of fictitious
students at the Guideliners School of Hair Design (formerly Rogers
School of Hair Design). Downs chose this school to begin his fraud
because he noticed that WATTS was lax in its oversight, including
NATTS's failure to perform a site visit when they were notified by
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the owners of the schools' name change. In Downs' statement, he

said:

After we notified NATTS of the name change, it never exercised
its option to do a site visit, as provided for in its procedures
regarding such cases. To the best of my reoollection, during the
more than two years I was associated with this school, NATTS never
conducted a site visit to it.

Downs has been convicted of committing fraud at this school
and re..idily admits his guilt.

Downs ..7s' ited another sample of lax NATTS oversight at the
Pittsburgh Be,. t% School. After Downs purchased the school, he did
not specifically mention to NATTS the change of ownership, yet in

other NATTS forms, he accurately listed himself as owner.
According to Downs, rATTS never picked up on the change and never
made a site visit of the school after ownership change.

Regarding a third NATTS school that he owned, the Harrisburg
Barber School, Downs was able to get a six-month extension on his

scheduled re-accreditation visit. The site visit occurred one year
later and ruing the interim time, Downs was able to ubtain Title
IV funds. When the visit finally took place, Downs was relieved
because it turned out to be so easy, saying, °In the first place,
none of the members of the NATTS cite examination team ever had
been to a barber school before and none of them knew anything about
cutting hair. Secondly, the team members reviewed files that the
school provided them, rather than taking their sample from the
files themselves. Thirdly, the team members didn't ask for very
much in the way of files to review -- five files of new students,
five files from among the most recent graduates, and five files of
student that had graduated in the previous six months.'

Downs admits that he was committing Title IV fraud at this
NATTS school as well as the Guideliners school.

Have you made any changes in the quantity and quality of NATTS
site examinations since the instances cited by Mr. Downs?

AS. The Subcommittee's question regarding the activities of
Tommy Wayne Downs is replete with factual inaccuracies.

Most importantly, I want to make it clear to the
Subcommittee that Kr. Downs was never the owner or purchaser
of record of- any NATTS-acoredited school. Documentation in the
files of the WATTS Commission, confirmed by the Pennsylvania
State Boar* of Barber Examiners in September of this year,
indicates that the Harrisburg Barber School was owned first
by David and Katherine Daniel through their wholly-owned
corporation &Danielle Limited,'" and subsequently by Kathleen
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X. Downs through her purchase of stock it Danielle Limited.
Similarly, throughout the period of RAMS accreditation,
Kathleen S. Downs was the owner of record for the Pittsburgh
Barber School. As for the Ouideliners School of Nair Design,
originally owned by Roger Scruggs and caned "Roger's School
of Hair Design," this school chenged names when it was
purchased by Paul Derryberry, who subsAquently hired Tommy
Wayne Downs as a recruiter in January le$6 and kept him on as
at independent contractor until discovery of Kr. pants,
criminal activities in April 1997. All three of these schools
wore at one time accredited by WATTS, but not one of them vasownd or purchased by Tommy Wayne Downs, according tolicensing and accreditation records.

As with his status as an owner, the account given by Kr.
Downs of the WATTS site examination to the Harrisburg Barber
School simply does not square with the facts. Far from being
"so easy" for the school, the visit resulted in the school's
receipt of a Team Summary Report which cited it "concerns orpotential problems" warranting 'immediate attention.' WATTSCommission staff requested a response from the school by
February IS, 19119 and noted that the school's application forrenewal of accreditation would be considered at theCommission's June LW meeting. However, the staffsubseqnently received notification from the Pennsylvania StateBoard of Barber Examiners that the school had ceased operationeffective January 16, 1969 -- just six days after the Team
Summary Report was sent to the school. Shortly thereafter, theschool was removed from the list of accredited schools.

Mr. Downs was correct in noting that the change ofownership at the Pittsburgh Barber School did not precipitatea WATTS site examination. However, the Subcommittee should beaware that the WATTS procedures were revised in October 1988with respect to schools which report a change of ownership.As a result of the revision, a change of ownership nowautomatically requires a total re-evaluation of the schoolunless it is already in the renewal process. The new ownersars required to attend an Accreditation Workshop, prepare aSelf-Evaluation Report, and have an on-site evaluation by afull team consisting of; a Team Leaderptanagement Specialist,
an Education Specialist, Commission Representative, and aSubject Specialist (optional). Subject Specialists may be usedif the staff determines that surveys of ten percent or moreof the reported graduates and employers indicate concernsregarding the level of satisfaction with and quality of thetraining received. In addition, it is a routine practice toinvite a representative from an appropriate State agency toparticipate in the site visit.

Please see Attachment.

4,1
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Q10. The fraud at these schools was eventually detected, but it
had nothing to do with NATTS oversight, or any other triad
participant. How do you account for these schools slipping

through the NATTS oversight system?

A10. We do not accept the premise that "these schools
slipp[ed) through the NATTS oversight system.' Insofar as
there were ongoing accrediting activities, NATTB procdures
were followed as mandated.

However, the Subcommittee must understand that
private accrediting bodies such as the NATTS Commission
are concerned with institutional integrity as it affects
educational quality. The detection and prevention of
felonious criminal fraud against the federal student loan
program, as perpetrated by Tommy Wayne Downs and his ilk,
are responsibilities of Federal and State law enforcement
authorities, not private accrediting bodies.

011. In your application, is a school asked if its accreditation
has been rejected, denied, or withdrawn from another accrediting
agenv:y?

All. The present application form for NATTS accreditation
requires a school to indicate whether it has been accredited
by other accrediting bodies. Currently, when a school applies
for accreditation, we survey the applicable state agencies and
all accrediting agencies requesting information concerning the
school applyiug fz,r initial accreditation with NATTS.

Q12. Does Federal precedent exist that would give accrediting
agency commission members immunity from legal actions which schools
consequently might take against them for adverse actions taken
against those schools?

Al2. Our preliminary research indicates that there is no
existing Federal precedent that would give accrediting agency
commission members immunity from legal actions which Schools
consequently might take against them for adverse actions taken
against those schools. However, it appears that Federal
statutory protections for private professional review entities
in the health care field are based upon analogous policy
considerations which would justify their serving as a model
for the enactment of immunity provisions applicable to the
field of educational institution accreditation.

For example, in 1972, when congress became concerned that
rapidly rising costs of Medicare and Medicaid programs were
partly due to unnecessary use of medical services requiring
reimbursement under these programs, it created the

4 4 4.0,
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Professional Standards Review Organisation ("IMO") program.
42 U.S.C. Section 13200 el leg. The PSRO program consists of
a system of peer review in which nonprofit physician
membership organisations and other private "qualified
organisations" enter into an agreement with the Secretary of
Health and =nen Services to review the appropriateness,
medical necessity and quality of health care services paid for
under the Medicare and Medicaid programs. In general, the PORO
for a particular locale will collect and analyse patient,
practitioner, and provider data to determine whether health
care services furnished to individuals are or were medically
necessary, consistent in quality with recognised standards,
and could have been more appropriately rendered in another
less expensive manner.

When it established the PSRO program, Congress provided
explicit statutory immunity from civil liability for POMO
employees and those having a fiduciary relationship to the
PORO in the performance of any duty, function, or activity
within the mandate of the PSRO. Id. at Section 1324c-6(b). In
addition, it provided the same immunity from civil liability
for those who provide information to a PsR0 that is related
to the entity's performance of its contractual
responsibilities.

Similarly, in the Health care Quality Improvement Act of
1986, as amended, Congress established a limitation on civil
liability for aotions taken by professional review bodies
concerning the competence or professional conduct of
individual physicians. 42 U.S.C. Section 1111. When such
bodies (which may include the American Medical Association,
group medical programs, HMOs, hospitals, or other private
"health care entities"), or their component committees or
staff, engage in professional review actions regarding an
individual physician's competence or conduct which may
adversely affect the health or welfare of patients, or the
physician's clinical privileges or membership in a
professional medical society, the body, any member of its
staff, any person under contract or formal agreement with the
body, or any person who participates with or assists the body
regarding such action may not be held liable for damages under
any Federal, State, or local law (excluding Federal civil
rights and antitrust statutes). 14. at section li1l(a)(1).
Similar protection from damages is afforded to persons who
provide information to such bodies, absent fraud. 14. at
Section 1111(a)(2).

According to the legislative history of these provisions,
Congress recognised that conferral of immunity was essential
to encourage the medical profession's cooperation with the
peer review system. As long as the reviewing bodies aot in
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accordance with the standards enunciated in the statute, they
are protected from damages sought by a disciplined physician.
U.R.Rep.tio. 903, 99th Cong., 2d Sess. 3 (1986). "Doctors who

are sufficiently fearful of the threat of litigation will
simply not do meaningful peer review. The result would be to
continue the possibilities for abuse by bad doctors.' Id.

Q13. How much money does HATTS spend annually on insurance premiums

to protect the Commission?

A13. As explained to John Sopko, the Subcommittee's Deputy
Chief Counsel, in a September 29, 1990 letter accompanying the
corrected transcript of my testimony, WATTS is concerned that
the publication of specific dollar amounts regarding judgment
liability insurance for members of the Commission will serve
as a "red flag" to schools and encourage harassment litigation
with the hope of obtaining a monetary settlement. We would

be happy to provide the Subcommittee with information
regarding annual insurance premiums upon assurance that such
information will remain confidential and will not become a
part of the public record of the hearing.
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ATTACXXAINT to A9

In response to a question from the Chairman during the hearing, I agreed
that I would furnish for the record a list of schools which were visited
during the past fiecal year. That list is as follows:

5/11-6/1
6/11-12
6/21-22
6/6-7
6/11-2
6/12-3
6/13-4
6/14-5
6/18-9
6/19-20
6/19 20
6/20-1
6/21
6/21-2
6/25-6
6/26-7
6/26-7
6/28-9
6/28-9
6/28-9
6/28-9
6/28-9
6/6-7
6/27-28
6/21-22
6/4-5
6/25-26
6/27-28
6/14-15
6/18-19
6/19-20

4/30-5/1
4/10-5/1
5/1-2
5/2
5/2-3
5/3-4
5/1-4

BOSIDDLX or VIIIITS

Ji1M2 1990

Roffler Technical Institute, Pensacola, Florida
International Dealers School, Las Vegas, Nevada
Philadelphia Wireless Technical Institute, Philadelphia, PA
New England Hair Academy, Malden, Massachusetts
Career Centers of Texas, Austin, Texas
NEC-Bryman Campus, Long Beach, California
Education Dynamics Institute, Las Vegas, Nevada
Concorde Career Institute, San Bernardino, California
Nielson Electronics Institute, Charleston, S. Carolina
Lice0 D'Artes y Disenos, Caguas, Puerto Rico
Travel Education Center, Cambridge, Massachusetts
Ross Technical Institute, W. Palm Beach, Florida
Travel Education Center, Nashua, New Hampshire
Polytechnical College, Caguas, Puerto RiCo
Ponce College of Technology, Ponce, Puerto Rico
New Careers of Charleston, Charleston, West Virginia
Phoenix Institute of Technology, Phoenix, Arizona
Refrigeration School, Phoenix, AriZona
PSI Institute, Silver Spring, Maryland
Star Technical Institute, Somerdale, New Jersey
Travel School of America, Roston, Massachusetts
Indiana Barber Stylist College, Indianapolis, Indiana
Missouri Nebraska Express Driver Training, Joplin, Missouri
East-West College of the Healing Arts, Portland. Oregon
Love Aviation Training Center, Dallas, Texas
Northwestern Electronics Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota
Oregon Polytechnic Institute, Portland, Oregon
Academia Bermudez y Rios, Bayamon, Puerto Rico
Wyoming Technical Institute, Laramie, Wyoming
Empire Business College, Ft, Collins, Colorado
New Castle School of Trades, Pulaski, Pennsylvania

WAY 1990

Liceo De Arts Tecnolgia, Hato Rey, Puerto Rico
Golden State School, Oxnard, California
Barclay Career School, Norfolk, Virginia
Golden State School, Chatsworth, California
Instituto de Arts Moderno, Carolina, puerto Rico
ECPI computer Institute, Virginia beach, Virginia
Institute of security and Technology, Pittsburgh, PA
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5/14-15 NEC-Bryman Campus, Los Angeles, California

5/16-17 Academy Pacific Bus./Travel School, Hollywood, California

5/17 Billings School of Barbering, Billings, Montana
5/17-18 Unified Schools of America, Los Angeles, California

5/22-23 ETI Technical College, Cleveland, Ohio

5/22-23 NEC-Bryman Campus, Torranc, California
5/24-25 Cleveland RaChining Institute, Cleveland, Ohio

5/24-25 Divers Institute of Technology, Seattle, Washington

5/24-25 Barclay Career School, Jacksonville, Florida
5/31-6/1 Hamilton Technical College, Davenport, Iowa
5/7-8 Academia LaDanza, Ponce, Puerto Rico
5/14-15 Academy of Professions, Stockton, California
5/16-17 Linden Vocational Institute, Salinas, CA
5/16 Linden Vocational Institute, Fresno, CA
5/15 Bill Allen's Pocono Institute of Taxidermy, Whitchaven, PA

5/15-16 Fox Travel School, Seattle, Washington
5/21-22 Central CA School, Fresno, California

APRIL 2990

4/4-5 Metro Business Academy, Amarillo, Texas
4/5-6 Lexington Electronics Institute, Lexington, Rentueky
4/11-12 Career Development Institute, Denver, Colorado
4/17-8 Barclay Career School, E. Orange, New Jersey
4/17-18 Denver Paralegal Institute, Denver, Colorado
4/17-18 Bryman School, Phoenix, Arizona
4/19-20 Colorado College of Med/Dental Careers, Denver, Colorado
4/23-24 New England Tractor Trailer School, Baltimore, Maryland
4/24-25 Dunwoody Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota
4/24-5 Flint Institute of Barbering, Flint, Michigan
4/24-25 ITT Technical Institute, Nashville, Tennessee
4/25-26 Lincoln Technical Institute, Baltimore, Maryland
4/26-27 Court Reporting Institute of Tennessee, Nashville, TN
4/26-27 Concords Career Institute, Minneapolis, Minnesota
4/25 Capitol City Barber College, Denver, Colorado
4/26 Capitol City Barber College, Colorado Springs, Colorado
4/27 Capitol City Barber College, Pueblo, Colorado
4/26 Academy of Professional Barber Stylists, Wheaton, Maryland
4/17-18 Valley College of Medical/Dental Careers, Hollywood, CA
4/16-17 Dr. Welbes, College of Massage Therapy, Omaha, Nebraska
4/21-24 Mr. Joseph School of Cosmotology, Ocala, Florida
4/17-18 Cleveland Institute Dental Medical Assistants, Cleveland, ON
4/19-20 Cleveland Institute Dental Medical Assistants, Mentor, onio
4/24-25 American Truck Driving School, Coldwater, Michigan
4/4-5 Technology Education Center, Whitehall, Ohio
4/6 Columbus Paraprofessional Institute, Columbus, r,hio
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uacz is90

3/22-23 ITT Technical Inatitute, Ft. Wayne, Indiana
3/1-2 SST Travel School, Portland, Oregon
3/29-30 DeVry Institute of Technology, City of Industry, CA
3/8-9 BETS Elactronic School, Boston, Massachusetts
3/0-9 Academy of Art College, San Francisco, California
3/12-13 CHI Institut*. Southhampton, Pennsylvania
3/12-13 Lakeland Medical-Dantal Academy, Minneapolis, Minnesota
3/14-15 Minneapolis Drafting School, Minneapolis, Minnesota
3/15-16 Cashier Training Institute, New York, New York
3/15-16 Edison Technical Collage, Carson, California
3/15-16 Black World College of Hair Design, Charlotte, North Carolina3/15-16 Weatern School of Health BusinaOs Centers, Monroeville, PA3/22-23 National Career Education, Citrus Height*, California3/27-28 International Dealers School, Bell Gardens, California
3/29-30 Allstate Hairstyling And Barbor College, Cleveland, Ohio.3/8-9 Electronic Servicing Institute, Southfield, Michigan3/27-28 National Tractor Trailer School, Wasdell, New York3/29-30 NatiOnal Education Center-Anaheim, California
3/8-9 Polytechnic Institute, Houston, Texas
3/15-16 Oregon Denturist Collage, Milwaukee, Oregon
3/19-20 NY Technical Institute of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii3/14 Alabama State College of Barber Styling, Birmingham, Alabama3/15-16 Arkansas College of Barbering 4- Hair Design, N. Little Rock, AR3/27-28 CT Center for Massage Therapy, Newlngton, Connecticut3/29-30 Western Culinary Institute, Portland, Oregon
3/21-22 Travel Institute of tha Pacific, Honolulu, Hawaii3/26-27 Cleveland Institute of Technology, Independence, Ohio3/20-21 Mr. J's Hair Academy, Gary and Indianapolis, Indiana3/29-30 West Texas Barber Styling College, Amarillo, Texas

FEBRUARY 1990

2/5-6 Tehnical Training Center, San Jose, California2/5-6 Academia Singer, Ponce, Puerto Rico
2/6-7 Tulsa Barber School, Tulsa, Oklahoma
2/7-8

Associated Technical College, San Diego, California2/7-8 Bayamon Technical College, Bayamon, Puerto Rico
2/8-9 Jos. Donahue Int'l School of Hairstyling, Philadelphia, PA2/8-9 Oklahoma Institute of Hair Design, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma2/13-14 ITT Technical Institute, Aurora, Colorado
2/15-16 State Barber/Styling College, 80100, /daho2/19-20 National Broadcast School, Sacramento, California2/20-21 NEC-Bryman Campus, Houston, Texas
2/20-21 Nashville Auto Diesel College, Nashville, Tennessee2/1F,-16 Keiser college of Technology, Melbourne, Florida2/20-23 Unified Schools of America, Santa Ana, California2/22-23 Roffler Hair Design College, Houston, Texas2/22-23 New York School of Dog Grooming, New York, New York
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2/27 Nebraska Custom Diesel Driver Training, Omaha, Nebraska
2/27-28 Space Howard School of Broadcast, Southfild, Michigan
2/27-28 ITT Tschnical Institute, Boise, Idaho
2/15-16 Potomac Academy of Hair Design, Manassas, Virginia
2/6-7 Colorado School of Travel, Lakewood, Colorado

JANUARY 1990

1/4-5 Edison Technical College, Northridge, California
1/9-10 Ross Medical Education Center, Roosevelt Park, Michigan
1/10-11 IVA School, Upper Darby, Pennsylvania
1/11-12 DOtroit Institut, of Aeronautics, Ypsilanti, Michigan
1/11-12 Chauffeur's Training School, Grand Blanc, Michigan
1/11-12 Total Technical Institute, Norcross, Gsorgia
1/23-24 Automotive Transmission School, Hialeah, Florida
1/23-24 Career Training Institute, Orlando, Florida
1/25 Career Training institute, Leasburq, Florida
1/25-26 Roffler Hair Design College, Miami, Florida
1730-31 Weldor Training 6 Testing Institute, Allentown, Pennsylvania
1/30-31 Vocational Training Center (Lindell Blvd), St. Louis, MO
1/25-26 Cemological Institute of America, New York, New York
1/11-12 New School of Architecture, San Diego, California
1/8-9 Pacific Coast College, Chula Vista, California
1/18-19 Vegas Dealing School, Las Vegas, Nevada

DECEMBER lea,

12/4-5 Professional Truck Driver School, Little Rock, Arkansas
12/5-6 Ohio Auto/Diesel Technical Institute, Cleveland, Ohio
12/5-6 Hallmark institute of Technology, San Antonio, Texas
12/6-7 Miss,uri Technical School, Bridgeton, Missouri
12/7-8 Lansing Computer Institute, Lansing, Michigan
12/7-8 American Bartenders School, Westminster, California
12/11-12 Platt College, Tulsa, Oklahoma
12/12-13 BETS Tech Center, Columbus, Ohio
12/12-13 National Career Institute, Tampa, Florida
12/14-15 NEC-Tampa Technical institute, Tampa, Florida
12/18-19 National Career Academy, Silver Spring, Maryland
12/5-6 Platt College, San Diego, California
12/20 United Institute of Technology, Clearwater, Florida
12/4-5 MTA School, Corona, California
12/7-8 KY Polytech Institute, Louisville, Kentucky
12/20-21 MEM Word Processing, Houston, Texas
12/19-20 Practical Professions, New Orleans, Louisiana
12/12 Samverly College of Barberstylists, Atlanta, Georgia

4 4



11/2-3
11/6
11/7-8
11/8-9
11/8-9
11/9-10
11/14-15
11/14-15
11/14-15
11/16-17
11/16-17
11/16-17
11/27-28
11/27-28
11/28
11/30
11/6-7
11/6
11/20-21
11/13-14
11/30-12/1

10/5-6
10/12-13
10/16-17
10/17-10
10/17-18
10/18-19
10/19-20
10/19-20
10/19-20
10/23-24
10/23-24
10/24-25
10/25
10/30-31
10/26
10/3-4
10/16-17
10/18-19
10/23-24
10/25
10/26
10/13
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MOVEMBER 188"

Art Institut. of Atlanta, Atlanta, Georgia
Puerto Rico Professional College, Bayamon. Pilot-to Rico
World Supreme Technical 4 Beauty College, Caguas, Puerto Rico
Bauder FashiOn College, Atlanta, Georgia
Institute of Audio Research, New York, New York
Pacific Travel. School, Santa Ana, California
Design FlOral 88hool, Denver, Colorado
Phoenix TOch and Trade School, Phoenix, Arizona
Academy of Drafting, Tempe, Arizona
Southwest Academy of Technology, Maas, Arizona
Automotive Technical Institute, Chicago, Illinois
ABC Welding School, Phoenix, Arizona
Lincoln Technical Institut', Pennsauken, New Jersey
Institute of Computer Technology, Lot Angeles, California
Allstate Tractor Trailer School, Bridgeport, Connecticut
Connecticut Academy, S. Norwalk, Connecticut
Storey's School of Taxidermy, Spencer, Louisiana
Professional Truck-Driver Training School, Chicago, Illinois
Lincoln Technical Institute, Capital Heights, Maryland
Leone School of Technology, Buffalo, New York
Mangum's Barber and Hairstyling College, Rock Hill, S. Carolina

OCTOBER 1911,

NashviI141 College, Nashville, Tennessee
Computer Learning Network, Camp Hill, Pennsylvania
Western Junior College, Spokane, Washington
Consolidated Welding School, Lynwood, California
Cheyenne Aero Tech, Cheyenne, Wyoming
Commercial Training Services, Portland, Oregon
Federico College, Fresno, California
Denver Institute of Technology, Danver, Colorado
Connorcial Training Services, Des Moines, Washington
Hawaii Institute of Hair Design, Honolulu, Hawaii
ABC Tech (El Cajon Boulevard), San Diego, California
Boulder School of Massage Therapy, Boulder, Colorado
ABC Tech (Broadway), San Diego, California
PTC Career Institute (N. 2d Street), Philadelphia, Pa
ABC Tech (Mission Gorge), San Diego, California
Andover Tractor Trailer School, Methuen, Massachusetts
Travel Careers, Cincinnati, Ohio
Travel Training Cnter, Dearborn, Michigan
Louisiana Bartenders School, Kenner, Louisiana
Louisiana Bartenders School, Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Louisiana Bartenders School, New Orleans, Louisiana
Winston-Salem Barber School, winston-Salem, North Carolina

4 4
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erSTIUMRS 1969

9/11 Video Technical Institute, Farman; Branch, Texas
9/12 Vidao Technical Institut*, Irving, Texas
9/12-13 Art Institute of Philadelphia, Philadolphia, Pennsylvania
9/13 Video Tichnical Institute, Houston, Texas
9/14-15 Climate Control Institute, Tulsa, Oklahoma
9/19-20 Colorado School of Dog Groaning, Lakewood, Colorado
9/15-20 Apex Technical Sacral, Oakland Park, Florida
9/21-22 Colorado School of Trades, Lakewood, Colorado
9/14-15 Baltimore International Culinary College, Baltimore, MD
9/26-27 Capri Coasetology College, Dahugua, Iowa
9/26-27 Apex TechniOal School, New York, New York
9/26-27 Bauder Fashion College, Arlington, Texas
9/26-27 Bellevill* Barber Callao., Belleville, Illinois
9/28-29 French Culinary Institute, Nw York, Nies,' York
9/28-29 Electronic Loarning Center, Santa Ana, California
9/18-19 California Institute of Lockemithing, Van Nuys, California
9/14-15 Florida Institute of Nassege Therapy, Sunrise, Florida
9/11 MTA School, Columbus, Ohio
9/12 MTA School, Cincinnati, Ohio

AUGUST 1999

8/1-2 PSI Institute, Flint, Michigan
8/1-2 Mid American Training Center (ProDriva), Newark, Ohio
8/1-2 Trans World Travel Academy, St. Louis, Missouri
8/3 Trans World Travel Academy, Xansas City, Missouri
8/3-4 Ross Medical Education Center, Chicago, Illinois
8/3-4 Barclay Career School, Baltimore. Maryland
8/3-4 Baffler Hair Design College (Golden Triangle), Dallas, TX
8/7-8 Trans World Travel Academy, Los Angeles, California
8/8-9 Charlotte Diesel Driver school, Newberry, South Carolina
8/8-9 American Bartenders School, Hauppauge, New York
8/10-11 Vocational Training Center (Forest Park), St. Louis, MO
8/15-16 Dawn Aeronautics, New Castle, Delaware
8/17-18 Kalix Trade School, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
8/17-18 Pennsylvania Institute of Culinary Arts, Pittsburgh, FA
9/17-18 Career One Training Cnter, Tucson, Arizona
8/23-24 Raffles' Academy for Hairstylists, Hartford, Connecticut
8/23-24 Tempe Technical Institut*, Phoenix, Arizona
8/24-25 Cleveland Institute of Technology, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania
8/25 Roffler Academy for Hairstylists, Cheshire, Connecticut
8/25 Tempe Technical Institute, Tamps, Arizona
8/15-16 American Trades Institute, Dallas, Texas

4 0 9
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JULY 1930

7/6-7 Lehigh Data Processing Institute, Wyomissing, Pennsylvania7/6-7 Apex Technical School, Chamblee, Georgia7/6-7 Ohio Travel School, Cincinnati, Ohio7/10-11 Western Truck School, Oxnard, California
7/10-11 Mundus Institute, Phoenix, Arizona
7/22 Mundy,. Institute, Mesa, Arizona
7/12-13 Control Data Institute, El Segundo, California7/13-14 Reiss Institute of Maesage Therapy, Oviedo, Florida7/14 Control Data Institute, Riveiside, Calilornia7/18-19 RETS Electronic Institute, Houston, Txas
7/18-19 Sunstate College of Hair Design, Fort Mywra, Florida7/18-19 E.C.P.I., Greensboro, North Carolina7/20-21 PEGS Supine's. and Trade school, Long Island City, New York7/20-21 MTA School, Harrisburg, Ponnsylvania7/20-21 PSI Institute, Charlotte, North Carolina7/24-25 National Education Center, Fort Worth, Texas7/24-25 OarClay Career School, Washington, DC7/25-26 Gateway Electronics Institute, Omaha, NebraskA7/26-27 ATI-Graphic Arts Institute, Dallas, Texas7/27-28 MTA School, Commorco City, Colorado7/2- 28 Nash Academy of Animal Arts, Lexington, Kentucky7/14 Davenport Sarbar College, Davenport, Iowa7/6-7 Greenleaf Helicopters, Vancouver, Washington7/13-14 Century School, Los Angeles, California9/13-14 Sutech School of Vocational & Technical Training, LA, CA7/20-21 Southwest school of Health Careers, Kenner, Louisiana
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Statement

By
Samuel L. Ferguson
Executive Director

State Board of Independent Postsecondary Vocational.
Technical, Trade and Business Schools

Florida Department of Education

Mr. Chairman, and members of the Subcommittee, / am pleased to
accept chairman Nunn's invitation to submit this statement for
the record. I will address Florida's experiences with the
operation of the Federal student financial *id programs from the
perspective of the state's agency for licensing proprietary
vocational schools. In particular my remarks will focus on the
relationships that accreditation, and the Federal
eligibility/certification functions have with school licensure.
I would first like to explain the composite of the State Board.

The Department of Education has established a State Board of
Independent Postsecondary Vocational, Technical, Trade and
Business Schools. The Board independently exercises the other
powers, duties, and functions prescribed by law in the regulation
of independent postsecondary career schools. The board includes
nine members, appointed by the Governor at follows:
(*) One from a business school;
(b) One from a technical school;
(c) One from a home study school:
(d) Cre from a nonpublic school;
(e) Pour from business and industry, nd
(f) An administrator of vocational-technical education from a
public school district or community college
Each member is ppointed by the Governor for a term of 3 years,
subject to confirmation by the Senate. Of the appointive members
from the independent schools, each must hav occupied executive
or managerial positions in an independent school in Florida for
at least S years. All members must be residents of Florida. In

The Collins Builchns Room 201 Tallahassee. Fk,rida 32399 Vaaa) 488-9S0a
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the event of a vacancy on the board caused by other than the
expiration of a term, the Governor appoints a successor to serve
the unexpired term. The board meets every two months and the
Board members are only reimbursed for travel subsistence expenses
as provided by law while performing their duties. Each board
member is accountable to the Governor for the proper performance
of the duties of the office. The Governor causes to be
investigated any complaint or unfavorable report received
concerning an action of the board or any member and takes
appropriate action thereon. The Governor may remove from office
any member for malfeasance, misfeasance, neglect of duty,
incompetence, permanent inability to perform official duties, or
pleading guilty or nolo contendere to or being found guilty of a
criminal offense.

I have read the statement made by Dr. Janie Smith, Director of
Non-public Postsecondary Education, Georgia Department of
Education. Florida mirrors Georgia in several important areas
such as budget and etaffing, fragmentation of oversight,
exemptions and strength of atendards. While Florida had a major
siatutory revision that became effective October, 1909, it may
not have gone far enough. One example, even after the
substantial statutory revision, we are unable to prevent a school
from stretching a 300 clock hour program to 1000 clock hours for
no apparent reason other than financiel aid.

Of the more than 500 currently licensed schools in Florida
probably 50 or leas have problems that would place them out of
compliance with federal and/or state statutes and rules These
schools exist primarily through dependence on Title IV funding
and are most likely in difficulty because of Title IV funding.

The reliance on accreditation in determining which institutions
are eligible for Title IV funding has not and probably will not
work. As you know, in the early 1900's when accreditation was
conceived, it was to serve as a measure of academic excellence.
The use of accreditation as the criterion of Title IV eligibility
has changed the primary reason institutions apply for
accreditation. One result of the pressures this hos placed on
accrediting organisations is that any licensing agency can no
longer rely on accreditation as an indicator of what to expect
from a school. Problem schools are as likely to be accredited as
not. In fact the present indicator of which school's may be
problems is the extent to which the school depends on financial
aid in order to operate.

As part of this statement I would appreciate you allowing me to
include several letters. The first to the U.S. Department of
Educetion. As you can see from my c. espondence, I feel that in
order for this Board to have any impact federal assistance and
cooperation is required. A procedure for this type of assistance
can be seen in the, Veteran Administrations experience where
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federal funds art given to the state for approval and compliance

visits. These visits are made using both state and federal
criteria in determining a school's eligibility to participate in

these programs. The other two letters deal with accreditation
and art self explanatory; I will not dwell on these letters. The

point is, while accreditation plays no role in licensing, it

certainly has an impact on the process.

One last document I would request you review involves a court
order directing an accrediting commission to "provisionally
accredit" an institution and furnish that institution with all
necessary documents that would allow them to receive Title IV
funding. I see not one iota of concern tor quality of duoation
or academic excellence. The order contains nothing to insure
protection of the student nor does it acknowledge the fact that
the student will be liable for any loans given at the school. My
question would be, "will this same court forgive the student loan
should this institution not deliver the education putting the
student into default?".

The State and Federal governments have abrogated their
responsibility to the Student financial Aid Program. They have
not taken the lead in assuring student aid is being properly
used. Student aid programs have relied on accreditation to be
the benchmark for eligibility. By now it should be apparent to
all this method does not always work. The problems incurred by
HEAP must be viewed as the harbinger of things to come.

I think it is extremely important that you
lobbying effort associated ith this matter.
has ranged from one school owner purportedly
a two day period to block new legislation,
free Caribbean cruise for a 'little help"
examples merely to point up the fact that
national level also occurs locally.

If we are to make a difference a re-evaluation of priorities is
necessary. For whatever reason the concept of the old triad of
state, federal and accrediting agency has not worked and some
change is necessary. Perhaps a new triad of Guarantor, Federal
Government and State agencies are needed. Whatever the past has
been it cannot continue. Some substantial changes are necessary
to protect both the student and the honest school.

I appreciate the opportunity you have given me. If anything, I
have shared has been of assistance to this committee then my time
was well used. r look forward to helping you ensure that
educational opportunities are made available to those who most
need them.

also understand the
my own experience

spending $75,000, in
to being offered a

. T use these two
what occurs on the

I must also add, T have yet to visit the Caribbean.
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IN THE CIRCUIT COURT Or THE IITH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT
IN AND FON DADE COUNTY, moil=

UNERAL JURISDICTION DIVISION
CASE NO. 90-30106 CA 27

ADVANCED TECHNOLOGY INSTITUTE,
CORP. d/b/a THE BUSINESS AND
CONSTRUCTION ACADEMY, irsLax
LIMA, individually, and
RANDOLPH FEIN, individually,

Plaintiffs,

Ve.

ACCREDITING COUNCIL FOR
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
TRAINING, a Virginia non-profit
corporation, et al.,

Defendants.
/

RECEIVED
&VG 20 1990

SACHS & TAYLefi

ORDER GRANTING PLAINTIFF'S EKERGENCI
MOTION FOR INJUNCTIVX RELIEF

THIS CAUSE having come on to be heard on July 2, 1990, on

Plaintiff's Emergency Motion tor Injunctive Relief and the court

having heard argument oecounsel, having reviewed the memorandums

of law submitted by July 9, 1990 by the parties in support and in

opposition to the motion, and being otherwise fully advised in the

premises, it is hereupon,

ORDERED AND ADIUDGED that wad motion be and the eame is

hereby granted. Defendant, Accrediting Counsel for Continuing

Education and Training (ACCET) shall grant provisional

accreditation to the Plaintiff, Advanced Technology Institute,

Corp. d/b/a The Business end Construction Academy (ICA) forthwith.

ACCET shall provide appropriate letter of accreditation to enable

BCA to qualify for perticipation in Title IV funds of the U.S.

Department of Education. The effective date of this order will be

July 12, 1990.
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Cass No. 90-30106 CA 27
Page No. 2

DONE AND ORDERED in chambers at Miami, Dade County, Florida

thus 14 day ot August, 1990.

S. PEtn CAFLA

Circul.t Court Judge

Copies Furnishsd to:

Counsel of !Word

4 5 t)
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AIRE
'zoom,* COUNCIL CCMOMINO trilleATION & TRAIIINO

600 Em: LUo Strni Suitt 1425 Scrunona vitosis 23219

1ef&Ponts 304/6434712 fax nit 210-0621

August 23, 1190

Nr. Felix Lima
The Business and Construction

Academy, Inc.
8230 West rlagler Street:
Miami, Florida 33144

Dear Mr. Lima:

." . . 4 24,

10eY104

In accordence with the order issued by the Circuit
Court of the Ilth Judicial Circuit in and for Dade County,
rlorida, ACC= has been compelled to grant provisional
accreditation, effective July 12, 1990, to Advanced Technolo0Y
Institut* d/b/a The Susinees and Construction Academy, Inc.
ArCtT received a copy of the 'Order Granting Plaintiff's
Emergency Motion for Injunctive Relief' (Case No. 10-30106 CAT)
on August 20, 1990.

Notice of this action to the appropriate federal end
state agncies is being forwarded by copy of this letter,
together with a copy of the court's order.

Proviwional accreditation status can be in effect 'for
a period not to exceed six (6) months, subject to ratification,
modification, or rejection by ACM Accrediting Commission'
pursuant to ACCET Document 22 -
This matter will be considered brjVUVrrtfijV"2arur'"ytAcvmaissionat
its meeting on November 30-December 1. 1990.
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August 23, 1390
Mr. Felix Lima
Page 2

SCA mut submit a complete set of all document* and
upplemental information listed on page $ of Document 22 and not
previously submitted, no later than September 5, 1990. A
follow-up visit will be scheduled shortly thereafter, about
which you will be notified.

1

illiams
sident

cot Lois Moore, USDOM (witencl.)
Samuel L. rerguson, Florida Dot (w/encl.)
Carol S. Rabenhorst, Dq.. Sach* 6 Taylor

ACM' is s Astioraf scueditioi spin listed by the ILS. Set Mary of Edocatiort.
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor

..m.Nt,PACI .4t eriletft

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mr. James B. Thomas, InSpe or General

FROM: Samuel L. Ferguson, Execu e Director, State Board of
Independent Postsecondary Vocational, Technical, Trade
and Business Schools

SUBJECT: Positions to Monitor Title IV Federal Financial Aid
Programs

DATE: February 22, 1990

In reference to our Conversation on Thursday, February 22,
concerning positions to be used exclusively to monitor non-public
institutions participating in Title IV Federal Financial Aid
programs.

It is my understanding that administrative money is available
from the U.S. Department of Education which will allow program
reviewers to be hired by Guarantor Agencies. These program
reviewers examine loan programs available to eligible
institutions served only by the particular agency employing the
reviewer. Thus, as fn the case of many proprietary schools, even
if there is more than one guarantor involved, the reviewer looks
only at their particular agency's guaranteed loans. An
additional consideration is that the vast majority Of program
reviews aro only done for the "Top Ten* users of a Guarantor. By
limiting these revitwa to the °Top Ten" institutions, non-public
proprietary institutions aro given little, if any, scrutiny.

I recommend funding several positions which will perform program
reviews and placing them within the state licensing authority.
These individual; could look at programs in nonpublicinstitutions irrespective of the Guarantor agency used. Thereare other positive outcomes and advantages of placing thesepositions with the State Board of Independent Postsecondary
70cational, Technical, Trade and Business Schools.

Tallahaswe, Florida 32399
AA

4 5
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Mr. Jamen 5, Thomas
Page 2

1) Ease of access to the Board's database and the

availability of current school files and records.

2) The proximity to our existing program specialists will
lead to enhanced communication pertaining to the special
needs of non-public schools and will fester close working

relationships with Board staff in the preeentation of

necessary investigative reports and program reviews.

Information and assistance could also be provided to
current or Subsequent investigations by the Office of the
Inspector General.

3) These positions will also assist in the collection and
presentation of information concerning federal student
loan programs, as well as the institution's management of

applicable FELL grants and campus based funds.

In considering Florida for such an aggressive and comprehensive
program, I offer the following:

Florida ranks 4th of all the states in population and
6 of the 11 fastest growing areas in the United
States are in Florida;

There are over 650 licensed independent postsecondary
Schools in Florida;

One third of Florida's total school population is

disadvantaged and thus qualifies for supplemental aid
programs:

Florida has legislation (10 1502) that allows a

"cease and desist" order prohibiting schools from
enrolling students and accepting funds when probable
Cause is found; and

Supplementing the current staff with financial aid
*specialists* would give the Board the necessary
manpower to enforce this new legislation.

What is needed, is the ability to evaluate an institution in its
entirety. Given the historical .direction and nature of
Accrediting commissions, it would seem improbable that they could
lecOmplish such a comprehensive review. What may be possible ic
a combined effort by Federal and State agencies. The ideal
acenario would be the review of an institution by the state
licensing board, the accrediting commission and the Office of the
tnspector General.

4uu
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ol n.
n.igo 3

:t has been our experience that the most efficient And effective
policy has been to work with the U.S. Deportment of Education,
Region IV, to obtain information. There are still considerable
problems bcause our resources are limited end Region IV'sresponsibilities are spread across several states. As evidenced
by the current situation, unless we attempt to solve these
problems now it may be too late to address them in the future.
Again, thank you for your support and consideration.

: would appreciate your review of this proposal, and I would te
pleased to discuss this with you.

SLF:iw

46;_
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATIOW
Betty Castor

Commissioner of Education

%mril 4. l493

')r. Gloria Cherney
council on Postsecondary Accreditation
nno Dupont Circle, U.W., Suite 305
i4ithington, D.C. 20036

Oear Dr. Cherany:

!.:frinco is mad* to the Commission on Oconvqtional E-wva-41,

(COLI) of the Do4th,:ro %sootiation of Coleo in.
SchOCIs (64CS) five-year review for renewal of recognition t.1.1

,0Jncil on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA).

'he intent of this correspondence is to inform COPh of sever.s:
concerns the Florida State Board of Independent Postaecon.14:y
%.ccational, Technical, Trade and Business Schools has with SACS-
CDEI a* it relater to your provision and procedures for
recognition. The specific concerns Are AO follows:

This Board has little evidence that =I accreditation
has protected the intrests of students in some schools by
allowing those schools to obtain can!idary arli accreditation
with apparent lack of oversight by the Commission.
Currently millions of dollars are in default and unwitting
students are eutject to enormous loans they will never be
able to repay after attenling COEI member institutions.

This Board has rarely been requested to submit materla:s
or information prior to the granting of candilotc;, or
accreditation by COEI. Only when prOblems surface at one of
the schools involved with con, have we been contacted for
information. Rersntly in Florida COEI acquire.1 several
institotions other accrediting agencies wolld not consiler
or were about to take negative action.

we are unclear as to what information pertaining to an
institution or program COEI will reserve or keep
confidential and what information it will make public. All
legitimate accrediting agencies have worked diligently wi'.th
this Uoerl regarding instit:itional accreditation: con'
not.

f torid.1 :12;1,0,

4
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have fo.:hd vvidqhoi th.it Cc:1

corrects mislea.iinrj st5tements ahout the aecrenttation

st4tcS of sh .1o7r.t.t:*.e.1 or candid/te institation or

prr.:ra.r. In noel-tn. snverll mwrther

itcr2.atins to offa:r jrec" provrq-a 6 tn

vocational offerings There have been instances where those
schools have 11dicated tao transfer of credit would be

available to other schools. Though these statements were
!Ilse, cot: maii .10 attampt to have schools correct this
misrepresentation.

This 9oarl has never beeh znoited to atteh6; 4% an

rver Or partialpste in any .ccretin5 "isit sn.-1 thus

nevIr the opport'onity to participate Ll disoussionr
on-sittl vialts.

acco.;nts :t eppcar L. nos lone a leisa than

sntisfactory job in representing to students, employers, state
federal agencies any assurancss about the accreditation

of institutions or that some measare o: ti41»ty dnd
Accountability is present. The vast majority of private COEI
mf.mber institations in rlorida have preseated great concern for

Innrd.

A sample 0! schools accredited by SACS-CEI that have elos00

under less than honorable circumstances are:

t.htited nusiness Institute (7 locations)
United College (12 locations)
%ltlasima nytuty Institute (R locations)
1.11fre.: ,t$ca%:emy

Virglaia Schools; Eusiness and Word Processtng Divcn
South Florida Vo-Tech Center

ttortaUy SACS-COCI has several candidate and accredlted
members that have been and continue to be given close scrutiny by
t',1k Sevtra: schools rejected lay othor 4ccrealtin.:
cor':nissions have loeen necepted for membership by SACS-COLl.

cJe comments are not tntendod to cause SACS-CM any vndue
iirlship, They are intended to se'enowledge shortcomings ia the
process of accreditation as we preoeive them. I would be
available to answer any questions you may have regarding this
netter. I also regJest that this office be informed of the
res.alts of COLI's renewal.

qln-prelv.

io.11.!

Lt , :rtlo ,': ' t t '1., q(`1,f`t
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FLORIDA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
Betty Castor

Commoner of Education

March 20, 1990

Ms. Maria Users
Program Manager
National Accrediting commission of cosmetology

Arts 4 Sciences
54.:ite 710

1333 H Street Northwest
Washington, D.C. 20005

Dear Ms. Users:

Reference is made to our telephone conversation of march 15,

1990, regarding the pro rata refund the Florida State board of
Independent Postsecondary vocational, Technical, Trade and
Ossiness Schools is requiring of schools accredited by your
gency. T am enclosing, for your information, the February 12,
1990 letter, as well as Ms. Cataldo's response.

As X explained during our telephone conversation, accreditation
plays no significant role in the licensur process Of Florida
institutions. I am aware there aro some States that permit
institutions to be exempt from licensure by virtue of
accreditation; Florida does not. r would add that NACCAS's
established refund policy is only one of two accrediting agency
refund policies that is not accepted by the Board. Enclosed is a
memorandum from one of the Program Specialists outlining his
findings. If we have correctly interpreted your refund policy
(which I might add, is very difficult to fathom), a student could
pay as much as $1,363.50 for 30.25 clock hours in a 605 clock
hour program at a $4,545.00 tuition.

I find it extremely interacting that the Refund Policy your
commission utilizes appears to be a ftfront..end load" cost tostudents. It is almost as if the expectation Is one for failure
and withdrawal rather than for successful completion and
placement. I am certain that is not the intention in this case,but with the scrunity given to our sector, the appearance is
often confused with the reality.

Tallahasse,v,71erida32399
A r Mlle./1* tartriewp /14,74.

4
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MC. Maria USera
Page 2

I hove attempted to familiarize myself with your accredited
achools in Florida and I was immediately struck by the fact that
your commission accredited Robert Fiance, Ultissime and Wilfred.
cnu other accrediting agency involved with several of these
&chorale has worked very diligently with this Board to rectify
problems at the institutions. Your agency has not, to my
knowledge, ,ver contacted us reg..ding these institutions.

underatand an accrediting commissior, is under no obligation to
furnish licensing agencies with information regarding an
Accredited institution. T am also aware there is an issue of
confidentiality between the institution and the Commission. It
60%33, however, seem to be an anomaly that a nationally recognised
accrediting agency under the provision of 34CFR $03, can have
their members participate in Title IV programs, but yet not
furnish governmental agencies information on these same
Lchools. Hopefully Congress will correct some Of these
deficiencies in Upcoming re-authorization legislation.

I certainly hope your commission snd this licensing agency will
1,e able to have a mutually beneficial future relationship. If I
can be of any assistance, please lat me know.

sincerely,

amuel L. er.rggra---
Executive Director

SLF:iw

State Board of Independent Postsecondary Vocational,
Technical, Trade and Business Schools

107 West Gaines Street, 209 Collins Street
Tallahassee, Florida 32399
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Remarks to the M.S. senate Permanent ubcommittee on Investigations,

Thursday, September ih, IOU

Dr. John C. Itaworthr Sohool. *valuation Speoiallet

Iiiinole State hoard of iduoation

Several years ago : invited the director and an essistant director of

business sahool in Chicago to visit my Springfield office. The

school, a brtnch of an outmof..stets school and one of a chain, had

bean operating in Illinois for little more than a year and onewhalf.

Already it had enrolled more then 1,500 students. How many students,

I asked, had secured employment as a result of their training And the

school's placement efforts? The director paused for a moment and said

ha guessed ten. His assietant shook his head and said, *No, in fact,

seven had been placed.* Several months later, after having enrolled

almost a,claci students in our state, the school's corporation went

under after loss of national accreditation. The school's students

were Ioakad out. Today, more than throe years later, the Illinois

State Board ot Education holds two surety bonds, each for S100,000.

from which no money has yst been paid. Payment may never be possible.

In this extrema case, illustrating some of the werious problems in tha

proprietary school industry in recent years, very probably most of the

school's former students ore in worse financial condition than when

they began training. Few may be repaying their loans.

466
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Had we done soeethilig vrong when we first approved the school to

operate in Illinois? I've asked this question many times. On paper,

at least, the school had ;satisfied all regUirements for approval. All

of itS faculty net state requirements; oguipsent was in place; the

sits had been certified as sate; contracts and refund policies met

stets standards; ad. Nrtising copy was acceptable. Sven the e.:hool's

financial report, gays no hint of corporate difficulties. Still, when

vs Leered the school's certificateand we had no legal grounds not to

do so--ve suspected there would be probless ahead. Its admissions

policies, while technically meeting state requirements., were next to

worthless. Barketing was aqcvessive. Targeted in its sales

prosotions were disadvantaged inner-city youth. A. best we can tell

from the records, all were eligible for maximum financial aid.

I truly regret that we issued that school oartifioete. But I'm making

no excuses. Clearly, the Illinois law was not drafted to ensure

quality education. Its purpose is to provide bdmic consumer

protection. It the school vas required to discirsv facts truthfully,

the student oould make proper decisions about whether to enroll. In

short, the student could act in his or her own best interest. If the

student did make a mistake, he or she could recover some of the

financial loss via a refund policy presumed to be fair to both the

school and the student. Little matter that many student consumers,

especially in the big city, had no moans available to maks proper

ommparisons between iwohoole or, as our experience tells us, oared

little about making comparisone so long as they were assured someone

- 2-
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else was footing the bill. Classic free market economics does not, in

fact, exist in the proprietary school industry when so many echools

depend On what amounts to federal subsidy.

While we as staff often become alarmed by what we see and are

frustrated because of how little we are able to do under the law, we

have, in the main, succeeded in carrying out cur basic charge to

ensure minimum school compliance. In this regard, I suspect our

situation is not much different from that in other states. Soma

schools may have to work harder and take longer to get approved, but

eventually most receive a certi'Acats. Once they receive a

certificate, few loss it. Due process constraints mak, revocation of

a certificate extremely difficult. During my tenure with T'e office,

only two schools in Illinois have been closed as the result of the

hearing process.

The history of proprietary education in :11inois has not always been a

happy ono. In tha summer of 1975, the Chicano Tribune exposed

problems in the industry, especially questionable sales practices.

That summer, new, more comprehensive legislation was passed. Rules

adopted in 1977 were "state of the art" at the time Put provided

little means of enforcement. Little did we know than that in tho

years immediately following so many changes would take place in the

industry. Many of the old, traditional family-run proprietary

institutions began to fade away. School beokers arrived on this scene,

and the chains grew. Schools tooled up to receive CETA and later JTPA

contracts. For the most part, retail installment contracts, oft2n

-3-
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funded by the athool, disappeared. Something new had arrived en the

somas financial aid. With financial aid came a rapid growth in the

=bar of natiOnally aCaredited schools.

For the most part, we wore only oboarvers of this activity. True, we

enforced our law, but ws had no part in the adeinistrItion of the

financial aid. programs. There wale little contact with federal people.

Contact with the aocreditirl commissions was limited, for the most

part, to staff members serving as observers On accrediting teem.

Seldom did government people ask for assistance. In the mid-70's

there had been a great deal of talk about thres..way cooperationthe

oTriad"--and "reciprocity" between the states. Yor a decade or more

meat of this talk was forgotten. Only perhaps in the last three or

four years has the sh*ring of information, mostly on an informal

level, with regional U.S. Department employee, increased. Accrediting

commission policies continue to inhibit their release of information

whiJh sight prove useful to the staters.

It's my personal Lalief that true "reciprocity" will never be attained

except when it is dictated at the federal level. Each state has its

own regulatory tradition which it is unlikely to relinquish. soma

states watt to enforce their laws. Others do not. I'm not overly

optimistia about the accrediting commissions' tbilities to work easily

with the state or federal governmental bodies so long as their posture

remains so strongly in favor of defending the induatry as a whole and

labbying efforts focus so such on keeping fat:Sara funding flowing

freely. As the staff member responsible for prvcessing written

-4-
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ancient complaints notes from time to time, we seldom, if ever,

reOeive a complaint shout a non-accredited sdhool. Most complaints in

the past few years have been about refunds, and the refund questions

ars linked to financial aid. Therm is a message her* for the

leadership of the accrediting bodies if they want to clean up probleme

in the industry.

With 111 accredited schools under our agency's regulation, about three

times the number we estimated wore accredited several years ego, we

are receiving approximately 200 written complaints annually.

Interviews with students at the sChools suggest the number of these

compleints don't reflect the level of student discontent at soma of

these institutions.

The accrediting bodies will wee, I believe, that they need further

reform. So do the states. Only after the ppirngp sun-ITimee

documented calms of fraud and questionable practices, the use of

unqualified teachers, and refund problems did our legislature amend

our law in 19$8. Schools must now provide information on graduation

rates and placement on enrollment agreements. We hope tudents will

read thie information. We suspect many won't. Schools whose

graduation rats falls below a required level will be placed on

probation. hut for every gain made on behalf of the students, it

appears therm must also be a loss. Whereas under the old law students

in both accredited and non-acoreditad schools were not obligated for

the full cost of tuition until 7% of the course had been completed,

under the "reform" legislation, students at accredited schools become

- 5-
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fully Obligated after only 50% completion. Tor some reason, non-

accredited !schools, whiCh I have explained earlier cause few problems,

must adhere to a Modified pro-rata refund policy in whiCh students are

not Obligated until SOa completion. For many years our staff has

advocated a pro rata refum4 policy as the most needed Change in the

industry.

Tor six and one-half years staff labored for adoption or new rules

acceptable to the legislature knd the schools. While many of the

items staff felt were important were gutted in this process, tor the

first time the State Superintendent Leininger may invoke sanctions to

suspend a school's sales and advertising and enrollment activities if

it is found the school is not in compliance. No longer must we rely

on the ultimate actiorw-revocation--to get a school's attention.

Three year. ago a young lady stepped outside a Public Aid office in

Chicago. There ahe was stopped by a man who explained he was

conducting a school survey; he was soliciting for the same school I

described in the beginning of my remarks. Would she like to be

treined for a job if financing were available? The young lady, who

with her family had moved to Chicago from mentucky, had only an eighth

grade education. Later, on the telephone she told me the best job she

ever had was part-time at a laundromat. Slut this was no ordinary

person. On her own, she had passed the Q.E.D. and taught herself the

basics of typing. She asked the man if the school he represented

could teach bar to type well enough to get a job. The next day she

took an entrance test et the school and was told she scored the

-6-
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highest score ever and was convinced to enroll tu,t in typing but in a

much more expnsiv accounting course. I've often wondered what

happened to this girl who dropped out ehortly after enrolling, because

she said the teachers weren't trying to teach the students very much.

I've often wondered why so few of those 2,000 students have never

written to us complaining *bout their experience or requesting help in

*scaring a refund. Do it possible that acme of these students didn't

know how?

The problems of the proprietary School, rarect to no small degree the

educational problems our nation faces. In our free society we need

the alternative of private, proprietary education, but wa need more

proprietary school educators who have the courage to swim upstream and

demand adoption of enforceable educational standards which will ensure

appropriate use of federal funds and the adoption of specific

educational standards which will ensure the development of the highly

trained and motivated work force our nation so desperately needs in

the l990's.

311 M1\012=155
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WRING FOLLOW-UP QUESTIONS

Dr. John C. Haworth
School Evaluation Specialist

Illinois State Board of Education

The State's principal responsibility should be to facilitate and
promote quality education and responsible, ethical business
practices by the schools. if the State does this job wall, many
of the Title IV problem" may be eliminated. The State should
attempt to prevent the occurance of problems. Unfortunately,
school administrators in some States tell us the approval process
often consists of little more than the filing of an application
and payment of an annual fee. Application/I we receive from some
out-of-state schools seem to verify these observations.

The U.S. Department of Education can certainly intensify its
regulatory/auditing role but, potentially, it is still the States
which can be most effective in monitoring school activities. But
the States must have decent laws, adequate staff, and the will to
regulate. They can promote the industry and help produce a
trained, employed work force in their States if they eliminate
those schools which have caused so much damage in recent years.
When problem' occur, they must bit prepared to act quickly.

No. The accrediting bodies can continuo to strengthen their
policies, procedures, and standards, screen new applicants for
accreditation more carefully and take greater initiatives to
remove accreditation; however, because of the nature of their
membership and their limited financial resources, they may not be
able to be much more effective than they are at present. They
could and should regularly and promptly release their school
accreditation reports to the U.S. Department and the States, but
it is unlikely they will want to do this for fear of litigation.
Such information may also sometimes be embarrassing. Legislation
which requires the sharing of this information and protects the
accrediting commissions from lawsuit would be of tremendous help.
If abuses are to be reduced, the U.S. Department will need even
more investigators and investigative teams if the present
financial aid systems are to be continued. Consideration needs
to be given on how the Department and the States can better
coordinate surveillance. I think such coordination can be made
to work effectively in Illinois.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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Our direct dealings with the U.S. Department are for the most
part limited to contacts with the Office of Regional Investigator
General, Region V. From ties-to-time, at the Department's
request, we supply a great deal of information from our school
files to their investigators; however, for the most part,
communications with regional staff, while cordial, are infrequent
and informal. During investigations Department personnel visit
of our offices from time-to-time. Recently, Region V personnel
called a meeting in Chicago to encourage the several Illinois
agencies regulating the schools and monitoring financial aid
programs to share information about their agency's operations and
identify major problems. To date, there has been no follow-up to
this meeting.

While the Department regularly distributes publications on
financial aid to us, since our agency does not regulate aid
programs, usually this information has no impact on our
operations. I emphasize, usually; for when the Department chose
to impose new rules on the us* of credit and clock hours, much
confusion followed. Historically, our State has been a *clock
hour State.* Failure of the Department to resolve the credit
hours/clock hour issue has caused hardship both to Illinois
schools and problems for this agency. Our staff feels all
proprietary schools should be required to report by clock hours.
Only if clock hours are used can most buyers understand what they
ars buying, refunds be easily and accurately computed, and
students not be deceived regarding transferability of credits to
traditional postsecondary collegiate institutions. In our
opinionr had the Department held to its original position or at
least provided a prompt and definitive response to what was the
Department's new posture, it would have avoided much of the
criticiam it has received lately.

About the time questions began to arise about the credit
hour/clock hours issue, we were invited to participate in a
monthly telephone hook-up with Department staff and colleagues in
several other States. This activity should prove helpful, but
the results probably won't meet our most pressing regulatory
needs. If the Department is conducting investigations or taking
legal action against a school, State regulators need information
on these activities if they are to play any significant part in
resolving the school's problems. Recognizing the legal problems
which such communications may pose when litigation may be
involved, the Department, like the accrediting bodies, should
provide timely, specific information regarding evidence of
possible noncompliance with State regulatory bodies.

-2-
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While the Department has zany able people and its activities in
the proprietary school area have increased, historically it
appears oversight of these schools has not been a priority item
on its agenda. Apparently little attention in the past has been
devoted to what can be done to prevsnt problens. Perhaps the
Department has placed too such faith in the efficacy of the
accrediting process. One wonders how much attention the schools
would have received in Washington had the default problem not
attracted so much attention. Sustained effort is required.

The Illinois law doss not provide for branching, a practice
promoted by the schools and their accrediting bodies. We do
permit schools to operate *classroom extensions," which art
facilities used wholly or in part for instructional purposes at a
location different from the school's principal location. If any
activity other than instruction takes place at a site, the
facility at that site must be fully approved as a school. If a
company does business and provides instruction at several sites,
each site must be approved separately as a school. This
requirement is in recognition, in part, of the fact that even
schools with the same program and owned by the same company are
in some ways different. For this reason, we believe each school
should be evaluated separately and be subject to the same kind of
regulatory scrutiny.

If a company desires to do business at several locations, as an
accredited school(s), I believe school personnel at each site
should conduct a comprehensive self-study and the school be
subject to a thorough team evaluation. Accreditation should not
follow until evidence of satisfactory student completion and
placement for the site can be verified. The administration at
each site should demonstrate it can identify the school's
problems, take rational steps to correct these problems, and
satisfy accreditors that the school is fulfilling its stated
mission. To prove itself, a branch would probably need to
operate under its management for at least a year.

Because branching frequently involves schools in several States,
it seems proper for this practice to be a matter of federal
concern. Accrediting bodies should continue to adopt procedures
to slow down branch approval. In my opinion, if the U.S.
Department wishes to continue to rely so much on accreditation,
it must be prepared to take a much more active role in the
approval and oversight of the accrediting bodies. It may wish to
eliminate branching.

The States must be keystones for proper regulation.
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Illinois statute places responsibility for the supervision of
most proprietary schools with the State Superintendent of
Education, who reports to the State Board of Education. In
practice, the Private Business and Vocational Schools Unit, a
part of the Department of Recogniticn and Supervision, recommends
approval, suspension, revocation, etc. Not all proprietary
schools, however, come under the jurisdiction of this agency.
Cosmetology schools, for example, are regulated by the Department
of Professional Regulation; in-state truck driving schools are
regulated by the Secretary of State. Illinois, therefore, does
not have experience with direct school participation in the
governance of proprietary institutions. The law provides for a
twelve-member Private Business and Vocational Schools Advisory
Council, which operates under the oversight of the State
Superintendent for those schools which are under histher
jurisdiction. Included in the membership o: the Council must be
one owner or chief managing employee from a business school, one
owner or chief managing employee from a technical school, and one
owner or chief managing employee from a home study school. The
Council's charge is to meet at least three times a year ato
review and advise the Board and Superintendent as may be
appropriate on the effectiveness and efficiency by which rules
and regulations carry out the intent of the Act,* protect the
interests of the students, and enhance the ability of the schools
to provide quality courses of instruction. Since the Council in
its present form is a new creation, it's too early to determine
what part it may play in improving governance activities.

From out-of-state schools and regulators in other States where
statute permits schools to play a more active role in tha
regulatory process than in Illinois, we hear allegatione of
politicalization, uneven treatment of schools, delays in the
approval process, difficulties in securing legislative reform,
and the insecure tenure of some State administrators and staff
who, apparently, find it difficult to satisfy commission members,
including school representatives, while also serving as effective
consumer advocates. It's dangerous to generalize on this
subject, since it's evident the regulatory environment differs
from State to State and the type of governance is only one factor
in the dynamics of these environments.

Still, I believe the Illinois model, with its due process
protections and school representation on the Advisory Council, is
preferable to forms of governance in some of the other States.
Under our system, schools have ample opportunity for input in the
hearing, rule-making, and legislative processes. Staff can and
has been held accountable by the Superintendent for all of its
activities.

-4-
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I do, and for starters refer the Committee to work done by the
Federal Trade Commission in 1978. It's my understanding that
Congress, on request of the schools, returned the Commission's
proposal for further study, and nothing has happened with the
proposals since. While the Commission's work is old and some
parts say not pertain directly to the problems the Committee has
been studying during the hearings, it includes one most important
reform: a workable pro rata refund policy.

As stated elsewhere in my testimony, laws in some States are
inadeqeate. Many States lack staff to en.torce laws which are on
the books. For a variety of reasons, accrediting bodies appear
unable to provide the kind of regular monitoring required in an
environment in which federal financial aid plays such a dominant
role. Unfortunately, too many States still substitute national
accreditation for State approval. Recently I read a publication
from one of the bodies which explained accreditation is not a
perfect process. I suggest it is imperfect in part because
"standards* have relied too much on oshoulds" and not enough on
"shells": that is, the standards are statements of philosophy
rather than rules by which the schools' performances can be
measured. Without more precise standards, satisfactory
enforcement becomes impossible.

I favor federal standards, but warn they will have value only if:
(1) They are written in such a way that they can be enforced;
(2) The government is willing to allocate sufficient resources to
make them work.

The following are just a few areas which may benefit from federal
attention.

1. Admissions. Minimum, specific admissions requirements by
course and the vocation for which a -student is being trained
are needed. I suggest considering use of achievement,
aptitude, and interest tests already devised by the Civil
Service, the armed forces, etc. Tbe Committee might
consider utilizing federal/State employment offices for test
administration.

The ability to benefit concept needs total overhaul.

2. yinancial_Viability. Students must be protected in the
event a school closes or fails to deliver the services for
which it has contracted. Since the government, as well as
the student, is usually a loser in such circumstances, it
must investigate ways to cover these losses. Distasteful as
bonding may be, it may still be the best way to handle these
contingencies.

-5-
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3. Btudent Progress. Our visiting teams continue to find too
many phantom students still on school rosters who should
have been dropped for Attendance or academic reasons.
Proper monitoring of such matters requires uniform standards
for student recordkeoping.

4. graduation Reauirements. Obviously, on graduation students
should be adequately prepared for the job market. The
Committee may wish to consider establishing minimum
performance standards for graduates. When available, Civil
Service standards might apply. A business school might, for
example, certify its secretarial graduates will meet
standards for Clerk/Typist I, etc.

5. Course_Length. The Committee may wish to determine the
maximum length of hours needed to achieve certain skill
levels. The armed forces' experience with training programs
may provide some guidance. Financial incentives should be
focused on getting the student to the desired performance
and employment standard in the very shortest possible time.
I bolieve the Committee has already identified the serious
problems resulting from schools lengthening programs
unnecessarily and increasing tuition costs.

6. Graduation/Completion/Placement Rates. Quite simply, those
schools which don't meet reasonable norms should lose
eligibility. The problems with this suggestion are:
(I) What are acceptable, reasonable norms? (2) How can we be
assured statistics furnished by schools are acLurate?
(3) Who will have the responsibility for auditing the
reports and enforcement?

If standards are developed, prompt, efficient due process
procedures for revocation of institutional eligibility will
need to be developed, lf, perhaps, standards at the front
end of the eligibility process are elevated, there will be
fewer instances when revocation is required.

Extended research; mandated and special hearings; task forces;
intervention by some school owners, special interest groups, and
legislators; log:slative and legal revisions and negotiations;
amendments to the Private Business and Vocational Schools; Act
taking place concurrently with the rule-making process; normal
bureaucratic delays; perhaps a lack of sense of urgency by some
participants in the process all probably contributed to some
degree, but, in my opinion, intervention was the primary reason
tor the delays.

-6-
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In retrospect I've concluded the game was tilted in favor of the
limited nuaber of schools who were most vocal in opposition to
significant change. There were, no doubt, concerns on the part
of some school people that the proposed rules might allow for
undo staff discretion in rule application. staff reports
following school visits in recant years had cited a number of
acts of noncompliance. Such revelations are not pleasing.
Bitter defined rules were threatening. The Attorney General and
Cook County State's Attorney became actively involved in
advocating reform only after articles in the Chicago press and as
a result of the number of student complaints received in their
offices increased significantly. Simply put, the originally
proposed rules presented by the State Superintendent and Board
called for a wore pro-active role for the State than some of the
schools were willing to accept. Students affected, who might
have benefitted by rules which held schools more accountable than
before, were incapable and unable to play any significant part in
the debate and in the controversy's resolution. Rules addressing
such topics as financial viability, advertising, recordkeoping,
administrative accountability, faculty qualifications, class
size, and student grievances were amended or deleted from the
rules finally adopted.

JH MG\OisMIlss
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INTRODUCTION

The inquiries of the Senate Permanent SUbcommittee on

Investigations into the increasing instances of fraud and abmse in

the Guaranteed Student Loan Program are extremely important to a

full understanding of the current issues facing the GSL program.

AA president of Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation, ono of

the largest guarantee agencies in the country, I appreciate the

opportunity to submit testimony on the role that accreditation,

certification, and state licensing play in this matter. Since

guaranteed student loans represent the single largest source of

financial aid for needy tdents both nationally and in Texas, I

am vitally concerned about the quality and the caliber of the

schools certified eligible to participate in the GSL program.

In my almost 25 years as an administrator of student

financial aid, I am no stranger to student financial aid programa

or to tha fraud and abuse that somatLmes is found in them. In the

past I have served on Department of Education tasx forces dealing

with program compliance audits of schools. I have served as

President of both the National Association of Student Financial

Aid Administrators and the National Council of Higher Education

Loan Programs. Prior to my current position, I was Director of

Financial Aid at the University of Houston where I served on a

special task force to resolve the aftermath of a major investment

scandal. Currently I nerve an a member of the Advisory Co=tittee

on Student Financial Assistance, a committee established by

3.
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Congress to monitor the federal programs of student aid and to

make recommendations for improvements to Congress.

TOO= administers the GSL program in Texas and has the

responsibility for program oversight of schools and lenders in the

program. More importantly, TGSLC works to provide statewide access

to student loans for 111 eligible students regardless of the type

of school they may attend (two-year, four-year, or proprietary).

TGSLC firmly adheres to the philosophy of the GSL program as laid

out by President Lyndon Johnson when he signed the Higher

Education Act in 1965... *our goal here is to provide access to

every student who wants to better himself through higher

education.'

TGSLC and X have been very outspoken on the subject of fraud

and abuse in the GSL program. We publicly exposed the activities

of a few unscrupulous schools operating in the GSL program by

publishing *School or Scandal?* in 1989. Por these reasons, TGSLC

statements and policies have been misinterpreted and highly

criticised in certain circle' to falsely project the position that

TOSLC is opposed to proprietary school participation in the GSL

program. TGSLC fully recognizes the valuable contribution made by

the many well-run proprietary schools in our state and throughout

this nation. We fully support qualified, reputable proprietary

schools perticipating in the federal programs of student financial

aid and oppose recent proposals suggesting that proprietary

schools have separate aid programs.

On the other hand, there is no place in any student aid

program for the *profiteering, mney-merchant mentality of

2
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certain school owners who simply treat their school as a "cash

cow" with no intent to provide a quality education.

However, it is not enough for us to simply report on the

fraud and abuse that may exist in the student loan program. We

must expose and eliminate the root causes. We must implement

reasonable solutions that 1) will be effective and 2) will be

consistent with federal policy. More importantly, we must not

yield to political pressures or threats from vested interests that

would deter us from action. We must exercise the professional

courage and integrity, both as administrators and policymakers, to

implement solutions. Some solutions need immediate action, others

need to be considered during congressional reauthorization. The

viability and integrity of the GSL program cannot be compromised

if we are to continue to provide the nation's young people with

the loan funds they need to attend the school of their choice.

*)
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SCHOOL ELIGIBILITY2 'WHO'S THE GATEKEEPER?'

To understand the current level of fraud and abuse, one must

carefully examine the rolee and relationships of the accrediting

bodies, the state licensing bodies, and the Department of

Education. On the surface it appears that schools have to go

through a lot of scrutiny before they are approved to participate

in the student loan programs. But upon closer examination, one

finds2

* a wide variety of national and regional accrediting
agencies which ironically are regulated and approved by the
Department of Education. Historically, accrediting agencies
have demonstrated weaknesses in two areas: lack of clarity
as to their role or the Iov standards they impose on somber
schools. Too often the accrediting agency is viewed as
simply another lobbyist for the proprietary school
industry.

* a broad range of licensing reqeirements for proprietary
schools from state to state. There are no uniform federal
standards states must meet in order for their schools to
receive federal aid.

* until recently, very little coordination between the
various 'gatekeepers". Little evidence exists to indicate
that accrediting agencies, state licensing agencies, and
the Department of Education regularly communicate and/or
coordinate their actions in approving schools. However, in
my own state of Texas we have begun to work very closely
with state licensing agencies and the Attorney General's
Office.

* a prevailing attitude by the Department of Education that
if the state has licensed a school and an accrediting
agency has accredited he school, then the law requires the
school to be certified eligible for federal student aid. A
September 1989 Inspector General's Audit of the Department
of Education's process for certifying schools statedt
-Generally, the Office of Postsecondary Education's system
did not assure that both students and the federal
government were adequately protected in the event that a
school failed before it provided all educational
services...Thus, practically all the schools that applied
were certified to participate in the Title ry programs,
even though some showed signs of serious financial
problems.'

4
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* by the time all the eligibility steps have been taken, the
guarantee agency has no choice but to allow the school in
the loan program. TGSLC attempted to prevent two truck
driving schools from participating in our program only to
be directed by the Department of Education to guarantee
their loans. Both truck driving schools have since gone
bankrupt and many of their student loans have already
defaulted.

In reality, all the above parties share responsibility for

not having policies and procedures in place to deal with the

drematic growth of loan volume and the number of trade schools in

the program during the 1980s. During the period of 1986 to 1990:

* the level of loan activity, particularly in the
Supplemental Loans for Students, grew dramatically. On the
national level, SLS loan volume jumped from $279 million in
1986 to over $2.1 Billion in 1989. Total Default Claims
paid for SLS loans increased from a mere $35 million
dollare in 1988 to almost $300 million dollar* in 1909. In
Texas alone over 68% of the claims paid to lenders this
year were for students who attended proprietary schools.
Many of these students were enrolled in short-term courses
(less than 600 clock-hours) such as bartending, security
guard, dog grooming, and truck driving.

* The Department of Education approved over 2,000 schools
eligible in a four-year period while only denying
eligibility to some 60 schools. In Texas, the number of
proprietary schools increased from 167 in 1986 to over 420
in 1990.

* In 1986 the responsibility for school/lender program
compliance reviews was shifted to guarantee agencies. In
1980 the Department of Education conducted over 2,000
reviews and in 1988 conducted less than 400 reviews. More
importantly, the number of Limit, Suspend, and/or Terminate
actions taken against schools by the Department of
Education has been few.

* Fortunately, states like Texas, California, and Georgia,
not prepared for the initial growth of proprietary schools,
passed additional legislation in 1989 to better exercise
oversight of these schools.

Based on our own experiences in Texas, I am firmly convinced

that the single most effective measure to be taken to addrees

fraud and abuse in the GSL program involves school eligibility and

5
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approval by all the appropriate entities. To depend on the program

compliance procedures to deal with schools after the fraud and/or

abuse has been committed is simply "too little, too late". By that

time the student has been harmed and the student loan debt has

been incurred. An Ounce of Prevention is worth a Pound of

Compliance.

6
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PROGRAM COMPLIANCE; THE TEXAS EXPERIENCE

Guaranty agencies also have an important role to play in

preventing fraud and abuse and protecting the integrity of the

student loan program. The role of the Guarantee agency is limlted

to the program compliance function and the ability to take action

to Limit, Suspend, or Terminate a school when circumstances

warrant it. TOLC has taken a leading role in this area along with

several other states such as California, Georgia, New York and

Pennsylvania.

Since 1988 the TGLSC Compliance staff conducted over 92

school Si lender reviews, negotiated over 33 default reduction

agreements, exercised 11 emergency suspensions, and terminated 5

schools or lenders. Some of the most significant findings of our

compliance staff were:

* Failure to make timely refundr of loan proceeds to lender
on behalf of the student

* Failure to meet the two-year program audit requirements

* Abuses in the "ability-to-benefit- prevision's of student
eligibility

Failure to meet the factors of financial responsibility for
the school

More often than not our reviews of problem achools have

indicated a poor quality of educational program as reflected by

the physical condition of the school facility, the low job

placement rate, and the high student withdrawal rate. Students

who feel they did not receive the training they were promised or

who are unable to find a job -- or both -- may not feel the sense

of obligation to repay the student loan.

7
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Consider the case of the student wbo enrolled in a truck

driving school, used 4 loan to pay the tuition, dropped out after

3 days, and left with the mistaken impression he did not owe any

amount on his student loan. A/ a result, his loan ultimately

defaulted and, as is required by law, his account was reported to

a credit bureau. Three years later the student is denied a home

mortgage loan because of his "defaulted student loan'. Somehow

the GSL program failed this student and many like him and now he

is being unfairly punished with no way under current law to

resolve the student loan but to pay it.

Probably the worst case TOSLC has uncovered to date was the

school in Houston that recruited homeless people off the streets

of New Orleans and bused them to a motel near the school, enrolled

them and financed it all with a combination of Stafford and SLS

loans. These students were being charged over $5,000 to take a

brick laying course that the local public junior college was

offering at $80 total. As soon as TOSLC and the state licensing

agency were made aware of the situation, immediate steps were

taken to terminate the school. Unfortunately, over $5,000,000 in

student loans were processed before we could legally terminate the

school. This school was accredited by a nationally known

accrediting agency, certified eligible to participate in the

student loan program as a branch of an already eligible barber

school by the Department of Education, and no one bothered to ask,

why?

rinally, our most recent termination of a school involved

some 17 branches and resulted in over a $2.0 million dollar

8
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liebility due to student refunds owed by the school.

Unfortunately, the school had a cumulative loan volume of

around $50 million dollars before we could legally remove them

from the program. Over $10 million dollars has already defaulted.

Thie school was accredited by a nationally known accrediting

agency, but our recorda do not indicate any adverse action taken

by the accrediting body.

How can we relate to the feelings of frustration and

victimization that these students must have after their dream of a

better life has turned into a debt they either cannot or will not

repay? shattered dreams, ruined credit, high default rates, and

all in the name of providing access! The question must be asked

Access to what? The words of Secretary Cavazos given before the

Senate Subcommittee on Postsecondary Education are worthy of

recognition here:

'...States, accrediting agencies, and the Federal Government
must do more, individually and together, to make sure that
only truly high quality educational institutions will be able
to open thtir doors to students who need Federal student
aid.'

In the Inspector General's Semi-Annual Report to Congress,

many of the program abuses we have found in our program compliance

reviews of troubled school, are cited. Many of the program abuses

cited in the March 1990 report can be prevented by improved

accreditation, certification, and state licensing requirements.

9
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOUENDATIONS

Senator Nunn, in a recent press release you commented and I

quotet

*unscrupulous trade schOol owners amassing hugs profits while
providing little or no useful training at the expense of
unsuspecting students...* and
'Despite their problems, far too many of these bad schools
continue to be licensed, accredited, and certified for
federal funds...*

I could not agree more, Senator Nunn. I would even go further

to say there ought to be a 'Bounty on those schools and no bag

limitt' But when I read comments to the effect that these programs

are 'riddled with waste, fraud, abuse and just plain

inefficiency...* and *This in a federal program teetering on the

brink of disaster", with all due respect to the Honorable Senator

from Georgia and the worthwhile purpose you seek to achieve, I

must seriously object to the inference thet the fraud and abuse we

t,ave come to discuss is typical throughout this program.

Overall these programs are sound and provide a valuable

contribution to the future education of this nation's young

people. we must be careful not to use a shotgun when what is

needed is a sharp shooter with a rifle when attempting to address

these. To address the accreditation, the licensing, and the

certification of eligibility to receive federal funds is right on

target.

In our excitement and enthusiasm to rid these programs of

fraud and abuse let us not lose sight of the positive steps that

have been taken by the Congress, the Department of Education, the

Guarantee agencies, the states, and the proprietary scheol

10
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associations during the past two years. While these initiatives

do not represent all that needs to be done, they do represent

significant progress toward addressing fraud and abuse in the GSL

program.

As evidence these initiatives are working, already this year

there have been significant reductions in SLS and proprietary

school activity. As reported by the General ACCOUnting Office in

August of this year, there is over $280 million dollars less

volume in the SLS program this year over the prior year and an

approximate 65% reduction in SLS volume to proprietary achools.

This is both good and bad nowise good news to the extent the bad

schools are not in the program, bad news for students attending

reputable proprietary schools who are unable to find loans. There

is a delicate balance that must be achieved to assure loan access

to eligible students in a student loan program that depends on the

full support of the federal government and tha willingness of

private lenders to make loans.

In the twenty-five years of the Guaranteed Student Loan

Program, over $100 billion dollars hae been guaranteed to over 48

million students who have by and large done an outstanding job

rqpaying their loans and making productive contributions to our

society. When you take into account all the students currently in

repayment and add the payments received from defaulted borrowers,

then the Net Default Rate nationally is less than 10%. That is an

outstanding record when you consider those loans were made with no

collateral, no cosigner, no credit...only the student and his

promise to repay. Investing in our young people is still the best

11
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investment of tax dollars this country has or will ever make.

Recommendations to improve the GSL program and prevent fraud

and abuee have been made by various organisations and/or

individuals. Unfortunately, most of the suggestions are mat with

a great deal of caution and the typical responses "well, that is

an interesting idea, but let's wait until reauthorization to

consider it." There are proposals worth our serious consideration

now. I would urge Congress to seriously consider legislation this

session which woulds

1. Require all eligible schools to offer programs of study at
a minimum of 600 clock-hours; this would eliminate
correspondence courses and short-term courses under 600
hours, where much of tho program abuse has occurred, from
GSL eligibility.

2. Return all course-length requirements to clock-hour
calculations and provide penalties for course stretching.

3. Adopt the default prevention provisions of S.B.695 now
pending before Congress.

4. Require branch campuses to operate two years without
financial aid before certifying eligibility for the
branch.

S. Provide guarantee agencies additional discretion to deny
schools eligibility where there is evidence of lack of
financial stability or poor administration.

During the forthcoming reauthorization of the Title IV

federal student aid programs many other issues will be addreesed

to strengthen the federal programs of student aid.

I hope we will address the much broader issues oft

a) the growing debt-burden of students and how to increase
funding of the Pell Grant program

b) innovative ways to simplify the overall delivery of
student financial aid to remove the barriers of complexity
and forma proliferation that xists today

12
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c) simplification and standardization of tho school
eligibility process similar to the Veteran Affairs
program's accreditation is singly not a part of the
approval process for federal funds. d) minimum federal
standards for licensing schools to bits followed by all
states. Stats failing to meet these standards would run
the risk of loss of all federal student aid to their
schools.

e) a fair evaluation and assessment of new and innovative
financing methods for higher education such as the
Senator's mon National Service proposal introduced earlier
this year.

As a member of the Advisory Committee on Student Financial

Assistance, it will be my goal to work toward a thorough review of

all of these important issues during Reauthorization.

In closing, let me Again emphasize that the GSL program is a

viable and effective way to deliver aid to students. It is unfair

to the thousands of good schools and lenders who participate in

the GsLF to refer to it as a national scandal in the making. And

it has absolutely no similarity to the S & L crisis it is so often

incorrectly compared to.

It is a program that needs attention and needs swift and

decisive Congressional action in order to p:otect its integrity

and restore the public's and the policymakers' confidence in it.

In our seal to abolish fraud and abuse from tha GSLP, Iet us be

careful not to "Throw the baby out with the bath watert" The young

people we serve are depending on us to do what must be done to

guarantee they have a future and the opportunity to pursue it.

Thank you.

13
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Hearing Follow-up Questions
Jos L. McCormick
President
Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
September 27 1990

Q. What more can States do to protect the Title ry
interests of students and the American taxpayer? -

For example should States increase the amount of
policing thisy do regarding proprietary schools and,

if not, who should perform such an added enforcement
role?

A. Guarantee agencies should be provided with
flexibility and authority to deny schools
eligibility to participate in the GSLP with cases
where there exits evidence of lack of financial
stability or poor administration.

Q. In your view, is the system, as currently
constituted, capable of keeping up with the fast-
paced, quickly changing, and profit-driven
proprietary school industry and, if not, wbat more
should the U.S. Department of Education or the
guarantee agencies do?

A. The Congress should implify the student financial
aid delivery system and standardize the school
eligibility process similar to that used for the
Veteran Affairs Programs. Accreditation is not a
part of the approval process for federal funds and
does not play the same role with respect to
proprietary schools as it does with respect to
traditional colleges and universities.

Requiring all schools to offer programs of study at
a mininum 04 600 clock hours and providing strong
penalties for "course stretching* would also help in
this regard.

Page I of 3
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Hearing Follow-up Questions
Joe L. siftCoLmick
President .

Texas Guaraneed Studc Nt Loan Corporation
September 27, 1990

7

Q. Prom your perspective, how would you rate the
performance of the U.S. Education Department
regarding its administration of the Title IV
program?

A. The Department of Education has not taken the lead
with developing, proposing, or advocating policies
which result in strong effective coordination among
the organisations responsible for oversight of
proprietary schools and federal student financial
aid programs.

Q. One of the major problems cited regarding present
proprietary school practices is branching. From

perspective, what should be done about
branching, and should any one part of the triad be
more responsible than another?

A. Prior to being certified for eligibility for
participation in Title Iv programs, branch campuses
should be required to operate for two years without
participating with in federal student financial
assistance programs.

Q Dik you favor the establishment of Federal standards
regarding the licensing of proprietary schools?

A. Minimum federal standards for licensing schools
should be established and all states should be
required to adhere to them. States failing to do so
would run the risk of losing all federal student
financial assistance to their schools.

Page 2 of 3
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Hearing Follow-up Questions
Joe L. McCormick
Executive Director
Texas Guaranteed Student Loan Corporation
September 27,-/, 1990

Q. Why do we need SO+ separate guarantee agencies? Why
can't it be a much smaller nuMber? Aren't they
duplicative, since many of them operate in a number

of States?

A. The partnership among the federal government,
guarantors, lenders, and schools has made such a
largo delivery system possible. If the guaranteed
student loan program evolves toward participation by
only a few national lenders, secondary markets, and
guarantors, which places the major bulk of the loan
and insurance volume in a small group, the risk to
the Federal Government of incurring higher
liabilities, compliance problems, or bailout wouldgreatly

immrease. Widescale participation provides the
advantage of risk diversification for the Federal

Government. Competition, diversity and flexibility,
all of which affect the quality of customer service,
would not be present if a single guarantor or only a
few large guarantors were administering the
guaranteed student loan program.

Page 3 of 3
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STAFF STATEMENT
U.S. SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INvESTIGATIONS

CONCERNING
THE CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON

OCTOBER 5, 1990* * *

I. /NTRODUCTION

Mr. Chairman and MeMbers of the Subcommittee, as you will
recall from last month's testimony, the staff presented a case
study on the Culinary School of Washington and it's owners, Sarkev
and Mary Ann Kibarian. This analysis revealed that the *triad" of
state licensing, accreditation and ultimately the Department of
Education fell short of effectively and promptly overseeing the
activities of the Culinary School. This allowed the Kibarians to
take advantage of Title IV programs for eight years during which
the Department's Inspector General repeatedly identified patterns
of misrepresentations to government agencies and noncompliance
with program raguirements by the school.

Subsequent to the last hearing, the staff has uncovered
additional information that may be of relevance to the
Subcommittee's review of the Culinary School of Washington as well
as to Mr. Mibarian's appearance here this morning.

II. BErUND CHECKS

As you recall, the Culinary School was subject to a number
of criminal investigations from 1984 to 1988. The major
investigation was conducted by the Inspector General and began on
April 19, 1985. This investigation was closed by the Inspector
General on October 3, 1988 because "criminal intent would be very
difficult to prove."

However, a subsequent review on May 21, 1990 by an
Inspector General Inspection Team disclosed that the school was
understating, not making or making untimely refunds of student
loans. The report concluded that this was a persistent problem
and in an apparent effort by the school to delay and conceal it,
checks were backdated, stop-payment orders were made, and
inaccurate records were prepared.

S:.nce the last hearing, the former Culinary School
comptroller, Hamid Tabatabi, has provided an statement to the
Subcomittee staff confirming this information. I ask that Mr.
Tabatabi's statement be entered as an exhibit at this time. In
interviews, Mx. Tabatabai told the staff that:

The School was having cash flow problems and very few
refund checks were issued between January and June 1996,
this led to a temporary suspension by the Higher
Education Assistance Foundation (HEAT) in June 1986, but

4 7
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the school managed to obtain student loans from
Wisconsin Higher Education.

However because of the committment to HEAP, the school
we* unable to make any refunds on the loans obtained
from Wisconsin. Dr. Ribarian was fully aware of the
fact, but payments to HEAT had a top priority.

The school started participating in the Supplemental
Loans for Students (SLS) program in March or April 1987
which helped its liquidity and facilitated a lump sum
payment on the late refunds to Wisconsin Higher
Education.

In early 1988, I was instructed by Dr. Kibarian to
ensure that all the refund checks were prepared within
the 30 day time limit even if I did not receive the list
of drop outs until after the 30 days. In order to do
this I was instructed to backdate the refund checks so
the payments appeared to be made within the 30 days.

In November 1989, Dr. Kibarian asked me to provide him
with a list of the refund checks which had not cleared
the bank so a stop payment could be placed on them as
the money was needed for other purposes, apparently to
pay for the legal fees of Dr. Kibarian's attorney.

In his testimony on September 13th, Mr. Sopko stated that
HEAP constantly complained that the Culinary School was not making
timely repayments on the approximately $500,000 in refunds they
owed from 1986.

The comptroller's statement indicates that Mr. Kibarian
used the money he was supposed to pay in refunds to the Wisconsin
Higher Education Fund (Wisconsin) to pay off the refunds he owed
to HEAF. He then used the SuppleMentd1 LOans for Students (SLS)
loans to pay Wisconsin while using other refund money to pay his
mounting legal fees. It appears he was 'robbing Peter to pay
Paul" and that only when Mr. Kibarian ran out of "banks to rob"
was he forced to declare bankruptcy.

III. CHRONOLOGY OF _ACTIVITIES SURROUNDING THE UNIVERSITY OF
BRIDGEPORT ANP JAR. KIMIAN'S HEALTH

As you indicated Mr. Chairman, Mr. Kibarian was excused
from testifying on September 13th because of alleged medical.
problems. Kr. Kibarian's physician recommended he avoid stressful
situations such as testifying before the Subcommittee. The staff
interviewed Mr. Kibarian's physician and asked if he was aware
that Mr. Kibarian was currently involved in starting a business
venture and if this was considered a stressful situation. The
physician did not directly respond to staff questioning but merely
restated that Mr. Kibarian should avoid heavy stress.

41-1,;
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To recap the facts as we know it concerning Mr. Kibarian's
health, we have learned that on May 13, 1990, Mr. Kibarian was
examined by the Valley Hospital in Now Jersey complaining of,
among other things, difficulty in speaking clearly. Mr. Xibarian
then was treated and released.

On May 15, mr. Kibarian was examined by his personal
physician because of a weakness to his face. He was subsequently
examined by a neurologist who agreed that Kr. Kiberfan probably
had suffered a small stroke.

On May 17, Mr. Kibarian was again examined by his
physician who could not detect any further symptoms and noted
great improvement in his condition.

The staff previously reported that during the summer of
1990, Mr. Kiharian commenced a nation-wide mass mailing proposing
to estahlieh a new culinary school. At that time the staff
concluded there was no evidence that anyone has taken the
Kibarians up on their proposals. However, the staff has now
discovered that the University of Bridgeport in Connecticut
seriously responded to this offer.

* The staff interviewed the provost and vice president of
the University of Bridgeport, Dr. Edwin Rigel, who said he met Mr.
Siberian on May 27, 1990 when mr. &Marian visited the university
campus to discuss his offer to create a chef's program at the
university. This was ten days after his visit with his physician
and less than 2 weeks after his alleged "stroke-like' symptoms.

* Dr. Eigel was surprised when the Staff informed him that
the Culinary School of Washington was bankrupt. H. was totally
unaware that the Culinary School had lost its license to operate
in the State of Virginia and the District of Columbia, that they
had lost their accreditation and their eligibility for Title IV
funding. Apparently, the Xibarians had never informed the
Bridgeport officials of these facts.

Dr. Eigel of the University of Bridgeport has provided a
letter dated May 30, 1990 he received from Mr. Kibarian. In the
letter Mr. Kiharian proposed a meeting on June 1, 1990 to finalize
an initial agreement to initiate 'the program' on Jun 4, 1990.
He asked for office space at the University to begin his work on
June 1, 1990, and to continue throughout the next week. Mr.
Kibarian mentioned that three other employees will join him "in a
few days' to recruit for a class starting on July 16th. The
remaining staff, he said, would arrive on June 6, 1990. Mr.
Kibarian included a signature line for Dr. Sigel which indicated
the agreement would be dated sometime in Nay of 1990.

On June 18, 1990 Mr. Kibarian wrote to Dr. Janet
Greenwood, the President of the University of Bridgeport. In the
letter, Mr. Kibarian refers to spending a week in a dormitory at
the University. Dr. Sigel confirmed that he met with both Mx. and
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Mr.. Xibarian on June 1, 1990 and that they remained at the
university throughout the following week discussing their proposal
to set up a chef's school at the university.

In this letter, Mr. Xibarian states he has the names of 300
prospective students here in Washington that "would be xcited at
the opportunity of earning an associate degree from a four-year
university." The staff questions how Mr. Kibarian vas able to
identify 300 people interested in earning an associate degree from
a four-year university. Thie creates the possibility that he is
actively recruiting prospective students in Washington. If Mr.
Xibarian did recruit prospective students to attend the University
of Bridgeport, he may have done so illegally.

As you will recall from our last hearing, Mr. Kibarian in
currently not licensed to recruit in the District or in Virginia.
Moreover, Dr. Eigel said that he warned Mr. Kibarian that he could
not recruit any students or send out any advertisements until he
was licensed to do so by the state of Connecticut.

It is also evident in this letter, that Mr. Kibarian
continues to view his proposal more as a money-making scheme than
as an educational venture. In the letter, Mr. Xibarian spends
little time concerning educational issues but talks extensively of
revenue being plowed back to build a sales force and of
eliminating the university's $12.5 million debt by creating the
new culinary school.

He suggests as one source of revenue that the university
operate food carts which -would be roaming the building,
dormitories and offices" with "a cup of capuccino a la Viennese
with fresh cream, jimmies or chocolate in the coffee." He claims
that a cart offering miniature pizzas, milk and desirable items
would be "etampeded". He also proposes that a "full fare delivery
can also reach out to (the cities of) Fairfield, Bridgeport,
firms, and offices and also ships and yachts." In order to save
on labor and management costs, Mr. Kibarian promises to operate
the carts through an "Internship and apprenticeship program".

His proposal raises the issue of whether Mr. Xibarian is
suggesting that his new students work for him and the University
for free or at below minimum wages. Apparently such an arrangement
was previously utilized by the Culinary Schoo3 and the Blue Plains
Sewage Treatment Plant which caused one former school official to'
complain that it amounted to "slave-labor".

* Dr. Greenwood received another letter from Mr. Kibarian
on July 19, 1990 expressing gratitude for meeting with both Mrs.
Xibarian and him, Mr. Kibarian also proposed a marketing scheme
where they would send et letter "to random selected leads not being
worked and drop-outs." The idea of this notice, according to hr.
Xibariar Was to measure interest in a proposed program.
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* On September 6, 1990, Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian were each
served a subpoena to testify before this Subcommittee on September
13, 1990.

Within 24 hours Mr. Kibarian reported that the
stroke-like symptoms had reoccurred. His physician could not
demonstrate any objective findings. In speaking with Mr.
Kibarian's attorney, Stephen Matthews, the physician was told that
Mr. Kibarian had been slurring his speech. Mr. Xibarian's
physician referred this matter to the neurologist who did not feel
Any further testing was necessary.

* When the staff spoke with the physician on September 11,
1990, we asked if he was aware that Mr. Kiberian was currently
involved in trying to start a business and if he considered this
to be a stressful situation. The physician said that Mr. Itibarian
should avoid heavy stress and he should be allowed to rest fur
several weeks to make sure there were no further symptoms of a
stroke.

In spite of this recommendation to rest for several
weeks, on September 18, 1990, Mr. Kibarian sent the University of
Bridgeport another proposal including that the school provide
living arrangements for Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian to initiate the
program and begin to recruit students and faculty. In that letter
Mr. Kibarian proposed to start work on October 1, 1990. He also
agreed to travel to Bridgeport to finalise the contract and
scheduled a meeting with university officials on SeptaMber 21,
1990, -- 'wit 8 days after he had been originally scheduled to
teatkfy before this Subcommittee but could not due to his desire
to avoio 'atresa-.

- On September 19th, the day after Mr. Kibarian sent this
proposal, his attorney wrote to the Subcommittee reiterating Mr.
Ziharen's doctor's request that in light of his medical
condition, "[f]or the immediate future...(Mr. Mibarian) should not
be petta.4.: in any streesiu1 situation.'

In addition, the staff has also learned that Mr. Kibarian
appareetly trying to find a new guarantee agency to back his

stedent loans so ho can restart a cultnary school. Staff from a
private agency dealing with guarantee agencies, told the
Sebtommittee staff that on August 7, 1990, Mr. Kibarian called and
asked tor a direcLory of all the guarantee agencies nationwide.
Th.ls intlividue\ sent him c somewhat outdated federal directory
list!.ng *est of the guarartee agenoies but not necessarily the
proper addresses or phone numbers. This individual stated they
ware seepicioue of Mr. Kibarian'a request beeause, as they put it,
the 'word on tha street- 'cab that one had to be careful when
dealing vita Mr. Kibarian.

This does not appear to be the fLrnt time Mr. Kibarian has
shown interest in guarentee ager.cies. Fancy Wi.derspan, the
Director of the Nebraska Student Loan Proeram, told the
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Subcommittee that she recalled a meeting three years ago with Mr.
Mibarian and one other person from the Culinary School of

Washington. The purpose of the meeting was to discuss Mr.

Kibarian's interest in starting his own guarantee agency. Ma.
Widerspan did not pursue this matter further and is unaware of
what, if anything, Mr. Kibarian did in regards to this desire of
his.

IV. CONCLUSIQN

In sum, since our last hearing on the Culinary School, the
staff has developed further information concerning potentially
fraudulent act. by the Kibariann -- both while with the Culinary
School and since its recent demise. Through statements of the
former comptroller, the staff has confirmed that Mr. Kibarian
repeatedly manipulated the refund checks that the school was
required by both HEM' and the Department of Education to make to
students who had withdrawn from the school. Mr. Mibarian's
actions became eo egregious that the comptroller finally resigned
in disgust.

Since
attempted to
advising the
true nature
Washington.
continued at
during which
the stress of

the school's demise both Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian have
reestablish the culinary school apparently without
University of Bridgeport or other individuals of the
of the operations of the Culinary School of
Their activities both predate the last hearing and
least up to Friday, September 21, 1990 -- a period
Mr. Kibarian's health allegedly could not withstand
testifying before this Subcommittee.

Mr. Chairman, that concludes our statement, we would be
happy to answer any questions you may have.
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Eleanore .1, Hill, Esq.
Chief Counsel 'Staff Director, Majority.
Pernument Subcommittee cm

Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Ur, Nussctl S ti. te Office 13urlding
Washington. D.C. 205I0

Re: tre.PLCLIO.Tryck illis_ing.SONTILCcrtgid b..r.TD.I 4

Dear Nis 1111

Thank you for tak:Ef. wise to meet skith mc and representatives of the Association
of Certified Trucking Schools (ACIS`) regarding thc issue of government loans to
students attending proprietary truck clover training schools. We hope our meetiu
helped the Subcommittee understand the important role short courses offered hy
proprietary schools engaged m commercial driver traMing are now playing in trying to
',nice the critical shortage of drivers in the trucking industry. As we menunned during
om meeting, the need for drivers ts expNed to he 350,000 annually for the next several
years In addition, I hope you found our schools experiences with lending institutions
useful for your hearings and report. We again urge the Subcommittee to consider
requiring lenders to maintain a mixed portfolio of loans to proprietary and non-
propruclary scl.00ls Wc also encourage the Subcommittee to consider further the
certification concept that we discussed in our meeting

During our mre!ing you requested additamal information Tegarthog the

yertificat.on process in the truck duvei naming industry and the role of the Protcsmonal

5O.
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Eleanore 3. Hill, Esq.
September 18, 1990
Page 2 Collier, Shannon & Scott

Truck Driver Institute of America ("PTDIA'). We also understand that the subject of
PTDIA certification was discussed by the staff and Senator Nunn at the Subcommittee
hearings on September 12 and 13. It is our belief that the certification concept, as
exemplified by PTDIA, can play an important role in determiMng institutional eligibility
for student loan programs irrespective of individual school default rate experience.
Programmatic certification of compliance with industry standards for course content and
training practices, coupled with effective monitoring of business practices, can help to
curb some of the abuses that have occurred in the past.

We also wanted to explain further the Professional Truck Driver Institute of
America. PTDIA is an independent, not-for-profit organization established in 1985. It
Ls supported by a broad spectnim of truck and equipment manufacturers and suppliers,
motor carriers, insurance companies, drivers and trade associations. The training schools
themselves arc prohibited from providing financial support to PTD1A. Since its
inception the Institute has sought to advance truck driver training, safety and
professionalism to the highest level possible.

The content of courses and the method of training (which includes proprietary
schools, public education institutions, in-house motor carrier programs, etc.) are
independently evaluated by PTDIA at the request of the training facility. The evaluation
is conducted through a rigorous on-site inspection and review of objective criteria which
conform to curriculum standards and training practices established by the Federal
Highway Administration ("FHWA) and which are recognized by the trucking industry
itself. The FHWA guidelines were adapted by PTDIA with representatives of the
trucking, insurance, driver training, and supplier industries. A copy of a "checklist"
containing the standards by which each school is evaluated, as well as a larger document
containing the specific certification criteria are enclosed. Currently, courses at 34
schools :n 21 states have been certified, with another II being considered forcertification in October. Also included here is a current list of the FTDIA.certified
schools.

The guidelines permit FIDIA to evaluate and certify the practices, curricula and
methods of commercial driver training by schools in the United States. We know of no
similar program conducted by any of the accrediting bodies in any vocational arra, nor
are we aware of other industries which have embraced the certification concept to
ensure the highest quality of entry-level employees. We encourage the Subcommittee to
consider further the certification concept as an alternative to the present accreditation
program.

The importance and credibility of FTDIA certification have been recognized by
many private industry and governmr organizations. For example, in a July 1990 Public
Notice ("Facts for Consumers"), ..ne Federal Trade Commission advised prospective
students seeking a career in commercial driving to first contact PTDLA to determine
whether the school they were considering attending had been evaluated by PTDIA, and
whether the school met the FHWA guidelines.
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Collier, Shannon & Scott

In sum, we believe the independent certification concept as implemented by
PIDIA has merit for determining institutions which should be eligible for government
educational loans or grant programs. This is especially true in industries where there is
concern about the quality and value of training currently being provided to students.
Course and curricula certification patterned after the PTDIA example accomplishes what
accreditation cannot; it can help raise the overall quality of training of students for entry
into the relevant industry, thereby benefiting students and ensuring that any government

funds are better spent.

Finally, Grace MePhearson asked whether the Department of Education CDOE")
and the Department of Labor ("DOL") were aware of PTDIA certification. The DOE
is aware of PTDIA certification as a result of PTDIAs contacts with the Assistant
Secretary for PostSecondary Education last year. DOE did not evidence interest in
PTDIA certification. The DOL was briefed on PTDIA certification but indicated there
were no industry-specific DOL grant programs which seemed suitable to meet the
trucking industry's driver training needs.

We appreciate the attention that you and your staff have given to us thus far, and
we look forward to working with you and Senator Nunn as you continue your
investigation. Following the conclusion of the current hearings I will contact you to
discuss this matter further. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to call.

I3est regards.

Sincerely,

4 0.1aA.L

K. Michael O'Connell
Counsel co the Professional
Truck Driver Institute of America
and the Association of Certified
Trucking Schools

cc Daniel F. Fisq
Chief Couns...i, Minority

Ms. Grace T. McPhearsoo
investigator

Enclosures
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PROFESSIONAL TRUCX DRIVER INSTITUTE OP AMERICA
6786 Elk Grove elvd., Suite 20

Elk Grove, CA 95624
(916) 686-5146

. Mt WWP . 411.

As OF JULY 29. 19611

The following entry level driver training courses are certified
by PTDIA as of July 29. 199q. These schOols may offer other
courses that hav not been certified by PTDIA. If you have any
questions regarding the PTDIA status of a school, please oall
(916) 686-5146. The schoOls and campus IOCatiOns ars as follows:

MUM
Diesel Driving Academy
3295 Watumpka Highway
Montgomery, AL 36110
1-800...551.4900

ARIUMA

Swift Transportation
5601 West Mohave
Phoenix, AZ 05031
(602) 269-9700

MAMMA
Diesel Driving Academy
2300 Redmond Road, aldg.B
Jacksonville, AR 72076
1-800-551-0900

cApIrossiis

Dootson Truck School
11625 Clark Street
Arcadia, CA 91006
(018) 303-1900

U.S. Truck Driving School
924 Rialto Avenue
Rialto, CA 92376
(714) 875-0000

1880030501 A Week
1880030502 8 Week

1890020001 Day
1890020002 Evening

0880030301 8 Week
/880030302 4 Wek

#900050001 7 Week FT
/900050002 11 Week PT

#880070403 302 Hr. FT
6 Weak

#880070404 302 Hr. PT
12 Week
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California (continued)

Truck Driving Academy
5711 Florin-Perkins Road
Sacramento, CA 95828
(916) 381-2285

MTA School
2077 Pike Avenue
San Leandro, CA 94577
(415) 357-1550

MOM
U.S. Truck Driving School
8150 W. 48th Avenue
Wheat Ridge, CO 80033-311

1.-800-727-7364

U.S. Truck Driving School
19825 Wigwam Road
Exit 219, I-25
Midway, Co 81008
(719) 382-3000

ILIIN0I,

Chicago Truck Driving School
2235 West 74th Street
Chicago, IL 60636
1-800-36-LEARN

American Transportation
Education Centers

3151 R. Chain of Rocks Road
Granite City, IL 62040
1-800-332-1558

1890060001 pay
/890060002 Evening

/900040301 Weekday
#900040302 Weekend

#880070103 302 Hr. IT
6 Week

#880070104 302 Hr. PT
12 Week

/880070203 302 Hr. FT
6 Week

0880070204 302 Hr. PT
12 Week

/880020001 120 Hour

(Xankrs 9/15/90)

#880080201 Day
#880080202 Weekend

IMDIAMA

Cummins Professional Training Center
6555 X. 30th Street 1880090002

Indianapolis, IN 46219 #880090003

1-800-333-9983 #880090004

Evening
Weekend
Day
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Page 3

Xndiana (continued)

North Akerican Van Linea
5001 U.S. Highway 30 West
P.O. Box 988
Fort Wayne, IN 46801
(219) 429-3114

Commercial Driver Institute
24645 State Road 23
P.O. Box 2853
South Bend, IN 46680
1-800-832-7364

HTA SChOol
325 N. Taylor Road
Garrett, IN 46738
(219) 357-5146

LOAAIAM

Diesel Driving Academy
3523 Greenwood Road
Shreveport, LA 71109
1-800-551-8900

Diesel Driving Academy
8136 Airline Highway
Baton Rouge, LA 70815
1-800-551-8900

=WAN
American Truck Driving School
150 S. Michigan Avenue
Coldwater, MI 49036
1-800-999-8012

Professional Driver Institute
18266 W. GS 12
P.O. Box 276
New Buffalo, MI 49117
1-800-222-1782

51,)
35-753 0 - SO - 17

/890050001 27 Day

/890080101 304 Hour

0900040201 Weekday
1900040202 Weekend

0880030101 8 weak
1880030102 4 Week

0880030201 8 Week
1880030202 4 Week

/880010201 PTD 100
/880010202 PTD 200

(EXPIRES 9/15/90)

/890010001 8 Week
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Pimp 4

Michigan (continued)

Eaton Roadranger Training Institute
2400 R. Burdick Street #890070001 8 Wk FT
Kalamazoo, MI 49007 /890070002 16 Wk PT
1-800-325-6733

NIOSIPIIPPZ

Diesel Driving Academy
4725 McRaven Road
Jackson/ MS 39209
1-800-551-8900

MI8801RX

American Transportation
Education Centers

17 Industrial Drive
Crystal City, KO 63019
1..800-367-1303

XIBEASER

Crete Carrier Corporation
400 NW 56th Street
Lincoln, NE 68528
1-800-888-4095

V380030401 0 Week
#680030402 4 Week

0880080101 Day
/880080102 Weekend

#880050001 Day

MX, MIXICO

Albuquerque Tedh/Voc Institute 1900010001
525 Buena Vista SX
Alburpmrque, NM 87106
(505) 768-0703

TUcumcari Area Vocational School #890110001
824 West Minas
Tucumcari, NM 88401
(505) 461-4423

51
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Page 5

ULM=
Commerofal Driver Training, Inc.
600 Patton Avenue

1890100001
1890100002

FT
PT

Weet Babylon, NY 11704 #890100003 PT
(516) 249-1330 #890100004 PT

EQ11221....QABASIS

Carretta Trucking, Inc. #900020001 FT
(in partnership with Isothermal #900020002 PT

Community College)
P.O. Box 727
Forest City, NC 28043
(704) 453-0771

0.112

Pro Drive
Mid-American Training Center
171 Riverside Drive
Newark, OR 43055
1-800-88S-3128

2151MQM

U.S. Truck Driving School
7500 New Sapula Road
Tulsa, OK 74131
1-800-234-7364

Oklahoma Vo/Tech - Central
3 C.T. Circle
Drumright, OK 74030
(918) 352-2551

Elriastivmayi

MTA School
1180 Zeager Road
Elizabethtown, PA 17022
(717) 367-1555

51 5

/890090202 Extended
f890090203 4 Week

Resident Training

1880070303 302 Hr. FT
6 Week

/880070304 302 Hr. PT
12 week

/900030001

900040103 Weekday
#900040104 Weekend
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Page 6

ZM
Amrican Truck Driving School
Highway 339 South
Prairie Hill, TX 76678
1-800-888-3664

wassumit

Commereial Training Services
24325 Pacific Highway South
Des Moines, WA 98198

(206) 824-3970

11 IMMIX
Pro Drivo
American Training Canter
13629 Highway
Pranksville, WI 53126
1-000-888-2128

1880010101 PTD 100

(EXPIRES 9/15/90)

1880100201 FT
#880100202 PT

(EXPIRES 9/15/90)

/890090102 Extended

PTDIA certified courses are offered at 34 schools in 21 states.

510
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Sink Pena wit Sibarsatittlt
teediptiNe

EXHIBIT N 10ACCREDITING AGENCIES FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
ANALYSIS BY THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

With the assistance of the Office of Inspector General,
U.S. Department of Education, an analysis Was conducted of the
accrediting agencies' financial statements, which were
submitted pursuant to the Subcommittee's May, 1990 subpoenas.
This analysis shows that each accrediting agency experienced
significant growth over the five-year period, 1995-1999, as
reflected by the increase in their revenues. For 1905, the
combined revenues of the seven accrediting agencies involved in
our investigation was $8.5 million; by 1999, this amount
doubled to $17 million. The percent increase in revenues
ranged from a low of 41% (for ABRES) to a high of 590% for
ACCRT. Membership dues accounted for the majority of the
revenue increases.

51
t I.
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ACCREDITING MOREAU OF REAM EDUCATION SCROOLE

REMUS: FY 1095 FY 11111

(ARMES)

FY 1907 FY 19511 FY 1509

American Medical Technologists 69,974 49.410 0 0 0

Application and Renewal Fees 161,750 204.500 245,651 300.733 291,600

Workshop Income - Set 470 2.911 2,431 1,272 2,109

Appeal Proceedings Income - Net 0 0 545 431 (169)

School Inspection Income - Net (152) (266) 2.567 1.793 723

Interest 0 7,931 0,719 10,779 10459

Totel Revenue 221.012 264.406 293,214 515,005 312.209

OPSIATINO EXPENSES

Administrative 104,975 114.258 140.699 153,701 156,651

General Office 22,644 40.420 51,729 '75.190 55.057

Printing 8,050 9.392 6,165 1,807 4.229

Other 61,111 61,261 70.268 95,148 91.094

Cootie/loner 6.805 5.755 1,629 0 0

Tots), Operating Expenses 202,053 231.072 257.475 211,346 267,891

Net Income 13,959 63,364 5,755 23,102 44,517

BUREAU EQUITY, 0CT0BS1 1 20.685 39,047 73,101 74.919 102,051

TRANSFER OF FUNDS TO THE
AMERICAN MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS (52.775)

BUREAU EQUITY, SEPTEMBER 30 59,547 73.161 75.919 102,011 93,623

5 1 3
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01700.1011111001 000101L FOR COMTIN01110 EEDEA7100 AND 71011110A9

Reveniaiv 1664 1006 1281

leCCE1)

1087 IOU 111189

1PP1104it0en tees 2.650 23.100 38.820 59.150 113,000 140,170
haelidAll Theo 7.225 47.1140 188.740 211,422 644.179 619.214
Special aseeesnent 0 0 0 0 0 518.040
Sosti1*1fte lees 20,211 101,601 242.640 106,184 004,047 490.90
Precevaniag feee 0 0 0 82,700 108.041 148,451
Confereaee fees 0 16,806 45.700 11.901 130.110 0

Other 1n0nem
laVereet

07
220

2.4161
1.734

5.600
1.600 1:1::

$76
7.281

8.000
8.602

Verin06400/90alaar 0 0 0 0 114.270 110.640

Total Iseriaure

lapeagitaree,

Parroll

39.061

20.001

113,366

06.401

471.470

110.846

770.170

210.334

1.460,895

441.014

14114.129

607.310
Taimaneeeflte 2487 19.444 21.350 61.900 07,404 77,678
hoard of Dire ctor* 4,360 7.951 5.306 12.516 28.086 22.629
Accrediting Cofteiegion 3,752 14.900 11,609 Ma) 121,726 07.750
Leasilailtioa Tease 6,687 62,321 176,620 203.540 524.155 445.290
4011411 end ACcovatina 491 1.916 8,073 16,459 08.00:
Staff Travel 1.243 f,:521: 4.066 7.004 16.004 40.161
teat 2.001 9.324 16,220 18.420 33.826 40,400
Telephone i,510 0.073 12.134 17.900 26,046 41.682
Priatiag. Supplies. Postage 2.266 23.326 32,956 43.262 50.225 44,161
Inoue/ince 97 2.406 1.548 8.118 17.880 10.262
Iquipseat locals. 0 0 4.969 10.021 15.445 25.316
Minuol confrence 0 25.236 14 618 46.934 123.155 21.240
Niecellanewe 3.763 12.646 21.014 8 687. 0.255 9.175
Deprecloition 384 0 0 1.092 0.60 21,800
A...rye 0 0 0 0 73.046 (724452
Workehop/Seain0r 0 0 0 0 62.011 11.441
Adaialetrative 0 0 0 0 0 24.094

Total Expendituree 4).532 270,102 445.903 700.497 1.840.660 1,676.764

ROVO4.02 Over (Under? ivhundituree (10.481) 4.204 24.578 25.672 (115,850) 178.350

Fond Delano* s of Jmulary 1 0 0 0 mitli WIMP 1120.017/

Nod 'along* ay of Decesber 31 0 0 0 06.539 (120.017) 250.341

110t. Effective .18,1144WY 1, 1907, ACCOT changed fr, the
Calth lesia to the Aecroal !Mass of Accoutilng

5L
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ASSOCIATION OF INDIPINDUT COLLtOtS AND SCNOOLS

Revenues; FY 1985 FY 1606

(AICS)

FY 1987 FY 1966 YY 1969

Nembersbip fess 2.200.663 1.690.196 2.597.411 2.661.966 2.671,696
tdocation progress 60,556 162,756 306.821 253.873 262.466
Convention (20,407) 473.646 416.342 616.352 451.676
PUblieetions (26,071) 69.001 65.421 66.724 81.011
Sales 20,874 40,692 82,506 45,253 24,629
Res0Oroe centör 62,016 62,666 50,758 45,112
Acereditation programs A &reel. 9,619 11.522 14.243 7,060
Investment income 241.249 209,261 206,999 281,602 219,573
Insurance reimbursement 67,164 62,115 29,903
CPAt revenue 24435 61259
Miscellaneous 1.445 50.260 3,745

Total revenue

tapensee:

2.467,664 3,018,956 2.802.655 4.216.575 4.065.450

Iducation progress 1601,117 260.169 240,820 226,000
Cormention 465.756 326,456 649.439 444,573
Publlcations 66.069 59.626 67.680 95,947

Soles 32,266 60.646 36.939 33.031
Resource canter 62,018 62,859 60,069 64.630
Accrsditotton prolfraa I devel. 395.600 176.792 242,597 265,356 267.094
Personnel expensea 1.051,646 1,301,036 1,466,219
txecutive office 1,156.211 1,192.146 566.732 466.604 451.084
Officer xpenses 27,383 15,734 16.045
Doerd of Directors 6 coasts. 220.600 166,600
General adsinistrative 263.109 283,768 315.793 377,871 374,242

Professional services and fees 182,466 166,516 164,003 241,641 279,130
Neetworeblp services proem 131,937 66.710 93.103 158.981 104,069
Public relations 112,221 76,148
Spacial vents and projects 29,266 40.608 45,178

Legal xpeoses 10.956 41,970 62,926 152.643 167,959

Total expenses

tams. of revenues over xpinises
as of Fiscal Year ended. Juno 20

2,098,708

368.966

2,946.019

72,939

3,391.490

411,165

4.214.769

3,766

4,197,565

(142,115)
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NATIONAL ACCIADISINQ =NUM* Of COSNITOLOOT ANTS AND SCIENCES, INC.

Soreases FT 1165 FT 1556 TT 1117 FY 1248

(5A00$112

FT 1589

SuetainAMS toes 747.850 753.171 838,550 1,028.760 1.058,710
Alvidiestioso sod ocroditatioo fooss 471,050 514.080 555,401 724.155 771,748
sisitattom tee* 216,800 1152,785 782,003
Interest sad dividend Looms 107.424 50.804 73,777 52.431 128.215
Annual mooting 51.215
Workshop* 72.204 70.115 94.028 $4.502
Nineellosesusa fess 11100044 41.802 53,370 511,371 34.289 221,517

Total revenue

lasessompot

1.586,125 1.813.503 1.883.799 2.617.440 3.054.7811

Salaries end beno11to 464.471 805,592 593.624 703.800 907,557
CommOoolon 'meetings 135,619 133.854 265,182 155.530 204,722
Committee mootinas 134.780 138.048 141.690 115.061 127,581
Nisco11snocup Booting. 15.440 34.313
Staff and camels/Wanes trainins 7.208 10.532 7.992 14.285 16.948
Feinting / Publicotion 20.053 42.170 48,230 89,351 74,857
Postage 53.755 00,184
Logal Berries. 62,900 107.764 75.420 105.511 120,713
Accomating worries. 42,417 76.870 92,957 116,000 89.128
Computer consulting ond service 1.275 511 8.504 32,434 46.743
Mot 211.020 132.322 153.342 160,877 185,1180
Depree8st1ou and inoortlootIon 49,070 20.721 23.413 20.073 34,307
SquAlesot maintononco 39,550 84,249 62.458 73,712
02219* *Bilatom and sponse* 130.493 120.175 :30.327 103.1)3 99,958
Niocollonesuar 67,277 70.328 54,472 30.854 25,00
Loop oo disposal of Boasts 204 29.900
Special proJoete 22,576 21.234
Workshop* 7.714 53.159 77.100 110,488 60,662
Manual mooting 120.073
Selsool elmit espeniseek 115,547 647;517 449.238

Totol *spouses 1.516.634 1.489.236 1.132.813 2.528.091 3.045.8811

Isooss or reoonuo ovr elveneOS 07.492 44.311 (43.884) 89.349 39.102

Fund balanco, beerimnles of poor, 4u1y 1 615,954 868.474 720.543 610.959 776.306

fond balance, and of year, June 30 686.476 730.542 883.069 776,06 615,420
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NATIONAL 1001 STUDY COUNCIL

15001131,

(1816C)

FT 1185 FT 1006 FT 1667 FT 111111 FT 1689

Duos of **mbar& 451.242 128.311 592.004 655,371 09.133

Aftreditatioc ne. 67.527 74,683 77.665 64.068 15.535

Accri61t6110,1 69911estion hos 2,100 2,550 3,000 1.150 4.050

Accreditation Una/slat 1151t. 19,350 102,600 100,413 130.711 184.271

Listiag Fees 16.250 21.625 31,125 37.125 82,482

Chard* oo Late Dots hymen:its 3.721 3.215 2,034 165 2.410

howl* fros Inessimonts 32,020 33.449 31.121 36,1)3 31,167

lest the Prime hope* 1.000 27.515 20,500 1.150 25.001

Cochrane., 5.000 5.000 10,000 22.057 5.000

TOTAL I.0081 675.219 799,711 877.622 978,853 1,076,229

IMPINSIS!

Salaries 239.156 261,005 2711.432 325.251 359.640

Hanley.. htireeent 41,322 46.911 47,701 56,371 62.00

Staff Hospitolisation Insurance 13.928 15,397 17.485 27.826 38.503

Oi.sbilitY Insurance 2.321 2,559 2.694 2.525 2.977

Payroll Tax** 15.764 15.751 17.073 20.243 22.011

Liability Insurance 0.320 3.320 3.320 3,562 4,640

Condominium Fees 18,983 18.187 19.366 19,040 22.246

intarast on boring* 17,016 12.003 7.163 3,233 1.944

Deprsciatior, - (Condo) 6.482 6.482 8.482 $.482 0,467

Offics Furniture A lquipeant 3.404 26,518 10,622 6,762 32,663

Property Tax** - Condominium 3.705 4.002 3.975 0.876 4,431

OM.* Insurance 2.20$ 2.382 2.722 5,536 4,346

Personal Prop.rty TAX,10 539 557 1,066 1,180 1.309

Office Supplies and Expense, 6,685 8,061 5.525 9.610 9.450

Awards 104 31 207 127 0

Posts.* 18.965 22.409 22.628 24.075 23.167

Telephone 6.214 8.593 10.542 5.191 9,828

Pooh* and Periodicals 148 159 418 192 479

Profeesional Association* and Socitios 325 223 140 804 586

Legal - Counmel Contract 67.749 59.195 63,000 118.051 79.658

Legislative RePortina 0 0 4,517 5,555 5.695

Audit 1.200 1.400 1.400 1.500 1.500

Traval Sxpenses 30,574 31.589 51.125 41,956 55.399

Printing and Distribution 24.764 27.781 28,611 30.119 27.727

Accrediting Comaission - Travil I Isps 112.743 146.949 105.327 156.258 246.733

Honoraria 20,076 20,275 23.175 33,450 45.375

ffitorllon#ous PrIntIng 0 1.856 0 0 0

09.01.1 Lawsuit 0 0 11,031 0 0

TOTAL MXPE1I628

limas of Inca.. over hyenas,

649,760 761.969 824.549 912,517 1,075,307

Fiscal Yer (FT/ Ended as of boron 31 28.459 37,730 53,073 64,036 2,972

1.?
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221102(22. ASSOCIATIOM OF TRADS AM TICANIGAL 60002.1

MOM fT 1666 FT 1164

(24771)

FY 1917 FY 1116 IT 1562

lenlor 0442 1.617.312 2,024.612 2.302.350 2.660,812 2.026,021
Applicatice Fess 29.701 107.240 124,150 U4.734Processing tees 25.000 111.212 206.150 126.316
Ar DeLla Fees 21.000 6.615 47.100 42.600Visitation FOOS 233.435 27,122 247.116 301.471 619.460Internet Income 277,247 252,560 244,211 216,414, 216.457
91,1641181 Ince* 12.400 16.042 22.010 12,712 17.2241lento% Import 66.419 179,622 279,514 243.0220 252,825
Tenant Ralabitrenwant 15.627 6.521 29,727 20,077 21,616
Illestials1

kaNiAlstritlin Advanoeseat 50.550 57.569 11.155 20.711 24.716
Relananors Workelsop 7.150 6.535 13.159 21.716 11.012
Public IsIntIons Workshop 7,776 4,900
Student lectultnent Works 7.400 42.205 41,120
CRAD Workihop 6.366 10.125 11,765 12.090 15.115
Financial Aid Worksbola 56.215 61.173 64.129 109,026 205,712
Industry' Relstions, Inc. 5,409 9.514 961 24,015
Amou42 CoafAnaa 162,399 246.944 306.425 216.703 427,482
Wasingenent rile,. Institute 30.450 $3.447 72,666
Adsissions 26.665
Accreditation 71.120

Publioationa 15,426 19.392 22,400 23,770 24.122
Journal Income 27,547 24.529 32.602 61.202 06,772
hisoellaneous 15,777 4205. 7,034 15.013 15,576
Twentieth Annireraary CRT 9,570
Oats on furniture gale 3.750

Total Operating /acme 2.906.345 2.200.404 4.000.701 4.5415.429 5.746.619

00'ARAT110 liP114226:

Salsrina 629,520 764.269 521.097 649.532 1.256,406besting, 45, 317 514.655 528.611 220.776 762.260Postai. 128.660 151.667 65,160 107.200 108,274
Printing 156.184 200.137 46,597 212.972 73.710
Office 1nnen*. 110.580 67.201 55.699 112.471 114.209
Coasissions 1.055 4,667 5.678
Profesionnl Fees 157.120 206.411 279,081 262.510 246,119
Accreditation Travol 271.051 259.574 470.729 262,994 590,973
Apsocaition Travel 67.546 55,648 27.506 174.425 222,720
Contributions' 65,750 12,602 18.000 26,245 660Rent 197,214
Reel Istet. Taxes 22.536 49.756 60,131 52.495 26.1575Duea end Publication* 53.074 63,632 71,334 91.339 77.047
Payroll Tants 56.995 62.755 26,180 71.231 90.013
lePlo141141 Benefits 54.630 67.662 55.604 66,352 126.464Public Relations 144.297 118,712 476.062 321 015 717.062
Honoraria 30,600 26.726 25,265 20 042 24.000TelePbone 42.094 49.915 26,603 40 /22 64.205
Utilities! 32,426 42,270 41.595 4 340 60.261Amortisation 4.555 7,267 7,267 ,2C7 9.246
Depreciation 82.606 136.164 153,326 164.242 161,911Tem 4,016 6.212 6.733 7,243 7,051
Transfer Tax Contingency 16.200
Contingency 2.400 2.020 12.000
Repairs sod Osintenence _27,227. . 20.622 57.531 49.113 65.522
Contract Service. 5.321 6.227

29.333
1.526 4.620Intereet 126,669 217,320 274.776 267.064 155.267Insurance 9.344 14.007 15.266 45.235 49.632

Travisl nnd tntartainnent 2,277 0.166 0.918 24.176 25,2025iso411Amwm. 6,860 20.910 26.224 25.694 30.035lamas Taxes 100 IOD 100 100

701AL OPII47/NG EEPSNSIS 3,014,820 3.412.423 2.919.058 4.233.445 6.214.882

NIT °PIRATING INCONK (108.202) (216.942) 60,742 464.981 232.012

GAiA on Sale bt Securities 1,601 53,391 112.616 16.224 93.520

Effect of Accoutoing Principle Cnandia (161.654) (2.6621

MST 1100442 (GOSS) (106,904) (161.654) 183.870 461.205 325,645

MANTIS (TO) 1106,
Perna:neat Roger,. Fund (140.000) (100.000)
Contingency Senores Fund

2200.000) 61.228Set Aside for Furniture
(20.252) (231.746)

SALAMI AFTER TRANSFER AND SET
aclor an nir VINO riown mikOrM 1,



CIILI FINANCIAL FtL1'0141

INCOMIL
1915. 198(1 $87 14.1i8

Total Dues 408,045.00 465,4 19.00 553,730.00 608,785.00 782,866.06

Allocations (81,952.00) (88,096.00) (93,460.00) (118,402.00) (158,487.00)

Evaluation Fees 28,800.00 20,900.00 26,000.00 18,100.00 26,094.89

Secretarial Fees 805.00 270.00 7,640.00 26,653.00 5,780.05

Application Fees 46,029.49

Investment Income 1,159,00 8,161.00 12,336.00 28.02331
Sales - Publications 367.00 382.00 441.00 609.44 910.41

Registration Fees .11221041

Total Income 356,065,00 400,034.00 502,512.00 548,081.44 742,177.4 1

EXPla1E1

Salaries 139,831.86 183,504,00 190,433.63 261,064.21

Fringe Benefits 37,379.16 54,333.00 50,267.95 65,324.82

Operating Expenses ' 173,919.9a 197,483.6a 257.138,92 3(18.321.9$

Total Expenses

increase In

324,774.00 351,131.00 435.320,68 497,840.50 634,711.01

Fund Balance 31,291.00 48,903.00 67,191.32 50,240.94 107,406.40

Beginning Fund
Balance

find, ng Fu nd

La5.777.001 L4486.001 4.1.417-011 111.0132 161.849.26

Balance (4,486 00) 44,417.00 111,608.32 161,849.26 269,255.66

Breakdown of infor7nahion not available

5-.2
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SOUTURN ASSOCIATION OF COLLIOES AND SCHOOLS. INC.

Re.0410011: FY 2065 FY 290$

(8606)

FY 1987 FY IOU FY 1989

Maskbership dues 3.601.558 4.056,954 4,637.746 4,896,200 5,142,833
Investment tacos. 330,405 204,816 222,605 291,153 371.291
Croat* and contract fees 391.476 329.796 166.661 176,416 310.871
Annual Meeting Registration fees 126.326 144.429 153.160 182.450 166,512
Publication sales 26.641 60,864 42,555 80,269 54,453
eils - valuation and agency assistance 65.550 55.550 42.000 35.037 54.295
Other income 76.664 79.092 120,264 123,837 176.309

Total revenues 4.622,636 5,004,053 5,407,693 6,766,952 8,275.364

Reperises:

Commissions and projects 3.951.324 6,661.032 3.906,346 3.977.936 4,356,942
0.neral Aseociation xpense. 624.046 762.742 657.170 1.076.199 1,495.030

Totsl expenses 4.775,369 4,443.774 4,763,518 5,054.135 6.851,972

%avenues in exam of Herons.. (152,531) 561,079 644,175 714,017 423.392

Fund bal.nces. beginning of Year, July 1 2,273.512 2,120.901 2,630.124 3.274.299 3.969,116

Disbureament to For4 Foundation 261,966/

Funds balances, end of Year. Oulu 30 2.120,961 2,630,124 6,274,209 3.969,116 4.412.506
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Georgia Department of Education
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UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

PERMANENT SUBcOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

Hearing on September 12 and 13, 1990

SIAS22111t
by

Janie N. Smith
Director

Division of Nonpublic Postlecondary Education
Georgia Department of Education

Mr. Chairman, and other members of the Subcommittee, I regret that I
was unable to appear before you; however I am pleased to provide this
statement for the record. As Chairman Nunn requested, I will address
my experiences with the operation of the Federal student aid program
in general, and with the licensing, accreditation, and Federal
eligibility/certification functions in particular.

Authority of thp GeorgiaLLMs4stitent of EduCatioll

Currently, the Georgia Department of Education, Division of Nonpublic
Postsecondary Education is responsible for the administration of two
Georgia statutes, the Georgia Proprietary School Act and the
Postsecondary Educational Authorization Act. The Georgia Proprietary
School Act, Georgia Code 20-4-60 et seal, was enacted in 1973. The
Poetseconary Educational Authorization Act, Georgia Code 20-3-100 et
seq, was enacted in 1979. Both of these statutes are repealed as
of July 1, 1991, and are replaced by the Nonpublic Postsecondary
Educational Institutions ACt of 1990. The function of licensing
nonpublic postsecondary institutions will be transferred to the
Georgia Student Finance Commission.

This recent legislative activity in Georgie was in response to the
adverse publicity associated with the student loan default problem. A
special study committee made up of members of the Georgia House of
Representatives assisted by members of the research staff of the
Georgia General Assembly spent the interim looking into the oversight
of postsecondary education in this state. The following information
was provided to that committee by the Georgia Department of Education.

Froprietary_Schoole end Nonpublic College Froblem(Areas

1. nudget_and Staffirm. Resources are not adequate to accomplish the
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full intent of the law.

From 1979 until 1989, one individual has been responsible for the
oversight of over 150 active proprietary schools. This is not a
static activity, as schools are opening and closing continuously.
Required activities in addition to the routine renewals of
authorization include:

a. Organizing initial authorization activities including training
visiting teams, writing contracts, etc.

b. Determining if activities are subject to liceneure or are exempt.
c. Dealing with operations that begin with no legal authority.
d. Providing consumer information either through telephone inquiries

or through the publication of documents required by statute.
e. Responding to consumer complaints.
f. Organizing the quarterly meetings of the Georgia Proprietary

School Advisory Commission.
g. Initiating or responding to adverse actions.

Drastic increases in certain activities have been observed since the
1986 Ability to Benefit (ATB) provisions of the federal financial aid
programs were enacted, as most consumer complaints involve a student
who has obligated themselves for On/SW loans. Increased volatility
in the nonpublic sector has been observed due to the rapid growth of
school enrollments due to the ATB provisions and the branching of
schools to multiple locations in order to take advantage of the
federal dollar availability.

Example:

Southern Vocational College
Tuskeges, Alabama

This institution began operations in Georgia without proper legal
authority. It was accredited by the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools, Commission on Occupational Educational Institutions
(SACS-COEI), as a branch of the Alabama school. SACS-COEI did not
check with Georgia authowities as to the legal status in Georgia. The
school closed without notice in 1986. The director was located and he
gave assurances that there were not students enrolled at the time of
the closing and that all complaints would be taken care of. Student
complaints are now being initiated because of defaulted loan status.

2. Governance. The Georgia Board of Education's primary concern is
the elementary and secondary public schools of the state.
Postsecondary education, especially tne regulation thereof, is of
little interest to the Board.

Since the enactment in April, 1985 of the Quality Basic Education Act
(QBE) which was designed to upgrade elementary and secondary education
in Georgia, the Proprietary School Standards Unit and the Nonpublic
College Standards Unit have been in four different divisions and three
different offices of the Georgia Department of Education. The units
have physically moved two times. The Georgia Proprietary School
Advisory Commission and unit staff have recommended staffing
improvements each year, but these hay, only been submitted once to the
Georgia General Assembly as part of the agency funding package. These
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functions sere orginally assigned to the Georgia Department of
Education, the only neutral board, to avoid a potential conflict of

interest. Had these functions been assigned to the Georgia Board of
Regents, the agency responsible for the governance of the public
supported postsecondary institutions, questions could have been raised
over this board's impartiality in the nonpublic postsecondary
licensure process.

Obviously, moving records and experiencing diminished clerical support
undermines a function that is so heavily dependent on good, accurate
records. Time that had previously been spent on authorization
activities was consused by personnel matters and the restructuring of

records. To say that the activities of the two units is a low
priority would be an understatement. The staffing pattern has been
one position for proprietary school oversight, one position for
nonpublic college oversight and a shared clerical position. Records
indicate that over 540 institutions have been subject to regulation by
the Georgia Department of Education since the enactment of the two
statutes.

3. Fragmentation of Oyesjgh. Several state agencies regulate
differing types of schools w th no one agency responsible for consumer
protection for all students enrolled.

Georgia agencies involved in the regulation of postsecondary
educational programs include the Georgia Department of Education, the
Department of Technical and Adult Education, the Board of Regents, the
Department of Public safety, the Department of Labor, the Real Estate
commission, the Insurance Commission and several of the licensing
boards under the Office of the Secretary of State, e.g. the
Cosmetology Board. There is no one agency in Georgia that can give
consumers complete information on every postsecondary institution or
all postseconary training programs available. Consumer* call the
Georgia Department of Education for most school related inquiries or
problems because they do not know which agency is responsible, e.g.
the Office of Consumer Affairs may refer a complaint against a
cosmetology school to the Georgia Department of Education rather than
the Office of the Secretary of State, Cosmetology Examining Board.
This is extremely confusing for the consumer. Further, the major
offenders in the student loan default area are 'schools which are not
subject to regulation in Georgia by the Georgia Department of
Education, i.e. truck driving schools and cosmetology schools. Both
of these kinds of schools are regulated by Ceorgia agencies with no
consumer protection standards.

Example:

United Career Centers
Ultissima Beauty School

Both of these schools operated in the same location in Decatur,
Georgia. The business programs were licensed by the Proprietary
School Standards Unit of the Georgia Department of Education. The
cosmetology program was licensed by the Office of the Secretary of
State, Cosmetology Examining Board. These schools were recognized by
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools, Commission on
Occupational Educational Institutions (SACS-COEI), as branch campuses
of schools located in other states. The business school was under
adverse action proceedings with the Georgia Department of Education

-3-
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and enrolleent had been stopped when it closed without notice. Tho
cosmetology school apparently was continuing to enroll as usual;
however, it was this school that was under adverse action proceedings
with the United States Department of Education. That action was a
major factor in the closing without notice. The owners are residents
of Missouri and owned schools in Florida, Georgia, New York, Missouri
and California. No student records were furnished as required by
Georgia law. Some student complaints for the cosmetOlOgy school have
come to the Georgia Department of Education; however, most cosplaints
will not be received until students begin to be billed for federal
loans. The schools have withdrawn fros SACS-COSI, and the owners will
not return telephone cells from the Georgia Departsent of Education.

This situation has been repeated several times with out-of-state
operations like this. It is difficult to ascertain what * school's
status might be st any given time with its accrediting body, the
various jurisdictions in which it in operating and the federal
government. One federal official has admitted that the best thing for
a school involved in adverse action proceedings to do is to close and
leave without notice. This is because it takes so long for the
federal agencies to complete the adveree action proceedings. This
example illustrates how two Georgia agencies were regulating one
operation. Although the programs were ;lased es different schools, it
was one operation in one building owned by one family.

4. . Many institutions are currently exempt from stateoveroWiTme of these institutions have caused problems for the
consumer and should be included in the consumer protection regulatory
activities.

Twenty-six degree-granting institutions are not subject to state
oversight in Georgia. Thirty-eight institutions have sought an
exemption on religious grounds which is permitted in Georgie.
Numerous other exemptions aro permitted by the Georgia Proprietary
School Act and the Postsecondary Educational Authorization Act.
Consumers with complaints have no state agency to contact. Often, the
Office of Cosumer Affair* incorrectly refers consumers to the Georgia
Department of Education. Consumers are outraged when they are told
that the Georgia Department of Education has no legal authority and
cannot help them. Many calls have been received about the closing of
Tift College and the financial situation of Atlanta University and
Mercer University. All three of these colleges are specifically
exempt from state oversight. The recently passed Georgia law has
added to rather than taken away the ability for institutions to be
exempt from state regulation. The United States Department of
Education uses state licansure as a criterion for eligibility to
participate in the student loan progress. The exemption provisions
found in most state statutes clearly diminishes this criterion.

Examples;

The Savannah College of Art ana Design
Savannah, Georgia

This institution has twice introduced legislation to become exempt
from the provisions of the Postsecondary Educational Authorization
Act. With the enactment of the new Georgia statute, this institution
will be exempt. Many consumer complaints were received against this
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institution that dealt with the condition of student housing. It was
determined that at least two buildings which ware being used for
student housing were not in compliance with local fire and housing

codes. The violations sated during the investigation of the consumer
cosipleints ware corrected due to the fact that the state license was

due to expire. Had there been no oversight this may not have been the

case. This institution is accredited by the Southern Association of
Colleges and School, Commission on Colleges (SACS-00C).

St. Mary's of the Plains
Dodge City, Kansas

This institution made application to have licensed sales
representatives in Georgia to sell a truck driving program. The
investigation of this application indicated that this private college
had entered into a managesient contract with a truck driving school
located in Texas. St. Mary's was not subject to state Iicensure in
Kansas, and the Kansas authorities had no knowledge of the
arrangement. The college was regionally accredited by the North
Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCAcs), and that agency
extended the institutional accreditation of St. Mary's to include the

truck driving school. According to college officials, ninety-nine
percent of the students enrolled in the truck driving program were
federal loan recipients. This example indicates further that the
reliance on state oversight may be misleading.

It is important to note that both of these are examples of nonprofit

institutions.

5. Strength of S de. Th. Georgia Proprietary School Act lacks
any penalties forteigtiritions other than closure of the school. The
standards for both proprietary schools and nonpublic colleges could be

strengthened considerably.

The Georgia Department of Education cannot act in a wey that is
responsible to the student by closing a school. Students will be left
stranded with no training still owing federal loans. Schools with
similar programa *ay be contacted to offer to "teach out" students
but this is a voluntary effort. Recently, there have been indications
that schools participating in teach out efforts have encountered
problems with federal officials during audits. Schools will probably
be reluctant to participate in the future. Specialized courses of
study say not be found in other schools. The tactic usually taken is
the placing of conditions on the Certificate of Authorization or
limiting enrollment so that the school can attempt to rectify the

problematic areas. The goal is to avoid a disruptive closing and
encourage the school to teach out and withdraw voluntarily.

The standards for proprietary schools and nonpublic colleges in
Georgia are minimum consumer protection standards. They are not
indications of high quality. It has been observed that in schools
that intend to participate heavily in student loan programs all
decisions are made in regard to the requirements of those programs.
They are not educational decisions. They are financial aid decisions,

e.g. program lengths are based on financial aid requirements rather
than typical training time requirements. A school application is

-5-
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considered and acted upon prior to the nrollment of students'. What
is proposed as part of an application and what actually occurs in a
school may be entirely different matters.

Examples:

Connecticut Academy
Atlanta, Georgia

An application was made to open a school in Atlanta that would be a
branch of a *mall school'in Connecticut. The owner indicated that ha
had "bought his accreditation." The school in Connecticut was
accredited by the National Association of Trade and Technicil Schools
(NATTS) and had less than ten students. The Atlanta school was
licensed to begin operation, and a highly successful telemarketing
effort was begun. Within e few months, the enrollment at the Atlanta
school reached several hundred students. Consumer coaplainte prompted
a series of inspections during which it wasp determined that the course
presented in the originel application was not being taught and that
another location had been added to house the rapidly increasing
enrollment. Theee complaints were forwarded to the occrediting body.
NATTS determined that the enrollment at the parent school in
Connecticut wee down to seven students, while the Atlanta branch had
an enrollment of over five hundred students. The school was found to
be in violation of several state standards. Enrolling, advertising
and recruiting activities were required to cease and the school closed
in June, 1990. Clearly this is an example of the abuse of the branch
campus concept and is an extreme example of "accreditation for
sale."

IBT (Institute of business; and Technology)
Atlanta, Georgia

This school closed in August, 1988. Recruiters had engaged in
unethical practices tied to recruiting in homeless shelters. The
school promised to provide students with an apartment paid for through
the proceeds of a federal loan. Adverse action were initiated by the
federal governsent which resulted in a financial crisis. The school
owners were unable to meet payrolls and faculty quit. The Georgia
Department had taken action to limit enrollment leaving 35 students at
the time of the closing. Enrollment had been as high as 100 at one
time. All complaints have not been settled to date. This school was
accredited by the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools
(AICS).

Elkins Institute
Atlanta, Georgia

This school closed in Kay, 1989. There had been indications of
financial difficulty and enrollment was down. The owner indicated
that the school would be sold, but this was not accomplished. The
owner filed bankruptcy. Great difficulty was experienced in securing
the student records. The surety bond was caned to give partial
refunds to students. This school was accredited by the National
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Association of Trad end Technical Schools (NATTS).

Atlanta Centers for Technical Arts and Sciences
Atlente, Georgie

This school closed in November, 1989. Adverse action was initiated by
the Georgia Departsent of Education due to numerous complaints and a
failure to make tieely refunds. There vas an orderly closing with a
teach out, and student records were eventually 'soured. This school
was owned by a California resident who is still operating sdhools in
that state. This school was accredited by the Accrediting Council
for Continuing Education and Training (ACM?). The accrediting
procedures used in this case have been Questioned by the Georgia
Department of Education in a letter to the United States Department of
Education which was considered during the renewal of eligibility
of ACCET.

Crown Business Institute
Atlanta, Georgia

This school closed in December, 1988. There was a teach out and full
refunds were mad. to 20 students. Complaints are now being received
as loans comet due. There was a New York telephone number for a period
of time after the Atlanta closing, but apparently all the New York
schools have closed and we have no contact now. This school was
accredited by the Association of Independent Colleges and Schools
(AICS).

6. poe Structure. The fee structure is not adequate to support the
regulatory functions required. In PY 1989 onay $15,280 was collected
from regulated institutions.

The initial authorization fee for a college or ,:siversity is currently
$500. This is one factor that has prompted institutions located in
other states to :meek licensure in Georgia. Metropolitan Atlanta is
seen as a growth area with markets not currently being served by the
public sector institutions and private institutions not subject to
regulation. Accredited institutions from other states seek to offer
nontraditional, external degree programs. They typicallly lease
office space and hire adjunct faculty and make a minimal investment in
Georgia. These kinds of revenue producing programs are big money
makers for institutions located in other states.

Proprietary schools provide a more extreme example in that the initlal
licensing fee is $100, the renewal fee is $50, and there is no fee for
the licensing of agents (commissioned sales representatives).

Examples:

Nova University
Fort Lauderdale, Florida

Currently licensed to offer an Ed.C. degree in Educational Leadership.
The required library agreement was given by Mercer Univorrity in Macon

-7-
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and Atlanta for a fee of $100 per student per year. Physical
facilities are given free by three local school districts. The
tuition for this three year program iS in excess of $12,000. Faculty
salaries are charged off to all the states in which the program is
currently offered not to Georgia alone. Current enrollment figures
indicate that Georgia revenue* are approaching one-half silliondollars per year. This institution is not subject to state licansurein FlOride because it is accredited by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, Commission on Colleges (SACS-CDC). This example
illustrates the mobility of colleges es wall as proprietary schools in
that, at lest count, Nova was operating in twenty-five states. The
regional accrediting cassissions have been slow to respond to
interregional issues.

Superior Truck Driving School
Indianapolis, Indiana

This school had recruiters in Georgia. It has withdrawn form the
state since the federal government has initiated an adverse action.
Georgia students still have outstanding refunds.

7. Bonding Eeauirements. The current bonding requirements do not
offer sufficient protection to the students enrolled in the regulatedschools.

Except for very amall schools, the bonding requirements provided bythe current statute do not provide enough coverage to protect theconsumer. In little over a year, there have been 23 schools inGeorgia which have become inactive. If a school closes without
notice, there is little that can be done for the students. Further,
it hes been observed that the insurance cospaniee are not interestedin this kind of business. Many school* have had difficulty in
securing the sinimum bond currently required. Dramatically increasing
the bonding requirements across the board would adversely affect thesmall schools that do not participate in the federal financial aidprograms. These schools offer the best xamples of good proprietaryeducation. They are typically individually owned and offer a
specialized curriculum such as floral design, animal grooming, orcommercial art. The student usually completes the training and is
immediately employed or starts a business of their own. Consumercosplaints are practically nonexistent. When the individual is a cash
paying custoser or is using a grant the schools are kept in tow by the
consumer. The greatest number of problems and complaints occur when
there is a perception that the schooling is part of a give away
program or that the student is not responsible for paying for thetraining. Clearly, the current situation is woefully inadequate in
Georgia with the maximum bond for a proprietary school being $25,000.

Example:

Jefferson Business College
Atlanta, Georgia

This school closed without notice in Noveeber, 1988. Assets were
seized by the Internal Revenue Service. Action had been taken by the
Proprietary Schools Standards Unit to limit enrollment. Due to the
showing of * positive financial recovery plan, enrollment was allowed
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to begin again. Sous students had only been enrolled for two weeks

when tbe school closed. Their entire financial aid package had been

received by the school. They received no education and were obligated

for the entire amount of the loan. It is interesting to note that the
income tax refunds due to students of Jefferson say he witheld by the

IRS. At the time of closing, 130 students were enrolled. If bond

proceeds wers distributed evenly, each student would get a $192.31

refund. This school was accredited by the Association of Independent

Colleges and Schools (AICS).

Liceasurt and Accreditation as Criter/s for Eligibility

In remarks made at the public hearing In Atlanta at Morris Brown
College concerning the reauthorization of the Higher Education Act,
these two points were made:

1. State licensure is not one thing. It is fifty different things.
Frequentation of oversight, exemption from oversight and the lack of
oversight at the state level must be taken into account when
considering state licensure as a criterion for eligibility for
participation in federal loan programs.

2. Accreditation is not one thing. It is sany different things
depending on the standards and the procedures of the accrediting

agency. Accrediting agencies ars private membership organizations.
The accreditation cycle is a five to ten year cycle. Alot can happen

within an institution between accreditation visits. Further, another
definition for ATB must be considered - Ability To Branch. The

branching from state to state and in extreme example. across a
continent must be taken into account when considering accreditation am

a criterion for eligibility for participation in federal loan

programs.

AusitasatiariLiQL_Iaprsaszent
Under the current system of using state licensure and accreditation as
the two criteria for eligibility for participation in federal student

aid programs:

1. States must reexamine their regulatory efforts. Statutes must be
strengthened as should regulations, procedures and standards. The new

law in Georgia, in my opinion, is critically flawed in its current

fors. Luckily there is one more legislative session prior to

enactment. It should be noted thst in moving the function of
licensing proprietary schools end nonpublic colleges from the Georgia
Department of education to the Georgia Student Finance Commission no
appropriation was made. The new agency is expected to be
self-supporting. The bonding requirements were increased rather tha.

Making provision for a type of student recovery fund to compensate

consumers with legitimate complaints. The nusber of exemptions was
increased rather than decreased due to heavy lobbying efforts by

particular instituions. Fragmentation of oversight was not
diminished.

2. Accrediting agencies must reexamine their activities.
Interregional communication and cooperation must be increased.
Communication with state licensing authorities must take place prior

-9-
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to any accreditation action. Policies permitting the accrediting
*germ to make inquiries to the state and federal regulatory
authorities must be institutee.;. The branch caspu. ooncept must be
redefined in terms of educational services prov ded rather than an
conduit for federal dollars.

3. The U. S. Department of Education rules should not permit the
lending of large suss of money to individuals training for entry
level, minimum wags jobs. These individuals simply cannot repay a
lonn. Tho Ability to Benefit type student has boon particularly
victimized by unethical school operators. Many of these individuals
did not realize that they were signing Ioan documents. Grants rather
than loans would be a better use of educational dollars for this type
of student. Procedures for assisting students of closed schools
ahcule be instituted. Communication with state licensing authorities
should he increased.

The recent f2orts to reform the student aid programs coupled with the
uncertainty of the transition to a new agency in Georgia, the state
guarantee agency, has produced noticeable results in Georgia. The
number of applications for new schools has decreased as have
applications for program additions. Schools that were totally
dependent on federal dollars for revenue are facing extreme financial
difficulties and the number of hinkruptcy filings has increased.

I am aware that proposals for improving the current process for
determining eligibility of postsecondary institutions participating in
the federal student aid prograces are being subsitted to U. S.
Department of Education for consideration as part of the
reauthorization of the Higher Education Act. I would ask that
consideration be given to the use of en adequately funded public
institutional approval process.

Currently, the states are looked to as the first gatekaeper. The
situation in Georgia clearly illustrates the lack of incentive to
perfors this function. If somebody has to be the gatekeeper, there
must be incentives to do a good job. Ways post be found to give
incentives to the etates to perform this function. One model that in
currently in place, is that of the State Approving Agency process
specified by the Congress for veterans educational benefits. This
system of performing institutional approval and oversight functions
under a contractual arrervenent with the federal goverment has a
proven track record. A similar model that would permit the states to
perform the institutional approval and oversight function for federal
student assistance programs on a reimbursement syetem like that used
by the Department of Veterans Affairs' with the State Approving
Agencies bears thorough consideration. This yodel coupled with a
heavy enforcement process would offer a more unified system of
institutional approval. The U.S. Deportment of education cannot
effectively monitor schools fro* Washington Or regional offices. This
model would offer a *ore effective monitoring system, it would be
cheaper than an increaeed federal effort, and it would put
the process with individuals whose loyalties lie with the students of
their state. This rodel would permit the accrediting agencies to
function as they were intended to function as organizations concerned
with promoting educational improvement within member schools, not as
*police officers.*

I mppreciate the opportunity to submit this statement. / hope that it
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proves helpful to the members of the Subcommittee as they look for
ways to strengthen Federal student aid programa to ensure that funds
ere properly used by educational providers.
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September 11, 1990

Honorable $ma Nunn
U. S. Senate Subcommittee
on Investigations

Washington, DC Z0510-6250

Dear Senator Nunn:

Thank you for inviting the National Nome Study Council
to submit a written statement regarding the Department
of Education's student aid program. You asked for
comments about our general experience with student aid
programs and accreditation and e) igibility factors in
particular.

Attached is a statement prepared by one of our
distinguished public Accrediting Commissioners. 1

believe it addresses many of the points in question.
Essentially, we believe that the finger-pointing by the
Department of Education serves only to disguise the fact
that the Department makes eligibility decisions and has
the responsibility for administering federal aid
dollars.

Although accreditation is only a threshold requirement
for eligibility, assuring the Department that the
school's educational program meets the claim IWO for
it, departmental apologists would have us believe that
it is the sole factor. Thar picture of a large federal
Department held hostage by accrediting agencies, and
thereby rendered helpless to enforce Federal
regulations, is not a true one.

The Accrediting Commission of the National Nome Study
Council has repeatedly made the difficult decision to
terminate accreditation bringing the risk of protracted
end expensive litigation. CM several occasions our
Commission has revoked the accreditation of schools
whose presidents sat on the NNSC Board of Trustees.

We took a stand %hen the federal authorities were still
in tho position of reviewing the situation. And we have
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Senator Nunn
September 11, 1990

Page -2-

proposed effective reform measures. We strongly support the continued right of

access to federal funds by correspondence school students.

Following your public hearings, we trust that 109-Way submit additional comments

on this important subject. For the present, thank you for the opportunity to

furnish this thoughtful reaction of one. of our public Commissioners.

Sincerely yours.

William A. Fowler

cf
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way to solve the problems. If enacted, the NHSC plan will better contrbl

tht flow of funds to schools and will eliminate much of the abuse which

occurs under the present law.

V. Home study education does not fit the pattern of other forms of education.

Regulations promulgated by the Department of Education for traditional

educational institutions should not forte correspondence schools into a

*residential school* mode and into policies which are irrelevant to the

goals of correspondence study.

VI. Federal financial assistance to home study students should continue because

it meets needs not met by any other forms of education.

I. The Accrediting Commission has neither the resoonsibjlity. legal authority

nor the capability to contrejjpaaing fraud and abuse in federel programs.

Over thirteen years ago, Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare Joseph A.

Califano appointed a national study group of experts to advise him on ways of

improving the federal aid programs, and requested suggestions on how best to use

accreditation in student aid. A 'Report to the Secretary,* dated June 1977,

stated:

"Increasing federal reliance on private accrediting
agencies presents some problems. The most serious

problem is that accrediting agencies are private,
independent, voluntary organizations fundamentally
responsible to their member institutions. They have no

legal responsibility to state or federal governments;
they are funded entirely from their members' dues and
application fees (they receive no public funds, either
state or federal); and their purposes do mot necessarily
coincide with federal needs. Accrediting associations

are not regulatory or enforcement bodies, and they are

opposed to being called on to assume responsibilities of

mulatory nature. This has been a source of friction
and some confusion as Congress has sought means to
achieve greater institutional accountability far student

financial aid funds.*

This statement is still true today.

The Accrediting Commission believes that its proper role is to assess the quality

of an institution's instruction, the quality of its faculty, the value of its

courses, and whether or not the institution fulfills its stated obJactives.

In short, the role of the Accrediting Commission is to assess the overall

educational quality and to determine whether the school delivers results as

advertised.

2
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Accrediting Commission
of the

National Home Study Council

Accreditation, Federal Aid atid Node Stmdy

'Massive abuse in Student Financial Aid,' says the press. 'Programs remain rife
with ripoffs,' says the Department of Education's Inspector General. The General
Accounting Office and the Office of Nanagmeint and Budget echo the criticise.
The Congress says it is 'mismanagement through the Department of Education' and
questions the Department's oversight of accrediting agencies. The confused press
and news media accounts blame school owners and their commissioned salesmen. It
appears that everyone is to blase and no one is to Mame.

The National Home Study Council (NHSC) and its Accrediting Commission, targeted
in some of the attacks, has had no opportunity to defend itself. The NHSC
believes that those who criticize most loudly do not really understand the %tole
process of accreditation, certification, eligibility and compliance esnitoriwg,
and that the allegations are full of exaggerations, half truths and misstate-
ments. The resulting confusion has created a challenge to the status of the NHSC
accreditation process, has cast doubt on the reputation of the Accrediting
Commission, and has Jeopardized the continuation of student financial assistance
for home study students.

This paper is written from the perspective of a public cemmissioner of the
Accrediting Commission of the NHSC, a person who understands %hat is going on
inside the U.S. Department of Education, having held a high position in that
organization; ono utose career experience makes her concerned about what is
happening today. Hopefully, these comments will help clear up some of the
misunderstanding, and will persuade the reader that opportunity for student
financial assistance for home study students should continue.

This paper will assert that:

I. The Accrediting Commission has neither the responsibility, legal authority
nor the capability to control against fraud and abuse in federal programs.

U. Although it does not have this responsibility, the NHSC, cooperating with
the Department of Education, has strengthemed.its own long-standing
standards and pressed its member institutions into compliance with them as
well as with complementary federal requirements.

III. further, through use of the standards of the NHSC, the NHSC Accrediting
Commission is effectively eliminating Ouse in schools by direct or indirect
termination of their accreditation or by placing severe limitations on their
operations for failure to meet Commission standards.

IV. In order to reduce abuses In the future, the NHSC has proposed a 'Four Point
Plan' (see attachment) which merits the consideration of those looking for a
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Soma RISC Steelier* Overlie Federal Nemmiatiems

The standards against wtich NISC schools are measured sometimes overlap the
requirements of the Department of Education. For xample, federal regulations
state that if a student is enrolled without a high school diploma or the
equivalent (in a postsecondary prograe), the stwdent must demonstrate 'ability to
benefit." By comparison, one NHSC standard states:

'The school must establish the qualifications atich an
applicant must possess to enable the successful as-
sieilation 0 the educational materials furnished. The
school must also determine with reasonable certainty,
prior to acceptance of the applicant, that the applicant
has been informed of and has the proper qualifications
to enroll in the course.'

The NHSC has other parallel standards on the calculation and prompt making of
refunds, on the disclosure of complete and accurate information on costs,
placement rates and available teaching equipment. It also has standards, similar
to those of the Department of Education, on a school's obligation to maintain
financial solvency. When compliance with NHSC standands is considered at the
time of accreditation or re-accreditation, visiting examiners art aware of
Department of Education requirements as well as NHSC standards. Additionally,
the Commission attempts to be aware of the unique rules of the many states in
which kliSC schools are located. However, because of the myriad of state laws in
effect, it is almost impossible to keep track of everybody's rules and to note an
individual school's lack of adherence.

On the other hand, the MSC does not have standards on satisfactory academic
progress, on MNIO 'long a course must be, on verification of the family financial
statement, nor on requiring that the student be a citizen of the U.S. NHSC
standards do not require that certain disclaimers be signed by the student.

To quote again from the 1977 Califano report:

"It bears repeating here that accrediting agencies are
most concerned with evaluating the overall quality of
educational programs offered by an institution and are
neither adequately trained nor do they desire to
evaluate the capability of an applicant institution to
properly administer federal student financial aid
programs.'

Accr*ditiag Commission's Mole NIsersteed

To summarize, we believe that the Accrediting Commission's role has been mis-
understood. We believe that nothing in the law or in regulation requires ac-
crediting comeissions to monitor tho compliance with federal regulations of the
schools they accredit, but only to chock for compliance with their own standards.
The accrediting commission is a ;Ovate agency which cannot possibly accommodate
the preferences of all governmental agencies. It must, at all times, be true to

3
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itself and to the standards it has developed for recognition. As was stated in a

recent issue of the Legal Times:

"The question is, who has the responsibility? . . . The

banks say they rely on:the guarantee agencies to check

out the schools . . . The guarantee agencies say they

rely on the federal government. The Department of

Education says they rely on private accrediting agen-

cies. Everyone's in a circle pointing to the guy on the

right."

Not only does the NHSC believe that it has no legal right to monitor or enforce

compliance with federal rules, it also believes that any attempt on its part to

assume such an obligation could present serious challenges to its authority in

the form of throats of legal action and lawsuits against the Commission, to

include charges of anti-trust law violations, price fixing, and arbitrary and

capricious actions.

II. Although it does not have_this relponsilllitv the NHSC. cooperatine with

the Depertmeni of Education. has strengthened its own long-standing stan-

dards and pressed its member institutions into compliance witn_them-ISACIL

es with camplementarv federal remirements.

for example, in the area of ability to benefit students, the NHSC has adopted the

following policies:

Criteria for Remedial Learning Program for Students Enrolled Under the

Ability to Benefit Provision of the Higher Education Act of 1986. (The

policy and its accompanying procedure were worked out with and approved

by the Department of Education.)

Criteria for Standardized Admissions Tests for Students Enrolled Under

the Ability to Benefit Provision of the Higher Education Act of 1986.

"When offering a course to prepare a student for a vocation which

requires a high school diploma for employment, accredited schools must

require the student to have a high school diploma for admission to the

course."

In the area of fisancial respoesibility, the NHSC has adopted the following

policies:

"Any institution which voluatarily or involuntarily enters bankruptcy

is in immediate violation of the Accrediting Commission's financial

responsibility standard. This violation results in the school's

automatic termination of accreditation.*

For accreditation purposes the NHSC will accept only financial state-
ments which have been prepared "tn conformity with generally accepted

accounting principles,' This includes the use of the accrual method of

accounting.

4
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In order to prevent qmostiommble solos practices by NNSC schools, the NRSC has:

Required that all accredited schools eliminate any third party sales
representatives. All salespersons must be directly responsible to the
school.

Prohibited 'any facetoface solicitation or promotional activities' of
sales representatives "at or in proximity to an employment or public
welfare office.'

Responding to concerns expressed by the Department of EduCation's Inspector
General and the Department of Justice, the NNSC has entered into an egreement
with the Department of Education in 1989 to validate an institution's determina-
tion of course length for home study schools. Tbe MSC's course length valida-
tion procedure relieves the Department of the responsibility of establishing
separate procedures to assess course length in home study schools.

III. further. through use_of the standards of teg_NNSC the NNSt Accrediting
LOMPlissie is effectively elieneting abuse ift schools by direct or indirect
tereinatioe of thejr accroditetfoeor BY 91Acino severe limitations on their
ggerations for failure/a meet Commission standards.

In spite of the fact that this is not accreditation's role, the Commission has
been able to act more quickly and decisively than government agencies.

Schools Loss Worst Eligibility Cho to INSC Action

In the case of one school in Florida, even though the Department of Education had
failed to move against the school (state agencies had already threatened action
and had demanded refunds), the NNSC Arcrediting Commission demanded compliance
with its standards. When the school failed to comply, the Commission terminated
accreditation. By terminating accreditation, the Commission also effectively
terminated federal assistance to the school and thereby eliminated further abuse
of federal funds.

Even though this school later announced that it had submitted its resignation
from *ISE accreditation, the resignation was invalid since the school had been
notified of its loss of accreditation ten days earlier.

In the case of a school in California, the Inspector General had audited and had
found a school guilty of failing to monitor satisfactory academic progress and
failing to properly calculate and make resulting refunds to students. The MSC
made a special visit to the school. When the NNSC visiting team confirmed that
the school was in violation of the MSC refund standards and was also unable to
meet its financial obligations, the school resigned its accreditation rather than
having it terminated at a forthcoming meeting of the Commission. Again, this
effectively terminated federal assistance to the school and eliminated the
further abuse of federal funds.

Through similar aggressive stances taken against a school in Indiana, one in
California, and another in Florida, the Cometssion acting alone has taken actions

5
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which were directly responsible for eliminating further abuse of federal programs

by these schools.

But the Solution for eliminating default, fraud and abuse cannot be left to the

accrediting agencies. It must be done by the government, which is the legally

authorized party. Again quoting frmm the Califano report, the 1977 study group

recommended:

"The study group recommeeds that Of make an effort to
prosecute individuals through the courts, based on the

provisions of the Education Amendments of 1976."

"A program which cam be violated with impunity by a few
will ultimately be violated by many. Individuals who

receive federal aid or who administer the aid available
to others are the bearers of a public trust, and they
should clearly understand the nature and extent of this
responsibility. Those that abuse that trust should
suffer the legal consequences of their actions. A few

successful prosecutions would do much to eliminate fraud

and abuse."

It appears that the slowness of the Department of Education to act has placed an

inordinate burden on -- and resulted in subsequent legal actions against .- the

accrediting commissions.

The Accrediting Canniest*s is mot Influenced by Its Association Linkage

In refuting the charge that Commission actions are influenced by linkages with

schools alleged to be comnitting acts of fraud amd mismanagement, it seems
appropriate to mention that in the last two years, it has been necessary for the

NHSC Accrediting Commission to take action against a number of schools %hose

chief executive officers held offices and trusteeships in the NNSC. Had these

school officials been able to control or influence the Accrediting Commission,

the accreditation of these schools would certainly not have been withdrawn. In

fact, four of the seven members of the NHSC Accrediting Commission, including the

Chainean of the Comeission, are public members, persons who art in no way

affiliated with any school.

No accredited school is except from compliance with NHSC standards. The Ac-

crediting Commission has continuously demonstrated that being an NHSC official

does not relieve the school of meeting its accreditation obligations.

IV. In order to reduce abuses in the future. the AHSC has proposed a 'Four Point

Plan' Lite attached) which sierjts the consideratjan of those looking for 4

way to solve the problems. If eneCtel,the AHSC_plan will better Central
the flat of fumds to schools ind will elimdmate much of the abuse which

Kairs under the present taut

The NHSC has proposed that specific changes be made in the law and regulations in

the case of home study to better accommodate the unique characteristics of the

6
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home study meteod end at the same time eliminate some of the abuses memtioned
above. The changes would also rodeo* concerns of the Accrediting Commission as
they meld prevent abuse of the NHSC standards as well as the federal regula-
tions.

In making such dramatic recommendations as those in its Four Point Plan, which
would do financial harm to member schools, the NHSC has demonstrated the serious-
ness of its wish to cooperate with government in controlling against abuse.

V. Reele_stutujegutieuulenjualit_tee_ealtiere_gLatgar_egrie_gf_eslgeatjuo
Regulations grommlgated by the Osparteent of Education for traditional
educational institutions shoyld not force correspondence scbools into a
"residential school" mode and into_epljcies which are irralevant_to the

gialiALcarttsamitamstki,
Home study accreditation differs from other accreditation in the following ways:

Schools accredited by the NHSC offer training at all levels, from
elementary education to the Master's degree level.

NHSC schools do not offer residential training, except for those which
offer a short residential segment as part of a 'combination home study-
resident program.* Instruction is conducted primarily through the
mails.

Free the start of private correspondence education a century ago,
students were encouraged to study at their own pace. A high achiever

could move swiftly. Students were pereitted to study at their cern
pace. lf personal, emplosent and other circumstances so dictated, a
student could adjust his pace of study and alter the time it took to
complete the course to suit these circumstances. The primary goal was
to learn the subject well, not compete against tbe calendar. The sany
federal rules which mandate a particular rate of progress throoph a
course are an anathema to tho traditional concept of home study.

The NHSC's is the only accrediting commission whose responsibility fs
defined in terms of the teaching method rather than the level of
education or the subject matter.

Most students in home study are adults, their average age being 32-36
years of age.

Courses are offered in sany subjects not usually taught in resident
schools, e.g., gemology, locksmithing, doll technology, and yacht
design.

Few of the NHSC accredited schools participate in federal programs
(fewer than 20 currently).

7
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vI. EttlaraLatudenflabimiaLAstigan

Federal student financial assistance should continue because:

Hose study is sore sought after, more used and more needed than ever

before;

Home study meets the educational needs of servicemen and women who can

not physically attend a resident school;

Home study fills a need not met by other educational organizations and

methods;

home study gives Nape to many who art ill. handicapped or otherwise

confined to their homes;

Home study provides opportunities for students who cannot interrupt

their Jobs to attend classes;

Home study provides educational access to mothers in dire need of Job

skills but unable to leave small children without care; and.

Through its own extensive use of the hose study method, government

agencies have demonstrated their belief in home study as a viable and

effective learning method.

Past infractions of student aid rules by a few home study schoolL can be cor-

rected through changes in the law proposed by the NNSC in its Four Point Plan.

Coaparattas Could Nike a Differface

Title IV programs became law in the mid-I960's in an atmosphere of cooperation

and oPenness and in a sense of shared ownership between colleges and schools,

federal agencies, states and local educational supporters.

During the next 20 years, scores of cooperative efforts succeeded in framing the

direction of the progrmes. Massive training programs were undertaken by states

cooperating with federal officials. Proprietary school accrediting commissions

and associations implemented a default prevention training program. The Depart..

ment of Education accepted the emerging regional proprietary councils as a forum

for cooperation and communication with the Department and with accrediting

commissions.

But now, in this troubled time, when the fallout from fraud awd abuse and default

is threatening to seriously curtail the programs, at a time when the media is

full of allegations of 'cheating the taxpayer,' at a time when at least one

guarantee aoency is facing bankruptcy, there appears to be no willingness to

cooperate in seeking solutions.

federal and state grwernmental agencies and the accrediting commissions need to

share what they knok. about individual schools, other state agenctes. secondary

8
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markets, banks and other actors in the complicated network. They need to work
together to develop ragmlattons Witch will control but still are meaningful to
all types of schools.

Through the sharing.of ideas, by developing remedies together, and by open
cooperation and coMmuoication we could,gb a long, way toward solving our present
problems.

Coloclufas

The sassive probleim and the failures to eliminate fraud and abuse in student
financial aid programs should not be blamed on the home study methld, students in
home study schools, the National Nome Study Council or its Accrediting Commis-
sion. Students in home study need and deserve student financial assistance the
same as any other class of students.

Any decisions which would restrict the approval, the authority or the stature of
the Accrediting Commission of tho National Nome Study Council would do great
in4ury to a tried and proved method of education in our country. It would also
be a bitter blow to a respected and seasoned organization which has earned its
place among educational institutions and whose ultimate concerns are the educa-
tional quality of home study in America.

Josephine L. Ferguson
Commissioner, NNSC
September 10, 1990

Accrediting Commission of tt,e
National None Study Council
1601 18th Street, N.M.
Washington, D.C. 20009
202-234-5100

Attachment
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Number 20

The Four Point Men

April 19, 1990

NHSC's Position on Reauthorization of the Higher Education Act for Hume Study

With the Higher Education Assistance Act scheduled to expire in 1991. Congress

and the Administration have begun work on reauthorizing legislation to continue

federal aid to students. The Board of Trustees of the National Home Study

Council, at its March 14, 1990 meeting, unanimously adopted a Council position
and recommendations regarding reauthorization of Title IV federal student aid

prcgrams.

The Council's position reflects the philosophy of the NMSC and will serve as the

basis for our fforts to continue the availability of federal assistance to

Correspondence school students. NNSC members are well aware of publicized cases

of perceived abuses with the federal aid programs. Rather than taking a

defensive position, the Board believes the best strategy is to offer
recommendations for the strengthening of the programs so that students who wish

to use such benefits for correspondence study can do so fn ways that preserve and

enhance the traditional benefits of the home study method.

Said NMSC President James E. Godfrey, 'Given the harsh reality of past abuses of

federal programs, buses that have been repeatedly exposed in the media to the
detriment of all home study education, constructive changes are necessary. These

recommendations are responsible and rational remedies for weaknesses inherent to

the current programs. The fact is, the survival of federal aid for home study is

at stake.'

The NHSC's Four Point Plan fpr reauthorized aid for home study Wiools and their

students is.

1. A participating school must enroll a significant number of bona fide
students who do not use the aid programs.

As a condition for instttutic,nal eligibility in Title IV student assistance
programs, home study schools should be required to enroll a proportion of

students who do not receive any Title IV lederh student assistance. This

percentage of non-federally funded students Should be at least 15 percent of

the enrollment in gaat eligible program.

(over. pleW)
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2. Aid should be disbursed as students successfully progress through their
educatiosal programs ... releormmeset, DOt pre-labursenmet.

Payments to the institution for federal student aid should be reimbursed
after the student has successfully completed measurable segmems of a course
of study.

3. The amount of federal aid to home study students should not exceed the
published tuition amount.

Home study students should only receive federal assistance, including both
grants and loans, equal to or less than the school's published tuition. The

published tuition, for this proposal, could include reasonable, actual costs
for travel to and from required resident training and living expenses during
required resident training. Federal aid for resident training travel and
living expenses should be disbursed when the student begins the resident
training.

4. Course length and standards of progress laws and regulations should allow
for the independent, self-paced nature of hame study.

Because of the student-paced nature of this method of education, federal
laws and regulations should provide flexibility in the interpretation of
course length requirements and standards of progress so that the advantages
of the home study method are preserved.

The NHSC's overall goal in reauthorization is to assure access for correspondence
study students in future federal programs so that these students have the same
opportunity for federal assistance as students in other forms of education.

The NHSC Board of Trustees strongly encourages MHSC member's to endorse and give
full support to all of these proposals, so that the Council. speaking with one
voice, will succeed in preserving future eligibility for hone study students.

William A. fowler
Executive Director
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For Additional Information
Contact: Marais Edwards
Phone: (202) 659-2460

'EDUCATION DEPARTMENT DISTORTS ACCREDITATION ROLE
AND DEFAULT INITIATIVES"

The Association of Independent Colleges 4 Schools (AICS) questions
the efforts of the U.S. Secretary of Education to relate
accreditation to default rates at postsecondary institutions. AICS
believes that the Secretary hee imposed a new standard for

recognizing accrediting bodies and has Ainimized the many
successful efforts undertaken by the associations and institutions
to reduce student loan defaults.

Yesterday, the Secretary issued a prase release which announced
that he would review seven accrediting agencies that accredit 89
institutions with 'high default rates" yet the Secretary's owr
regulations which established criteria for recognizing accrediting
bodies do not anywhere address the izsue of defaults.

The Department's present efforts distort the role of the

accrediting bodies in that accreditation primarily reviews
educational quality. State licensing bodies look primarily at
financial stability and consuser protection matters, while the U.S.
Department of Education is responsible for oversight of the
administration of federal student aid programs, including the loan
programs.

AICS believes that graduation and placement rates are much better
indicators of educational quality and institutional integrity.

Many studies indicate that the best predictor of default relates
to the percentage/number of borrowers who come from lower socio-
economic backgrounds.
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In November 1987, then-Secretary Bennett indicated that the
Department would review e'ery institution with a default rate above
504 and the results of till, review have never been published.

AICS and other associations dealing with private career schools
have been at the forefront of default prevention and managesent
actions. Since 1987, over a thousand persons have boon trained in
default prevention/management procedures at over 50 training
sessions throughout the country.

The default data used in the Secretary's press release ware for
those loans going into repaysent in fiscal 1988. Most of those
students borrowed in 1987 or earlier, prior to the implementation
of borrowing limitations legislated by the Congress, the default
regulations promulgated by Secretary Cavaacie, and the default
management programs established by AICS and other associations.

Other "facts" in the Secretary's pies* release which lead to a
misperception about the statue of the default issue are:

o Of the 89 institutions cited by the Secretary, 31 (or 35%)
are closed.

o The "closed" institutions made up $145 million (or 39%) of
the $365 million in default at the 89 institutions identified by
the Secretary.

Of the remaining 58 institutions, seven are in Chapter 11
bankruptcy status or under a legal stay and 19 are under a special
accreditation review.

o Contrary to the Secretary's: implication, many of the school
closings occurred because of accrediting commission actions, not
actions of the Department of Education.

o Many of the remaining schools uxe aggressive and novel
approaches to loan collection which will undoubtedly have more
positive results on their default rates.

o Only 8,000 of the 10,000 postsecondary institutions in the
United States are eligible for the federal student loan programs.

o The Secretary's press release gives the impression that only
a few accrediting bodies are involved in the majority of the so-
called problem. While there are approximately 100 accrediting
agencies in the country, less than 25 of them are institutional
accrediting agencies from which federal student aid eligibility
derives. Most of the accrediting agencies recognized by the
Secretary are specialized accrediting agencies which have little
or no involvement in the federal eligibility issue.
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For Additional Information
Contact: Mamie Edwards
Phone: (202) 659-2460

"EDUCATION DEPARTMENT DISTORTS ACCREDITATION ROLE
AND DEFAULT INITIATIVES"

The Association of Independent Colleges fi Schools (AICS) questions

the fforts of the U.S. Secretary of Education to relate

accreditation to default rates at postsecondary institutions. AICS

believes that the Secretary has imposed a new standard for

recognizing accrediting bodies and has minimized the many

successful efforts undertaken by the associations and institutions

to reduce student loan defaults.

Yesterday, the Secretary issued a press release which announced

that he would review seven accrediting agencies that accredit 89

institutions with "high default rates.". Dr. James M. Phillips,

Executive Director of the AICS Accrediting Commission, remarked

that "the Secretary's own regulations which established criteria

for recognizing accrediting bodies do not anywhere address the

issue of defaults." Dr. Phillips went on to express concern "the

Secretary would issue the new policy in a press release prior to
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meeting with the heads of the accrediting agencies under review so

that an objective discussion of the issue could occur."

During the past year, AICS and the other accrediting agencies tried

to meet with the Department of Education to delineate clearly the

appropriate responsibilities tor the current state

licensure/private accreditation/federal eligibility triad. Ales

believes that if the Secretary really wants the National Advisory

Committee on Accreditation and Institutional Eligibility (NACAIE)

to consider defaults when reviewing an accrediting body, he should

promulgate regulations to that effect so that the public would have

the opportunity to comment on the regulations before they are

finalized.

The Department's present efforts distort the role of the

accrediting bodies in that accreditation primarily reviews

educational quality. State licensing bodies look primarily at

financial stability and consumer protection matters, while the U.S.

Department of Education is responsible for oversight of the

administration of federal student aid programs, including the loan

programs.

AICS believes that graduation and placement rates are much better

indicators of educational quality and institutional integrity. In

recent months AICS has written to Department officials urging them
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to make public and use data on graduation rates and placement rates

of all institutions providing postsecondary vocational training.

This information was recently collected by the Department as a

part of regulatory requirement imposed last year.

The Secretary's recognition criteria require that the accrediting

bodies be evaluated on, among other things, the extent to which

they review an institution's documentation and disclosure of the

educational and job success of its students. AICS requires its

institutions to provide graduation and job placement data and they

are used by the Commission in evaluating institutions during the

accreditation process.

While the AICS Accrediting Commission standards for evaluating

institutions do provide that high defaults can be a trigger for a

more detailed review of tha institution, objective analyses of

default rates confirm that defaults in and of themselves are not

indicators of poor education offerings or bad practices. Many

studies indicate that the best predictor of default relates to the

percentage/number of borrowers who come from lower socio-economic

backgrounds. Hence, private career schools, community colleges,

historically black colleges and universities who serve high-risk

populations tend to have much higher default rates.
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Policymakers often focus .ta much on the dollar costs and not

sufficiently on the reason why borrowers default in the, first

place. For the past decade, postsecondary students have received

an increasing proportion Of their student aid in the fomof loans

instead of grants. Thus, many low-income students who probably

should be receiving more grant aid must borrow, ultimately leading

to defaults. Unless the federal government addresses this very

real problem, this nation must be ready to face the dire social

consequences of inaction.

As the Department stated in its recently-publishedbooklet entitled

ledug.ing Student Loan_Defaults, "most borrowers defaulted because

they did not have, or did not believe they had, the ability to

repay their loans."

Dr. James Foran, Vice President of Operations & Educational Affairs

at A1CS, stated "that in November 1987, then-Secretary Sennett

indicated that the Department would review every institution with

a default rate above 50% and the results of this review have never

been published." It is AICS's understanding that over 45% of the

201 institutions subject to this review, had no dollar findings

which had to be repaid and that over 77% had to pay less than

$10,000. AICS believes that the Department was unable to draw a

direct correlation between high defaults and improper practices or

maladministration of the student loan programs once they reviewed

r-:-
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those institutions.

Dr. Poran went on to note that AICS and other associations dealing

with private career schools have been at the forefront of default

prevention and management actions. Since 1987, over a thousand

persons have been trained in default prevention/management

procedures at over 50 training sessions throughout the country.

"We believe that the actions of the Associations to encourage

repayment of loans has had an demonstrable and positive impact on

the default rates," says Foran.

The default data used in the Secretary's press release were for

those loans going into repayment in fiscal 1988. Most of those

students borrowed in 1987 or earlier, prior to the implementation

of borrowing limitations legislated by the Congress, the default

regulations promulgated by Secretary Cavazos, and the default

management programs established by AICS and other associations.

Pozen went on to note several other "facts" which lead to a

misperception about the status of the default issue:

o Of the 89 institutions cited by the secretary, 31 (or 15%)

are closed.
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o The "closed" institutions made up $145 million (or 39%) of

the $365 million in default at the 89 institutions identified by

the Secretary.

Of the remaining 58 institutions, seven are in Chapter 11

bankruptcy status or under a legal stay and 19 are under a special

accreditation review.

o Contrary to the Secretary's implication, many of the school

closings occurred because of accrediting commission actions, not

actions of the Department of Education.

Many of the remaining schools,use aggressive and novel

approaches to loan collection which will undoubtedly have more

positive results on their default rates.

o Only 8,000 of the 10,000 postsecondary institutions in the

United States are eligible for the federal student loan programs.

o The Secretary's press release gives the impression that only

a few accrediting bodies are involved in the majority of the so-

called problem. While there are approximately 100 accrediting

agencies in the country, less than 25 of them are institutional

accrediting agencies from which federal student aid eligibility

derives. Most of the accrediting agencies recognized by the
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Secretary are specialized accrediting agencies which have little

or no involvement in the federal eligibility issue.

o While tae 89 schools cited by the Secretary have large default

volumes on the surface, many of those institutions have several

branches each. The institutions cited by the Secretary probably

have up to 300 locations throughout the country.

Phillips affirmed that the default problem is a real one, but that

accreditation's involvemmnt in the issue should be limited. The

focus of accreditation should be on matters related to educational

quality, not federal student aid. The Department of Education

should have the primary responsibility for overseeing the

administration of the federal student aid programs, including the

loan default issue.

Phillips urged the Department to work pro-actively with the

accrediting agencies in evaluating educational quality and, in so

doing, not further confuse role distinctions. Phillips stated that

the Department of Education reviews the files of AICS-accredited

institutions during the recognition process and at other times upon

request.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
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SOUTHFILN ASSOCIATION OF COLLEGIS AND SCHOOLS

COMUMSKW CAr OCCUPATIONAL tOUCATION INSTITUTIONS
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Toephune04/324-6.500 WATS 800/24-7701

September 24, 1990

The Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
Committee on Governmental Affairs
Washington, D.C. 20510-6250

Dear Senator Nunn and Members; of the Committee.

This is in response to your letter dated September 5,1990 in which you invited me to submit
a written statement for the Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations' heanng record. We
sincerely appreciate the opportunity to present our views and recommendations regarding the
operation of the Federal student aid program, licensing, accreditation. eligibility/certificauon,
and media criticism among other issues.

Certainly, everyone who is familiar with student aid and loan defaults is senously
concerned about how to reduce the default rate of students without unfair denial of access to
Federal loans and grants particularly to those untrained and disadvantaged who need training
most. Fraud and abuse of the programs-whether by students or by unscrupulous proprietary
school operators or by a school's failure to teach-are problems which reach across the entire
spectrum of educational, social. banking, and legislative agencies There Ls no one culprit nor any
one solution. And while it is counterproductive to say the problems are too big for any one agency
to handle, it is also equally counterproductive to place the blame for fraud and abuse at the door
of any one particular agency or group. Rather, it is hoped that all groups, agencies and organiza
lions will work together toward ameliorating defaults, fraud, abuse, and inequality of training
opportunities

Equal Access of Opportunity
One of our concerns is equal access of opportunity for students to obtain appropnate oc-

cupational skills for entry into the mainstream of America's workplace. The proprietary trade
school and the public postsecondary vocational school are the two places where those who have
been failed by public schools can obtain necessary skills. These schools also serve a tremendous
national and international need for retraining, upgrading and certifying millions of workers who
must seek new skills during a period of significant economic and technologic change. The
dependency upon thoe institutions is expected to increase as military training programs are

I
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reduced. It is evident from the trend of public postsecondary vocational schools toward offering
more two year degree programs and less diploma /certificate programs that untrained, disadvan-
taged adults and those seeking retraining will be compelled to wek occupational skills from
proprietary schools in greater numbers in the very near future. And unless circumstances change
drastically, the proprietaty school may become their motor source ot training by the next decade.

USDE's Use of News Media Creates Inaccurate View of Accrediting Bodies
Since this Commission desires to work cooperatively tn attempting to ameliorate fraud and

abuse of federal programs, we are very concerned about the manner in which USDE has turned to
the media and used it to focus attention unfairly upon accrediting agencies. The LISDE news
release (See Exhibit 01 attached, ) dated September 10, 1990, for example; relates high default rates
with certain proprietary schools and suggests that accrediting bodies must hold high default rate
sc hoo Is accou ntable, The article notes that USDE will review actions that accrediting agencies have
taken toward high default rate institutions. Attached to dila news release is a list of 89 schools cited
for high default rates and high volume of loons in default. Indeed, many of these are bad schoels.
Some were bad schools before the default rates were publishedeven before the final USDE audit
was published a year after the school wits closed down. Anyone looking at this list would assume,
however, that all of the schools listed are still in business and the accrediting bodies have done
nothing about them. This is simply not inset

Of the 10 listed schools shown as accredited by SACS /COEI, six have closed under
conditional status with the Commissiom one school is presently under Wamtng, and the three
remaining institutions are currently in good standing. One has to wonder why USDE did not
verify within its own record system or with the accrediting agencies the schools that are closed and
the conditions under which each closure occurred before issuing such an important statement,

USDE's Default Liam Contain Outdated, Inaccurate and Misleal'ing Information
Serious harm can result from the specious or inaccurate publication of default lists such as

the list of 117 institutions with their purported accreditation under SACS/COM as published by
USDE under IRMS September 4, 1990 (See Exhibit 12 enclosed.). Approximately 16 of these schools
are closed. several as an indirect or direct action of COEI. At least 10 listed schools are presently
on conditional status. One of the schoes listed has never been acuedited by SACS; at least two
schools on the proprietary school list are not proprietary but public vocational institutions, thus
revealing the lack of accurocy of such lists.

There are also schools listed as having high default rates which, by any standards of
reasonableness and common sense. should not be on a nationally published list when publication
may bring notoriety to the institutions named. The moat blatant examples art SACS/COO
accredited Barrett & Company School of Hair Design, Kentucky, which plated one loon and
thereby had one default for 100% default rate; and, Sidney N. Collier Manorial Vocational Tech-
nical School in Louisiana, a public school, which made two loans and had two defaults for a 100%
default rate. Although we all make mistakes, it does appear that USDE would be o bit more accurate
and fair-minded in presenting information to the public. After all, there are enough problems
without making them appeor larger than they really are.

6i 11 g
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Relatitanship Between Program Quality and Def Mt Rate Unclear and Unproven
COEI is quite convened about what USDE claims is a causal relationship between high

default rateand quality of schMin F. For sure, many admittedly bad schools do have high default
rates: but they can be put out of business beQuse they are in fact bad, not necessarily bad because
they recruit the disadvantaged, default prone student. It can be shown, however, that high quslity
schools hive a high default ra te. too. There does not seem to be any empirical evidence to show that
default rate is in any way an indicator of educational quality. There does appear to he considerable
evidence that high default rates may be associated with social, econcmic and cultural issues which
reach into the very fabric of how Anteris raises and schools its children, teaches them valuesof
right and wrong, and holds them responsible for their behavior as adults. Many students who
choose to attend a bad trade school as opposed to a good one do so because they are attracted by
powerful advertising that promises a dream. It is rather like investing your savings in lottery
tickets. If we were educated to use better judgement, then there would be fewer victims and the
lottery would fail to produce appropriate education funds.

Reward or Punishment for the Disadvantaged Graduates
There is a moral and ethical dilemma when considering thot so many disadvantaged adults

enter proprietary training programs oftentimes ea a last gasp effort to break the welfare cycle and
to inter the mainstream workforce. When this individual attends classes regularly, graduates, and
obtains employmenteven entry level employment-thie person has overcome incredible odds
Given that this man or woman usually hes dependent children to support, smal3 wonder that the
loan ends in default. Should this petson not receive special consideration when paying back the
loan? Perhaps instead of a system of penalties, there ought to be some rewards for having
persevered through sehool, graduated, gotten a job, and titayed on the job more than a few months.
Forgiving part of the loan or setting up a reduced payment schedule wouldgoat long way toward
keeping such individuals in the mainstream If such petsons have attended a "bad-school, perhaps
they ought to be rewarded with a scholarship tom good one; they have shown their metal. Forgiving
a federal debt and rewarding those who really try are fundamental tenets of American democracy.
Some schools which have been identified as having high default rates nay also be schools which
are doing the most to assist the disadvantaged studentt

Courts Involved in Accrediting Decisions
For the first time since it was founded in 1895, the Southern Association of Colleges and

Schools arid COEI have found themselves embroiled in litigation with schools COEI has dropped.
The experience has been at once enlightening, expensive, arid not necessarily encouraging.
Although SACS/COEI won two of the three cases, there is seriousconcern regarding whether an
accreditbig body comprised of voluntary members actually does have the right to expel a member
which is not abiding by its criteria or whether such matters ultimately rest in the hands of the
courts.

A federal court in 1990 has found on the side of the plaintiff when CORI attempted to drop
a school after appropriate due process for failure to abide by duat accreditation, refund, branch
mansgement, and other criteria, In hick this same school has been charged with serious felonies
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on the part of no less than IS employees, seven of whom have been found guilty. This school
continues to operatc todsy under protection of the federal court's decision as well as protection

under chapter 11 bankruptcy law. Any efforts nude by the accrediting body to monitor this

school's activities may be interpreted by the courts as liarrassment."

We believethatluch actions hy the cmarts seriously undermine tke intent and integrity
otaccrisiiling tzodies, Cyr rexommendation_would be thst USDE request the Departmenug

ligatio-02_enter_inichCafiktLat.zimattal_xeluntalx.siefenifiantaisLantiLfzuelimipalins
ilmcrupulous op 14 t. *I t ' .1 1 I I hawk
financial=
101.,

. l 4.

Anyone Can Start or Buy a School
Our experience has been that it is difficult to keep unethical persons out of the proprietary

school business if they seriously want to enter it. They arrive with plenty of money, establish what

appears to be a first rate school facility, hire good instructors, and install excellent equipment and
materials, In other words, their institution receives a state license, enrolls students for at least one

year, and demonstrates to COEI that the school meets eligibility criteria. Once in operation with
federal funds, this organization utilizes a variety of schemes by which to commit fraud and abuse.

Fortunately, COEI4 compliance process and complsint procedures bring to light soma of these

abusers, but not always. It appears likely that some of these operators hire experts just prior to a

site visit to "vacuum" the files and hide any evidence of wrongdoing. Our evaluators ha ve gone into
schools suspected of fraud and abuse to find files so perfect that there were not even any
typographical errors or ordinary clerical mistakes.

Non-Profit Proprietary Schools Potential Abuses,
There is much evidence that the non-profit, private sector school is another potential

abuser. Under current laws, a non-profit school can be established under IRS 501 c. 3 approval and

receive federal funds the moment it is made* candidate foraccreditation. A candidate is a school

which has met COEI eligibility criteria, but has not necessarily met all the conditions of full
accreditation. The candidite school is given up to three years to meet our criteria for full
membership Therefore, it is possible for a candidate school to operate for up to three years in a

non-compliant manner and receive federal funds during this time.

The Commisoion has found that the unscrupulous operator can use non-profit status to
deceive the public into believing the school is established for altruistic purposes and is operated

m a cost effective manner when It ts not. And since a non-profit school is not owned but controlled
by a board of directors, there can be a great amount of wheeling and dealing. Loans can be made

to directors and officers; friends and relatives canbe hired into positions tor which they are not
qualified; consultants can be hired to perform dubious work; other bogus companies can be
formed to perform services for the school; and by these means, taxes canbe evaded.

While the Commission respects legitimate non-profit schools, it is evident that some indi-

viduals set up bogus non-profit school corporations purely for the purpose of skimming federal
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dollars into their own pockets through otherwise legal means.

Students Also Potential Fbderal Aid A. ,ers
There is recent evidence to su est that some students streaking edvantage of the federal

aid program by enrolling in more then one achool at the seme time and obtaining money by this
means. According to one source, such students check out the lender to be sure it is different for
each school. They feel certain that the lenders will not screen their applications or check their credit
or social security number. Once the money hes been obtained, these students disappear. The
defaults on such students have led some school operators to discriminate against persms they
consider to be high risk defaulters.

Program Stretching Potential for Abuse
It appears that a trend may be developing tr 'stretch" unnecessarily programs to qualify

for Stafford Loane or Pell Grants or to simply extract additional tuition from paying students. This
practice would be deemed unethical under current CtlEl policies. It is difficult to prove, however,
since length of training criteria have not been established in meet industries. Where state or
national licensure or certification of training extst. the criteria are set forth in such as way as to
eliminate this practice Although COEI accredits the whole institution, it does monitor and
approve all significant substantive changes oceurring there. Any change in program length
requires a new application and state or special license approval as well as Commission approval.
(Please refer to Exhibit 53 for additional information regarding COEI's position and examples of
how stretching evolves within a short period of time.)

Strengthening Accrediting Criteria and Evaluation
In view of the rise in fraud and abuse among proprietary schools, the C0111123%M., n has made

a serious et fort during the past three yeare to strengthen its accreditation criteria and its evaluation
of prospective and member schools- Particularly, the Commission has done the following:

Limits On New Branching: The Commission has found that proprietary schools which
open eeveral branch campuses quickly lose control of their operations tn too many instances
Abuse can become rampant within a short time. Today, COE! will allow only one application for
the establishment of a branch or extension to be submitted at a time. The branch or e: 'elision must
have an on-site visit and be approved by theComrnission before an application for a second branch
or extension will be accepted. Applications must show financial stablity. Since the Commission
meets quarterly, this limits branching to four or less per year.

Change of Branch to Main Campus Restrictions: Schools desiring to change branches
into main campuses for the purpose of selling them or establishing iridependent operations must
undergo rigorous self-evaluation and receive a full compliance visitation before the Commission
will approve the request.

Putting School Changes on Hold: Whenever a school is placed under apparent
deficiency, warning, probation or show cause status for apparent or real violations of COE1
policies, standards and proceeures, the institution isnot allowed to make any substantive changes

ok)
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until the conditional status is removed. Substantive changi. s may include moving the school,
adding or changing programs, changing the name of the school, or adding a branch campus to

name a few.

New Application Fees: A schedule of feet has been introduced. Whenever a school
applies for certain substantive changes, it must send a check to cover the cost of processing the

change. The 'ees have cnableel the Commission to hire additional staff and to provide for legal and
financial consultants who assist in the accmditation review process. Utilizing the expertise of ac-

countants and attorneys has uncovered evidence of fraud and abuse of Federal programs as well

as violations of accrediting standards and policies

New Penalties In Place: A set of penalties are being meted out for failure to comply with

deadlines or mandates. Schools failing to notify fle Commission about planned or unplanned
substantive enanges, for example, must pay a stiff penalty in addition to receiving cei..,aire in the

form of being placed on conditional status. Failure tosubmit an annual report on time, which is one

means COE determines whether or not theschool is complying with its accreditation criteria, also

results in a penalty.

Use of Detailed Applications and Evaluation Checklists: Schools must complete an

application for virtually every sort of substantivechange, including name change, new branch or
closing of a campus. Checklists are used by site team visitors to ensure that evaluations of schools

are consistent, thorough, and without bias. Findings are set forth in a prescribed manner. As a
result, there is reasonable empirical evidence at hand for the Commission to arrive at fair and
accurate decisions, In addition, staff and evaluators are better able to identify potential violations
of policies and standards.

Incressed Training and Closer Examination of Programs.: Staff and site team evaluators

are being trained to challenge the bases upon which schools offer programs which appear to have
little value or where there is not a logical relationship between program length, cost, and
probability of placement on a job after graduation. Institutionsoffering Ability to Benefit programs

are now challenged to provide their rational for admitting ATB students School evaluators are
learniN how to examine sthool records to determine whether the institution Ls paying refunds on

time.

Enforcing Policies on Ethics and Integrity: Where it appears that a school may he mis-

representing iiself to the public through false statements, advertisements, or in publications, the
Commission is acting swiftly to place such institutions on aconditional status. If the school cannot

come forth with reasonable explanations or remedies. Its accreditation is placed in immediate
jeopardy. New policies regarding advertising and the manner in which a school may show its
accreditation affiliation have resulted in several institutions having to chan ge their practices or face

expulsion.

Use of Electronic Files: The Commission is developing an elaborate computerized file
system which is capable of traaing all substantive changes, former and present status, programs,

5 6
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and financial nstio deur over time, The various reports generated provide the Commission with
a profile of the institution. The system also enables staff to monitor school operations closely on
a daily basis.

Consistent, Effective and Swif t Due Proem COE! provides every school that has been
found to be in serious violation of its policies, stie- lards and procedures with a series of-opportu-
nities to come forth with reasons and evidetx. wit., it should not be dropped from accreditation.
Even after being dropped, the institution has the right to appeal the decision. The steps of due
process employed by ate Commission haye resulted in many bad schools either withdrawing from
accredit ion or else being dropped. In worst cases, it is possible for the Commission to drop a sci
within thirty (30) days fora serious violation of ethics and integrity. Redlining competent legal and
financial consultants has assisted the Commlsszoii ill arriving at sound decisions and consistently
applying its due pnxess mechanisms.

Informing Other Agencies of COEI Actions: Whenever a member school is placed on
probation, warning or show cause for serious violations, the Commission notifies all appropriate
agencies of its actions. This also occurs whenevera school withdraws its membership or is dropped
from accreditation. We find this a most effective means of curbing abuse since other agencies can
also respond appropriately.

The rr 'ts of these efforts to strengthen and enforce our criteria are clear several schools
identified by ..DEL USDE and state agencies as abuscrs of federal loan programs have been
dropped from accreditation for serious violations of our policies, standanis and procedures. Many
others hat.e been placed on conditional status whereby they must either come into compliance
within a certain time or face expulsion.

A Need for Greater Agency Communication and Cooperation
Despite every effort of COEl to curb fraud and abuse through application of its own

accreditation criteria, there is no question but what some unethical operators escape notice of many
agencies. I am speaking about the school operator who quietly defrauds the government of
thousands or millions of dollars and then disappears or else announces the school is closed. I3y the
t irne sta te and federal regulators end accrediting a prides team about lt., the school doors have been
padlocked, students are picketing, and the owners/operators have fled the scene or declared
bankruptcy. It is suggested that an early warning system of communication bepennitted whereby
all agencies, including the loan guarantors and higher education assistance corporations, be able
to alert others to such actions as audit results, evidence of failure to pay refunds on time, high
dropout of students, evidence of financial instability, evidence of mismanagement. placement on
administrative hearing, reimbursement, fmancial reporting, etc. Such a practice would eliminate
much of the abuse.

The Commission does not receive on a regular basis essential information from the various
Federal and state agencies, although several have been ..equested to furnish same and staff
maintains dialog with some of them. And all too often. the information received is too late to do
any good. An example of this occurred recently when a final audit report was issued by USDE on
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a school that hss been closed for nearly a year. The operator of this particular school vanished from

the scene many months ago.

In sumniary, every federal, state and accrediting agency as well as legislative bodies must

work together on these problems with adesire for fairness, good faith and prudent judgement. We

cannot expect easy or quick answers to the problems of how to administer federal loan and grant

programs equitably and without abuse. Please know that COE1 will do everything possible within

its scope of accrediting responsibilties to improve educational opportunities in the eleven state

Southern region. As an accreditor of public vocational schools as welt as private sector proprietary

schools and government agency and industrial training institutions, we believe that we have a

unique as well as balamed perspective on
these matters. We want to be part of the solution, not

part of the problem.

Thank you, Senator Nunn and Members of the Committee, for asking the Commission to

share its views and recommendations, 11 we can assist you in any way, please let us know.

th W. Tidwell
Executive Director
Commission on Occupational Education Institutions

KWrfbc

Enclosures
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LIST OF EXHIBITS

as

Letter Enclosures
for

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations

from

The Commission on Occupational Education Institutions
Atlanta, Georgia

September 24, 1990

Exhibit #1 - USDE News Release with 89 Schools cited for High Default Rates

Exhibit #2 - USDE/IRMS Sept 4, 1990 List of SACS/COEI Proprietary Schools
with Default Rates

Exhibit #3 - COEI's Position on Program Stretching with Possible Examples
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UNITED STATES

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION NEVVS
FOR RELEASE Contact: Rodger Murphey

September 10. 1990 (202) 401-0774

CAVAZOS CALLS FOR ACCREDITATION IMPROVEMENTS

Based on a new analysis of student loan default data.

U.S. Secretary of Education Lauro F. Cavazos today announced

actions directed at 89 schools with high default rates and high

volume of loans in default and the seven agencies that accredit

them.

A rev ew of data, regarding borrowers scheduled to begin

payment of their guaranteed student loans in 1988, showed that

more than 30 percent of all defaulted losns $365 million --

was owed by borrowers who attended less than one percent of the

nation's 10,000 postsecondary institutions. The majority of

these 69 schools are accredited by seven of the nation's more

than 100 accrediting agencies.

Cavazos announced that he is directing the federal advisory

co'rrittee charged with oversight of accrediting agencies (the

National Advisory Committee on Accreditation and Institutional

Eligitil:ty) to scrutinize the policies of the seven agencies.

Cavazos also directed Assistant Secretary for Postsecondary

Education Leonard L. Haynes III to meet with the heads of the

seven agencie nd urge them to review their policies and

procedures for institutional accred.itation.

'It is reasonable to expect that the level of student loan

defaults at a school is related to the Quality of its program,'

Cavazos said. 'I am convinced that any accrediting agency that

takes its role seriously must focus cn educational

effectiveness and m bF CV:-C1 trat institution: with high

default "ate'
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The federal aovisory cottee redommencs to tne cretaiy

which accrediting sgencies should be recognised. Recognised

agencies, in turn, accreOit schools -- a step necessary before

schools can participste in federal student aid programs.

The seven accrediting agencies re:

The Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools
(ASHES);

The Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and
Training (ACCET);

The Association of Independent Colleges and Schools,
Accrediting ComMission (AICS);

The National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology
Arts and Sciences (NACCAS);

The National Association of Trade and Technical
Schools, Accrediting Commission (NATTS);

The National Home Study Council, Accrediting Council
(NHSC);

Southern Association of Colleges and Schools,
Commission on Occupational Education Institutions
(SACS).

Cavazos elso announced that the Education Department is

conducting program or administrative reviews of the 89

institutions which remain open. Some of the 89 institutions

have already closed due to actions by the Education Department

and other reasons.

The Secretary's other Actions to reduce defaulted student

loans include:

reviewing the financial status of the institutions;

reviewing sctions that the accrediting agencies have
taken toward the institutions:

strengthening the Department's procedures for
terminating institutions from the student financial
aid programs.

NOTE TO EDITORS:

eta

Attached is 4 list of the 89 schools cited
for high default rates and high volume of
loans in defz.ult.
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88 001001S EIGBEST DEFAULT IISTITUTIONS
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2 SAWYER COLLEGE
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4 170CATICIAL TUNING CUTER

5 ELMO GOUGE
6 ANIMICO =Ma MEETS IlsTITUTE
7 lEALTI CIEE TEAIIII0 lysTITUTE

8 CALIFORNIA INSTITUTE

01 AC=

1412>r

NO ICES

MO

LA 0; LICS

EN 4 vs

CA ABNIS

11.51

79.91

69.04

68.01

67.31

66.11

65.61

65.41

$8,2;2,314

$1,811,919

$4,122,416

$3,611,768

$4,272,695

$2,461,492

$5,107,718

$5,308,551

'BUSMAN COIF= AssoCIATZS SCE 01 CONFUTER MOUNTITG WI PATS 63.51 $3,381,144

10 WO0TIE1 B LANE SCBOOLS MD AICS 63.51 $1,643,009

limuscsoot OE ACCET 60.51 $5,711,787

12 ANEEICAN CCU= A2 AICS 60.11 $5,331,291

13 ROYALE BEAM MAME IL IACCAS 59.51 $1,731,339

14 DELTA =WI moor Li /JCS 54.41 $2,162,427

15 USA TELEXING ACADEMY, BOILE STUDY DE TESc 53.11 $24,727,598

16 FEIST BUSINESS SCI00L (TIE) IL AICS 52.41 $3,111,536

17 INTEENASIONAL SWIM Co lAlls 51.31 $3,321,154

11 EMI! TECINICAL 0001 NY KATES 50.31 $2,495,919

19 CSAUFFEWS rum SalooL NY MATES 49.81 56,961,114

20 ARUM IISTITUTE of ELECTIoLySIS DIV uTIF $cE oF AIE AZ IATTS 49.3t $3,125,629

21 APOLLO BOSINESS LID TECIRICAL SC2001. IN AI 49.21 $1,97,415

.22 UNITED COLL= FL C. 49.01 $4,263,931

21 IMEESSIOUL CUM CEITETs !Ilan 49.01 57,602,935

CE MAITS ABM 41.31 $4,621,31124 MUM SECEIICAL COLLEGE

25 DELTA GAME MIME Li 11cS 47.71 $3,194,509

26 BARCLAY CARED SOUS TY AIcS 47.11 $7,543,109

27 LAME SCBOOL FOE MEDICAL AID DENTAL ASSISTATTS CA WES 47.0% $7,815,680

28 MUSD* BUSIIESS COLLEGE DC AIcS 46.71 $3,542,754

29 RILEY COLLEGE AL 46.51 $1,682,247

10 CIA EDUCATION CENTER TI IIrs 46.41 $2,974,211

31 FTC CAREE INSTITUTE
FA KITTS 45.61 $6,468,19

32 CODA =CATION LID TRAINING - BCC MN ND Km 45.11 $4,556,977

33 INSTITUTE OF SECUEITI AID MBA0LDGY FA XATTS 44.6% $2,367,190

34 mAITEINT COLLEGE TY AICs 44.31 $2,109,810

35 =CAN DuSINESS INSTITUTE cA AIcS 43.8% $2,588,128

36 WIRE CAREER CENTER Il !YATES 43.11 $3,030,806

37 SUMO, TIA11110 SEIVICEs IL KATES 43.81 $3,410,020

31 SEIGEL CAREER CUTER
Tx ,itime,, 43.61 $1,103,199

39 BARCLAY COLLEGE
CA cS 43.11 $6,938,285

40 00.101 MIXING SERVICES AZ NISC 43.01 $27,044,040

41 GEORGIA SCNOOL OF MIMING GA ACcET 43.01 $2,701,355

42 TRAM BUSINESS ECM IL TICS 42.5% $4,916,938
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43 TIAIINESTEIN unman
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76 NILS= MUTER COLLEGE
77 ST 1111 OF TIE FLUE COLLEGE

7$ NW ENGLAND TRACTOR 124111110 SCBODL

79 CLIIATE MEC INSTITOTE

BO NOUTAIX STATES TECUICAL INSTITUTE

11 C41122 POUT BUS= SOKOL

$2 1,1031C41 BMWS IISTITITTE

$3 STAUTIEMZEI COLLEGE

84 031C10 CARIER ixsurcirz
15 GOLDEX STATE SC100L

16 soon= TEJNICAL COLLEGE

87 COUNTY SCBOOLS EKE STUDY

11 VIDKOTECSNICAL IISTITOTE

$9 UTIONAL =CATION CENTER, BRINA1 CAMS

CA AICS

FL NACCAS

10 JUTS ACCET

CA VASC

CO

FL 015
JIJACCAS
/2 AICS

ACCET

OK AICS

CA ILATTS

MC.
TX rrrs

NY XACCAS

11 XATTS

NY AICS

VI WATTS

11 XACCAS

WI NCA

NY 1

CI NAM
NY 1ATTS

OK AICS

FL ESC

CA NBC

XY AICS

FL 111SC

Lk SACS

FA AICS

TI AICS

lasc
CA AICS

KS 1C4 28.11 86,502,863

NA KATTS 28.5% $1,733,647

OK NATTS 28.21 $4,344,231

At WATTS 27.61 $1,735,109

ND IICS 26.3% $2,416,910

11 AICS 24.41 $4,722,005

OE ,Ipit 23.71 $1,545,914

23.41 $1,999,927

CA 1415S 23.41 $1,192,305

OK xArrs 22.61 $2,711,742

CT KISC 22.61 $3,113,151

TX lArrs
TX NATTS 21.9% $2,171,392

20.4% $2,039,213

42.41 $2,243,026

42,21 $2,299,041

42.11 $2,561,491

42.11 $1,595,222

41.61 $3,034,952

41.31 $3,114,405

40.4% $4,622,113

39.91 $1,515,069

39.61 $3,395,320

39.21 $3,959,469

31.91 $5,375,342

31.31 $1,737,815

31.21 $7,035,720

37.91 $1,723,559

37.91 $2,142,243

37.61 $3,113,014

36.91 $7,604,673

36.71 $2,373,731

36.31 $2,451,176

36.01 $1,929,674

36.0% $2,211,310

35.21 $1,775,670

35.1% $3,482,851

14.11 $5,550,740

34.11 $1,603,226

33.31 42,210,085

33.41 $3,183,163

31,71 $1,107,998

30.51 $11,423,101

30.31 $2,964,415

29.61 81,594,144

29.51 $5,642,388

29.11 $5,519,463

21.91 $1,730,571

TOTAL $364,516,859
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The COEI Perspective on Program Length

The Commission does nOt have ctiteria governing program Length. However, COE1 I. concerned whenever training does not appear to beappropriate either for the student or for the employerof the graduate. The Commission I. concerned, for exampte, when a program doesnot appear to be of ouffkient length to provide reasonable skills for entry level lobe. In irtatances where it appears that a school le extendingor increasing a provam beyond reasonable length. COE1 is equally concerned. The CommlsaJon will normally ask the following whenit appears that a program is being purposely extended:

Provide a rationale justifying the additional hours.
Are these increases mandated by employers?
Are higher percentages of students being placed in jobs as a mull of the additional training?
Arr there new dimension* oi theseoccupations that now require training In onder to provide competent graduates?la the additional amount of ESL required due to significant changes in itudent capabilities?

In the examples provided. COEI staff does not make a value judgment as to whether the programs are "stretched" Of not. !tether, staff asksthe institution to explain why the programs here been changed. 11 i* then up to the Commission to determine whether, in its view, theprogram is of appropriate length or not.

The examples presented an the followingpage art from one member school and are intriguing because

1. the length has been extended,
2. the students are Ability to Benefit (ATIV
3. there is an English us Second Language (ESL) component,
4. the ESL component is taught at the front end of the programs,
S. a significant number of dropoutsoccur during the ESLpation and prior to the main part of the program according to enrollmentdata,

6. the increased program coats challenge the student to pay off large loans,
7. dropouts occurring midway through the program provide significant income to the institution,
O. entry level wages paid to placed graduates challenge the logic of program length and increasedprice. In other words, then isa high probability that graduates as well as dropouts will default on their Federal loans.9. There is a distinct patter.- of program expansion with nearly identical hour increases.

Certainly, a rationale can bcpresented which lustilin
program expansion, including those given on the next page. This particular Khoolhas obtained many testimonials horn prospeetive employers and students commending the school for adding the extra hours andcomponents to the programs. Tbe tr.timentals are used to justify the expansion. Are the employers happy with the expanded programsbecause additional hours will result in better quality training or because they can utilize students in extemships f or longer periods of timefor little or no cost? Est. students may welcome the additional hours of English, since they know that even 600 hours of English may beinsufficient to perform their jobs.

EXHIBIT 13 - cenrs Position on Program Stretching with Possible Examples

5 7
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ype at ogram I..Hlcrrd
of Cluck Hours In Program

200 400 600 woo noo IWO 1600 2600

TRAVEL 1967 390 hrs.]

TRAVET. I-1.988. -600 hrs. $4100

TRAVEL WITH ESL [ 1969 900 hrS - S4800 1

TR.AVEI. 1-1490 - 903 htt. - WOO

TRAVEL WITH ESL 1990 1500 hrs. $7603

NURSING ASSISTANT I-1989 --'600'hrs.. $4100-

NURSING ASSISTANT WITH ESL 1989;903 hrs.; 4606

FJL1R SING ASSISTANT E1990 - 1200 hrs. - $W%

NURSING ASSISTANT WITH ESL 194_, 1000 S9750

AIR CONIMIONING SPECIALIST L1419:603 is-S. 44.250 ]

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIALIST WITH ESL F.49.40014.0250

AIR CONDITIONING. SPECIALIST WITH MAJOR APPLIANCES

AIR CONDITIONING SPECIALIST WITH MA). APPI. WITH ESL 1.99071-600hrs S9750

WANKING SPECIALIST I 1969 600 tus $4100

BANKING SPECIALIST WITH ESL I. 1969:900-hrs.- -$48-00-

BANRING SPECIALIST 1990 900

BANKING SPECIALIST WITH ESL r 1990 -Mohr". -5,7600

COMMENTS: Student,. mi ATS wait ESL comporitn/ taught at frortt tra of proguTI

All ESL ttaento h :,,hlopt one Class together. regard/or of program

rhe programa are patterned and are Nis one u.hoot

vemea *lama{ Araocan five &One Awnwery Bow f SyMzaryroao....7
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12vVry
2201 Wev Pkwriirt E.tf
Evanston. Own 60202.3696
CDC 32I-1100

July 25, 1990

Sea* hrsaped

EXHIBIT

The Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
303 Dirksen Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Chairman Nunnt

On behalf of the students and staff of DeVry Inc., I am pleased to
provide comments to the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations.
Enclosed are our recommendations for the protection and
preservation of the integrity of the Federal student aid programs.

DeVry Inc. is a 59 year old postsecondaiy education system with a
current enrollment of more than 24,000 students in Master's,
Bachelor's, and Associate degree pi, Tame. DeVry And Keller
Graduate School of Management-.institutione are accredited by the
Commission on Institutions of Higher Education of the North Central
Association of Colleges-and Schools. The DeVry Institutes
Electronic Engineering programs are also accredited by the
Technology Accreditation Commission of the Accreditation Scard for
Engineering and Technology.

The dilemma facing higher ducation in the nation at large is hnw
to prevent fraud and abuse without precluding needy students from
receiving the education they need and deserve and without
preventing qualitv institutions from providing needed educational
services that foster prcductive, contributirg citizens. The future
of this nation depends on an educated workforce. As H.G. Wells
said, "Human history becomes more and more a race llotween education
and catastrophe."

The DoVry Institutes and Keller Graduate School of Management take
pride in providing quality education and services to our students.
It is from this viewpoint that we offer the following comments and
recommendations.

If you would like to discuss this further or have questions
concerning this material, please contact me or DeVry's Vice
President of Governmental Relations, Sharon Thomas-Parrott.

Sincerely,

Dennis J. Keller
Chairman and Chief Executive Officer

DJK/SLT-P/sr
Attachment

Retry knettoes Al,ante, kamq. çc 111.X.S C.41KP.ItttA 0,0 Unita& r..a K41,4415 CT(
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I. geitors__IbAjtaling.a_jictaman_Siants...mattlaeini

A recent American College Testing (ACT) report by Tom
Mortenson shove that in 175, 7641 of all federal aid wae in
the form of gift aid, including grants, scholarsh4s, and

other educational benefits. By 1988, the share of federal aid
that was gift aid hae dropped to 30%.

Morteneon goes on to say: "If grants remov financial
barriers to college attendance then loans not only reintroduce
the barriers by requiring the tudent to repay the student aid
after leaving school, bet add two additional costs to college
attendance for those who use loans to finance college educa-
tions. One kind of cost is financing, which includes origina-
tion and insurance fees plus interest on the unpaid balance.
Another kind of cost is risk, which is the special burden for
low income students because they are often less prepared
academically to succeed in college than their more affluent
peers."

We recognize that the economic realities of the 1990's may
prevent grants from again being the norm for the needy.
However, as a nation we must realize that the resulting effect
of having loans serve as the primary way in which students
finance their education is the risk of default.

Student loan defaults did not just happen and they are as much
the result of federal policy and reduced funding for grants as
any other single factor associated with postsecondary institu-
tions. The shift from grants to loans as the primary form of
student financial assistance has resulted in a spiralling
increase in Guaranteed Student Loan volume, both in numbers of
loans and in dollars. Outstanding loan volume rose from 9.9
billion in 1976 to more than SO billion in 1988. At the same
time, it is important to keep in mind that the annual gross
student loan default rats has remained almost constant: based
on U.S. Department of Education data it was 5.0% in 1975 and
was 5.8% in 1987. Yes, the cost of defaults is up, but it is
the result of the aharp rise in loan volume and not due to any
signi".7icant increase in the rate of defaults. The shifting
balance from grants to loans has resulted in increased debt
kn.-dens on students
repay.

who historically have been least able to

We recommend a restoration of the balance between grants and
loans. Needed grant dollars must be restored to low income
students in order to increase access and success in

postsecondary education and to decrease defaults.

II. glyg_l'Ime, for New Regulationk_t.O_Yeil

DeVry believes that consistent guidelthes should be
established to assist all institutions in the sound adminis-
tration of their educational and financial aid programs.
Performance rather than sector should be the basis of any
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enique requirement. Not only is the promulgation of separate
regulations for different postsecondary sectors unequal
treatment, it would be redundant and costly, putting an
additional burden of cost on America's taxpayers.

in the Trist year the Congress, and U.S. Department of Education
have begun significant initiatives to curb fraud and abuse.
These consist of:

1. The June 5, 1989 Default Regulations.

2. The November 3, 1909 Regulations which require pre-certi-
fication training for all institutions wishing to
participate in Title IV for the first time.

3. The Student Loan Reconciliation Act of 1969 enacted by
Congress.

We applaud the efforts that Congress and the U.S. Department
of Education have taken in regard to consumer protection and
student loan default reduction. We believe that they have
already reduced exploitation of ntudents and have reduced the
number of future defaults.

DaVry believes that preventive measures aro more effective and
less costly than punishment after the fact. However, we also
believe that these regulatory and legislative efforts need
time to make an impact before we take additional steps which
may adversely affect student access and educational
opportunity.

III. Strengthen the Nanacement Elieibility and_Centrql ot the Rules
process

The recent office of Inspector General report reviewing the
Department of Education's processes _identified a nueber of
weaknesses. The report indicated that institutions have been
determined eligible and have been certified when in fact they
should not have passed through the process.

Our review of the procedures suggest that the rules and
regulations sem to be in place. It appears that the correct
set of data is available to ascertain an institution's
effectiveness. Recent additions to Department staff have
enhanced its ability to evaluate administrative and financial
soundness. The miasing link _is a strengthening thg
validation procedure to ensure accuracy of the data provided.

Currently, there are rules, regulations and procedures in
effect that cover the eligibility and certification process.
Institutions are required to file applications for both
eligibility and certifications. The June 5, 1989 default
regulations require a number of measures designed to prevent
and reduce student loan defaults:

2
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Track disclosure forum for pass rates, completion rates,

placement rates.

Student loan ntrance and exit counselling.

Student loan program default rate cutoffs.

Required default management plans for high default rate

schools.

Additionally, inptitutions must currently submit an audit of
their Title IV programs at least every two years. Program

reviews are conducted by USED at participating institutions
who meet pre-defined criteria designed to target possible
problem schools. Row institutions must attend the
pre-certification training as was mentioned earlier. It seems

to us that the information and staff are available to evaluate
the legitimacy of eligibility and certification decisions,
therefore, we offer the following recommendations:

Detailed documentation should be required to support

answers to the questions asked on applications for

eligibility and certification. For xamples

Institutions should be required to submit job

descriptions for financial aid administrators to
ensure that the job functions meet the

administrative capability requirements.

Institutions opening branches should submit branch
business plans. The plans should include a branch
pro-forma P&L as well as the most recent annual
financial report to document compliance with the
financial stability requirements.

Institutions that use financial aid servicers or
consultants'should include a copy of the contract
for services to evaluate the institutions ability to
meet administrative capability regulv.ions.

On site program reviews should be conducted at the main

campus and branch prior to an institution gaining
eligibility and certification.

On site review, should be required upon changes in

ownership, the addition of lflations (branching), the
rcquest to participate in new Title IV programs, changing
accrediting agencies, and moving into new states.

In addition to the initial review, new institutions
should be re-reviewed after a 22 month period to ensure

continued compliance.

3
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Certification should include a review of the most
recent audit end institutional and guarantee agency
program review information, as well as the latest
complete state application for lioensure.

IV. Establish eattitrangthart_ma_ssaumnicatignLinks_
ILIA--DimagatacW11121Ltiolitatc-LircensincL_Actfardim_and
tIIILAgreitaiting-Astanslial

Concerns rolstive to the educational quality, financial
stability and compliance w'th rules can occur In any one of
these three agencies. Zmrefor, it in vital that this
information is shared. Currently, there appears to be
reluctance to share this information based on a concern that
the rights of the institution may be violated. We believe
that it is possible to provide the agencies with the authority
to exChangs inforsation during a process rather than after the
fact. For example, a statement cou,ld be added to the Title Iv
Program Participation Agreement which would allow the Federal
government to receive or solicit information from the state
agency or accrediting agency. The same type of language could
be put on state applications and accrediting agency
applications so that the right to exchange information would
be a condition of accreditation, licenaing, eligibility and
certification.

V. Hold All Members of the Student Loan. Partnership Account011
lor_Stodslat Lean Defaults

It would appear that the responsibility for student loan
default has been disproportior.tely and perhaps inappropri-
ately placed with institutions of higher education. We
believe that all members of the student loan partnership -
students, institutions, banks, guarantee agencies, the U.S.
Department of Education - have a responEibility to ensure loan
repayment. The focus on loan default prevention and the
punishment for high default rates have been on institutions.
In addition, however, we believe that lenders and guarantee
agencies along with schools and students should be held
accountable for defaults.

It appears that the quality of loan processing and servicing
by lenders, and agencies has a significant impact on default
rates. We believe that lender and secondary market default
rates should be tracked as institutional default rates are
tracked, with a requirement for default management plans for
high default banks.

Additionally, the relationship of the use of secondary arkets
to compliance with due diligence rules and lender
default rates should be examined.

In essence there should be equal treatment for all
participants in the student loan partnership.

4
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VT. Eung_rjaajaugantJioan_Detajlanis

The Higher Education Act of 1965 as amended in 19$6 provided
for the establishment of a national Student Loan Data Bank.
To date it has not boon funded. Currently, students are able
to take out loans from more tbsn one Guarantee Agency within a
one year period. Institutions oan direct the students to more
than one agency. In order to reduce fraud and abuse, a single
data bank should be established which is required to be used
by all institutions, guarantee agencisi, and lenders as the
one source of information for student loan repayment and
default activity. An additional and important advantage of
such a data bank would be the ability to flag institutions
with sudden large increases in loan activity for timely
examinations and/or site visit.

VII. provide the_Institutional vinancial Aid Administrator with the
ability to Sat Loan Limite

Financial Aid administrators are in the beat position to
monitor and adjust borrowing levels for students. Because an
institution's default rate is linXed to its participation in
federal programs, the Financial Aid Administrator should have
the ability to limit loans. Today, having to certify a loan
for a student when professional judgement would dictate
otherwise undercuts the integrity of all need based financial
aid programs.

Su WWII

The postsecondary education community must restore public and
congressional confidence in the Federal student financial aid
programs. We must protect and preserve the integrity of the
programs. We believe that the solution is within our reach. Equal
and fair performance-based (not sector-based, criteria must be
developed and used to determine which institutions should
participate in Title IV programs and to determine the level of
participation. The institutions that perform well should continue
to participate fully in the programs. Institutions that are poor
performers should bo required to improve And adhere to more
regulatory reciairements. Abusers should have their eligibility
suspended or terminated. It is important that any plan based on
performance include the development of effective and equitable
criteria and the ability of the Department of Education and others
to manage and enforce the plan.

The problems of a few should not erase the continuous service and
wor) of the many. As the staff subcommittee stated in its February
20, 1990 testimony: "It is important to note early on that while
we are convinced that waste, fraud and abuse exist in the operation
of these program', we are NOT condeaning every individual, agency,
or educational institution associated with these programs. While
abuse and fraud involving federal student aid programs has grown
substantially, the majority of schools, students, lenders, and
others involved in this proem remain honest. Without the

5
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student aid program, it is undout7adly true that marl American.
would not have been able to better themselves through h_gher
education."

We wholeheartedly concur and believe that the nation must continue
helping students who need financial assistance to achieve their
educational objectives while eliminating fraud and abuse in the
federal student financial aid progress.

President Lyndon B. Johnson declared when submitting the Halmark
Higher Education Act of 1965 legislation: "Every child suet be
encouraged to get as mach education as he has the ability to take.
We want this not only for his sake . . but for the nations sake.
Nothing matters more to the future of our country, not military
preparedness, for armed might is worthless if we lack the brain
power to build a world of neace: not our productive economy . . for
we cannot sustain grouth without trained manpower; not our
damocratic system of government . . for freedom is fragile if
citizens ere ignorant."

DeVry stands ready and willing to work with the Congress, the U.S.
Department of Education and our colleagues in the postsecondary
education community to reform and improve student loan policies and
programs.

Thank you.

6
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September 20, 1990

The Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairean
Remanent Subcommittee on Investigations
United States Senate
100 Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, DC 20510-6250

Dear Senator Munn:

Rumen Issrv the rase

Sudo Yersmad Sulocaseitts

at Wm *Ws

EXHIBIT P 30

You and meters of your Committee no doubt discoent the testimony of a

convicted felon. Nonetheless, I want to correct for the record the erroneous
impression which may have been created by the statement of Tommy Wayne Downs
as presented to your Coamittee on September 13. Mr. Downs' statement seems to

erroneously imply that the Higher Education Assistance Foundation is somehow
to blame for the fraud that he perpetrated on HEM and the Guaranteed Student

loan Program.

Mr. Downs has an obvious interest in attacking HEM. The diligence of HEAf

personnel in submitting evidence to the Inspector General and the F.B.I., and
the testimony of a HEAF employee before the Grand Jury indicting Mr. Downs
helped to put Nr. Downs in prison.

Mr. Downs and his ccomplice, an employer of an employment agency who obtained
a temporary assignment in the HEAF offices, could have gotten by with much
more than the 3450,000 Indicated in his stateeent and sight have evaded
detection and conviction, had it not been for the diligent efforts of HEAf
personnel.

if HEAT procedures were as lax as Mr. Deem has suggested, he would not be in
prison today. Every student loan application submitted to HEAP for guarantee
is sublected to mom than SOO edit criteria. This makes fraud difficult, but

obviously not impossible. As indicated by Kr. Downs' experience, MEM
procedurs: make detection of fraud with attendant prosecution and conviction
quite ifkely.

Unfortunately, fraud cannot be detected before it is perpetrated. HEAF uses

every reasonable policy and procedure short of those which would bring the
program to 4 grinding halt to minimize the possibility of fraud and to detect
unscrupulous individuals, like Mr. Downs. who perpetrate fraud.

Although any loss to fraud and abuse is too much, the $450,000 by which
Mr. Downs benefited represents a smell loss rate en a percentage basis. HEAF

his guaranteed $15 billion in student loans, sn4 as much as $3 billion in a
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single year; 100,000 is only three one-thousandths of one percent (.003%) and
only fifteen one-thousandths percent (.0351) of $3 billion.

Mr. Downs' stateeents imply that efficient service and prompt turn-around time
create opportunity for fraud. If HEAF mwre less efficient, backlogs could be
permitted to occur and applications could be heid for several days or even
weeks before being processed. Students deserve better; they have every right
to efficient service and rapid turn-around time. Inefficiency and poor
service would not deter fraud. HEAF's aggressive policies and procedures
designed to prevent and detect fraud have worked well, as indicated by the
fact that Mr. Downs is in prison.

We are proud of the distinguished record of HEM' in deterring fraud and abuse,
in acting against those who abuse student loans, and in recovering funds
related to loan program abuse to the financial benefit of the governeent and
the taxpayer. Our Compliance department is second to none in the student loan
industry. Its positive results under difficult circumstances prevent
unscrupulous individuals like Mr. Downs from doing more damage to A program
which meets the needs of the United States effectively by making higher
ducation accessible to the nation's youth.

Sincerely,

-Richard C. Hawk
Chairman of the Board

RCH/se
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ltrutrd State.
tiencral Amounting oftim
%milting Ion. P.I. 2054ri

Human Rm. maw% Diviatun

It lt.S7

September 12. I Ittai

The fitmorabie /Award St Kenrasty
(lamman. Omitrottee ,,n Labor

and th11111.111 Resources

t-ided States Senate

The Honorable Sant Norm
airilan, Permanent Subontimittoe

on Mr, est igabons
'coon it te*, on thivenuttimtat Mt am.

t Oiled States Senate

nip. report responris jt ytun request tor information on the default
rates in the Staf ford Student 14 can Prt cgr ant for s, hoc& acereditod by
sm, en agencies ' Speclf wally, your of fut., requested data on each accred-
it mg agency xmeenong the number of schools It aecredited, the per-
(Image of borrowers In tivtatait, and the amatunt of togas in default In
addition. +oat wanted other inti,rmafttm on each agent y. such as the

s er age &faith dollar, per sitaxil and number of schools with a de:autt
voturne of $I Mahon or more These act reddingagencies are

,...011Ptitting Bureau of Health }Am:Awn Schoots t APiti1^;1,
At% redtling turiell for Continuing YAM, at n in ltItt Training i yr r
.Assoeust ion of irutupoticknt I'olloges and St taxi!. t most
Nat tot MI Au vrtilining Corinntssn in of C 7iltatict c dog!, Art, inni S. 1.1-i-s

Assimhilecri of Trade and T4, him S, Neil% .1AT'Ts I.
ortiO St tidy rinita II '014 P. and
!t.!, As,ovial run c,f Conogo. and SP 1.. P. CptftlIttP,tutri P .pt I Pcp

Ilona! 1At.P.4111011 Instil tit RAIN (44 I SuriP

Background

in August .!5+ and Soptombil fi 191411 osvii I ta. of mt.
511111 ' I0V .tPl' 1 rnt, tun I Stitel StIMIII;1112.1,

information pros ided at those nulling.

Su huNds gulwitilt undergo apptur:0 ffore t buy
, part it Tate in federal post woon.l,tr,, finan, it assistanoe
pr./if:1RM. tt a.. I rIt t'.tIIur,J Srtitl,t law! frogram Stboot,must be
S I Ph by the qato in c% liii I. thoy operate' 2r ail rediteo hy arc
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ageni y reecignized hy the Se<11`1,141-) of 1ri I roti mut ltricrt If ivit ft .1
program vliktiihty tiy the Department id Patin alum

Autn4itatwai is a system for res sewing mirk at timid inst mein. and
then pnifes.Sional programs to en.surc a consistent les el f prformance.
integrity. arid gUality This lowess ri. condudted primarily through ruin
t.,...omnental Yoluntary avaslat Th1,10 grittlf V. establish their cri
term for RrtTh!ltatifin evaluate Institutions and prtifessiiinal programs
destring Accredited status and approve t how t hal meld the t tuella As
such accreditation r a key link ensururg that re triads oldie quality
Vilneat tonal piogi arts This proves% hopefully riu teilWSltiv fnrtuufih
that students ormplete their cnudie". ford good ii employ need alai
repay any strident limit% On' may recemy

As agreed with your ot f ars. we obtained the riNto-dest information
fnon the Depart mem of Education s lust it re Inni st Ilato hs stern TN

ordains among other I lutu uhf mar a co on t I, hr listed ie
the Department's f !scat year 11,0,18 strident loan itetdult rate anon sr..
minrstottly P.40-1-ed ist. the IWO.; cohort A ilt ..f 1,,rt 1,, 1,^/1,V
low' (jefault .,t. trpartmetit tinti.Itttt rtt.,,, 1,, it k ! Idt't
.iet alibi rates

The I hpartment's 1 OS anal:. St. cahlitatod tIt fault r ate, fie all si tu sirs
having at least 3t1 ',tat lord arid or Sopplertrental titans f, t ttd, to,

f"wert "t .';'It'rod ePW.' MCI" ear
1,-,trAtiltyd by the end lie ii y eat 110414

The Diepartment Nos ided it% ttut t in lt,t mg"! the si hook that 4s,t.-
fittItitteti in itc ;98t{ alrtity,t, for etc ti of thc V't en le I isfrriig ;igen a-
The inforniateiti sc, in elk cm reflects th«laid I 1,tift(ilNi lit iit. ,{ 'wit, as
of Joh The Department told iv. scrilu the possitelity id a
..5repnerri. that the schools listed are proprietary for pr-tri lu sis a
theta/ institutions Ite :ruse "Write !It Itt/411'. %Tr( Nei reArred 1.) totat. than
'tic agutt, v .ind t at least one id the se% en itgen, r on eighth
alive) fie uch s. hoots mat ln4l041 tht,w tt,adts wpat ,Sit

44, etHt ri-f ad!, -t That 1,,t1 wct,i,tIst. Ire tt. tt..pat/ttortr histdc
I anial tata :system

r.la. 04dut4.1t. ,uolonqt,
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Results Vary Among
Accrediting Agencies
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. . _ . .

For each of the agemws. we analyzed the number of schools accredited,
dollars in default. average default dollars per school. number of bor
rowers in repayment. number of borrowers in default, number and per.
cent of schools with certain default rate thresholds, and range of default
dollars for Its schools. Appendix I contatns the results of this arialyste
for each agency In additton, we analyzed the schools that had defaulted
loans of $1 million or more 'Appendix IV contains this analysts

The Departownt published a list of student default rates at each school
for the 11488 cohort It excluded ineligible schools As requested by your
offices. our analysis includes all schools in the !AM cohort analysis
accredited by at least one of the seven agetwies This could 17'clude some
schools that are no longer eligible for the loan pmgrams.

Table I shows the variance for each of the agencies in the (1 luMansr if
136004 3iccredlted. (2) number of borrowers in repayment. and (3 loan
dollars in default The number of sclysols accredited ranged from It;
t mos' ) to 781 veccAs) The number of borrowers In repayment ranged
from 16.413 (mains) to 353.872 I ANN) In addition, the loan defaults per
agency ranged from $12,905,374 (Aaans:ito $130,870,073 (mils)

Table 1. Number of Schools ond
l0or0wo10, OM Voltam, of Loon Wools rammer et

twhootis Ilgs-rowain on
Agono,
311s-st S

octiodstod
Ss

',payment
1016

Loon Ooloons

5.,.., .:,'" ?',1
AZCli 100 5.3 117 SO 5.:4 30 '

6s.i ;SR',

NV'S
't,
S92

144 fo '
.3E.3 586

5, 931 564
;:jefon 073

V 6,. 10 IN 488 '6 r03 93s
50:' 1

AA.P,LA4. 10 t f'. el.i3 30 9t6 916
Totai 2,232 1.0711011 5712,661,On

Borrower Default Rates
Vary

As with the other indicators discussed abin c. borrower default rate,
%arird among agencies Figure 1 shows I hid &ITT and M.464 laid the
highest rate with 38 percnt while schools with multiple ay( redd at ont
had the lowest rate with '24 percent

Pryer 3 oso =340 lisPS torsonis4 hroOrns LAWN
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Many Schools Could
Be Subject to Default
Management Plans

Se Pomp*

Awleattal Araor

Orc of the reasons the Department initiated Its student default rate
analysis was to identify postsecondary schixils wah student loan default
problems it targeted more stringent default reuuct4on measures to
schools with the highest default rates 1r its June 5, 1989. regulations,
the Department required that. starting on July 20. 1989. all schools with
default rates over 20 percent Implement a default management plan
These plans. to be approved by the Department, are directed toward
redueing the particular causes of loan default at the school

Based on the Department's data, many of the schools acredited by the
agencies we analysed. If still eligible, will be required to prepare default
management plans Figure 2 shows that the percentage of schools for
each agency subject to such plans ranged from 43 percent (sst-N) to 89
percent (Mac )

Pss. 4 GAO 1411080 1111114 Wisalsed Samlent Loam
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Nero Wools Subtract to 1:41autt
MOIWINTWIflt Plans

ActrIMMIng Age 0c7

As signet, with our iiffices we did nol )litain written IN annw-nts .nr this
hil sheet We did however dikruss its cialtents with Department of
rdocati'm pnkih-am officials and incorporated thesr comments where
appropriate

\t,i lj (...endIng opws of this fact sheet to ,rther congressional eurrunit
tees. the I hpartmvnt Of 1:dui Wain. and other intereSted partles Should
yi KJ W1s1 IC) dIM'USS as contents. please van rne on i202t 27F, 1793 Ocher
major runt ributors In this Nil sheet are listed in Appendix V

Franklin Frazier
Director Edoeal ion

arid E:ntpkr) molt ihsuv+

Pase I UM? 112046 VMS Detoaasot keIcitt Looms
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Asints Aocrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools
ACCEr Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Training
ARS Association of Independent Celkges and Schools
NACC.4.4 National Accrediting Commission of Cosmetology Arta and

Sciences
NAM Natinul Association of Trade and Technical Schools
NMIC National Horne Study Council
PCSX012 Southern Association of Colleges and School,' Conuninsion on

Occupational Education Institut:km)
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Selected hidicators Using 1988 Cohort Data
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Department of DoitIcation Letter to Schools
Caicerning Default Reduction Initiatives

Dear Pr 6.54.111

lil*InDSTATIS IP/0174i St tit Lit t 4117%

tm

190e

do Wiling to ask yeLt. coopererSon and estoport to iapirl...1,4 tho

comprehonata. default raluct lot% Ileaallia that 1 ath noys. ed on June 1, 1910.
roe Your interim:inn, * oopy of Ma final regulation detail it'll nary of thre
Weltsures ha. iltsady Man sant to Tan and to }via student f inane ill aid of f ire

The Deport/sent sf eduratton OrMette that SSfSS;111 os Gmmarlteed Student LOC,

casLs, .111 cost ma:parse* over slA stt:tot thtS peer. Intrsadln4 Otteolt
cos erode public support for student aid progratte end divert ralUMIle puou,s

rsouft ea *Mar fen nerdy smallest* To radon,' ofoullS, ot lona cooPaltl*e
effort v(11 be requited *aorta MI Pension tpvelsOd titi. puelSe. the

PepArldtot, the Cowes.. postsecondary initituttOns. ttnder., li&ereflfee

genCtlt, WW1 40srovers

rho 1,00scras., has Mteady Mafia Verirty of step, to runttn: Student 1,an

de( 5.1 hp isplatatest ins and *spanning RIMY de 014 ; t tr.vruhbatt 506

troprotesent pref. t teat our effort. to tiat ha, eunrra . 104 th

reaponsiblItLiem of Pftfprers, bonder,. on& Stateln,.. olemies

1 [Mat you will wilt with R4 thAt postsecontlarY institutions may haot a

;art to playfinal Of 411, to provide goal 11 y yew I ion. se, ottd . to he.;
eduratt student, sbPut prospective 111111Fifl r'd eftpluyWent upportUrD4t, IR

parltrullir ffit1601 and third, to edUrete them !Omot the trills of el&Oet,

;oant the 1 i41/1Y repayment louden they Sill 0.0 WOrry. t Eoe.;,,,a ,nelr
etudler, and the conamilwenCelt of default Schools ac home the 0.,;sts ft .

rtcytoe critical collection/re:men koforsaltoN ic tiers Rutaote., 7.

ecialtrtne only stsdentO vise ten hilulef{t repo the ectuesticna, rtugtar. en; 1,1

4aafti fOlr eud fdLotterle tulttsn risfund polletes, atho,:s are In a furraltrIn

lc are. dee/ LO miltfesit loot of the opal ruRualentsr riau, h hl

Aare nriumt final feavlarito that ikuvlovh a titrre avrr.ecr, i deer,a,

with n stUdaht :van dafult trolls* St per...fronds, ntfturt on& ,Irse.Tr,

de folt t eyc itt, 111MOUre et. Ai 1." w& 1 h I c 5.1.1t1 1

default rotes

The default rate CalCUlation that so art talhi for the purposes of the Or.

rasulattOn IS the RefeeflIale of an thst4tUrfon fetter Student& MN. role;

00r01ftwht durtr,a One floral year On !Aaf0000 ,refftrier .41 Ur 4} Wok,.
:Pane who dePault Offs, the ere of the 001:ourna fist.; hem This 'fists.

var hot de fult rate :a tIffoipOrt fe, re II,. tuan.,.." i.e dilLy
51 , 0. tasY or ultra by tat, !ete. suet ant I, *Remy tor Ftr4o f-Jr poses

Ce dectded to 000 this Oar default !Atte hfrav, .t ": EdG10 5uirt:1 teCorts

a IltoflI I default reeutt tor. rf oft, It I silo fait,/ aln,e I

no ld coo roPonall, le. too Pat de tau/ es that alas, lie .1,11

Page 12
t, 450 iqgl tot1 17.?... (*.faulted %ludo.; Loons
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Thle 'tIrea1 eta?' er .osheitt" default rite telettlation epplifs mole tn.
1...atitatiosa teith I0 or Mitt current And tenser Students who inter repapaent
on loans ;suited for attendant, St that idetittitied in Chet (tett/ fear rot
am fiscal year iet thick litas than PO se tha institution'. current end for**,
etudenne Antir reosreset, the, default rate tAlculatien is based un
If ode rose el:miscall tee the Was nest retest :iota! ',Sart,

rho final reaulattat, weida tots pultilaVent le the raOrtak_gaglagra on
Stine 5'. 1419. ienlides Oat tslientivo measure, !

o ail schools with Osten:It ***** oot AO worst rill b. subject to
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Department of Education Methodology for
Calculating Cohort Default Rates for 1988
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Major Contributors to This Report

Human Resources
Division,
Washington, D.C.
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Veronica Soon. Evaluator
Jenmfer Grover. Evaluator

Alphonse R Davis, Evaluator-m-Charge
Veronica 0 Mayhand, Site Senior
John T Crawford. Eviduator
liakun Abdul-Rashied. Evaluator
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United States
Gcnersd Aming Offke
Waaatagton. DC. MO

He man Resources Divirion

B

September 12, Intl

The Ilatiorable Sam Nuns
Chairman, Permanent Subcommittee

on Invest igataxis
Committee Governmental Affairs
Ilmted States Senate

This report responds to your request for Information on laract males of

iutencies that accredit for profit or propnetary m-hools that may partici
parte Ill the Stafford Student Loan Program SpecifICally, we agreed to
provide statistical data on the acereditatimi action.% taken during ri,cal
year% 1955 lo 1989 by Seven accrediting agencies The agencies are.

Ai-credit ing Rireu of Health Education Schook
Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Traming AtVirl
AnActetkittnn of Independent Colleges and Schools f
National Accrediting Commission of C.osnanology Arts and Science%

ttACCAS I.

National Assocmt um of Trade kind Technical SthoolsikATTS
Ntitiona1 !lump Study Council Csufall, and
Sliut hem AVAA4 In of College% and Scho4 t &mission upa

tam] Education IastituUona t7 os

Background

Ttiisi agenrws retsniCit that they currently accredit is et
proprietary schools in the I'S and abroad

In September 6, we briefed your off ices tin tlw probminary results
of an analysis This MINIM 511 nitnnri21, 71W infeot MAI, in we prciyuio,t

The results of our analysis are provided to tip; ternits I

VI redoing agencies lee an integral part ot a threesi ft approval PR,

(1.1.1.S that postsecondary institutions must undergo before their students
Cafr TO vive federal grant,s and loam TM, Higher FAlinat ion Act requires
that each preaseenndary ii Adult:on with students participating inOrr

Stafford Loan Program be

ifiP rr,rF Fe, /tidy, tic tont lv,ve. Supigraletti.4 Wok. 6.14.1.11 iF 1.4111,, T14

'norrytr.d.ar tquelens.

In. We,. voclitgtretti V 5.4. ANS Nwoi. rgtrtotaa, A M.At arpaa, itaalauct pa,al IC lie t, itt,
AtirAinitrfrd from CAI- MAU, t arttpte. Atntl Oat lat., rm. tItV F v twev,

pnagr Jona an vrowlegwv Luvv,AsInit U rep., ot Irma?, 5 mita,

Pairr. I kr A(I IOW get 171155 Sett...1 4,17.1itAttot, 5, ArPrbem
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1144141106

luvriscd pruvide iiustsecondary education by the state in which it is
It

aocrechted by an agency recognited by the Secretary of Education, and
certified oy the Department of Education as financially sound and
rapahle of providing prLstsecondary programs

Accmditattort is a system for recognizing educational institutioris and
prof,ssional pnatranis that meet a specific level of performarwe. integ.
r it y. and quality This process is condueted pnmarily through tiongov.
(Inn mat, voluntary asstIciations called accrediting ager ws. These

(.2424 INIS21 criteria for accreditatam.evahlate up:millions and
prilfessional i gr.uns desiring accredited Stalin.. and approxe those
that meet the agencies criteria

As agreed with your office, we reviewed information sutiownited hy the
Senate Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations from the seven
acvrediting agencies For each agency, wr determined as of May 1990
hi' number of propnetary schools currently accredited and of those, the

number also accredited by one or inure agencies Also as of May 1990.
we determined the number of schools that the agencies told us had vol
ontarily withdrawn their applications for accreditation but weir accred-
ited by another agency

':1 addition, we determined for the 5 year period ending in 19ta the
.whools t ) newly accredited. rraccredited. or ternumued,

tvrse first requests for accreditation were accrpted. deferred, or
denied, (3) that did not reapply for arreditation unix- their accrixiita.

;0-ntrd expired, and 4 14x redited without lot on site let by the
agerio '

summarrted the results of inn rivm.v. by accrediting agemy and
asked each agency tn verify the rnfurniatiour

jtase,i autuat applications for accreditation, the seven agencies
accredited I ,fifitt schools and denied 2-R1 act-ten-MatHai during the f year

Srx of the seven agenmes deferred 437 schools fur (Nmsideritturn,
these schools sublequently may have been kux-reditedor rejected after
being reviewed egam by the *gown', iSce table

r ssirrs and %At Oed -t !N. ust.rnuLmn OrOda 4{,trftslwri Iva al v*an

rap. 2 t.Att 22.122.110 211012 2.11.o.1 kevrealttaticat Si AirmS.
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Tobin 1: Proprietary Schools That
Approd toe ACcractonDoo
tlgeb-da1 APecY

AEWES

ACcred407-
MO

thPtecftwil

i 2

ACCE T 252 63 28

149 130

Aik:CAS 619 112 -Ai,

114411 541 1$.7 IC

1,4-(Sr I'S 11 IC

54475/C05, 94 a: .6

TOW tied 431 281

As shown in table 2, tsAccss and s" rts reaccredited the largest number
a schools. The seven agriWirs terminated the accreditation cif 315 pru .
prietary schools during this 5year period Schools accredited by %ALIAS
aceounted for over 30 perrent of this total Over 200 schools ai edited
by eACT.A.11 and NATI11 did not reapply for ileerechtation once it expired

Tatra 2: Selectee! Ageocy Actions
ii98569i

Agency
___ _Nterber_PtitOlVd4A_

AO0Callotiod Terminated

kftmES 112 18

ACCfT 141

AICS 4,3 55

NACCAS 1 069 9'2

NAT S 482 el
Nmsc 26 9

5k5,C0f1 11' 19

Total 11511. 315

hixTT stated that before May 100 its accreditation of main campuses- -
which are all subject to oresite agency visits--also covered branch cam-
puses. Therefore, during the 5-year period. 65 branch campuses were
accredited without site visits. As of May 1880, ACCI:i began conducting
site visits to branch campuses as a condition of accreditation MOM,
M. and saCSic013 reported that none of their schools were accredited
without a SKr CWT. Att14, MOLAR, and nisrTs cited their politlea requiring
on-site visits to schools tint did not provide information on the number
of schools accredited without a visit. Appendix !contains additional sta .
ustim on each agency. including the number of schools that voluntarily
witharew their applications for accreditation and were accteditod by

Pap I GA0/161Dite17ella 54ml Accratitatioa bu Aametm
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soother agency, and the number of schools that did not reapply for
accreditation once it expired.

We discussed the contents of the report with representatives or the
accrediting agencies and incorporated their comments where
appropnate

We are sending copies of this brienng report to the Secretary of Sduca .
non, approprtate congressional committees, and other interested parties
Please call me on (202) 275-1793 if you or ycur staff have any questions
about this report- Other major contributors to this report are listed tn
appendix 11

Smcerely yours.

Franldin Frazer
Director. Education and

Employment Issues

Pat* GAPIEID44171161 Selma Maya Wks by "sorb*
_

35-753 0 - 90 - 20
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taiStrals

^

Abbreviations

stains Accreditmg Bureau of }leak h Education Schools
/aver Accrediting Council for Continuing Education and Trammg
Airs Association of Independent Colleges and %Ivo Ls

Nauonal Accrechung Commission of Cosmetology Arts and
Soences

hArrs National Associatmn of Trade and Tectuucal Schools
totic National Home Study Council
ssitc.rcoo Southern Association of Colleges wit! Schools' C.Sninoision gin

Occopatmnal Educational but ItUtIonS

Pow 7 0/112D10 177142 **ra Accoeditause lor Aateetee
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Appendix I

School Accreditation: Information on Seven
Agencies That Accredit Proprietary Schools

GAO School Accreditation

informaticn on Seven
Agencies That Accredit
Proprietary Schools

rage Pr lAt HILI.110 17110 S. Swot Areindisaums by Aprobir
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Apppatix t
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GAO Background

L _ _

Schools must be accredited
before their students can
recelve federal student aid

High loan defaults are occuring
at proprietary schools

Seven major organizations
accredit proprietary schools

61.f
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/Went* Mit Art lvdt$ Prmatilan ttrbawia

GAO Objectives

The Senate Permanent
Subcommittee on
Investigations asked GAO to
compile statistics from
documents subpoenaed from
the seven accrediting agencies_

GAO RIM") man ig Atawarsaa

61.
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,44...ths
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Figure ; 4.

GAO Scope

Determined for each
agency such items as
the number of schools

currently accredited
-newly accredited
reaccredited
initially denied accreditation
terminated

rats.

01 o
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Amman 1
*Orel Aftreauksie* istamosto. es Spree
Armin MN Minet tnorktury *hula

pyre Li

Gto Methodology

Reviewed subpoenaed data
submitted by the agencies

Compiled statistics for
subsequent verification by
the seven agencies

GM, 1011)00 1714111 firimoi Anmlitatle 4411...1.
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GAD What Did We Find?

Ob.

The 7 agencies currently
accredit 5,585 proprietary
schools and their branches

During the past 5 years, the
seven agencies terminated
accreditation for 315
proprietary schools and
reaccredited 2,330 schools

Page 13 GRO Inn wk.& Accredit Was by ViaCilds
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A$24444411 1
014-#.14 A4-44.44.1tatm.. 6414444o4.4.* Sr..%
ApP44494 Thai Amri4/44 PT4W4P4,41y behook

Nu 17.

GAO Summary Ooservations
on ABHES

Currently accredits

-176 proprietary schools
and branches

91 schools with dual
accreditation

4 schools voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation and were
accredited by another agency

Pam. 14 4,41 1745A !tg heel Arcer4limsort A.v new,

61:1
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Apromk. I
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Rout* L? Ctmenued:

GAD Summary Observations on
ABHES (continued)

In the past 5 years ASHES

-newly accredited 102 schools

-reaccredited 82 schools

-terminated its accreditation
for 18 schools

-initially accredited 100
schools, deferred 12, and
denied 1 accreditation

NW II Cow NMI* inna tfeboui Amgdistcion to Unroll
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GAO Summary Observations
on ABHES (continued)

In the past 5 years

10 schools did not reapply
for accreditation once it
expired

no schools were accredited
without a school site visit
by the agency

?war 10 GAO 11111:0110.1116111 01.8 0cA Acc r04114Atios Asepties
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GAD Summary Observations
on ACCET

Currently accredits

935 proprietary schools
and branches

10 schools with dual
accreditation

No data were available on
schools that voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation

rase :7 G.40,1t11.11-11017011 Atvretitatka by Al**40*

6;;,3
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GAO Summary Observations
on ACCET (continued)

In the past 5 years ACCET

-newly accredited 279 schools

-reaccredited 141 schools

-terminated its accreditation
for 46 schools

-initially accredited 252
schools, deferred 63, and
denied 28 accreditation

. -If OD to M I HAM* ITele Raposi Iteriv4MAJOP Plerm4..
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igure 1 C0410e4a4.

GAO Summary Observations
on ACCET (continued)

In the past 5 years

9 schools did not reapply for
accreditation once it expired

65 branch campuses were
accredited without a
school site visit by the
agency

Pais, II, IMO 1011)10 I MR Wool AA:melts/las AirmekI
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Summary Observations
on AICS

Currently accredits

-930 proprietary schools
and branches

-no data were available on
the number of schools with
dual accreditation

25 schools voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation

PM. ea tow mituruMal &bowl heeratlratia 57 Apeales
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GAO Summary Observations
on AICS (continued)

616

APPend.IX
WNW Accmitium Leiuraitios Srven
AsetoOse Thu An-m144 rrepttriArl

In the past 5 years AICS

'newly accredited 57 schools

reaccredited 413 schools

terminated its accreditation
for 55 schools

-initially accredited 149
schools and denied 120
accreditation

rao s)
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GAD Summary Observations
on AICS (continued)

In the past 5 years

38 schools did not reapply for
accreditation once it expired

AICS required a school site
visit before accreditation

Page G40 FilIMOO MOM Nthac4 4ft-1edit.ruos Asenon
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GAO Summary Observations
on NACCAS

Currently accredits

1,764 proprietary schools
and branches

14 schools with dual
accreditation

No schools voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation and were
accredited by another agency

Page 43 WM, HIM, WO "Vbk ..114.1 4,1 redrua itu kgt
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GAO Summary Observations
on NACCAS (continued)

In the past 5 years NACCAS

-newly accredited 619 schools

reaccredited 1,069 schools

-terminated its accreditation
for 99 schools

-initially accredited 619
schools, deferred 112, and
denied 46 accreditation

rap 24 GAO FIRMCN I rIXa r.s.d Attiollatottmet, A.4444144.
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GAO Summary Observations
on NACCAS (continued)

In the past 5 years

-118 schools did not reapply
for accreditation once it
expired

-NACCAS required a school
site visit before accreditation

rfts ta At, HANK, 17,11.11 Stik107 F.rvroiltacboo b Ader
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GAO Summary Observations
on NATTS

Currently accredits

-1,297 proprietary schools
and branches

150 schools with dual
accreditation

27 schools voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation and were
accredited by another agency

P14. n 4.010 !arta, I Val urnmlitatial b A4r.n.
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GAO Summary Observations
on NA1TS (continued)

its

In the past 5 years NATTS

-newly accredited 644 schools

eaccredited 482 schools

terminated its accreditation
for 69 schools

-initially accredited 641
sthools, deferred 157, and
denied 70 accreditation
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GAO Summary Observations
on NATTS (continued)

In the past 5 years

119 schools did not reapply
for accreditation once it
expired

NATTS provided no data
on site visits
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GAD Summary Observations
on NIMSC

Currently accredits

44 proprietary schools
and branches

no schools with dual
accreditation

No schools voluntarily
withdrew their applications
for accreditation and were
accredited by another agency
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GAO Summary Observations
on NHSO (continued)

In the past 5 years NHSC

'newly accredited 21 schools

-reaccredited 26 schools

'terminated its accreditation
for 9 schools

-initially accredited 25 schools,
deferred 11, and denied
10 accreditation
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GAO Summary Observations
on NHSC (continued)

In the past 5 years

. 8 schools did not reapply for
accreditation once it expired

. NHSC visted all schools
before accrediting them
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GAO Summary Observations
on SACS

_

Currently accredits

.439 proprietary schools
and branches

42 schools with dual
accreditation

No data were available on the
number of schools that
withdrew their applications for
accreditation
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Figure 1. Canowea.

hrnary Observations
on SACS (continued)

In the past 6 years SACS

-newly accredited 153 schools

-reaccredited 117 schools

*terminated its accreditation
for 19 schools

-initially accredited 94
schools, deferred 82, and
denied 6 accreditation
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GAD Summary Observations
on SACS (continued)

In the past 5 years

33 schools did not reapply for
accreditation once it expired

SACS visited all schools
before accrediting them
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EXHIBIT # 38

FY 1988 DEFAULT INFORMATION BY DEFAULT AMOULT

"MILLION-DOLLAR SCHOOLS"

FOR SEVEN ACCREDITING AGENCIES:

ACCET, ABHES, AICS, NACCAS, NATTS, NHSC, AND SACS
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October 29, 1990

Senate Permanent Subcommittee on
Investigations,

Government Affairs Committee
gR 100, Russell Senate Office Building
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senatcrat

.. ' 0, na+,

111113111131 IDMIUIVAMILION NI
.M.= MI5

(1114

4,1

(213) 736-7715

The California Attorney General's Office has for some time been
very active in trying to clean up the mess caused in California
by unscrupulous vocational schools. By now you must be, as we
aro, so familiar with the horror stories that they seem aloost
commonplaces

-The ;monolingual Spanish speaking man who was so
enthused after talking to the recruiter about the opportunity to
work part time, learn Rnglish and enter career that he left his
$4.0044hr. lob in a marble factory to enroll. The ability to
benefit test was given to him in gm:lies. He was given the
answers. He was given only one month of gnglish Oleos and could
not, of course, understand the rest of the course taught only in
rnglish. He is back working at another marble factory at
$4.00./hr., but now owes several thousand dollars for his
'education.'

-The young woman with one arm who was enrolled in a
word processing course and told that the school would place her
in a lob. She too now owes thousands of dollars, but cannot do
word processing.

-The computer repair studeots who did not have
computers on which to train. One of the stoderts who had taken
same lunior college math taugnt the math portion of the class
because tte teacher did not understand it. Promised jobs at
large companies like Rockwell never naterialised. Many of these
students now owe 910,000 or more in student loans.

-The students who were promised auto teohnician classes
including preparation to become certified smog test mechanics.
Neither the school nor the teachers were certified to teach the
course so the students are not qualified even to take the test to

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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become smog check mechanics. The school's auto shop was a
parking lot with temporary tents end space heaters. One student
was Sent by the school to apply for a minimum wage lob in a tire
repair center. The course had nothing to do with tires. This
loss than four months course cost over $5,000.

-The young mother who enrolled in a home study course
that promised to prepare her for entry level word processing and
other computer lobs. The salesman told her she would also
receive a computer and software so she could run e business in
her home. The course did not even teach typing/keilocetd skills
necessary to build the speed necessary for entry level lobs. The
Software wftis educational software that printed on every page,
*tor educational use only.* The first half of the course was
very easy but when the student received a computer to work on in
the second half of the course, the lessons uddenly became much
more difficult, especially because she never could get any help

on the school's 800 number. She, like over eighty percent of the
students in the course, dropped out. She owes over $3,000.

This office has sued several schools and obtained preliminary
injunctions and asset fresses, pending trial. We have sued an
accrediting agency. We have met with other school owners and
recruiters to convince them to stop unlawful practices. we have
contacted news media to gain their cooperation in keeping ads for
schools out of the *Help Wanted* sections.

This office also sponsored a bill that is now one of the
strongest vocational school laws in the nation. The law requires
outside recruiters to make certain disclosures, prohibits schools
from enrolling students recruited by outside recruiters during a
three-day cooling off period, permits students to cancel within
five days of classes and owe nothing, prescribes a pro rata
refund and requires that schools meet performance standards by
graduating sixty percent of their students and placing seventy
percent of the graduates in lobs within six months after
graduation.

Although we believe these are all significant advances, we have
found these efforts extremely difficult, time consuming and less
than a solution to the problems. Ons school spent over $300,000
in attorney's fees in less thsn six months lust fighting the
imposition of a preliminary injunction. Another school went into
a Chapter 11 bankruptcy shortly after we sued it and now claims
to have available for restitution to students less then one
sixtieth of the minimum amount we estimate is required to
compensate them. Ve have t Id &nein and ain Ov officWs

_the even Ulm
iud nts eaa st oroo ed schools. S S csmernsent w
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raising to prepare legal action to prevent the state from
implementing the nw statute and to lobby for measures to
drastically weaken the law.

It is clear that the problems originate with the abi:.ity of
vocational schools to benefit from federal money often for
inflated price courses and that state efforts alone cannot
resolve all the problems. Thin office wishes to bring to your
attention facts that your committee may want to Consider
regarding (1) t),a) rolo of accrediting ansociations And (2)
student/lender/guarantee agency/taxpayer liability tor loans
granted to students victimized by vocational school aeanla.

ACCREDITING ASSOCIATIC(S

1. Shifting Accreditation

As you know, this office sued the accrediting association
commonly known as ACCET. ACCET accredited National Technical
College while the school was under an order to show cause and
order for a complete reevaluation by its prior accrediting
association, commonly known as ASHES. Under separate cover, we
have sent a copy of a pleading filed in this case that details
the events in the ACM accreditation of NTC. The documents from
the two accrediting bodies show that for over one and ono-half
years before ACCET accredited NTC, within three months after
Acclea' granted accreditation and continuing for over another year
and Jne-half until after we filed our lawsuit, NIC was a constant
source of student complaints and negative findings in accrediting
body visits, with one extraordinary exceptionthe visit when
ACCET accredited NTC.

The documents also show that ACCET ignored NTC's admission in its
self-evaluation report prepared for ACCET accreditation that it
used employment agencies to recruit students, although it is
strictly against the law and moat accrediting body standards to
use job offer, to recruit students and agencies that refer/
recruit students are required by California law to have a permit
to solicit students and to post a hond. The documents also
suggested that the employment agencies were not just sending
students over to NTC out of the goodness of their hearts because
during one year RTC spent over $230,000 in commissions, more than
it spent for supplies including books and equipment rental.

2. ?allure to Use Available Information in Accrediting
Decisions

In the course of this office's lawsuit against NTC, five or more
former employees testified under oath or provided sworn
statements that ono or both of the owners of the school, Anatoly
anc. Sofia Bidny, dirocted them to either destroy student records,

6
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hide tudent files or faleity tudnt documents before visits
from the accrediting body. Mmployees "created" ability to
benfit tests to put in tiles for tudents who had nevr taken a
test before enrolli.:7. moved box s of dropped student tilos out
of the school, falsified placement data and created false
documentation to mislead the accrediting agency into believing
that the seelp Wanted' ads that triggered studnt complaints were
placed not by th. school, but by a ssporate company that was no
longer in busimss.

This worn testimony was available to ACCET, but ACCET's attorney
intormed me that ACCET could not tre that evidence in considering
whether the school's accreditation should be revoked. The
information was also made available to another accrediting
Association for another of the Bidny's schools, but we belive
they too felt precluded from using It.

Our investigations suggst that unscrupulous schools often lie
and falsity records to avoid losing accreditation. It eppears
that the accrediting associations are not geared toward
uncovering such deliberete prevarications. Mmployiess we
interview often tell us they answered all the questions put to
them by the accrediting bodies, but no on asked them about the
wrongdoing they knew occurred. Thus, the accrediting bodies may
have difficulty finding violations, some may not be motivated to
find them, and their proceduret prevent them fram ven mane
testimony given under oath outside of the accrediting procedure.

3. znedequato Screening of New Courses

Several accrediting associations appear to allow their accredited
schools to start new programs before they are approved by the
accrediting body. Often new programer Are started without
OdOirattft equipment, curricula or books. This is A common
complaint in a number of schools. This office is now
investigating.

Even oourse approval is not adequate. The National mom* Study
Council ('NESC"), tor xample, allowed a school it accredited,
United education & Software, to offer a new computer training
course. The UES advertising maid the course would train studnts
for entry level computer jobs uch at data entry, word
processing, tc. The course materials included no training or
testing in typing/keyboard skills. It is difficult to believe
that entry level word processing jobs would not require some
minimum speed for typing or data entry. W do not know if MSC
did not have xpertise ufficient in that field, allowed new
courses to be offered without review, or if it never reviewed the
Advertising, or a combination of those. Whatever the cause, we

6 5
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estimate this course earned UEs over $22 million in less than two
years.

In Another instance, this office sued Seta Technical Schools over
its auto technician course that used a parking lot for a workshop
and was not state-certified to offer the smog device training
program it promised. ACCET accredited the course based on a
written request received approximately two months after the
course started. The course continued for months in the parking
lot and never was certified.

4. Destruction/Non-Production of Accrediting Records

Although California law now requires accrediting associations to
turn over information (on a confidential basis if so requested by
the state pursuant to a confidential investigation) to
appropriete state law enforcement authorities, non-disclosure of
records may still be a problem in other itatos. Before the new
California law, some accrediting bodies refused to provide
records on Cslifornia schools being investigeted by the state
attorney general and even refused to honor state administrative
subpoena.

Another similar problem is the rapid destruction of accrediting
association records. NESC has indicated its policy is to keep as
little as possible. NESC policy is to destroy records of schools
that relinquish their accreditation. Although this office sued
UPS, when UES relinquished its NBSC accreditation, NFSC policy
allowed it to destroy records that may have contained valuable
evidence. (We do not know if NRSC in fact destroyed those
records.) Accm has a policy of destroying complaint files when
the ccmplaint resolution process is finished. Often the record
of similar complaints over time is crucial to show a continuing
unfair or unlawful business practice, not to mention the
usefulness of records in considering whether a school is
effectively resolving its problems. California requires schools,
for example, to maintain records for five years. A similar
period for accrediting associations would be helpful in
prosecution.

This office in currently investigating schools that are
accredited by accrediting agencies not named above but are also
recognised by the U. S. Department of Education. we believe the
examples used are the norm rather than aberrations.

LIABILITY TO REPAY TEE VICTLKI" LOANS

Generally schools base their tuition fees on the maximum amount
of federal grants and federally insured loans for which the
course is eligible. One school told this office thet it reduced
its tuition from $5000 to $1800 when it no longer participated in
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the federal programs, even though it offered exactly the same
course.

Often a school sends all its student loans to one or two lenders.
The relationship is between the school and the lender, not
between the lender and the studnt. Students seldom have any
contact with the lender. Lenders claim they are not sublect to
students' claims against the school. The U.S. Department of
Education, perhaps realising it is looking at a problem simllar
to the savings and loan disaater, has not shown a willingness to
shift the duty to repay from the victims. The U.S. Department of
Education, guarantee agencies and lenders have avoided the issue
of who should bear the responsibility when schools dfraud
students. If the Department of Education or Congress doss not
relieve students who have suffered the scams from their heavy
debts, stilt** may be forced either to seek additional defendants
among the parties involved or to turn their enforcement
activities to areas where they may be more productive, leaving
enforcement to the federal government.

OMR INTORNATION

We have previously provided copies of pleadings and California
legislation (A31402). Enclosed are changes to the law that wont
into effect September 1990. The California vocational school law
may be useful in your future consideration of revisions to
federal regulations. Please contact this office if we can be of
further assiatanoe.

Very truly yours,

JOHN K. VAN DE EAMII
Attorney General

/21pZN, Li 5fS

NUR REITER
Deputy Attorney General

enc. as noted
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The Honorable Sam Nunn
Chairman, U.S. SenAte Permanent
Subcommittee on Investigations

united States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Nunn:

John F. Sopko, Deputy Chief Counsel of the Senate Subcommittee
on Investigations asked se to submit a written stateaent regarding
the problems with anise of the Guaranteed Student Loan Program
(GSL) by proprietary schools. I am a legal Aid lawyer in
Alexandria. Virginia and my limited knowledge in this area is
primarily the result of uy representation of foruer students of ths
Culinary School of Washington, Ltd. (CSW).

In Janusev of 1990 sore tban one hundred students of CSW were
evicted from student houeing in Alexandria becaues CSW failed to
pay the rent. Through parsonelly talking to sore than forty
students, I mime to know the dark side of the GSL ;mounts. The
students were enticed by aggressive recruiters in faraway places
such as puerto Rico. Oklahosa and Michigan, into moving to the
Washington. D.C. metropolitan area and enrolling in CSW.

Students generally were persuaded to slake the leave by a story
that truly was too good to be true: student housing would be paid
for by a governsent grint, lobe and job placement assistance would
be available during tbe training and after coepleting the six :month
course the student would enjoy the credentials and salary of a
certified chef.

Other misrepresentations ranged fres telling students that CSw
provided transportation to classes to telling thee that federal
grants would cover all of the 00sts of schooling. Tho students
typically applied for and received under the direction of COI a
$2,300 Pell Grant and 46,620 in GSL loans. Some students
suppleeentod these loan* with direct loans from CsW.

After enrolling In Cell, otudente discovered that the program
was not what bed been promieed. The student housing was
overcrowded with sometimes up to four persons (combining men, women
and children) living in a one bedroom spartaant. Ultimately, the
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vast majority of students were evicted from the student housing
after CSW stopped paying the rent even though it had received
payment for housing from the students. One student signed over his
check after he was told that he would have to do so or face
eviction, but was evicted the next day. Many of the students who
were evicted had expended their minimal resources to attend CSW and
were left homeless and without the means to return to their
families across the United States.

Another common problem that faced students was finding a job
to support themselves while they attended the school. CSW provided
no employment and offered little job placesent assistance beyond
referring students to the classified ads in local newspapers.

Finally, students were not prepared for meaningful employment
in the culinary field. Instruction was hampered by abrupt changes
in teaching locations, high turnover in instructors, and a lack of
quality instruction and supplies. In fact, many students incurred
about $8,000 in student loan debts only to toil without pay in a
cafeteria at a water treatment facility.

It is not surprising that former students of CSW frequently
found that their association with the school was actually a
hindrance in the job market. Many students withdrew and never
received credit for the appropriate refunds towards their student
loan debts. Others completed the program only to discover that a
second six month program was necessary to become a certified chef.
Many completed the program but never received the.certificate of
completion.

Sadly the GSL program is being exploited to destroy rather
than develop opportunity. Students were saddled with debts and
left with no meaningful skills to repay them. To my considerable
dismay, the Department of Education (DOE) takes the position that
it has delegated the responsibility for regulating proprietary
schools to private trade associations and state agencies. Perhaps,
this rationale of abdication is used to rationalise the passivity
of DOE in the face of serious problems such as accounting
irregularities, inaccurate attendance records, missing files, and
failure to follow refund procedures, that have plagued the school
for years if not since its inception. Unfortunately, the
recipients of DOE's delegation of regulatory responsibility, the
District of Columbia Educational Licensure Commission (ELC) and
Accrediting Council For Continuing Education & Training (ACCET)
were either unable or unwilling to supervise and maintain even the
most minimal standards with respect to CSW.

021
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The irony for many former students of CSW is that they face
garnishment of wages and the withholding of tax refunds by the very
institution --DOIthat permitted CSW to participate in the GSL
prograe and that disclaims any responsibility for regulating CSW.
DON and the various guarantee agerries claim that as guarantors
they are not subject to the sch.1-related defenses of the
students. Yet it is difficult to obtain relief from a defunct
school such as CSW that zeported in a bankruptcy petition filed on
January 9, 1990, that kt had about $100,000 in assets and about
$300,000 in liabilities.

In short, the students are forced to bear the costs except for
those who are "fortunate" enough to be judgment-proof, and then the
taxpayer absorbs the loss. Thus, a program ewtablished with good
intentions in practice provides opporthnity to banks and
unscrupulous schools but not to students anti taxpayers. Given the
potential for abuse of the GSL prograx by proprietary schools such
as CSW, I am forced to conclude that no GSL involvesent with
proprietary schools would be preferable to the status quo.

Having set and talked to many students who could have
benefitted from legitimate proprietary schooling, I believe that
the GSL program can be improved so that everyone benefits
particularly the students and taxpayers. Legitisate proprietary
institutions now operate at a competitive disadvantage when they
abide by the rules and are left to struggle with the negative
leg2cy of the less scrupulous schools that invariably close down.
Furthftrmore, uncollectible debts are passed on to the taxpayer.

The current systes suffers from a lack of accountability
because no single entity acts as both rygulator and guarantor. It
is the division of these duties (along with the reliance on trade
associations to accredit themselves) that has given rise to abuse
of the GSL program by proprietary schools. It makes sense that the
guarantors in the GSL program should be responsible for saintaining
standards of the schooling that they ars financing. If the
guarantee agencies were required to guarantee a program at the
same time as they guarantee loans they would have to better
regulate the quality of the schooling. This accountability would
promote the opuration of legitimate proprietary schools and better
achieve the noble goals of the GSL progras.

fr/sy

Sincerely,

f,

1,,Ck LL1
Paul Fiscella
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UNITED STATES SENATE
COMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTA1 AFFAIRS

pERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

Hearing on September 12 and 13. 1990

ItatvNat
By

John G. Stone Ill
Executive Director

D.C. Education Licensure Commission

tab -1,. It 0

Mr. Chairman, and other members of the Subcommittee, I am Pleased to accePt
Chairman Nunn's Invitation to provide this statement for the record. As Chairman

Nunn suggested. I will address (1) our experiences with the operation of the
federal student aid program in general and the licensing, accreditation, and
lederal eligibility/certification functions in particular; and (Z, the

Commission's involvement with the Culinary School of Washington and its branch
campuses in the District of Columbia.

Lducationliceni

The following description of the organization and functions of the

Commission will provide the necessary context for my remarks on the issues.

The D.C. Education licensure Commission ccnsists of five citizen members.
each appointed by the Mayor for no more than two three-year terms. Annually.
the members elect the officers of the Commission. This year, the Chair is

Dr. Steven J. Diner. the Vice Chair is Dr. Douglas G. Glasgow, the Secretary is

Dr. Marie M 8 Racine, and members are Dr. Shirley O'Donnell Brown and

Dr. Lorraine A. Williams,

The Commission was established by D.C. law 1 104, effective April 6, 1977.

The law assigned o the Commission functions previously carried out by its

predecessors. These functions are to (1) license private degree-granting
educational institutions operating in and/or incorporated In the District of

Coiumbia, and their agents; (2) serve as the State Approving Agency for
educational programs for veterans to attend with their benefits, under an annual
contract with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs; and (3) maintain the
student records of institutions which close and have no other depository, and
issue certified copies at those records to institutions and former students, upon

request.
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Another basic function was transferred to the Commission from the D.C.
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs (DCRA) by Reorganization Plan No. 3
of 1988, which is to (4) license private, non-degree postsecondary schools and
their agents. This class of schools included all but one of the postsecondary
proprietary schools in the District; the only degree-granting proprietary school
is Strayer College. In requesting approval of the reorganization plan by the
District of Columbia Council, Mayor Barry noted the importance of the non-degree
schools in our system of education, the need for improved regulation of those
operating in the District, and the expertise of the Commission in licensing and
regulating postsecondary educational institutions. This transfer of function
was deferred until Jaruary 1, 1989, to allow DCRA to complete the license renewal
cycle -- such schools are granted licenses for one year starting November 1 and
ending October 31.

An additional function was assigned to the Commission by an amendment to
D.C. law 1-104, which was effective March 16, 1989. This was (6) to grant
conditional exemptions from licensure to private Congressionally-chartered
institutions, Semester-in-Was'ington programs and programs by employers at no
cost to the employee; provided that certain conditions are met, including
accreditation and annual reports to the Commission.

Thus, the Commission is responsible for licensing, approving for veterans
or overseeing the operation of all private postsecondary educational institutions
in the District of Columt

Currently, there are 24 licensed degree-granting institutions. There are
39 licensed non-degree postsecondary schools and 66 licensed agents of such
schools. There are 43 institutions with programs approved for veterans. There
are 9 institutions subject to conditional exemption, including 8 Federally
,hartered institutions. The Commission has 63,929 student records from ID closod
schools, from which 300 to 600 transcripts are issued annually.

The Commission is supported by a small staff which is headed by the
Executive Director, who is appointed by and serves at the pleasure of the Mayor;
and is responsible for professional and technical support to the Commission and
the management of the Commission's affairs. In FY 1990 the Commission is
authorized 11 staff positions, including two positions funded by the annual
contract with the U.S. Department of Veterans Affairs.

Licensing Non-Denrge Schools

As mentioned above, the Commission has been responsible for licensing non-
degree schools since January 1, 1989. Until October 1, 1989, no resources vere
provided to the Commission for this function, but existing resources were used
to make a substantial start -- new application materials were developed, rew
regulations drafted, applications for new licenses reviewed and acted on, and
complaints investigated.

Given the absence of resources, the Commission gave the highest priority
to applications for initial licensure and investigation of complaints about
licensed schools. During calendar year 1989, complaints about several schools
were received and sent to the schools for response, and the responses were sent

6 G
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to the complainants for comment; site visits to the schools were made by the
staff (with outside expert advice, when needed), deficiencies to be corrected
were identified and other steps were taken to resolve the issues surfaced by the
complaints.

At the end of the license year (October 31, 1989), three schools still had
unresolved complaints outstanding, so the Commission declined to renew the
licenses for 1990; instead, it extended the 1989 licenses for 30 to 60 days to
permit resolution of the complaints. By the end of December, the complaints
against two of the schools had been resolved and the license renewals approved.
Only the complaints against the Culinary School of Washington remained unresolved
(which school is discussed below).

The Commission's policy during this transition year was to administer the
current regulatioes, reform the licensing and regulatory system, encourage and
assist reputable schools and prepare for action against schools that did not
comply with the requirements of law and regulation.

One essential difterence between degree-granting and non-degree
institutions became apparent very early -- the centrality of Federal student aid
and its processes to the larger non-degree schools. Both degree-granting and
non-degree schools are heavily dependent on Federal student aid, but the non-
deeree proprietary schools seem to be vulnerable to having their entire operation
governed by the dynamics of recruiting students with such aid, providing
instruction that meets the course length requirements, and administering the
institution to profit from the manner in which the Federal aid programs are
designed to function. In our relatively short experience, the schools with the
worst deficiencies and most complaints have been the large, accredited schools
with substantial amounts of Federal student aid.

The Commission and the staff became serious students of the situation
unfolding nationally regarding student aid programs, the abuses and the movement
toward corrective action. And we became sensitive to the effects of such
conditions within the District of Columbia. With the help of our new, diligent
non-degree licensing staff, new regulations were approved by the Commission which
include requirements regarding admission of students, instruction and
instructors, bonding and information about completion rates and the placement
of graduates. Further improvements are already under study.

During the current fiscal year (1990), the Commission has established a
non-degree licensing division with 3 new positions filled, has gone through a
complete license renewal cycle, has seen the consolidation or closure of some
schools, has identified and initiated reaching out to unlicensed schools (as the
first step in getting them licensed or taking legal action against them), has
continued to refine the licensure and enforcement process, has published the new
regulations, and has devoted substantial effort to the Culinary School of
Washington (as described below).

We believe that these efforts have eliminated the most blatant abuses, and
are seeking to identify more hidden abuses and help schools to correct weaknesses
in their operations. We are pleased with the progress made in licensing non-
degree schools in the first 18 months of this responsibility. However, we are
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still relatively new to this sector of postsecondary education, and both time
and sustained commitment to improving the licensing and regulatory system will
be required to achieve the goals of the law and reorganization plan.

We have established information exchange arrangements with the U.S.
Department of Education, the accrediting commissions, other states and other
District agencies involved in regulation of these schools. Federal reform of
the student aid programs has already helped us to improve our local situation,
and we look forward to further reforms that will both minimize abuses and expand
the opportunities for assisting students. But the Commission sees its
responsibility under local law as continuing its work in this sector, whether
or not Federal reforms and changes in accrediting practices are successful. We
do not rely on Federal regulations or accreditation to carry out (Tar duty to
assure that honest and competent postsecondary education is provided to the
citizens of the District of Columbia.

Culinary School of Washington

Senator Nunn asked me to address our involvement with the Culinary School
of Washington. This school was first licensed in 1979 by the Department of
Consumer and Regulatory Affairs. At one time, it was accredited by NATTS, but
the accreditation at the time the Commission received the non-degree licensing
authority was by ACCET. This school was the single most sustained concern and
recipient of Commission attention during the first year of our responsibility
for licensing proprietary trade and technical schools. However, the Commission's
experience with the school did not start with the non-degree authority. In 1983
the school was granted a provisional license by the Commission to give liberal
arts courses leading to an Associate Degree.

The Commission authorized the school to operate a degree credit program
for one year, without degree-granting authority, on June 23, 1983, subject to
a site evaluation. The authority was extended twice in the summer of 1984,
because the school was moving. In December, 1984, a team of two independent
experts conducted a site evaluation of the school and its branch teaching
facilities. The team also investigated complaints received by the Commission.
In February 1985, the team reported its findings to the Commission, and made the
following recommendation:

*The school's application for a license to upgrade its
offering to an institution granting the associate degree is
not recommended at this time for the following reasons:

No current and published catalog.
Inadequate facilities for academic instruction.
No library facility which meets basic library standards
for an institution of higher learning.
Weak academic curriculum development.
Inronsistencies in identificAtion and responsibilities
of staff and board members.
Complete absence of full-time faculty members.
Rapid turnover of faculty and administrative staff.
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Lack of a Board of Directors to control, audit, and
legitimize.
lack of an effective administrative system."

The school's authority to offer degree credit courses expired on

December 31, 1984. After receiving a copy of the site evaluation report and the
Commission Executive Director's advice that the Commission would not authorize

the school to grant degrees or to operate, the school withdrew its application.
At this time, the Commission had no authority to license non-degree schools.

Between 1985 and 1989, the school operated as a non-degree proprietary
school under license by DCRA. The Commission occasionally received complaints
about the school, which it referred to DCRA. On March 13, 1987, the Chair of
the Commission wrote to the Director of DCRA to express the Commission's
"serious and continuing concern about the situation" at the school, referring
to the Commission's communication with the Department of Education about the
school, and urging him "to take appropriate enforcement action."

Transfer to mhe COMission

Prior to transfer of the non-degree licensing function to the Commission
on January 1, 1989, the Culinary Scheol's license had been renewed by the
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs for the license year November 1,
1988, through October 31, 1989. In March 1989, after the transfer of function,
the Commission began receiving complaints from students, former students and
former employees, individually and in groups. As of January 25, 1990. over 50
written complaints had been received, not including oral complaints to staff,

or to Commissioners at Commission meetings. The Commission began to investigate

the complaints, and at one stage or another of the investigation informed the
Department of Education, the state of Virginia, HEAF, ACCET and the other
agencies of the District of Columbia about the investigation.

The nature of the complaints, which covered virtually every area of the
school's operation, and the actions by the Commission and its staff are set
forth in my report to the Commission on January 25, 1990, copy of which is
attached (minus the exhibits, which can be furnished). Since that report is

both concise and complete, I will not repeat its contents in this statement.

As can be seen from the report, the commission's site evaluation and final
investigation of complaints and responses was cancelled due to a last-minute
move of the school. The Commission's observation of the ACCET s:te evahlation
was not done, because the ACCET visit was cancelled on the day it wms scheduled
to begin, as a result of the school's filing for bankruptcy.

The January 25 report found the Culinary School to be in violation of two

requirements of the licensure regulations, namely, furnishing false or

misleading information (1) to the Commission and (2) to prospective students.
The charges, specifi-cations and findings are set forth, together with my
recommendation that the Commission disapprove the schooYs applicatiom for
renewal of its license for the year ending November 1, 1990.

6
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At the Commission meeting on January 25, 1990, I submitted my report, and
reported that the Office of the Corporation Counsel had advised me that the
Commission might continue to exercise its police power authority over the
school, despite the school's filing for Chapter 11 bankruptcy on January 11.
eased on my report, the Commission adopted Resolution No. N-10-62, which
disapproved the school's application for license renewal. The previously
extended license would expire on January 31, after which the school would
continue to operate only to teach out the commitments to enrolled students and
conduct an orderly closure.

so notified the school on the next day, and informed them of their right
to request a hearing before the Commission within seven days. The school
subsequently requested a hearing, and the Commission set the date as
February 28, 1990, and proceeded to prepare for it. The staff, which would be
prosecuting the case before the Commission, proceeded to line up witnesses and,
with advice of counsel, to prepare to present the case against the school. The
Commission, with separate counsel and independent of the staff, began
preparations for holding the hearing. within five days of the hearing, the
school proposed a consent decree and the hearing was cancelled.

Meanwhile, the school had petitioned the Federal Baokruptcy Court for the
District of Columbia to issue a temporary restraining order (TRO) against the
Commission. On January 31, Judge Teel held a hearing, and concluded (I) that
the bankruptcy filing did not bar the Commission from acting, but (2) since the
school would be irreparably harmed if a TRO was not issued, and the District
would not be so harmed if it were issued, he issued the TRO stopping the
Commission's enforcement of its order for ten days. Subsequently, the school
and Commission consented to an extension of the TRO to March 12, in order to
permit the Commission to hold its hearing on February 28.

On February 26, two days before the Commission's scheduled hearing, the
school's attorney submitted a proposed consent decree, for purposes ofsettlement. With advice of Counsel and in consultation with Commissioners, I
rejected the proposal and countered with a proposed agreement. On February 27
the agreement was executed by Dr. Steven Diner, Commission Chair, and the
school's attorney. As can be seen from the attached copy, the agreement
provided for the closure of the school in the manner previously required by the
Commission, i.e., immediate cessation of enrolling new students, teach-out of
all existing students, closure by June 30 and surrender of student records tothe Commission. The Commission agreed to cancel the hearing and extend the
school's license to June 30, 1990, solely for purposes of orderly closure.

The teach-out was completed at Chef's Restaurant of Georgetown, and the
student records have been transferred to the Commission. In June, the school
asked for a further extension of the license, but the Commission denied therequest and the license expired on June 30. Although the school spent the
period from March through June "reviewing and organizing" the student records,
the Commission staff had to spend 18 days of full-time work by 2 to S people
each day, in order to consolidate duplicate folders, remove duplicate material
and alphabetize the folders. Approximately 17,000 fulders furnished by the
school were reduced to 9,000. The index list furnished by the school was
useless.
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To the best of our knowledge, the Culinary School of Washington no longer
operates in the District of Columbia. However, the owners appear to be actively

pursuing other educational business opportunities. Attached is a copy of a
letter that we understand they started sending to schools and colleges in June,
offering to provide them a money making opportunity by engaging the Culinary
School's owners to conduct a culinary arts program at their school.

conclusions

It is difficult to specify succinctly the results of the massive learning
process that we have gone through since January 1989. However, some lessons
come to mind. What follows is my personal opinion, as a result of the advice
of our non-degree licensing staff. I have had no opportunity to obtain the
Commission's concurrence.

1. The states are the first and proper place for educational

institutions to be approved and institutional regulation and

monitoring to occur. Neither the Federal Government, nor private
organizations such as accrediting commissions can do this as well
as the states which have adequate capability-- although a

partnership may work best for Federal student aid programs. This

principal is reflected in the State Approving Agency process
specified by the Congress for veterans educational benefits.

Reimbursement of states would, of course, be required if this system
were adopted for Federal student aid programs.

2. The manner in which the Federal student aid programs have been
regulated or enforced (it's hard to say which) has invited abuse by
unscrupulous school owners. Fortunately, many (perhaps most) of the
school owners are honest and competent. Recent reforms, such as
those enacted by the Congress last December and the newest
requirements of the Department of Education and the accrediting
commissions, point the way to needed changes.

3. The changes must strengthen the Federal student aid programs, not
result in closing doors of educational opportunity to those who need
it most, and whom our country most needs to educate and employ.
Private trade and technical education is an essential part of our
system, and the only avenue to success open to many citizens.

4. Specific improvements that we have adopted or are considering, and
which might be applicable to Federal student aid programs include:

a. Recruitment. Either eliminate or severely restrict the use
of recruiters wt.o are not employees of the schoo), under their
direct supervision and control; especially those who operate
on commission payment.

b. Advertisements. Monitor carefully the advertisements used by
the schools, and require changes when they are misleading.

6
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c. Admission. Retain an alternative to the high school diploma,
at least for many manual trades; and improve the reliability
of ability-to-benefit tests, by independent third party
development of tests, or administration of tests, or scoring
of tests, or all three.

d. Financial Aid Function. Require absolute separation of the
admission and financial aid functions and personnel within
schools, perhaps by prohibiting specific discussions of
financial aid until the student has been admitted or found to
be admissable.

e. Site Visits. Provide for periodic on-site evaluation visits
by the public agency responsible for institutional approval,
using independent subject-matter experts when necessary.

f. Complaints. Establish and advertise a complaint system that
can call attention to abuses, and follow-up every complaint
to the point of resolution or determination that the complaint
is unfounded or unreasonable.

9 Credentials. Require the diploma or certificate to state
exactly what it represents, in terms oF instructional program.

h. Completion and Placement. Establish a uniform method for
calculating completion rates, and placement rates for
occupatirnal training programs; require periodic reports, and
(over time) identify area and industry ncrms.

Enforcement. Vigorously enforce law and regulations. There
is no substitute for making it utterly predictable that
deficiencies and abuses will be uncovered and either corrected
or become the cause of adverse action against the school (and
individuals responsible, where appropriate). Go as far as
necessary to prosecute those who refuse to comply. In short,
make compliance cost-effective and abuses too costly to
practice.

There are, of course, many other program-specific improvements that can
be considered for Federal student aid programs, many of them already under
discussion among those affected.

There is one consistent pattern that we have noticed in every school that
has gone under leaving students with uncompleted education and substantial loans
to repay: disbursement procedures for both grants and loans have made the
Federal aid money too accessible to the school. This cash flow too often
becomes the foundation of the survival of the school and the sole objective of
the management. This is compounded when discovery of irregularities in the
disbursement and use of the student funds has not led to compliance by schools.
Funds to be repaid to the government or refunded to the student never quite get
paid in full. The recruitment of students becomes the important function, not
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their instruction or graduation. Practices such as those described in the

attached advertisement by the Culinary School of Washirigton -- which encourage

people from anywhere in the country to enter with no apparent personal cost at

all -- result in indiscriminate admission, large cash infusions and high drop

out rates. A profit is made whether students drop out or not.

The 30-day delay in disbursement after enrollment, for schools with

default rates over 30%, seems to be improving this situation. Some additional

steps for other schools, or for all schools, should be developed to address this

problem. Identifying such steps is not hard; the difficult task is to correct

abusive practices by schools without having the students wind up as the ones who

are punished.

If Federal assistance to states to strengthen their regulation of private

postsecondary schools is considered, one important element could be the

establishment of a national computer data base on schools and owners. This

clearinghouse would provide state licensing agencies with information about

other locations in which the school or its owners has been licensed; has had a

license denied, suspended or revoked; or has been convicted of unlawful

practices in the operation of an educational institution. At present,

disclosure by the applicant and informal communications among state licensing

officials are the only sources of such information; they are often inadequate

to prevent proven abusers from taking advantage of a new group of unsuspecting

students. Federal assistance to assure that the simple lack of information does

not permit this to continue would be of substantial benefit to state licensing

arloncies. Then, if the agency provides a fresh start to such schools and
owners, it could at least do so knowingly.

Thank you for the opportunity to submit this statement. i trust that it

will be of some interest to the members of the Subcommittee as they proceed with

their important work in higher education programs.

6 6
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Culinary School of Washington
Staff Report

Proposed Rejection of Application
for License Renewal
January 25, 1990

1. ROCOMIendation

Based on the charges and specifications set forth below, which
constitute violations of the regulations governing licensureof proprietary schools in the District of Columbia, as
described below, the staff of the Education Licensure
Commission ("the Commission") recommends that the Commission
reject the application of the Culinary School of Washington,
Ltd, ("the school") for renewal of its license for the license
year November 1, 1989 through October 31, 1990: as provided
in sections 1209 and 1210 of the regulations codified at Title
16, Chapter 12 of the D.C. Code of Municipal Regulations
(Exhibit 1).

II. Charaes and $pecikAvatIgnS

A. Charge No. 1: Furnishing false ormisleading information
to the Commission, or failure to furnish information
requested. Regulations, section 1209(b).

SuecificatIons: The school failed to inform the
Commission of its plans to move its principal business
office from 1634 Eye Street, N.W., to Third and G
Streets, N.E., or to obtain the Commission's approval of
the new facility: failed to amend its application for
license renewal to be complete and accurate, including
providing the Commission with evidence of the required
Certificate of Occupancy for the new location; and both
provided misinfomation to the Commission, and failed to
provide information to the Commission in a timely way
about the planned move and the consequence of making it
impossible to conduct the sits evaluation arranged with
the uchool for January 4 through 6, 1990.

Findings

1. The school was licensed by the D.C. Department of Consumer and

6
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Regulatory Affairs tor the license year November 1, 19E18

through October 31, 1989 (Exhibit 2).

2. The authority to license proprietary schools was transferred
to the Commission from DCRA by Reorganization Plan No. 3 of
1988, which became effective on November 10, 1988, pursuant
to Mayor's Order 88-243 (Exhibit 3).

3. On March 22, 1989, the Commission began receiving complaints
about the school from students and former employees. In
accordance with commission policy, the complaints were
forwarded to the school for response, than the response was
forwarded to the complainant for comment. As of this date,
over 50 complaints have been received; responses to many of
the complaints have been received from the school, and
comments on some of these responses have been received from
the complainante (Exhibit 4). Starting in October 1989,
complainants began attending meetings of the Commission
(every two weeks) Red presenting complaints verbally to the
Commission. A number of other complainants called by
telephone or visited the Commission's office, and were asked
to submit their complaints in writing, but did not do so.

The complaints cover virtually every area of the school's
operation, and constitute allegations of the school's
violations of the requirements of the regulations and the
terms and conditions of its license. In every case, the
response of the school was that it had resolved the complaint,
or the complaint was inaccurate or the situation was not its
fault. Comments by complainants dispute the school's
responses.

At several meetings, the Chairperson of the Commission
informed complainants that the Commission can only approve a
license (with or without conditions) or deny a license, so
those with individual claims have been referred to the D.C.
Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs, or to the U.S.
Department of Education if a matter of Federal loans or grants
was involved, or to the D. C. Commission on Human Rights if
a matter of unlawful discrimination was alleged.

4 On September 1, 1989, the school submitted to the Commission
an application for renewal of the license for the yea-
November 1, 1989, through October 31, 1990 (Exhibit E).

5. At its meeting on October 19, 1989, the Commission considered
the applications for license renewal of schools where
complaints had been received but resolution of the complaints
had not been completed, among them was the Culinary School of
Washington. In view o the imminent expiration of the
licenses for those achools, the Commission authorized a thirty
day extension of the lice".;es. to permit time for it to act

6 ,
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on the complaints ( see minutes of October 19, 1989, meeting).

6. At its meeting on Novemher 9, 1989, the Executive Director
reported to the Commiseion that the staff had reviewed the
complaints, responses and counter-responees against the
school; had visited the school on several occasions and
interviewed faculty and staff, and had reviewed a number of
records of the school; however, due to the volume end nature
of the complaints ahd allegations of violations of the
requirement. of the regulations, the staff was unable to make
a reliable eveluation. The Executive Director recommended
that the Commission authorise him to ngage a site evaluation
team of independent experts to review the allegation. of non-
compliance and recommend action by the Commission. The
Commission agreed (see minutes of November 9, 1989, meeting).

7. At its meeting on November 30, 1989, the Commission extended
the license of the school once more, until January 31, 1990,
in order to provide time for the team to make the site
evaluation visit and report its findings and recommendations
to the commission (see minutes of November 30, 1989, meeting).

8. In response to the Executive Director's written request to the
school for dates in December for the sits evaluation visit,
Dr. Berkey Siberian replied by letter dated November 17, 1989,
suggesting a date in the first week in January (Exhibit 6).
The Commission acoepted the auggestion and set Janua-y 4, 5,
and 6 as the dates for the visit. The Executive Director put
together a five member team, and 'pact* necessary arrangements
to conduct the visit. By letter dated December 27, 1959, the
school set forth its objections to the team members; whoae
curricula vita. had been sent to the school (Exhibit 7). By
letter to the school, dated December 28, 1989, The Executive
Director specified arrangements on the days of the site
evaluation visit (Exhibit 5).

9. During mid-morning of Friday, December 29, 1989, Dr. Barkev
Xibarian (owner of the school) called the Executive Director
to suggest that the site evaluation visit he rescheduled, as
they were moving the business offices of the school from 1634
Eye Street, to 3rd and O Streets, N.E., during the
following week; i.e., the period scheduled for the site
evaluation visit. This was later confirmed by letter dated
December 29, 1989 (Exhibit 9). The telephone call was the
first mention of any plans by the school to move its office.,
although discussions of the site visit with the school in
writing, in meetings and in telephone conversations, had been
going on since mid-November.

10. Inasmuch as evaluation of a school is physically impossible
when it is packing its records and moving, the Executive
Director was forced to cancel the site evaluation visit, which

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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had been arranged and cancelled at some inconvenience arid
expense to the Commission and the five evaluators.

11. By letter dated January 3, 1990 (Exhibit 10), the Executive
Director informed Dr. Berkey Kibarian that the school had
moved its business offices to an unlicensed location, and that
the failure to inform the Commission of his intention to move
might constitute false and misleading information. The 3rd
and G Streets, N.E., 'location is the Logan School Building
which was approved by DCRA for the school to use only for
teaching facilities; and was listed in the material submitted
with the application for license renewal as to be used tor
teaching facilities (Exhibit 11).

12. The staff has learned that the school's release from its lease
at 1634 Eye Street, N.W., was executed on December 18, 1489,

and provided for the school to remain at that address until
January 31. The owners have refueed to furnish a copy of that
document, so the school has been askTd to do so (Exhibit 12).
It is evident that the school had begun arranging for its move
well before December 18, and that it did not have to move
during the week of the scheduled site evaluation visit. It

appei)rs probable that the school moved at that time to evade
evaluation by the Commission's team.

13. The school's lease for apace in the Logan School Building at
3rd and G Streets, N.E., expired on December 31, 1989 (Exhibit
13) . That lease provides for the school to use kitchen and
classroom space, but does not provide for the school to occupy
the space as its principal office business. No new lease has
been signed.

14. The staff obtained an opinion from the DCRA Zoning Division
(Exhibit 14), which indicates that the school is required to
have a Certificate of Occupancy for its business office at
the Logan School Building at 3rd and G Streets, N.E., and an
affidavit from the MBA Occupancy Branch (Exhibit 15) that no
such certificate had been issued. As of this date, no
Certificate of Occupancy has been issued to the school. such
a Certificate of Occupancy is required to be submitted wbth
a school's application for licensure.

15. By letter dated Januaiy 11, 1990, the attorneys for the school
informed the Executive Director of the filing for bankruptcy
under Chapter 11, and said that the Commission was thereby
stayed from all actions against the school (Exhibit 16) . The
Executive Director consulted Deputy Corporation Counsel Hines,
who transmitted by telephone advice that the Commission's
authority to deny the renewal of the license after the Chapter
11 filing was not clear, and that the Commission should defer
any such action until its authority is clarified by the Office
of Corporation Counsel. The Executive Director so advised the
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Commission at its meeting on the namo evening, and furnished
Commissioners copies of the bankruptcy filing (Exhibit 17).

16. As a result of its change of address and the lack of a
Certificate of Occupancy and possible other errors, the
application for license renewal submitted by the school to the
Comaission is no longer accurate and cannot be approved. No
effort has been made by the school to revise and up-date that
application.

17. The Exoeutiwe Director finds that the school in in clear
violation of the licensure regulations, that the school has
failed to act in good faith with th1a Commission, and that it
is operating in a manner that prevents the students from
getting the education, and other benefits that they were led
by the school or agents to believe they would get and have
contracted for at a cost of up to $6,390 (plus fees of $810)
for a six month program.

D. Charoe N. a: Furnishing false, mialeadino, or
fraudulent information to a prospective stude.-, or the
students' parent(s) or guardian(s) . Regulations, section
1209.1(c).

aPecifiCatiens; The school advertised its provision
of housing to prospective students, and hc.d students sign
agreemants that, in exchange for their payment of $325
per month, it would manure such housing for up to a year:
then issued a notice to students that the housing
arrangements would be tereinated, effective January 31,
1990. Furthermore, students have been evicted from
housing leased for them by the school, because the school
has failed to pay rant and other costs to the owners of
the housing. Thus, the schml has falsely promised
hoosing to students, has failed to meet its obligations
to students for housing, and has caused substantial
hardship to students who were evicted.

finding*

1. The school has advertised that, "Upon arrival in Washington,
you will be given a key to your apartment" (Exhibit 18).

2. The school obtained students' signatures on "Agreements" that
purported to commit the school to enter into leases for
apartments, previde the security deposit to the landlord,
assure payment of the rent to the landlord, aod act as surety
for a period of up to and no longer than a year, so long as
the atudent is actively enrolled as a student. The students
agreed to have $125.00 deducted monthly by the school from
their pell grant GSL, SLS and/or Plus loan, to pay to the
landlord (Exhibit 19).

35-753 0 - 90 - 22
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3. On December 27, 1989, the school issued a notice to all cSW
students that it would no longer offer housing or housing
service for its students, that students would have "to make
arrangements to find your own apartments," and that housing
arranged for them would not be available after January 31,
1990 (Exhibit 20).

4. Even before January 3.1, students began to be evicted from
housing arranged by the school, because tho school had failed
to pay rent due the landlord (Exhibits 21 and 22).

5. The Executive Director has determined that the school provided
false and misleading information to prospective students by
advertising the provision of housing, getting atudents to sign
a purported agreement which appeared to guarantee that such
housing would be p...-ovided so long as they were actively
enrolled in the school, terminating the housing for students
who had been put into it, and causing eviction and hardship
to such students by failing to pay the rent and other charges
ue to the owners of the property.

Jo Stone III
Ex ive Director
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The Culinary School of Washington, ltd. ("the School") and the
Education Licensure Commission ("the Commission") hereby agree to dispose
of the pending application of the Culinary School for renewal of its
license upon the following terms and conditions:

1. The School hereby withdraws its application for license
renewal filed on September 1, 1989 for the period November 1,
1989 through October 31, 1990.

2. The Commission hereby extends the School's existing license ta
June 30, 1990, for the limited purpose of effecting an orderly
closure of the School in accordance with the Commission's
guidelines for closing an institution. In accordance with these
guidelines, the Culinary School will:

a. Cease all recruiting activities and cease all enrollment of
new students, effective on the date of this Agreement;

b. Complete its teaching responsibilities to all currently
enrolled students who wish to complete their training at the
School:

c. Submit to the Commission within twenty-one (21) days of the
date of this Agreement, a closure plan, which states how the
school will comply with subsection (b) above and the
following requirements:

1. Provide the Commission a list of all the names and
addresses of all students currently enrolled, the date
of enrollment, the program in which enrolled, the
projected date of completion of the progrhm, and the
total cost to the student if the program is completed;

2. Notify all enrolled students of the closure plan,
describing their financial obligations as well as their
rights to a refund or adjustment consistent with the
provisions of 16 OCNR 1211; and provisions made for
assistance toward completion of their academic program,
whether in the School that is closing, or by transfer;

3. Provide the Commission with copies of the closure
notices, including copies of all communications sent to
students;

4. Submit in writing to the Commission for prior approval any
proposed revision of the instructional programs
described in the 1989-90 Catalogue of the School;
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5. Make provision for transfer of all official records of
the students to the Commission's office, and notify
students of this location and that they may obtain
official copies from the Commission;

6. Notify the Corporations Division of the D.C. Department
of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs of the status of the
School or corporation, including the filing of a final
report, if eppropriate;

7. Protect the rights of staff, suppliers, and creditors,
in accordance with the orders of the U.S. Bankruptcy
Court for the District of Columbia; and

8. During the closure process, within ten (10) days of
the end of each month submit menthly progress reports
to the Commission on closure under the plan noting
anticipated or serious problems, beginning with the
report for March 1990. The Commission will monitor the
closure, and require the School to comply with the
objectives as well as the specific provisions of the
approved closure plan.

d. The Twords deposited with the Commission shall be in
alphabetical order and shall include, at a minimum, the
academic records of each student, as follows:

(a) Academic transcripts showing the basis for admission,
transfer credits, courses, credits, grades, graduation
authorization, and student nese changes for each
student;

(b) Transcripts of financial aid for each student;

(c) Foreign student forms for foreign students;

(d) Veterans Administration records for veterans;

(e) Copies of degrees, diplomas and certificates awarded to
students (if maintained);

(f) One set of course descriptions for courses shown on
transcripts; and

(g) Evidence of accreditation, if any, during years covered
by transcripts.

3. The School is entering into this Agreement because it believes
this to be in the best interests of the current students and
graduates of the School, the current staff of the School, and all
other persons doing business with the School.

k..)
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4. The School has entered into this Agreement on the express
condition that this action shall not be deemed an admission of
any violation of the laws of the United States, the District of
Columbia, or any other political subdivision of the United States
by the School, or its past and present officers, directors,
employees or agents. Nor shall this Agreement be construed as an
admission by the School, its past and present officers,
directors, employees and agents, of any allegations of any wrong-
doing contained in the files of the Commission, or any other
branch or agency of the Government of the District of Columbia.

5. The record of the Commission's action on the renewal of the
School's license will remain open for fifteen (15) days for
purposes of receiving submissions by the School or others;
provided that this provision will not affect any other provision
of this Agreement.

For the Education Licensure Commission

,

Chair

For the Culinary School of Washington, Ltd.

Stelifien P:-Aatthews

Schwalb, Donnenfeld, Bray & Silbert, P.C.

2 2 7 f

bate

6 '7I.
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CULl NARY
LscHoa
-w49-0\EDN. LTD

300 G St. N.E.
Washirytton. D.C, 20002

(202) 543-7358

Dear President:

I have initiated and operated a chef's training school
for the past twelve years here in Washington. As of August,
1989, we had as many as 600 students with revenues exceeding
six million dollars. I am a former university president and
tenured professor at Georgetrwn University ani have been a
director of recruiting for over ten years.

I would like to propose that we establish a similar chef's
training program on your campus. We will provide the curriculum
and expertise, and can assure you a minumum or 100 students for
the first year. They could not only aid in operating your
cafeteria, but could also take some of your existing appropriate
courses in preparation for a certificate or deoree to be awarded

hy your institution.

Such a program could be an important source of revenue--
I can assure *:ou a minimum of $500,000 net profit the first year
and $1,000,000 the second--with almost no canxtal outlay if 'Jou
already have a cafeteria and kitchen facilities, a= if you do
not local kitchens can be rented during their oown time.

I look forward to discussing this proposai with -ou.
Please call for a discussion.

Since-ely.

Sarkes, Kibartn.
Chaxr-an of the Board

P.S. I am also interested In -ne pur7rase a scnc,,::. or

loint ventures.
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TABLE I

INITIATING & MANAGINil A GOUR14ET
CHEFS PROGRAM ON YOUR CAMPUS
PROJECTED INCOME & PROFIT

Revenue - oer class
Tuition per student $8400
25 Students - leneth of Program 16 Weeks
40 hours per week

Direct Cost oer Class
Food $6 per day x Z5 students x SO = $12,000
Instruction S15 per hour x 640 das 9,600
flooks, Lesson Plan, Uniform, Xn1-..es = 12,500
Advertisina per Class = A,000

$210,000

Total Ooeratina Costs 41),100

1-..ross Proflt '1169,10

- 2:5 :,at:Inc entz 1st

;. _asses (311tns SI,?90,)ln

? Classes er Year

rc :.7)St3

;$ C....asses

- Ls: Mar S1,52S,1)0
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Table II

Cash Flow - Scheduled Use of Funds
and Distribution of Profits

for First Class

Class I Gross Revenue

Minus Initial Outlay by Institution $50,000
Minus Cost of Program 40,000

Profit after Lnitial Outlay and
Direct Cost of First Class

$210,000

90,100

$119,900

Class II - To beczn one montn after 1st Class started

Projected Cost of Class II
to be deducted from Revenue
earned from 1st Class Revenue 50,110

01.strIbuton of RemalnIna Profit $69,900

50% for Inst:tutlon $34,950
50% for 11.:t. $34,950

InstItutlon recoups los orlainal advance 3f *5.1,000 & t!-.e

costs of operatLna tne 1st class.
!tew Classes f!.nanced from proflts.
:nstItutIon need not ?ut In anv new ftands.'
Institution resIlzes 70% return on Investment In four montns.

6 ,)
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Table III

Cash plow, Classes II through IX, Illustrating Use oe
*Additional Expenses & Increased 'ler-tentage of Profit for
your Institution: 60% for your Institution Starting with

5th Class & 70% Starting with 9th Class

Class II Gross Revenue
Minus dst of Program
Cost of Equixent, Faculty, SupFlies

2I0,000

50,000
rrTmisu

*New Full-time Recruiter 50,000

Gross Profit before Allocation $110,000

Class II/ Ircas Revenue $210,000
minus Cost cr Program 50,000

SliJ,O00

*New Oi"e"-''r of Program 50,100

Cross Profit before Allccaton &111,1po

77 1ro.ls 7e-enue
:zst o:

*Second RecruLter 50,300

Gross Profit tefore Al:tcaton

71ass 1r-!s3 De-enue s211,a00
Minus ..:csz or Program 00'1

j00

*Ass-is:ant tt :)Irettor 70.11

Cros-3 Prorl

6 1.
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Gross Revenue fOr First Year, Profit aftor rtipotin,ls
& Profit Distribution to your Institution

with Rate Incroaspq
iu your favor

Total Profit
Clang Gross_8eyouue After_i:xpott.1,-1 th-011.tiliott

(50%1
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Class V/ Gross Revenue $210,000
50.000

$160,0b0

*Assistant to Recruiters 30,000

Gross Profit before Allocation $130,000

Class V:: Gross Revenue $210,000
:I.inus Coal: of Program 50,000

$160.00E

*Jab Placemant Director 30,000

Gross Profit before Allocation s130,000

Class =77 ilross Revenue $210,000
1:.nus .13st or Program 50,000

11b0,500

wOIrea:zr of arketa & Aci?er,.:.s;.na

ReiatIons. Produen szs 0,000

lxos3 31,7-773

C'lass lrtss 7evenue S:10,000
:ost of ?roaram 50.000

.:,rtss Profit hefore S16.7.'00

A: 2OUt, :ne t',,ecnes "O

an! :07, 3.X.
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I. Suy-out Provision

At env time aster the end of the second Yar,

the Institution may buy-out ti.la program for a

payment equhl to one-third of the profit share

of S.X. over the previous twelve months.

II. Formula for Success:

Recruiting of good quality student body.

Retention--through counselina.
Rollina enrollment to replace drop-outs.
Cost Control to meet budget.
Trainina of recruiters, Director (responsible

for retention), and faculty.
Discouraae jobs while in school.
Strono 4ob placement after graduation.
Signed contract with emplyyer to deduct from
pay check any loans to school or covernmen=.

Alumni relations.

I::. Residual tne'ustr.y:

Temporar employment acenc*,..
Pernanen: emplovnenz
Rep_ace Ai: or p4rt of con_razt
Caterinc platas or

resIdents.
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NEEDED
FOOD PREP PEOPLE

WILL TRAIN FOR CHEF POSITION
Must Travel to Washington, D.C. Area

The jobs we have range from S7.00 to $14.00an hour to start. We have

a Gourmet Chef Training School in Washington, Dr. and what we
propose to do for you if you qualify: #11 We can arran5e Prepaid
transportation to Washington D.C. #2) Upon arrival in Washington.
) iu will be given a key to your apartment, which you will share with
ore otherperson, #3) You will be given a;i ample supply of groceries.
sometimes jobs hold hack the first week's check. #4) A bus pass will
tx issued to you, so you can travel back and forth to work and class.
05) We will apply to the y.s. Government on your behalf for Federal
Grants and other forms of financial aid to help ser you thru comforta-
bly. Then, after sis months of hard work and training by master chefs,
you wilt graduate as &certified gourmet chef with credentials, and we
will assist in placing you in a good job anywere in the U.S., normally
staling salary of $,18.000 - S25.000- 3 year.

Seadel demean+. we Meals. le Me foeawsne ...Wage%
Wd hficeen leohiele SHAW.% ewe awn al weed Sem

THE ASCOT
L Swot, N W

WoMnpae DC

W ASHiNGTON POST
fl liffssfty Avalnut. S E
Warenteson. DC

Me !Weise eke? Cowrie
Y. Sem, H W

Wio6,4430n. DC

%AT20N4L LAWYEE'S CU
1212 14 Sweet
WallYalna. D C

%Avurvei muss clus
S211 IQ. Sem. P W
WeAweion D C

THE WASH1 GTON TIMES
1$03 Hee Vex} Are . E

WOON$11011. DC

Financial Aid, if You Qualify
Placement Assistance

Housing and Travel Available

,

le

4116

1 1111r..10

$ e0

111

4

7200 E. 10 MILE
Suns

COMINIMA M4 41015
31345e-3303

Fee 3134554309

CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON, LTD.
LOCAL ADMISSION OFFICE 7200 EAST 10 MILE RD., SUITE I

CENTERLINE, MI 48015

313-755-3303

66 b
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kW Pomo* klesealass
WNW*GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTR1CT OF COt WAWA

55EDUCATION OCENSURE COMNIssION MOT #
Tte ve

*AS.MG,Ces Cat

September 10. 1990

The Honorable Sem Nunn
Chairman, Permanent Subcomeittee
on Investigations

Committee on Governmental
Affairs

United States Senate
Washington. D.C. 20$10,62i0

Dear Senator Nunn:

204, .4,1Fa. Zfl 1.7 0.511.

Ihts supplements
my statement for the record of tho Subcommittee's

hearingson September 12 and 13. in reply to Questions from Mr. John Sopko of theSubcommittee stiff.

I. Date of original license
of the Culinary School of Reshington?

According to the files
transferred to the

Commission. the schocl wasincorporated on May 8, 1978. The inWal license
was issued by the D,C.Department of Consumer

and Regulatory Affairs
to the Culinary College ofWashington on Novrteer 2.

1978, tnd was renewed
on January 14, 1980.Subsequently, the name

was changed, .nd a renewal of the license was issuedto the Culinary School
of Washington on December 19R0, A copy of millicense is enclosed.

2. What arrangements were made by the Culinary
School of Washington to teachout its commitments to students?

In their closure plan of March 20, 1990, which wits accepted by theCommission, the school reported only nine
students currently enrolledall being taught out at the Chef's Restaurant in Georgetown (copyenclosed). Independent verification by the Commission's

staff establishedthat the students
were being provided the

instruction committed by theschool, and that they cempleted their courses in April.

The owner of Chef's
Restaurant informed the

Commission's staff that he wasteaching out the school's
students at his own

expeese. inasmuch as he hadformerly terminated his
agreement with the school due to lack of payments(see enclosed letter of Decesber IS, 1989y.

3. What were the circumstances
of the request for

an extension of its licenseby the Culinary Scho41
of Washington in June 1990?

BEST COPY MAILMU
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Page 2
The Honorable Sam Nunn
September 10, 1990

By letter dated June 27, 1990, Mary Ann Kibarian asked the Commission to
extend the license for an additional month for the limited purpose of
effecting an orderly closure. Specifically, the letter stated that the
extension was needed, "because of certain regulations of the Department
of Educatiom which preclude an institution from receiving Title IV funds
unless the institution is licensed and eligible to receive funds not only
when such funds are earned, but also when such funds are received.' A copy
of the letter is enclosed.

The Commission's staff inquired whether or not the Department of Education
had such a requirement, and was informed that it did not (see enclosed
letter dated June 28, 1990). Accordingly, the Commission denied the
request for extension of the license.

4. What follow-up, if any, was made by the DCRA to its investigator's
recommendation in 1986 that the school's license be revoked?

The non-degree licensing files for this and other schools that are now in
the Commission's possession are those received from DCRA when the licensure
function was transferred. Those files appear to be only the most recent
files of the Business License Division; earlier records were not
transferred, and may have been either retired to a depository or disposed
of. No other records were received from DCRA, and the investigatory files
were not received by the Commission. Inquiries about those records will
have to be directed to the DCRA's Office of Corpliance.
The Commission did maintain a file of inquiries, complaints and other
materials that it received concerning the Culinary School of Washington
in the years prior to the transfer of the licensure function. Those
materials provide no continuous record, because the Commission received
them incidental to its own functions. The investigator's report, referred
to by Mr. Sopko, is in that file; but there is no material showing a
follow-up action prior to the transfer of function by the Commission. In
fact, that report was provided to the Commission 14fter the transfer, and
after the Commission began its own investigation of complaints against
the school -- see my enclosed letter of August 23, 1989, to DCRA about the
report, which stated my understanding that the matter of refunds was still
pending before DCRA, under the consumer protection powers that DCRA
retained. Again, inquiries regarding the file on this and any other
investiptions will have to be directed to DCRA.

I trust that this supplemental information will be helpful to the
Subcommittee.

Sincerely,

6z)

G. Stone III
tive Director
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CULINARY SCHOOL OF WASHINGTON, LTD.
CLOSURE PLAN

In accordance with the guidelines of the District of

Columbia Education Licensure Commission ("Commission") regarding

closure of an institution and the Agreement entered into by the

Culinary School of Washington, Ltd. ("Culinary School") and the

Commission on February 27, 1990, the Culinary School hereby

submits this formal Closure Plan to the Commission. Under this

Closure Plan the Culinary School will continue to operate in a

manner consistent with the best interests of its current and

former students. The Culinary School has made arrangements for

all of its current students to complete their academic programs

with the chef-instructors with whom they began their studies so

as to be eligible for a Certificate of Completion from the

Culinary School upon successful completion of their coursework.

In addition, the Culinary School is organizing the files of its

past and current students in order to minimize the burden on the

Comm ssion in responding to requests from students after June 30,

1990 for copies of their academic transcripts, Certificates of

Completion and financial aid records. The key elements of the

Closure Plan are as follows:

1. The Culinary School will close and cease all of its

educational functions on or before June 30, 1990. As

of that date, all current students in good standing

will have completed their course of study at the

Culinary School. A list of students currently enrolled

in courses at the Culinary School, together with their
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addresses, program designations, dates of enrollment,

projected dates of completion, and total cost of

education to each student upon completion, is attached

hereto as Exhibit A.

2. The seven students currently enrolled in the Executive

Gourmet Chef program are completing their training with

Chef Francois Peter at Chef's Restaurant in Georgetown.

The two students currently enrolled in the Pastry

program are completing their training at the same

location with Chef James Littlejohn. Both of these

instructors are chefs of the highest calibre.

3. The Culinary School will send notices to all persons

who graduated since September 30, 1989 who have not yet

received their course completion Certificates from the

Culinary School informing them that they can obtain

such Certificates from the Culinary School directly on

or before June 30, 1990, and thereafter from the

Commission.li A copy of the Notice that the Culinary

School intends to send is attached hereto as Exhibit B.

4. The Culinary School will send a Notice to all currently

enrolled students in the Executive Gourmet Chef Program

1/ Five students who are currently enrolled have outstanding
balances but have made no provision for future payment of theamounts due the Culinary School. Unless these five students
execute a promissory note in favor the Culinary School, they will
not be eligible for a Certificate of Completion.

- 2 -
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and the Pastry Program informing them of the closure

plans and the transfer of all student academic and

financial aid records to the Commission. This Notice

will also inform each of the currently enrolled

students of their financial obligations to the Culinary

School upon completion of their program, their right to

a refund in accordance with 16 DCMR § 1211, and the

assistance made available to them for completion of

their academic program. A copy of the Notice that the

Culinary School intends to send is attached hereto as

Exhibit C.

5. The culinary school will provide the Commission with

copies of all Notices and other communications sent to

the students after February 27, 1990. To date no such

Notices have been sent.

6. The Culinary School has not found it necessary to

revise any of the instructional programs described in

its 1989-90 catalogue. All students who are

maintaining satisfactory academic progress are expected

to graduate according to schedule prior to the date of

closure.

7. The Culinary School is in the process of assembling all

the student academic and financial aid files for

delivery to the Commission on or before June 30, 1990.

Over the next several weeks, the Culinary School will

organize all the financial aid, academic and other

- 3 -

6
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records for each current and former student into

separate consolidated file. Upon completion, these

consolidated files will be arranged alphabetically and

indexed. This will minimize the storage space

requirements and will facilitate access to student

records when these files are transferred to the

Commission. The culinary School will contact the

Commission some time prior to June 30, 1990 to arrange

for a mutually convenient time and place to transfer

these records to the Commission. These records will be

turned over to the Commission on the express condition

that the Culinary School and its agents will have

complete and unrestricted access to these files

(without charge) during normal business hours (Monday

through Friday, 9;00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.) and the right

to make copies thereof after said records have been

delivered to the Commission.

S. The Culinary School will notify the Corporations

Division of the D.C. Department of Consumer and

Regulatory Affairs of the status of the Culinary

School. If the Culinary School shall in the future

elect to dissolve or otherwise terminate its corporate

existence, the Culinary School will notify the

Corporations Division at that time, and file any final

report, if appropriate.

- 4 -

61c
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9. The Culinary School is operating under Chapter 11 of

the U.S. Bankruptcy Code. The rights of staff,

suppliers and other creditors' are protected as

administrative claimants in accordance with the U.S.

Bankruptcy Code.

10. The Culinary School will submit monthly progress

reports to the Commission on the status of closure

under this Closure Plan. These progress reports will

identify any anticipated or serious problems

encountered by the Culinary School in putting this

Closure Plan into effect. The first report, for March

1990, will be submitted on or before April 10, 1990.

11. The Culinary School's ability to effect an orderly

closure in accordance with this Closure Plan is

expressly conditioned on its ability to continue its

operations at the Logan Administrative Building at 3rd

and G Streets, N.E., which the Culinary School is

occupying pursuant to a valid Use Agreement entered

into with D.C. Public Schools. The Culinary School

applied for the Use Agreement on December 22, 1989 in

good faith reliance on a letter dated July 18, 1988

from Henry C. Lee ill, then Acting Administrator of the

D.C. Department of Consumer and Regulatory Affairs,

stating that the Culinary School did not need to obtain

a Certificate of Occupancy for use of D.C. public

buildings. The Use Agreement waa approved by the D.C.

- s -

694
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Public Schools on January 17, 1990. Nonetheless, on

February 15, 1990, the Culinary School received a

Notice of Infraction from the Department of Consumer

and Regulatory Affairs for operating a business at the

Logan Administration Building without a Certificate of

Occupancy. The Culinary School will be contesting the

Notice of Infraction at a hearing scheduled for March

21, 1990 at 9;00 a.m,

THE CULINARY SCHOOL OF HINGTON, LTD.

Date: march 20, 1990 By:

- 6 -

Kibarian, P es dent

61)
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EXHIBIT A

LIVE Alf_CURRANTLY 11=144XL AZINNIS

Amount Due
Name and rrogram Enrollment Completion Amount at
address_ late_ Receittd comae io

Robin Allen EGC 12- 5-59 4- 1-90 $50427.50 $2,311.50
511 S. Four Mile Run
Apt. 421
Alexandria, VA 22304

Deidra Ely PASTRY 10-17-8 ci 4-21-90 $70564.38 -0-
.4820 Emu) St.
Capital Heights, MD 20743

Ronald Emory* EGC 11-24-80 4- 1-90 ;,,,4.38 $fi,470.C.'
3913 Bruce st.
Apt. 305
Alexandria, VA 22105

Dan Fredrickson FCC 11-25-89 4- 1-90 $8,002.50 S1,147,50
10100 Appalachian
Circle, Apt. 312

Oakton, VA 72124

rsther Serebour* EGC 1- 6-,10 o-1',-9O -0- $7,200.00
4215 Will Street
Capitol Heights. MD 20743

Faye Smith* EGC 12-28-8'4 4,-27-90 -0- $8,520.00
407 Savage Drive
Apt. 7
Newport News, VA 23602

Victor Wilcox* EGC 1-12-8c4 -21-40 ;,1,000.00 $6,200.00
308 N. Preston PoAd
Vinton, VA 24179

Ronnie Wilkes PASTRY 11-10-v,, 4-21-90 $,,582.00
2474 Alabama Ave, S.l.
Washington, DC 20020

1,erey Zimmerman* EGC 11-14-89 4- 1-90 -0- $7,200.00
911 Herbert Street
Richmond, VA 23225

* These students have not made, or have refused to maKe, any arrange-
ment for payment of their outstanding balances due the Culinary
School.

6 Li
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EXHIBIT B

(CULINARY SCHOOL LETTERHEAD]

March , 1990

x Name of Student
x Address
X

Dear Student;

URGENT URGENT URGENT URGENT

Please be informed that if you are entitled to a transcript and
Crtificate of Completion from the Culinary School and want one
with the official seal of the School on the Certificate, you must
contact the School immediately. After June 30, 1990, all of the
student records of the School will be forwarded to the District
of Columbia Educational Licensure Commission, 717 Fourteenth
Street, S.W., Washington, D.C., 20005 for administration and
permanent storage.

Should you have an outstanding balance on your financial account,
it is imperative Chat you contact the School and make
arrangements for payment via certified check or cashier's check.
If you have any questions about your account, please do not
hesitate to call us at 543-7358.

Remember, after June 30, your Certificate will be available only
from the D.C. Educational Licensure Commis:lion and without an
official seal of the School, or official accredited signator of
the School.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Siberian
President

6u
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(CULINARY SCHOOL LETTERHEAD]

March 1990

Dear CSW Student:

EXHIBIT C

It is with heavy heart that I must inform you of the said
occasion of the closure of the Culinary School of Washington.
Due to devastating economic circumstances we will no longer be
able to serve the students wishing to receive a culinary
education.

Our records indicate that upon completion of your program, you
will have an obligation to the Culinary School in the amount of

As you have previously been informed,
arrangements have been made by the Culinary School for you to
complete your training at Chef's Restaurant in Georgetown under
Chef [Peter or Little)ohn]. Should you choose not to complete
your studies, you will be entitled to a refund in accordance with
16 DCMR 1211. A copy of these regulations is attached to this
letter.

As of June 30, 1990, all educational records will be turned over
to the District of Columbia, Educational Licensure Commission.
located at 717 Fourteenth Street, N.W. After that date all
transcripts, account ledgers and financial aid information will
be permanently stored at the above stated location. You must
contact the Commission from that day on should you need
assistance retrieving your records. Anyone eligible for a
certificate Qf COM21e.tiOn should contact the school immediately.
We urge you to contact the school as we will make every effort to
work with you to help you obtain your credential& and Certificate
with the School seal and signatures. We ask that you contact us
before April 15, 1990 to help expedite and correct any issues
which may have caused your certificate to be withheld.

Remember: As of June 30, 1990 copies of your educational records
can only be obtained from the District of Columbia, Educational
Licensure Commission.

If you have any questions about the above information do not
hesitate to call us at (202) 543-7358.

Sincerely,

Mary Ann Kibarian
President
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1211 WM POLICIES

1211.1 Each school shell fornIse U. Csomission oil* a schedule of its
Unica amd fres sod its prepaid tuitiom plan end refuse policy.

1211.2 Each ttmieftt shell be provided seventy-Sob 172) hours to rescind ny
ceRtrect sod t of all toes sod tuition. this perioo hill
toleoloce fram date of the signing hut will wat include or nd on
Shy Satorehy er Seek, Or %goal belidey.

1211.3 Each student shell be provided, on e separate Meet. notice of the
student's right so resoled U. coetract with seventy-Rue (72) hours
et signing gad notice of U. fact thet, epee rescission, the stucrent
will he retursed all monies advareced to the school.

1211.4 Itch stotent shall S. provided a copy of teer schoo)'s tuition Oen
and refund policy at tee time of enrollmeet.

1211.5 Each school's rotoad policy shell le Approved try the Commission only
(don it is such ttat the amount retained by the school does not
exceed an munt calculated in accordance with the tollohing
stardares:

(a) The enrollmeat or registration fee shall
be Sorority)/ stated a^i)

the non-refuolable portion thereof shill either tee Monty percent
120%) of the total cost of the course or fffty dollars ($60).whichever Is less, Provided. that this refund policy shall apply
only atter the I2-hour period imetelately

followin; signing has
expired;

(O1 all wolfs paid In guest, of the nocrefundsble portion of the
enrollment or registration fee shell be refunded whoa an enrolled
student requests. IR the homer proviOed in the contract.
cancellation before his Or Wr scheduled classiest begin(s),
Provided, that this provision shell not &poly to non-tomigrant
alien students es *fined in $1411; and

(c) If a student enters training end withdroes or is diecontinued
from troiniof Prior to completion of seventy-firs percent (76%)
of the scheduled program,, the mime shell refund to the student
a sum which does mot very NOM them ten percent (10e) from tie
exact pra rate portion ad refuneable tattier+

imespended hy thestudent.

1211.6 Teo Prorated olorint unirer $1211.1(c) shall N deterofned by the ratioof the maw of 'mai Or Items: in series serviced by the school of
instruction complte,/ Ay the student to tee total mother of weeks of
instruction affm,. Aro portion of a week's attendance by a Student
shall be considered s full week's

attendance for the purpose of this
section. IR the case of correspOodenct schoole, any portion of a
lessoa ift Dories shell be coMiderod es s completed series.

1211.7 So school shalt motet nor accept more than tee percent (IOC of the
total tuition prior to comencement of the prosret or schedule. leis
requiremeet shall eat apply to me-imolerent elite students.

12114 Each school shall mike every effort to ensure that enrolled students
inched to complete U. respective me/elutes or Irish to withdraw.

1211.9 46odeati mord% aUall he told to *RSV* (Mt stbantS who delay Inrequesting a refund are accomemdatml:
Provided, that the school is

not requirol to honor a Wool rawest submitted subsequent to the
sad of the scheduled program fer white tad tudent nes walled.

1211.10 AAy refund required to be mide to a monfirmigramt alien student 4y the
provisions of this soctios shall he peyeble to thet student as
follows:

(a) Within 20 447S after the !restoration and idaturallaatfort Service
of the Uefted Stet"es certified to the school which is
oblieetee to mete lived thet tho non.inwisrpne &lion Student
has departed from slued States; aid

(to) Only in the leeel currency of the country of ditch the
non-imoigrant allim strident it a tittle*.
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CHIPS RWSTAURANT, INC.
3251 Prospect Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20007

December 15, 1989

SY HICSSIMOSR

Or. Sarksv Siberian
Chairman of the board
Culinary School of Washington, Ltd.
1634 Rye Street, N.M.
Washington, DC 20006

Subject: Notice a T.:ruination

Dear Berkey:

Your certified letter dated December 14, 1989, vas
received by me 30 minutes ago. It came as a total surpzise.

I feel I have no choice but to give you this letter as
formal notice of termination of your agreement with me acted

December 1, 1988.

You have not paid food bills for two weeks, refuse to pay
the other expenses you agreed to pay under the Agreement dated
Da:ember 1, 1988, and have paid almoet none of the over $20,000

of charges you have run up with us, all of which be

completely documented. You declare unilaterally in your letter
that you will not pay sous of the expenses you agreed to pay in

your Agreement with us dated December 1, 1988. You also tell
us to stop buying food, without which the restaurant would
have to close iamediately.

This termination is based upon material breach on your
part, and Is effective today.

I will be pleased to discuss the situation with you. I

have been trying to reach Nary Ann all day. However, this
terstination notice is effective today, and a further agreteent
between you and us would be needed to modify ft in any respect.

Sincerely,

Robert Raymond Illiott
President
chefs Restaurant, Inc.

Pa,

U
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LL1ARY
'CHCCL
-WASHINGTON. LTD.

1 Firragut Square, South
0634 Eyst Street, NM.)
Washington, DC 20006

202/745.2665 Toil Fr4e 1.800-624.2314

December 1, 1988

Robert Raymond Elliott
President
Encore Restaurant, Inc.
3251 Prospect Street, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20007

Dear Mr. Elliott:

This will set forth our arrangement for the .Culinary School of
Washington, Ltd. to operate the kitchen and use portions of the
balance of the restaurant space for teaching purposes for our
students. You will operate a restaurant, Encore Restaurant, as
previously planned and presented, and we will provide the food
production for the restaurant as well as some assistance in
serving in the dining rooms.

The terms and conditions governing this arrangement are 33
follows:

1. The terms of this agreement will eommence December 5,
1988. Either party may terminate this agreement at the
scheduled end of any work/study program (which run about four
or six months each) then being conducted, upon at least thirty
(31 days' advance written notice.

2. The Culinary school will have the responsibility of
operating the kitchen facilities for the purpose of preparing
foods as required."laboratory experience' for its students,
some of which foot will then be provided for service in the
dining room areas as well as other food needed in the dining
room areas. The service of food to restaurant customers will
commence at a time mutually agreeable to both parties but no
sooner than one month after the commencement of this agreement.

3. The Culinary School shall be provided, on a seven (1.3y Ahd_
:rightbasis, the -usi-cif the-Xitóhen and its equipment in-place.
Care shall be taken to minimize sound to apartments above the
kitchen. The Culinary School will also be able to utilize all
eguioment attached to the walls, ceiling or floors in the
kitchen area, which equipment belongs to the Landlord,
Georgetown Prospect Place Associates Limited Partnersnip,
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leasing the space to Encore under the attached Store Lease
(Exhibit A tO this letter). You and we agree to comply with
all conditions and provisions of the Store Lease.

As to free-standing equipment in the kitchen, we understand the
Landlord has a contractual right to purchase any such property
at used fair market value. You agree with Us that we can have
you cause the Landlord to use best efforts to purchase such
equipment, and we have selected the items listed in Exhibit B

to this Letter for you to purchase. We will reimburse the
Landlord the full, mutually agreed price of such items, and we
will become the legal owners of such items upon your purchase
of them from Glorious Food, Inc. If the Landlord is unable to
conclude a purchase of any of these items, and at a price we
approve, then we will not purchase them. We understand that
the Landlord has requested information as to original cost from
Glorious Food, Inc. many months ago, and has not received a
response, and that previously, Glorious Food, Inc. had quoted a
very high price for all the property. You and we agree that
you will immediately cause the Landlord to advise Glorious
PoO4, Ine. of the desire to exercise the Landord's rights to
Purchase proPerty, and that the Landlord will then attempt to
conclude the matter with Glorious Food, Inc.

Pending such purchase, we will use such items, and will be
resoonsible for the loss or theft of them. On the first day we
begin using the kitchen area, we will sign an inventory of
these items to evidence that we have received them.

4. This agreement is contingent upon the Culinary School and
yOU Obtaining and maintaining all necessary licenses for the
contemplated operation.

5. Encore will ma.ntain all equipment (other than equipment
owned by us) and facilities except for: (i) sanitation and
cleaning of the kitchen area (cross-hatched area on Exhibit C
hereto); (ii) plumbing drainage; (iii) light bulb replacement
in the kitchen area; and (iv) routine maintenance of cooking
equipment. The Culinary School will reimburse Encore for any
breakage or damage identified, to any property of Encore or the
Larvilord, or of Glorious Food, Inc. (owner of some property
pending purchase), other than normal wear and tear, or damage
caused by negligence such as leaving a refrigerator closed and off.

6. Culinary School will pay all utility bills for the
facility incluling, electricity and gas, which shall be in the
Culinary School's name, its ptome (but not the-restaurant's
phone), and estimated water/sewer usage (which is not currently
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metered). Culinary School will also pay $1,500 per month on
the first of every month (pro-rated for the first month), to
defray a portion of other expenses of Encore including rent to
Landlord. Culinary School will provide any dumpster service
needed.

7. You shall have no liability or responsibility whatsoever
for any losses as a result of personal injury or property
damage which the Culinary School may sustain as a result Of the
work/study program which shall take place on the premises, and
all and any claims by the Culinary School in that regard are
waived.

8. The Culinary School wi*.l indemnify, defend and hold you
harmless from any and all liability, lose or damage which you
may suffer as a result of claims, suits, threats of suit, or
actions resulting from the negligent acts or omissions of the
School, its employees, instructors and students in connection
with the work/study program at the premises. Further, the
Culinary School will supply sufficient insurance coverage, with
Encore and you personally named as insureds, for all liability
and other customary coverages of the entire restaurant and
school operation at 'thaiieed-premiiei; iticClOdifigr-h640Ver,
liability with respect to the service of alcoholic beverages
(as to which you may either decide to be uninsured, or to
obtain your own insurance), and we will not take any role in
the service of alcoholic beverages.

9. In addition, the School will provide, maintain and pay tne
premiums on a policy of personal property insurance for all
personal property on the premises, with Encore as a named
insureds. You and the Culinary School waive any rights of
subrogation under our insurance policies to the extent
permissible under these policies.

10. If any complaint on the part of either party arises, the
designated persons to handle such are the Executive Vice
President, or his agent, for the Culinary Scnool and Mr. Robert
Raymond Elliott, or his agent, for Encore.

11. You will manage, or provide a manager for, all aspects of
the Encore Restaurant operation. The manager will have the
responsibilities for the general operation and all aspects of
the ordering, inventorying and sale of alcoholic beverages. He
or she will coordinate the food production needed for the
restaurant, the intent being to provide us with joint planning
and on-going control of the contemplated operation as it
relates to the Culinary School's interests aid your interests._ _
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12. Initially, to reimburse us for raw food costs (all of

which we will pay, but no
beverages) and some of our other

expenses, you will provide to us sixty-five percent (651) of

the gross receipts from customers (net of collection losses and

credit charges, and excldding sales taxes) for food sales, but

excluding sale of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages. You

will keep good and sufficient accounting records, with separation

of food revenues from beverage revenues, and such other

detailed breakdowns as may be mutually agreed, with a view

toward enabling us to relate our food purchase records with

restaurant revenue records to assist us in inventory control

and accountability of our staff. As to any catering or

production of food for wholesale distribution, you will be paid

twenty percent (20%) of the net profit on such sales, after

deduction of direct costs. You will be provided a breakdown of

direct costs if you request.

Three months after the start of the food service operations,

the above provisions regarding revenue to us will be reviewed

by you and us to ascertain their fairness given our agreed

objective to have fair compensation to us.

13. The terms and conditions of this agreement may be mutually

changed by mere verbal agreement by you personally or your
restaurant manager, and by anyone on our behalf other than a

student, provided that you or we issue a written notice of the

change within two business days.

14. The intent of this agreement is to enable encore

Restaurant to carry Out its commitment to operate a first class

restaurant, and for us to provide a full-time training facility

for the Culinary School. The Culinary School specifically

desires to have no involvement in the ordering, inventorying,
securing and storage, and service to the public of alcoholic

beverages. It is the intention of you and us to comply with

all orovisions of the Store Lease, and all requirements of the

agreements you have with neighbors and the ANC (Exhibits D and E),

and with all rules, regulations and requirements of the Alcoholic

Beverages Control Board.

[End of Pagel
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Please evidence your agreement with the above by signing and
returning a copy of this letter.

Sincerely,

Ray
Executive Vice President

JCW11)
ennell

AGREED:

ENCORE RESTAURANT, INC.

< / /

RObe'rt Raymond Elliott
President

35-753 0 - 90 - 23

Date.

70,3
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CULINARY
(40.',50-10CL
-WASHIETCN, LTD

300 G St. N.E.
Washait)ogiti3D-C35820002

Juhe 27, 1990

John G. Stone, III, Ph.D.
Executive Director
District of Columbia
Education Licensure Commission

717 14th Street, NW, Suite 801
Washington, DC 20005

Dear Dr. Stone:

We appreciate the cooperation that you and your staff have
extended to us during these difficult last few months. We wish
to continue working with you as we complete our efforts to wind
up the affairs of the Culinary School of Washington.

As our attorney mentioned to you yesterday, due to the
requirements of the bankruptcy laws and the regulations of the
U.S. Department of Education, it does not appear possible for the
School to complete its orderly closure by June 30 in accordance
with the agreement reached with the Education Licensure
Commission last February. Yesterday, the School received a one-
month extension of its Use Agreement with D.C. Public Schools
until July 31. A copy of a letter from ms. Veronica Falwell,
Acting Realty Officer for 'CPS, approving such extension in
enclosed herewith. By this letter, I respectfully request that
the Commdssion extend the School's license for an additional
month for the limited purpose of effecting an orderly closure of

the School. Other than the extension until July 31, 1990, the
School wishes the February 27, 1990 agreement to remain in effect
without modification.

The request is made necessary not only because of the
difficulties the School has encountered in trying to wind up the
operations with a skeleton staff (at present only one person is
on the School's payroll--Ersma Cvikula), but also beeause of
certain regulations of the Department of Education which preclude
an institution frcm receiving title IV funds unless the institution
is licensed and elJ.gible to receive funds not only when such

7 th)
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funds are earned, hut also when such funds are received.
The School is currently working with officials at the Department
of Education to resolve certain issues regarding Pell grant
funds payable to students of the School. If the Commission
does not extend the School's License, when the current dispute
is resolved the School will be ineligible to receive payment under
Title rV--even if the funds were earned while the School was a
fully licensed and accredited institution.

We sincerely appreciate whatever efforts you can take to
extend the School's license for an additional month.

Very truly youra,..

Mary Ann Xibarian
President

Enclosure

cc: Steven P. Matthews, Esc.
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
EDUCATION LICENSURE COANCEMON

#0,1,(11.0. ',Pit. hit
2.,1 20w

2.22.1.44,04 0 C. 10002

June 28, 1990

,i0t. TOT I.
PAR 711r o

Vicite,,,,_45-44,40aS 1)
,)4lirlittert1-44+efl %I-1%44k-
4,4 414.44 4+8-9 44-4411 C
U.S. Department of Education
7 & D Street, S.W., Roow 3522
Washington, D.C. 20202

24,0e,
Dear Ms.

Enclosed is letter from the Culinary School of Washington, Ltd.
requesting an extension of thirty (30) days of their license to
Operate in the Dist.'ict of Columbia. As you know Stephen Matthews,
the attorney representing the school, Signed an agreement on
February 27, 1990 with the Commission which allowed the schoel to
Continue to operate towards an orderly closure. That agreement
provided for final operation of the school to end on June 30, 1990.

The school bases their request For an extension on "certain
regulations of the Department of Education which preclude an

institution from receiving Title IV funds unless the institution
is licensed and eligible to receive funds not only when such funds
are earned, but also when such funds are received'.

The Commission wants to know if the Commission does not extend the
school's license will the school be ineligible to receive payment
under Title IV -- even if the funds were earned while the school
was a fully licensed and accredited institution.

Enclosure

)

Sincerely,

?6e e4
Douglas F. Somerville
Chief
Non-Degree Division

no

e

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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GOVERNMENT OF THE DISTRICT OF COLUMSIA
EDucATION LICENSURE COMMISSION

..it I IC, v..
.v.,ff

Diana Haines, Chief
Office of Compliance
D.C. Department of Consumer
and Regulatory Affairs

614 H Street, N.M., Rooe 1105
Washington, D.C. 201001

Dear Ms. Haines:

August 23, 1989

lbeuosCITOtit D C 10004
6101. Ii *Sit

Thank you for sending to Mr. Somerville copies of the investigative
report on complaints by students of the Culinary School of Washington
(Deceober 30, 19867 and the supplemental report (March 14, 1988). It

appears that most of the complaints were found to be groundless or
resolved, except the specific complaints about the lack of refunds that
students believed to be due to them.

As I understand your cover memiir2n4ium, the complaints about refunds
are in some part still being pursued by OCAA. Thl handling of specific
complaints under the consumer protection laws by DCRA is both appropriate
and consistent with Reorganization Plan No. 3 of 1988, which transferred
the licensing of proprietary schools from DCRA to this Commission. Several
areas covered by the cow,laints are being investigated by the Commission
and DCRA in connection wish more recent complaints. The Commission
considers many factors in its action on a license, and the matters
described in the materials you sent us are relevant. However, the best
recourse of individual consumers for action on particular complaints is
still the DCRA. The sanctions of this Commission are revocation of license
oe prosecution for violating the licensing regulations.

The exchange of information between the OCRA and the Commission, and
coordination of investigations and responses to student complaints, is one
of our objectives. Me have been doing well together since the Commission
took over licensing these schools in January 1989, anti 1 hope that you will
continue to keep us informed.

It. ,.. a. t..ttutyr
t ,Ave,saduesee

7
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Diana Haines
August 23, 1292

With respect to the complaints involving Federal studett loans and
grants, the U.S. Deportment of Education and its guarantee agencies
regularly audit the schools, and have the capacity to ensure repayments
when required. Wit regularly communicate with the Department of Education
when we receive a complaint about Federal loans or grants, or when they
conduct an audit. Recently, the Departmont of Education completed an audit of
the Culinary School of Washington and we are awaiting the report.

Again, thank you for sending the information, and please continue to
coordinate with us your investigation of schools subject to licensure by the
Commission. We will do the sane with matters under your jurisdiction.

Sincerely,

J ,n G. Stone 111
E utive Director

BEST COPY MUMS
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COMMONWEALTH of VIRGINIA
DEPARTMENT OF EDucATION

P EtOK P41
firCHMOND 23.216 OO

$m* Naomi Sthessainsc

EMT cc,

STATEMENT PRESENTED TO THE PERMANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

U. .9. SENATE CoMMITTEE ON GOVERNMENTAL AFFAIRS

SAM NUNN, CHAIRMAN

By

CHARLES W. FINLEY, ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR

PROPRIETARY SCHOOL SERVICE

VIRGINIA DEPARTMENT Or F,DuCATIoN

SEPTEMBER 12, 1990
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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Committee, I am pleased to
provide the following information relative to two topics of concern
to the committee: The Culinary School of Washington, Ltd. and
regulation of proprietary schools at the state level. I trust that
the information will be helpful.

I read with interest the minutes from the Second Session of
your hearings held February 20, 26, 1990, and have drawn on some
of the comments as a basis for the comments here.

WART I CULZMARY =IDOL OY WASMINOTOM, LTD.

What follows is a chronological listing of key events in the
period of time the Culinary School of Washington (CSW) operated
campuses in the Commonwealth of Virginia (we should note that staff
of the committee has already obtained copies of pertinent documents
related to these activities under the provisions of the Virginia
Freedom of Information Act):

13 January 1988The staff received an application and
supporting documentation for a certificate to operate a
Fairfax County campus CSW. Prior to this tine, we
received numerous telephone calls and bits of information
from this organization over a period of approximately two
years regarding out of state approval status and other
matters.

27 January 198e--The results of the initial review of the
application was sent by letter to Mary Ann Xibarian,
President and Director of school.

February 1911$-4 response to above correspondence was
received from Ray Pennell, Executive Vice President.

10 February 1088Correspondence was sent to Ray Pennell
regarding continuing outstanding matters related to the
application process.

18 February 1981The required on-site precertification
visit to Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks, 11787 Leo Jackson
Highway, Fairfax, Virginia, was conducted by Ms. M. Carol
Buchanan, Supervisor, Proprietary Schoole. She was
accompanied by Ray Pennell. Mr. Pennell was advised of
certain items which continued to be outstanding.

4 Naroh 19111The outstanding items needed to complete
the application process were received.

March 1988--A Certificate to Operate was issued to the
culinary School of Washington, to operate a campus at the
Holiday Inn-Fair Oaks, Fairfax, Virginia.

2
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2 Kay 19814--The institution submitted the required
renewal application information for the 1988-89 fiscal
year.

30 June MSRenewal application approved and certifi-
cate to operate issued.

30 September 1988--The institution submitted a request
to include Lea Bakery/Caterers, 6226 Old Dominion Dr.,
Mclean, Virginia, as auxiliary classroom location.

14 October 1988--An on-site visit was conducted to the
McLean location. Ma. Buchanan was accompanied by Mary
Kay Longo from CSW. The staff issued a report and a
letter granting approval of this location.

27 Decamber 1988--The staff received a request to add an
auxiliary classroom at Dulles International Airport,
Virginia.

20 January 1989--An on-site visit was conducted by Ms.
Buchanan. she was accompanied by Ray Fennell. A report
and a letter granting final approval were issued.

May 1919--The institution submitted an application for
renewal of 1.ertificate to Operate for the 1989-90 fiscal
year.

30 June 1989--The application was approved and a new
certificate issued.

23. June 1909--An on-site monitoring visit to Fair Oaks
location was conducted. Ms. Buchanan was again accom-
panied by Ray Pennell. Student files were not available
for review, and Mr. Pennell was advised that a reinspac-
tion in the near future would be necessary. During this
visit she spoke with the instructor, Harry Nothstein and
several students. All indicated satisfaction with the
program at that point. Mr. Pennell also indicated that
they were considering expanding into the Richmond market
and it was related to him what the process would ;Involve
(i.e. because of distance involved, they would not be
able to branch and a complete application would have to
be submitted).

7 August 1919-- A written request was submitted to
approve another auxiliary classroom located at the
Westpark Inn, Tyson* Corner, 8401 Westpark Drive, Mclean,
Virginia (prior to this date numerous phone calls had
taken place regarding the matter). An on-site visit was
condwited on this date as well. Ms. Buchanan was

3
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accompanied by Jeanne Kornely, Vice President for
Consunications and Don Kettler, Education Director.
During this visit, student records were inspected as per
follow-up noted on the visit report of 23 June. Also
during this visit, Ms. Kornely and Mt. Kettler indicated
that they wished to open up a location in the Richmond
in the near future. Ms. Buchanan informed them that the
Richmond location could not be a branch, due to the dis-
tance, and that a complete application would have to be
submitted.

10 August MOCorrespondence was sant approving
westpark Inn Auxiliary classroom.

12 September 1959--Ms. Buchanan advised Jeanne Kornely
that we had not approved a credit hour conversion as
published in revised catclog submitted for review.

20 September 19s9--Ms. Kornely submitted the information
requested regarding credit hour conversion.

1 Docesber 19S9--The credit hour conversion was approved.

14 Novembr 19119--An application for a certificate to
operate a school at the Executive Motor Inn, Richmond,
Virginia was received.

30 Novekber 1929--A letter outlining the results of the
initial review of the application was sent to Don
Kettler, Executive Vice President.

Date November, early December 1989--Ms. Buchanan received
a telephone call from Jeanne Kornely regarding approval
to bring students to Richmond campus on a "field trip".
She related to Ms. Kornely that she was unaware of any
regulations which would prohibit a "field trip" and gave
her "pproval to proceed.

4 Deoember 1989The staff received a response to the
correspondence related to the application review of
11/30/89. Up-to-date financial information continued to
be out.tanding.

14 December 1989Ms. Buchanan conducted a precertifi-
cation visit to Executive Inn, Richmond. She was
accompanied by Donald Kettler and Chef Delain Allen.
During the tour she observed ostensible recruiting
activities taking place.

IS December 1989--The outstanding financial information
needed to complete application was received.

4
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19 Decesber 1949A letter was sent to Donald Kettler
with copy of precertification visit report. At that time,
Mr. Kettler was advised to cease and desist any recruit-
ing activities at that campus.

20 December 1949Douglas Sommerville, DC Education
Licensure Commission, visited the office to discuss CSW
issues and problems they ware encountering at that time.

20 December 1919A facsimile transmission wae received
from Bud Sawdy of Eud Sawdy, Inc., Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida concerning numerous allegations against the
operation and management of CSW. Mr. Sawdy's company was
hired to recruit students for the culinary school.

22 December 1949Donald Matthews, a representative of
Bud Sawdy, Inc., delivered in excess of $56,000 in
Stafford loan program checks and certain enrollment
contracts from CSW-Richmond to the office.

22 December 1989The checks were sent to Eugene Cattie,
Virginia Education Loan Authority via certified mail.

27 December 1989A recommendation to issue a Certificate
to Operate for the Richmond location was withdrawn.

2 January 1990--Correspondence was sent to earkev
Kibarian, Chairman of the Board, CSW, advising him of
certain violations of proprietary school regulations and
of our intent to deny a certificate for Richmond and to
revoke the certificates for other locations. An informal
fact-findino hearing was set for 14 February 1990, in
Richmond.

4 January 1990The staff received correspondence from
the State Education Assistance authority indicating that
Emergency Action was imposed 'o suspend CSW's partici-
pation in Virginia's student oan program.

Early January--The staff conducted an on-site visit to
CSW-Richmond to determine number of students in program
and to advise them of recent actions that had been taken.

5 January 1990Ms. Buchanan conducted unannounced visits
to the Holiday Inn-Fairfax and Westpark Inn, Mclean to
determine number of students in program and to advise
them of recent actions.

10 January 1990--A facsimile was received from Larry
Dodds, President, ACCET, requesting Mr. Finley's presence
on a special on-site visit to CSW-Washington campus.

5
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11 January 1990--A letter fres Judith Sturtz Karp,
Attorney, informing Mr. Finley that CSW filed a petition
for bankruptcy under Chapter 11 and that the state could
not proceed with the planned revocation action was
received.

22 January 1990--A letter was sent from Joan Murphy,
Assistant Attorney General, Commonwealth of Virginia, to
Judith S. Karp, Attorney, advising her that the Virginia
Department of Education proceedings wore excepted from
the stay provisions of the bankruptcy petition and our
actions would continue.

7 February 1990--The staff was interviewed by Robin
Alvereze and LaRoss C. Campbell, Office of the Inspector
General as part of their investigation of the CSW-
Washington.

12 February 1990--A letter from Stephen Matthews,
Attorney, advising us that the CSW agreed to voluntarily
withdraw its application for a certificate to operate a
pioprietary school in Richmond was received.

12 February 1990--A letter was sent to Mr. Matthews
asking him to remind CSW that it was also necessary to
relinquish its certificate to orlrate the Fairfax
locations.

IS February 1990The Department received the certificate
to operate for the Fairfax locations.

22 February 1990--A letter was sent to Mr. Matthews
advising him that we agreed to the recent actions
initiated by the CSW and that arrangements would be made
in the near future to secure the necessary student
records. Subsequently, the staff agreed to allow the
records to be retained by the D.C. Education Licensure
Commission and secured a verbal commitment to have access
to Virginia student records as necessary. As of this
writing, the Culinary School of Washington has requested
release from liability under surety bonds held by the
Commonwealth. Thus far, we have refused to release them
until such time as we are reasonably certain that all of
the students enrolled at the Virginia campuses have been
graduated or their financial accounts settled or that the
insurance company will honor claims retroactively.

Our experience with this institution has taught us the
importance of continuing to bat diligent in reviewing the activities
of schools under our authority and to act quickly when problems
become apparent.

6
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PART II STATE REGULATION or PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS

INTRODUCTION

The state Board of Education in the Commonwealth of Virginia
began regulating certain proprietary schools following passage of
statutes and regulations governing their operations in 1970. At
that time, there were approximately 50-60 schools in operation.
Today, the staff of the Proprietary School service, Department of
Education has the responsibility for monitoring the activities of
159 certified schools and branch campuses. Of that number, 39 are
schools for handicapped children which offer regular academic
programs for children who, primarily, are _eferred by public school
divisions. These schools are, obviouriy, not included in this
discussion. The remaining schools are classified by statute as
"proprietary career schools" since they are preparing individuals
for entry-level employment in non-licensed occupations or are
providing training to upgrade an individual's previouvly learned
occupational skills. Schools which train individuals for employ-
ment in licensed occupations are regulated by the state agency or
board which issues the occupational license to graduates who meet
the requirements for licensure and degree-granting institutions
(proprietary or other) are regulated by the State Council for
Higher Education in Virginia (see ATTACHMENT A). These insti-
tutions are not included in this discussion.

STAFF

The staff of the service, responsible for the day-to-day
licensing and monitoring activities for the Board, is comprised of
two professionals with a combined total of 17 years of experience
in the positions and one administrative support position.
Approximately 75% of the schools are visited each year by staff to
insure that they are continuing to comply with applicable statutes
and regulations. In addition, the schools are required to renew
their certificates annually. This process is, primarily, a desk
audit of information submitted: however, the staff has the
prerogative to conduct an on-site visit to confirm the contents of
the application. Files containing extensive information on all
aspects of the school's operation are maintained for all certified
schools. Copies of all applic tion forms currently in use are
found at ATTACHMENT B.

nGULATIONS

The current regulations governing the operation of schools
have been in effect since 1970. The state Board of Education is
in the process of adopting substantial revisions to those regula-
tions for the first time since their initial adoption. The staff,
in preparing the revisions to bring the regulations in line with

7
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current practices, took into consideration: 1) the many changes
in the operation of schools since the initial adoption of the
regulations; 2) problems and successes encountered in the state
over the Years; and, 3) information gleaned from our counterparts
in other states regarding their regulations and practices. We feel
that the proposed changes will provide the following primary
benefits to both staff of the Department and the schools: 1)

Clearer statements of the reqUirements for securing and expecta-
tions for Maintaining certificates; 2) Provisions to help eliminate
problem schools and operators from operating in the state; and, a
Student Tuition Guaranty Fund, which will ultimately replace the
current inadequate bonding requirements, to provide refunds to
students who are attending an institution which unexpectedly closes
without making provisions for students to complete their programs
or fails to make refunds to those students. These regulations, for
the first time, provide explicit guidelines for closing schools,
including specific language concerning bankruptcy actions filed by
schools, and specific guidelines for reporting financial informa-
tion to the Board. Copies of the current regulations and the
proposed revisions the Board will consider for adoption are found
at ATTACHMENT C.

Although the primary focus of the statutes and regulations in
Virginia is consumer protection, there are some areas intended to
provide some quality controls for school operations such as
administrators and faculty qualifications, student services
provisions and updated requirements for programs offered. We have,
for the most part, an excellent working relationship with the
schools operating in Virginia. While we have not revoked or
suspended a certificate during the time schools have been required
to be certified, several, including the Culinary School of
Washington, have closed under the threat of negative action.

ACCREDITED INSTITUTIOS

Currently there are 27 schools with 16 branch campuses cer-
tified in Virginia which hold accreditation by a regional or
national agency recognized by the U.S. Department of Education.
These schools comprise 35% of the career schools operating in the
state; however, these institutions enroll more than 50% of the
total number of students entering proprietary schools annually.
the most obvious reason for this fact is the availability of
financial aid for students who qualify. A secondary reason is the
high visibility of these schools through their recruiting efforts
which often are not available, for financial reasons, to smaller
schools (e.g. direct mailings to large areas, television advertis-
ing, etc.). The staff has seen several small schools experience
tremendous growth once they have gained accreditation.

The staff's relationship withthe accrediting agencies has
been, for the most part, excellent. AICS has been the most
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cooperative agency accrediting schools in Virginia and most of the
accredited schools in Virginia are AICS schools. Until recently,
the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) has been
the least communicative. All of the agencies, with the exception
of SACS, invites the staff to participate as observers with teams
visiting the schools.

In addition, all of the accrediting agencies now include state
proprietary school administrators on their mailing lists and
provide us with the opportunity to consent on many facets of their
operations including, but not limited to, changes in accrediting
standards for schools. We also have the opportunity to participate
in meetings and conferences sponsored for their member schools.

It is the staff's opinion that accrediting agencies need to
be able: 1) to act more quickly to remove accreditation when
warranted; 2) set measurable standards to determine when a school
will and/or will not be accredited; and, 3) advise thc public of
both positive and adverse actions. Specific provisions must be
enacted to prohibit schools which have been found not in compliance
with the agencies' standa%ds to continue to maintain accreditation
during lengthy due process proceedings. We have witnessed
instances where schools were clearly not in compliance with
accrediting standards but continued to maintain accredited status
for a year or more before final action was taken. All the time,
the schools continued to enroll students and collect federal
student financial aid monies.

Another positive step in this process would be to limit school
owners control of accrediting actions by placing it in the hands
of an accrediting commission whose membership is from outside the
membership of the association. Today's system of having school
owners as the majority membership of accrediting commissions could
by likened to the inmates guarding the p:.-isons.

RELATIONWITE USCE

Until approximately 18 months ago, the states had little to
no contact with officials of the U.S. Department of Education. From
June, 1989, however, the complete opposite has occurred. Through
the combined efforts of officials of the National Association of
State Administrators and Supervisors of Private Schools (NASASPS)
and USDE, the lines of communication have been opened through
participation in conferences and a series of monthly telephone
conferences calls originating in the Eligibility and Certification
Branch. These conference calls cover a wide variety of topics
determined by activities of USDE and the desires of state ad-
ministrators. The Department canvasses the regularly participating
states prior to the calls to get ideas for agenda topics.

71;
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This has enabled all interested parties to receive answers to
questions regarding both USDE and state operations and to put
voices (at least) with names. A copy of a sample agenda is found
at ATTACHMENT D.

Based on the limited, but growing, knowledge of the operation
of the Federal student aid programs, it appears that adequate
overflight is deficient due to staffing problems within USDE and to
the large number of participants in the program. As we learn more
about the federal bureaucracy, it also appears that the regulatory
process is extremely cumbersome and complicated. Procedures should
be implemented which would allow the staff to act more quickly when
problems occur and to provide increased input from the states. As
far As we can determine, staff of USDE is making every effort to
adequately administer the programs.

It is our opinion that the current three-step eligibility and
certification process is a good one; however, some changes in
accrediting procedures as previously mentioned and greater input
from the state would enhance the process.

NASHUA

It is our understanding that your committee has already
received information on the National Association of State Admin-
istrators and Supervisors of Private Schools (NASASPS). The
association is comprised of state government employees who have the
responsibility for the approval and monitoring of the activities
of proprietary schools. Although the objectives of the association
have changed somewhat since its founding in the early 1970s, it
still serves as a primary information and idea sharing forum. Each
year, the Association holds a conference at which topics of
interest to state administrators are discussed. Information is
drawn from opeakers from state and federal agencies, accrediting
agencies and, at times, the private business sector. For the first
time in a number of years, staff members from USDE participated in
the 1989 conference. In 1990, more than a dozen USDE staff people
attended and participated in the conference. A listing of
conference participants and a program from the 1990 conference is
found at ATTACHMENT E.

In January, 1990, an attempt was made to revive a loosely-knit
organization known as TRIAD. At some point prior to my tenure in
this position this organization was organized to consider and
resolve concerns about proprietary schools in the country. The
organization was comprised of members coming from state government,
accrediting agencies, and the federal government. Due to unforseen
problems at the federal level, USDE was unable to participate in
the January meeting: however, state officials and accrediting
agency representatives met to address the state of proprietary

1 0
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education in the country. A copy of the published report of the
meeting is found at ATTACHMENT F.

qLosnig_AND RECOMMENDATIONS

It is my opinion that the regulation of proprietary schools
and the Federal student aid programs, in general, is not in as bad
a shape as some individuals would have the public believe. Of.
course, ther is always room for improvement and steps are being
taken across the country to improve the process. Witness the
revision of existing statues and regulations at the state level and
the beefing up standards by some accrediting agencies.

In closing, we would like to put forth the following recommen-
dations to improve the total process:

1. At the state level, we need to continue to seek ways
to improve and strengthen the regulatory process
through the exchange of information and ideas. The
forum provided by NASASPS is an excellent way of
doing this and continued input by the federal
government and the accrediting agencies is essen-
tial.

2. The federal student aid programs should be restruc-
tured to deemphasize loans to some students in
proprietary schools. Perhaps some of the money in
the Stafford Loan program could be diverted to the
College Work Study Program for students enrolled in
occupational training programs. Students in
proprietary schools who are generally under educated
and unaccustomed to working would be able to gain
valuable work experience and insight into the world
of work.

3. Revise the requirements for continued eligibility
and certification to place limits an the percentage
of total income school owners can derive from
federal student financial aid sources. If, as we
have seen from school collapses around the country
including Superior Training Services, schools are
totally dependent on student aid for income, any
change in the disbursement procedures or amount of
funding available immediately puts a school on shaky
financial ground.

4. Revise the regulations governing the student aid
programs to require that owners return a minimum
percentage of their profits into the institution to
improve effectiveness and efficiency.

11
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5. Revise the requirements for eligibility and certi-
fication to require that USDE investigate all
holdings and corporate interests of proprietary
school owners to attempt to avoid methods owners can
use to channel monies to other companies for their
own gain. For example, as in the ACT Travel School
scenario, an owner can form a separate company of
which he/she is the sole owner for the purpose of
purchasing or building property. Ht/She then rents
from the company and, in essence, pays rent to
him/herself.

6. Provide USDE sufficient staff to conduct on-site
audits or reviews of participating schools during
each eligibility cycle at the institution's expense.
If staff cannot be hired, the audits or reviews
could be done on a contractual basis with eligible
reviewers trained by staff of USDE.

7. Establish and enforce criminal penalties against
schools which violate student aid program guidelines
and act quickly when violations are found.

S. Require accrediting agencies to establish accredit-
ing commissions devoid of school owners or officials
if they seek continued recognition by the Secretary
of Education. The members of the association (i.e.
the schools) could still set the standards for
accreditation but the determination regarding
accredited status would not be made by the schools.

9. Amend existing bankruptcy statutes to provide
protection for students who are attending schools
which enter bankruptcy actions to avoid fulfilling
their obligations to students and creditors.

Again, I appreciate having the opportunity to provide this
information to the committee and hope that it will be of value.
I would like to acknowledge the contribution of my assistant, Ms.
M. Carol Buchanan, Supervisor, Proprietary School Service, in the
preparation of this report and the actions against the Culinary
School of Washington, Ltd. It was she who did most of the
paperwork and all of the on-site visits in the CSW situation.

12
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RICHARD M. WEBSTER
STAFF INVESTIGATOR

roa
THE PERMANENT SUBCONMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

On August 23, 1990 I conducted a review of the following
newspaper articles concerning allegations of misappropriation of
funds from Southeastern University in Washington, D.C.

1). September 9, 1983 Washington Post, Page 86,
'University Official Fired After Purchasing Probe.'

2). January 5, 1984, Washington Post, "Southeastern
University Sue! Former Business Manager Over Fumds.-

3). July 30, 1985, Washington Post, *Ex-College Official
Pleads Guilty.'

The articles disclosed events occurring in 1981
concerning an audit of Southeastern University funds that showed
$100,000 of university funds had been channeled to the Culinary
School of Washington, of which the then president of the
university, Berkey Kibarien, was a trustee. The university
fired the business manager who oubsequently sued the school. In
depositions filed in thet suit, university trustees accused the
business manager of misappropriating the funds. The buriness
manager contended she had been fired without a hearing and that
she never knew certain purchase orders were being used to
finance the cooking school. Kibarian was forced to resign after
the audit report but was not charged with criminal wrongdoing,
according to the articles.

On August 24, 1990, a review of court records on file
with the District of Columbia Superior Court disclosed the
following: On November 4, 1980, the Washington D.C. CPA firm cf
Wayne Kendrick 4 Company (*the firm") published 4 special audit
report to the Southeastern University Board of Trustees for the
fiscal years ending July 31, 1978 and July 31, 1979. This
examination disclosed a pervasive use of university funds,
facilities, equipment, and personnel for the benefit of Culinary
School of Washington, Ltd. ('the culinary school'). (Exhibit
1). All expenditures were made by checks signed by Or. Berkey
Kibarian and one other University employee. These, expenditures
include those for advertising in the Washington Post and
Washington Star, printing, personnel costs, telephone answering
services, testbook purchases, rental of facilities at Mount
Vernon College, and postage totalling over $104,000.
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ADVERTISING and RECRUITING

The firms review of the university's expenditures for
advertising and recruiting disclosed that an accounting
adjustment was made in February 1980 for payments to local
advertising agency for publications that would be more
appropriate for the culinary school than for the university,
according to the report. The expenditures were paid by the
university for culinary school advertisements in the Washington
Star and the Washington Post were $11,614.30 and $3,265.74
respectively. The total amount of the advertising agency
charges of the culinary school paid for by the university was
$40,426.89.

PRINTING

The firm examined the invoices of a local prirtin
company used by the university. They determined that payment,.
by the university for culinary school expenses totaled over
$27,000 and, at the time, an additional $14,000 of culinary
school expenses remained unpaid in the university's account at
the printing company.

SALARIES OF UNIVERSITY EMPLOYEES

The firm determined that proper accounting procedures
were not followed for the payment of salaries to university
employees. One individual, Robert L. Green, had a file which
contained neither salary nor job responsibilities information.
As a test to verify payroll, the firm controlled the
disbursement of checks for the pay pe .od ending March 1, 1980.
They reported th-.. in prior pay periods Robert L. Green was
regulorly paid a rJbstantially greater salary than any of he
other instructors, however, he did not appear on the controlled
payroll or on subsequent payrolls. There were no personnel
records for Green and no explanation for his apparent
dismissal. There were no record of Green having taught classes
at the university. At the time the firm determined Green was an
instructor at the culinary school through a telephone call to
the culinary school. The firm uncovered other evidence which
confirmed that Green was an instructor st the culinary school.
They reviewed records at the printing company which indicated
that documents were printed inviting prospective student* for
'cruise up the Potomac on the 87 foot luxury motor yacht
Strathbelle to meet Master Chef Bob Green, Director of
Instruction of the college." Also, the university paid for
business cards for Green that indicated he was vice president
for academic affairs at the culinary school on October 4, 1979.

OTHSR CULINARY EXPENSES CHARGED TO THE UNIVERSITY

The university purchared 60 copies of the textbook, Th2
professional ChoL, which %as promoted in culinary school
literature es being their primary textbook for classes.

7' ,
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The university used a mailing service and maintained a
computerised mailing list. One individual known to the firm
called the university to request a university catalog. This
individual received culinary school literature instead of a
university catalog.

The firm determined other benefits received by the
culinary school without reimbursement to the university. The
exact nature of these benefits could not be determined due to
the lack of proper documentation of university expenses.

On August 29, 1990, a Southeastern University official
related that in 1961, an Assistant U.S. Attorney from
Alexandria, Virginia wanted to prosecute Siberian for
misappropriating university funds but university trustees were
unwilling. Siberian allegedly was in possession of information
concerning improprieties of university officials of that time.
Siberian was not prosecuted and was allowed to resign from the
university and allegedly given severance pay along with the
title to a university automobile. Officials contacted at the
Washington, D.C., U.S. Attorney's office were not able to assist
in this natter.

(
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tiovemosr 4, 1050

Baer" of Trustees
Southeastern University
Uashington, D. C.

Gentlemen:

In the course or our exemination of the account, and records of South-

astern University for tht fiscal years ended July 31, 197!, and July 31,

1979, certain matters were brought to yot:- attention in a preliminary report

dated July 31, 1350. At your request, our audit starr exa=ined these matters

in greater detail in order :0 deter=ine if there would be a meter:el effect

on the financial VA:emente of the university. Tnis detailed eicar.ination has

disclosed a pervasive use of university funds, facilities, equip=ent, and per-

sonnel for Ine benefit or Culinary School of Washing:On, Ltd., hereinafter

referred to as the culinary sswol. AS detailed elsewnere in this report, the

president or the culinary scnool is Mary Ann Y.iberiam and one of its trustees

is Dr. Eerie': t:itarian. We have docunented substantial expenditures of uni-

versity funds for the benefit or the culinary school; however, it would be

difficult and time consuaing to document the benefits derived by the culinary

school fro= expenditures ror travel and restaurant charges and fro= the use

of the university's copying ez.:ipment, postage machine, telephone facilities,

meiline ser!ices, etc., and tne lime spent by university personnel on culinary

school matters.

A sunzary of 1.4 dt-ed epent:tures is sw,c.en teloy. All expendi-

tures were oede Ly checv.1 vued by Dr. lArnev Yitartan and .loyee .101.e-Fialfour,

4,..r,f571,ese expenditures as well as possible other costs incurred by the unfversitY

4 for the Lenerit of t'm culinary scr.00l ere dscussed in greater detail in pert

11 of this report.

Te.t cependiturez ty tne uni..ersity for t'm benefit of the culinary

(Contimeed)
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acnool wticr, we have documented ere:
,

-Z-

Advertising Raider Advertising Agency, In:. 1 LO,L26,S0
Advertising - Tile I:listing:on Star 11,6114..SC

Advertising - Tn. Waatington Post 31265.71
Printing - F. S. Enterprises, Inc.

additional CIL,3.36 has been charged to
tnt ;:nieerri77 for culinary t:nool printing,
but has not been petal

27,031.91

Personel Costs . Robert Green
Telephone Answering Service - TAW 43!.65
Textbook Trarcheses - Various 1.109.9!
Pental of Facilities - Mowlt Vernon College. e,000.G0
Postage 536.e,

TOTAL $ 10L,15E.1 4

It should be noted that tne at.ove total does not inf-lude the $14,359.36

still owed to F. S. Enterprises, Inc. If tnis were included the total would

te

The anount or our audit fee wnien is related entirely to the matters

covert! in :his report is E1L,000.00.

The following categories of expenditures, which are discussed in greater

detail in part :: of :tie report, tave incl-aded expenses incu-red by the

cultnar; school but are diffieLlt to docunent:

Copying Fat:titles and Supplies
Teleptone Curies for Long Oistrince Calls
Postage Yactine Use
mailing Servf.cos

Pesteurant end Travel Charges
Personnel Costs - Other Tnen }Robert Green
Furniture and Equipment Ptircteses

FA.PT II - FP,CEW7Ef A.7:D FINT177:5S

Tro7 varloua dc.nents ottained b2. ou 4.Jatt staff, the following.

-rvil 1%nown about tte c.ary Origtnally, as determined from in-

voices paid by t,,e univertity, t'e nane was Culinary College or washingtoo.

Ltd., in May, 197e. In October, 1979, the name was changed to Culinary
2

School of as,:ington, Ltd. and its address changed from 1200 - 18th Street,

(Continued)
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V. W., Suite 312, WashinEton, T. :. 20C3.:. to 1.1.70 MacArtnur bouleverd, V.

3 :

Usstoh, D. C. 20007. Tne former address is the sane address as Raider

Advertising Agency, Inc. which handled all advertising for the university and

the culinary school. All services provided by Raider Advertising Agency, Inc.

to the culinary school were billed tO Ant paid by the univereity from June,
4

1079, to July, 19?0. Frau various literature printed for the culimary school,

it was determined that its president is Mary Ann Siberian and Dr. Dartie%,

Liberian is a trustee.

Our review of the university's expenditures for advertising and recruiting

during the fiscal year ended July 31, 193o, disclosed that an accounting adjust-

uent was cede 7etr.usr 29, ipc, which transferred WA of the balance of the ed-

vertising account to the recruitment account, A lArge pert of the adjustment

was :or payments to Raider Advertising Agency, Inc. (hereinafter referred to AS

Raider' but did no: corprise all paroents to Raider in the advertising account.

In determining if the pe.,metts to Raider were properly recorded, it uas found

that none of these payments hed adeouate st.pporting do=otntation. Review of

the invoices paid indicated that some advertising appeared in publications that

wol.ld be more nprepriate for te cal:nar: school than for the university; end,

in addition, en interdepart-ental renorintut fro Mary Ann G.ol, director of

public relations, to Jo.ce .loce-Salfo.o., director of Administration, indicates

that all of the radio and tele..ision spot announcenents for October, 1979, were

for the culinary school and were paid for by checits dated December 1., 1979, for

$5,&92.9f. and «anuary 29, 2950, for the talatce of $6,Dosl.00.

In order to r.:bstantiate tnat services paid for by the university were

for =lye:city 7.:rposes, it was necessary to review the records at the adver-

tising Lirk:Y. ac MV)th's invoice for the period of 12y, 197E, to July, 1950,

exacined with Mr. Raider. As to ne:;sper cornissions, Mr. Raider indicated

whetter the advert:senents platd were for the culinary school or for the uni-

versity. Raider chart:es only cission on advertising pla:ed in The 14snington

Post end The i.st'ingter: Star new:papers and the Oills from the newspapers are paid

directly ty t*.e univerrity. lt was apparent that the university Wes paying COM-

mi:sions to Ralder and paying the newspaper: for advertising for the culinary

school. CoT:e: of the r%to.:7t7tr invOicts were traced to the Raider invoices
-

(Continued)
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and reviewed for eulinery schoci expenses. All otnee eewspeeer advertising

semen on tnese invoices includes both comeission and cost of the advertisement.

Ai-Work for newspaper advertieements was tied into the newspaper charges using

the dazes or toe ertwoek and the dates of the newspaper advereiseeents.

Wnen reviewieg newspeper advertising. with Mr. Raid er. it was difficult

to review.the advertisements in T:',e Washington Post end The 'eeshington Star

beeauSe of the lecr. of a :lipping Tilt. Our auditing staff felt it would be

nor* affective to review the Advertisements ueing mi:rofilm lotsted at a li-

brary than seare.ing throw,: the newspaper stects at Raider. All of The

Ueshington Post advertisements and soca of Tne Washington Star advertisimets

were reviewed in this oenner. T'ne az:pent:tures paid by the university for cu-

linary' sc!..031 advertisements in The Wasnington Star and The Washington Post

eewspepers are ta1,11..3: tn.! E3,2ii5.7L, respectively.

:n order to sstentiate radio end television charges by Fielder, Lnvoices

fro= the stetions were attained. These listed the date, tire, end description

of the anno.incenent ;net vas pleced. Raider ea.rges car:, directly fro= these

invoices. W production charges for ratio end television ennounce:ants usre

dirrerentlated betNeen the culinary sehool en! the university by Vr. Raider.

Eat". invoice fro Balder vas then separated betueen costs :or the culinary

Wool and the university. Copies of the paynents by the university were traced

to all the invoices. Tne total ano=n1. of Raider charges for the culinary school

paid fo: by the uni.ersIty is PD,l26.89.

In reviewins eerpentit..ires charged to printing expense on the records of

the university, sone ezpentittres for services from 7. S. Enterprises, lnc.

Nerel-Arter refer:et to es 7. S. Sw..erprise0 eppeared to r.e questiontble.

7!oese expentitl;res were reoorted in o.:r erelirinary report dated July 31, 195C.

in Exhibit 9.

In order to inverttgate all services billed by P. S. Enterprises to the

univereity,.it was request,: that P. S. Enterprises indicate on copies of the

invoice: wnet.,er services perforned were for the university or :or the culinary

(Continued)
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school. ,nen tne copies or the invoices vere received. all paymentS to P. :.

Enterprises by the univerSity were %raced to ease invoice. After revieving the

invOiceS, several ref,..:red that the actual work be tnspected to verify what the

cherges were for. :n tddition to inspecting job jackets at P. S. Enterprises

the account history of Sov.6esstert Dniversit> yes reviewed. Even though vorh

described in all invoices indicating the culinary school vas reviewed. copies

or the work are not attached to sll or these invoices. In nost eases, wMA Was

reordered and the originel job jacket was destroyed to create a nev job jamket.

With other invoices, the work observed vas metel printing plates which were not

suitable for ccp:ing. All other invoices that did not have a job jacket to ..
examine were ass.cmed to be chargeable to the university vhether or not indica-

23

%ions on the invoices were for the culinary school. In tracing invoices for

scnool worn to tne university's account at P. S. Enterprises, it was

dttercined tkat some invoices were transferred to Er. Eitarien's account on

P. S. Enterprises record:. Because tne iversity is tex exempt, the amounts

of the Invoices being transferred did not include e-y sales te.x. We have not

determined if tie clinary scnool is tzu: exerp:.

:rot this emoination of P. S. InIerprses' invoices it has been determined

that pk.-nents by the university for cLlinar school expenses total SZ7,051.9L,

end tnat an additions: S1L,359.3S or culiner/ school expenses remai!. unpaid in

the university's acco.unt at P. S. .Enterprtscs.

Proper accounIing procedures were not followed for the payment of salaries

to university coplo,.res as indicated in our preliminary report dated July 31,

15E0. Not ell individuals receiving peonechs hisd adequste information on sal-

t ry stat-.:s or job responsibilities on rile at the university. One individual,

Rodert 1. ;rev., rle ich con:a:hed neither salsry nor job responsibil-

ities inforration. ris salsry *es teing charged to instructor's expense but wal

suLstantiallY tA Ot er i-str.ctors and he taucht no classes at the uni-

versity. As noted in tr.e prelf.n.inari report, X:. Green was taken orr the pay-

roli that was controlled by our eudit sten' and no satisfectory erplenalion vas

g:vcn for the appercht distitsal. At that time it was determined that Green vas

an instructor et the colir.try school by a telephone call to the culinsry school.

Since tneli monrirmet tht r. Green is an instructor at the

(Continued)
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culinary school. From erinting done ty F. S. Enterprises on Septeober 21, 1979,

prospective students were Invited for s "cruise up the Potomac river on the

87400t luxury =tor yacht Strathbelle to meet Master Chef lob Green, Director

of Instruction of the coals:AI." Also, the university paid for business cards

for Ferber; Green %kat indicited he was "vice president for academic affaire It

the culinarT school on 3ew:14r 1., it wee at this time tbat Mr. Green

was receiving salary fro= tne university. The taital salary, consultan t. fees,

mployer social security testa, uneoPlornerm taxes, and group hospitalisation

paid by the university for Mr. Green was S11,154.09.

From reviewing the expense accounts of Southeastern University end print-

ing done by P. S. Enterprises Int., payeents to Mount Vernon College became

questianable. Frnm culinary school publications, printed May 111, 1979, it ii

learned that Mount Vernon College is "the location of our somocr eampus and
6

working laboratory." The university made payments of 0,000.00 on July 12, 1979,

and $5,00C.0 D on September 21, 1979, to Mount Vernon College. A copy of the in-

voice received directly from Mount Vernon College, states that the payments were

for rental of the follouing room acc000dations for tne period June 26 to August

15, 1979, to tne culinari school; hitcnen facilities, post hall, dining room,

and ells:ram= numbered 222.

Additional payments made by the university for the culinary school for

telephone answering services, textbook purchases, Ind postage were detailed in

the prellminar: report. The total paid for telephone enSvering services from

MAST:, is $1.3:1.65. Textbooks purchased by the university whicn epparently were

not for university courses and were net sold by the university bookstore total

$1,659.9g. One title, Tne Professional Cnef, of which the university purchased

60 eop:ee for $1,c51.1.0, vit promotei in culinary school literature as being the

pri=ary textbook for clecies end woJld be issued free to students enrolling dur-

ing specific periods. 1",,,e 7=Olase e tax:took: was aide June and September,

1979, and the offer was made by literature printed in Setp'..eml.sr end November,
7

1979, and March, 25450. Also stated in the preliminary report vas the cost of

pottage used by Dr. Han Snil hoh for culinsry school literature 4S observed by

our audit Staff during tht period of Janutry 25 VD February 6, 1933. The amount

D. posts:a recorded durino this period is 035.e5.

(co6tinved)
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Additional expenses paid by tne university for the culinsry sehool have

been invertigated. According to cnary stnool literature, prospective itue

dents were invited for a cruise up tne Potomac leaving the
Gengplank Marini 0.1

C)ct"'" 6, 1!"F. T.i revievl:ni te un!verstly's recruitment
account, IL was de-

termined tnst two payments wert nate to the Gangplank Marina; the first on Au-

gUst S, 1979, ror S20C.00, described on the checa as "deposit for cruise," and

toe second on October 1979, for $L20.00, described on the check and p=chase

order signed by Dr. Eiberien as "recruiting ror graduate school." No other do-

cumentation vas located for these payments.

Other areas investigeted omr auditing staff revealed many benefits re-

ceived by the culinar) school without reimbursement to the university; havever,

unline ;le expenses alread, presented, these expenses cannot be determined ex-

amtli. :nose areas to: advantsge of by the cutiniiry school et the univer-

sit;'s evpense are cop;ing facilities and sapplies,
telephone use for long dis-

tance calls, undocuce-ted postage mcnine use, ...se cf mailing service:, charges

made to staff meetings and travel, and mse of mriversi:y Pmrslncl.

From dist..ssions wit 7. mriversit:: perso7.nel, it Lecate apparent that tne

copying fscilities, telep%ones, art postage machine at the university were used

extensively for ci.linery school tuiinetis. :ne ....se of these items and th.is the

relsted trpense attribmtable to toe c'alinary sclool caanot be documented due to

lath of a.y records indicating detsils of their use. Postsge machine use vas

dotented for a snort period as mentioned; hm..ever, it appears from discussions

wit% university personnel and cas.;e1 observations, that large =ailing& were =de

tefore and after the observation period. Used on the quantity of culinary

sc000l en-..eloces ordered from 7. S. Interpr!ses, 33,000, and the ..ype used in

t!,t cr_ser.:ed net:ini:, Lr elr.,ate 'or posts:e used for tne culinary school is

$,L,950.00.

The university uses s mng service to mail large ooantities of liter-

ature. One.cotpany nainteins a co-piiterited tailing list in order to print la-

te?' for Vese tallinga. In one instance, colinari school literature was re-

ctivtd by an indivJ4141 XJ,own to our auditing staff. The label was computer

werated, a'4., t.e ca,ee frac, a teIepkohe reovest for a

73 A
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Soutneastern University catalog which was never received. Many invoices from

F. S. Enterprises indicated that delivery o: c..11inary school materiels WLE
8

made tO %/Me mailing services. University mailing service axpenditures

chargeane to tne ctatnari scno:1 include- comp...ter mailing list maintenance,

label proi",:ction, and costs associated with inserting literature in envelopes.

Ste:: meeting end travel expenses paid ty tne university frequentl,

lacked any documentation indicating tne purpose or the expeheiture or tne

individuals in attendance. In culinary school materiel printed by F S.

Enterprises it is staled that the admission interview will "take place at a

fine Washington -esteurant" and the 7rospectIve student till 'meet the che,

9
see the layout of the hitchen, observe tne service..." It is apparent that

axpendit..:res not documented as being for universit) business could be for the

culinary school, especially expenses incurred at the Cn&ns no restm.rant

or wnich a related individual is lista as a trustee on culinary school lit-
10

:t r.as teer sho:en tnat Parer: L. Green received pit.:.:.ehts fro:: tne uni-

versity v7.ile perfor-zing no co==ena.:rate service therefor. y.a.-..ination of

culinary s:hool printing Invoices and literat:ire reveals tut several other

univers:.y staff oembers are as sociate! uith the culinary school. Mary Ann

Gu?Ol, director or p:iblis relations, receive many deliveries or culinary

school printing at the university as eviden:ed by shipping invoices at F. S.

Enterprises. Also, as evidenced by mat:rands fro': G.:yol to 11*-r. Eibsrian, she

arrenfed sons of the prumolton for the sulinery school. Oval, in a mencren-

dum to Joyce Jcbe-alrour, director or ad7.:histration, indicated that all

television and rsdio spcts listed on tne October, 1579, invoice fro= Raider

'.,cre for t!,e CV1LnGry icipo:. uss paid in full by tne university

in disregard of t%e intharani. joseph The'.7fie,r, receives travel reimburse-

meNt for erpenses t.7red in v:siting area high so.t.00ls and oti.er organiza-

tions purportedly for pronoling SoutLeastern University. Tuonmen hes ordered
12

printing to Le done for the culinary s:hool, and has business cards printed

by P. S. nnterprises indica:ing that he is a counselor for the culinary school.

Dr. }fan Shil ?.oh, fax eastern student advisor, es previously mentioned, spent

(Continued't
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cmsiderarle t!ne. X'Served And indleated fros discussions with other

uftivers:IY lArSe quentitiet of culinary school literCure

using the university's postage machine. Dr. 2son also spent sone tin* copying

literati:re !or tne culinary school. Olnef individutls who arc paid as inslruc.

:Ors ry the university ere ascactited with tne cultnary school. Professors

Nonanzed Sere. SohsilaSafs, And rr.. Alr?ed Miller have business Canis ln.

dicaling that they are associated vitt the c.11ntry school. At the tint that

busiDeSS csrds for ),ohis=omd Sans were printed, the university vas payig two

psycleas bir, o.e as sidttnistrative staff member end the other al 4 grad-

uate instructor. :n sdi".Y.on, according to Professor Jimes Brishane, he

has tsuin: an acco.nting course for nonAccoAnients at the culinsry school lo-

cate! on !Uoi.rttur cut received no paymnt fom tne culinary school.

A. stdiIionsl area of erpenditures by the university that could be

'
ta,en AdvA-tsge cf t. 1-e c.liner: school is the purctese Dr fur-iture And

eT,!..iOoe-t. rjr '4, 1."1 1s:; of 1..- flJed Asset control tnert is no p''.ysical

i-ventor, of assets lo:ited 1.: l'e universtt:'. :t is possitle that assets

1 p.rvased i tne --:ver51: s-e ;-ese.11 be.-; .Jsed ty tne cl.linery school.

c_r of records or SouttAstern

uns.:rporled ependitres are urrovered. ln order 1.D locate and

cc doc..ent A21 t..ese pe,-sents wo.ld be -.ism cons4ting; therefore, our inwes-

ttistior vas licited to areas de1ermine6 to have I si;n2ficAnt topact on the

finsncial :tAtetents. sll eyothditures by the university csnnot he

i....estigeted in detatl, r..any erpetses paid t th, university tut not inred

for un:ve-sV,y ;.;.rooses vtll ne..er be detertIned. :nese expenses vill don-

ttnue :o de fo..-d ly t.is report.

ttt.c c v.- A.:1:: for t't f:srel ended 2'.,1), 31, 197R,

nes been dele,ed To 4,:ne id.cl..)Slon of :nts exeT:nston of 1.:,..s.:prorted

erpenses; nd-ee, te aJdit Is s.bstantislly co-pleted s report vill be is-

s.ed soon. Due 'X Vle fic: 1%41 te v.o.4r; of expe-ses paid witich were not

rela'.ed to t..;s:ness ts mv.erial, t. snol:ld be d:sclosed in tne

f:nencsel o e f;scel yeers ended 10). 31, 1579, md July

31, 29.F.D._

fZcv.,t1,ved)
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Ma ft_a--
Affadavit of Sharon E. Marburg

Presented to the Senate; Pel,nanent Subcommittee

Being duly sworn in accordance with the law, I, Sharon
Marburg, ol Waehington, DC depose, state and represent as follows;

I was briefly employed with the Culinary School of Washington
(CSW) in the fall of 1984 as a French teacher and have been asked
by the subcommittee staff to give testimony of my experience ..ith
the school. Because I hod endeavored to expose the :,chool
fraudulent practices immediately following the time of my
employment, I am happy to see that this school was finally called
on the carpet and shut down. Also, I am pleased to be able tc
contribute to the subcommittee's investigation of student loan
default because I was fortunate enough to receive a GSL during my
three years of law schools without the GSL, I probably would not
have been able to fford law school.

I feel espe:ially qualified to submit testimony on this matter
for several reasons:

I have had extensive experience in the
restaurant business;

2. I studied Food Science at the University of
W'sconsin in Madison as an undergraduate;

3. I am a graduate of a trade school (Kather ne
Gibbs);

4. I have attended four institutions of highei
learning: Mount Holyoke College, Thy
University of Wisconsin/Madison, New York
University's Semester in Paris, and the
Washington College of Law;

5. (subsequent to my employment at CSW), I have
had fAve years of teaching experience training
attorneys and other professionalr on the
LEX1S/NEXIS database system.

Atter what I witnessed at CSW, I Am appalled that the owners,
Mr. and Mrs. Kibarian are not being prosecuted for criminal fraud.

In the fall of 1984, I was employed at a think tank as a
secretary and was looking to change jobs. 1 saw an ad In the EP_PA.
for an administrative assistant position at CSw. When I went for
the interview, Mrs. Xibarian looked at my resume and saw that I was
a French major and asked it I wanted to teach French. 1 was aghast
since I had no teaching quaiifications. In the same breath, Mts.
Kibartan said that there was an opening for the position of "Dean
of the School," and though" I migh' qualify! Because I knew I had
no qualifications for the positior, I toLs the part-time evening

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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job as the French teacher just for the experience.

I was given woefully inadequate materials with which to work
and was given only one copy of such materials; I ended up having to
design and create my own materials as well as photocopy them at my
own expense.

I war not given any course curriculum, outline, syllabus or
any sort of guidance whatsoever as to haw to teach the course.

Most outrageous were the facilities and primitive conditions
under which I was supposed to v.each and the students were supposed
to learn. I had to meet my class in local taverns such as
Bojangles and Abbey Road, where music was blar:ing, lighting was
inadequate, and the smell of stale beer, smoke and vomit permeated
the room. The class location kcpt changing out never for the
better!

Equally disruptive to my teaching were the constant phone
calls I received in the middle of teach:,ng a class; the calls were
from the administration who called to ass: me for attendance. M.F
was not only annoying but also robbed my students of class
Once I notified Mrs. Kibarian that I preferred not to have these
calls, she told me to tell her staff to stop calling me (isn't that
her, job?) However, the calls kept coming despite my request that
they cease.

When I told Mrs. Kibarian about the poor attendance of my
class, she told me to call the students at home to find out why
they wero not in class. I told hor that that was not my job
wherein she replied that I would have more impact on my students
than she would have had. I refused tp heed her demand since she
refused to compensate me for any time I spent on preparation
outside of the one and a half hour of class at the rate of $8.50
and hour. The attrition rate of my class increased rapidly. I was
never formally notified of any withdrawals from the school but only
heard about them from the other students.

In fact, ta:If of each class was devoted to the students
complainin.: about all the things wrong with the program which
included broken promises at best and serious threats as the worst.
One student told me that if he took the Kibarians to court for a
refund, the Kibarians threatened him by telling him that he would
never work as a cook in Washington.

The students told me that the facilities were underequipped
and roach-infested. They also said that the food they worked with
was often rancid, moldy, and adulterated,

One students' fee was supposed to include textbc,oks, a uniform
and knives. They had only one book and the chef instructors told
my students that the book was not to be consulted since it was
highly inadequate. One student informed me that he never received
his pants and had to go out and purchase his own pair.

73
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One story I vividly remember was of a young woman who came
from Tennessee because both she and her parents were assured that
she would be able to receive free tuition and housing if she worked
full-time in the purchasing department for the school. She arrived
only to find that the Kibarians had placed her in the home of one
of their chefs whom they had bailed out of jail on drug charges.
The chef charged this young woman $300 a month for rent and she was
never reimbursed by the Kibarians. She was not compensated for
overtime and told the Kibarians she would take them to court.
They, in turn, fired her and urged the chef/landlord to throw her
out of his house which he did.

I felt so badly for the students who remained and asked them
to document their complaints which I forwarded to the Educational
Institutional Licensure Commission. Although I had absolutely
nothing to gain by getting involved in alerting the authorities
about the school's corrupt and fraudulent practices, I couldn't
bear to see my students being victimized and shuddered at the
thought of how mans other people could be duped by the Kibarians.
The students were for the moat part naive about the real world and
not too highly educated -- perfect prey! It was absurd to me to be
teaching these students French when it would have been more
beneficial for them to master English first. They were unable to
really grasp or retain the simple assignments I gave them.

The Kibarians never attended my class and never asked me to
turn in exams or assignments.

Once I went to work for LEXIS/NEXIS, I ran a search in NEXIS
on Dr. Xibarian only to find some unsavory articles on his
misappropriation of funds at Southeastern University. Needless to
say, I was not surprised.

Subsc:ibed and sworn to before this 6th day of September, 1990.

*/ /72,
Notary Publip7---

44,My Commission Expires:

7,A.1
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WitxDAVIT

OF

DAVID L. OSBORNE

I enrolled in the Pastry Chef Curriculum at the Culinary

School of Washington in 1982. I completed this 30-week program

and graduated in AuZust 1983. While a student at the Culinary

School, I was asked by Mary Ann Kibarlan, President, to teach a

course in Russian cookery to the senior chefs in their

Internationel Cuisine course. I was not there to teach

technique (I was not an experienced restaurant chef), tut to

teach a new cuisine and expose student-chefs to a different

culinary tradition. I agreed to do so and taught the course

pe iodically for the next five years. I taught the last time in

the summer of 1988. I believe I was asked to teach because Mrs.

Kibarian wanted tne student-chefs to have a very broad exposure

to ethnic cuisines. I tnink that learning about Russian culture

and cuisine WaS a benefit to the prospective chefh.

In late 1983 or early 1984, Dr. Berkey Kibarian

telephoned and asked me if I would be willing to serve on the

School's Board of Directors. I agreed to do so, expecting to

Make a contribution to curriculum development and assist the

School in meeting the needs of students. Dr. Kibarian spoke of

meetings two times a year, perhaps a winter meeting in Florida

and a summer meeting in Maine. To date we have met one time,

7 4
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roughly three years ago at the Westin Hotel in Washington. Only

one other member of the Board of Directors was present for that

dinner and we did not discuss the school's programs or

students. It was purely a social occasion. I believe I was

asked to serve on the board so that Dr. Kibarian could use my

academic credentials to enhance the status of the School. I

believe he uses my name to this day for the same reason. I

believe the Board of Directors has always been "eyewash". I

have never had any knowledge of the School's financial

operations.

Some Lime after asking me to be a member of the Board,

Dr. Kibarian discussed a new program, the Associate Arts Degree,

and he asked whether I would teach a history course. There

would be five courses offered and upon completion the student

would receive a diploma in addition to the certificate awarded

by the School upon completion of the culinary curriculum. I was

very skeptical because I felt that students in a

trade/vocational school were there because they were not

academically-oriented and there would be no interest. He

persuaded me to teach the course and I agreed, structuring the

course around culinary history and a history of dining. The

class met one evening a week for two hours for fifteen weeks. I

was more than surprised at the interest in the course and the

high quality of the students. Unfortunately, because most

students were fully employed in addition to attending their

culinary classes, the initial enrollment in the courses (roughly
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t4elve students) dwindled to two. The other courses must have

met a similar fate because the Associate Arts Degree program was

dropped.

In about 1985 Mrs. Kibarlan wanted to begin an honors

program for those students who wanted to do more than average

work. She hoped to award these honor graduates with internships

at established restaurants, both in the United States and

abroad. She asked me to head this program, lecturing in

culinary history and advising the students on their honors

research papers. Three students completed the program. 1 do

not know whether any internships were foun4 far these studenta..

Other than purely social events (occasional lunches and

dinners with Mrs. Kibarian) and participation in the annual

graduation ceremonies, this is the extent of my association with

the Culinary School of Washington. Until 10 September 1990,

when I was shown a letter written by Dr. Kibarian In which my

name and title were mentioned as faculty member, I believed that

the Culinary School of Washington was no longer in operation and

had been closed. I have never authorised the use of my name or

professional position by Dr. Kibarian in any way other than that

stated above. I am not willing for my name to be used by Dr.

Kibarian in connection with the Culinary School of Washington or

any other entity he may create. My position on the Board of

Directors or as member of the faculty was never discussed with

anyone until 10 September 1990 with the Subcommittee staff.
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I know of allegations by students and accreditation

officials against the Culinary School only from news reports.

My own experience as a student and instructor has been mostly

positive. There were problems with provisions and supplies on

occasion but, generally, my requisitions were always filled to

the beat of my expectations. The quality of the students in my

class as a student was very high. The quality of the students

in my classes as chef-instructor varied as in any other

classroom situation, a few excellent and a few sub-standard, but

the majority were good. There was a rather high number of

student dropouts between first and second semesters, however,

and I felt that was because of lack of interest in proceeding,

individual financial problems, or failure to perform at a

satisfactory level.

I only have suspicions about how the Culinary School was

operated. I have no direct or indirect knowledge of financial

matters and know of allegations regarding student loans only

from hearsay. I do not know Dr. Kibarian's motives in operating

the School. I do know, however, that the use of my name, title,

and professional position was a clear misrepresentation by Dr.

Kibarian. It is a misrepresentation for Dr. Kibarian to imply

in hia letters that I am now associated with the Culinary School

of Washington in any way.
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STATEMENT gam #

Garry D. Nays, President

Nigher Education Assistance Foundation

Before the

Permanent Subcommittee

on Investigations

U.S. Seftate

September 12, 1990

Nr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

The Nigher Education Assistarce Foundation (NEAT) is pleased to respond to
your request that we submit to the Subcommittee a written statement for the
record concerning the Foundation's involvement with the Culinary School of
Washington (CSW).

The Culinary School of Washington (CSW) has participated in NEAP': guarantee
program since 1981. From the school's inception to its closing, HEAP
guAramAaad 1,471 loans totaling net volume of 56.1118.068 for students
attending CSW.

As part of its role as a guarantor in the Guaranteed Student Loan programs,
NEAF performs program reviews of schools in order to assist schools in the
proper administration of the programs and to assure compliance with program
regulations so that the fiscal interests of the Federal government are
protected. The first such review of CSW was performed in June, 1984. The
report issued following that review stated: "The review indicated several
areas of potentially serious concern which the school will need to address in
order to keep itself in compliance with prescribmd regulations And good
business practices.' Findings of this review indicated poor record keeping
practices, missing documentation, improper disbursements, and errors by the
school in completing 1c4n applications.

A second review of CSW w:s conducted in April. 1085. WhIle the report noted
imprormetnts in the school's adminIStration of the loan program, It did state
that 'there remain areas of concern." Spacifically noted were incorrect
certification of students' dependency status, incomplete attendance records,
improper df bursements, and a high cancellation rate.

1
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I have read, reviewed, and initialled each page of this
statement consisting of -- pages, and I swear, to the best of my
knowledge and belief, that the statements contained herein are
true and correct.

David L. Osborne

Sworn to and subscribed before me
thiail/.4,- day of6.416pizzn-i 1990.

-
ary Pub

NOTARY PUBLIC
DISTRICT OF COLUMELA

My commission expires:

!AV COMMISSION EXPIRES APRIL 14. 1g94
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In early IOU, HEM became aware of refunds being paid late by CSW and
referred this matter to the Office of Inspector general of the Department of
t. etion. By June of that year, it was determined that the school had been
fa ng to pay tuition refunds as they became due and that nearly $660,000 was
owed to students ato had withdrawn fro the school. HEAF immediately took
action to suspend CSW from participation in its programs and then entered into
lengthy negotiations with the school over repayment of the refund liabilities.
A Limitation Agreement between HEAF and the school was executed on October 21,
1986 providing for repayment hy the school in monthly installments of the
unpaid tuition refunds, accrued interest, amd excess special allowance billed
to the Federal government. The Agreement also contained various provisions
designed to safeguard the integrity of the program as administered by CSW and
to provide appropriate remedies in the event of a breach.

The school made monthly parents to HEAF, pursuant to the Limitation
Agreement, which HEAF in turn distributed to the current holders of the
students' loans as well es to the Federal government. Although the school was
current in its payments to HEAF, in July, 1967, NEAF determined that CSW was-
again failing to pay current tuition refunds on loans guaranteed bY another
guarantee agency. These refunds were promptly paid by CSW after HEAF notified
the school of its intent to invoke the termination clause in the Limitation
Agreeeent.

In June, 1988, HEM performed yet another program review of CSW. As stated in
the report issued following that review, 'The review noted that the
institution continues to have serious problems and adeinistratiwe errors in
its handling of the student loan program. The school also continues to
demonstrate non-compliance with the terms of the Limitation Agreement entered
into in October 1986. The findings range from improper loan disbursements and
late student loan refunds to inaccurate, inconsistent record keeping methods.
The findings of this review seriously question the institution's ability to
provide the required internal controls es well as its ability to properly
administer the Guaranteed Student Loan program.' HEAP then undertook
extensive efforts at resolving the program review findings, even though CSW
had ceased using HEAF as a guarantor and nms current in its wants under the
Limitation Agreement. Although there were many discussions with school
officials and extensive review of documentation, CSW failed to satisfactorily
resolve all program review issues. As was the CM in all past reviews, HEAF
informed the Department of Education and the Office of Inspector general of
its findings and worked with the Department in an attempt to resolve the
issues. Liabilities totalling $36,751.13 identified in the 19841 program
review wire never paid by the school.

CSW continued to make payments on past Juts refunds under the Limitation
Agreement until November, 1989. Up to that point, CSW had repaid $537,000
which was distributed to approximately 300 student loan borrowers and the
Federal government. There ars, however, approximately 300 former students who
art still owed refunds by the school, some of who attended as long ago as
1984. The dollar amount still owing ort these accounts is approximately
$150,000. Students who are adatittedly owed by the school are still obligated
on their student loans for the full amount of the loan in the event the school
closes or fails to pay the refunds due. The effect of late parent or
nonpayment of refunds is to decrease the ability and willingness of the
borrowers to repay their loans, thus increasing the default rate and ultisato
costs of the program.

2
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It is important to note the HEAF's oversight responsibility with respect to
any school relates solely to that school's ability to administer the student
leen prop's* in accordance with Federal reoulations and HEAF policies. HEAF
has no authority to determine whether a school, or a particular program
offered by_i school, is eligible for participation in the Title IV programs.
Although HUI often questions whether particular programs.meet Federal
requirements for program eligibility (e.g. insufficient number of hours
required), these issues can ultimately be resolved only by the Department of
Education. Another major area over stich HEAF has no authority or
responsibility is that of quality of education. This general phrase
encompasses things such as the level of instruction, the adequacy of
facilities, the nature of representations made to prospective students, and
the schools' placement services. These matters are properly in the domain of
tha Department of Education, accrediting agencies, and licensing commissions.
Although HOF has no control over or duty with respect to these setters the
quality of education obviously has a direct impact on the rate of default by
the students. Poor education, misrepresentations, recruitment practices that
result in the enrollment of students unable to benefit, and poor placement
services lead to significant numbers of dropouts frost a school or unemployment
upon graduation. In either case, defaults result from borrowers either
unwilling or unable to pey back their student loans.

In tho case of CSW, complaints with respect to the quality of education were
almost constant from the early IS40's to the school's closing. The school
received much publicity over the years concerning its educational facilities,
. misrepresentations to students, lack of qualified instructors, and poorI)
administered housing program. Since students' dissatisfaction with CSW led to
their refusal to pay their loans, many such complaints and ellegetions were
made to HEAF. Unfortunately, there was very little HEAF could do for these
students except to refer them to the agencies which accredited CSW or to other
regulatory bodies.

The quality of education issues, coupled with the school's failure to pay
tuition refunds, hes combined to result in in extremely high default rate for
CSW. To (Jett, HEAF has paid out S1,446,104 in default claims for borrowers
who attended CSW. This represents a net default expense to HEAF of nearly
$400,000, with the U.S. taxpayer carrying the burden of the remainder of the
expense. This level of default translates into a 46 percent mature paper
default rate for the HEAF-gnaranteed portfolio. HEAP': mature paper default
rate is an expression of the percentage of mature loans that hew) defaulted.
Mature loans are defined as 104fts that have been in repayment for at least 360,
days, as this is the earliest possible time frame for a default claim to be
paid. The 10$11 cohort rate, as calculated and published by the Department of
Education, for the Culinary School of Washington is 3E.7 percent. While this
is the school's official default rate, it should be noted that it is not a
true representation of the ichool's actual rate of default. This results frmm
the fact that, at one point in time, CSW obtained a large number of loans for
its students through the First Independent Trust Company in California. These
loans were sold to the Celifornia Student Loan Finance Corporation (CSLFC) end
serviced by United Education snd Software (UES). Secause of gross servicing
irregularities at UES, all guarantors involved suspended payment of claims on
any loans serviced by UES. This has caused an artificial reduction in the
cohort rates of many schools because the loans being included in the
denominator of the equation as loans entering reosymant and excluded fnnm the

3
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numerator from the equation, the number of default claims paid, To illustrate
this fact, HEAF has recalculated a 1948 cohort rate for CSW to demonstrate tht
effect of the moratorium on payment of UES claims. For the HEAF-guarentesd
portion of CSW's portfolio, the 1939 cohort rate is 13.4 porcent. By
xcluding the loans affected by tha claim payment moratorium from both the
numerator and denominator of the equation, CSW's 191111 cohort rats jumps to
42.4 percent. This cohort rate is a much Bora accurate reflection of the
default picture with respect to CSC

While the CSW situation is somewhat unique in that the school, unlike many
others, did repay a substantial portion of its previous liabilities, the
problems found at CSW art not unique. HEAF ix faced daily with schools
seeking student loan funds whose administrative and operational capabilities
are questionable, Although, as A guarantor, we have no authority to determine
eligibility or evaluate quality of education, am do vigorously pursue problesm
which fall into areas of a guarantor's rtsponsibility. In this regard HEAF
has a long history of aggressively taking limitation, suspension and
termination actions against schools in order to restrict their participation
in the student loan program. HEAF has also been successful, in many
instances, tn obtaining puments of liabilities owed by schools. Such
aggressive action is necessary by all parties having responsibility for the
studont loan program if situations like that of the Culinary School of
Washington are to ba provented.

4
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EMIT # 61

STATEMENT FOR

THE RECORD SY

D'WAYNE GRAY

CHIEF BENEFITS DIRECTOR

DEPARTMENT OF VETERANS AFFAIRS

BEFORE THE

PERmANENT SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTICATIONS

UNITED STATES SENATE

September 12-13, 1990

Mr. Chairman and members of the Subcommittee:

Thank you for the opportunity to describe for the Subcommittee

our various educational assistance programs and our experience

witn the State approving agency (SAA) course approval system.

Thp 3:11

Two weeks after D-Day, President Roosevelt signed the GI Sill

of ;ignts into law. This law is said to have had greater

impact on the American way of life than any law passed in this

century. The educational benefits conferred by this

legislation 46 years ago set the stage for changing the

significance of and access to higher education for Millions of

Americans. It inaugurated the concept of educational

assistance as an essential tool to aid in the readjustment of

veterans to civilian

service.

life following discharg, from military

Since enactment of the first GI Bill in 1944, over 2O million

persons have been enrolled in some form of GI Bill training.

This investment in education of over t7I billion has been more

than paid back not only in contributions made by a better

educated Nation, but also by the increased income taxes paid by
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veterans whose educational pursuit substantially improved their

earning capacity. The ratio of return on investment moat

frequently ascribed to this is $7 returned to the V. S. Treasury

for every $1 provided in benefits.

Montgomery GI Sill

During the past decade, Congress emphasized the need for, and

sought various ways to promote and assist the All-Volunteer

Force program and Total Force Concept of the Armed Forces. One

result was enactment of the Montgomery GI Bill (chapter 30 of

title 38, and chapter 106 of title 10, United States Code).

The Montgomery GI Sill (MGIS) provides education benefits to

individuals whO, aftex June 30, 1485, first entered active duty

or made a 6-year commitment to serve in the Selected Reserve.

r7ertain individuals who were entitled to benefits under

c,laoter 14, the Vietnam Era GI Bill program, when it expired on

December 31, 1989, also could establish chapter 30 program

entitlement.)

The MGIS program has proved an overwhelming success. The

Department of Defense has notified us that, through the end of

June 1440, close to 940,000 servicepersons, 72 percent of those

who were eligible, had participated in chapter 30. Through the

end of Nay, reductions from military pay for such participation

amounted to almost $995 million.

Training under the Selected Reserve portion of the MGIB also is

proceeding rather well. Through the end of March of this year,

close to 170,000 Selected Reservists had trained under this

program since its inception on July 1, 1985. The Atmy National

Guard has had the largest number of trainees, with some

67,000. Next highest is the Army Reserve with over 41,000.

-2-
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Other participation figures are: Air National Guard--over

18,000: Navy Reserveover 17,000; Air Force Reserve-11,000

plus; marine Corps Reserveclose to 12,000; and Coast Guard

ReserveDust about 1,500.

Other Programs

In addition to the MGIB programs, VA administers the

Dependents' Educational Assistance Program for survivors and

dependents of veterans (chapter 35, title 38, )nited States

Code) and the Post-Vietnam Era Vetf,rans Educational Assistance

Program (chapter 32, title 38, United States Code). The latter

is a contributory educational assistance program for veterans

and servicepersons under which the Government matches the

participant's contributions on a two-for-one basis. While this

progran now is closed to new members, a large number of

individuals remain eligible to train under the program and many

currently are doing so.

VA also administers a most important program for

service-disabled . veterans. Although this Vocational

Rehabilitation Program (chapter 31, title 38, United States

Code) is not strictly subject to the SAA approval system, it

heavily relies on such approvals when placing chapter 31

veterans into institutional training.

Finally, we ad,sinister educational assistance programs for, or

in conjunction with, other departments pursuant to statute or

interdepartmental agreement (e.g., the Omnibus Diplomatic

Security and Antiterrorism Act of 1986 (Public Law 99-399) for

the State Department). These programs have far less

significant numbers of trainees than the other programs

mentioned above.
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State Approvinn Aaencies

The need for an effective approval proceos for veterans'

educational programs became a key issue of congressional focus

following documented aruses under the World War II C: Bill

program. It had become apparent that Federal attempts at

supervisina schools and monitoring student attendance and

progress were woefully inadequate. Further, many con.sidered

such activities an unwarranted Federal intrusion into matters

of education policy traditionally within the prerogative of the

states.

Conaress ultimately settled upon a joint Federal-State

cooperative approach. It initiated the State approving agency

(SAA) system as a vehicle for states to disqualify poor-quality

tang estanlishnents and assist VA in monitoring compliance

with, and avoiding abuse of the GI Bill.

The S%F. course approval function was an integral part of the

vorean Conflict GI Bill and, due to its proven effectiveness,

was retained in the Post-Korean Conflict and Vietnam Era CI

sill. It remains an essential administrative component of our

current educational benefits programs.

The nomper of veterans in sAA-approved education and training

programs has shown a steady decrease from a peak of nearly

three million in Fiscal Year 1976 to slightly less than

one-half million in Fiscal Year 1990. This reflects, to a

large extent, the termination of the chapter 34 GI Bill on

December 31, 1989. In any event, however, we expeCt a

significant increase in these numbers with the growth of the

Montgomery CI Bill. We will continue to depend on the SAA

course approval process to help ensure the integrity of the

Montgomery GI Bill.

-4-
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Current statutory provisions governing SAAs are found in the

sections under subchapter 1 of chapter 36, title 38, United

states Cod,?. Section 1771 of that chapter requests the chief

executive of each State to designate an SAA to act for that

State in approving and supervising programs of education and

tra2ning for veterans and eligible persons. Approval

responsibility is stated in section 1772, and section 1773

mandates VA-SAA cooperation to assure effective program

operation and compliance by program participants.

Section 1774 authorizes reimbursement to SAAs for reasonable

and necessary salary and travel expenses incurred in performing

their mandated approval and supervisory duties, and includes a

sc"-,eda1ar administrative expense allowance. Section 1774A

provides for assessment of SAA performance.

The criteria for anproving accredited, nonaccredited, and

on-lob training courses are set forth in aections 1775, 1776,

and 1777 of chanter 36, respectively. Section 1778 provides

for notice of course approval, and, finally, section 1779

states when courses must be disapproved.

In recent years, Congress has enacted legislation to help

assure the effectiveness, efficiency, and responsiveness of the

SAAs. For example, Public Law 100-323, 'The Veterans'

employment, Training, and Counseling Amendments of 1988,"

enacted on may 20, 1988, authorizes:

° reimbursement payments to SAAs from VA's Fead7ustment

Benefits account;

' funding of up to t12 million esh fisval ye r for SAA

activities; and,

-5-
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prototype qualification and performance standards for SAA

employees and an SAA performance evaluation syst m.

Following enactment of this lAd, VA contracted with 67 SAAs for

$11.7 million of services during Fiscal Year 1989. SAA

c^ntracts for Fiscal Year 1990 totaled $12.0 million.

Further, VA, in conjunction with the National Association of

State Approving Agencies (NASAA), implerkented prototype SAA

employee qualification and performance standards, as well as a

performance evaluation system which uses both SAA and VA

regional office input. Each State approving agency's Fiscal

year 1910 definitive contract included an operating Plan,

proposed emplot,ee qualification standards, and proposed agency

performance standards.

,:ore recent leoislation, Public Law 101-23/, the 'Veterans'

Benefits Amendments of 1989,' ?nacted on December 18, 1989,

provided funding for dt.velopment and implementation of a

uniform national training curriculum for new and current SAA

employees from the 512 million Readjustment Benefits account

allocation autt,orized for SAA p..yments. The NAPA, througl the

:owe Department of Education on behalf of all SAAs, entered

into an agreement with the University of West Florida for t..

development and implementation of the curriculum during FiccAl

Years 1990 and 1991.

Federal Program Approval ProcesseS

The program approval process is needed to assure tha'

recipients of Federal educational assistance are afforded

quality education or training at reputable institutions in

furtherance of the purposes for which such government funds are

provided.

-6-
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Under our sytem, SARI evaluate courses and schools for com-

pliance with title 38 and pertinent VA regulations. we, in

turn, review the appropriateness of each SAA approval action.

In approving courses foz VA benefit purposes, SAAs may favorably

consider accreditation by national and other accrediting

bodies, but accreditation is not a prerequi,ite for approval.

About g5 percent of institutions of higher learning and 72

percent of noncollege degree programs where veterans are

enrolled are accredited, however.

In recent years, the education benefit programs VA adminiSters

have experienced a low rate of abuse. A number of factors have

probably cont:ibuted to this, including a decline in veteran

school enrollment and the fact that Post-Vietnam Era and

Montgomery GI Bill active duty veterans have a monetary

investmont in the benefits they receive, as previcoly

described %bove.

The SAAs also undoubtedly have been a key factor in keeping

abuse rates low through their approval and supervisory

process. most schools, after initial approval, receive an

on-site inspection visit by the SAA at least once a year. In

addition, a compliance inspection visit may be conducted by VA

personnel.

The sAA approval system has proved its effectiveness

over 4 decddes. Indeed, we are aware of no other operational

approach which is more effective in preventing program abuse by

schools or which otherwise would better ensure the integrity of

the education beneiit programs VA administers,

-7-
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Culinary School of Washington

You asked sor any information the Department has concerning the

Culinary School of _Washington. The District of Columbia

Education Licensure Commission, acting as the SAA under

contract with VA, approved the rulinary School of Washington

effective June 27, 1q82. The school was approved to Offer a

diploma in Culinary Arts and was accredited by the National

Association of Trade and Technical Schools.

Over the years, VA performed annual compliance surveys at the

school and found routine reporting and approval discrepancies.

These discrepancies involved absence reporting and other

approval issues. The SAA and the school usually provided

adequate responses. Nevertheless, follow-up surveys were

recommended.

Ourina a survey in Decemt,er of 1984, VA found that the school,

after providing assurances during the previous sorveys thl!t it

hal taken action to correct existing discrepancies, continued

to engage in act vities contrary to VA requirements.

After attemoting unsuccessfully to obtain adequate responses

from both the school and the SAA,. VA suspended payment of VA

benefits to newly enrolled VA students effective August lb.

1985. This was the first step toward referring the school to

the station's Committee on Educational Allowances with a

recommendation to suspend benefits for all VA students and to

withdraw the school's approval.

A meeting was held with school officials on August 27, 1985, to

ensure that they understood what constituted acceptable correc-

tive measures. However, neither the school nor the DCSAA

responded with adequate assurances. Consequently, payment to
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all V. students was suspended effective October 16, 1985, and

the Committee on Educational Allowances (an Ad Hoc committee

formed to hear such compliance disputes and recommend action)

was directed to convene to consider formal action to withdraw

the school's approval.

The school responded to our action by letter of December 4,

1985. This letter offered prima facie evidence that adequate

corrective measures had been taken by the school. However, VA

decided that a site visit should he conducted by Washington

regional office personnel to ensure that these measures were

actually in place before action would be taken to restore VA

benefit payments.

It te noted here that, in 1986, the Washington reolonal

office terminated, for noncompliance, the contract under

the D.C. Education Licensure Commission acted as SAA for the

District of Colembia. The Washiegton regional office then

assumed these respensibilities itself.

V. conducted a follow-up compliance surley of the school on

December 19, 1485, and round that major discrepancies still

existed involving both approval issues and enrollment

certification data sUbmitted to VA. Survey staff recommended

action to withdraw the school's approval, and such action was

initiated in March of 1986.

On Marc'; .1, 198,6, a meeting was held at the Washington regional

office with representatives of the DOE, Inspector General's

Office, VA Inspector C,eneral's Office, the FBI, and education

Staff members of the regional office. It was disclosed at that

time that both the FBI and DOE were investigating this school

based upon numerous complaints received. We shared information

obtained during the compliance surveys with these agencies.

-9-
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When we advised school officials of our intent to again

initiate withdrawal of the school's approval, they obtained

leoal counsel to contest our firolings and recommendations.

Negotiations began between the school and the Washington

regional office's District Counsel. Refore a formal hearing

was hell, the District Counsel reached an agreepent with the

school and it voluntarily withdrew its approval to train

veterans. This withdrawal was effective on April 18, 1966.

The agreement with the school included a stipulation tl,at it

could reapply for approval after January 1, 1967. The school

did reacply in early 1987, but was unable to meet VA approval

requirements. The school again reapplied for approval to train

veterans in early 1986. Once more, however, the scho',1 failed

to meet arpro7al requirements.

not -a c sificant n.:inners of V,t, students were at any

tin,e in t!re Cu1inary Scno'D1 of ,.+ashington. In fact,

when 'J.; susr,endol oayments in October 2985, only 14 VA student5-.

Were ntified as he:rig enrolled at the school. VA's

sutsequnt con!pliance survey In December 1985 found that only e

VA stude..ts remained, out of a total student body of 243.

Chalrman and memhels of the Subcommittee, this concludes
r...v .

statemen...
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September, 6 1990

United States Senate

Deputy Chief Counsel

100 Russell Ruilding

Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Mr. Sopko:

Ude lisuwant Satimeltle

EXHIIIIT # 62

Per conversation with you on September 4, 1990, please use this letter

as a guide to my observationa while employed at the Culinary School of

Washington. I found that the managerial techniques used in the daily

operatton, was a determining-factor in the creation of problems for the

school.

Policies and Procedures were not being used from the Department of

Education. The turnover of employees was unusually high, and the

complaints by former'and current students concerning the actual cost

of attending the school was high. While employed with the Culinary

School of Washington, 1 received anywhere from six to eight telephone

calls or visits from students saying they were told by the Admissions

Representative one cost of attending the CSW. when they were actually

being charged a cost totally different from the initial enrollment cost.

was told by Mr. Kettler to refer these calls to the Accounting

Department.

could not find the Regulations from the Department of Education(Dear

Collegue Letters, Annual Regulations etc.,). The Financial Aid Department

had no way of knowing the changes by the Department. In school changes

were not expressed in writing either. The school had no policies or

procedures for the daily uperations. This concerned me a great deal.

I noticed on several occasions when GSL applications wert signed

but the remaining information on the application was blank. If the students

are not counselled in financial aid about their obligation for repayment

of these loans, the default rate will be extremely nigh for CSW.

7tiv
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These wer the major problems I noticed at CSW. My tenure was brief

with this company because I simply could not work for a company that

was as unorganized and one that experienced as many problems as CSW.

I do believe under the proper management, CSW could have been one of

the better Career Schools.

I am a great believer in following the Policies and Procedures. It

is a great guide to follow when you want smooth operations from any

company.

If I can be of further help, please contact me.

Thank you,

)1( i( //

Deborah A. Simmons

1'4

PS. I also noticed a lot of complaints concerning checks signed

by someone other than the student.

76
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Paris Rome Beijing

Dear President:

The key ingredient for "Tirami Su", an outstanding Siclian
dessert, is mascarpone cheese, imported lady fingers soaked in
espresso and rum, and chocolate. If the recipe is followed by an
experienced chef, the outcome is perfection -- considered a most

outstanding dessert among.connoiseurs.

Enclosed is a proposal for your own turn-key cooking school,
prefected by experience and proven the moist profitable new pro-
gram in demand lay students and a depression-proof job market.

Financially painless for you to start because we do all the

work, and the tuition .,er in your hands before students start the
program.

Please read the enclosed proposal and call me for a meeting,
or let's just talk about it. There is no cost or obligation, and
this creative program could double your current revenue. Can

be reached at 301-933-2823. Please call now.

Yours truly,

Berkey Itibarian, Ph.D.
Chairmen of the Bc,ard

P.S. If you would 1 ke a sample of Tirami Su, call me.

7624 Mary C.:assail Drive. Potomac. Mar T land 20854 (3011983 2823

'7 6 Aq
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Paris Rome Be4ing

Financial and Consulting

AGREMENT

To Implement The Chefs Program

The purpose of this agreement is to create a Chefs Program
for you that meets the otanuards of academie excellence and is
financially sound.

The game plan is to assemble the first class efficiently in
order to limit the cash outlay for both parties.The Culinary
School agrees to orient, train and advise the school staff
regarding the food service industry and the educationalcomponent; recruit students and faculty; to administer and

. evaluate the initial class to accomplish mooth take-off, calm
sailing, and reach its sheltered harbor of continous and
expanding financisl rewards

The specific resources provided by you and the schedule of
payments are carefully designed to eYnchronize with the program's
accomplishments. toward the common goal of generating a class and
the resulting revenue.

The Grow damn

7624 Mary Cassatt Drive. Potomac. MarOand 20854 301)9812823

76,)
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The implementation of this program is made up of four
stages: First, the Culinary School will provide a lesson plan nnd
curriculum to aid in meeting government and accreditation
requirements. The second stage is securing a classroom site and
recruiting students. The third stage is recruiting faculty,super-
vising the teaching, and controlling the standardized requisition
procedure for providing raw food for cooking. The final stage

is an insurance policy to assure continued success and to meet

any emergency (such as a "a faculty member quits" in the middle
of the semester) , review and bolster recruiting effort to assure

a continous flow of students. In essence, the program will
operate as you eevision it, and if you need us we are here.

A class of 25 students based on a tuition charge of $6000 to
$8000 will generate $150,000 to $200,000 per class. The Culinary
School in prepared to generate this class generally within a two
month period. The cost of the complete program is only $50,000.
The following payment schedule is designed for you to provide a
modest deposit until tha flow of revenue is assured.

Stage One: The Culinary School will provide a turn-key
Chef Program, fine-tuned over a ten year period.The refinement of
the curriculum and lesson plan has had the benefit of

practitioners and educators such as the Chefs of French ,

Italian, Swiss and Belgian Embassies, to name a few. Dr. David
Osborne, of the Library of Congrens, is among ttse educators who
are also graduates of Culinary Schools and Universities. The

Lesson Plan also relatec to various text books for reading
assignments and subject development.

In oddition to the detailed deily lessen plan, the following
arr included: one uniform, a Henkle knife set, a set of
coordinating text books, a sample contract to rent outside
facilities, standardized examinations , standardized daily food
requisitions,and procedures for daily proficiency esessment of
faculty and student. The program is applicable tn clock or
credit hour arrangements. This material is more than enough to
obtain regulatory approval.

The total e0St of the program is $50,000. However, the first
stage merely requires $15,000 deprscit srl that yne may proct.d to
meet your epploval requirements.

-2-
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The second Stage is recruiting the first class. The
Culinary School will train your staff and provide personnel and
advertising samples to solicit students to attend the "Chefs"
training program. A salesman presentation manual, "buzz-words",
a printt,..1 sales presentation will be provided as well as a real
home demonstration where pizzas are produced by your recruiters
to enj oy di-ner with the family during a sales presentation. The
production and mailing of edible rum balls are taught with soft
recruiting copy for prospect' too far for a home visit.
Literally, a class of 25 will be recruited which should generate
$150,000 to S200,000 based on tuition ranging from $6,000 to
$8,000. Normally 8 weeks are required to generate class.

A second payment of $15,000 will be due 60 days after the
initial down payment. The remaining payment due is $20,000 which
is payable 90 days after the first payment: most of the tuition
will begin to flow and be in your posession from this class atthis point.

The Third Stage entails the recruiting, evaluating andmonitoring the faculty and students; purchasing of the rawmaterial for classroom cooking,and controlling this procedure;
and finally, to assure an esprit de corps among the students and
enthusiasm from the industry .

A designer uniform for your particular school will be
designed and sources of other supplies , such as publishers and
food purveyors will be secured and provided.

The Fourth Stage is continuous monitoring and consulting atno further cost to assure continued success, and equallyimportant, a source of advice for putting out fires, should theyarise.

-3-
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This agreement may be amended in writing only and signed by
both parties.

This agreement is offered under the laws of Maryland and
shall become effective if both parties accept by signatures
within 30 days of the date below.

Executed by the parties, hereto, through their authorized
repreoentatives. this day of

For School

,-.

For the Culinary School

Date

F.S. Money back guarantee: A deposit of 515.000 accompanied with
this signed agreement within 30 day's of the above date.

-4-
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WA9rJ1NGTON. LTD
300 G St. N.E.

Washington. D.C. 20002
(202) 543-7358
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r
1 I

1

A. 1. C. 3.
.7.T 0 ro c c.

-........J

: have initiated and operated a chef's training school
for t.he past twelve years here in Washington. As of August,
1989. we hod as many es 600 student! with revenues exceedingsix mon dollars. : am a former university president and
tenured professor et Geormetown University and have been
director of recrung for over ten years.

I would like to propose that we establish a similar cbe's
training program en your remotss. 14 will provide the curricul-um
and expertise, and can assu-s you a minimum of 100 students for
the first year. They could not only aid in operating your
cafeteria, rut could also take some of your exist:nr ap:tropriate
courses :n preparazon f:r a cea-e cr degree to he awards!
by your institution.

Suc:: a program crv.l f. ne an :_znportent sot-re of revenue
: can assure 1,ou a of :EDD.NO net prof:.t the first ..-ear
an! S1.000,000 tne seecnr!--Itr. almost no capital outlay iff
already nave a cateter:a an! ki.tenen fac-,"es. and if you O.:
act local kit:nens :an be rented during tneir down =me.

: Itcr..:trd to dlsc%,.ssne T-hls proposal w,1.111
?lease call !or a discussion.

E:-ocerelF,

Berkey Yiberlan, Ph.D.
Cheurman o! the Board

p.s. : am also interested in ourcnase oe t sc!)ool cr
:01nt ventt:res.

76.
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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TAZLZ

TN:TMAT:NG & MANAGZ;17, A Gou:irzT
cEzrs PROGRAM ON YOVR CAFXUS
PROJZOTZD INCOME & PROFIT

Revenue cer class
Tultion per suucent $8400
25 Students - length ot Program 16 Weeks
40 ho--s per weeX

Direct Cost oer Class
Fo.:C. SO per oay x 25 students x SO = S12,000
Cns--uoton $15 ter hou= x 640 days = 90600
:Socks, Lesson Flan, Unfur77, nnives = 12,500
Aaveruising per Class

Ctral Cceratin: Cosrs

(:ross Profit

V

Re,ren..:e - :25 :'`.atr::::-ulatLno 1s7 Year
_5 Classes ever-!. 4 xcnt_ns
9 Classes per Year

$210,000

902

S1,590.000

Dire::: Costs
5 Classes cr 225 Students 360,900

Grc..ss Frc -

7 6 ,1

,51,2,100
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Table Z1*

Cash Flow - Scheduled Use of Funds
and Distribution of Profits

for First Class

Class 7 Gr=ss Revenue S210,000

Outlay by 2nstituton $30,000
Kinus C. of Progran 40.000 90,100

Profit afv.- --itial Outlay and
Direct Cost of First Class 511.9,900

Class :: Tc cne mcntn after 1st Class stazted

Ccst cf Class TT
tc re dedurted fro= F.evenuf.
earned trom Is: Class Reve:-.ue

Distrition cf SE3.,t110C

fcc- .574,E-E0

its advance cf g3.-).000 & t.ne
ccsts cf c:tcrattnc tne 1st class.
New Classes f::.c.anced f=cm ;11-cfLts.

an.,, new f=..i.s.-

:nsz.z.:=1:..r. realioes 70% return on investment four montns.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

76 ,f
35-753 0 - 90 - 25
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Tattle :22

Cast Flcw, Classes 22 t1-.r.tut7h 2X, 211*.*.stratne Use ef
"Addtnal Expanses 4 2ncr.eased. ef Prtfit
yur: 2nstit=cn: 60,5 ft= you:: 2nst4t=xn Ste:tine'

5-e.1 C:ass 4 70*. Start4.tc Sth Class

Class Gruss Revenue 4210,000

50,000
M.Laus Cs 6 kl=qtsm
Cost al Ecu,e4ment, Faculty, Sliess

4160,000

'New FuIl-t.t.ne Recn-uitet 50,000

Grtss beftte Allocat4ta S110,000

Class :22 Grtss Revenue 5214,000

tizalus Ctsz of Prognat 50.000
6160,000

'New Zirect:: cf 5o.(aor

Gr:ss tefu.ze

Claes '0..r.7.ss Re-en.4a
5 .c:

C:

01-css tef:ce

C:ess 7 Cr=ss S;l0,000

2:.rectz: 0.000

Gzcss Frtf:'_t befcre 1-.1locam:.tn S:20,0n

E7:t,

a:- ;." =
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Glon Hvvenur! for 111.01. Yv0r, P10011 atIt'r rxp,10e9
i Nora. Uharilmtion h) vtur 10,01115111151 h

wall Potty 10c1s!anon

in your ravor

C1ir1!) Gron0 Revw0m
Total Prorit

Artxr rxpv0.w.1 IN I [vs I I to I. 1 oil To H.K.

001.) (5111)

I $ 210,000 $ G9,'100 $ 34,951) $ 34, 95O

II 210,000 110,000 r)1,000 5r,,00u

III 210,UOU 110,000 Y.1,1010 55,004

IV 210,000 1 lo,000 55,000 55,040

C10?,) (40/1

210,005) 130,000' /0,400 52,040

v1 210,000 1Ju,ouo 70,000 52,000

VII 210,000 110,000 7R,(140 52,000

VIII 210,000 too, 000 60,000 40,000

(hit) (Mt)

IX 210_,000 160,000 .11!,(1.122
40,040

$1,090,000 $1,049,000 $601,450 ,$44J,TM



Table V

Groan Revenue, Nxpennea, and Prt fll! for the
rirst A Second Yenrn A Third Year

I. Profit Allocation

Profit to Pluflt

'Group Revenue. Expennes Total Profit the InelitUtion U.K.

int Your $110901000 $940,100 $1,049,900 $605,950 tii4low.

2nd Year 1,090,000 040,100 1,049,900 734,930. 314.9/

310 Year 1,090,000 040,100 1,049,900 944,910. (2) 104,99

(1) The. buy-out flqure, nt the end of the 2nd year lq
(I/31(314,97U) . $104,990 If the institution deslren.

/10.10m0 Ruy-ont.

1tierynued Revenue could result by expnusion of

number of icllchrns and recruitinn.

14.4
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Class V: Gr=S3 Revenue S210,000
50,000Minus Cost cs- Program

*Assistant to Recruit-ars

I160,000

30,000
4%.

Gross Profit before Allocation S130,000

Class 17= Gross Revenue 5210,000
ginu.s Cost oi Program 50,000

4166,000

w:ob Place=ent Zirectrr 30,000

G==ss Profit before Allocatiot S130,000'

Class v::: G.7.7.ss Revenue
%,t-nus Cost c! P=ocrwn

S210,000
50,000

T117770

cf Market:nc AcivertLaL=
;utlic Relat:.cns, Ctsms 60,030

7,==ss ?to° t .cef=re A11ccztcn E1:0,27:

Class Ortes
:1Lnus Ctst ct

Crtss Pttf': neft:72 AlLozaz:zn

000

At tnis ?tint, tne trzfit tettnes 70t, tne
:nstizttlon anl 30% to B.K.

* *
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REPORT OF INVESTIGATION
Culiniry School of Vaskington, (CSW)

. 1601 Connecticut Avenue, W.V.
14101.64 S6-000270

- les* PoNeNt blessmiNs
velonliplus

Washington. P.C. CodawAsiersaita
'WNW

We IleHoit OCT 3 Elea

Type 01 !Wort Closing

Camas,
al COW Tr Coverneset

Roan Of Cross

NOCIOIK An 010 audit discovered that CSW failed to usha
guaranteed student loan twdunds inthe :mount of $375.000. &ohm:quest investigatio. resulted in a presentation of tbe case

to ACSA lorry SIMS on January 20, 19116. In the interin period between the 0I0and duvet ISIS, CSW wade $129,000 in refunds to the suarentee agency. After learning ofthe refueds. ACM Izzi, lobo hed stili.sot made a decisive: va either pro:matte or decline,advised that crininel intent would be very difficult to prove. As a result, in Septeaber.15111, OSA ISM= was notified that low were Closing our cm. (the Ill had alreedy closedits sass). A copy of tbe report of investigation vs* :tent to the IIS at their request.

An Hawes not prommwd since niseonsgwesar was not found.

ONO:Wkw Original: Headquarters

Nur Repots:

Ronald . Ponstanca. Dirseter
Division oi Headquarters Cps Tiocs

John L. Assistant Inepector General
for isstion Services

804 /6/0 7

OFFICE OF INSPECTOR OENERAL
INVESTIOATION SERVICES

U.S. DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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AFFIDAVIT

OF

HASID TASATASAI

Saw Pawast Sileasam
a kniallea

taw # 67

I was employed at the Culinary School of Washington in

August 1985 as a part time accountant, and subsequently as a

full time staff accountant at the beginning of September of that

year. I was assigned to staxt calculating the refunds for the

students who had dropped out of the school from 1983 to 1985,

the refunds were calculated for the files which were available

and refund checks were issued in Septenber 1985. I was allowed

to mail out some of the refund checks in November, but the

majority of them were held back by Dr. Kibarian.

In December of 1985 the auditor from the Department of

Education came to the school for the review and the remaining

checks issued in September 1985 were given to me to be mailed.

Some checks wore eailed at the end of December 1985 and some in

January 1986.

The school was having cash flow problems and very few

refund checks were issued between January and June 1986, this

led to a temporary suspension by REA? in June 1986, but the

school managed to obtain student loans from Wisconsin Higher
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Affidavit of Hamid Tabatabei

Education Corporation. Student loans were obtained fros Valley Bank

in Wisconsin, which were not guaranteed by HEAr.

The school entered into a lisitatiOn agreement with RSA? in

September 1956 and was required to calculete the refunds on all of

the loans awarded to the studento who had attended fros 1953 to

1956 based on the data provided by HEAP . according to this

agreement , the school was required to make monthly payments

towards thie debt. Because of the commitment to HEAP the school

was unable to make any refunds on the loans obtained from

Wisconsin. Dr Siberian was fully aware of this but payments to

HEAP had a top priority.

The school started participating in Supplemental Loans for

Students (SLS) program In March or April 1987 which helped its

liquidity. The tuition was paid through GSL,Pell and the

remaining part should have been paid by the students , however

because of the inability of the students to pay this balance they

used els loans to maks up the difference.This helped the school's

liquidity a greet deal In June or July 1957 a lump sum payment was

made on the lat refunds to Wisconsin Higher 1,440.hrii

The problem of late refunds persisted because of the school was

unable to publish the list of the drop outs in a timely manner ,

and occasionally the files of the students which had the refund

7, t
i
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Affidavit of Hasid UNMAN'S. 3.

checks issued were distributed to the recruiter, to get the

students beck in the school, even though the 30 day time limit

had lapsed. The school was required to refund the unearned

portion of tuition within 30 days of tha withdrawal date.

In early 1988 2 was instructed by the management to

ensure that all the refund checks were prepared within the 30

day time limit, even though the drop out lists wore published

beyond tha 30 day limit, *like all other schools in tho

country*. This is quite self xplanatory. Since drop lists

were published beyond the 30 days, in order to issue the checks

within the 30 day time limit, Dr. Siberian instructed me to

backdate the checks.

In sovembrr 1989 Dr. Siberian asked me to provide him

with list of the refund checks which had not cleared the bank,

wo a stop 'Garment could be placed on them. The funds were

apparently used to pay for the legal fess of Dr. Siberian's

attorney. This can be verified, since the funds were

transferred out of SLS account (after a stop payments was placed

on the refund checks) to general account, and the checks issued

to attorneys. I resigned from the school because of the

improper action of Dr. Siberian by placing stop payment on the

refund chocks. I did not indicate this in my letter of

resignation, but I notified his lawyer of this violation.
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have read ,reviewed this etatement and I swear to the best of my
knwledge and beleif

, the statements conteined herein are true and

correct

Maid Tabatabei

sworn to and subscribed before ma
this eth day of October ,1990.

Notary pUblic

My commission expires

/0-7179
k. A _A.A._ A_A..

IM

7 7 ,o
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CULINARY:
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Ct WASHINGTON. LTD
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C -'ILNARY
Anf SCH3a

-.WASHINGTON. LTD.

Commencement

August Twelfth
Nineteen Hundred and Eighty-Nine

Two O'Clock in the Afternoon
The Embassy of the

Federal Republic of Germany
4645 Reservoir Road, N.W.

Washington, D.C.

78,i



Robert Oemay

iris Alma

Akil Abdul-Rahman

Jet Ome Braxton

Robin Parker

Andre BrOadWa
Route walker

Dennis McClure

TroY Jackson

Mike Hebron
Ronald White

Batt', Cle Bow

Matthew Adams
Carl Burton
James Malait
Ned Refit:rock

Richard Bethel
Paul Mart
Greg Guarlas
Warren Wright

Auden Barbour
Alfred Hoi mes
Adelina Roberts
Leonard Thompson

Blanca Agosta
Elizabeth Gamboa
Aristidas Soso

Gary Granski
Hanna Tannous

doom* Davis
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GRADUATES
mwm!- , omen 7m.imirommu
EXECUT1VF GOURMET CHEF

^MUST 14, 199Il
RorsPv Lyon,

Booker Broadway
6 Eric Denadi

Louie, Gray
David Lennitt
Micah Swann

Nigh Academic Achievement

AUGUST 111, 1911
TsAlbota Staudt

OCTOBER I, 191$
Patricia Murphy

JANUARY 7, 1919
Daniel Lawts

JANUAR-Y 30,1919
Genoa Robinson

FEBRUARY 11.1919
Brenda Madison

MARCAt 25, 1919
R*98110 Parisi

APR IL 9, 1919
Jody Jennings

APRIL 17.1999
Charles Stewart

MAV 29, 1919
Atoiske AdenlIdniu

AUGUST 9, 1919
Anthony Martin

AUGUST 20, 1919
Bobby Stston

CHEF PROGRAM
JUNE 30, 1911

("IFFY! Barnes
Arthur Mutts
Richard Meson
Kanneth

AUGUST 3, 1919
Redivide Curtis
Jon Herod*
Phyllis Thomas

AUGUST 10, 1913
Etta Oark
Mora McClanahan
Ctatidatie Smith
Nancy Wilson

SEPTEMBER 3, 1933
Enma Andrada
Lucia Padilla
Eilovedis Torre,

SEPTEMBER 14.1911
Carla Itardovitert

SEPTEMBER 13,3939
Robert Davis

SEPTEMBER 29,2919
Burnotta Coles
Micheal Farrefi
Linda Hang!
Gerald Murray
Paul Wens

7 8 4

Derrick McConnell

Tawanda Scott

Jamas Witte

Phyllis Thomas

Carlene Smith

Andra Broadway
Whit ney Faulkner
Doug Pratt

Marvin Gray
CionnIs Mr Cluri
Legyn Whipsaw

James Grantham
Deborah Resid-Osliesi
Larry Smith

Duel& Cardenas
Rogallo Perez

Wilitem Mcitanzis

Jody Jennings

Matti* De Soar
Dierdra Graham
Michael inseam
Patricia Schaf
Wail Young
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Commencement
August 12, 1989

Processional

t Invocation

Welcome Mary Ann Kibarian
President of the

Culinary School of Washington

Introduction
of Commencement Speaker Hon. Robert P. Hanrahan

Admissions Department of the
Culinary School of Washington.

Former Member ef Congress.
State of Illinois

Commencement Address The Honorable Carl C. Pertins
U.S. Congressmen. Kentucky

Committee on Education and Labor

Conferring of le Certificat thin Diplome Don Kett ler
Academic Dean

Culinary School of Washington
Presentation of Citations for

Outstanding Achievement ... Presented by Mary Ann K barian

Outstanding Student Award Presentation . Dr. David Osborne

Distinguished Faculty Award Presented by Francois Peter
Faculty. Culinary School of Washington

Special Citation for German Embassy . . . Presented by David Bearl

Presidential Award Presented by Mary Ann Kibarian

t Benediction
Recessional

RECEPTION FOLLOWS

t Audience will please stand



Atmeia Banahoff
James Jackson
J effrey Ratchet
11.41k Washer
B illy WrIeht

Ortita INewington
ThoMas Newby
Merle A. Young

Felix Bonet
Csivin Corley
Terri Lamar-Burr
Harold Wa Haps

Ed Balch
Gregory Moore

CornN Soil
Edgar Poe

Clisontln Alien
Kenneth Currie
Pet*, Hoffman
Antonio Orr
Sondra Turner

Bobby Staten

Comfort Boadu
Josiah Jof friss
Men Raiser
Lance Schott

Geoffrey Barrow
Gloria Guardado
Christopher Keller
Migutsi Titado

Thertea Beatty
Cindy Johns
Marin Shelton

Alice Bowen
Joan Hayes

Butler Bonner
J oni Johnson
Sandra Rood

John Adams
CieWaitor Dickorson
Clifford Knoll

*Kitts Shannon
Henry Smith

Betty Soul ware
Harold Southorland

James 1110020

Keno Allen
tan Fox
Troy Jackson
William Petrick
Carolyn Toison
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C--.1181117rTROS

Joseph CorniliCtus
Jack Loh An Sok
Marsha Reborn
Ronald Wallace

OCTOBER 13,10811
Juan Brown
Gary Swann

NOVEMBER 20, 19118
Teresa Bullard
Thomas Fields
Eddie Rig*
Gary wood

DECEMBER 12, 1984
David Grant
Kelly Whitfield

DECEMBER 15, 1988
Alfons
Maxwell Pointioxtaf

DECEMBER 26,1988
John Bledsoe
Naomi Gifford
Franceli Jonas
Grogoty Rivers
Ronald KWH

DECEMBER 28. 1988
ShIrMy Washington

JANUARY 13,1989
Evan Bowsti
Darryl Janos
Keith Rudietti
Riilp Titorrien

JANUAR Y 23, 1989
Kenneth Broadus
Sharon Goodman
Tee Saelint
Rebel.= Williams

JANUARY 28, 1919
George Covington
Franaet Pasty

FEBRUARY 13, 1989
Otts Conine
Jaime Revoivo

FEBRUARY 18,1989
Codric Gray
Janice WW1
Carlon' Smith

FEBRUARY 22, 1989
Joan Baker
John Hoimps
Charlie Lucas

imothy Sipple
Arion Vico

MARCH 13.1989
Robert Fate
Anthony Wills

MARCH 15,1919
Charlet Hall

APRIL 3.1089
Alonzo Bowling
Preetrnon Honer*
CatharIne King
Eddie Powoil
Haman, Turnor

786

High

Clyde DePtigh
Robert heln90
Reginald SY*
Philip White

Sharon Newby
Charles Winbusli

'Thurman Bundy
Carol King
Randolph Robinson

Ronald McGriff

William Konnedy
Charles Smith

Lisa Burruse
Michael Hebron
Anthony Martin
James Stevens
Esporanza 2ayas

Kelly Fausnight
Richard Pasko
Gree SCOW
Ricky Tillman

Anima Brown
Mark Harris
Christina limiter

Ed Dalton
*Jonquil Remo

Thomas Hell
Ovine Wation

Eric Huff
Plano Oliver
Earl Smith

*Colin Coyne
Caron Johnson
Milton Rettig
Ailliton Speight
Micheal Willie

*Scott Lawrence
Keith lAtMte

AMON** laurnotte
Michas/ Kasten
Diane Majors

*Jaffrey Prottirman
lanthya Wlllams

Academic Achievement
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APRIL 10,1009
^titian Ames Amy Arrington Jamas Bar ker
Anita Barnes Marital% ilomsnri Gregory Grimes
Reldnailuggins Lisa Mgcrea Robert Rooths

APRIL 20,1059
Darryl Carr Dor Phyllis Washington Nicots Whitten

MAY 5, 1949
Audrey, lientley Mcitale ItWry Jason Coles
Fria Duruarnaku Angelo Farrar Paul GOMM!
Alf y Heytion Clifford Noinws Kennath Jackson
Michael Jackson AMhony McCnesney Keith Pulliam
GIN Satiation Uolvel Smith Utley Wilson

MAY 14,1955
Cynthia lionicling OM Orodigan Bernadine Brown
Andra BUM" Alvin Dumas Alberto Ethaubsl
Joseph Gant Sammie Harris Dorothy McDonald
John Nairn FlormitIno %tar Marva QuIros
Mark Romlon Luis Rogan Antonio Salina*

MAY 21.1030
David Barstow Roderick Jaddon Thomas Lama
Kevin McMullen Douglas nark Korvin Pettlford
Kenneth Shannon Cariblin Simpson Mike Winfield

JUNE 4, 1111111
Rebecca Barnum Derrick Nolman Thomas May
Garaid McCoy Martin Oicott Derr* Patterson
Fred Shepard TensistoOM TAM Eric Walkw

JUNE 7, 1000
Dorothy Adams Donald Alston Michael Davidson
Rena Young

JUNE II, 1111115
Geoffrey likbunin William DM% Anthony Defraltes
Genachew Darnel Swann Emelinoer Paul Hayes
Sharon Johnson Glenn Lowls Linda Norris
Mosel William

JUNE 211, 1055
Edward Sow James Cooper Jirnes Fryw
Kim Jonas Elhembra Diaturdi Kelvin Thompson
Karyi Watson (Newly West

Dennall Groan
Timothy Walker

Daniel Camus
Kevin Grams
Sonia Hernandez
Maria Octioa
Bernardinti Viilarroal

Mark Kaily
David Thompson

Favors Donna
Renown Jackson
Leonard Mayo
Jerry Williams

Joan limarly
Cleveland McFarland
Michael Ray

KIP Academic Achievement

JULY
Charles Lawson Caroi Waldeck

JULY 20, 101111
Clinton Dawkinis
Eduardo Nernandar
Mohammed Namara
Martha Quint*

marl. Fernandes
Juan Nernandes
JOI. Mendoza
Jim R yals

AUGUST 0, 10110
Gary Raynor Brian Smith

AUGUST 10,1000
LuCy Gordon
Philip Kemp
AMMO* Pirdowy

AUGUST 23, MO
Michatie Brown
Wesley MCKIntilY
Robin Whit*

Omar Hassan
Nathan King
Francisco Reyes

James Glenn
Anthony Mobley



Stoke Achamoong
Michelle Clarke
Tenni.* Tilahan
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PASTRY

SEPTEMBER 211. 1981
Bola Ades, n
Bist Habaeb
Chul Ya p

JANUAR Y 7. 1959
Carol Beth Bowman Cecilia Hilton
Michelle Willis

Julia Children
Prince Owusu

Bobby Chestnut
Ritrkla Richards

Sandra Johnson
Michael Tinsley

APRIL 10. 1989
Annette Coleman
Deborah Rhode

AUGUST 13.19119
Christiena Konadu
David Samesonemu

CATERING
AUGUST 10.1951

TOM'S McCoride
Tim ~then

OCTOBER 17, 1911
Marion Cato* Crystal Warren

FEBRUARY 9.1959
Mary Arnold

MARCH 13, 1919
Diane Frenotte Leigh Thompson

Ira Carson
LetiCia Harris

Anatole Nymeck

Kelley Marsden

Sonie Magans
Willa Willis

Curtis Millhouse
Marshallyn Whittington

APRIL 17. 11119
Dont* Hodge Carol Liburd Jaunell Redd

AUGUST 9, 1919
Tomoko Curry Cecile Nubia

High Academic Achievement

ADDITIONAL CHEF PROGRAM
SEPTEMBER 21,1911

Erin Tasco4MY
APRIL 3,1919

Mildred Byers Thomas Jonas
APRIL 20. 1955

Domini! Clay Limy Malloy
MAY 21,1989

Tim Clarke Chris Doyle John Norwood
JUNE 7, 19119

Kenneth Guest

The Culinary School of Washington wishes to express its
appreciation to the following companies and individuals who
have made contributions, to the 1989 Commencement
Ceremony.

Atlantic Foods
Ehrlich's Poultry Et Meats

Green Springs Dairy
Hanover Uniforms

Organist Dena Bearl
Minister James R. Tate

Graduation Coordinator Liss Block
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gsavErareiritrigra7

OW Watt Ammar 'moo

Ms. Pamela R. Pell, Chief
Government of the District of Coknebio
Educat ion Licensurs Commission
State Approving AgenCy Division
717 Fourteenth Street, N.W.
Suite 801
Washington, D.C. 2000S

Dear Ms. Polk

Sea Psailait tressaillse
tannesems

COUR f 70

July ft, 1990

Thank you for your letter of Aim 19 in which you sought verification of the status of Dr.
Berkey Klborion.

Actually, Dr. Kiborion has not been associated with Geonotovm University since June of
1967. Fte hod taught marketing courses in the School of euslikess Administration from
September of 1963 until June of 197, and was given terse& as on Aseeelate Professor in
t964, juM one yew befure ho left the University..

Thunic yet.. fr iu.g ciariticat ion in this matte.:

Sincerely,

7/1-elet;A.1 44-4,fr/

Jr. .Voi..e-i-teient tity
Apacluta a.ug

tVit-tGirt.rh

7 S
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Pals Rome Beging ps.

Tba oorpeao of this queerest to to *reale Gestrosamyf
Zbefta Prest(n for the listmersity of W481111.11 ther soots
the etaa4ardo 01 semisolids assolteltes 154 gO fieesegalr

Me gams pies le se isitisto the first aseiltitotamely
is lder t lists the Saab initial fel tosh'parttee.

The opeeifie teattabase pfami4o4 by elm eolversity or
Switsopert est Mese Sp Oa Celitary easel aro listed bola.

sell es tadvatItsse fres the ftret Glees es4 the allosatios of
ebe Posttest.

10 The Vsirovatty of Iridgepert agree. to provide dormitory
or appropriate Ileitis facilities for br. est Hrs. Itibertaa and pee
&tattle's1 aseosedattos for 4 female regretter.

i. Allow 'tattoo prirtiodpos fer the +neva three persons
ts the Seiterairy

t!. Preside ftiaa spate, taIspliasos, est alertasi Choc
perassei) sapport ettell'as ilippeirtter,-oprts,
seekiso, glebes! staelesastra 4 poetess for mailiss.

tit. Compensate 83.000.bi-sostk1p sossesstsg otos this
apemen ts issed! ivy Seth parties, hut so sore thee
411,000 over a tee month perio4. ferther !settee for
the 401isery Seitoiti ts bassi s Aerial* 3.

WAN*

7E24 Mary Cassatt Drive, Potomac, fitarylanst 20854 (301)983.2823

'7 Li
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2, The Culinary School will plan, initiate and recruit
students and faoultv and aduinitter the Caitronoay/
Chaf's Prestige, Students will be encouraged to teka
all of the liberal arts courses required-by: the
University for the Associate and Sacheler's Degree.

1, Culinery School agrees CO hire at its sole expense
aoy and All staff as needed.. The Univerpity of
Bridgeport retains the right'of approval of any
aploysas hired by Culinary School.

Proposed faculty %sobers shall Ws recommended to .

the University of Stidgeport by the-Culinary
school. The University of Sridgepux.rataina the
right to sake all faculty hiOnsoleoisions and all
f culty ushers hired.shall bs employees of the
Culinary School unless spiolfiad otherwise.
However, all salaries and taxes, including, but
not Wilted to 484181 security, paid to or on
behalf of said faeelty welders by tba University
of Bridgeport shall.Se deducted from the payment
owed by tha University of Bridgeport to Culinary
School.

iii. Culinary School agrees to gel for outaido
advertising media production.

iv. Culinary School agrees to provide in addition to
4 currieulum with daily laison plan, the
following: One waft*, knife eat, a set of
textbooks (for rahruitere'te demonstrate)
standardised eianindtp(os Coorrected by the
Culinary School), a daily faculty eseessent
procedure, The Cerriculnis and lesson Plan ars
valued at $50,000 and vill be loaned to the
University end students during the length of this
agreenant.

S. All f.uition end feal paid to the University of bridgopOrt
hy student, enrolled in the Geatronony/Chaf's Praire,'
art:roes shall constitute the gross revenue of th
f.ulleary School. Trost the gross revenue so defined, the
toi:.oving iteiss snall be deducted:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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1, 'Faculty salaries

it. ?clod costs and administration of purcbeelni dapart"
sant tor daily cooking

ill, Knife st, uniform, books lesson plan (normally
included In tuition aoi fossil

iv. Kitchen facilities not owned or leased by -the
University of aridgeport with approval ef the
University.

V. The Univereity of Bridgeport will in Consideration Af
Culinary School services, pay tvo..thirds of the
residual tO the Culinary School and one-third 'to the
University of Bridgeport.

4, Culinary School ha. AO claias'to tuition sod fess arned
by the University ef Bridgeport for courses taken by
students unrelated to the Gastronomy/Chef'. Prograe.

5. Culinary School agrees to be olely responsible for Ang
financial lois., ustained in the perforeence of this
agreement.

6. Culinary School hereby relsees and discharass the
University of Bridgeport, its $orperators, trustees,
officers, faculty, studentscabOlayses and aaenta ef
end frau all elates, decandsidestions end -aims!s of
action of every nature, includihe. but not limited to all
lows or xpenses which oily arise and relate in any va)
to the activities covered pursuant tO tbis ow:lent,
Purther, Culinary Papal agrees to.Aadeenify end bold
the University of Iridgeport, its sorporators, trustees',
officers, faculty, students, uployess and agents
harmless frau and Against ani and all lisbilitise,claiss
actions, costs and expel:lees in any way related or
arising out of the activities covered pursuant to this
agreement,

BEST COPY AVAILABLY
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71 This sirasisat way %a asasded in witting only and
isned by both portias.

0. This seresosat is *Wilted under the %airs of the
Commodwealth at Connectisnt and shell begone effective
October. 1, 1990 and continue with tuil force sad
effect until October 1, 1993. Zither party say
tsrainate with 40 days notice befoce.tereination f a
geometer,

Resented by the-yarties, hersto,.through tjt,ir authorised
representatives, thie day of " 1990.

!of tb.bnLv.rsityof
.1111.10.

tor Oufinary School
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UNARY

CtWASHMTEN. tm
300 G $t. N.E.

Washiwton, D.C. 20002
(M) 543-7358

16 July 1990

Dr. Janet Greenwood, President
University of aridgeport
lisidgeport, CT 06602

Dear Dr. Greenwood;

SOMMOOPOMMI,Acrift
sikNO010011

82
MKT ---------

mary Ann snd z njoyed meeting you and your key
executives. Your home is lovely and dinner was fine.

Xnclosod is *proposed letter I would like to send
to random selected leads not being "worked" and *drop-outs."
This can he a bulk mailing, simply folded, requiring no
envelope.

iim idea of this notice is to measure interest in a
proposed program. This will compress time by searching out
at least 100 serious candidates. There is nc pride of
authorship,- -chances may be made to avoid jeopardising
approval.

I

414
I look forward to working with yo fine executive

'team and will work with Dr. Xigel on, y*to -day basis.
The mission is quite cleer, wProvidels gnificant revenue
to the University oormastent with academic estmllenco."

cc;

uith kindest regards.

Sincerely.

Berkey nbarien, Ph.D.

Dr. eigel RECEIVED
Mike Bisciglio
Mike Decker JUL 1 9 ft

C:ECHER
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Kaye you thought about being a GOUrMat EXeCUtive

CliZP

Over the years ws have received many inquiries

requesting a gourmet executive chef's program.

...Please call now.to discuss your interest in this

possible program or any other career you wiuh to talk

about.

I
,

Please call now for a friendlY:41k ....

Berkey Kibarian, Ph.D.
Chef de Cuisine

796
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RiL NARY e
ciWA9-1WON. $164. ewinimsmisitomssikaminie

300 0 Streets NS
Wastingeees DC 20002

202.442.433S

Telefax Number: 202-546-5224

roapit. j.:""'" (f fo TiseY
4r; 3

szn. To )A-/ 0-790ve r

83WW1

IWLI NUMAI .2.r, 7-(2-/6173

nob 73./66A-g/4-7)

TAW TIANDITITAL cora=
SOU.

MOO 1:10 NOT =In II1TOTAL SUMS OP P AS INDICATED Miner=
ems nowastrar, must =non CO CPI4. SIND /VISE =ME

el

r

, I i

AUS.IIMODISO us TRARSprarit.

RECEIVW
4uN 2 1990

MICHAEL 3. BEECHER
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NARY

c4444911\00N. LTD
300 3 St. N.E.

Washtrxion. D.C. 20002
(202) 543-7358

18 June 1990

Br. Janit D. Greenwood, President
University.of Bridgeport
Bridgeport, CT 06602

004X Or. Greenwovd:

X spent a week at the trniversity of Bridgeport and
slept in Saltine dormitory; the potential is exciting and

-'-working with Dr. aril is great. I also visited with several
administrators while on tempos.

The $12.5 million debt I read .ebout in the newspaper
is a challangelI would like to take the responsibility of
eliminating this through the Chefs Program and here is a
brief-Plant

Dr. tigel is in the process of obtaining approval of
the chefs program; the cafeteria is,cnrrently available for
use, now that the Methodist seminar is over.

Almost no expenditure is needed tp recruit at leeet OVA
- 010014 Of 25 etudemte frau the 22,000 #nulXlea received annUalWew
at the University of Bridgeport and. the nermilArop-out
p001 which I reViewed briefly; also wo currently have 300 prospects
in our-11011114ssion in Washington that would be excited At the
opportunity of earning' an Amain* degree from a four-year
university.

A portion of the pool of.rivenue generated from this first
class can be plowed back to,build a dales force Bast of the
Missisiippi to refer students to the University of Bridgeport
for.tke Alsociato program. The kitchen portion of instruction
can la* Wight in their home towns before coming to the main
campus for their Liberal arts courses in September, January,
and June, without adding any new classes; housing of worse
is already availablis--this wi11 result in 100 new students monthly

79s
BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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in the chefs program. A. sales force of 25 to :;0 off-campus
recruiters paid, in essence, on a productivity basis. They
will refer students who meet the University of Bridgeport
guidelinee, hut.will mat be Involved in financial aid, will
-produce these numbers.

. in addition, during the VATAMier of 1991 I Suggest a
bilingual chefs prOgran be offered in Spanish ( we already.
have a method of instruotion'for this program), as Well AS
in aapanese, /Xenia, ind TUrkish. These students will be
recruited by nationals in their respective countries although
large local American ethnic communities can also be a source
since they are anxious tor their friends and relatives to
attend. This bilingual enrellment will be 500, they nay stay
'on to study anglish and To on fer the Associate dmgree if they
are prepared to meet the University standards...*

The chefs provem can be an additional source of revenue.
To illustrate; When you walk into solected.Bloomingdale stores
on sect' floor you pass by a cart offering fruit tarts, brownies,
cookies, coffee and.in various buildings and on tha streets ih
New York City a °Water wagon" of various bottled waters of
the world is offered to the public, and in the Marriott
headquarters building in Bethesda, Maryland, these items are
sold toptimir office amoloyees. This is considered a profit
copier by Marriott.

ihetweem classes at the University of Bridgeport these.
service carts shouAd be roaming the building, dormitories and
offices for a cup of capaccino or coffee a,la Viennese with
fresh cream, limmies or chocolate in Mho coffee; .These of
course will bo.manned and operattoti.students in the chefs
program, general students amiof sh the businees,achool
aah also have a role in this.new entkepreneurship.

The Domino's Oirsit store near Georg* Wishington University
does 1000 piesAm a dayi The tread now at universities is
cvt-resch far food services. There will now be a natural
labor force to'draw from. !Whine dormitory now simply has
gaming machines, two soda machines and assorted peanut butter
crackers type machines. A cart offering miniature pissas, milk
and desirable items woull be stampeded.

The .typical nomima's does one Million dollars annually.
roppkw.a

BEST COPY AVAILABLE 79 ,/
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-corner, k full fare delivery can also reach out to Fairfield,
Bridgeport, firms, and offices and also ships and yachts.
An au courant attitude toward food service.

The food eervios center can 44d should be a profit
center. I was-made.aware that a'labor contract is being
negotiatsd and do not wish to muddy the water. Rowever,
the-obefs program through internahip, (slo cost) and_
apprenticembips, can save 75% of labor and management costs.

The colleges and universities with their own food services
have an organisation referred to as IMCUSS (National Association
of College and Univeraity Food Services) headguertered in

Lansing, Michigan. These employees would like to earn an
Associate degree and would be perfect to attend summers at
the Uhiveraitrefnridgeport'as mould thousamds of food
service employees at hospital nursing hems, hotels, reataurants
to name a few especially ae we develop a flexible schedule..

Looking forward to meeting you for a discussion over
lunch or dinner to make the $12:S million dollar debt reduction
a cause calebre.

Best ragozds,

narkev ribarian, Ph.D.
Chairman of the Board
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dVASliNGTEIsl, LTD
SOO G St. N.E.

Was
, D.C. 20002

Ur543-7358

30 Nay 1990

Ox. idwin 0. Diva, Jr.
fragest and Vice preeident
university of axidgeport

ilFidgsPon, CT 06601

Dear Dr. Xigell

Soak rams* Sammes
m assolasss

EMT it 84

X appreciated the opportunity to discuss in further
detAil ny proposal to develop a gastronomy gourmet chef's
program on your campus..

As a result of air discussions, X suggest we meet
friday, 1 Jun0.2900, at 10 ms

r

to finalise en initial
'agreement to initiate the procoam 14onday,4 June 1990.
I will simply need eoes office space to begin my work
staxttng 1 June 1090 and tO cOntinne throng, the following
week. Three other aep3oyeas will join me tn a few days for
a totAL of four to ranru.t students for a plass commencing
16 July 1990, NA prefer being close to the admissions office'.

I will prOcreed to find a'suitAble kitchen ta hold classes;
enig***d La * similar type açrea.ent wig normally use to rent
kitatehe during their down,

I

I

*

The University of eridgaport will provide A check'for
01,000 made out'to Xibertan essociates.on 1 June 1000.

The Malang staff will 00O0 omoampue.ftdnesday, 6 June,
and live on oampuvor e near-by motel and work.slx dmys a week;
their expenses and selettea will be.born by Us from the neat
payment of $4,000 due Yridall a June 1990,

Ton already:have Atally of a projected income and profit
statement based OA a suooessfutchefs proyrer oMyour campus.
&CI Yoloolg_mWW --." "
ttio, 11 Nrilv 144A irntiiro nAvmottha ta MA Min ha aanatataat with

priTAal*ouilined in 'ill; projected IMMO and profit
tatement.

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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2n return for these perMats, xlharian Associates Ogress
not to estabitsh 4 similar propos at any other campus in

Connecticut.

Atter this arrangement has boon in effect for qkty days,
either'perty will'have the right to esk that a morw.formal
contract,'incorporating the details ofver'simangement, be
drafted.

We further pledge Our beet efforts topraeptly provide
tbs.University of'Bridgoport with a curriculum and marketing
plan which wIlksuccesefully establish the Univereity of

rt as Jusajor center tOr training gourmet chefs
-tertrimaty specialists.

I and mressocinteo look forward to a loaresialtioduotive
relationshirwithylma. and with the Univaraitrof Aridgeport.

SinOerely yours,

Barkov ribarien, Ph.D.
for ribirlanAmsdciatoser

Agreed this day of May 100

bx. mdmim 0. sagfr7-n7--
for tho University of aridgsport

01.
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TABU X

INITXATXPG * SAWAGES4 A GOCSKEr
CSETS MGM 064017X CAMPoS
"goons= MOMS * pRom

BaY410441 Por 01Att
Init4on par stUdtht 18400
25 Students .0 length of Program 16 'looks

40 hours,per week 6210,000
. .

12.wrfettm. a2445
y students x 20

Xnstruotr: 115 per hour x 640 days
Dooks, LeSSOn Piss, Umiform, Waives
Advertising per class

Total Operating Oasis

Gross Profit

mg $12,000
9,600

T2,500
6,000

Rovenue - 225 atr i atioo 5tudents 1st Ye
asses *very

Classes per Year

04eat cost!.

800

40,10

6169,900

61,690,000
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Tabla
111.

Cash, flaw - Sciwaulad Use of runds
and Distribution of PsOfits

for *First Class t.

51.0-1-1LASEILW1-03 6210,000

Minus Initial Outlay by institution 450,00-
Minus Cost Of Program ,..24.04912.119.1

fraf:4t atiar ita. Outlay and /
Direct Cost of First Class $119,900

Prclectsd Cost of Class If
to be deductad from 'unsung
arned fross 1st Class Revenue

Distribution of Ransininc Proftt

30t for institution
50* for 3.1.

f

_ 50.410

$69,900

$34,950
* $34,950

Institution recoups its original advance of $50,V00 4 the
casts et oporstino tits lit class,
New Classes financed Om profits.
institution nsad eot put in any new funds.'
Institution realises 70* rSturn on investment in four months.
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Table III

Cash Flov, Classes II through IX, Illustratiaa Dae..of
*Additionai Ucenses & Increased Perccatave of Profit for
your Institution: 601 for your Institution Starting with

Sth Class 4 700 !Martino with gth class

$210,000
US Qt Of Pog'ram

Cost of Equi:pasbt, FacatY, eurPlies 50,000
$160,1b0

*Sew Tull-time Recruiter

Glmss Profit before Alloostiom

Class III gross RAMenuto
Until' Cost of Program

*New Director of Pogram

$210,000
50 000

41-60 r:scitit.

_50,0_00

6110,000

Grosi-PrOfit before Allocation $.110,000

21Afl-E_JIM.114.42""1----
nue Cost o. rocrem

*Second Rscruitor

Gross Profit before AlIccation

f
,

$210,000

4l6Q1,00o

5_0,APP

$210,000
Cogt-ot Program ..50,000

eS 4166.6dr

*Assistant to Director 30 000

Gross Profit before Allocation

***** * V V V * *********** *

Sl10,000

$130,000

At this point, ''het profit distr-Illutior. becones C't to tr.,
Inst....trt= and 40% to E.R.

8 0



Tn1,10 IV

Uttnin Movimus for Pirmt Ynnr, Prralt
6 Prof4 Distribution to ynnr

with Unto Imre:men '

iu your Fnvor

Itxtrginnon

&

Class Oros!, lisvonum
Totai Prof( t

After Ittnpen0co IV; tnnttLutaan 70 PA.

002)"he (50%)

210,000, 8. 0,900 34,950 i 34,950

210,000 mono' 55,000 55,000

III 210,000 Iluipoo 55,000 - 55,000

IV 210,000 110,000 55,000 5,,nnu

16(%1 (40%)

V 210,000 130,000 70,000 52,000

VI 210,000 130,000 '70,000 52,000

VII 210,000 130,000 ,70,000 52,000

. VIII 210,000 100,poo 60,000 40,000

t70%) t30t)

EX 401089 160,y00.

Totsls $1,090,000 $1,049,000

0 so

112,000

$605,9S0

40,000.

4443050

re
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Table V

Gross Rexene*, !tapeworm, and Profib.fer the
Fkrsti & Second Years & Third 'Year

C.Protit Allocation .
...-

'Gross Revenue. Expenses Teti:1_110M
Profit to

the Institution
Nofit

U.K.

Int Year 1,990,000 *1144,10U $1,049r9013 $605,950'

2nd Year 1,0g0000 440,100 1,.049,900 734,930. 314,971

3rd Year 1,190,000 040,100 1,049:900 944410.i (2) 194, 991

(1) The buy-out figure, at the end of the 2nd year is

W31(314,970 = $104,990 if the institution desires.

(2) Assumes iluv-out.

Increased Revenue could result by expansion of
number of kltchrus'and recruitine.

v

8 0 I
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LA* OF .C1(.0

Pealleld subusome
laulialkle

SCHWALL, DONNICM rELD, 89& SI LiCabor

October 2, 1990

ELMO

Senator Sam MUnn
Chairman
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
United States Senate
Dirkeen Senate Office building, Roue 303
Washington, D.C. 20510

Eel liarkarItilarialu_136.14
Dear Senator Nunn:

SNOTS SIM LAST
DIM gilleneat selesitT, N. W.

WASSITTOTOTT. Co. C. 111000,

*OKA COSS SOS
041*-rese

TEOCINTN S0LLA1P.0411.0

Dr. barkev Siberian and his wife, Mary Ann Siberian,
received subpoenas to testify before your Subcommittee on
September 13. Dr. Siberian's appearance was postponed after I
brought to the attention of Nr. John Sopko and Nr. Mark Webster
of the Subcommittee staff the fact that Dr. Siberian had suffered
a: stroke in Nay and appeared to have had a second stroke in early
September. Mrs. Siberian's appearance was postponed as well
because she had to attend to her elderly mother who underwent
surgery on September 12.

In support of Dr. Eilsarienns request for a postponement of
his appearenee, I provided the Subcommittee staff with a letter
from his primary physician, Gilbert Eisner, N.D., documenting his
medical condition. In that letter Dr. Eisner expressed concern
about Dr. Siberian's condition and stated that he should not Nj
placed in any stressful situation tor the immediate future.A,
Mr. Webster interviewed Dr. Eisner in connection with that
earlier request, and the Subcommittee agreed to reschedule the
Siberians' appearance to some future date. They are currently
scheduled to testify on Friday, October 5.

4,/ A copy of this latter vas provided to you and other embers
of the Subcommittee in my letter dated September 19.

80,i
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Senator Sas Nunn
October 2, 1990
Page 2

Despite the written and oral statements made by Dr. Eisner,
you and other members of the Subcommittee expressed skepticism
about tho state of Or. Xiberian'i health as evidenced by the
tranSeript of the September 13 hearings. Dr. Siberian has mince
that time been re-examined by his neurologist, Richard scullion,
M.D., who has concluded that Dr. Siberian has indeed suffered a
second stroke. Dr. Edelson bases his diagnosis on a comparative
analysis of magnetic resonance imaging COI) scans performed in
May and September of this year. Dr. Edelson writes that the
stroke suffered hy Dr. Siberian is a "lecuner infarct which is
associated with hypertension and stress," and that it would be to
Dr. Siberian's "medical detriment" if he were to be placed sunder
the "stress of the forthcoming hearings Eof the Subcommittee]."
Dr. Edelson concludes that "thin is a fresh stroke and pr.
Siberian] should not put himself under any undue stress at least
for a =nth." A copy of Dr. Edelson's letter is enclosed.

In light of the precarious state of Dr. Siberian's health at
this time, as documented hy two physicians who have recently
*Lamined him, I onCe again respectfully request that the
Subcommittee postpone the appearance of Dr. Siberian until such
time as he can testify without the risk of physical harm. I do
not make this request cavalierly. I am fully aware that the
Subcoamittee wants Dr. Siberian's testimony in order to carry out
its legislative duties. I am also aware that the Subcommittee
does not take kindly to persons who, $t &eels, are attempting to
hinder an investigation. Nonetheless, I mmst reiterate my
request to postpone Dr. Siberian's testimony on the ground that
the stress of appearing before the Subcommittee could aggravate
his current sedical condition. In slaking this request, I wish to
assure the Subcommittee that Dr. Siberian's wife, Mrs. Mary Ann
Siberian, who is also represented by this firm, is prepared to
testify this Friday, Octc.har 5, at 9:00 a.m.

I would like to inform Dr. Siberian as soon as possible
whether, despite his ill health, he vill nonetheless be called
upon to appear before the Subcommittee this Friday. Accordingly,
I would greatly appreciate your response to this request at your
earliest convenience.

Enclosure

Sincerely,

S aphen P. matthewr
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Senator Sam Num%
October 2, 1990
Page 3

cc: All Subcommittes Members (Wencl.)
John P. Sopko, Esq. (w/encl.)

StrositarksMobsteossi(Wancl.)
Or. Sarkav Klbarian
Ifts. Mary Ann Kibarian

Si
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Semator Sam Munn
Chairman
Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations
United States Senate
Dirkeen Senate Office Building, Room 303
Washington, D.C. 20510

Res Bearings on Abusis in Yederal Student kid
ProgramsTestimony of Barker Siberian, Ph.D.
And Mrs Mary Ann !Siberian

Dear Senator Nunn:

I am writing on behalf of my clients, Dr. Berkey Xibarian
and Mrs. Mary Ann Xibarian, both of whom have been subpoenaed to
testify before the Subcommittee. The 'Siberian: were originally
scheduled to testify on Septeeber 13, but, due to medical
reasons, the Subcommittee granted them an extension for their
appearances. They are now scheduled to testify on Friday,
October 5.

Ass You and the Subcommittee staff are already aware, Dr.
Xibarian bad a stroke this pest May and appears to have suffered
a second stroke recently. Dr. )(Iberian's physician, Dr. Gilbert
Eisner, has written me a letter stating that Dr. Xibarian, in
light of his medical condition, "(nor the immediate future . .

Should not be placed in anY stressful situation.° A copy of this
letter, which was previously provided to the Subcommittee staff,
is enolossed herewith. Despite the precautionary note osounded in
Dr. Eisner's letter, the SUbcommittse has concluded that Dr.
Siberian should nonetheless appear on October 5 and testify
before the Subcommittee.

To minimize the stress that such en appearance before the
Subcommittee will create for Dr. Kiberien, who, as I previously
advised John Sopko and Mark Webster of the Subcommittee staff,
would likely assert his Constitutional privilege to not answer
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Senator Sam Nunn
Septekber 19, 2990
PAto 2

certain questions posed to him at the hearing, I respectfully
request that Dr. Siberian's testimony be hold in Executive
Seesion. I can see no valid legislative purpose for causing Dr.
Siberian to aseert him Constitutional rights in a public session
with spotlights, television cameras and microphones directed at
hista stressful situation for any private citizen which could,
in this instance, aggravate Dr. Siberian's medical condition.

I respectfully request that the Subcommittee afford the same
courtesy to Mrs. Siberian. She is tending to her elderly mother
whm recently underwent surgery at George Washington University
HospItal. Tbe strain and worry that Mrs. Siberian is currently
experincing due to the medical conditions of her husband and her
mother heed not be exacerbated by forcIng her to testify before
the subcoomittee in a public session-wespecially if she, too,
will likely assert her Constitutional rights to not answer
certain questions addressed to her.

On behalf of Dr. and Mrs. Siberian, 1 an grateful for
whatever consideration you and other members of the Subcommittee
can give to this matter.

Sincerely,

Saghen P. Matthews

cc: All Subcommittee Members
John F. Sopko. Esq.
Mr. Richard M. Webster
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TI-E NEUROLOGY CENTER

September 28, 1990

TO WHCM 17 MAY CONCERN:

Re: Dr. Barkr Siberian (DOB: 12-29.271

Dr. Barker Siberian is under my medical core and was seen by me on September
26, 1990. Re hes hod a recent stroke mnich is documented by (magnetic
resonance flown icin. this is a lecunar infarct which is ini4otiated with
hypertension mmi stress.

1 hart told Or. Siberian that it mould be to his medical detriment should he
put himself umder the stress of the forthcoming hearings. This is * fresh
stroke and he should not put himself under my undue stress et least for a
month.

Sincerely.

licKed N. Edelson, M.D.

RIK tkw

-41(
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i.e.n4ror Cam hum/
cha,rman, Permanent Sub-Committee of
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kt; Ur. Sarkev kibarlan

Dear Senator kunnl
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thls is a letter to clartty my note of September :8. 1940. addressed 'to 14hom

It Milt Concern". In that memorandum I stated that Dr. Rarkev ktbartan should

not place hlmself under stress tor he arbttrary pertod of 30 days follomIng

the onset uf M1ts presumed stroke of September 1, 1990. the 30 Ody pevtoo

should be from September 1. 149D. thus, at thrs po6nt, from the Infomotton

1 hw.. he should be able to qtve testtmony to the Senate Sith-CommIttee on

()dither 5, 1990.

S rice rely.

14Ner1 N. Fdehon, M.D.

814
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TESTIMONY OF

THE HONORABLE MARGE ROUKEMA

BEFORE THE SENATE PERMANENT SUBCOOVIIITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

REGARDING STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS

SEPTEMSER 12. 1990

KR CHAIRMAN;

I APPRECIATE YOUR ALLOWING ME TO SUBMIT THIS STATEMENT raR THE
RECORD OF THIS HEARING AND I CONGRATULATE CHAIRMAN NUNN, THE RANKING
MINORITY MEMBER SENATOR ROTH. AND THE OTHER AMBERS OF THE SUBCOMMITTEE
POR THEIR ATTENTION TO THE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT PROBLEM. AS YCC KNOW
THIS IS A PROBLEM THAT HAS GROWN FROM $200 MILLION IN 1981. TO OVER $2
BILLION THIS YEAR. THE TOTAL AMOUNT 0? DEFAULTED STUDENT LOANS NOW

OUTSTANDING IS APPROACHING $5 BILLION. I AM PLEASED THAT THE SENATE IS
ADDRESSING THIS IMPORTANT SUBJECT. IF AT WAIT ANY LONGER TO FIX THE

PROGRAM, WE COULD,HAVE ANOTHER SAVINGS AND LOAN BAILOUT ON OUR HANDS.

I WISH THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES WOULD TAKE NOTICE OF THIS
PROBLEM AS YOU HAVE. I HAVE TRIED roR THE PAST TWO YEARS TO HAVE THE

EDUCATION AND LABOR COMMITTEE HOLD SIMILAR INVESTIGATORY HEARINGS ON THE
SCANDALS BEING PERPETRATED ON THE STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM BY UNSCRUPULOUS
AND FRAUDULENT PROPRIETARY SCHOOLS. I APPLAUD THE FACT TRAT THESE SENATE

HEARINGS ARE FOCUSING ON THE LOOSE ACCREDITATION STANDARDS AND FRAUDULENT
AND ABUSIVE PRACTICES IN WHICH TRADE SCHOOLS rNGAGE. JERY Orr= THESE
SCHOOLS GO INTO BUSINESS POR THE SOLE PURPOSE OF BILKING THE FEDERAL

GOVERNMENT OUT OF STUDENT AID DOLLARS. THE PRACTICES OF THE SCAN SCHOOLS
ARE RESPONSIBLE FOR A LARGE PART OF THE TOTAL AMOUNT OF STUDENT LOANS IN
DEFAULT. THESE ARE LOSSES THAT MUST SE PAID BY THE AMERICAN TAXPAYER.

IN ADDITION TO THE FINANCIAL LOSSES TO TAXPAYERS. THE LOSSES EXTEND TO
THE THOUSANDS OF WORTHY STUDENTS WHO WILL BE DEPRIVED Or THE OPPORTUNITY
FOR P. HIGHER EDUCATION. THE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT LOSSES IS MONEY THAT

COULD HAVE SENT DESERVING STUDENTS TC LEGITImATE SCHOOLS. IT'S TIME FOR
CONGRESS TO STOP PROCRASTINATING M. ADDRESS THIS ISSUE.

81 i
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TESTIMONY OF MARGE ROUKEmA

SUBCOMMITTEE ON INVESTIGATIONS

SEPTEMBER 12, 1990

PAGE TWO

AS YOU KNOW. THE HOUSE AND SENATE ARE CURRENTLY MEETING 1N A

CONFERENCE COMMITTEE TO RECONCILE THE DIPFERENCES IN OUR EDUCATION BILLS.

I DID MY BEST TO HAVE STUDENT LOAN DEFAULT REFORMS ADDED TO THE HOUSE

BILL H.R. 5115. THE EQUITY AND EXCELLENCE IN EDUCATION ACT. THE SENATE

WAS SUCCESSFUL IN INCLUDING REFORMS SIMILAR TO THE ONES I PROPOSED wHEN

PASSING S. 695. THE EDUCATIONAL EXCELLENCE ACT OF 1990. IT IS MY HOPE

THAT THESE HEARING WILL SEND AN UNEQUIVOCAL MESSAGE TO THE MEMBERS OF THE

HOUSE INVOLVED IN THAT CONFERENCE THAT SOMETHING MUST BE DONE ABOUT

STUDENT LOAN DEFAULTS NOW. THE CONFEREES ON THE EDUCATION BILLS SHOULD

HEED THIS MESSAGE AND RETAIN THE SENATE DEFAULT PROVISIONS IN THE rINAL

VERSION OF THE BILL.

: LOOK FORWARD TO THil RESULTS OF YOUR HEARINGS AND TO DEFAULT

REFORMS BEING ENACTED THIS YEAR. WITH YOUR HELP, WE CAN ELIMINATE VRAV.D.

WASTE AND ABUSE ny THE TRADE SCHOOL INDUSTRY AND RETURN FINANCIAL

INTEGRITY To nir STUDENT LOAN PROGRAm. THANK YOU, mR. CHAIRmAN.

S )
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Another scandal in the making
Ry Marge *mama

Stop no If you haws beard this
one bafunt

foderaj inaursacet prevent
that proimia theueeada of Ameri-
est: Owens begins to i =
After yule, of death, the
pima of inesiteary aPlrear. C*11"
Ira Cea la wanted. A Wu/ion ia pro.
israod. Th. &metal %memo. *up
forward to say the problem is be

w4.sgera5ed and lb.'''. harf.mep
reforms are sufficient. Co
&Lowe end dilsys action uPltrliia:
rullv. the pr (masa sm. bankrupt.
ittih billions of taapeyer.boners at
st.ekr, the government Hem% an

oh a cued) tratima.
Ma is not the well.woni sip of

the savirip and loan debacle. l'ra
WW1 about the $7.5 bWlon de.
fe:rlt scandal in the Federal Ouse.
anteed Student kma,n proparn.

Ae Yogi Birta amyl, -We deia vu
all sear again!'

Xerh Om we ere fac14 with a
nr2042 in erten, Congress tries Us
e% aid difficult decision*.
The result i that relatively minor
pr zbitass are pencritted to fester
;mit: they require huge bailouts.

Recently, the federal Depart
mem of EducatIon relmeed the
findinee of an actuarial study of
the CSL program conducted by
the Cesirral Accounting Office
to.40 Thai *turfy continued that
the C:SL p togtera hes been lasing
tauncy fur IQ years, in fart, sm.
airrit icon defaults bay, prawn
1:orn a 1200 mafiosi problem in
2961 to $2 bilhoo.per.year prob.
km is 1990. The currant 12 billion
ut delauhad laens will Onions 37
percent of the amount Cro
apprupristed far the etudettt%":Pa
Palma% far MO. This it money
that ts thrown down the drain and

l not help am student get a
hither education.

There a ample evidence that the
iir:atiant ta in the early stages of
cultepu. In July, the Higher gdu-
cction Aosistance Foundation

tHEAFI, an Oklahoma-based
cslananc that roarer:tees millions....111...1.
45ea Ro.atesaa ea I RePubt,Cin

caniveit. rotifeterituti
11% f% be.gei Cuunte

tit Many trade
schools are
created for the
sole purpose of
bilking the
government out of
student ald
money.

of student Io&ne each year, an-
nounced that It could no Mutter
meet ite obligation. so reimburse
lenders for defaulted atudent
loans. The collage, at MAP will
leave the government with the
prarentaad habil* a/ Whom of
dollars iri kens held by the dna.
Tha Illooartment of Education
conned so exactly how much the
(spurs of HEAF will coat. They
also cannot bay with certainty haw
many other guarantee setneies are
in danger of Wing, although 0114.

isky the depattosent -has hi
,ysoes els cohere

Why do so many students de.
fault on their Mena? To a large
extent. the inersam in atudant
loan defaults is duertly attribut.
able to the explosion in tbe nuts.
bar of trade asd technical schools
over the past 10 yams. Many of
Mem echeate isa elm* Rasa 0P-
orations that go Leto busiseas for
the sokr mopes. of bilking tbe gov
among Oat of student aid money.
Some of them wax schools are
operating with annual default
ralsa aa blah as 70 permit. Thule
*cheats caroll students. Metes
guaranteed Iwo frosa hanks, and
provide such a poor advesdon that
many student' tither drop nut or
are unable so find empioyment in
the field foe which they were sup.
posed* trained. The ethool keeps
the mildest aid money. the bank
fete ite governsmot-becked loon

tigiI. and the student is left
cliZ the tog with a poor credit

rating, no job, end no income to
torso the utudunt tows
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As a oreashar of the Moues Edu-
cation and Leber Committee, r-
have preamks lbws IMO to Mores'
the etudent loan programa through'
a legislative peaato. The growth 7
in default* is clear evidence thst ;
the warms Is lacking the necomaary
aaftletierds against boa, woow
and &bum.

With headlines sereamins that
the SAL beilout will require an ad.
ditional MOO billion tor 1991
elone, you might think that it Con.
rasa wring into this particular
*bye* would mbar up and say
-never again."

Bull what the Swam mided
tough etudent.loan PR forms tir Ito
version of the omnibus education
bill, the House rho.; to forgo re.
torn of the program.

My reform* would here required
forced leaden S. sualste the Ie..
gitimary of the *chock to which
they levd, snd share the tisk for
Mans gone bad. Mast imposent,
my propoaals would have prohibit.
eci the figrant recruiting abrime
nd accreditation fraud menet:M-
ed by the scam schools. Finally. I
would have required student* to
provide more information to make
threat easier to locate whets they
default. My amendment. howaver,:-
was defeated.

The defeat of my amendment
wee cht.riy a result of lobbying by
trade school asamiatioas and opt-,
eim unarm. croups. Lobbyists
hammed that baMh of Constioei
twisted anus and Worked tbe
Wire* of reforest that would have .
restored sctountehillty to the sty...
dent loan Profeaot evetteett:
other wow* eavirtussin
out.

The Federal Student Loan Fro. ,

gran and the F4-1.- induaui ars tn.-.
nomama the mine. But Weal we'
sot wisely lode% the wallah ba.
mom the two rosy be more then
rhetorical. Wo 'sty well have Yet
another bankrupt pearrintant-
barked progrent to bail out.

In addition to financial Mew to
the tailuYors, the 10.4114 extend M..'
Ote thousamie of worthy students
who win he deprived of the oppor.
tuMty for highvt ethocatim. In the
end, our nation', ability to com-
Pete in world markets will suffer.


